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Oberwolfach Meeting Reports
1995

1. Symmetrien, 01.01.-07.01.1995
Organizers: Jose M. Montesinos, Madrid

Reinhold Remmert, Münster
Peter Slodowy, Hamburg

2. Mathematische Optimierung, 08.01.-14.01.1995
Organizers: Bernhard Korte, Bonn

Klaus Ritter, München

3. Enumerative Combinatorics and the Symmetrie Groups, 15.01.-21.01.1995
Organizers: George E. Andrews, University Park

Christine Bessenrodt, Magdeburg
Jörn Börling DIsson, Kobenhavn

4. Numerical Methods for Singular Perturbations, 22.01.-28.01.1995
Organizers: Pieter Hemker, Amsterdam

Hans-Görg Roos, Dresden
Martin Stynes, Cork

5. Applied and Computattonal Convexity, 29.01.-04.02.1995
Organizers: P~ter Gritzmann, Trier

Victor L. Klee, Seattle
Peter Kleinschmidt, Passau

6. Algebraic and Geometrie Combinatorics, 05.02.-11.02.1995
Organizers: Anders Björner, Stockholm

Gi! Kalai, Jerusalem
Günter M. Ziegler, Berlin

7. Qualitative Aspects ofPartial Differential Equations, 12.02.-18.02.1995
Organizers: Henri Berestycki, Paris

Bernhard Kawohl, Köln
Giorgio Talenti, Firenze

·8. Medical Statistics: Multivariate Models for Longitudinal Data, 19.02.-25.02.1995
Organizers: Niels Keiding, Kobenhavn

Martin Schumacher, Freiburg

9. Große diskrete Systeme, 26.02.-04.03.1995
Organizers: Thomas Beth, Karlsruhe

Martin Grätsche), Berlin

10. Mathematische Stochastik, 05.03.-11.03.1995
Organizers: Hans-Georg Müller, Davis

Dietrich Stoyan, Freiberg
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11. Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen: Topological and Geometrical Methods in O.D.E's,
19.03.-25.03.1995

Organizers: Jean Mawhin, Louvain-Ia-Neuve
Klaus Schmitt, Salt Lake City
Hans-Otto Walther, München

12. Constructive Methods in Complex Analysis, 26.03.-01.04.1995
Organizers: Dieter Gaier, Gießen

Richard S. Varga, Kent

13. Mathematische Logik, 02.04.-08.04.1995
Organizers: Walter Felscher, Tübingen

Helmut Schwichtenberg, München
Anne S. Troelstra, Amsterdam

14. Arbeitsgemeinschaft mit aktuellem Thema: Darstellungstheorie reeller reduktiver Lie-Gruppen,
09.04.-14.04.1995

Organizers: Dragan Milicic, Salt Lake City
Wolfgang Soergel, Freiburg

15. Orders in Arithmetic and Geometry, 16.04.-22.04.1995
Organizers: Jürgen Ritter, Augsburg

Martin J. Taylor, Manchester

16. Algebraische Gruppen, 23.04.-29.04.1995
Organizers: Peter Slodowy, Hamburg

Tonny A. Springer, Utrecht
Jacques Tits, Paris ~ .

17. Multilevel Methods and Applications, 30.04.-06.05.1995
Organizers: Wolfgang Hackbusch, Kiel

Pieter Hemker, Amsterdam
Gabriel Wittum, Stuttgart .

18. Linear Operators and Applications, 07.05.-13.05.1995
Organizers: Israel C. Gohberg, Tel Aviv

Bemhard Gramsch, Mainz
Helmut H. Schaefer, Tübingen

19. Matheinatical Models in Phase Transitions, 14.05.-20.05.1995
Organizers: Hans Wilhelm Alt, Bonn

Paul C. Fife, Sah Lake City

20. Computational Aspects of Commutative Algebra and Aigebraic Geometry, 21.05.-27.05.1995
Organizers: David Eisenbud, Waltham

Günter Scheja, Tübingen
Frank-Olaf Schreyer, Bayreuth
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21. Computational Number Theory, 28.05.-03.06.1995
Organizers: Hendrik W. Lenstra, Jr., Berkeley

Michael E. Pohst, Berlin
Horst Günter Zimmer, Saarbrücken

22. Freifonnkurven und Freiformflächen, 04.06.-10.06.1995
Organizers: Robert E. Barnhill, Tempe

Wolfgang Boehm, Braunschweig
Josef Hoschek, Darmstadt

23. Differentialgeometrie im Großen, 11.06.-17.06.1995
Organizers: Werner Ballmann, Bonn

Jean-Pierre Bourguignon, Bures
Wolfgang Ziller, Philadelphia

24. Quadratische Fonnen, 18.06.-24.06.1995
Organizers: Manfred Knebusch, Regensburg

Albrecht Pfister, Mainz
Winfried Scharlau, Münster

25. Bifurkation und Symmetrie, 25.06.-01.07.1995
Organizers: Eugene Allgower, Fort Collins

Klaus Böhmer, Marburg
Martin Golubitsky, Houstün

26. Aigebraic Methods in Multivariate Statistical Analysis, 02.07.-08.07.1995
Organizers: Michael D. Perlman, Seattle

Friedrich Pukelsheim, Augsburg

27. Schrödingeroperatoren, 09.07.-15.07.1995
Organizers: Michael Demuth, Clausthal-Zellerfeld

Volker Enß, Aachen

28. Dynamische Systeme, 16.07.-22.07.1995
Organizers: Helmut W. Hofer, Zürich

Jürgen Moser, Zürich
Eduard Zehnder, Zürich

29. Darstellungstheorie endlich-dimensionaler Algebren, 23.07.-29.07.1995
Organizers: Idun Reiten, Dragvoll

Claus Michael Ringel, Bielefeld

30. Einhüllende Aigebren und Darstellungstheorie, 30.07.-05.08.1995
Organizers: Walter Borho, Wuppertal

Michel Dufto, Paris
Anthony Joseph, Paris
Rudolf Rentschier, Paris
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31. Wavelets (Signalverarbeitung), 06.08.-12.08.1995
Organizers: Ingrid Daubechies, Murray HilI

Alfred K. Louis, Saarbrücken
Yves Meyer, Paris

32. Partielle Differentialgleichungen, 13.08.-19.08.1995
Organizers: Gerhard Huisken, Tübingen

Leon M. Simon, Stanford
Michael Struwe, Zürich

33. Ganzzahlige quadratische Formen und Gitter, 20.08.-26.08.1995
Organizers: Eva Bayer-Fluckiger, Besancon

Helmut Koch, Berlin
Boris Borisovic Venkov, St. Petersburg

34. Linear Problems in Analysis, 20.08.-26.08.1995
Organizers: Reinhold Meise, Düsseldorf

B.A. Taylor, Ann Arbor
Dietmar Vogt, Wuppertal

35. Complex Geometry: Vector Bundles in Geometry and Physics, 27.08.-02.09.1995
Organizers: Nigel J. Hitchin, Coventry

Klaus Hulek, Hannover
Robert Lazarsfeld, Los Angeles

36. Topologie, 03.09.-09.09.1995
Organizers: John D. S. Jones, Coventry

Ib Madsen, Aarhus 'ii.
Elmar Vogt, Berlin -

37. Knotentheorie, 10.09.-16.09.1995
Organizers: Joan S. Binnan, New York

Maxim Kontsevich, Berkeley

38. Geometrie and Logical Aspects of Descent Theory, 17.09.-23.09.1995
Organizers: George Janelidze, Tbilisi

Ieke Moerdijk, Utrecht
Walter Tholen, North York

39.- Function Spaces, 17.09.-23.09.1995
Organizers: Alfred Frölicher, Geneve

Horst Herrlich, Bremen
Gerhard Preuß, Berlin

40. Nonlinear and Stochastic Systems, 24.09.-30.09.1995
Organizers: Ludwig Arnold, Bremen

Werner Schiehlen, Stuttgart
Walter Wedig, Karlsruhe
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41. Mathematische Methoden der Geodäsie, 01.10.-07.10.1995
Organizers: Willi Freeden, Kaiserslautern

Erik W. Grafarend, Stuttgart

42. Arbeitsgemeinschaft mit aktuellem Thema: Seiberg-Witten Theorie, 08.10.-14.10.1995
Organizers: Stefan Bauer, Bielefeld

Thomas Friedrich, Beflin

43~ Geometrie, 15.10.-21.10.1995
Organizers: Victor Bangert, Freiburg

Ulrich Pinkall , Berlin

44. Empirical Processes: Theory and Applications, 22.10.-28.10.1995
Organizers: P. Laurie Davies, Essen

Peter Gänßler, München
Winfried Stute, Gießen

45. Differential-Algebraic Equations, Related Fields of Theory and Applicatföns,
29.10.-04.11.1995

Organizers: Roswitha März, Berlin
Linda R. Petzold, Minneapolis

46. Aigebraic K-Theory and Homotopy Theory, 05.11.-11.11.1995
Organizers: Thomas Goodwillie, Providence

Friedhelm Waldhausen, Bielefeld

47. Allgemeine Ungleichungen, 12.11.-18.11.1995
Organizers: Catherine Bandie, Basel

William Norrie Everiu, Binningham
Laszlo Losonczi, Debrecen
Wolfgang Walter, Karlsruhe

48. New Trends in the Teaching and Learning ofMathematics, 26.11.-0.2.12.1995
Organizers: David Bressoud, S1. Paul

Urs Kirchgraber, Zürich
Ed Packei, Lake Forest

49. Topologische Methoden in der Gruppentheorie,03.12.-09.12.1995
Organizers: Herben Abels, Bielefeld

Peter H. Kropholler, London

50. Kinematik und Robotik, 10.12.-16.12.1995
Organizers: Hans Georg Bock, Heidelberg

Manfred Hiller, Duisburg
loser Hoschek, Darmstadt
Friedrich Pfeiffer, München

_ .-.!."



51. Branching Processes, 17.12.-23.12.1995
Organizers: Peter E. Ney, Madison

Anton Wakolbinger, Frankfurt
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Alphabetic List of Participants of Oberwolfach Meetings 1995

Behind each name you fmd the report numbers of the meetings which the participant attended.
The star ,,*" indicates. that an abstract of the participants talk is contained in the respective report.

Name Report Name Report
Number Number

A'Campo-Neuen, Annette (Konstanz) 16 Anhalt, Christopher (Bonn) 2
Aalen, Odd O. (OslolN) 8* Anosov, Dmitrii V. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 43*
Abels, Herhert (Bielefeld) 49* Antoine, Jean-Pierre (Louvain-la-NeuveIB) 31*
Abramenko, Peter (Frankfurt) 49* Anzellotti, Gabriele (Povoß) 32
Abramovich, Yuri A. (IndianapolisIUSA) 18* Apel, Thomas (Chemnitz) 4*
Abresch, Uwe (Bochum) 23*,43 Applegate, David (HoustonlUSA) 2*
Ackermann. Thomas (Mannheim) 42 Arason, Jon Kristin (ReykjavikJIS) 24*e Aczel, Janos (Waterloo/CANADA) 47* Arcones, Miguel (AustinlUSA) 44*
Adam, Dirk (Dresden) 4* Arendt, Wolfgang (Ulm) 18*,27*
Adam. Eva (Wien/A) 39* Arevalo, Carmen (CaracasNENEZUELA) 45*
Adam, Susanne (Dresden) 45* Arians, Silke (Aachen) 27
Adern, AJejandro (MadisonlUSA) 49* Ariaratnam, Sinnathamby (WaterJoo, 40*
Agarwal, Ravi Prakash 47* Ontario/CANADA)

(SingaporelSINGAPORE) Arimoto, Suguru (TokyoIJAPAN) 50*
Agboola, Adebisi (BerkeleyIUSA) 15* Armbruster, Dieter (TempeIUSA) 25*
Ahlbrandt, Calvin D. (ColumbialUSA) 47* Arneodo, Alain (PessaclF) 31*
Aigner, Martin (Berlin) 9 Arnold, Ludwig (Bremen) 40*
Albrecht, Ernst (Saarbrücken) 18 Arnold, M~n (Rostock) 45*
Alekseevsky, Dimitri V. (Bonn) 23* Arternov. Sergei N. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 13*
Alessandrini, Giovanni (TriestelI) 7* Ascher. Uri M. (Vancouver/CANADA) 45*
Alev. Jacques (ReimslF) 30 Ashbaugh, Mark S. (ColumbialUSA) 47*
Alexander. James C. (College ParkIUSA) 25* Ashwin, Peter (Coventry/GB) 25*
Alikakos, Nicholas D. (KnoxvilleIUSA) 19* Askitas, Nikolaos (Bonn) 42
Alizadeh. Farid (New BrunswicklUSA) 5* Assem, Ibrahirn (Sherbrooke, 29
Alladi, Krishnaswami (GainesviIJelUSA) 3* QuebeclCANADA)
Allgower, Eugene (Fort CollinslUSA) 25 Aston, Philip (Guildfor4'GB) 25*
Almgren, Robert (ChicagoIUSA) 19* Athreya, Krishna B. (AmesfUSA) 51*
Alonso, Juan M. (StockholmlS) 49* Auroux, Denis (ParislF) 42
Alperin, Jonathan L. (ChicagoIUSA) 49* Avramov, Luchezar (West LafayettelUSA) 20
Alt, Hans Wilhelm (Bonn) 19,32 Axelsson, Owe (NijmegenINL) 4*
Altman, Douglas (OxfordlGB) 8* Aytuna, Ay<iin (Ann ArborlUSA) 34*
Altmann, Klaus (Beflin) 20
Altschuler, Daniel (Zürich/CH) 37 Bachern, Achim (Köln) 9*
Alzer, Horst (WaJdbröl) 47 Bacher, Roland (Saint-Martin-d'HereslF) 33*

e Ambrosetti, Antonio (PisalI) 11* Bachoc, Christine (TalencelF) 33*
Ams. Alfons (Karlsruhe) 40 Badora, Roman (KatowiceIPOLAND) 47*
Andersen. Henning Haahr (AarhusIDK) 16*,30* Baeumer, Dörthe (Bonn) 14
Andersen, Per Kragh (KobenhavnIDK) 8* Baeza. Ricardo (Santiago de Chile/CHILE) 24*,33*
Anderson, Theodore W. (StanfordlUSA) 26 Bai, Yin (Marburg) 45*
Andersson, Roger K.E. (PartilielS) 22* Bailey, Rosemary A. (London/GB) 26
Andersson. Steen Ame 26 Baladi, Viviane (Geneve/CH) 28*

(BloomingtonlUSA) Balaji, Vikraman (MadrasIINDIA) 35*
Andrews, George E. (University 3* Balla. Katalin (BudapestIH) 45*

ParkIUSA) Ballmann, Werner (Bonn) 23
Andrijevski, Vladimir V. 12* BandIe, Catherine (Basel/CH) 7.32*.47

(DonetskIUKRAINE) Bangert, Vietor (Freiburg) 28*,43
Angeles, Jorge (Montreal, 50* Bank, Randolph E. (La JolialUSA) 17*

Quebec/CANADA) Bär, Christian (Freiburg) 23*,42*,43*
Angenent. Sigurd B. (MadisonlUSA) 28* Bär. Gen (Dresden) 50
Anger, Gottfried (Berlin) 41* Bar Natan, Oror (JerusalemlISRAEL) 37
Angermann, Lutz (Erlangen) 4* Baranger, Jacques (VilleurbannelF) 4
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Name Report Name Report
Number Number

Barany, Imre (BudapestIH) 5*,6 Bertero, Mario (GenovalI) 41*
Baratchart, Laurent (ValbonnelF) 12* Bertsch, Michiel (RomalI) 7*
Barbaroux, Jean Marie (MarseiHelF) 27 Bessenrodt, Christine (Magdeburg) 3
Barcelo, Helene (TempelUSA) 6* Best, Michael J. (Waterloo, 2*
Bardos, Claude (ParislF) 31 Ontario/CANADA)
Barker, Winiarn (BrunswicklUSA) 48* Beth, Stefan (Kaiserslautern) 41
Bamhin, Robert E. (TempelUSA) 22* Beth, Thomas (Karlsruhe) 9*
Barop, Christine (Bayreuth) 3* Betley, Stanislaw (WarszawalPOLAND) 46

. Barry, PhiHip (MinneapolisIUSA) 22* Bey, Jürgen (Tübingen) 17
Bart, Harm (RotterdamlNL) 18 Beyerstedt, Ralf (Aachen) 32*
Barteis, Richard (Waterloo, 22* Beyl, F.Rudolf (PortlandlUSA) 36

Ontario/CANADA) Bhauacharya, Prodyot Kumar (DavisIUSA) 44*
Bartseh, Thomas (Gießen) 11* Bialy; Misha L. (Tel AvivIISRAEL) 28*,43
Bastian, Peter (Stuttgart) 17 Bieri, Robert (Frankfurt) 49* -Bastin, Francoise (Liege/B) 31* Bierstedt, Klaus Dieter (Paderbom) 18,34
Bates, Peter W. (ProvoIUSA) 19* Biggins, John B. (SheffieldlGB) 51*
Batut, Christian (TalencelF) 33 Billera, Louis J. (IthacalUSA) 6
Bauer, Irene (Heidelberg) 45 Biquard, Olivier (PalaiseauIF) 35*
Bauer, Stefan Alois (Bielefeld) 35,42* Binnan, Joan S. (New Yorl,IUSA) 37
Bauer, Thomas (Erlangen) 35 Bixby, Robert E. (HoustonlUSA) 2*
Bautista, Raymundo (MexicoIMEXICO) 29* Björner; Anders (StockholmlS) 3*,6
Bayer, David (New YorklUSA) 20 Blaschke-Requate, Britta (Bielefeld) 33*
Bayer, Margaret M. (LawrenceIUSA) 6 Blatt, Hans-Peter (Eichstätt) 12*
Bayer-Fluckiger; Eva (BesanconIF) 24,33 Bleher, Frauke Maria (Stuttgart) 15*
Beauville, Arnaud (ParislF) 35 Bley, Wemer (Augsburg) 15*,21*
Bebemes, Jerrold (BoulderIUSA) 7* Block, Jonathan (PhiladelphialUSA) 23*
Bechtluft·Sachs, Stefan (Augsburg) 36 Bobenko, Alexander I. (Berlin) 43
Beck, Jonathan (CambridgelUSA) 30 Böcherer, Siegfried (Mannheim) 14
Becker, Eberhard (Dornnund) 20* Bock, Hans Georg (Heidelberg) 45,50
Beckermann, Bemhard (Villeneuve 12* Boden, Hans (Bonn) 35*

d'Ascq/F) Bödigheimer; Carl-Friedrich (Bonn) 36*,37
Bednarski, Tadeusz (WroclawIPOLAND) ~ Böhm, Christoph (Augsburg) 43*
Hehr; Helmut (Frankfurt) 49 Hoehm, Wolfgang (Braunschweig) 22
Beitzer; Comelia (Ulm) 45 Boehning, Dankmar (BerIiß) 8*
Heklemishev, Lev D. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 13* Bökstedt; Marcel (AarhusIDK) 46
Belikov, Michael (S1. PetersburgIRUSSIA) 41* Böhm, Johannes (Jena) 43
Benabou, lean (ParislF) 38* Böhmer, Klaus (Marburg) 25
Ben-Artzi, Asher (Tel AvivIISRAEL) 18* Bohner, Martin (Ulm) 47*
Benes, Viktor (PrahalCZECH REPUBLIC) 10* Boileau, Michel (ToulouselF) 36*
Benguria, Rafael (Santiago/CHILE) 47* Bokowski, Jürgen (Darmstadt) 5*
Bennewitt,Chris~r(LundlS) 47* Boldin, Mikhail V. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 44* eBennies, Jürgen (Frankfurt) 51* Bollow; Norbert (Zürich/eH) 32
Benson, David J. (AthenslUSA) 49* Bolotin; Sergej (MoscowIRUSSIA) 28*
Bentley; Hersehel L. (ToledoIUSA) 39* Boltie, Robert (Augsburg) 15*
Bercovier, Michel (JerusalemlISRAEL) 22* Bonet; Jose (Paderborn) 34*
Berestycki, Henri (ParislF) 7 Bongartz, Klaus (Wuppertal) 29*,30
Berge, Anne-Marie (TalencelF) 33* Bonitz, Peter (Hannover) 22*
Berger, Marcel (Hures-sur·YvettelF) 23 de Boor; Carl (MadisonIUSA) 22
Berger, Robert (Saarbrücken) 20 Borceux, Francis (Louvain-Ia-NeuvelB) 38*
Berger, Ulrich (München) 13* BoreI, Armand (PrincetonlUSA) 16*
Van den Bergh; Michel (DiepenbeeklB) 30* Börger, Egon (Pisall) 13*
Bemard, Pierre (AubierelF) 40* Borho, Walter (Wuppertal) 30
Bemdt; Jürgen (Köln) 23,43 Bomemann, Folkmar A. (Berlin) 17*
Bemdt, Rolf (Harnburg) 14 Borovkov, Konstantin A. 51 *
Bernstein, Daniel J. (EmeryvillelUSA) 21* (ParkvillelAUSTRALlA)
Berrick, Alan Jonathan 36* Borwein, Peter (Burnaby/CANADA) 12*

(Singapore/SINGAPORE) Bosma, Wieb (Sydney/AUSTRALIA) 21*
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Name Report Name Report
Number Number

Bossavit, Alain (ClamartIF) 25* Burton, Geoffrey R. (Bath AvonlGB) 7·

Bottacin, Francesco (Padovafl) 35* Busse, Friedrich H. (Bayreuth) 25*
Böttcher, Albrecht (Chemnitz) 18* Butler, Michael C.R. (LiverpooIlGB) 29*

Bourguignon, Jean-Pierre (Bures-sur- 1,23 Bux, Kai Uwe (Frankfwt) 49*

YvettelF) Buyalo, Sergei V. (SI. 43·

Boutet de Monvel, Anne Marie (ParislF) 27 PetersburgIRUSSIA)
Braden, Thomas C. (PrincetonlUSA) 6* Byott, Nigel P. (Exeter/GB) 15·

Bradlow, Steve (UrbanalUSA) 35*
Braess, Dietrich (Bochum) 17* Cahn, John (GaithersburgIUSA) 19
Brasche, Johannes F. (Bielefeld) 27* Calabi, Eugenio (PhiladelphialUSA) 23*
Braun, Rüdiger W. (Düsseldorf) 34 Caldero, Philippe (ViJleurhannelF) 30*

Brechet, Yves J.M. (Saint Martin 19* Calvo, Mari paz (ValladolidJE) 45*

e d'HereslF) Campbell, Stephen L. (RaleighIUSA) 45*
Brehm, Ulrich (Dresden) 43 van Campen, Dick H. (EindhovenINL) 40*
Bremigan, Ralph (MuncielUSA) 16 Cannon, John (SydneylAUSTRALlA) 21*
Brenan, Kathryn E. (Los AngeleslUSA) 45* Canuto, Claudio (Torinon) 4*
Brenner, Sheila (LiverpooUGB) 29* Cao, Jianguo (IthacalUSA) 23*
Brenner, Susanne C. (ColumbialUSA) 17* Cao, Ricardo (La CorunalE) 44*
Brenti, Francesco (PerugialI) 3* Capietto, Anna (TorinolD ..:. ~: 11*
Breslow, Norman (SeattlelUSA) 8* Carboni, AureHo (MilanolD 38*
Bressoud, David M. (51. PauIIUSA) 3*,48* Carl, Bemd (Jena) 18*
Bridson, Martin R. (OxfordlGB) 36*.49* Carrell, Jarnes B. (Vancouver/CANADA) 16
Brillard, Alain (Mulhouse/F) 47* Carroll, Raymond (College StationlUSA). 8*
Brindley, John (Leeds/GB) 40* Carter, Roge.. W. (Coventry/GB) 16*
Brion, Michel (Saint-Martin-d'HereslF) 16* Cartier, Pierre (Bures-sur-YvetteIF) 37*
Brock, Friedemann (Köln) 7*,47* Casalis, Muriel (ToulouseIF) 26*
Broer, Abraham (MontreaIlCANADA) 16 Catanese, Fabrizio (PisalI) 35*
Brons, Hans Kristian (CopenhagenIDK) 26 Chacholski, Wojciech (Notre DamelUSA) 46*
Bronsard, Lia (Hamilton, 19* Chadoeuf, Joel (AvignonIF) 10*

Ontario/CANADA) Chan, Clara (BlacksburglUSA) 6*
Brown, Brian Malcolm (Cardiff/GB) 47* Chang, Rosemary E. (Mountain 22
Brown, Richard C. (TuscaloosalUSA) 47* ViewlUSA) ~ ~ 'l

Brown, Ronald (Bangor, GwyneddJGB) 38* Chaperon, Mare (ParislF) 28*
Briistle, Thomas (Bielefeld) 29* Charbonnel, Jean-Yves (ParislF) 30*
Brunner, Edgar (Göttingen) 8* Chari, Vyjayanthi (RiversidelUSA) 30
Brunovsky, Pavol (BratislavalSLOVAKIA) 11 * Charney, Ruth (ColumbusIUSA) 49
Bruns, Winfried (Osnabrück) 20 Chemla, Sophie (ParislF) 30
Brussee, Rogier (Bielefeld) 35* Chen, Long-Qing (University ParkIUSA) 19*
Brzezinski, Julius (Göteborg/S) 15* Chen, Xinfu (PittsburghIUSA) 19*
Buchholz, Wilfried (München) 13* Chen, Xu~Yan (AtlantalUSA) 7*

e Buchmann, Johannes (Saarbrücken) 21 Chenciner, Alain (ParislF) 28*
Buchweitz, Ragnar-Olaf (Toronto, 20 Cherednik, Ivan (Chapei HillIUSA) 30*

Ontario/CANADA) Chemousko, Felix L. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 40*,50*
Bühler, Wolfgang J. (Mainz) 51 Chevallier, Dominique (Noisy Le Grand 50*
Buhmann, Martin (Zürich/CH) 41* CedexIF)
Bulirsch, Roland (München) 45 Chierchia, Luigi (Roma/I) 28*
Bunke, Ulrich (Berlin) 14*,23 Childs, Lindsay N. (AlbanylUSA) 15*
Bunse-Gerstner, Angelika (Bremen) 45 Chinburg, Ted C. (PhiladelphialUSA) 15*
Burago, Yurii D. (St. PetersburgIRUSSIA) 43* Chipot, Michel (MetzlF) 7*
Burchard, Almut (PrincetonlUSA) 7* Chiu, Sung Nok (Freiberg) 10*
Burde, Gerhard (Frankfurt) 37 Chmutov, Sergei V. (Pereslavl- 37
Burger, Thomas (Trier) 5* ZalesskylRUSSIA)
Burkard, Rainer E. (GraziA) 9* Chossat, Pascal (ValbonnelF) 25*
Burke, James V. (SeattleIUSA) 5* Chui, Charles K. (College StationIUSA) 31*
Burns, David J. (London/GB) 15* Cibils, Claude (GenevelCH) 29*
Bu'rri, Urs (Basel/CH) 37 Cieliebak, Kai (CambridgelUSA) 28*
Burstall, Francis E. (Bath/GB) 43* Clapp, Monica (MexicoIMEXICO) 11*
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Name Report Name Report
Number Number

Clausing, Achirn (Münster) 47 Davies, E. Brian (LondonlGB) 27*
Clavero, Carmelo (ZaragozalE) 4* Davies, Huw G. (FrederictonlCANADA) 40*
Coburn, Lewis A. (BuffalolUSA) 18* Davies, P. Laurie (Essen) 44
Cochran, Tim D. (HoustonlUSA) 37* Davis, Michael W. (ColumbusIUSA) 49*
Coelho, Aavio Ulhoa (Sao PauloIBRAZIL) 29* Dawid, A. Philip (LondonlGB) 26*
Cohen, Albert (ParislF) 31* De LilIo, Thomas K. (WichitalUSA) 12*
Cohen, Arjeh M. (EindhovenINL) 20 De Santis, Angelo (RomalI) 41*
Cohen, Arthur (New BrunswicklUSA) 26 De Michelis, Stefano (OrsaylF) 42
Cohen. Frederick R. (RochesterlUSA) 46 Deckelnick, Klaus (Freiburg) 19*,32*
Cohen, Henri (TaiencelF) 20*,21* Decker, Wolfram (Saarbrücken) 20,35
Cohn, Harry (Parkville 51* De Facio, Brian (ColumbialUSA) 31*

VictorialAUSTRALlA) Defant, Andreas (Oldenburg) 34*
Colding, Tobias Holck (New YoriclUSA) 23* Degen, Wendelin (Stuttgart) 22*,43
Collins, Donald J. (LondonlGB) 49 Deitrnar, Anton (Heidelberg) 14* eColliot-The1ene, Jean-Louis (OrsaylF) 24* Dekking, F.Michel (DelftINL) 51*
Colonius, Fritz (Augsburg) 40* Delgado Friedrichs, Olaf (Bielefeld) I
Combescure, Monique (OrsaylF) 27* Deligne, Pierre (PrincetonlUSA) 37*
Commenges. Daniel (BofdeauxlF) 8* Dellnitz, Michael (Bayreuth) 25*
Conca, Aldo (Essen) 20* Delzant, Thomas C. (StrasbourglF) 49*
Oe Concini, Corrado (PisalI) 16 Demuth, Michael (Clausthal-Zellerfeld) 27
Conn, Andrew R. {Yorktown 2* Oendy. Jr.• Joel E. (Los AlamoslUSA) 17*

HeightslUSA) Denef, Jan (LeuvenIB) 16*
Connolly, Frank (Notre DamelUSA) 42* Dennis. lohn E. (HoustonlUSA) 2*
Coquand. Thierry (GöteborglS) 13* Depner. Eduard (Mannheim) 14,42
Cornea, Octavian (Villeneuve d'Ascq./F) 36* Derezinski, Jan (WarszawaIPOLAND) 27
Cornick, Jonathan (Zürich/CH) 49 Dermanis, Athanasios 41*
Cortes, Vicente (Bonn) 23 (ThessalonikilGREECE)
Cotta-Ramusino, Paolo (Milanoll) 37 DeRose, Anthony D. (SeattleIUSA) 22*
Cougnard, Jean (CaenIF) 15* Oesarmenien. Jacques (ParisIF) 3
Coulangeon, Renaud (TaIencelF) 33* Desolneux·Moulis, Nicole 28
Couveignes, lean-Marc (ParislF) 21* (VilleurbanneIF)
Cox, David (OxfordlGB) 26* Dessai, Anand (Mainz) 42
Cox, Steven (HoustonlUSA) 7* Deuflhard, Peter (Berlin) 17
Craig. Alan (TrondheimIN) 4* DiVincenzo. David P. (Yorktown 9*
Crauel. Hans (Saarbriicken) 40* HeightslUSA)
Craven, Tom (HonolululUSA) 24* Diaz y Diaz, Francisco (T.alencelF) 21*
Crawford, John David (PittsburghlUSA) 25* Dick, Erik (Berlin) 17*
Crawley-Boevey, William (Leeds/GB) 29* Dicken, Volker (Potsdam) 31
Cremona. John E. (Exeter/GB) 21* tom Dieck, Tammo (Göuingen) 36,37
Cressie, Noel (AmesIUSA) 10* Dierkes, Ulrich (Duisburg) 32
Cmke, Chris B. (PhiladelphialUSA) 23* Dierolf, Susanne (Trier) 34* eCsörgö, Sandor (Ann ArborlUSA) 44* Diers, Dorothea (Münster) 24*
Cutkosky, Dale (ColumbialUSA) 20* Dietz, Ekkehart (Beflin) 8
Cuyt, Annie (Antwerpen-WilrijkIB) 12* Dijksman, Evert A. (EindhovenINL) 50*
Cieslik, Dietmar (Greifswald) 5* Diller, Justus (Münster) 13

Dinges. Hermann (Frankfurt) 51
Daberkow, Mario (Berlin) 21* Dion. Jean Pierre (MontreaUCANADA) 51
Dahlke, Stephan (Aachen) 31* Oionne, Benoit (Ottawa, 25
Dahmen, Wolfgang (Aachen) 17.22*,31* Ontario/CANADA)
van Dalen, Dirk (UtrechtINL) 13* Di Pillot Gianni (RomalI) 2*
Dalik, Josef (Bmo/CZECH REPUBLIC) 4* Dlab, Vlastimil (OttawalCANADA) 29
Dambeckt Johann (Stuttgart) 41 Domanski, Pawel (PoznanlPOLAND) 34*
Dancer. E.Norman (Sydney/AUSTRALIA) 11* Dombrowski, Peier (Köln) 43
Dangelmayr, Gerhard (Tübingen) 25* Donoho, David L. (StanfordlUSA) 31*
Danila, Gentiana (ParislF) 42 Dormayer, Peter (Giessen) 11
Danzer. Ludwig W. (Dortmund) 5* Dräxler, Peter (Bielefeld) 29*
Daubechies, Ingrid (PrincetonlUSA) 31 Drozdt Yuri A. (KievIUKRAINE) 29*
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Drozyner, Andrzej (TorunlPOLAND) 41 Exner, Pavel (Rez (near Prague)/CZECH 27·

Dryden. lan (Leeds/GB) 10* REPUBLIC)
Dubinsky, Ed (West LafayettelUSA) 48*
Dudley, Richard M. (CarnbridgelUSA) 44* Fahnneir, Ludwig (München) 8*
Dufto, Michel (ParislF) 30 Falk, Michael (FlagstaffIUSA) 6*,44*

Dümbgen, Lutz (Heidelberg) 44* Fang, Fuquan (Bielefeld) 46
Dundas, Bjöm (AarhusIDK) 46 Fang, Kai-Tai (KowloonIHONG KONG) 26*

Dumin. Jim (London/GD) 44 Farge, Marie (Paris/F) 31*
Duskin, Jack (BuffaloIUSA) 38* Farin, Gerald (TempelUSA) 22*
Duval, Art (EI PasolUSA) 6* Farouki, Rida T. (Ann ArborlUSA) 22*
Duzaar, Frank (Berlin) 32 Farrell, Paul A. (KentlUSA) 4*

Dybjer, Peter (GöteborglS) 13* Feichtinger, Hans Georg (Wien!A) 31*

e Dym, Harry (RehovotlISRAEL) 18* Feistauer. Miloslav (PrahalCZECH 17*
Dyn. Nira (Tel AvivIISRAEL) 22* REPUBLIC)
Dziuk, Gerhard (Freiburg) 19*,32 Feldhusen, Dirk (Bonn) 14

Feldmann. Uwe (HomburglSaar) 8*
Eaton. Morris L. (MinneapolisIUSA) 26* Felgenhauer. Andreas (Dresden) 4*
Ebeling, Wolfgang (Hannover) 35 Felscher, Walter (Tübingen) 13
Eberhard, Peter (Stuttgart) 40 Fenn, Roger A. (BrightonlGB)

,.

37
Eck. Matthias (Dannstadt) 22* Fenske. Christian (Gießen) 11*
Eckhoff, Jürgen (Dortmund) 6* Ferger, Dietmar (Gießen) 44*
Eckmann, Benno (Zürich/CH) 49* Ferone, Vincenzo (NapolilI) 7*
Edler. Lutz (Heidelberg) 8* Ferus, Dirk (Berlin) 43
Egner. Sebastian (Karlsruhe) 9 Fiedler, Berqold (Berlio) 11 *,25*
Eich, Edda (München) 45* Fiedler, TIlOmas (ToulouselF) 36
Eichhorn. Jürgen (Greifswald) 42* Fiedorowicz, Zbigniew (ColumbusIUSA) 46*
Eichhorn. Wolfgang (Karlsruhe) 47* Field, Mike (HoustonlUSA) 25*
Eiermann. Michael (Freiberg) 12* Fife, Paul C. (Salt Lake CitylUSA) 19
Einmahl, John HJ. (EindhovenlNL) 44* Fischer, Bernd R.W. (Hamburg) 12*
Eisenbud, David (WalthamlUSA) 20 Fitzmaurice, Garrett (OxfordlGB) 8*
Eisermann, Volker (Bonn) 42 Flaherty, Joseph E. (TroyIUSA) 4*
Ekert, Arthur (OxfordlGB) 9* Flandoli, Franeo (PisalI) 40*
ElashviH, Alexsander G. 16 Flandrin. Patrick (LyonIF) 31*

(ThilisiIREPUBLIC OF GEORGIA) Fleckinger-Pelle. Jacqueline (ToulouselF) 47*
Eider, Griff (ColumbusIUSA) 15 Fleckinger, Vincent (BesanconIF) 15
Eliasson, Hakan (StockholmlS) 28* Fleischmann. Klaus (Berlin) 51*
Ellingsrud, Geir (OslolN) 35 flenner, Hubert (Bochum) 20*
Ellis. Robert L. (College ParkIUSA) 18* Fletcher, Roger (DundeelGB) 2*
Elman. Richard (Los AngeleslUSA) 24 Flucher, Martin (BaseVCH) 7*,32*,47*
Elmendorf, Anthony D. (HarnmondlUSA) 46* Flynn, Eugene Victor (LiverpooVGB) 21*

e Endraß, Stephan (Erlangen) 1* Foata, Dominique (StrasbourglF) 3
Enß. Volker (Aachen) 27 Fomin, Sergey (CambridgeIUSA) 3*,6*
Epkenhans, Martin (Paderborn) 24* Fonda, Alessandro (TriestelI) 11*
Epple, Moritz (Mainz) 37 Fonlupt, Jean (ParislF) 2*
Erbe, Lynn H. (SafatlKUWAIT) 11 Fonseca, Irene (Pittsburgh/USA) 19·
Erdmann-Hannabuss. Karin (Oxford/GB) 3*,29* Ford, David (MontreaVCANADA) 21
Erdös. Laszlo (Zürich/CH) 27* Forni, Giovanni (CambridgelGB) 28*
Erez, Boas (TalencelF) 15* Frank, Anclras (BudapestIH) 2*
Eme, Marcel (Hannover) 39* Franke, Jens (Bonn) 46
Eschmeier, Jörg (Leeds/GB) 18* Franken, Uwe (Düsseldorf) 34*
Essen. Matts (UppsaJalS) 47* Freeden, Willi (Kaiserslautern) 41
Estes. Dennis (Los AngeleslUSA) 33* Frehse, Jens (Bonn) 32*
Etheridge, Alison M. (Edinburgh/GB) 51* Freire, Alexandre (KnoxvillelUSA) 32*
Ethier, Stewart N. (Sah Lake CitylUSA) 51* Frerick, Leonhard (Wuppertal) 34*
Evans, E. Graham (UrbanalUSA) 20 Freund, Roben M. (CambridgelUSA) 5*
Everitt. William Nome (BinninghamlGB) 47 Freund, Roland W. (Murray HilllUSA) 12*
EverIing, Ulrich (Eichstätt) 14* Fric. Roman (KosicelSLOVAKIA) 39*
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Fricket Jan (Greifswald) 42* Gohberg, Israel C. (Tel AvivßSRAEL) 18
Friedrich. Thomas (Berlin) 42.43* Goldberg, Moshe (HaifalISRAEL) 47*
Fröhlich, Albrecht (Cambridge/GB) 15* Goldman. Ronald N. (HoustonlUSA) 22*
Frölicher, Alfred (GenevelCH) 39* von Golitschek, Manfred (Würzburg) 12*
Frydenberg, Morten (AarhusIDK) 26 Golubitsky, Martin (HoustonlUSA) 25*
Fuchs, Martin (Saarbrücken) 32* Gomes, M. Gabriela M. (PortolP) 25*
Führer, Claus (Wessling) 45 Gomez Ayala, Eugenio Jesus (BilbaolE) 15
Fuhrmann, Jürgen (Berlin) 17* Goodman, Jacob E. (New York/USA) 6*
Fukuda, Komei (Tokyo/JAPAN) 5* Goodman, Timothy N.T. (Dundee/GB) 22*
Fulea, Dan (Mannheim) 14*,42 GoodwiIHe, Thomas (ProvidencelUSA) 46
Furi, Massimo (FirenzelI) 11* Gordeev, Lev (Tübingen) 13*
Furuta, Takayuki (TokyoIJAPAN) 47* Gornet, Ruth (LubbocklUSA) 23*

Gossez, Jean-Pierre (BruxelleslB) 11*
Gaal, Istvaan (DebrecenIH) 21* Göttsche, Lothar (PisalI) 42
Gabriel, Peter (Zürich/CH) 29* Götze, Friedrich (Bielefeld) 10*,44
Gähler. Wemer (Berlin) 39* Goulden, lan P. (Waterloo/CANADA) 3*
Gaier, Dieter (Gießen) 12* Govaerts, WiJJy (GentIB) 25*
Galicki, Knysztof (AlbuquerquelUSA) 23* Grabamik, Pavel (MontfavetIF) 10
Galligo, Andre (NicelF) 20 Grafarend, Erik W. (Stuttgart) 41
Gänß1er, Peter (München) 44 Gramsch, Bernhard (Mainz) 18*
Gantz, Christian (Oxford/GB) 35 Grauert, Hans (Göttingen) 35
Garcia~Prada, Oscar (MadridlE) 35 Grayson, Daniel R. (UrbanalUSA) 20*,46
Garcke, Harald (Bonn) 19 Green, Edward L. (BlacksburglUSA) 29*
Garofalo, Nicola (West LafayettelUSA) 7* Greenlees, John P.C. (SheffieldlGB) 36*
Garvan, Frank (GainesvillelUSA) 3* Gregori. Giovanni (Salt Lake CitylUSA) 32*
Gasser, Theo (Zürich/CH) 8*,10* Greiner, Günther (Erlangen) 22*
Gatermann, Karin (Berlin) 25* Greither, Cornelius (München) 15*
Gather, UrsuJa (Donmund) 44* GreueJ, Gert-Martin (Kaiserslautern) 20*
Gauduchon, Paul (PaJaiseauIF) 23* Greven, Andreas (Erlangen) 51*
Geba, Kazimierz (GdansklPOLAND) 11* Griebel, Michael (München) 17
van Geel, Jan (GentIB) 24 Griepentrog, Eberhard (Berlin) 45*
van Geemen, Bert (UtrechtINL) 3>'5* Griffiths, David (Dundee/GB) 4
van de Geer. Sara (LeidenlNL) 44* Griffiths, Robert Charles 51*
Geiger, Dan (HaifalISRAEL) 26* (Clayton/AUSTRALlA)
Geiger. Jochen (Frankfurt) 51* Grigorchuk, Rostislav Ivan. (GenevelCH) 49*
Geisser, Thomas (CambridgelUSA) 46* Grigoriadis, Michael D. (New 2*
Geoghegan, Ross (BinghamtonlUSA) 49* BrunswicklUSA)
Georg, Kurt (Fort CollinslUSA) 25* Gritzmann. Peter (Trier) 5*
Georgescu, Vladimir (ParislF) 27* Grill, Joachim (Donaueschingen) 50*
Ger, Roman (KatowicelPOLAND) 47* Gröchenig, Karlheinz (Wien/A) 31*
Gerstein, Larry (Santa BarbaralUSA) 33* de Groen, Pieter P.N. (Brussels/B) 4 eGesztesy, Fritz (ColumbialUSA) 27* Groeneboom, Piet (DelftINL) 44*
Geyer, Wulf~Dieter (Erlangen) 1*,42 Gröger, Konrad (Berlin) 32*
Ghanaat, Patrick (Leipzig) 43* Gromoll, Detlef (Stony Brook/USA) 23
Gianni, Patricia (PisalI) 20 Große-Brauckmann, Karsten (Bonn) 43*
Gijbels, leene (Louvain-La-NeuvelB) 44* Groß, Christian (Dannstadt) 42
Gilt. Richard D. (UtrechtINL) 44* Groten, Erwin (Dannstadt) 41*
van Gils, Stephan (EnschedeJNL) 25* Grothmann, Rene (Eichstätt) 12*
Gine, Evarist (StorrsIUSA) 44* Grötschel, Martin (Berlin) 9
Ginzburg, Vietor L. (StanfordlUSA) 28* Grove, Karsten (College ParkIUSA) 23*
GiuH. Eraldo (L'AquilalI) 39* Gruenberg, Karl W. (London/GB) 15*
Glocker, Christoph (München) 40* Grunau, Hans-Christoph (Bayreuth) 7*,32*
Glover, Henry H. (ColumbusIUSA) 49 Gruson, Caroline (ParislF) 30
Gluck, Herman (PhiladelphialUSA) 23* Grüter, Michael (Saarbrücken) 32
Gocho, Toro (TokyoIJAPAN) 37 Guckenheimer, John (lthacalUSA) 25*
Goddard, Peter (Cambridge/GB) I Günther, Michael (Dannstadt) 45*
Götz, Ivan (München) 19* GürJer, Ülkü (Bilkent-AnkaraffURKEY) 10
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Gunnarsson, Themas E.W. (LulealS) 46 Herrlich, Horst (Bremen) 39*

Goussarov, Mikhail (St. 37* Herve, Jacques M. (Chatenay Malabry 50*

PetersburgIRUSSIA) CedexlF)

Gutknecht, Martin H. (Zürich/eH) 12 Herzfeld, Ute Christina (Trier) 41*

van Gysen, Herman (DurbanlSOUTH 41* Herzlich. Marc (PalaiseaulF) 23*

AFRICA) Herzog, JÜfgen (Essen) 20*

Heß, Georg (München) 42*

Haagmans, Roger (DelftlNL) 41* Hesselholt, Lars (CambridgelUSA) 46*

Haase, Guodolf (LinzlA) 17* Heuer, Rudolf (Wien/A) 40*

Habets, Patrick (Louvain-la-NeuveIB) 11 Heusener, Michael (Siegen) 36,37,42

Hackbusch, Wolfgang (Kiel) 17*,31 von der Heyden, Amd (Aachen) 27

von Haeseler, Arndt (München) 51* Heyer, Herbert (Tübingen) 26

e Hagedorn, George A. (BlacksburglUSA) 27* Hibi, Takayuki (Sapporo/JAPAN) 6*

Hagen, Hans (Kaiserslautern) 22* Hietel. Dietmar (Darmstadt) 4*

Hairer, Ernst (GenevelCH) 45 Higueras-Sanz, Inmaculada (Pamplona/E) 45*

Hajduk, Boguslaw (WroclawIPOLAND) 42 Hine. Lutz (Chemnitz) 29*

Harnbieton, lan (HamiltonlCANADA) 36 Hiller, Manfred (Ouisburg) 50

Hamenstädt, Ursula (Bonn) 23 Hingston, Nancy (Princeton JunctiontySA) 23

Hammerling, Petef (San DiegolUSA) 9* Hinton, Don B. (KnoxvillelUSA) ' .... 47*

Hänel, Dieter (Duisburg) 17* Hislop, Peter David (LexingtonlUSA)~.," 27*

Hanke, Michael (Berlin) 45* Hitcbin, Nigel J. (CambridgelGB) 35

Hansen, Martiß (FrederiksbergfDK) 10* Hochbaum, Oorit S. (BerkeleylUSA) ." 5*

Hansen, PielTe (Montreal, 5* Hochberg, Kenneth J. (Ramat- 51*

Quebec/CANADA) GanlISRAf:L)

Happei, Dieter (Chemnitz) 29 Hölzl, Reinhard (Augsburg) 48*

Harder, Günter (Bonn) 42 Hofer, Helmut W. (Zürich/CH) 28*

Harlander, Jens (Frankfurt) 49* Hoffmann, Christoph (West 22*

Hartmann, Werner (Zürich/eH) 48* LafayettelUSA)

Häusler, Ericb (Gießen) 44 Hoffmann, Detlev (München) 24*

Hausmann, Jean~Claude (Geneve/CH) 36* Hoffmann-Jorgensen, Jorgen (AarhusIDK) 44*

Hayman, Walter K. (LondonlGB) 47* Hoffmann·Oste_nhof, Maria (Wien!A) 27*

Healey, Timothy J. (lthacalUSA) 25* Hog-Angeloni, Cynthia (Frankfurt) 49

Heber, Jens (Augsburg) 23 Holland, Martin P. (SheffieldJGB) 30*

Heck, Bemhard (Karlsruhe) 41* den Hollander, Frank (NijmegenINL) 51*

Heckman, GelTit (NijmegenINL) 30* Höllig, Klaus (Stuttgart) 22*

Heddinga, Oliver (Mainz) 24 Holota. Petr. (Praha - vychodlCZECH 41*

Hefendehl·Hebeker, Lisa (Augsburg) 48* REPUBLIC)

Hefner, Andreas (Passau) 5* Holschneider, Matthias (MarseillelF) 31*

Hegarty, Alan (LimerickllRELAND) 4* Holst, Anders (BrightonlGB) 27

Heil, Christopher E. (AtlantalUSA) 31* Hoppe, Ronald H.W. (Augsburg) 17*

e Heil, Erhard (Darmstadt) 43 Horsch, Thomas (Obemburg) 50*

Heil, Matthias (Berlin) 43 Horst, Reiner (frier) 2*,5*

Heinrich, Lothar (Freiberg) 10* Hoscbek, Josef (Darmstadt} 22,50

Heinrichs, Wilhelm (Essen) 4* Hough, David M. (Coventry/GB) 12*

Heintze, Ernst (Augsburg) 23,43 van Houwelingen. Hans (LeidenINL) 8*

HeilW?, Steffen (Heidelberg) 7* Howie, James (Glasgow/GB) 49

Helminck, Aloysius G. (RaleighlUSA) 16 Hsia. John S. (ColumbuslUSA) 33*

Hemkemeier, Boris (Dortmund) 33 Hsiang, Wu Chung (PrincetonlUSA) 46

Hemker, Pieter W. (Amsterd.amlNL) 4.17 Hsiung, Chao Agnes (TaipeilTAIWAN) 8*

Hempel, Rainer (Braunschweig) 27 Hu, Te Chiang (Bonn) 2*

Henk, Martin (Berlin) 5*,6 Huckleberry, Alan T. (Bochum) 1*

Henn, Hans-Wemer (Heidelberg) 36*.46,49* Hudelmaier, Jörg (Tübingen) 13*

Henn, Wolfgang (Karlsruhe) 48* Hüttemann, Thomas (Bielefeld) 46*

Henze, Norbert (Karlsruhe) 44 Hufnagel, Alexander (Trier) 5*

Herbst, lra W. (CharlottesvilleiUSA) 27* Hughes-Hallen, Oeborah 48*

Herman. Michel R. (ParislF) 28* (CambridgelUSA)

Herrlich, Frank (Karlsruhe) 14
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Huisken. Gerhard (Tübingen) 7, 19*.32, Jozefiak, Tadeusz (Ann ArborlUSA) 3*
43* Jüttler, Bert (DundeelGB) 22*,50*

Hulek, Klaus (Hannover) 1*,35 Jung, Joachim (Mainz) 18*
HuHn, Dominique (PaJaiseaulF) 23 Jung, Michael (Chemnitz) 17*
Hundertrnark, Dirk (Bochum) 27* Jungnickel, Dieter (Augsburg) 9
Hungerbühler, Norbert (Zürich/CH) 32* Junkherr, Jörg (Kiel) 17*
Hurrelbrink, Jürgen (Baton RougelUSA) 24 Jürgensen, Helmut (LondonlCANADA) 9*
Husek. Miroslav (PrahalCZECH 39*

REPUBLIC) Kaashoek, Marinus A. (AmsterdarnJNL) 18*
Husemoller, Dale (Bonn) 46 Kaballo, Winfried (Dortmund) 18
Husty, Manfred (LeobenlA) 50* Kahn, Bruno (Paris/F) 24*
Hutchings, Michael (CambridgelUSA) 37 Kaiser, Christian (Bonn) 14*
Hutt, Steve (Edinburgh/GB) 36* Kaiser, Uwe (Siegen) 36,37,42
Huybrechts, Daniel (Bonn) 35* Kaj, Ingemar (UppsalalS) 51* eKaklis, Panagiotis D. (Zografou, 22*
Ilmanen, Tom (EvanstonlUSA) 32* Athens/GREECE)
Im Hof, Hans-Christoph (BaseVCH) 43 KaJai, Gil (JerusalemlISRAEL) 6
Imkeller, Peter (BesanconlF) 40* Kalfagianni, Efstratia (PrincetonlUSA) 37
Ivanov, Alexander V. (St. 32* Kaper, Hans G. (ArgonneIUSA) 19*

PetersburgIRUSSIA) Kapovich, Misha (Salt Lake City/USA) 23*
Karcher, Hermann (Bonn) 1*,23

Jackson, David M. (Waterloo/CANADA) 3* Karger, Adolf (PrahaffSCHECHIEN) 50*
Jaeger, Francois (Grenoble/F) 37 Karpenko, Nikita (Münster) 24*
Jaffard, Stephane (Noisy-Le-GrandIF) 31* Karpinski, Marek (Bonn) 5*
Jäger, Gerhard (BernIeH) 13 Kartak, Karel (Prague/CZECH 47
Jagers, Peter (GoteborgIS) 51* REPUBLIC)
Jahn, Johannes (Erlangen) 2* Kassel, Christian (StrasbourglF) 37
Jahnke. H3Jls Niels (Bielefeld) 48* Kath, Ines (Berlin) 42*
Jahren, Bjöm (OslolN) 46 Katok, Anatole B. (University ParkIUSA) 28*
lakobowsky, Norbert (Aachen) 32 Kauennann, Göran (Berlin) 26*
James, Gordon D. (London/GD) .3* Kauffman, Louis H. (ChicagoIUSA) 37
lames, lan (MurdochlAUSTRALIA) ··S* Kauschke, Michael (Braunschweig) 50*
Janelidze, George (ThilisilGEORGIA) 38* Kawohl, Bernhard (Köln) 7,32,47*
lanner, Aloisio (NijmegenINL) 1 Kecskemethy, Andres (Duisburg) 50*
Janovsky, Vladimir (Prague/CZECH 25* Keiding, Niels (KobenhavnlDK) 8

REPUBLIC) Keller, Bemhard (ParislF) 29*,30
Janssen, Arnold (Düsseldorf) 44* Keller, Wolfgang (Stuttgart) 41*
Jantzen, Jens Carsten (AarhusIDK) 16,30 KeIley, Jenny (New BrunswicklUSA) 19
Jekeli. Christopher (ColumbusIUSA) 41* Kelly, Gregory Maxwell 38*
Jensen, Arne (AalborglDK) 27 (SydneylAUSTRALlA)
Jensen, Soren Tolver (KobenhavnlDK) 26* Kenderov, Petar S. (SofiaIBULGARIA) 5* ·eJöckel, Karl-Heinz (Essen) 8 Kennedy, Dan (ChattanoogalUSA) 48*
Joffe, Anatole (MontreaUCANADA) 51 Kent, Darrell C. (PullmanlUSA) 39*
Johannson. Klaus (KnoxvillefUSA) 36* Kerber, Adalbert (Bayreuth) 3*,9*
John, Volker (Magdeburg) 4* Kerner, Otto (Düsseldorf) 29
Johnson, Brenda L. (SchenectadyIUSA) 46* Kerov, Sergey (St. PetersburgIRUSSIA) 3*
Johnson. Ellis L. (AtlantalUSA) 2* Kerr, David R. (SalfordfGB) 50*
Johnson, Francis E.A. (London/GB) 49 Kersten, Ina (Bielefeld) 24
Johnson, Warren (University ParkIUSA) 3* Kersting, Götz-Dietrich (Frankfurt) 51*
lohnstone, Peter T. (Cambridge/GB) 38 Kesten, Harry (IthacalUSA) 51*
Jones, Christopher (ProvidencelUSA) 11* Kharlamov, Viatcheslav (StrasbourglF) 36
Jones, John D. S. (Coventry/GB) 36* Khmaladze, Estate (Tbilisi/GEORGIA) 44*
Jones, William B. (BoulderIUSA) 12* Kielhöfer, Hansjörg (Augsburg) 11*
Jongen, Hubertus Th. (Aachen) 2 Kiener, Johannes (München) 50*
Joseph, Anthony (ParislF) 30 Kimmerle, Wolfgang (Stuttgart) 15
Jost, Jürgen (Leipzig) 42* Kings, Guido (Münster) 14*
Joyal. Andre (MontreaI/CANADA) 38* Kirchgässner, Klaus (Stuttgart) 32
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Kircbgraber, Urs (Zürich/CH) 11,48* Kozlov, Dmitry (StockholmlS) 6
Kirillov~ Faina M. 45* Kraf~ Hanspeter (BaseUCH) I. 16

(MinskIBELORUSSIA) Kramer, Jürg (Berlio) 48*
Kirsch, Wemer (Bochum) 27 Kramer, Peter (Tübingen) 1*
Kiselman. Christer O. (UppsalalS) 34* Kramer, Wolfram (Bonn) 42
Klaus. Stephan (Mainz) 36* Krasnoselskii, Alexander M. 11
Klee. Victor L. (SeattleJUSA) 5* (MoscowIRUSSIA)
Klees, Roland (DelftINL) 41* Krattenthaler, Christian (Wien/A) 3*
Klein, John P. (MilwaukeelUSA) 8* Krause, Henning (Bielefeld) 29*
Klein. John R. (Bielefeld) 36.46 Kreck, Matthias (Mainz) I, 15,33.36,
Kleiner, Bruce (PhiladelphialUSA) 23 37.46
Kleiner, Mark (SyracuselUSA) 29 Kreiner, Svend (CopenhagenlDK) 8*
Kleinen, Ernst (Hamburg) 15* Kreuzer, Edwin (Hamburg) 40*

eKleinfeld, Markus (Münster) 14 Kreuzer. Martin (Regensburg) 20
Kleinschmidt, Peter (Passau) 5 Krickeberg, Klaus (ParislF) 8
Kleisli. Heinrich (FribourglCH) 39* Krieg!. Andreas (Wien!A) 39*
Klemenz. Heinz (Winterthur/CH) 48* Kröner, Dietmar (Freiburg) 4
Klenke, Achim (Erlangen) 51* Kropholler, Peter H. (London/GB) 49*
Kleshchev, Alexander S. (CambridgelGB) 3* Krüger. Tyll (Bielefeld) 0:-28
Kliemann, Wolfgang H. (AmesIUSA) 40* Knigge•• Bemd (Düsseldorf) 36.42*
Klingenberg, Wilhelm (Tübingen) 36 Krup~ Maciej (Wien/A) 25*
Klüppelberg, Claudia (Mainz) 44* Krupnik, Naum J. (Ramat GanlISRAEL) 18*
Knapp, Karlheinz (Wuppertal) 36.46 Krüskemper, Martin (Münster) 24*
Knauf. Andreas (Berlin) 28* Kublin. Edgar (Freiburg) 10
Knebusch. Manfred (Regensburg) 24 Kucera. Joachim (Karlsruhe) 14*
Kneser, Martin (Göuingen) 33 Kufner, Alois (PrahalCZECH REPUBLIC) 47*
Knieper. Gerhard (Leipzig) 23.43* KühneI. Wolfgang (Stuttgart) 43
Knobloch, Edgar (BerkeleylUSA) 25* Kühnlein, Stefan (Düsseldorf) 14*
Knobloch, Hans-Wilhelm (Würzburg) 11* Kuijlaars, Amo (TampalUSA) 12*
Knop, Friedrich (New BrunswicklUSA) 16*.30* Kuksin, Sergei B. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 28*
Knus. Max Alben (Zürich/CH) 24* Kunkel, Peter (Oldenburg) 45*
Kobbelt. Leif (Karlsruhe) 22* Kunoth, Angela (Berlio) 31*
Koch, Helmut (Berlio) 33 Künsch. Hans Rudolf (Zürich/CH) 10*
Kocht Karl-Rudolf (Bonn) 41* Kunz, Ernst (Regensburg) 20
Kock, Anders (AarhuslDK) 38* Kuperberg, Krystyna (AuburnIUSA) .28*
Köck, Bernhard (Karlsruhe) 14*. 15* Küpper, Tassilo (Köln) 11*
Koh·el. David (BerkeleyIUSA) 21* Kurke, Herben (Berlin) 35*,42
Kohleobach. Ulrich (Frankfurt) 13* Kurth. Alexandre (BaseUCH) 16
Kohlmann, Peter (Dortrnund) 43* Kurzweil, Jaroslav (PrahalCZECH 11
Kohno, Toshitake (fokyo/JAPAN) 37* REPUBLIC)
Koike, Kazuhiko (TokyoIJAPAN) 3* Kutev, Nickolai D. (Köln) 32*

_omalSU, Hikosaburo (fokyo/JAPAN) 34* Kuwert, Ernst (Freiburg) 32*
önig. Heinz (Saarbrücken) 47* Kvarno, Anne (TrondheimIN) 45*

Königt Hennann (Kiel) 47
König. Steffen (WilrijkIB) 29*,30* Labastida, Jose.M.F. (Santiago de 37
Kontsevich, Maxim (BerkeleyIUSA) 37 CompostelaIE)
Konyukhova, Nadezhda B. 45* Labesse, Jean·Pierre (MarseiJIeIF) 1

(MoscowIRUSSIA) Laborde. Colette (GrenoblelF) 48*
Koppenhöfer, David (Tübingen) 20,21* Lachand-Robert. Thomas (ParislF) 7*
Komhuber. Ralf (Stuttgart) 17* Lagarias. Jeffrey C. (Murray HiIJlUSA) 5*
Korte. Bernbard (Bonn) 2* Laghribi, Ahmed (ParislF) 24*
Koschorke. Ulrich (Siegen) 37 Lakshmibai, Venkatramani (BostonlUSA) 16*
Kostant. Bertram (CambridgelUSA) 30* Larnb, Jeroen (Covemry/GB) 25*
Koster, Jan T.A. (DR RouerdamlNL) 26* Lambropoulou. Sofia (Camb~idge/GB) 37
Kotulski, Zbigniew (WarszawaIPOLAND) 40 Lamotke, Klaus (Köln) I
Kounchev. Ognyan I. (SofialBULGE) 41* Lamour, Rene (Berlio) 45*
Kovacs. Peter (Berlin) 50*
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Lancaster, Peter (Calgary, 18* van Lieshout, Marie~Colette 10*
AlbertalCANADA) (Coventry/GB)

Lando, Sergei K. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 37 Light, William A. (Leicester/GB) 41*
Lang, Urs (Zürich/CH) 23,43* Lin, Xiao-Song (New YorlclUSA) 37*
Langenbruch, Michael (Oldenburg) 34* Linial, Nathan (JerusalemlISRAEL) 6*
Langer, Heinz (WienlA) 18* Linnemann, Torsten (Zürich/CH) 28
Langer, Ulrich (LinzJA) 17* Linusson, Svante (BerkeleyIUSA) 6
Lani-Wayda, Bernhard (Gießen) 11* Lisbona, Francisco (ZaragozalE) 4
Larman, David G. (London/GB) 5* Littelmann, Peter (Strasbourg/F) 16*,30
Lascoux, Alain (ParislF) 3 Liu, Regina Y. (New BrunswicklUSA) 44*
Laurence, Peter (RomalI) 7* Liu, Shiping (Sherbrooke, 29*
Laurent, Monique (AmsterdamlNL) 6* Quebec/CANADA)
Lauritzen, Niels (AarhusIDK) 16 Liu, Xiaobo (PhiladelphialUSA) 23
Lauritzen, Steffen Lilholt (AalborglDK) 26* Liu Dingyuan (SingaporelSINGAPORE) 22* eLäuter, Jürgen (Magdeburg) 8* Lönne, Michael (Hannover) 35,42*
Lauter, Robert (Mainz) 18* de Loera, Jesus (IthacalUSA) 6*
Lauterbach, Reiner (Berlin) 11*,25* Löffler, Markus (Leipzig) 8
Lazic, Dejan E. (Karlsruhe) 9* Logar, Alessandro (TriestelI) 20*
Le. Hong Van (Bonn) 42 Lohkamp, Jochen (Zürich/CH) 23*
Le Mehaute, Alain (BrestIF) 22* Longman, Richard W. (New YoriclUSA) 50*
Le Potier, Joseph (ParislF) 35 Looijenga, Eduard J.N. (UtrechtINL) 42
Leary, lan (Bonn) 49* Lopez~Mimbela,Jose A. 51*
Lederc, Bernard (CaenIF) 3* (MexicoIMEXICO)
Lee, earl W. (LexingtonlUSA) 6 Lorenz, Falko (Münster) .42
Leeb, Bernhard (Bann) 23* Lorenz, Jens (AlbuquerquelUSA) 4*
Leeb, Klaus (Erlangen) 3 Losonczi, Laszlo (KuwaitIKUWAlT) 47*
Leep, David B. (LexingtonlUSA) 24 Loss, Michael (AtiantalUSA) 27*
Le GaU, Jean-Francois (ParislF) 51* Louis, Alfred K. (Saarbrücken) 31
Lehmacher, Walter (Hannover) 8* Love, E.Russel (Parkville, 47*
Lehn, Manfred (Bielefeld) 35,42* VictorialAUSTRALlA)
Lehrer, Gustav I. (Sydney/AUSTRALIA) 16* Lowen, Bob (AntwerpenIB) 39
Leichtweiß, Kurt (Stuttgart) 43* Lowen-Colebunders, Eva (BruxellesJB) 39*
Leipelt, Andreas (Hamburg) 42 Lube, Gert (Göttingen) 4*
Lejeune-Jalabert, Monique (Saint·Martin- 20* Lubich, Christian (Tübingen) 45*

d'Heres/F) Lubinsky, Doron S. (Wits/SOUTH 12*
Lelgemann, Dieter (Berlin) 41* AFRICA)
Lernarechal, Claude (Le ChesnaylF) 2* Lübke, Martin (LeidenINL) 35
Lemmermeyer, Franz (Heidelberg) 21* Lubotzky, Alex (JerusalemlISRAEL) 16*
Lengauer, Thomas (Sankt Augustin) 9* Lück, Wolfgang (Münster) 36*, 37*,
Lenhard, lohannes (Frankfurt) 51 42*,46*,49*
Lenstra, Hendrik W. (Berkeley/USA) 20*,21 Luckhardt, Horst (Karben) 13* eLenzing, Helmut (Paderborn) 29* Luckhaus, Stephan (Bonn) 32*
Lerer, Leonid E. (HaifalISRAEL) 18 Lumer, Gunter (MonslB) 18*
Lescop, Christine (Saint·Martin-d'HereslF) 36* Luna, Dominique (Saint-Martin-d'HereslF) 16*
Letd, Günter (GrazlA) 15* Lustig, Martin (Bochum) 36,49*.
Letzter, GaB (BlacksburglUSA) 30* Lusztig, George (CambridgelUSA) 16*
Leuzinger, Enrico (Zürich/CH) 43* Luxemburg, Wim A.J. (PasadenalUSA) 18*
Levi, Mark (TroyIUSA) 28* Lyche, Tom (OslolN) 22*
Levin, EH A.L. (Tel AvivIISRAEL) 12* Lydakis, Manos (Bielefeld) 46*
Levitina, Tatyana V. (MoscowlRUSSIA) 45* Lyons, RusseIl (BloomingtonlUSA) 51*
Lewis, David W. (DublinllRELAND) 24* Lyubich, Michael (Stony BrooklUSA) 28*
Li, Anmin M. (Chengdu, SichuanlCHINA) 43*
Li, Congming (BoulderIUS~) 7* Maaß, Peter (Potsdam) 31*,41*
Li, Hongyou (Meersburg) 50* MacKay, Robert S. (CambridgelGB) 28*
Lichtenbaum, Stephen (ProvidenceIUSA) 46* Macdonald, lan Grant (LondonlGB) 16
Liebling, Thomas M. (lausanne/eH) 2*,9* Maclachlan, Colin (AberdeenlGB) 1*

Madigan, David (SeattlelUSA) 26*
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Madsen, Ib (AarhusIDK) 46 Matus, Frantisek (PragueJCZECH 26*
Madsen. Jesper (KobenhavnlDK) 26* REPUBUC)
Madych. Wolodymyr R. (StorrsIUSA) 31,41* Mau. Jochen (Düsseldorf) 8*
Maennel, Hartmut (Eichstätt) 1,14* Mawhin, Jean (Louvain-la-NeuveIB) 11
Magnus, Alphonse P. (Louvain-Ia- 12* McCarthy, Randy (UrbanalUSA) 46

NeuveIB) McClure. Jim (West LafayettelUSA) 46
Mahe, Louis (RenneslF) 24 McCulloh, Leon R. (UrbanalUSA) IS*
Mahler, Günter (Stuttgan) 9* McDonald. Robert (UrbanalUSA) 40
MahowaId, Mark E. (EvanstonlUSA) 36*,46 McGillivray, Ivor (Clausthal-Zellerfeld) 27*
Maier-Paape, Stanislaus (Augsburg) 11*. 2S* McKeague, lan W. (TallahasseeJUSA) 44*
Maitre, Jean-Franeois (EcullylF) 17 MeLaughlin, Harry W. (TroyIUSA) 22*
Makkai, Michael (MontreaVCANADA) 38* McGovern, William M. (SeattlelUSA) 30*
Mallet-Paret, John (ProvideneelUSA) 11* McMulIen. Peter (London/GB) 6*

_alley, James D. (BelhesdalUSA) 26* Mednykh, Alelcsander D. I
alliavin, Marie-Paule (ParislF) 30 (NovosibirskIRUSSIA)

Mammen, Enno (Heidelberg) 44 Meek. Chris (PiusburghlUSA) 26*
Mammitzsch, Volker (Marburg) 10 Mehrmann, Volker (Chemnitz) 4S*
MandelI, Michael A. (ChicagolUSA) 46* Mehta, Vikram (BombayIINDIA) 16*
Mani. Peter (Bem/CH) 6* Mei. Zhen (Marburg) 2t;*
Manteiga, Wenceslao G. (Santiago de 44* Meinert, Rolf (Mainz) 8*

CompostelaIE) Meinhardt, Hans (Tübingen) 9*
Mantlik. Frank (Dortmund) 18 Meise, Reinhold (Düsseldorf) 34
Marcus, Moshe (HaifalISRAEL) 47* Meister. Erhard (Darmstadt) 18
Marden, John I. (ChampaignlUSA) 26* Meister. Lju4mila (Darmstadt) 41*
Margerin, Christoph (PalaiseaulF) 23* Meitinger, Thomas (München) SO*
Marin. Alexis (Saint-Manin-d'HereslF) 36 Melboume, lan (HoustonlUSA) 25*
Marki. Laszlo (BudapestIH) 38 Melvin, Paul (Bryn MawrlUSA) 37
Markman, Eyal (MontreaUCANADA) 35* Meng, Guo-Wu (Hong KonglHONG 46*
Markus, Alexander (Beer ShevalISRAEL) 18 KONG)
Marmaridis, Nikolaos (IoanninalGREECE) 29* Mennicke, Jens (Bielefeld) 1
MarshalI, Murray (SaskatoonlCANADA) 24* Mennicken. Reinhard (Regensburg) 18*
Marti. Kurt (Neubiberg) 50* Merkov, Alexander (MoscowIRUSSIA) 6*
Martin, Alexander (Berlin) 9* Merkurjev, Alexandr S. (Bielefeld) 24*
Manin. Stuart (CambridgelGB) 3* Metzler, Wolfgang (Frankfurt) 49
Martinet, Jacques (TalencelF) 21,33* Meurer, Michael (Mainz) 24
Marti"nez-Villa, Roberto 29* Meyer, Amd (Chemnitz) 17*

(MexicoIMEXICO) Meyer. Wolfgang T. (Münster) 23*
Martini, Horst (Chemnitz) S* Meyer~Nieberg, Peter (Osnabriick) 18*
Manini, Simone (PisalI) 13* Mhaskar, Hrushikesh N. (Los 12
März, Roswitha (Berlin) 45 AngeleslUSA)

4arzaD'OWiCZ, Waclaw ll* Micchelli. Charles A. (Yorktown 31
GdansklPOLAND) HeightslUSA)

asbaurn, Gregor (ParislF) 36.37*,42 Michler, Gerhard (Essen) 3
Mason. David M. (BellinghamlUSA) 44* Mielke. Alexander (Hannover) 7.
Massam, Helene (ToulouselF) 26* Mihalik, Michael L. (NashvillelUSA) 49
Masson. Philippe (BruxelleslB) 16 Mihatsch, Oliver (München) 25*
Mather, John N. (PrincetonlUSA) 28* Milicic, Dragan (Sah Lake CitylUSA) 14*
Mathieu, Olivier (StrasbourglF) 30* Miller. John H. (DublinlIRELAND) 4*
Matkowsky, Bemard 1. (EvanstonlUSA) 25* Milovanovic. Gradimir V. (NisIYU) 47*
Matkowski, Janusz (Bielsko- 47 Minae, Jan (London, Ontario/CANADA) 24

BialaIPOLAND) Minkwitz. Torsten (Karlsruhe) 9*
Matousek, Jiri (PrahalCZECH 5*,6* Mints, Grigori (StanfordlUSA) 13*

REPUBLIC) Miro-Roig, Rose Maria (BarcelonalE) 35*
Matsaev, Vladimir (Ramat-AvivßSRAEL) 18* Mischaikow. Konstantin (AtlantalUSA) 11 *
Mattheij. Robert M.M. (EindhovenINL) 45* Mischler, Stephane (ParislF) 33
Matthes, Klaus (Berlin) 51 Mitsumatsu, Yoshihiko (LyonlF) 36

MineJmann, Hans D. (TempeIUSA) 17
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Mnev, Nikolai E. (51. PetersburglRUSSIA) 6 Nasri-Roudsari, Gabriele (Aachen) 47
Modler, Karl-Heinz (Dresden) 50* Nastold, Hans-Joachim (Münster) 20
Moeller, Jesper (AalborgIDK) 10* Natterer, Frank (Münster) 31
Moerdijk, Ieke (UtrechtINL) 13*,38* Nazarov, Maxim L. (YorlcJGB) 3*,30*
Mohapatra, Ram Narayan (OrlandoIUSA) 47* Nebe, Gabriele (Aachen) 1,33*
Mohnke, Klaus (Berlin) 36 Neeb, Karl-Hennann (Erlangen) 14
Möhring, Rolf Hennann (Berlin) 2* Neiße, Olaf (Augsburg) 15*
Mokler, Claus (Hamburg) 14,42 Neretin, Yurü Aleksandr 16*
de Mol. Christine (BruxelleslB) 31 (MoscowIRUSSIA)
Molchanov, IIya S. (AmsterdamlNL) 10* Nerman, Olle (GoteborgIS) 51
Molnar, Emil (BudapestIH) I Nesetril, Jaroslav (PrahalCZECH 2
Momm, Siegfried (Düsseldorf) 34* REPUBLIC)
Montesinos, Jose M. (MadridlE) I Nessel, Rolf Joachim (Aachen) 47*
Montgomery, Peter L. (Corvallis) 21* Neubaus, Georg (Hamburg) 44 eMoonen, Boudewijn (Bonn) 14,42 Neuß, Nikolas (Heidelberg) 17*
Mora, Teo (GenovalI) 20* Ng, Ka-Yi (New YorlcJUSA) 37
Morain, Francois (PalaiseaulF) 21 Nghiem, Xuan-Hai (OrsaylF) 30
Morales, Jorge F. (Baton RougelUSA) 15* Nguyen, Cong Toan (Bremen) 39*
Morales-Pizarro, Ju80 (Köln) 14 Nguyen Quoc Thang 24*
Morecki, Adam (Warszawa) 50* (HamiltonlCANADA)
Moriwaki, Atsushi (Kyoto/JAPAN) 35* Nichols, Nancy (Reading1GB) 45*
Moroianu, Andrei (PalaiseaulF) 23*,42 Nicolai, Hennann (Hamburg) 1*
Morris, Alun O. (Aberystwyth, DyfedlGB) 3 Niethammer, Barbara (Bonn) 19
Morton, Hugh R. (LiverpooIlGB):· 37 Nikabadze, Avtandil M. 44*
Moschovakis, Jo8O Rand (Santa 13* (lbilisilGEORGIA)

MonicalUSA) Nikitin, Yakov Yu. (S1. 44*
Moschovakis, Yiannis N. (Los 13* PetersburglRUSSIA)

AngeleslUSA) Nikolsky, Nikolai K. (TalenceIF) 18*
Moser, Jürgen (Zürich/CH) 28 Nörenberg, Rainer (Bielefeld) 29*
Moser-Jauslin, Lucy (DijonIF) 16 Nolan, Deborah (BerkeleyIUSA) 44*
Mozes, Shahar (JerusalemlISRAEL) 49* NoU, Andre (Frankfurt) 27
Mrozek, Marian (KrakowIPOLAND) 11* Nordström, Kenneth (BaltimorelUSA) 26*
Muche, Lutz (Freiberg) 10* Noskov, Gennady A. (OmskIRUSSIA) 49*
Müller, Andreas (Braunschweig) 22 Notbohm, Dietrich (Göuingen) 36
Muirhead, Robb John (Ann ArborIUSA) 26 Novick-Cohen, Amy (HaifalISRAEL) 19*
Mulase, Motohico (DavisIUSA) 35* Nowacki, Horst (Berlin) 22*
Mulder, Wim A. (RijswijkINL) 17* Nussbaum, Roger D. (New 11*
Müller, Claus (Aachen) 41 BrunswicklUSA)
Müller, Hans-Georg (DavisIUSA) 10,44* Nusser, Harald (Berlin) 39
Müller, logo (Berlin) 19*
Müller, Peter C. (Wuppertal) 40*,50* O'Malley, Roben E. (SeattlelUSA) 4* eMüller, Stefan (Leipzig) 7,32* O'Riordan, Eugene (DublinllRELAND) 4*
Müller, Volker (Saarbrücken) 21* Oberst, Ulrich (lnnsbrucklA) 9*
Müller-Quade, Jörn (Karlsruhe) 9 Odifreddi, Piergiorgio (TorinolI) 13
Mulvey, Christoper J. (BrightonlGB) 38* Odlyzko, Andrew M. (Murray HilIlUSA) 21*
Mundici, Daniele (MilanoII) 13* Oertel, Ulrich (NewarklUSA) 36
Murota, Kazuo (Bonn) 2* Oettli, Wemer (Mannheim) 2*

Ogata, Yoshihiko (Tokyo/JAPAN) 10*
Nacinovich, Mauro (PisaJI) 34* Ojanguren, Manuel (Lausanne/CH) 24
Naddef, Denis J. (GrenoblelF) 2* Okada, Soichi (NagoyalJAPAN) 3*
Nagao, Koh-ichi (Japan/JAPAN) 21* Olbrich, Martin (Berlin) 14*
Nagel, Werner (Jena) 10* Oleinik, Olga A. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 7*
Nakajima, Hiraku (SendailJAPAN) 35* Oliker, Vladimir (AtlantalUSA) 7*
Nakamura, Shu (NagoyalJAPAN) 27* Oliver, Robert (VilletaneuselF) 36,46
Namachchivaya, N. Sri (UrbanalUSA) 40* Olivier, Michel (falence/F) 21
Narcowich, Francis J. (College 41* Olkin, Ingram (StanfordlUSA) 26*

StationlUSA) DIsson, Jöm Börling (KobenhavnlDK) 3
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Onn, Shmuel (HaifalISRAEL) 5* Penttinen, Antti (JyvaskylalSF) 10·
000, Ken (UrbanalUSA) 3* Peres. YuvaJ (BerkeleyIUSA) 51*
Oosterlee, Cornelis (Sankt Augustin) 17* Perets, Gadi (VilieurbanneIF) 30
Opdam. Eric (LeidenINL) 30* Perlman. Michael D. (SeattleJUSA) 26*
Opfer, Gerhard (Hamburg) 12* Peters, Jörg (West LafayettelUSA) 22*
Opgenorth, Jürgen (Aachen) I Peters, Meinhard (Münster) 33*
Orlandi, Enza (RomalI) 19· Petersen, Peter (Los AngeleslUSA) 23
Orr, Kent (BloomingtonlUSA) 36 Pethö, Attila (DebrecenIH) 21*
Ortega, Rafael (GranadalE) 11* Petzold, Linda R. (MinneapolisIUSA) 45
Ossa, Erlch (Wuppertal) 36.46 Pezzolla, Franco (Aachen) 19
Oswald, Peter (College StationIUSA) 17* Pfeiffer, Friedrich (München) 50
Otero. Jesus (MadridJE) 41* Pfeiffer. Jens (Bonn) 42
Ouo, Felix (Bonn) 19* Pfister, Albrecht (Mainz) 24

4111te~k.LudgerCBonn) 51* Pfister, Gerhard (Kaiserslautern) 20*
sienko, Sergei A. (KievIUKRAlNE) 29* Pietsch, Albrecht (Jena) 18·

Oxbury, William M. (DurharnlGB) 35* Pila. Jonathan (Kew EastlAUSTRALIA) 21*
Pinkall, Ulrich (Berlin) 43

Pacard, Frank (CachanlF) 32· Piontkowski. Jens (Kaarst) 20
Pach. Janos (BudapestIH) 5* Pirashvili. Teimuraz I. (ThilisiIREPUBLIC 46",
Pachelski. Wojciech 41· OFGEORGIA)

(WarszawaIPOLAND) Platonov. Vladimir P. 16*
PackeI, Ed (Lake ForestlUSA) 48* (Waterloo/CANADA)
Padberg. Manfred W. (New YorklUSA) 2 Plesken, Wilhelm (Aachen) 1*,15*
de Pagter, Ben (DelftlNL) 18* Plewe, Till (UtrechtINL) 38*
Pakes, Anthony G. 51* Plum, Michael (Clausthal.Zellerfeld) 47*

(NedlandslAUSTRALlA) Pohlers, Wolfram (Münster) 13*
Palamodov. Viktor P. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 34* Pohst. Michael E. (Berlin) 21
Pales, Zsolt (DebrecenJH) 47* Polacik, Peter (BratislavalSLOVAKIA) 11*
Pallaschke, Diethard (Karlsruhe) 5* Polden, Alexander (Tübingen) 32*
Palmgren. Erik (UppsaJalS) 13* Poljak, Svatopluk (Passau) 5*
Pa]mgren. Juni (StockholmlS) 8* Pollack, Richard (New YorklUSA) 5*.6*
Panin. Ivan (St. PetersburgIRUSSlA) 24* Polo, Patrick (Paris/F) .1 16.30
Panjushev, Dmitri (MoscowIRUSSIA) 16 Polterovich, Leonid V. (Te] AvivßSRAEL) 28.43
Papamichael. Nicholas (NicosialCYPRUS) 12* Polthier. Konrad (Berlio) 43*
Pardalos, Panos M. (GainesviJIelUSA) 5* Po]yak. Michael (Bonn) 37*
Pardue, Keith Aaron (Toronto. 20* van der Poorten, Alfred J. 21*

Ontario/CANADA) (SydneylAUSTRALlA)
Parigot. Michel (ParislF) 13 Popescu, Sonn (Saarbrücken) 20*
Parimala. Raman (BombaylINDIA) 24* Popov, Georgi (NanteslF) 28·
Pauerson, Samuel Jarnes (Göttingen) 1* Popp, Karl (Hannover) 40*

tJe. Peler (LinzlA) 3* Poppenberg, Markus (Dortmund) 34*
lovic, Dusco (London/GB) 38* Porst, Hans-Eberhard (Bremen) 39*

awlow, Irena (Bonn) 19· Posch, Werner (München) 42*
Pearce, Charles E.M. 47* Pöschel, Jürgen (Stuttgart) 28*

(AdelaidelAUSTRALIA) Pottmann. Helmut (Wien!A) 22*
Pearl, Judea (Los AngeleslUSA) 26* Prabhu, Nagabhushana (West 5*
Pecaric, Josip E. (ZagrebIYU) 47· LafayeuelUSA)
Pedersen. Henrik (OdenselDK) 23· Praestgaard, Jens (Iowa CitylUSA) 44*
Pedersen, Paul C. (lthacalUSA) 20· Pradlwater, Helmut losef (InnsbrucklA) 40*
Pedicchio. Maria Cristina (Triesteil) 38* Prasad, Gopal (Ann ArborlUSA) 16*
Pedit, Franz (AmherstlUSA) 43 Prau, Mike J. (GaitersburgJUSA) 22*
Peeva, Irena (Ann ArborlUSA) 20* Prautzsch. Hartmut (Karlsruhe) 22*
Peherstorfer, Franz (LinzlA) 12* Pressley. Andrew Nicholas (London/GB) 30*
de la Pena. lose A. (MexicoIMEXICO) 29* Preste!. Alexander (Konstanz) 24*
de ]a Pena, Victor (New YorklUSA) 44* Preuß, Gerhard (Berlio) 39*
Peng, Xiao-Wei (Bochum) 42* Previato, Emma (BostonlUSA) 35*
Penrose, Oliver (EdinburghJGB) 19* Prewitt, Kathy (TempelUSA) 10
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Pride, Stephen J. (Glasgow/GB) 49* Rentschler, Rudolf (parislF) 30
Pritsker, Igor (TarnpalUSA) 12* Reusken, Amold (EindhovenINL) 17*
Proctor. Rohert A. (ChapeI HilVUSA) 3* Richards, Donald S1. P. 26*
Prokhorov, Vasili A. (Minsk, 12* (CharlottesvillelUSA)

BelarusIWEISSRUSSLAND) Richter, Günther (Bielefeld) 39*
Pronk. Dorette A. (UtrechtINL) 38 Richter-Gebert, Jürgen (Berlin) 6*
Prößdorf, Siegfried (Berlin) 18*,31* Rickey, V.Frederick (Bowling GreenlUSA) 48*
Pukelsheim. Friedrich (Augsburg) 26 Rieder, Andreas (Saarbrücken) 31*
Pulleyblank. William R. (Yorktown 5* Riehm. Carl (HamiltonlCANADA) 24*

HeightslUSA) Riemenschneider, Oswald (Hamburg) 1
Pumpluen. Susanne (Hagen) 24* Rietsch, Konstanze (CambridgelUSA) 16
Puppe. Volker (Konstanz) 1.36 Ringel. Claus Michael (Bielefeld) 29
Purdy, Gary (HamiltonlCANADA) 19* Risch, Uwe (Magdeburg) 4* -Putinar. Mihai (RiversideIUSA) 18* Risse, Wolfgang (Duisburg) 50*
Pyke, Ronald (SeattleIUSA) 44 Ritter, JÜfgen (Augshurg) 15

Ritter, Klaus (München) 2
Quandt, lues (Berlio) 35* Robbiano, Lorenzo (GenovalI) 20*
Quebbemann, Heinz-Georg (Oldenburg) 24,33* Robins, James (BostonlUSA) 8*
Queguiner, Anne (BesanconlF) 33 Robinson, Stephen M. (MadisonlUSA) 2*

Rocha. Alvany (New YorklUSA) 30
Räbiger. Frank (Tübingen) 18* Rodrigues, Jose-Francisco (LisboaIP) 7
Rabinowitz, Paul H. (MadisonlUSA) 28* Röschel, Otto (GrazlA) 50*
Rademacher, Hans-Bert (Leipzig) 43 van Roessel, Henry (EdmontonlCANADA) 40
Ramanan, S. (BombayIINDIA) 35* Roggenkamp, Klaus W. (Stuttgart) 15*
Ramanujan. Melapalayam S. (Ann 34* Rognes. John (OslolN) 36*,46*

ArborlUSA) Rohlfs, JÜfgen (Eichstätt) 16*
Rambau, Jörg (Berlin) 6* Röhrle, Gerhard (Bielefeld) 16
Ramero, Lorenzo (Essen) 14 Rolfsen, Dale (Vancouver/CANADA) 37
Roo, Andre C.M. (AmsterdamINL) 18 Roller, Martin (Regensburg) 49
Ran, Ziv (RiversidelUSA) 35* Ronoo, Mark A. (ChicagoIUSA) 49*
Ranicki, Andrew A. (EdinburghlGB) ~6.46 Ronchi Della Rocca, Simona (forinolI) 13*·
Rapinchuk. Andrei S. (Bielefeld) 16* Roos, Hans·GÖrg (Dresden) 4
Rassias, Themistocles M. 47* Roos, Jan-Erik (StockholmlS) 20*

(Athens/GREECE) von Rosen, Dietrich (UppsalalS) 26*
Rathjen, Michael (StanfordlUSA) 13* Roseblade, James Edward 49*
Ratiu, Tudor S. (Santa CruzlUSA) 25* (CambridgelGB)
Rätz, Jürg (Bern/CH) 47* Rossmann, Wulf T. (OttawalCANADA) 30*
Ravani, Bahram (DavislUSA) 50* Rost, Markus (Regensburg) 24*
Recht, Peter (Dortrnund) 5* Rothblum, Uriel G. (HaifalISRAEL) 5*
Rega, Giuseppe (Montelucco di Roio 40* Rouault, Alain (VersailleslF) 51*

(AQ)/l) Rourke, Colin P. (Coventry/GB) 37 -Regnier, Laurent (MarseillelF) 13* Roussas, George (DavislUSA) 10*
Rehmann. Ulf (Bielefeld) 24 Rousseau, Guy (Vandoeuvre les NancylF) 16*
ReicheI, Hans-Christian (Wien!A) 48* Rowley, Chris A. (London/GB) 26
ReicheI, Lothar (KentlUSA) 12* Royston, Patrick (LondonlGB) 8*
Reichel, Wolfgang (Karlsruhe) 7*,47* Rozansky. Lev (Princeton/USA) 37*
Reif, Ulrich (Stuttgart) 22* Rüde, Ulrich (München) 17*
Reineke, Markus (Wuppertal) 29*,30* Ruderno, Mats (CopenhagenIDK) 10*
Reiner, Inna M. (UrbanalUSA) 15 Ruh, Ernst A. (FribourglCH) 43
Reiner. Victor (MinneapolisIUSA) 6* Rump, Wolfgang (Eichstätt) 15
Reinhardt, Hans-Jürgen (Siegen) 4 Rüschendorf, Ludger (Freiburg) 26
Reiß, Rolf-Dieter (Siegen) 10,44 Ruscheweyh, Stephan (WÜfzburg) 12
Reiten, Idun (DragvolllN) 29 Russell, Dennis (Ventnor, Isle of 47
Remmert, Reinhold (Münster) I WightlGB)
Rempter, Michael (München) 2 Ruzicka, Michael (Bonn) 32*
Rendl, Franz (GrazJA) 2* Rybka, Piotr (WarszawalPOLAND) 19*
Rentrop, Peter (Darmstadt) 45* Rybnikov, Grigori (MoscowIRUSSIA) 6*
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Ryom-Hansen, Steen (Freiburg) 14*,30* Schmit~ Klaus (Salt Lake CityIUSA) 11
Schrnitt. Michel (FontainebleaulF) 10*

Sabin, Malcolm (Lode, CarnbridgelGB) 22* Schneider, Frank (Kaiserslautern) 41*
Sacco. Riccardo (Milanoll) 4* Schneider. Klaus R. (Berlin) 11 *,45
Sacerdote, Fausto (Milanoll) 41* Schneider. Martin (Duisburg) 50*
Sachs, Hans (LeobenlA) 50* Schneider. Peter (Münster) 42
Saff. Edward B. (TampalUSA) 12 Schneider. Reinhold (Darmstadt) 31*
Sagan, Broce E. (East LansinglUSA) 3* Schneiders. Ursula (Saarbrücken) 21*
Said. Hassan B. (Mindeo, Pulau 22* Schock, Eberhard (Kaiserslautern) 41

PinangIMALAYSIA) Schoenemann, Hans (Kaiserslautern) 20*
Saitoh. Saburou (Kiryu, GunmaIJAPAN) 47* Schönherr. Jürgen (Chemnitz) 50*
Sakhnovich, Lev A. (OdessalUKRAINE) 18* Schörnig. Martin (Berlin) 21*
Salberger. Per (Zürich/CH) 15 Scholz. Erhard (Wuppertal) 1*

_ern. Eliane (parislF) 36 Schoof. Rene (RomalI) 21*
amaniego, Francisco I. (DavislUSA) 10* Schottenloher, Martin (München) 42*

Samin, Jean-Claude (Louvain-La-NeuvelF) 50* Schreiner, Michael (Kaiserslautern) 41*
Sanderson, Yasmine (StrasbourgIF) 30* Sch.reyer. Frank-Olaf (Bayreuth) 20,35
Sandstede. Bjöm (Berlin) 11* Schrijver, Alexander (AmsterdamlNL) 6*.9*
Sanger. D. John (SalfordlGB) 50* Schröder, Michael (Mannheim) :'51'4*
Sanz-Sema, I.M. (ValladolidlE) 45* Schroeder, Viktor (Zürich/CH) 23,43
Saorin, Manuel (Espinardo, MUIE) 29 Schröder, Ioachim (HarrismithlSOUTH 39*
Saracco, Ginette (RenneslF) 31* AFRICA)
Sarkaria, Karanbir S. (ChandigarhlINDIA) 6* Schrohe. Elmar (Potsdarn) 18*
Sarraga, Ramon F. (Warren/USA) 22* Schuh, Wolf-,Dieter (GrazJA) 41*
Sauerbrei, Wilhelm (Freiburg) 8 Schulgen, Gabi (Freiburg) 8*
Sauter, Stefan A. (Kiel) 17* Schulz. Friedmar (Ulm) 7*,32
Sauvigny. Friedrich (Cottbus) 32 Schulze. Bert-Wolfgang (Potsdarn) 18*
Saxl, Ivan (PrahalCZECH REPUBLIC) 10* Schulze-Pillot. Rainer (Saarbrücken) 14.33*
Schaefer, Helmut H. (Tübingen) 18* Schumacher, Martin (Freiburg) 8
van Schageo. Frederik. (AmsterdamlNL) 18* Schumaker, Larry L. (NashvillelUSA) 22*
Scharf. Thomas (Bayreuth) 3* Schüth, Dorothee (Bonn) 23
Scharlau, Rudolf (Dortmuod) 1, 33* Schwachhöfer, Lorenz (Bann) 23
Scharlau, Winfried (Münster) 24 Schw~ Inge (Osoabcück) 48*
Scheiba, Klaus-Jürgen (Mainz) 18 Schwänzl, Roland (Osnabrück) 46
Scheiderer. Claus (Regensburg) 24* Schwarz, Matthias (StanfordlUSA) 28
Scheike. Thomas (CopenhagenlDK) 8* SchwärzIer, Wemer (Bann) 2'
Scheja, Günter (fübingen) 20 Schwede. Stefan (Bielefeld) 36,46*
Schellinx, Harold Al.M. (ParislF) 13* von Schwerin, Reinhold (Heidelberg) 45*
Schempp, Walter (Siegen) 1* Schwenner, Joachim (Eichstätt) 1*.16
Schenk-Hoppe. Klaus~Reiner (Bremen) 40* Schwichtenberg. Helmut (München) 13*

4eu1ZOW. Michael (Berlin) 40* Searle, Catherine (MexicoIMEXICO) 23*
ertz, Reinhard (Augsburg) 21 Sebastian. Ralph (Marburg) 25*

cheurle. Jürgen (München) 25,32 Sehgal. Sudarshan (Edmonton, 15*
Schied, Alexander (Berlin) 51* AB/CANADA)
Schiehlen, Wemer (Stuttgart) 40*.50* Seidel, Hans-Peter (Erlangen) 22*
Schiemann, Alexander (Köln) 33* Seidel, Paul (OxfordlGB) 37
Schienneyer, Ingo (Cottbus) 2* Seiler, Wolfgang K. (Mannheim) 14,42
Schieweck, Friedhelm (Magdeburg) 4* Seip. Kristian (TrondheimIN) 31.34*
Schinzel, Andrzej (WarszawalPOLAND) 21 Sekerka, Robert F. (PittsburghIUSA) 19*
Schirokauer, Oliver (Oberlin/USA) 21* Selting, Petra A. (München) 45*
Schlenker. Jean Mare (Palaiseau/F) 23* Semmelmann, Uwe (Bann) 23*
Schmalfuß, Bjöm (Bremen) 40* Sere. Erie (Cergy~PontoiseIF) 28*
Schmeisser. Gerhard (Erlangen) 12* Serf, Paseale (Saarbriicken) 21*
Schmets, lean (LiegeIB) 34* Serganova. Vera V. (BerkeleyIUSA) 30*
Sehmidt, Alfred (Freiburg) 19* Serrin, James (MinneapolisIUSA) 7*
Sehmidt, Ralf (Hamburg) 14 Setzer, Anton (München) 13*
Schmidt, Wemer (Dolcedoll) 48* Shafer, Glenn (NewarklUSA) 26*
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Shaidurov, Vladimir (Magdeburg) 4* Stein, Michael (ChicagolUSA) 10*
Shanno, David F. (New BrunswicklUSA) 2* Steinbach, Marc (Heidelberg) 50*
Shaposhnikova, Tanya A. 7* Steindl, Alois (WienlA) 25*

(MoscowIRUSSIA) Steinert, Bemd (Bonn) 14*
Shemetov. Nikolai (CovilhaIP) 19 Stembridge, John (Ann ArborlUSA) 3*
Shioda, Tetsuji (TokyoIJAPAN) 33* Sterling, Ivan (ToledolUSA) 43*
Shishkin, Grigorii I. (SverdlovskIRUSSIA) 4* Stevenson, Rob (EindhovenINL) 17*
Shkalikov, Andrei A. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 18* Stillman, Mike (lthacalUSA) 20*
Short, Hamish (MarseilleIF) 49* StillweIl, John (ClaytonlAUSTRALIA) 48*
Siburg, Karl Friedrich (Zürich/CH) 28 Stöckter, Joachim (Stuttgart) 31*
Siedentop, Heinz Karl H. (OslolN) 27* Stoer, Josef (Würzburg) 5*
Siegmund-Schultze, Rainer (Berlin) 51* Stöhr, Ralph (Manchester/GB) 49
Sikorav, Jean-Claude (ToulouselF) 28 StoII, Michael (Bonn) 49*

·eSilber, Mary (EvanstonlUSA) 25* StoUmann, Peter (Frankfurt) 27*
Silbermann. Bemd (Chemnitz) 18* Stoltenberg-Hansen, Viggo (UppsalalS) 13
Simeon, Bernd (Darmstadt) 45* Stolz, Günter (BinninghamlUSA) 27*
Simon, Leon M. (StanfordlUSA) 32 Stolz, Stephan (Notre DamelUSA) 36*
Simon, Udo (Berlin) 43* Storch, Uwe (Bochum) 20
Singennan. David (SouthamptonlGB) 1* Stoth, Barbara (Bonn) 19*,32*
Singhof, Wilhelm (Düsseldorf) 42* .Stoyan, Dietrich (Freiberg) 10*
Sjöberg, Lars E. (StockholmlS) 41* Strahm, Thomas (BernlCH) 13*
Skowronski, Andrzej (forunIPOLAND) 29* Strang, Gilbert (CambridgelUSA) 31*
Slodowy, Peter (Hamburg) 1,16 Strasburger, Aleksander 42
Smalo. Sverre O. (DragvolllN) :r-'l 29* (WarszawalPOLAND)
de Smit, Bart (RouerdamINL) 15* van Straten, Duco (Düsseldorf) 1
Smith, David (DurhamlUSA) 48* Strauber, Györgyi (DonaujvaroslH) 4*
Smith, Karen E. (CambridgeIUSA) 20* Strecker, George E. (ManhattanlUSA) 39*
Smith. Tara L. (CincinnatilUSA) 24* Street, Ross H. (NSW/AUSTRALIA) 38*
Snaith, Victor P. (HamiltonlCANADA) 15* Strehl, Volker (Erlangen) 3*
Sneeuw, Nico (München) 41* Stroeker, Roelof J. (RouerdamJNL) 21*
Sobczyk, Kazimierz (WarszawaIPOLAND) 40* Stromme, Stein Arild (BergenIN) 35
Sobolev, Alexander (BrightonlGB) 27* Struwe, Michael (Zürich/CH) 32
Sobral, Manuela (CoimbraIP) 38* Stubbe, Joachim (GenevelCH) 27*
Söderlind, Gustaf (LundlS) 45* Studeny, Milan (PraguelCZECH 26*
Soergel, Wolfgang (Freiburg) 14*, 16*, 30* REPUBLIC)
Solberg, Oyvind (Dragvoll/N) 29* Stuhler, Ulrich (Göttingen) 42
Solomyak, Michael (RehovotlISRAEL) 18* Stunnfels, Bemd (BerkeleyIUSA) 6*,20*
Solow, Anita (Grinnell,IUSA) 48* Stute, Winfried (Gießen) 10*,44
Soner, Mete (PittsburghlUSA) 19* Stylianopoulos, Nicolaus S. 12*
Song, Kaisheng (College StationlUSA) 10* (NicosialCYPRUS)
Sonnemann, Eckart (Trier) 26 Stynes, Martin (CorklIRELAND) 4 eSpecker, Ernst (Zürich/CH) 13* Sujatha, Ramdorai (BombayllNDIA) 24*
Spence, Alastair (Bath1GB) 25*.45* Sung, Yü (Frankfurt) 51*
Spirtes, Peter (PittsburghlUSA) 26* Svensson, Leif (LundlS) 41*
Springer, Tony A. (UtrechtINL) 16,30* Swanson, Irena (Ann ArborIUSA) 20
Srivastava. M.S. (Toronto/CANADA) 26* Szasz, Domokos (BudapestIH) 28*
Stachel, Hellmuth (WienlA) 50* Szemplinska-Stupnicka. Wanda 40*
Stadtmüller, Ulrich (Ulrn) 10* (WarszawalPOLAND)
Staffeldt, Ross E. (Las CruceslUSA) 46*
Stahl, Herbert (Berlin) 12* Tabachnikov, Serge (FayeuevilleIUSA) 43*
Stanford, Ted (BerkeleyIUSA) 37* Tachikawa, Hiroyuki (AshikagalJAPAN) 29
Stanley, Richard P. (CambridgeIUSA) 3* Taib, Ziad (GöteborglS) 51*
Stark, Hans-Georg (Kaiserslautern) 31* Tairnanov, Iskander A. 23*,28*
Stärk, Robert F. (StanfordlUSA) 13* (NovosibirskIRUSSIA)
Steffen, Klaus (Düsseldorf) 32 Takane-Imay, Martha (MexicolMEXICO) 29
Steffens, Andreas (Los AngeleslUSA) 35* Takemura. Akimichi (TokyolJAPAN) 26*
Steidl, Gabriele (Darmstadt) 31* Takens, Floris (GroningenINL) 25*
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Takeuti, Gaisi (UrbanalUSA) 13* Vaintrob, Arkady (Las CruceslUSA) 37*
Talagrand. Michel (ColumbusIUSA) 44* Vasilescu. Aorian-Horia (Villeneuve 18*
Talelli, Olympia (Athens/GREECE) 49* d'Ascq./F)
Talenti, Giorgio (Firenzell) 7,47* van Casteren, Jan (WilrijkIB) 27*
Tall, David O. (Coventry/GB) 48* Vanderbauwhede, Andre (GentIB) 25*
Taylor, B. Alan (Ann ArborlUSA) 34 Vandewalle, Stefan (PasadenalUSA) 17*
Taylor. Jean E. (New BrunswicklUSA) 19* Vanek, Petr (DenverIUSA) 17*
Taylor, Martin J. (Manchester/GB) 15* Vanhecke, Lieven (LeuvenIB) 43
Teichner, Peter (Mainz) 36*,37,42* Varga. Richard S. (KentlUSA) 12*
Terracini, Susanna (MilanoII) 11* Vasconcelos, Wolmer V. (New 20
Testennan, Donna M. (Coventry/GB) 16* BrunswicklUSA)
Teunissen, Peter J.G. (DelftlNL) 41* Vasileva, Adelaida B. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 45*
Thaller, Bemd (GrazJA) 27* Vasserot, Eric (Cergy-PontoiselF) 30*

_eohari-ApostOlidi. Theodora 15 Vatutin. Vladimir A. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 51*
{ThessalonikilGREECE) Vavilov, Nikolai A. (St. 16

Thevenaz, Jacques (Lausanne/eH) 49 PetersburgIRUSSIA)
Thiel, Christoph (Saarbrücken) 21* Vedel-Jensen, Eva B. (AarhuslDK) 10*
Tholen, Walter (North YorklCANADA) 38 Van de Yen. Antonius (LeidenINL) 35
Thomas, Rekha (New HavenlUSA) 5*,6* Venkov, Boris B. (Bielefeld) • 33
Thorbergsson, Gudlaugur (Köln) 23 Verduyn-Lunel, Sjoerd M. 'i8*
Tiefenbrunner, Richard (Berlin) 29 (AmsterdamlNL)
Tiep, Pharo Huu (Essen) 33* Verfürth, Rüdiger (Bochum) 17
Tignol, Jean-Pierre (Louvain-la-NeuveIB) 24* Vergne, MicheIe (ParislF) 30·
Tillmann, Ulrike (OxfordlGB) 36,46* Venneulen, Japie lC. 38*
Tischendorf. Caren (Berlin) 45* (Rondebosch/SOUTH AFRICA)
Tits, Jacques (Paris/F) 1*. 16 Vershik, Anatoli M. (ParislF) 3*
Tobiska, Lutz (Magdeburg) 4* Veselov. Alexander P. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 28*
Toro, Tatiana (SeattlelUSA) 32* Vetterli, Martin (BerkeleyIUSA) 31*
Torossian, Charles (parislF) 30 Viennot, Gerard X. (TaiencelF) 3
Torresani, Druno (MarseillelF) 31* VilIe, Marina (Vandoeuvre les NancylF) 23
Totik; Vilmos (SzegedIH) 12* Villemoes. Lars F. (StockholmlS) 31*
Tozzi, Anna (L'Aquilall) 39 Vinberg, Ernest Boris (MoscowIRUSSIA) 16*
Trager, Barry (Yorktown HeightslUSA) 20* Vinogradov, Vladimir (Prioce 51*
Tralle. Aleksy (SzczecinIPOLAND) 42* GeorgelCANADA)
Trautmann, Günther (Kaiserslautern) 35* Viro, Oleg 1. (UppsalalS) 37*
Trebin, Hans-Rainer (Stuttgart) 1* Visintin. Augusto (Trento!O 19*
Triesch, Eberhard (Bonn)· 2 Visser, Albert (UtrechtINL) 13*
Troelstra, Anne S. (AmsterdamlNL) 13 Vogel. Pierre (ParislF) 37*
Troger. Hans (Wien/A) 40* Vogler. Hans (GrazJA) 50*
Trudinger. NeU S. 7* Vogt, Dietmar (Wuppertal) 34

(CanberralAUSTRALlA) Vogt. Elmar (Berlin) 36,42_lidiS. Stavros (West LafayeltelUSA) 46* Vogt. Frank. J. (Dannstadt) 9*
ybakovt Alexander B. (ParislF) 10* Vogt, Rainer (Osnabriick) 46

Turaev, Vladimir G. (StrasbourglF) 37* Vogtmann, Karen (IthacalUSA) 49*
Turek. Stefan (Heidelberg) 17* Volcheck, Emil (LinzJA) 21*
Tyurin, Anclrei N. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 35 Volkmann, Peter (Karlsrohe) 47*

Voss, Konrad (GrütlCH) 43
Ulbrich, Michael (München) 2* Vrecica, Sinisa (Beograd/SERBIA) 6*
Ulbrich, Stefan (München) 2* Vulanovic, Relja (CantonlUSA) 4*
Uoger, Luise (Paderbom) 29* Vygen. Jens (Bann) 2*
Unwin, Anthony R. (DublinlIRELAND) 26
Upmeier, Harald (Marburg) 18* Wachs, Michelle L. (Coral GableslUSA) 6*
Uzelac, Zorica (Novi SadNUGOSLAVIA) 4* Wadsworth, Adrian R. (La JollalUSA) 24*

Wagner. Alfred (Köln) 7
van der Vaart, Aad W. (AmsterdamlNL) 44* Wagner, Christian (Stuttgart) 17*
Vach, Werner (Freiburg) 8* Wagstaff. SanlUel S. (West LafayettelUSA) 21
Vainio, Reino (Abo/SF) 39* von Wabl, Wolf (Bayreuth) 32*
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Wainer, Stanley S. (Leeds/GB) 13* Whittaker, Joe C. (Lancaster/GB) 26
Wakamatsu, Takayoshi (SaitamalJAPAN) 29* Whittemore, Alice S. (StanfordlUSA) 8
Wakolbinger, Anton (Frankfurt) 51 Wickerhauser, Mladen V. (51. LouislUSA) 31*
Waldhausen, Friedhelm (Bielefeld) 46 Widorn, Harold (Santa CruzlUSA) 18
Walker, Mark (UrbanalUSA) 46* Wiegner, Michael (Aachen) 7*
Wallin, Hans E. (UmeaIS) 12* Wielonsky, Frank (ValbonnelF) 12*
Walnut. David F. (FairfaxlUSA) 31* Wieners, Christian (Stuttgart) 17
Walter, Leslie (SaskatoonlCANADA) 24* Wihstutz, Volker (CharlottelUSA) 40*
Walter. Rolf (Dortmund) 43* Wildeshaus, Jörg (Münster) 14
Walter. Wolfgang (Karlsruhe) 7, 11,32*. Wilhelm, Adalbert (Augsburg) 26

47* Wilhelrn, Fred (Stony BrooklUSA) 23*
Walther, Hans-Olto (Gießen) 11 Wilhelrny, Lutz (Zürich/CH) 32
Wang, Changping (Berlin) 43* Wille. Rudolf (Darmstadt) 9*
Wang, Guofang (Bochum) 42 WilIem, Michel (Louvain-la·NeuveIB) ll* eWang, Jane-Ling (DavislUSA) 10*,44* Willerton, Simon (EdinburghlGB) 37
Wang, Zhi-Qiang (LoganlUSA) 11* Williams, Bruce (Notre DamelUSA) 46
Ward, James R. {BinninghamlUSA) 11* Williams, Hugh C. (Winnipeg, 21
Ward, Joseph D. (College StationlUSA) 41* ManitobalCANADA)
Ware, Roger (University ParkIUSA) 24* Willms, Bradley (MinneapolisIUSA) 7*
Warren, Joe (HoustonlUSA) 22* Wilson, John S. (BirminghamlGB) 49*·
Washington, Lawrence (College 21* Wilson, Stephen MJ. (DurhamlGB) 15*

ParkIUSA) Windheuser, Ulrich (Oberhausen) 41*
Waymire. Edward C. (CorvallisIUSA) 51* Winkler, Renate (Berlin) 45*
Wayne, Clarence Eugene (University 28* Wittum, Gabriel (Stuttgart) 17

ParkIUSA) Woemle, Christoph (Rostock) 50*
Webb, Peter J. (MinneapolislUSA) 49* Wojtylak, Piotr (KatowicelPOLAND) 13*
Weber, Christian (Bann) 42 Wolff, Manfred (Tübingen) 18*
Weber. Joachim (Berlin) 28 Wollring, Bemd (Münster) 48*
Weber. Matthias (Bonn) 23 Wolsey, Laurence A. (Louvain·la- 9
Weder, Ricardo (MexicoIMEXICO) 27* NeuveIB)
Wedig, Walter (Karlsruhe) 40* Wolter, Franz·Erich (Hannover) 22*
Wegert, Elias (Freiberg) 12* Wood, Graham R. (ChristchurchINEW 26
Wegmann. Rudolf (Garching) 12* ZEALAND)
Weidl, Timo (Potsdam) 27* Worsey. Andrew (MutfreesboroIUSA) 22*
Weidner, Eckhard (Trier) 5* Wrzosek, Darek (WarszawaIPOLAND) 19*
Weiennann, Andreas (Münster) 13* WUt Jianhong (North YorklCANADA) ll*
Weil, Wolfgang (Karlsruhe) 10* Wulff, Claudia (Berlin) 25,45*
Weinmüller, Ewa B. (WienlA) 45* Wynn, Henry P. (LondonlGB) 26*
Weismantel, Robert (Berlin) 6.9* Wysocki, Krzysztof (Zürich/CH) 28
Weiss, Alfred Reinhold (Edmonton, 15*

AlbertalCANADA) Xi, Chang·Chang (Beijing/CHINA) 29* eWeiss, Georg (Bonn) 19 Xia, Zhihong (EvanstonlUSA) 28*
Weiss, Michael (Ann ArborlUSA) 46* Xie, Wei-Chau (Waterloo, 40*
Weissler, Fred B. (VilIetaneuselF) 7* Ontario/CANADA)
Welker. Volkmar (Essen) 3.6 Xiao, Jie (Bielefeld) 29*
Wellner, Jon A. (SeattlelUSA) 44*
Welsh, Dominic J. A. (OxfordlGB) 9* Yafaev, Dimitrij Rauel (RenneslF) 27*
Wengenroth, Jochen (Trier) 34* Yamaguchi, Yasushi (Tokyo/JAPAN) 22*
Wenseh, Jörg (Halle) 45* Yanev, Nickolay M. (SofiaIBULGARIA) 51*
Wenzel. Christian (Wuppertal) 30 Yang, Grace L. (College ParkIUSA) 44
Wenzl, Hans (La JollalUSA) 37 Yang, Su·Win (TaipeiffAIWAN) 37*
Wennuth, Nanny (Mainz) 8*,26* Yao, Dongyuan (S1. LouislUSA) 46*
de Werra. Dominique (Lausanne/CH) 2* Ye, Rugang (Bochum) 42*
Weselmann, Uwe (Bonn) 14 Yoccoz, Jean·Christophe (PalaiseaulF) 28*
Wess, Julius (München) 1* Yserentant. Harry (Tübingen) 17
Wesseling, Pieter (DelftINL) 17* Yu, Jing (TaipeiffAIWAN) 21
Wheeler, Adam (SouthamptonlGB) 19* Yukich, Joseph E. (BethlehemlUSA) 44*



Name

Zacharia, Dan (SyracuseJUSA)
Zagiert Don B. (Bonn)
Zaharjuta, Vyaceslav P. (Izmit -

KocaeliIfURKEY)
Zalesski, Pavel A. (BinninghamlGB)
lanolin, Fabio (UdineJI)
Zawadowski, Marek

(WarszawalPOLAND)
Zehnder, Eduard (Zürich/CH)
Zeilbergert Doron (PhiladelphialUSA)
Zelevinsky, Andrei V. (BostonlUSA)
Zelikson, Shmuel (ParislF)

aKeriahi, Ahmed (Toulouse/F)
~tt1, Anton (DeKalbIUSA)

Zhang, Pu (HefeilCHINA)
Zheng, Jinjin (BinningharnlGB)
Zhou, Guohui (Heidelberg)
Zhu, Li Xing (BeijingiCHINA)
Zieglert Günter M. (Berlin)
Zieschang, Heiner (Bochum)
Zieve, Michael (LeidenINL)
Ziezold, Herbert (Kassel)
ZiIler, Wolfgang (PhiladelphialUSA)
Zimmer, Horst Güoter (Saarbrücken)
Zimmermann, Alexander (AmienslF)
Zimmermann-Huisgen, Biege (Santa
~arbaralUSA)

Zimmermann, Georg (Wien!A)
Zimmennann, Uwe (Braunschweig)
Zivaljevic, Rade T. (BeogradlSERBIA)
Zorich, AntOD (MoscowIRUSSIA)
Zowe, Jochern (Bayreuth)
Zuo, Koog (Kaiserslautern)

Report
Number

29
21*
34*

49*
11*
38*

28
3*
30*
30
34*
47*
29*
22*
4*
44*
5*,6,9*
37
21*
10
23
21*
15*
29*

31*
2*
6*
28
2
42*
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Tagungsbericht 1/1995

Math.' Forsctwngstnstltut
Oberwotfac:h

E 20 I ci. 2...

Symrrlctrien
01.01. bis 07.01.1995

Organisatoren der Tagung waren Jose M. Montesinos (Madrid), Reinhold Remmert
(Münster) und Peter Slodowy (Hamburg).

Die Idee der Tagung war es, Experten aus verschiedenen Gebieten Gelegenheit zu
geben, untereinander über die Rolle der Symmetrie in ihrem Forschungsbereich zu
berichten. Dabei sollte das Konzept der Symmetrie bzw. ihre Ästhetik im Vordergrund
stehen.
Siebzehn Vorträge beschäftigten sich mit Übersichten, Ergebnissen und aktuellen Ent
wicklungen der folgenden Teilgebiete:

• Geschichte und allgemeine Gruppentheorie

• Ilypcrholischc Geomct.ri~

• Syrnnlctrie in KristalJographie lind Physik

• Syrrlnlctri"e in der Za.hlent.heorie

• Sylnmctric in algebraischer bzw." analytischer Geometrie

ZUTn Gelingen der Tagung trugen die offene Atmosphäre, die reichlich vorhandene
Gelegenheit zu informeller Diskussion und die sehr gute Ausstattung des Instituts (i.e.
ßibliothek) wesentlich bei.
Nicht unerwähnt bleiben sollte auch der abendliche Lichtbildvortrag "Symmetries in
thc Alhambra" von Jose M. Montesinos, der die in der Innenarchitektur und in den
Kachelmustern verborgenen krist~llographjschenRaumgruppen aufzeigte.
Alle Vorträge wurden in englischer Spr~che gehalten.
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Vortragsauszüge

S. Endraß
ties

Symmetrie Algebraic Surfaces with finitely many Singulari-

An old and easy formulated question is the following: What is the maximal number
Jt(n) of double points of a surface of degree n in IP3(<C) (with no further degeneracies)?
The exact answer is known only for n ~ 5 and there exist examples of those surfaces,
rnast of them admitting some symmetry. A family of surfaces of arbitrary degree is
introdnccd which includes aJl so rar known best examples for surfaces with finitcly I
111a.ny double points from degree two up to dcgree six. All these surfaces admit (at ,-

~ !least) a rotational symmetry of order n (or n - 1). The key idea is to restriet the., I
surface to a symmetry plane in such a manner that every singularity of the restricted :
surface, which is a plane algebraic curve of dcgree n, induces ~n orbit of n (or n - 1) t)j
si nglilari ties of the surface. So the problem is restricted to finding an algebraic curve
(within a given family) with many singularities. For n ~ 5 this curve splits off a line,
for n = 6 this curve is irreducible and admits a symmetry group of order 4 (\14). The
examples of degree five and six have been calculated with the massive use of computer
a.lgebra systems; calculations for degrees seven and eight involve huge computations
with seventh roots of unity and therefore overstress sometimes the possibilities of such
systems.

W.D. Geyer Reciprocity Laws

The symmetries of a number field are given by its Galois group Gl{. The study of these
groups GK is closely connected with reciprocity laws. This first talk about this topic
is concerned with the I-dimensional representations of GK , i.e. with the structure of
thc ahcl ian ised grou p Gf) = Gr.... f G~\., not fronl a purely group thcoretical view bu t
t.ogethcr with its arithmetic strllct.ure which corresponds to the decomposition laws of
prirncs in fic1d extensions. The talk started with Fermat's theorem about primes ocing
Sllm of 2 squares, the interpreta.tion of Gauß as dccornposition law i~ <Q(H), Etller's
\Vay to the quadra.tic reciprocity law with a side view to thc Ioeal global prineiple of
quadratic forms over fields resp. rings, the decomposition laws in quadratic extensions
a.nel cyclotomic extensions until Artin 's reciprocity law.

A. Huckleb~rry Reduction of symmetries

Let (A1,w) be a symplectic manifold equipped with a Hamiltonian action of a Lie
group G and a moment map <Il : M --t Lie(G)*. If Mo := c1>-l(O), then we consider
the Marsden-Weinstein reduction PMW : Mo ~ MofG =: Mredo This quotient may
not in general be Hausdorff. So at first we consider the case were G aets properly.
The goal is to push down the symplectic structure to obtain a (singular) symplectic
strueture on Mred • Ir G is acting freely, then this is DO problem. In fact, even if
G has finite isotropy, Mo is smooth and the quotient structure is relatively easy to
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understand. By slice arguments the case of constant orbit-dimension can be reduced
to that of finite isotropy. Finally, arguing the orbit-type' stratification, Sjamaar and
Lermann (Ann.of. Math. '91) produced a stratified symplectic structure on M red . Dur
idea (H. with P.Heinzner and F.Loose, ereIle '94, [HHL]) is to obtain a globally defined
quotient structure using methods of complex analysis.
Für this we first recall the Hilbert quotient PH : X --7 XI/G of an affine variety with

respcct to an aJgebraic action of a reductive group G = ~. This is defined by the
invariant algebraic functions Oalg(X)G =: R, i.e. XIIG = Spec(R). It is also informa
tive to regend this as being defined by the equivalence relation x "V y :<=> Gx n Gy -I 0,
i.c. the rcduction PH : X --+ XIIG is the maxilnal Hausdorff quotient.
In t.he complex analytic setting these resl.1lts have been proved by geometrie \ analytic
metItods, c.g. for {( compact and X Stein Pu : X ---7 XII!( exists with the desired

properties. In faet there is an open Runge embedding X c X<B in aStein spaee X(f;

where G = K<C acts and XI I!< = X<B I I J(CB (Heinzner, Math.Ann.'91).
Let <.p : X ---4 IR~o be a strictly pluri-subharmonic exhaustion and ~ := ddcrp, whieh
even ma.kes sense for singular spaces. It can be shown that each fibetrÖf the reduction

Pli : X -4 XI 1[( intersects ~-l(O) = Xo in a K-orbit and the associated ~-orbit
in the fi ber X~ is the unique closed one. In particular, the inclusion X ::) X o induces
a. homeomorphism XI IK ~ X red ::::: Xol I<. Furthermore CI' can be pushed down to
Cl. strictly pluri-subharmonic function Cl'red on the complex space Xred • Thus, in thc
complex analytic setting we have the quotient structure Wred = ddc4>red.

To handle the original problem of the symplectic structure on M red , given a symplec
tic manifold (M, T), we construct a Stein-I<ähler manifold. (X,w) with a totally real
embedding L : M y X so that I.*W = T. For compact groups and in certain cases
of proper actions this can be done in an equivariant fashion so that cI> x IM = cI>M.
Thc lla.tural embedding l.red : Mred --t Xred == X 1/ [( yields the the desired ~ingular

syrnplcctic structure, i.c. Tred := ";edwred.

'.

K. Hulek On the symmetries of the Horrocks-Mumford ~':lndle

o
1

Thc a.inl of this talk was to expla.in, how thc (finite) Heisenberg group and related
grotJps can. be llsed to construct SOlne interesting objects in algebraie geometry.
For p ~ 3 we consider V = Q;p with its sta.ndard basis {ei}iE71p • The automorphisms

have order p. They generate a. subgroup Hp of SL(p, <C) of order p3 which is a. central
extension

1 --+ J1.p = {Ei; i E 7lp} --+ Hp ----+ 'llp x 'llp ---t 0
E ~ e· idv = [a, Tl

[lp is the Heisenberg group of level p (in its Schrödinger representation). Let Np be
the normaljser of Hp in SL(p, (f;). Then



an<! hCllce INpl = p4(p2 - 1). Thc role of this grotlp was explained in the following
cxa.mpJes:
(1) Givcn an elJiptic curve E one can construct an embedding of E into IP(V) = IPP-l

as a. normal curve of degree p which is Hp-invariant. Hs acts on E by translation with
p-t.orsion points. Using representation theory of Hp the (quadratic) equations of E
can be determined. This was done explicitly for p = 5.
(2) Using Hs-equivariant maps f± : V ~ A2 V one can construct the Horrocks
Mumford buodle F on IP4 \vhich is - up to obvious operations - still the only known
indccomposable rank 2 bundle on IP4

• The bundle F has Ns as its ·symmetry group.
Its sections are closely related to moduli of abelian surfaces (partly joint work with
Kahn and Weintraub).
(3) In case p. = 7 the H7-invariant abelian surfaces in IP6 of degree 14 give rise to a e
Fano 3-fold X of index 1 and genus 12. Manolache and Schreyer have identified X
with the variety of polar hexagons to the Klein quartic K. tt

(4) The quadrics through an elliptic curve of degree five in JP4 define a Cremona
transformation on 1P4

• This can be used to construct (non-minimal) bielliptic surfaces
of degrce 15i ri IP 4 (joint work with Aure, Decker, Popescu, Ranestad).

H. Kareher
description

Klein's (2,3, 7)-surface: From the hyperbolic to its algebraic

The talk starts from Thurston's description of the surface model in front of the MSRI.
My ai m is to define two meromorphic functions in the hyperbolic picture and deduce
the equation w7 = z(l - z)2 between them.
First, simpler examples of genus 2 and 3 platonic tessalations (automorphisms tran
sitive on directed edges) were given and functions obtained by dividing through sym
metries, with an obvious "equation between them. The simplest ones are coverings of
platonic tessalations of the sphere.
Klein's surface is tessalated by twentyfour 120°-heptagons. On any platonic surface
the connection of any two midpoints of edges extends to a closed geodesic, on Klein's
surface one has to extend the segment between nearest neighbours 8-fold. Wi th these
closed geodesics one has pair-of-pants-decompositions (not with right angles) in terms
of which a11 the symmetry subgroups can be described. Division by an order 7 cyclic
suhgrollp gives a projection (with three order 7 fixed points) to the sphere, which maps
t.hc gcodesic f-triangJ~, with vertices at the nxed points, to a hemisphere. Norma.Jizee
this Inap to send the three fixed points to 0,1,00 and call this function z. Anothcr
function 10 is obtained by mapping the sa.me t.rianglc to a spherical triangle with angles
~~ lf, ~. Fourteen of these cover t.hc spherc t.hree times and analytic continuation by
rcOection is coo1patible with the identifications, thus giving w. Clearly w 7 = z(l - z)2.
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P. Kranler Concepts of symmetry ror quasicrystals

'fhe symmetry of erystals arises from orbits on IR3 under translation and point groups.
Quasierystals lack translational syrometry but display quasiperiodicity together with
non-crystallographie point symmetry. We survey and i1lustrate symmetry principles
for quasicrystals.
(I) 7l-moclules of rank N > 3 allow to extenä point syrometry to quasicrystals and
their Fourier transform, but are not sufficient to determine their spatial order.
(2) Quasiperiodic tilings generalise the spatial order associated with eells in crystals.
New COITlposition rules for these tilings encompass so-called Ioeal inflation and mat
c:lJing rllles.
(;3) Cryst.allography in dimension N > 3 provides lattices whose projections yields 'll
nlooulcs. Canonical tilings can be projected from faces of Vor"onoi and dual Delaunay
dOlnains of (root) Iattices. Inflation rules for tiles are related to.Non-Euclidean scaling
sYlnmetries of the lattice.
(4) In approaches going beyond N-dimensional crystallography, the commutative trans
lation group is repIaeed by a free monoid or a free group. Substitution "rules for mono
ids can generate quasiperiodic words. Finite "and infinite order automorphisms of free
groups generalise the notions of point and scaling symmetry. Notions of formal gram
mars and automata can handle the spatial realisation of these algebraic structures.

~
~,;.... '.

c. Maclachlan Arithmetic Fuchsian and Kleinian groups

Arithmetic Fuchsian and Kleinian groups form a traetable and attractive cla.ss within
the class of all Fuchsian and Kleinian groups and can readily be described in terms of
quaternion algebras. E~ch such group r comes equipped with number theoretic data
which gives additional information on rand on the geometry and topology of the
quotient orbifold Hn Ir, n = 2,3. For example, the compaetness of Hn/r, the volume
of "n/I"', t.he cxistence of spherical subgrOttps a.nd the nllmber of conjügacy classes of
c1clncnts of finite order can all be dccided 01' d0.tcrrnined from thc arithmetical data.
Tlle existcnce of non-elemcntary Fuchsian -su hgroups in an arithmetic Kleinian group,
01' cquivalently, the existence of ilnmersed totally geodes~ surfaces in an arithmetic
manifold H3 Ir, occurs precisely when 'the defining quaternion algebra A defined over
k satisfies[k : k n IR] =- 2 and A ~ B ®knR k where B is a quaternion algebra defining
a Fuchsian (sub)group.
Given a Kleinian group r of finite covolume, the trace field is a number field k(r)
and one can obtain a quaternion algebra A(r), in M2 (<V), as finite sums of the group
elements over k. Arithmeticity can then be detected if the field k(r(2l ) and the qua
ternion algebra A(r(2l) satisfy some "finite determinable" conditions. In general, this
quaternion algebra is an invariant of the commensurability class and it may be that
qua.ternion algebras have a wider role to play in the general theory of J{}einian groups
of finite covolume and hyperbolic 3-manifolds.
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H. Nicolai Kac Moody Algebras and String Theory

'fhis contribution summarises recent attempts to understand the root spaces of Kac
Moody algebras of hyperbolic type, and in particular the "maximally extended" Kac
Moody algebra E to , in terms of a DDF construction appropriate to a subcritical COffi

pact.ified bosanic string. While the level-one root spaces can be completely characte
rised in terms o( transversal states (the level-zero elements just span the affine sub
algebra), longitudinal DDF states .a.re shown t.o appear beyond level one. The utility
of the rTIcthod is demonstrated by constructing an explicit and comparatively simple
rcprcsentation for certain level-two root spaces.
The embedding of the Kac Moody algebra iota a larger Lie algebra of physical states
(which is simpler to handle, at least from a physicist's point of view) is also explained. e
Fi nally it is pointed out that the structure constants of such Kac Moody algebras can
be viewed as S-matrix elements connecting physical string states. =.

S.J. Patterson Asymptotics of groups

The purpose of this talk was to discuss how group structures lead to strong asymptotic
results on various counting functions. The primary example is the circle problem,
whcre all of the deeper results rely on the Voronoi summation formulae and these reflect
thc representation theory of the group of Euclidean motions of the plane. Following
th is one considers the action of discrete groups of motions of the hyperholic plane.
Ilerc the simplest result is the analogue of the circle problem. It can be used, for
cxa.rnplc~ in connection with the modular group to cstimate the asymptotics of

{(a, b, c) E 713 I b2
- 1ac == - 0, 0 < a + c ~ x}

(D > 0 fixed) as x -f 00. This represents binary quadratic forms of discriminant -D.
The analogous problem for positive disrciminants i.s more suhtle as the corresponding
homogeneous space is not Riemannian. One can estimate the asymptotics of

{(a,b,c) E 7l.3 1 b4
- 4ac == D, laz2 + bz + cl ~ x}

where z E <C - rn.. and D > 0 are fixed and x -f 00. Finally abrief discussion of thc
corresponding problem for integral binary cubics was given; thus, for example, it isA
possible to estimate the asymptotics of •

'-

for fixed D as x 4 00. These results are, in their most recent forms, contained in
papers by W. Duke, Z. Rudnik and P. Sarnak, and of A. Eskin and C. McMullan (both
in Val 71 of the Duke Mathematical Journal), and of A. Eskin, S. Mozes and N. Shah
(llnpublishcd). The ITlcthods are by no nleans limited to arithmetic groups hut can be
applicd to wide classes of discontinolls groups.
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w. Plesken Finite uninlodular groups and Bravais manifolds

k-modular lattiees with good properties ean be obtained by using finite unimodular
groups. The cone FlR. of positive definite forms inside the spaee of all G-invariant
quadratic forms of a finite unimodular group G is called the Bravais manifold of G.
rrhe normaliser N7L of G in the full unimodular group aets properly diseontiniously
on FR. The investigation of a fundamental domain leads to niee quadratic forms and
also to sub-Bravais manifolds, i.e. finite unimodular groups eontaining G. In ease FIR
is 2-dimensional or the eommuting algebra of G in rn.nxn is a 2 x 2-matrix ring over lR
or (1;, :FJR earries a hyperbolic structure respeeted by N7L • In this case eaeh elementof
:FR n 7lnxn represents a modular lattiee, onee one of the generie lattices in :FIR n ~nxn

is modular. Examples ar~ discussed where N7l./G acts as a hyperbolic reflection group
on FR. These examples involve unimodular lattices like Es and the Leech lattice,
the 2-modular Barnes-Wall lattice of dimension 16 and the 3-modular Coxeter-Todd
lattice of dimension 12, but give many other modular lattices at the same time.

W. Schempp
("

..... ;

Symmetries govern Magnetic Resonance Imagi~g (MRI)

t\1agnctic resonance imaging (MRI) was' introduced into clinical medicine in 1981,
and in t.hc short time sinee then it has assllll1ed a role of unparalleled importance
in diagnost.ic medicine and cognitive neuroscience. It is the most important imaging
advancc since the introduction of X-rays by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen in 1895. It is
shown that the MRI modality is governed by the symmetries of the non-split eentral
grollp extension

where the normal subgroup R is isomorphie to the one-dimensional center of the
Heisenberg nilpotent Lie group G. The symmetries find their manifestation in the
coadjoint orbit model Lie(G)*/G of the unitary dual Gof the Heisenberg group G.

E. Scholz: Shifts of the concept of symmetry during the 19t1i:'century

For 0. historieal understanding of the not ion of "symmetry" we ought to distinguish
betwecn
- symrnetrieal practiees (e.g. in mathematics pre-1800: Lagrange 1771, theory of
algchraic cquations; in crystallography: Rome de l'Isle, modifieation series of crystal
[ornIs)

- explicit conceptual use (e.g. ca. 1800 in mathematics: reflection symmetry only;
architectllre: rule governing relations between parts and the whole)
- meta.phorical use (e.g. ca. 1800 architecture: origin of beauty, rejected in other
arts)
Thc d1lal pair of categories "structure" and "symmetry" was introduced in crystallo
grarhy during the turn from natural history to a physical scienee. R.J. Haüy charac
tCl'ised structure by a geometrized atomistic theory (18 classes of convex polyhedra
serving as "hypothetical cores" from which crystal figures are derived by building up

7



laycrs of "subtractive molecules", and symmctry by a morphological description of
cquality with respect to a hypothetical core). A group of crystallographers pursuing a
dynamistic programme of matter explanation (C.S. Weiss, J.F.C. Hessel, M.L. Fran
kenheim, J .G. Grassmann) invented and developed vectorial structures and symmetry
stuclies with their own symbolical expressions. That lead to a complete classification
of finite symmetry systems in Euclidean space (Hessei) and apermutation representa
tion of certain symmetry constellations (holoedrical symmetries of 6 crystal systems)
by J.G. Grassmann (father of Hermann G.).
About 1850 A. Bravais modified the atomistic paradigm of crystal structure to that of
polyhedral moleeules distributed over a regular point lattice. In that context he stu-
died the symmetries of polyhedra (finite) of point lattices (infinite) and of molecular
lattices. He characterised thus the symmetry of most of the later symmorphic space e
group types (71 of 73) C. Jordan took this as the starting point for his 1869 "Memoire
sur les groupes de mouvement" with the first explicit use of the group concept in geo-
mctry.
Thc furtller influence of Bravais-Jorda.n on the formulation of transformation groups
by Lie and Klein 3S weIl as on Sohnke-Fedorov-Schoenflies was shortly outlined. A
]a~t question was posed, not answered, whether the surprising rise of semantieal "re
sonance" or symbolical "homology" (in the sense of natural history) in different fields
of knowledge like algebra/group theory and crystallography might find a historical
explanation in eonsidering general rules underlying the discourses which governed the
shirts in knowledge production from 18th to 19th century mathematics and natural
history jcrystallography respectively.

J. Schwermer Another look at reciprocity laws

Let EI F be a Galois extension of an algebraic number field; given an irreducible finite
dimensional representation p : Gal(E/ F) ----7' GL(V), dima;V = n, the non-abelian
Artin L-functions LE/F{S, p) are known to be meromorphic in the whole complex plane
and to satisfy a functional equation similar to that of the Zeta function but little is
known about their poles. In the abelian case (i.e. Gal(E/F) abelian, thus p is one
dimensional) it is known that these L-functions are entire (for p =F 1); this may be
viewed as areinterpretation of Artin's reeiproeity law. It seems to be expeeted that
t.lle Artin L-functions are entire in the general case. One way that has been suggested _
hy Tl. P. LanglaDds to show this is to show tha.t the Actin L-functions are equal to •
D-fuJlctiolls attached to autolllorphic forms. l'he partial solution in the case n = 2 as
givcn by Langlands (using Heeke's theory of nlodular forms) was indicated, and same
idcas of the general programme were out li ned.

D. Singerman Symmetrie Riemann surfaces and real. curves

A Rjemann surface X is said to be symmetrie if it admits an anticonfotmal involution
T : X ~ X. Whereas a compact Riemann surface represents an irreducible alge
bra.ic function F(z, w) = 0 (connected complex curve), asymmetrie eompact Riemann

8



slI"rracc rcprcsents areal curve, i.c. thc coefficients of f can be chosen to he real.

rrhe rtxcd point set of T consists of 0 ::; k :s; 9 + 1 disjoint simple closed curves or

Inirrors as we call them. We give a survey of many recent results, often first proved

by S.f\1. Natanzon, concerning the mirrors of symmetries.

(1) If Tl and T2 are symmetries of X (genus ~ 2) hoth with 9 +1 mirrors then TI and.

T2 commute and TI T2 is the hyperelliptic involution. Moreover, DO compact Riemann

surfacc can admit more than 2 symmetries with 9 + 1 mirrors.

(2) Ir Tl and T2 do not commute, so that the order of Tl T2 is n > 2 then the total

number of mirrors of Tl and T2 is less than or equal to ~ + 2, if n is even and less

than or equal to~ + 4 if n is odd. Both bounds are attained.

(3) We also discussed the maximum number of mirrors of m > 2 commuting symme

tries.
Another interesting result concerns the number of conjugacy classes of symmetries

(conjugacy in Aut X, the group of holomorphic and antiholomorphic automorphisms

of X). This is the number of real models of the complex curve. This number is

::; 2( v0 + 1), and this bound is sharp. The talk ended with other examRles of sym

Inct.ric surfaces such as Klein's curve of genus 3 and the modular curves·X'(n).
v~:..

..1. Tits The Monster group as a group of symmetries

Thc Inain pllrpose of the lecture was to construct, from scratch, a 196883-dimensional

<Q-vcctor space X and asymmetrie bilinear form ß : X x X ~ <Tl such that O(ß) =

Aul(X,ß) is thc Fischer-Griess Monster group M. From that readily follows a descrip

tion of M as the symmetry group of a (pointed) Euclidean lattice or, equivalently, as

thc symmctry group of a convex polytope in the 196883-dimensional Eucledian space.

The proof of the main result heavily relies on:

R.L. Griess, Jr., The friendly giant, Inv. Math. 69 (1982), 1-102,

J. 1'its, On R.Griess' "Friendly giant", Inv.Math. 78 (1984),491-499,

anel uses (a small and save part) of the classif1cation of finite simple groups.

H.R. Trebin Topological Defects in. Quasiperiodic Tilings

Quasiperiodic tilings model point-atom-structures of quasicrystalline intermetallic COffi

pounds, which have been discovered exactly ten years ago. The tiIings can be repre

sented as planar cuts through higher-dimensional periodic crystals, whose "atoms"

are polyhcdra. If the polyhedra are connectco by "steps" a topologically complicated

hypersurrace evolves with many branch-points. Circumventing these points with the

cutt.ing plane a.long closed loops results in pcnnutations of the vertices of the tiling.

With .slIitable choiccs of thc toops vertices can be transported to infinity in a self

di ffl1sive way. Thus quasicrystals are expected to exhibit extraordinary selfdiffusion

. Inechan isms.

Thc gcometrical background and the self-diffusion steps are illuminated for the octa

gonal Ammann-Beenker- and the icosahedral Ammann-Kramer-Penrose tilling.
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J. Wess Quantum groüps in physics

'fhe C]tJant.um group S Lq (2) and its Lie algebra version was discussed in detail to
exhibit the structure of a quantuo1 group. The Hüpf algebra structure as weil as the
Poincare Rirkhoff Witt property was emphasised. The R matrix approach was put
forward a.nd the RRT relation as weH as the Young Baxter equation were explained.
As symmetric object the Manin plane as comodule was introduced and the differential
calculus of this plane was developed. This opens the way to study physical systems
which are based on inhomogeneous groups (Poincare group) and following Wigner's
definition, q-deformed one particle states and their wave equations can be studied.
For non relativistic systems thc differential calculus leads to a q-deformed Heisenberg
algebra. Quantum mechanical systems based on this algebra can be studied. The A
remarkable consequence is that these models live on lattices. .,

Berichterstatter: Jürgen Opgenorth
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Tagungsbericht 2/1995

Mathematische Optimierung

08.01. bis 14.01.1995

Die diesjährige Tagung über mathematische Optimierung in Oberwolfach fand unter der

Leitung von Bernhard Korte (Boon) und Kla~ Ritter (München) statt. Über 40 Teil

nehmer aus 10 Ländern - mehr als ein Drittel von ihnen waren zum ersten Mal Gäste

dieser Tagung - repräsentierten ein weites Spektrum der zur mathematischen Opti

mierung zählenden Themen. Zum ersten Mal wurde der Versuch unternommen, das

T~gungsprogrammmit weniger aber dafür längeren Vorträgen zu gestalten. Die Teil

nehmer haben diesen Versuch positiv aufgenommen; Diskussionen und Zusammenarbeit

wurden dadurch vertieft. .

Besonders intensiv waren dieses Mal die Interaktionen zwischen den zwei großen Berei~

eo der Mathematischen Optimierung, der kontinuierlichen Optimierung einerseits und

der diskreten Optimierung andererseits. Penalty- und Barrier-Methoden (interior point

Methoden) geben weiterhin Impulse für neue Verfahren und Ansätze in der diskreten

Optimierung, und bei großen Anwendungen der diskreten Optimierung werden hä.ufig

auch Algorithmen der kontinuierlichen Optimierung eingesetzt.

50 bildeten Trust Region- und lnterior Point-Methoden sowie Verbesserungen von Al

gorithmen rür die lineare und nichtlineare Optimierung Tagungsschwerpunkte im Be

reich der kontinuierlichen Optimierung. In der diskreten Optimierung wurde der Bogen

von neuen Ergebnissen aus der Graphen- und der Matroidtbeorie bis hin zum erfolg

reichen Einsatz von Methoden der Diskreten Mathematik im Chipdesign und anderen

Anwendungen gespannt. Beide.Optimierungsbereiche profitieren von eindrucksvollen

Fortschritten beim Computereinsatz zur Lösung von LPs. Neue Entwicklungen sowohl in

Theorie und Softwaredesign als auch in der Hardwaretechnologie haben zu einen enormen

Verschiebung der Schranken geführt, bis zu der Probleme als praktisch lösbar gelten. Ein

exakt gelöstes T5P mit 7397 Knoten ist ein Beispiel.

Die freie Zeit wurde ausgiebig zu Diskussionen in kleinen Gruppen genutzt. Auch dabei

zeigte sich, daß beide Gebiete der Optimierung voneinander profitieren können und daß

der weitgesteckte Themenkatalog dieser Konferenz vielen Teilnehmern neue Anregungen

gab.

Veranstalter und Teilnehmer danken - wie stets - dem Mathematischen Forschungsin

stitut und seinen Mitarbeitern für die freundliche Aufnahme und Betreuung sehr herzlich.
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DAVID ApPLEGATE

Solving Luge Travelling Salesman Problems

The travelling salesman problem (TSP) is one of the most thoroughly studied NP
complete combinatorial optimization problems. The most effeetive method for exactly
solving large TSPs is due to Dantzig) Fulkerson) Jobnson (1954), who used a linear pr~
gramming relaxation and cutting planes to salve a 49-city problem. Although the basic
method remains the same, better computers, computing environments, and linear pro
gram solvers have combined with new cutting plane heuristics, tbe addition of brancbing,
aod better interactions between the linear programm salver and the TSP solver have led
to the solution of significantly larger problems. I deseribe some of the new teehniques,
developed witb Robert Bixby, Vasek Chvatal. aod William Cook, which we used to salve
a 7397-city TSP, as wen as all but 6 of tbe smaller open problems in TSPLIB, a library
of TSPs eollected by Gerhard Reinelt.

MICHAEL J. BEST

Global OptimizatioD for Non-CODvex Quadratic Programming

A relationship between non-convex quadratic. programming (QP) aod multi-parametrie
linear programming is presented. This is used to determine agiobai minimizer, aH isolated
loeal minimizers, and some non-isalated loeal minimizers for same specially structured
non-convex QPs. For the general non-convex QP, a decomposition procedure is given
which will either find the global optimum and allloeal optima as above, or reduce the
problem to one or more strietly eoncave problems having strictly smaller dimensions.

ROBERT E. BIXBY

Progress in Linear Programming and Application to Integer Programming

The talk was broken into three parts: (1) Areport on computational progress in LP; (2)
applieation to IP, particularly the traveling salesman problem; (3) very recent results on
parallel mixed integer programming and parallel interior-point network.
(1) Faetors of improvements in LP codes over tbe last 5-10 years ean be estimated at
~ 105-106 . The origins of these improvements were discussed, including maehine and
algorithmic improvements (simplex sod interior).
(2) The ability to salve hard, partieal IPs is, in the author's opinion, the main reason
for interest in LP improvements. Using joint work with Applegate, Chvatcil, and Cook
on the TSP as a vehieule, column aod row generation network, branch-and-bound and
their interseetion with LP and new steepest-edge algoritbms were discussed.
(3) Parallel MIP is a natural development because B&B, tbe underlying algorithmic
framework, is inherently parallel. Preliminary results were described for an implementa
tion that runs on networks of workstations.
Parallel barrier (interior point) methods are currently based upon parallel network for
Cholesky factorization. Using work of Rothenberg and Luntig, results showing sustained
perfomranee up to 2 gigaftops on real problems were demonstrated. Results were ob
tained on an SGI power challenge (R8000) multiproeessor.
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ANDREW R. CONN

Iterated Subspace Minimization Methods Cor Nonlinear Progr8D1ming

We consider a dass of methods for solving large-scale minimization problems.. At each
major iteration. alow-dimensional manifold, the iterated subspace, is constructed and
an approximate minimizer of the objective function in this manifold item determined,
subject to any constraints tbat may be present.
The iterated subspace is chosen to contain vedors whicb ensure global convergence of
tbe overall scheme and may also contain vectors which encourage fast asymptotic conver
gence. We demonstrate tbe efficency of tbis approach on a collectio·n of large problems
and indicate a number of avenues of future research.
This is joint work witb .N.I.M. Gould (RAL, UK) and A. Sartenaer and Ph. L. Toint
(Namur, Belgium).

-. \~~~.

JOHN E. DENNIS

Same Convergence Results Cor NLP Trust-Region Algortihms

The 1st order result of Powell and the2nd order result of More and Sorensen for un
constrained optimization are taken as tbe goal for algorithms for nonlinear constrained
problems. We find a trust.;.region SQP for which a result of Dennis, EI Alein, and Madel
gives an analog of Powell's theorem and a result of Dennis and Vincente gives an analog
of the More-Sorensen theorem. These results are only givenso far for the equality COD

strainedproblem..

ROGER FLETCHER .

A New Method Car Degeneracy in LP

The difficulties caused by round-off error for tbe resolution of degeneracy are noted. A
new example of cyding (Hall&McKinnan) js shown to cause the EXPAND anti-cyding
procedure to fail. A previoUB degeneracy method (Fleteher ,1988) is described and is
proved to terminate for bothexact and inexact arithmetic. Its disadvantage is that it is
a primal-dual method which is not suitable for use of techniques such as steepest edge
and partial pricing. A new primal based method is the main result of this talk and avoids
these disadvantages.

JEAN FONLUPT

Minimal Coloring oC Disconnecting Sets oC Perfect Graphs

We prove the following result: If G = (V, E) is a critically imperfect graph, and if there
exists a vertex V o E V such tbat the subgraph of G induced on {vo} U f(vo) is uniquely
colorable in weG) colors, then G is an odd hole or an odd antihole.(f(vo) is the set of
neighbors of Vo and weG) the size of a largest clique of G). A consequence of ihis result
is that the strong perfect graph conjecture reduces to the following conjecture:
In a critically imperfect graph G, there exists a vertex Vo such that the subgraph of G
induced on {vo} U f( vo) is uniquely colorable in w(G) colors.
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ANDREAS FRANK

Conservative Weightings and Plane Multi Commodity Flows

This talk reviews the recent developments of T-joins, T-cuts, aod their relationship to
the disjoint paths problem. The material is taken from the paper "A survey 00 T-joios,
T-cuts aod conservative weightings" to appear in the Proceedings of the Erdös Confer
ence on combinatorics (held in Keszthaly, 1994, Ed. V.T. Sos, Vol. 2). One corallary of
the new results: The edge disjoint paths problem may be formulated as folIows. Given
two graphs G = (V, E) aod H = (V, F), find IF I edge--disjoint circuits in G + H each .
using precisley one edge from F. The cut condition, dG(X) ~ dH(X) VX ~ V, is always
necessary· but not sufficient even in the special case when G +V ia planar. We prove that
for this planar case the edge disjoint paths problem has a solution if dG(X) ~ 2dH(X)
for all X ~ V. The result ia not true if 2 ia replaced by 2 - € for any € > O. (This is a
joint result with Z. Szigeti and will appear in Mathematical Programming: A Note on
Packing Patha in Planar Graphs]. Another receot paper (A. Frank aod Z. Szigeti: On
Packing T-Cuts, J. Comp. Th., Series B Vol. 61, No. 2 (1994), 263-271) inc1udes a short
proof of Seymour's difficult theorem on grafts (G, T) for which lI(G, T, W) =T(g, T, W)
for aU integral w ~ 9.

MICHAEL O. GRIGORIADIS

Coordination Complexity of Parallel Price-Directive Decomposition

We consider the general block-angular convex resource-sharing pro~lem in K blocks and
M nonoegative block-separable coupling constraints. We study the coordination com
plexity of approximate price-directive decomposition (PDO) for this dass of problems,
i.e. the number of iterations required to solve the problem to a fixed relative accuracy
as a funetion of K aod M.
First we show that a simple PDD method based on the classical logarithmic potential is
optimal up to a logarithmic faetor in M, in the dass of all PDO methods that work with
the original (unrestricted) blocks. Second, we show that logarithmic aod exponential
potentials generate a polylogarithmically optimal algorithm for a wider class of POD
methods that can restrict the blocks by the coupling constraints.
As an appiication, we obtain the fastest-known deterministic approximation algorithm
for the (linear) minimum-cost multi commodity ftow problem. (Joint work with L.
Khachiyan.)

REINER HORST

Decomposition Method for Biconcave Minimization Problems

A decompositioß scheme is introduced for minimizing a biconcave function f: Rn+p ~ R
over z EX, y E Y, (z, y) E D, where X, Y are polytopes in Rn and RP, respeetively,
aod D is a polyhedron in Rn+p. The resulting algorithm combines branch-aod-bound
in Rn with lower bounding by cutting planes in RP. For concave minimization, a new
flexible dass of algorithms results as weIl as for indefinite quadratic problems. Numerical
experiments support the approach.
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T.C. Hu

Some Open Problems and Searching for Global Minimum

Given a free tree of n nodes. there are n! ways of labelling the tree, some of tbe labellings
are graceful, some are not. Tbe conjecture is that for n ~ 7t the chain is tbe most difficult
tree to label. If we denote Np(Tn ) for tbe number of graceful labellings of a tree of n
nodes, and Np (Cn ) for the number of graceful labellings of a chain of n nodes then we
conjecture

JOHANNES JAHN

Contingent Epiderivatives and Optimality Conditions.

in Set-Valued OptimizatioD

In this talk tbe concept of tbe contingent derivative for -a set-valued map is introduced
which modifies a notion given by Aubin (1981) as upper contingent derivative. It is shown
that. this kind of a derivative has important properties and is one possible generalization
of directional derivatives in the single-valued convex case. For optimization problems
with a set-valued objective function optimality conditions based on the concept of the
contingent epiderivative are proved which are necessary and sufficient under suitable as

sumptions.

Np(Tp) > Np(Cn ) for n ~ 7.
n! - n!

Since we cau always label acbain, this conjecture is equivalent to tbe original conjecture
that every tree has a gracefullabelling. .:.~_
We also consider a dass of combinatorial optimization problems wherE(\ve define tbe
length and the width of the problem. There exists a set of elements with pOsitive weights
and the problem is to find a configuration of a maximal weigbt. Some configurations are
feasible

t
others are not. And the configurations have to be buHt in a certain order. Each

time that we add an element, we have to check if this would make tbe configuration fea-
. sible. And at the end, we have to compare all feasible configurations which are maximal
and select one which is global maximum.
The maximal number of independent configurations is the width of the dass of optimiza
tioß. while the amount of work in checking the feasibility times the number of elements
in the maximal configuration is the length of the problem. This would provide a way of
measuring why a given problem is hard. .

ELLIS JOHNSON

Some Airline ApplicatioDS

The monthly airline planning process begins with schedule development, then assign
ment of fleet types to flight legs followed by making up routes for the planes, and finally
crew scheduling. Computational experience with daily fleet assignment problems from
Delta Airlines is presented. Crew scheduling consists of pairing optimization followed by
rostering. Pairiog optimization consists of partitioning the flight legs ioto trips that the
crew cao make. Three rather different pairing problems are discussed: American Airlines
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daily problem, Singapore Airlines weekly problem, and a 747 Federal Express monthly
modell. Finally, some considerations and methods being developed with Northwest Air
lines for crew recovery are presented.

BERNHARD KORTE

Mathematics of VLSI Design, Part I: Lt-Steiner Trees, Balanced Trees

This and the following talk by Jens Vygen give an overview of different combinatorial
optimization techniques which we apply succesfully in the design of bighly complex logic
chips (e.g. microprocessors).
The routing, Le. tbe connection of several pina of an electronic circuit by a net, is done
by Lt-Steiner trees. The first Steiner tree problem was stated by Fermat: "Given three
points in the plane; find a fourth point such that the surn of its distances to the other three
is minimal." The general Steiner tree problem cao be defined as folIows: Given a graph
G =(V, E) and T ~ V a set ofterminals. A tree B in G with {v E V(B) : 16B(V)1 =I} ~

T ~ V(B) is called aSteiner tree for T in G.
ASteiner Tree in R 2 with different normes can be formulated analogously.
Tbe Steiner tree problem, i.e. fl:nding aSteiner tree of minimal length (= 'network
design problem) ia named after the Swiss geometer Jacob Steiner. However, he did
not contribute to the problem at all (the first modern formulation is due to Jarnik
and Kössler [1934]). In "What is mathematics?" Courant and Robbins attributed this
problem wrongly to Steiner. They also wrote "generalization of tbe problem to more
than three points is sterile". Of course, they did not know about NP-hardness.
Indeed, tbe Steiner tree in graphs and in the plane is NP-hard, also the L1-Steiner tree
problem for which tbe graph is a special grid graph.
We were able to design a very efficient algorithm for this problem. For complex logic
chips L1-Steiner tree problems have to be solved up to a million times for nets with 2 to
50 terminals.
Our algorithm is based on a decomposition theorem which states that every Steiner tree
in a grid can be decomposed in firs. These are subgraphs with astern and alternating
branches. Aetually, the theorem states that we have to consider only five different types
of firs. This decomposition together with many technical and elaborate reductions allow
to solve this problem optimally for any practical size. (An efficient algortihm for an
optimal embedding of Steiner trees disjointly is not yet available.)
The second problem we report on deals witb the construction of totally balanced trees
for the dock distribution at a chip. This problem is solved by a bottom-up approach
using minimum bottleneck perfeet matchings.

CLAUDE LEMARECHAL

On Column Generation

The classical Dantzig-Wolfe algorithm for large-scale linear programming is known to be
slow in practice. Here, we propose an acceleration device, which is a straight forward
adaptation of bundle methods. The idea which has already proved efficient in various
contexts is to replace the linear master program by a quadratic one, in a way related to
the augmented Lagrangian techniques.
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THOMAS M. LIEBLING

On Vertex Enumeration and Related Problems

Avis and Fukuda showed in 1992 that the simplex method is in a sense optimal for
enumerating all vertices of a simple convex polyhedron. Their remarkably simple idea
of reverse search has since been applied for enumerating various combinatorial struc
tures exhibiting approximate neighborhood relations. Here we study the applicability
of backtrack techniques for vertex enumeration and face enumeration of general convex
polyhedra given by systems of linear inequalities. We show there is a linear time back
track algorithm for the face enumeration problem with polynomial space complexity in
tbe input. Tbe vertex enumeration problem requires to salve adecision problem, called
the restricted vertex problem which is shown to be NP-complete. While the particular
backtrack algorithm does not settle the complexity of vertex enumeration it makes it
more likely to be NP-bard. Some other NP-complete problems associatedwith a system
of linear inequalities are also discussed. They include tbe optimal vertex problem for
polyhedra and for linear arrangements. (This talk is based on work with Komei Fukuda
and Francois Margot.)

ROLF H. MÖHRING

Using Network Flows for Surface Modeling

We apply oetwork ftow techniques (bidirected ßows) to a problem arising in the computer
aided design of carst planes etc.. Refine a mesh of spheric polygons approximating
the surface of a workpiece such that the resulting mesh cODsists ooly of cooforming
quadranglest that the density is within giveo t locally defined bounds t aod that only
certain "nicely shaped" refinement templates are permitted.
We show this problem to be strongly NP-hard. For a fixed choiee of templates, we obtain
a reduction to abidirected flow problem. We present an algorithm based on bidirected
ftows that yields much better density control than the usual greedy-Iike procedures used
in practice. (Joint work with Matthias Müller-Hannemann and Karsten Weike)

KAZUO MUROTA

Valuated Matroid Intersection

The independent assignment problem (or the.matroid iritersection problem) is extended
as folIows:
Given abipartite graph G = (V+, V-; A)t valuated matroids M+ = (V+, ß+, w+) and
M- =(V- ,p- ,w-) and are weights w: A - R, find a matching M (~ A) that maximizes

O(M) == w(M) + w+(a+ M) + w-(l!- M)

subject to the constraint a+ M E B+ t 0- M E 8-. Based on two new lemmas, "upper
bOl;lnd lemma" aod "unique-max lemma" for the exchangeability in a single valuated
matroid, two optimality criteria are shown; one in terms of potentials aod the other in
terms of negative cycles in an auxiliary graph. Strongly polynomial primal and primaI
dual algorithms are given, which are tbe natural extension of the standard algorithms
for the independent assignment problem.

7
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DENIS J. NADDEF

Some Fast and Eflicient Heuristics for Comb Separation ror TSP

Good comb separation is essential for a good branch & cut performance in solving TSP
problems. In this talk we give heuristies based on another heuristic that finds sets of
a small coboundary containing a given set. This heuristic is a generalization of PRIM'S

algorithm for minimumspaoning trees. Computational results show that these heuristies
are really efficient. They cao also be used·to find violated c1iquetree inequalities.

WERNER OETTLI

Generalized Strong Isoperimetrie Inequality in Locally Finite Networks

Let G := {X, Y, K} be a directed, locally finite graph without self-Ioops where X ia the
countable set of nodes, Y is the countable set of ares, and K: X x Y - {-I, 0, I} is the
node-arc incidence function. For all y E Y, r(y) ~ 0 ia a given resistance. Let L(X)
denote the set of all real-valued functions -defined on X, and let Lo(X) denote the set of
all real-valued functions defined on X having finite support. For u E L(X) tbe discrete
derivati ve du E L(Y) is defined by .

I
du(y) := -~() E K(z, y)u(z).

Y zEX

For 0 "# A ~ X let aA ~ Y denote the cocycle generated by A. lAI and laAI denote the
cardinality of A aod BA. Fix areal number p > 1. For a11 z E X let

Vp(z) := E IK(z, y)lr(y)l-P

yEY

We consider:

(G PS) Generalized Poincare-Sobolev inequality: There exists "'( > 0 such that

E vp(z)lu(z)IP :5 "'(E r(y)ldu(y)IP

zEX yeY

for aH u E Lo(X).

(GSI) Generalized strong isoperimetrie inequality: There exists c > 0 such that

E vp(z) :5 c E r(y)l-P
zEA yE8A

for every finite nonempty subset A ~ X.

Theorem 1. (GPS) holds if, aod only if, (GSI) holds.

For r = land p = 2 we obtain from Theorem 1 a result by Ancona (Lecture Notes in
Math. 1344, pp. 1-23). .
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Theorem 2. (GSI) bolds if, and ooly if, there exist c > 0 aod w E L(Y) such that
Iw(y)1 :S c· r(y)I-P on Y, E~ey K(z, y)w(y) = vp(x) on X.

(Joint work witb Maretsugu Yamasaki (Matsue»

GIANNI DI PILLO

A New Version of Price's Algorithm ror Global OptimizatioD

We present an algorithm for finding a global minimum of a multimodal, multivariate
fuoction whose evalution ia very expensive aod whose derivatives are not available. Tbe
proposed algorithm is an improved version of the weil koown Price's algorithm aod its
distinguishing feature is that it tries to employ as much as possible the information about
the objective function obtained at previous iterations. The algorithm has been tested 00

a large set of standard test problems aod it has showo a quite good computati()!1~1be
havior. Tbe algorithm bas been also used to solve efficiently some diflicult optiniiiation
problems deriving from tbe study of eclipsing binary star light curves.

FRANZ HENDL

Solving Large Scale Trust Region Subproblems

An algorithmic framework ia presented that solves the trust region subproblem

min x' Az - 2at x s.t. :r'x = 52

by meaDS of the smallest eigenvalue of tbe matrix

D(t) = (t -a' )
-0 A

for' the "right" value t = t· .
Determinig t* is equivalent to maximizing a one dimensional concave function on an
interval.

STEPHEN M. ROBINSON

Sample-Path Optimization in Simulation: Current Progress Report

We are concerned with systems depending on parameters, with respect to whiCh we want
to optimize same measure of performance in the limit (steady state). These systems can
be observed only througb simulation: there ia 00 analytical expression for them.
The method of sample-path optimization proceeds by generating a single sampie path of
the system and optimizing it t thereby converting a stochastic problem to a deterministic
approximation. We summarize what is currently known about tbe theoretical justification
and the practieal applicability of this method J including computational results on tandem
queues and PERT networks that appear to be the largest problem of their kind solved
in the literature to date.
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INGO SCHIERMEYER

Exact and Approximation Algorithms for k-Colorability

We first describe and analyse four improved algorithms fcir deciding the 3-, 4-, 5- and
6-colorability problem. lf G is a simple graph on n vertices then we will show that these
algorithms test a graph for 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-colorability, Le. an assignment of three, four,
five or six calors to tbe vertices of G such that two adjacent vertices obtain different
colors, in less than O(1.398n ),O(1.58Sn ),O(1.93Sft

) or O(2.1SSn ) steps.
We next describe a polynominal time approximation algorithm to color a 3-colorable
graph G with 3/(n) colors, if G has minimum degree c5(G) ~ ~, where !l(I) ~

J(n) $ O(n) and Q is a positive constant. We also discuss NP-completeness and #P
completeness of restricted k-colorablity problems.

DAVID SHANNO

Penalty and Penalty-8arrier Methods

for Linear Md Nonlinear Optimization

Logarithmic barrier methods have been very successful in deriving algorithms for linear
programming which are extremely efficient for solving large and degenerate problems.
Recent results in" determining infeasability and dealing with dense columns and lower
bounds are discussed. The barrier method is modified to apply to nonlinear program
ming problems, with a penalty method used when infeasibility is Iarge, and Polyak 's
modified barrier method used for small infeasibility or feasible constraints. Extensive
computational results are given, together with directions for future research.

STEFAN ULBRICH

Parameter Identification in Systems Governed by Hyperbolic PDE's

After abrief discussion of parameter identification theory in function spaces and its con
nection to equality constraint optimization in Banach spaces the discretized problem is
considered. For the case of hyperbolic systems in one space dimension two efficient meth
ods to compute the gradient of the objective function with respect to the parameters are
described. One of them is very weIl suited for Gauß-Newton type methods. Finally it is
shown how these computations can be done in parallel.

MICHAEL ULBRICH

Parameter Identification in Systems governed by Hyperbolic PDE's, Part 11

Under consideration are iIl posed parameter identification problems in fluid dynamies.
After abrief discussion of regularization methods, a homotopy method is introduced to
find a local minimum of the regularized problem. This method is very robust and ensures
that every reached stationary point is aminimum. Another homotopy ia applied to im
plement an aposteriori regularization parameter choice strategy. Finally, tbe principle of
predictorcorrector continuation methods is outlined and numerical results are presented.
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JENS VVGEN

Mathematics of VLSI-Design, Part 11

Disjoint Paths, Large-Scale QPs, Maximum Mean Cycles

We continue tbe survey on combinatorial optirnization probleIl1S arising in VLSI-Design.
We start witb tbe problem of ,finding disjoint paths in graphs. We consider several re
sults concerniog tbe polynominal solvability of the edge-disjoint patbs problem in certain
cases (by Rotbschild and Whinstoo, Ibaraki and Poljak, Nasb-Williams, Lucchesi and
Younger). Wereport 00 NP-completeness results whicb show tbat aU these theorems
are - in a sense - best possible. Moreover tbe edge-disjoint paths problem in directed
aod in undirected grids is shown to be NP-complete (these are tbe importa~t cases for
VLSI-Design).
Next we outline a program for VLSI-Placement which has proven to be successful for
the most complex processor chips. Some matbematical methods applied here are pre
sented, inc1uding solving large-scale QPs (with several hundred thousand variables), cer
tain minimuDrcost-ftow and knapsack problems etc.
Finally we consider the problem of determining the optimum arrival times of the dock
signals at the latcbes of a chip in order to minimize the overall cycle time. We prove
that this problem is equivalent to a maximum mean cycle problem in a certain .directed
graph, leading to a very efficient solution.

DOMINIQUE DE WERRA·

Restricted Colorings

In timetabling we often have to consider tbe following problem: Given abipartite multi
graph G where each edge has a set <p(e) of feasible calors, find an edge k-coloring wbere
each edge e gets a feasible color (i.e. color e E cp(e»). This is called arestricted coloring.
This problem is NP-complete for general bipartite graphs.
We consider an LP relaxation of the problem: max {ßulßu ~ ßj ~ Q}. Duality argu
ments provide a certificate of non-colorability which looks like HallConditions for systems
of district representatives. We show that the following statements are equivalent for a
conneeted graph G:
1. G is a tree
2. the constraint matrix A is balanced
3. for any choice of sets <p, there exists a restricted coloring or a certificate of non-color
ability.
As a consequence, the problem of restricted coloring can be solved in polynominal time
for trees. An algorithm in O(nk(~+ k)2 has been derived. (n =# nodes, k =# colors,
d = maximum degree of C).
(Joint work with H. Gröftin, A. Hoffmann, N.V.R. Mahadev, V. Peled)

UWE ZIMMERMANN

Optimal LiDes far Railway Systems

We discuss the optimal choice of trafik. lines with periodic timetables on a railway sys-
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tem. A chosen line system has to offer sufficient capacity in order to serve the known
amount af trafik on the system. The line optimization problem aimes at the construction
of a feasible line system optimizing certain objectives. We introduce a new mixed integer
linear programming formulation. For real warld data we succeed in solving themodel
by means of suitable relaxation and suflicient strang cutting planes with the commercial

LP-solver CPLEX 3.0.

Berichterstatter: Christopher Anhalt
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 3/1995

Enumerative Combinatorics and the Symmetrie Graups

l~.Ol. bis 21.01.1995

The conference was organized by George E. Andrews (University Park), Christine
Bessenrodt (Magdeburg) and J~rn B. Olsson (K~benhavn). It was attended by
43 participants, coming from Austria, Belorussia, Canada, Denmark, France,
Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Russia, Sweden and the USA. In 30 talks,
a wide spectrum on the interface of algebra and combinatorics was covered; in
a. special evening session 3 reports were given on algorithmic aspects of related
computational problems.

The main aspect of the meeting was to bring together mathematicians from alge
bra and combinatorics for a fruitful interaction on the overlap of these areas. This
was achieved in focussing on topics in the theory of partitions and q-series, sym
metrie functions, the theory of Coxeter groups (in particular symmetrie groups)
and Hecke algebras and their representations,. and combinatorial aspects of po
sets. Very recently, some long standing problems of major significance in these
areas have been solved; reports on these achievements constituted same of the"
highlights of this week.
As computer algebra methods have become increasingly important for each of
the areas represented at the confere~ce, in a special session algorithms and newly
available software packages were demonstrated.

There was also a special session dedicated to Dominique Foata followed by a
festive evening. Perhaps the stimulating atmosphere of the institute and our af
feetion for our honoured colleague was best described by the final speaker of the
meeting, Richard Stanley, whose only overhead-slide read:

Friendly
Oberwolfach
Atmosphere
Towards
Algebraic combinatorics
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

K. Alladi: Refinements and generalizations of partition conjectures of
Capparelli arising from Lie algebras

Motivated by a study of vertex operat'ors in' the theory of Lie algebras, S. Ca.p
parelli made two similar Rogers-Ramanujan type. partition conjectures in 1988.
involving partitions with difference conditions on the one hand and partitions
with congruence conditions on the other. In 1992 Andrews proved the first con
jecture by the use of generating functions; the proof of the second conjecture is
implicit in his method. Subsequently, in collaboration with Andrews and Gor
don, I obtained generalizations as weIl as refinements of these partition theorems
involving four free parameters by means' of a new technique called "the method
of weighted words". This approach yields combinatorial (bijective) aB weIl as ge
nerating function proofs of the Capparelli conjectures, their gener~izations and
refinements. In addition, the method also yields several companion partition
theorems. Recently, Lie theoretic proofs of the original Capparelli conjectures
have been found hut the 'refinements and geD:eralizations we have obtained have
not yet heen realized through Lie algebras.

G. E. Andrews: Ramanujan, Partitions arid Binary Quadratic Forms

Recently I have found two apparently independent projects of mine merging into
a combined study. The first concerns four identities of Ramanujan; a typical
example is

~ (_1)n-l q(nt
1
)(1 _ qn,) _ (~_ '12 ) 2~ nq(nt1

)

~ . (1 + qn)1 - ~(q) ~ 1 _ qn .

The second concerns q-series arising in the study of the transitive closure of
acyclic digraphs (joint work with D. Crippa and K. Simon). The merger is due to
the fact that each is related to questions concerning the class numbers of binary
quadratic forms. This leads nicely to new relations between partitions and class
numbers.

eh. Barop: Projective matrix representations of Sn over C

The .foundation of the theory of projective representations - especially of 'Sn - was
laid by I. Schur in bis 1904/07/11 papers. Among others he constructed one irre-
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ducible projective matrix representation of Sn (HauptdarsteUung 2. Art). In the
60's A. Morris began to publish papers about this subject, e.g. he clarified why
'Clifford algebras are involved. In 1988 M. Nazarov announced a construction of
a fuU system of irreducible projective matrix representations of Sn. In my M.Sc.
dissertation I tried to find a more direct approach to explain this construction.
There is also a SYMMETRICA-routine calculating Nazarov's matrices. It is also
possible to calculate them via fast fourier transformation in analogy to Clausen's
algorithm for Sn' Another - theoretical - approach is via eigenvectors on a ma
ximal commutative subalgebra (Gelfand-Zetlin-bases) using the CSCO-Method.

A. Björner: Affine permutations of "type A"
.. ~~~~

Denote by Sn tbe group (under composition) of all bijections a : Z -+ Z sue~i·tbat

a(x) +n = a(x + n), V% E Z, and a(l) +... +a(n) = (n~I). With respeet t~ the
adjacent transpositions (mod n) (i, i + 1), i = 1, ... ,n, this gives a realization of
the affine Coxeter group An - t (Lusztig, 1983). It has appeared also in tbe work
of Shi (1986) and H. Eriksson (1994).
In this work we establish three eombinatorial facts about Sn:

1. A bijection between S~ (the minimal eoset representatives modulo Sn
<'SI,' .• ,Sn-I» and the set of all partitions with Iess than n-l parts. This

. •• • n-l 1 +q +... + qi
glves an elementary blJeetlve proof for Bott 's (1956) formula II .

, i=l 1 - q'
for the length generating function of An-I.

2. A rule for comparing G, b ESnin Hruhat order. For a E Sn, ai = a(i), ~d
j E Z, let cpj(a) =Ei:aä<j r~l. Then:

a 5 b <=> cpj(at +n, .. . , aA:+n, aA:+I,· .. ,an) 5 cpj(b1+n, .... , bk+n, bA:+h' .. ,bn )

for all 0 5 k :5 n - 1 and min{ail < j :5 max{ai}.
For a, b E S~ it suflices to take k = 0 on the right hand side.

3. A rule for comparing a, b E Sn in left weak order. Define the inversion
graph l(a) of a E Sn as the direeted multigraph on vertices 1, ... , n with an
edge of multiplicity I l aj~a.JI between i and j, for i < j, an~ directed from
i to j if ai < aj and !rom j to i otherwise. Then: a:5 b # l(a) ~ I(b).

Partial work on affine permutations of type en was also mentioned.
(Joint work with F. Brenti.)
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F. Brenti: Combinatorial properties of Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials

We introduce a new family of polynomials, easily computable by simple recursi
ons, ioto which any Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial (of any Coxter group) can be
expanded linearly, and we give a combinatorial interpretation to the coefficients
in this expansion. This gives a combinatorial rule for computing the Kazhdan
Lusztig polynomials in terms of the enumeration of paths in a. certain directed
graph, and a completely combinatorial refonnulation of the nonnegativity con
jecture.

D. M. Bressoud: Same observations on the Borwein .eonjeeture

Let
n-lII(1 - q3i+l)(1 - q3i+2) = An (q3) - qBn (q3) - q2Cn (q3).
i=O

The Borwein conjecture states that for all n, An, Bn, and Cn have non-negative
coefficients. We discuss the relationship between these polynomials and the ge
nerating functions for partitions with prescribed hook differences. In particu
lar, if Qn(q) is the generating function for partitions ,\ .with '\t,'\~ ~ n and for
every i such that" Ai ~ i we have either '\i = '\i+l' or Ai ~ A~ > '\i+t, then
on(l) = An{l) = 2 ·3n- 1 and An(q) - on(q) is a polynomial with "smali" coefli
cients.

K. Erdmann: Dimensions of simple modules for the symmetrie groupe

Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 and let DA be the
simple module of the group algebra KSr of the symmetrie group, where ,\ is a
p-regular partition of r. The dimensions of n>. for ,\ with at most n parts are
tbe same a.s the multiplicities of indecomposable direct summands of E~r where
E is the natural n-dimensional module fo~' the group GLn(K). We ·determine
generating functions for dim DA, for all partitions ,\ witb two parts, by applying
some new results from the representation tl;leory of GLn(K) . . The results are
explicit rational functions.

s. Fomin: NODcommutatiye Schur functioDs

We develop (jointly with Curtis Greene) a theory of Schur functions in noncommu
ting variables, assuming certain commutation relations that are satrsfi~d in many
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well-known examples, such as the plactic, nilplactic and nilCoxeter algebras and
the degenerate Hecke algebra Hn(O). As an application, we prove Schur-positivity
and ohtain generalizedLittlewood-Richardson and Mumaghan-Nakayama rules
for a large class of (ordinary) symmetrie functions, including stahle Schubert and
Grothendieck polynomials.

F. Garvan: Cranks, t-cores and the combinatorics of partition congru
ences

We survey the known comhinatorial interpretations (or cranks) of Ramanujan's
partition congruences. In an earlier paper with Kim and Stanton we found cranks
which comhinatorially proved Ramanujan's partition con~uencesmodulo 5,7,11
and 25. We extend these methods to find a crank which combinatorially explains
and proves Ramanujan's partition congruence p(49n.+ 47) == O(mod 49). -y-

J. Gouiden: The combinatorial relationship between nonseparable roo
ted planar maps and two stack sortable permutations

West conjectured and. Zeilberger proved that the number of permutations of
1, ... , n that can be sorted with two passes through a stack (TSS permutations)
is 2{3n)I/(n + 1)!(2n + 1)!.This is precisely Tutte's formula for the number of
nonseparahle rooted planar (NS) maps with n+1 "edges, but the combinatorial
relationship between these two sets is not at All clear from Zeilberger's proof.
Dulucq et al. have found a direct bijection' between the NS maps and another
class of permutations, which together with a sequence of nine further bijections
between sets of permutations gives a bijection between TSS permutations· cind
NS maps. In addition, they prove that their bijection identifies the ~umbers of
vertices and degree of the root face of the map with the number of descents +2
and the number of right to ieft maxima +1, respectively, of the corresponding
permutation, hut no direct description of their bijection is apparent.

In this talk, a new bijection is given that preserves the above statistics in a
straightforward manner. The TSS permutations are characterized by an associa
ted lattice path, called the Raney path of the permutation since these paths were
used .hy Raney in his combinatorial proof of Lagrange;s implicit function theo
rem. Simple path bijections then lead directly to TSS bijections that are exactly
analogous to Tutte's NS bijections, giving the required combinatorial relationship
between TSS permutations and NS maps. This is joint work with Julian West.
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D. M. Jackson: The genus series for maps

The genus series for ~aps is the eounting series for the number of (rooted) maps
on orientable and nonorientable surfaces with respeet to the degrees of vertiees,
faces and number of edges. The series for orientable surfaces and locally orientable
surfaces have expressions in terms of Schur functions and Zonal polynomials,
and there is then a eonnexion with Jack symmetrie functions. Both series have
representations in terms of integrals and it is significant that these ean be used,
with some difliculty to determine counting senes for subelasses of map, such as
monopoles. For example, the result of Harer and Zagier is reeoverable. If thete is
time I will mention the use of Pfaffians in connexion with monopoles on locally
orientable surfaees. The genus series is related to the partition function inrandom
matrix models in physies.

G. D. James: Some representations of H~cke algebras

We discuss some recent work, in eollaboration with Andrew Mathas, on the de
composition matrices of Heeke algebras H which are associated with the sym
metrie groups Sn' The algebra H which we consider is defined over a field of
eharacteristic zero, and the parameter q in its definition is set equal to -1. As
a consequence, the decomposition matrix is a "first approximation" to the 2
modular decomposition matrix of Sn- The' starting point of. our investigation
is a theorem whieh says that the first eolums of the decomposition matrix has
1 opposite .every hook partition whose 2·core is not (2,1) and 0 opposite every
other partition. We combine this result with a theo~em which shows that all
the eolumns can be calculated, using the Littlewood-Riehardson' Rule, when the
2-eore is large. Dur conelusions include adetermination of all the rows of the
decomposition matrix which are indexed by partitions into at most four parts.

w. Johnson: Polynomials of q-binomial type

A polynomial sequence {Pn(x)} is said to be of binomial type if it satisfies

Pn(X +Y) =t (~)PI:(x)pn-k(Y)'
k=O

In the same way that the ordinary binomial theorem ia a model for this definition,
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we take Schützenberger's noncommutative q-binomial theorem

(x +yt = t (~) xkyn-k,
k=O q

where yx = qxy, as a model for adefinition of q-binomial type. Thus we study
polynomial seque~ces satisfying

p,,(x +y) = t (~) p,,(X)p"-k(Y) where yx = qxy
k=O q

We can give a few general properties of such sequences (e.g. a characterization in
terms of generating functions) and a few examples that have some combinatorial
significance.

T. J6zefiak: A recursive formula for Hall-Littlewood funetions

In arecent article by P. Di Franeesco, C. Itzykson and J.-B. Zuber, Polynomial
averages in the Kontsevieh model, Commun. Math. Phys. 151 (1993), 193-219, the
authors proved Kontsevich's formula and Witten's eonjeeture in the interseetion
theory of the moduli spare of punetured eurves using a family of symmetrie
funetions whieh they introduced in the paper by the following formula:

fv(X) := 2k ( _1)lvlE TI xI' + x q TI Xi + Xj det(x~q),
1 p<q XI' - X q _eI Xi - Xj . p

p,qeI ieIC

where X = {xt, ... , Xn} is a set of variables, v is apartition of length k, k~f: n,
with distinet parts, lvi = E~=t Vi, and the summation is over all k-element subsets
J = {i t < ... < ik } of {1, ... ,n} with Je being the complementof J in {I, ... ,n}.
It is apparent that the authors were not aware that the funetions were, up to
sign, so-ealled Q-funetions defined at the beginning of the eentury by I. Schur in
conneetion with spin representations of symmetrie groups.
The aim of the talk was to bring up this relationship in the eontext of more general
Hall-Littlewood (H-L) symmetrie funetions by using Maedonald's definition of
H-L funetions and by deriving a reeursive formula for H-L funetions whieh is
equivalent to the original definition of D. E. Littlewood.

A. Kerber: Enumerative eombinatorics and the symmetrie groups

It was deseribed how the first 7-designs were {ound. Here they are:
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00111000101001 001100011010000100100000oo101101100010111100000001001001010000110111011001010111000

11000111010110110011,10010111101101111111010010011101000011111110110110101111001000100110101000111

Th;e corresponding Kramer-Mesner matrix can be found in the paper by Magli
veras/Leavitt in Computational Group Theory (Atkins ed., Acad. Press 1984).
This matrix was 'evaluated along a subgroup ladder in Sn (implementation A.
Betten), and the 0-1-vectors were found using an implemeiltation of an improved
LLL-algorithm CA. Wassermann).

s. Kerov: Big Young diagrams and long interlacing sl1equences

Let W n denote any one ofYoung diagrams (Y. d.) with n boxes, which has largest
dimension (= the number of standard Y. tableaux), dimwn = maxdimA. It will

).eYn

be convenient to consider Y. d. aB a piecewise linear function, v = A(u).
Theorem (K. & Vershik, 1985)

r 1 (y'n) _ O( ) _ { ~(arcsin i + '1'4 - u2
) ,Iul ~ 2

n~~ v:;.wn u n - u -, lul , lul ~ 2.

A similar result holds for typical Y. d. with respect to Plancherel measure of Sn gi
yen by Mn(A) = dim2 >../n!; A E Yn. Consider now a pair of interlacing sequences,
Xl < Yt < X2 < ... < Xd-l < Yd-l < Xd, say, the roots of orthogonal polynomials
Pd-t(Z), Pd(Z). It can be uniquely represented by a Y. d.-Iooking piecewise linear
function v = Wd(U) with derivative wd(u) = ±1, the minima points at XI, .. . , Xd

and the maxima at. Yl, ... ,Yd-l. Surprisingly, the limiting shape for Wd, under
mild assumptions, also exists and coincides with the same function O.

Theorem (K., 1993) D~note by c~, bn the coefficients of recurrence relation for
polynomials Pn (z) :

Pn+l(Z) + (bn - z)Pn(z) +C~Pn-l(Z) =o.
Assume that lim C

n
-l = 1 and lim bn -bn

-
1 = O. Then

Cn Cn

!im .!..wn(c"x +bn ) = O(x),x E IR.
n~oo Cn

The same shape arises in many other contexts, too. The fact is partially explained
by recent "free probability theory" by D. Voiculescu.
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A. S. Kleshchev: Branching rules for modular representations of sym
metrie groups and their applications to representation theory, coho-
mologies, and problem of Mullineux .

Let K be a field of characteristie p > 0, En the symmetrie group on n letters,
n>. tbe irredueible KEn-module corresponding to a (p-regular) partition .,\ of n.
The main objeet of our interest is the restriction, D>'IEn _ 1 , of D>' to the natural
subgroup En- 1 < En. We obtain var~ous results about D>'IEn _l which ean be eon
sidered as characteristie-free versions of the eiassieal Branehing Theorem. These
results turn out to be useful for many other problems.about symmetrie groups
beeause they provide a tool for using induction.
As one of the applieations we propose a eombinatorial algorithm for deseription
of the bijeetion b on the set of p-regular partitions of n defined from

n>. ® sgn ~ Db(>'),

where sgn is the 1-dimensional sign representation of En.

.K.Koike: A Hecke algebra of (Z/rZ) l 6 n and constrlietion of its
irredueible representations

In this talk, we define a "Hecke algebr"a" .9)n,r of Gn,r = (Z/rZ) l6n (the wreath
produet of (Z/rZ) with 6 n ) and show that this "Hecke algebra" has appropriate
properties aB deformation of the group algehra of Gn,r' Namely .9)n,r is a free
module over Ao = Z[q,q-l,Ul,U2,"';Ur ] of rank n!rn and for suitable values of
parameters n and r, .f)n,r are isomorphie to Iwahori Hecke algebras of type An
and Bn • All the irreducible representations of ~n,r are naturally parametrized
by r-tuples 0 = (0(1),0(2), ... , O(r) of Young diagrams of total size n and each
irreducible representation space of .9)n,r is realized on a vec;tor space spanned by
the standard Young tableaux 1["s of shape Q. We deseribe the above irredueible
representation by giving a set of representation matrices of the generators of .f)n,r,
whieh are the natural generalization of Young's seminormal forms. Also we give
explieit description of the center of .f)n,r' This work is a collaboration with Ariki
and appeared in Adv. in Math. Vol 106 (1994) 216-243.

eh. Krattenthaler: HYP and HYPQ ... Mathematica packages for hand...
ling hypergeometrie and basic hypergeometrie series

Hypergeometrie and basie hypergeometrie series (q-series) are of great importance
in areas like special functions theory, combinatorics, probability theory, represen-
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tation theory, computer science, physics. For combinatorics, probability theory,
and computer science this comes from the fact that (almost) all binomial sums
can be written aB' hypergeometric series, and (almost) &11 q-binomial sums can
be written as basic hyperg~metric series. For special functions, represent~tion

theory, physics this comes from the fact that many important special functions
and orthogonal polynomials are hypergeometric or basic hypergeometric series.
For a non-expert the problem about (basic) hypergeometrie series is two-fold:
Computations with (basic) hypergeometric series tend to be cumbersome, and
because of lack of comprehensive tables it is difficult to find identities that one
might need. My Mathematica packages HYP imd HYPQ make hypergeometrie
and basic hypergeometrie series accessible to the non-expert. They &11ow tbe
user to: (A) convert (q-)binomial sums into (b~ic) hypergeometrie notation,
(B) manipulate (basic) hypergeometrie expression, (C) findand apply applicable
transformation formulas, (D) find and apply applicable transformation formulas,
(E) apply contiguous relations, (F) do Jormallimits of (basic) hypergeometric
expressions, (G) use Gosper's and Zeilberger's algoritbms, (H) transform (basic)
hypergeometrie expressions' into TEX-code, and provid~ the user with tbe largest
list of identities that is currently available in one spot. Tbe packages are available
by anonymous ftp at· pap.univie.ac.at (type cd matb, cd hyp.1lypq after baving
logged in). .

B. Leclerc: Kostka-Foulkes polynomials and crystal graphs of type An

Kostka-Foulkes polynomials are q-analogues of the weight multiplicities in the
irredueible sI(n, Cl-modules. They are defined by means of the expansi~n

s.\ =E K.\p(q)Pp(q)
p

where s.\ and Pp(q) are respectively the Schur and Hall-Littlewood funetions.
Kashiwara has attaebed to the irreducible Uq ( sIn)-module V.\ a crystal basis and a
erysta! graph G..\ deseribing tbe action of certain renormalized lowering operators
on tbe erystal basis.

The aim ofthe talk is to present a eombinatorialdescription ofthe K>.,,(q) in terms
of the geometry of tbe graph G.\. This leads to n - 1 variables refinements of the
q-multiplieities of the "reetangular" weights JJ = (kn

), which are the generating
fun~tions of Kostant generalized e~ponents for the sl(n, C) simple modules. (Joint
work with A. Laseoux and J.-Y. Thibon).

10
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s. Martin: The infinitesimal Schur algebras

One approach in studying the representation theory of G = GLn in characteri
stic p is to look at representations of the 'thickened' group schemes GrT associa
ted with the r'th Frobenius subgroup of G. A second approach is to exploit the
interplay between polynomial representations of G and rational representations
of the monoid M of matrices. This reduces matters to studying the classical
Schur algebras S(n, d). In joint work ~ith Doty and Nakano we try to study
the scheme MrD (D the diagonals in "M) and set up a polynomial representa
tion theory of so-called infinite~imal Schur algebras, Sen, d)r. These a.lgebras,
constructed by truncation of the coordinate ring of M, have very interesting ho
mological properties. Their character theory may be relevant to eomputing the
modular irreducible characters of G.

.~::--

M. Nazarov: Classical dual pairs and affine Hecke algebras d.

Let G be one of the classical groups GL(N), O(N), Sp(N) acting on the vector
space U = CN . The question how the n-th tensor power of the representation U
decomposes into irreducible summands amounts to studying the centralizer C(n)
in End (U)0n of tbe image of G. By tbe d"efinition of the algebra C (n) we have tbe
chain of subalgebras ·C(l) C C(2) C ... C C(n). There ia a canonical orthogonal
basis in every irreducible representation of the algebra C(n) associated to this
chain. For the group GL(N) the centralizer C(n) is generated by the action of
the symmetrie group Sen) in u~n. The action of Sen) in the canonical basis was
described by Alfred Young in 1931. The aim of the talk is to' describe the action'
of the other two centralizer algebras in the canonical basis. This description
implies formulas for the dimensions of irreducible representations of the other
two cla.ssical groups. An object larger than the group Sen) may be recognized
in the construction of Young. This is the affine degenerate Hecke algebra H e(n)
which originates from the representation theory of the group GL(n) over a p-adic
field. It will be explained in the talk what playa the role of He(n) for each of the
other two centralizer algebras.

s. Okada: Minor-summation formulas and their applications

In this talk, 1 will give several applications of the following minor summation
formula of Pfaffian. Let n be an even integer. For an 'arbitrary n x p matrix
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T = (ti,j)l:$i:$n,l:$j:$p and a p x p skew symmetrie matrix A = (ai,jh:$i,j:$p, we have

L Pf(ai.,ilh:5A:,I$ndet (tA:,i,h$A:,I:5n = Pf(TAtT),
l:$il < ...<in:Sp

where Pf B ia the Pfaffian of a skew-symmetric matrix B. As an application .of
this formula, we canprove the Littlewood's formula and their variations. Also we
can give the irredueible decompositions of some restrietions and tensor pro~ucts

for "rectangular-shaped representations" of classical groups.

K. Ono: Some partition theorems

In this lecture we diseuss new results regarding the arithmetic nature of various
standar~ p~tition functions. First we mention new results regarding the parity of
the ordinary partition function p(n). We show that p(n) is even infinitely often
in every arithmetic progression and p(n) is odd in an "arithmetic progression
provided that it is odd onee. We also present a proof ofthe t-eore partition
eonjecture if Ct(n) is the number' of t-eore partitions ofn, then we show for t 2:: 4
that Ct (n) > 0 for all n. This i~plies that for primes p ~ 5 every symmetrie group
and alternating group possesses at least one defeet 0 'p-bloek. We also consider
bp ( n), the number of p-regular partitions·of n. For every positive integer" k and
every prime p, we show that bp( n) == 0 mod pA: for almost all n. .

P. Paule: Algorithms for q-identities - recent progress

Reeent progress concerning tbe algoritbmic treatment of q-hypergeometrie sums
is discussed. Based on a "discrete" version of square-free-factorization, a. natu
ral algebraic approach to a q-analogue of Gosper's algorithm ia presented. This
analogue led to an efficient Mathematica implementation of a q-analogue of Zeil
b~rger's "fast" algorithm for definite q-hypergeometric summation. The applica
tions include, for instance, a simple "four-Irne" computer proof of the celebrated
Rogers-Ramanujan identities, as weIl as several results obtained by qWZ duali-
zation. '

R. A. Proctor: A New Lie Theoretic Subject Contained Entirely in
the Category of Combinatorics?

Last year we combinatorialized some' special eases of same representation theoretic
basis results of Lakshmibai and Seshadri. (Their general work was re~ently used

12
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by Littelmann to completely solve the century-old tensor product problem for
"all" Lie algebras.) The central objects in this new combinatorial treatment are
certaiI?- posets which we call "d-complete". Aposet possesses an LS type basis if
and only if it is d-complete. We can classify all possible d-complete posets using
Dynkin diagrams. Our proofs of these results are entirely combinatorial. It now
appears that this class of posets may provide the answer to two pre-existing purely
combinatorial problems, as is described below. If th~ conjectures below can also
be proved using ooly combinatorial techniques, then it could be said that these
results comprise a mathematical ~ubject of the semisimpleLie kind whicb exists
entirely in the category of combinatorics. Consider tbe decomposition of aposet
P into a filter F and an ideal I. Fix a natural numbering of the elements of I.
Choose a natural ordering of the elements of F, a:nd successively "slide out"· the
empty locations of F according to Schützenberger. If the same result is obtained
for each ordering of F for all decompositions P into such an F and an I and all
extensions of I, we say that P is a jeu de taquin poset. The classification ofj~»:de.
taquin posets has been regarded by some as being intractable. Empirical evid~nce
indicates that all d-complete posets should be jeu de tacquin posets. In his thesis
Stanley defined a generating fu'nction U(P; x) for the p-partitions on aposet P.
He found a special farnily of posets for which U(P; x)'s ha4 a strikingly beautiful
form. Gansner (and Sagan) found another family of "hook length" posets around
1979. Empirical evidence indicates that all d-complete posets should be hook
length posets. .

B. Sagan: Coxeter subspace arrangements and characteristic polyno
mials

Andrews Blass and I show how the characteristic polynomial of a Coxeter_~~ub

space arrangement can be interpreted as an Ehrhart quasi-polynomial of an aBSo
ciated polytope. This method can be used to show that such polynomials factor
partially over Z+ and ha.ve nonnegative coeflicients when expanded in a. suita
ble basis for the polynomial ring. I will also mention several related topics: a
generalization of this idea to symmetrie functions, a new way to calculate and
combinatorially explain the Möbius function of an arbitrary lattice, and topolo
gical considerations.
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Th. Scharf: Non-commutative cyclic eharaeters

(joint work with B. Leelerc, J.-Y. Thibon (Paris)).

Fix n E N., c := exp(21ri/n) and 9 E Sn, an n-eycle. Denote by XC:) the
irredueible eomplex eharaeter of < 9 > defined by X(:)(g):= c". By a result of

Kraskiewiez and Weyman the Frobenius eharaeteristic lik ) of Ind~~> (X (:») ean
be deeomposed into ribbon Schur functions:

lik) = L rl
maj(I)5!~

modn

This suggests an analogue in the algebra of non-commutative symmetrie funetions
(NCSF) in the sense of [Gelfand/Krob/Laseoux/Leclerc/Thibon]:

Lik) = L RI •
maj(I)5k

modn

NCSF can be equipped with an internal product "*" which is an analogue of the
inner tensor product of representations [GKLLT].' Then

n-l

L(k) * L(l) = "" < lek) l(m-l) > L(m)
n n L.J n' n n •

m=O

We note two consequences:
(i) Ind~;>(X~k») ® Ind~;>(Xil») =L.< lilc

) , l~m-l) > Ind~;>(Xim»)
m

(ii) For any 1r E Sn with maj(1r) == m (mod n), the number of (0', T) E Sn X Sn
8.t. 7r = UT and maj(O') == I (mod n); maj(T) == k.

·R. Stanley: Graph colorings and symmetrie funetions

Given a finite graph G, define asymmetrie funetion

XG = L XI( tJl)'" XK(Vd)'

K:V-IP

8ummed over all proper colorings K, of the vertex set V = {VI,' .. ,Vd} of G with
positive integers. If we set Xl = Z2 = ... = Zn = 1, X n+l = X n+2 = ... = 0, then
we obtain XG(n), the ehromatic polynomial of G evaluated at n. Henee X G is a
natural generalization of XG.

14



There are many interesting problems involved. with expanding XG in terms of vari
aus bases for the ring of symmetrie funetions, in partieular the bases m>..,p>.., S>.., e>...
For instance, if G is the incomparability graph of aposet with no indueed subpo
set isomorphie to 1., then it is eonjectured that the expansion of Xa in terms
of the elementary symmetrie funetions e>.. has nonnegative coefficients. Gasharov
has shown that Xa is at least Schur-positive. From this one can deduce, for in
stance, that if Ci is the number of i-element chains in aposet P with not indueed
I. , then all zeros of the polynomial E c;xi are real.

J .. Stembridge: Enriched P-partitions

Enriched P-partitions are a generalization. to posets of the tableaux for which
Sehur's Q-functions are tbe generating functions. They bear the same relation
ship to Q-functions as "ordinary" P-partitions bear to Schur S-fu~ctions. Mo
reover, nearly every aspect of the theory of ordinary P-partitions has an enriched
counterpart. We plant to summarize the highlights of this theory, and discuss
same applications to reduced expressions in Coxeter groups, as weH as some open
problems.

V .. Strehl: Transforming Recurrences

There are several reasons (better understanding and circumventing inefficiencies
in the multisum Zeilberger algorithm, intriguing examples from eombinatorics,
special functions and number theory) to consider the following problem: given a
holonomic sequence a = (an)n~o, i. e. a sequence annihilated by a linear difference
operator G with polynomial coefficients, and a linear transformation P, what
can be said about operators H (order?, degree of coefficients?) annihilating the
transformed sequence Pa, the case H = P . G . p-l being of particular interest.
It turns out that in the case where P is of "Sheffer type", the transformatio:t;l
G ....... P . G . p-l has partieularly nie~ properties which ean be profitably used in
implementations.

A. Vershik: Vector partitions and limit shapes

The veetor partitions appeared in eombinatorial problems, geometry, number
theory. We will speak about new applieation of this and about the eonnexion
with statistical physics.
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D. Zeilberger FOaTA on ODe FOOT

Dominique Foata's great eontributions to eombinatories, sofar, were deseribed.
In partieular the Cartier-Foata eommutation monoid and the revolution that lead
to the combinatorial approach to special funetions.

Berichterstattung: C. Bessenrodt
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Tag u n g 8 b e r ich t 4/1995

Numerical Methods for Singular Perturbations

22.~28.1.1995

The meeting was orga.nized by P. Hemker (Amsterdam), H.-G. Roos (Dresden)
and M. Stynes (Cork). Its topic, "NumeJ;ical methods for singular perturbati
ons", had not previously been the subject of an Oberwolfach meeting. Yet m~y
.differential equations in the applied sciences - for example in fluid dynamics 
are singularly perturbed and standard numerical methods often fall to provide
satisfactory solutions to such problems. In the last 25 years, many different
techniques have been developed to overcOme the shortcomings of the standard
methods. Despite the efforts made, our current knowledge ia not at the level
needed for effective application to practical problems such as nonlinear models
in several spare dimensions. Recent progress in the use of anisotropie and pie-
cewise uniform grids, a deeper understanding of when fitted operator methods
can be applied., and new results on adaptive approaches for singularly perturbed
problems galva.nized the organizers into bringing together scientists from these
areas.
The aims of the meeting were:

1. The dissemination of information about current research and open questions
in the numerical and asymptotic analysis of singular perturbation problems;
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2.. The evaluation of "optimal" methods for the solution of such problems;

3. An examination of promising future research directions in this area.

In all, 30 lectures were given. They covered the key aspects in the discretization
and numerical analysis of singular perturbation problems. Most of the research
tools that are effective for these problems were addressed by participants at the
meeting; the variety of techniques represented meant that aim (1) above was
quite successfully achieved. For aims (2) and (3), it was very important that
the schedule left ample time for discussion both for long periode, during the day
and after lectures. This enabled individuals with different points of view ande\
di1ferent approaches to meet and profit from each other's experience. Tbe warm
and stimulating atm08phere of tbe Forschungsinstitut ia also a stimulating factor
in fostering such mixing. The week's workshop laid the foundation for several
future collaborationa between different groups and induviduals, which testifies to
the attainment of aims (2) and (3).
All participanta agreed enthusiastically that tbe workshop was extremely useful,
that contact between different groups should be maintained, and that when suf
ficient further development of the area has taken place (in, say, three years) a
meeting with the same topic should if possible be organized.
The alphabetical list of contributions below can be divided under· the following
headings: Operator fitted uniformly convergent methods; anisotropie and piece
wise uniform meshes; defect correction; stabilized finite element, finite volume
and finite difference methods; adaptive methods; methods for shock layers; nu
merica1 methods for the Navier-Stokes equations at high Reynolds numbers.

Vortrags&uszüge

D. ADAM:

Nonconforming Uniformly Convergent Finite Element Methods for Singularly

Perturbed Elliptic Problems in Two Dimensions

A new analysis of a noncnforming Galerkin finite element method for solving
linear elliptic singularly perturbed boundary value problems on rectangular do
mains ia given. In the case of ordinary boundary layers the method ia shown to
be convergent uniformly with respect to the perturbation parameter of order h1/ 2

in the energy norm. The trial functions are exponentials fitted to the differential
operator.
NumericaJ tests confum that the nonconforming method is numerically stable
and the order of convergence obtained ia optimal.
Besides this, the method yields satisfactory numerica1 results for the same kind
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of problems on L-shaped domains as well.

L. ANGERMANN:

APosteriori Errar Estimates for Singularly Perturbed Elliptie Problems

The lecture presents a formal extension of Babuäka&Rheinboldt'8 a.pproach to the
problem of aposteriori error estimation for singularly perturbed elliptie problems
which Me diseretized by means of an upwinded FEM. It ia shown that, for such
problems, there can be obtained uniform (w.r.t. the perturbation parameter)
errar estimates in a suitable chosen norm. Moreover, a. new method 10 simplify
tbe practical computation of the more complicated error indicators is proposed..

T. APEL:

LOcal Inequalities for Anisotropie Finite Elements

The elassicallocal interpolation error estimates (see e.g. [eiarIet '78]) were deri
ved under an assumption which is in two dimensions known as Zlamal's minimal
angle condition. This condition was weakened by different authors ([Jamet '78],

. [Babuäka/Azis '76}, (Knick '89}) to a maximal angle condition. But the possible
advantage of using. mesh sizes with different asymptotics in different directions
which leads to small angles, was not extra.cted.
In tms presenta.tion, anisotropie interpolation error estimates in two and three
dimensions are given. Here, one derives benefit fr~m the different asymptotics
of the mesh sizes. Mo~ver, an anisotropie version of the inverse inequality is
presented.
Anisotropie meshes are already suecessfully applied to Poisson-like problems in
domains with.edges and to convection-diffusion problems where boundary layers
oceur.

o. AXELSON:

Uniformly Convergent Difference Methods of Arbitrary High Order for Singularly

Perturbed Convection Diifusion Problems

A general framework to construet difference methods for singularly perturbed
convection diffusion problems with diseretization error estimates of arbitrary high
order, which hold uniformly in the singular perturbation parameter, is presented.
The method is based on the use of a defeet-correction method and special, adap
tively graded and patched meshes, with meshsizes varying between h and e/2h,
where h is the meshsize, used in the part of the domain where the solution is
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smooth, f ia the singular perturbation parameter and iJ/2h is the final meshaize
in the boundary layer.
Similar constructions hold for the interior layers. The correction operator ia a
monotone operator enabling tbe estimate of errors of optimal order in maximum
norm.

C. CANUTO:

Wavelet-Based Adaptive Methods for Advection-Diffusion Boundary Value

Problems

Functions which describe phenomena in science and engineering often exhibit a
structure, weIl localized both in physical spare and in frequency spare (or in
scale). Boundary layer problems and turbulence offer examples of such a be
haviour. Classical bases are weIl localized in space (e.g. finite element bases)
or in frequency (e.g. Fowier hases), hut not in both spaces at tbe same time.
Recently developed bases, like wavelets and hierarchical f.e. bases combine both"
aspects. They allow an adaptive approximation of functions, in which negligable
components are discarded. This is the rationale for stating an adaptive discreti
zation of pde's. "
We review tbe construction of (biorthogonal) wavelets, starting from the classical
Haar basis. Attention is paid to those aspects (Bernstein and Jackson inequali
ties, decay of wavelet coefficients, local and global characterization of functional
spaces) which are not relevant to numerical analysis. Next, we consider a mo
del advection-diffusion equation,. and we show how the upper-Ievel portion of
the approximate solution (in a hierarchical decomposition) can be used as an &

posteriory error indicator. This justifies the wavelet analysis of the approximate
solution, in order to change adaptively the upper-Ievel complement to optimize
the error distribution. Two examples (lD and 2D) are given; in the 2D example,
the tensor product diadic grid used for wavelet analysis is simply superimposed
to the (Delaunay) grid used to represent the f.e. solution._

c. CLAVERO:

Uniform Convergence for One Dimensional Problems Dsing Shishkin'Mesh

In this communication we prove that classica1 schemes are uniformly convergent
where they are defined on special meshes of Shishkin type. We examine the
convection-diffusion and the reaction-diffusion problem. In each case we define
in appropriate form a piecewise uniform mesh which condensing the points of the
mesh in the boundary layers.
Also, we show some numerical results for the numerical integration for parabolic
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singularly pertubed problems. The method uses the altemating directions techni
que and the previously finite difference schemes constructed on Shishkin'meshes
for ID problems. These examples show that the method is uniformly convergent
for this type of problems.

A. CRAIG:

A Class of Petrov-Galerkin Methode for the Stationary Convection-Diffusion

Equation

An upwinded· Petrov-Galerkin method is proposed which is applicable to the
n-dimensional convection-diffusion equation. The essential property of theme
thod ia that it sets the ~-projectionof the error on element boundaries, into
a particular class of functions, to zero. This has the consequence &t prQ!lucing
nonoScillating approximations. The method is described and both asymptotic
and nonasymptotic analysis are presented. The standard Galerkin method and
tbe cell vertex finite valume method are seen to be limiting cases in the pure
diffusion and pure convection limits respectively.

J. DALiK:

.An Explicit Modified Method of Chara.cteristics for the Two-Dimensional

Convection-Diffusion Problem with Dominating Convection

I want to motivate and describe a basic mechanis~ of a certain combination
of the characteristics with the finite difference method for a numerical solution
of non-stationary twodimensional convection-diffusion problems withdominating
convection.
To each triangulation without obtuse angles, this method relates a stable appro
ximate solution. Numerical experiments illustrate that this solution is disturbed .
by minimal amount of the artificial diffusion. I wish to point out some problems
which one has to solve on the road to an error-estimate.

P. A. FARRELL:

Uniformly ConvergentDifference Schemes for Semi and Quasilinear Singularly

Perturbed ode's

In this lecture results were presented which showed that standard difference sehe
mes, with a fitting factor frozen in the neighbourhood of the boundary layer, on
a uniform mesh cannot convergence e-uniformly in tbe maximum norm to the
solution of tbe differential equation. Uniformly convergent schemes consisting of
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monotone finite difference schemes on piecewise uniform meshes, conde~sed in
the neighbourhood of the boundary layer(s), were presented for both semi and
quasilinear singularly perturbed ode's. Theoretical rates of uniform convergence
were given in hoth cases, and numerical results ~ere presented, which showed
that these were in practice conservative estimates.

A. FELGENHAUER:

Mixed Formulation Analysis of L-Spline Galerkin-Petrov F.E.M.

We consider a GALERKIN - PETROV finite element discretization of a singularly
perturbed twopoint boundary value problem on the real interval [0,1] proposed by
O'RIORDAN and STYNES. The method is determined by piecewise exponential
trial and test functions fitted to tbe convection-diffusion part of the differential
operator. In contrast 10 the standard finite element analysis we do not describe
the discretized problem by reduction of the variational equation to a finite di
mensional subspace but by variationally formuIated side constraints. It will be
demonstrated, that abstract results from· the theory of mixed formulations are
applicable. This new analysis simplifies the proof of convergency, even in the case
of piecewise linear f.e.m., and enables a new approach of constructing exponential
fit ted finite element metbods adapted to singuIarly perturbed differential opera
tors. Tbe application of this method to the twcrdimensional case is discussed.

J. E. FLAHERTY:

High-Order Finite Element Methods for Singularly-Perturbed Elliptic and
Parabolic Problems

We develop a framework for applying high-order finite element methods to singu
larly-perturbed elliptic and parabolic differential systems that utilizes special
quadrature rules to confine spurious effects, such ~ excess diffusion and non
physical oscillations, to boundary and interior layers. This approach is more sui
ted for use with adaptive mesb-refinement and order-variation techniques than
other problem-dependent methods. Quadrature ruIes, developed for twcrpoint
convection-diffusion and reaction-diffusion problems, are used with finite element
software to salve examples involving ordinary and partial differential equations.
Numerical artifacts are confined to layers for al1 combinations of meshes; orders,
and singular perturbation parameters that were tested. Radau or Lobatto qua
drature used with the finite element method to solve, respectively, convection
and reaction-diffusion problems provide the benefits of the specialized quadrature
fonnulas and are simpler to implement.
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A. HEGARTY:

Central Differencing for Shishkin Meshes

It ia well-known that upwind finite difference operators on Shishkin meshes yield
e-uniformly convergent numerical solutions of linear elliptic singular perturba
tion problems, wh~ e ia the small parameter; however, heretofore, it had been
considered that a non-monotone difference operator, such as central differencing,
which does not satisfy a maximum principle, would not be uniformly convergent.
In earlier paper, we had shown that, for a model parabolic layer problem, central
di1rerenclng produced a numerical solution which appeared to be uniformly COD

vergent of order greater than one; in this case, tbe oscillation could be eliminated
by an apppropriate choice of the loca.tion of the transition from fine to oo&rf!le
meshes. In the regular layer case, it was shown that, for a model problem~which
satisfied° some compatibility conditions, the numerical solution again indltated"
uniform convergerice of order grea.ter then oue. Similar behaviour was observed
for a second problem, without such compatibility; nevertheless, in this situation,
f-dependence of the convergence of the linear solver was observed. Numerical
solutions for small values of f could only be obtained by using powerful iterative
salvers, BiCG-Stab(L), which are expansive in their use of 2L matrix products
per iteration.. Thus, the practicability 9f this approach needs further investiga
tion.

w. HEINRICHS:

Defect Correction for Singular Perturbation Problems

A defect correction procedure with first order upwind preconditioning is applied
to high order finite difference (ß-schemes, narrow stencils) and spectra.l discretiza
tions of singular perturbation problems. By Fourier analysis the preconditioning
properties and smoothing eft'ects are studied. For variable coefficient problems
ßow directed point iterations are proposed. The defect correction is used in a
multigrid frame for relaxation. This procedure is applied to tbe Boussinesq ßow
problem in vorticity-streamfunction formulation. Numerical results for increasing
Rayleigh numbers are presented.

D. HIETEL:

Cell-Orientated Scmidiscretizations for thc Numerica.l Solution of

Convection-Dominated Problems

Tbe method of lines applied to nonstationary partial differential equations usua.lly
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leads to stift' systems of ordinary differential equations. The cell-orientated semi
discretization ia based on finite-volume-type approximation of conservation laws
by using cell and edge averages. The time dependent problem ia then a system
of differential-algebraic equations. We present tbe derivation of this method,
tbe stability and convergence properties. Numerica1 results for tbe convection-
diffusion problem and tbe lineanzed Shallow-Water equations sbow that this ~e-

thod ia well suited for convection dominated situations. Finally the metbod can
be interpreted as a PETROV-GALERKIN method which ia conforming in tbe one
dimensional and nonconforming in tbe two-dimensional caBe. This motivates a
modificatioD of the trial and test functions which can be applied to triangulations a,
which should be studied by future work. .. -)

v. JOHN:

A Parallel and Adaptive Algorithm for tbe Stokes- and -Navier-Stokes-EquatioDs

We present a parallel and adaptive algorithm for soh,ing the Stokes and Navier
Stokes equationa. The .linear, respectively linearized, equations are discretized
using the non-conforming Pt/Po element of Crouzeix/Raviart. A residuala po-

"sterl<?ri error estimator by Verfürtb is used for the adaptive mesh design. We
abtain expected results. But tbere ia still the open question in which norm the
error should be estimated. We demonstrate on some numerical tests with scalar
convection diffusion equations that tbe meshes and quality of solution using dif
ferent a poateriori error estimators (for 11 . IINl and 11' ··llv) are sometimes rather
different.

J. LORENZ:

Boundary Conditions for Low - Mach - Number Flows

.We derive the model.system

wd (l~f \~f) w~ =v (~ ~) w~~ _

with w = [ : ~;: :~], where u and q describe velocity and pressure fluc

tuations, respectively. Here E: is the M~ number and U > 0 is, the velocity of
a base ßow. Simple boundary conditions to be posed at artificial boundaries are
U + q = Uz - fUt = 0 at x = -L (inflow) and U - q =0 at x =L (outflow).
Tbe same principle can be applied to tbe simple advection-diffusion problem
U, + aU: = VUzz , a > o. Hone uses tbese boundary conditions for Burger's
equation Ut +tu.&z = vU:r:% by freezing u at outflow, one encounters difficulties if
u = 0 initially at outflow. A possibility is to switch from tbe outflow condition
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u~ = 0 to Ut + UU~ = 0 if u exceeds a threshold at x = L.

G. LUBE:

Resolution ofBoundary Layers with Anisotropie Finite Elements

Standard Galerkin finite element 8Olutions of tbe diffusion-advection-reaction pro
blem may suffer ttom numerical instabilities which are generated by· dominant

. convection and / or reaction term.s unless the mesh is sufficiently refined. As a
remedy, we consider·astabilized Galerkin metbod (Galerkin/Least-squares FEM)
which ia in contrast to standard upwind type metbods consistent with the weak
formulation.
We extend the a-priori analysis for isotropie meshes to ani80tropically refined
meshes at least in boundary layers. As a result we find (nearly) uniformly valid
errar estimates. In detail we discuss the construetion of the layer mesh and the
design of the numerical dumping parameters.
We present some numerica1 results and consider the applicationof domain de
composition method for such problems.

J. J. H. MILL.ER, E. O'RIORDAN, G. I. SHISHKIN:

On the Non-Existence of e-Uniform Fitte<! Operator Methods on Uniform Meshes

for the Singularly Perturbed Beat Equation

It has been shown that. it is not possible to an f-uniform fitted finite difference
method on a uniformrectangular mesh for singularly perturbed equations having
8Olutions conta.ining a parabolie boundary layer. This negative result is true even
in thesimplest case of the heat equation with a small coeffieient of conductivity.
On the other hand it is easy to construct a simple fit ted piecewise uniform mesh,
on which standard finite difference operators yield numerical methods that are
f-uniform for such problems.
The key steps in the proof of the non-existence result are discussed.

B.O'MALLEY, J. LAFORGUE:

Shock Layer Solution for ViscoUB Shoek Equations

An explicit solution to the steady Burgers' problem

fUz % = UU~, u(-l) = 1 T e~/t., 0< a< 1, u(l) = -1

- was provided, giving a shock at a - 1 or 1 - a.
An explicit solution to Burgers' problem
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Ut + UU: = EU::, u(±l, E) = =fl, t > 0, U(Z,O) decreasing, u(±I,O) = =fl
·was given via the Cole-Hopf transformation ~d the shock was shown to follow
the slowly moving asymptotic profile

(
X _ Xe(te-I / f»). . E (1 +tanh(-fcl U(S,O}ds})

tanh Wlth Xe[T) ~ 2log . 1 •

210 . . 1 - tanh(-fcl u(s,O}ds}

For the viscous shock problem

u.+(f(u»z = fUz : with f(u) < f( -I) = /(1) for lul < 1 and 1(1) < 0 < f~(-I),

boundary conditions u(±I, t, e) = =fl, anddecreasing initi~ value, the steady
state ia implicitly defined via

rp du'

'I =J f(v} - f(±1}
o

where cp('1) ~ ={=I ± L±e-A'J:'1oof] ± 00, where A± =±fl(±I) > 0 and L± > 0 are
known. After shock forms, the limiting solution is given by

(
1 1 )-1

for 'T = te-Ale and A = 2 - +- .
A+ A_

Here, Xe satisfies the initial value problem for

~< = c { e-(z.(..)~z.(oo))A-/< _ e(z.(..)';'z.(oo))A+/<}

for sorne c > 0 and the stable steady-state Xc(oo) ~ ~+~~:. Numerica1 aspeets
are being studied with Mare Garkey (Lyon I).

E. O'RIORDAN, J. J. H. MILLER, G. I. SHISHKIN :

Central Ideas for the Proofof an f-uniform Convergence of a Shishkin Mesh

In asingularly perturbed problem in two-dimensions on a rectangle where the
solution contains only regular layers, it ia known that a monotone finite difference
operator and a piecewise-unifonn Shishkin mesh yield an f-uniformly convergent
~te difference method. The proof of tms result and other more general results
has been given by Shishkin several years ago. Here, we outline the key ideas that
might be helpful to a reader of the full proofs..
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u. RISCH:

Global and Local Error Estimates for an Upwind Finite Volume Discretization

of Singularly Perturbed Equations

We consider the equation -f~U + b(z)Vu + c(z)u = fez) in n c R'J witb
o< f<: 1. Tbe finite volume discretization is based on cells constructed as dual
polygons for an (in geJ;leral non-uniform) triangular mesh. For a class of upwind
metbods tbe error in an energetic (or maximum, resp.) norm ia estimated by
cv'hllul12

t
2t O (or cv'hlluI12 t CO tO' resp.) with Cindependent of E•

. Furtbermore, in subdomains outside boundary layers and additional numerical
layers, the factors lIull... an be omitted. The thickness of numerical boundary
layers ia asymptotically O(h) at ordinary layers and O(v'h) at parabolic ones.

R. SACCO:

Divergence Free Exponentially Fitted Finite Elements for Conveetion-Diffusion
Problems

We deal with a new nonconforming finite element method for tbe numerical s0

lution of convection-diffusion equations with a dolninating convective term. In
tbe applications that we keep in mind, attention is paid to thestudy of current
continuity equations arising in the Drift-diffusion model for semiconductor devi
ces. The proposed finite element approach extends to the 2D problem in the case
of triangular decompositions the well-known Scharfetter-Gummel exponentially
fitted scheme by a proper choice of the trial functions for approximating the UD

known u(~).

This latter turns out to be nonconforming over the whole domain n and ~ves rise
to divergence-free current fieldsl(u) = fY:U - uf!.. over each element of the trian
gulation. Tbe test functions Are piecewise linear continuous over 0. Tbe resulting
method is therefore a noncanforming Petrov-Galerkin finite element scheme. The
basic properties of the novel trial fun~tions are illustrated and the performance
of the P-G metbod are tested on several classical model problems of convection
dominated flows.

F. SCHIEWECK:

On the Numerical Solution of the Navier-Stokes Equations for High Reynolds
Numbers

We study tbe discretization errar for an upwind finite element approximation
of the stationary incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in the case of high
Reynolds numbers. Since tbe existing theory does not cover this case we do
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sorne "experimental" convergence analysis for numerical test problems to get
first answers at al1. It turns out that the interpolation error of the pressure may
cause an O(Re)-error in the velocity. This effect can be removed for a certain
range of Reynolds numbers by means of a pressU!e separation.

v. SHAIDUROW, A. THIELE, L. TOBISKA

Fitted Quadrature Rules in the Finite Element Method for Singularly Perturbed

Problems

Standard finite element methods for 80lving convection dominated convection
diffusion problems results in instabilities unless tbe mesh is very fine. Therefore,
several modifications have been developed in the literature to overcome this dif
ficulty and to stabilize the schemes. Some of the most used modifications are
the different upwind techniques, tbe streamline diffusion or Galerkin least square
metbod, tbe exponentially fitted techniques and the coDstructioD of special grids.

We present 30 new approach for stabilizing convection-diffusion problems of the
form

-eAu+ div (00) = f in {l, u =0 on r,
where e is supposed to be a smaU parameter'- The main idea of tbe new techni
que consists of using a special integration rule on each finite element with weights
depending on the streamline direction and the mesh Peclet number', thus it can
be easily implemented in existing computer progtams. First, we· apply this idea
to tbe one-dimensional case when .standard piecewise linear trial and test func
tions are used on a uniform grid with mesh-size h~ It is proved tbat the solution
uh of the quadrature-modified scheme converges, uniformly with respect to e, to
the exact solution u of first order in the grid nodes. Then the tW<rdimensional
case with an exponential boundary layer is considered. The quadrature-fitted
technique results in a five-point scheme with an M-matrix. Finally, we give two
numerical illustrations in two-dimensional case which confirm theoretical coDsi
derations.

G. I. SHISHKIN:

Grid Approximation of the Solution and Diffusion Flux for Singularly Perturbed

Equations with Neumann Boundary Condition

. Neumann boundary value problems for singularly perturbed parabolic equations
are considered on a segment and on a rectangle. The second order derivatives of
differential equations contain a small parameter f2 which can take auy value in
the interval (0,1]. For the zero value of th~ parameter, the parabolic equation is
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reduced to a first order (with respect to the time variable) one. On the boundary
the normalized diffusion flux (that is the product of the solution gradient and
the parameter e) orthogonal to the boundary is given. It is required to find the
solution and the normalized diffusion f1uxes.
As it is weIl known, the solution of classical finite difference schemes on uniform
grids does not converge e-uniformly. Moreover, we show that, when the para
meter tends to zero, the approximate solution a.nd the error can unboundedly
increase for some schemes, or the error can tend even to the exact solution for
other schemes.
For the boundary value problems under consideration special finite difference
schemes are constructed. These schemes allow to approximate the solution and
the normalized diffusion f1uxes e-uniformly. The method of special condensing"
grids ia applied to construct the schemes and to study their convergence.

G. STRAUBER:

Numerical Methods for Pollutant Transport in Rivers with dead Zones

We numerical1y investigated the following dead-zone model descrihing the trans
port of pollution in rivers (or in soil):

8CI(:,t) + v8CI(:tt) _ D82CI$,t)
8t 8: 8

8C2(:,t)
8t

*(C~(X,t) - Cl(X, t» - kCt(X, t)

;;(Cl(X, t) - C2(X, t» ....: kC2(X, t)
(1)

(0 :$; x ~ L, t ~ 0) where L > 1 (say L = 105 m) that ia :i <: 1.

Several difference schemes - among them two new modified box schemes - ap
proximating system (1) were investigated and their a.ccuracy and sta~ility and
monotonicity conditioDS were compared to each other. The modified "box schemes
proved to be more accurate for practical1y used steplengths than classical schemes.

L. TOBISKA:

Stabilized Finite Element Methods for the Navier-Stokes Equations

A robust Navier-Stokes solver for higher Reynolds numbers seems to require (at
least) two ingredients:

1. Astahle discretization method allowing one to measure the error in a suita
ble norm in terms of the approximation error with a multiplicative constant
which is (almost) independent of the Reynolds number.

2. A meshrefinement strategy to adapt the mesh to the singular behaviour of
the solution in local regions as for instance near interna! or boundary layers.
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The paper gives an overview of different techniques for stabilizing finite element
methods for solving scalar convection-diffusion problems, the linearized and COID

plete Navier-Stokes equations. Thereby the main features' of upwind type and
streamline-diffusion type methods will be clarified.

z. UZELAC:

Some Spline Difference ScheIDe for Solving Singularly Perturbed Problems

For the non-turning point case of problem

Ley(x) == fY"(Z)+p(x)y'(z)-q(z)y(z) = f(z) , x E (0,1), y(O) =0:0, y(I) = Ql

f is a small parameter, p(z) :F 0, g(x) ~ 0, we derive a fami1l of difference
schemes on uniform meshes. As a collocation equation we use: Lu(z) == fUIl +
fiü' - qu' = i, where p, q and i are piecewise constant approximations of the
coefficients p(x),q(x} and f(x). As an application function we use an exponential
spline e(z) E span {I, z, e-Pi%, ePiZ

}, Pi are tension parameters, e(z) = ei(x) =
Uj + mjh + ~(cosh JJj - .1) + ;;(sinh JJj - JJj). Free parameters JJj, Gj and bj we

find from conditions: e(z) E C1[0, 1] and telex) = i for % = Xi and x = %i+1.

Defining pj in a way that a scheme is exact for solutions of Lu(x) = 0 and
choosing Pi = ~(p(Xj) + P(Xj+l)), qj and h in the same way, we generate EI
Mistikawy Werle scheme (EMW) choosing Pi = P(Xj+l/2), qj and jj in the same
way we derive a scheme we call it IEMW scheme. Both schemes are second order
uniform and have classical accuracy. We derive a new one in the following way:

4(1 - ß) IEMW - ßEMW, where ß = { 1~2 for h :5 t:

for f< h .

We proved that this combination leads to the scheme which ia 0 (h4 /(t:2 + h2 »).

R. VULANOVIC:

Exploiting Monotonicity in Numerical Methods for Singular Perturbation

Problems

Singular perturbation problems whose solutions are monotone and have inte
rior ahocks are solved by interchanging the independent and dependent varia.bles
and using equidistant finitc-difference schemes. Examples illustrate that this ap
proach can locate the shock accurately, which is not the case with the standard
methods.
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G. ZHOU:

How Accurate ia the Streamline Diffusion Finite Elemnet Metbod?

Since the streamline diffusion finite element method was proposed, va.rious COD

vergence results have been given. On usual quasi-uniform mesbes, tbe pointwise
accuracy was proved by Johnson et al to O(h5

/
4

), which was later improved by
Niijima to O(hll/ 8 )! By orienting tbe mesb in the streamline direction and impo
sing a uniformity conditioD on tbe mesh, this result has been improved. again by
Zbou and Rannacher to its optimal order of O(h2

). In this paper, we investigate
the actual accuracy of the streamline diffusion finite element method. A special
structured mesh has been analyzed for showing that the convergence order in
the L2 norm changes from O(h2/ 3 ) to O(h2 ) depending on some mesb parameter.
And the pointwise error is bounded to O(h3/ 2). Numerical tests verify the analy
sis and show that the convergence order of O(h3

/
2

) cannot be improved without
any mesh condition. Same open questions are raised for discussions. --";~:~.

Berichterstatter: H.-G. Roos
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Tagungsbericht 5/1995

Applied and Computational Convexity

January 29 - February 4, 1995

The conference, organized by P. Gritzmann (Trier), V. Klee (Seattle) and P. Kleinsehmidt (Passau), was
attended by 38 participants, who gave a total of 37 lectures ranging from 25 to 45 minutes.

The meeting ~eflected exciting new developments in the area of Applied and Computational Convexity. The
roots of this field lie jointly in geometrYl in mathematieal programming and in computer sciehce. Typieally,
the problems are algorithmic in nature, tbe underlying structures are geometrie with special emphasis on
convexity, and the questions are usually motivated by praetieal applications in mathematical programming,
computer science, and other less obviously mathematical areas of science.

According to tbe coneept of this conference, tbe partieipants belonged to four different fields: classical
eonvexity theory, mathematical programming, eo~putationalgeometry and computer scienee.

The talks dealt with various topics of the wide spectrum of subjects covered by Applied and Computational
Convexity. Some lectures were devoted to integer programming and polyhedral eombinatorics. A new
approach based on Gröbner bases and Newton-polytopes was presented, and new results, some general,
some related to particular applications were given which utilize polyhedral approaehes for solving large-scale
combinatorial optimization problems. Various lattice point probl~ms were studied, partly from the point of
view of integer programming.

Other talks dealt with linear, semi-definite and eonvex optimization problems. New algorithms, partly mo
tivated by results from classieal convexity theory were presented, new insight was gained in known methods,
and some special purpose approaches were reported 00, which are tailored to partieular praetical applications.

Geometrie aspects ofnonlinear (smooth and nonsmooth) optimization were scrutinized in same other lectures,
geometrie partitioning and covering problems turoed out to be particularly relevant for global optimization.

Another group of talks foeussed 00 tbe computation and optimization of certain geometrie functionals, one
of which was motivated by the Hadamard determioant problem, and on algorithmic reeonstruction problems
that are related to problems in computer vision or computer tomography. In this context the algorithmic
theory of convex bodies played an important rol,e.

Also presented were new results in geometrie graph theory, in the theory of polytopes, tHings, and related
combinatorial objects, partly theoretical, partly algorithmic. In particular, one of the lectures surveyed the
outstanding new results of Richter-Gebert onthe realizatioo spaee of convex polytopes , which solve a large
variety of long-standiog open problems in polyhedral theory.

The cooference showed that even though tbe participants belonged to different fields that have quite different
tool-boxes, approaches aod ideas for solving tbeir problems, there is a deep and dose connection which ia
centered around tbe basic coneept of convexity.
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Farid Alizadeh (New Brunswick):

Complementary relations between pairs of convex polar cones with applications to primal-dual
algorithms .

It has been observed that same interior point algorithms for linear programming can be extended, in a s~nse

word by word, to optimization problems over more general.domains, such as the cone of positive semidefinite
matrices and the so-called "ice cream" cone. Consider the following pair of primal and dual problems:

min{cTx: Ax == b,x E K} and max{bTy: ATy + z =c,z E K"'}

where K'" ~ the polar of the cone K:., xT z == 0 at the optimum (with appropriate constraint qualifications).
For X, z E IRn tbe three relations 1) xe K.., 2) z E K! arid 3) xTz = 0, together, actually impose n eaAv
constraints..However, it is not clear what these n constraints.are explicitly in general. For tbe special c~f
the positive orthant (linear programming), positive semidefinite cone (semidefinite programming) and "ice
cream" cone (convex quadratic constrained quadratic programming) the n complementarity relations are
actually bilinear forms, and tberefore one can extend LP-interior point algorithms to these problems rather
naturally. In- contrast. for p-cones, complementarity conditions are not bilinear and direct extensions of LP
interior p~int methods seem more difficult. We discuss these extensions and issues involving the complexity
of such generalizations.

Imre Buany (Budapest):

Maximal lattice-point free convex bodies

For a general m x n matrix A. consider the convex bodies Kb == {z E IRn : Az $ b}. Kb is lattice-point
free if intKb n zn = 0 and maximal if iotC n zn = 0 for every convex body C properly containing Kb.
Motivated by problems in integer programming) we study maximallattice-point free convex bodies. Such
a Kb has one integer point zi on each of its facets. There is a natural way to identify Kb with the set of
all integers {zl t ••• , zm} from tbe facets. This gives rise to an abstract simplicial complex K, (A) associated
with A. It turns out that IK (A) I is homeomorphic to am-I. Moreover, K, (A) ia invariant under translation
by integers. Tbe factored out complex, IK (A) /Znl ia homeomorpbic to the n-torus ®IRm- n- l .

(Joint work with R. Howe) H. E. Scarf, D. Shallcross.) .

Jürgen Bokowski (Darmstadt):

On the automorphism group of the matroid of the d-cube .

In computational synthetic geometry the problem of determining all oriented matroids for a given~
tionable underlying) matroid forms a deeisive intermediate step. A conjecture by Las Vergnas fits into this
framework. It leads to investigating tbe automorphism group Gd of the matroid of the d-cube. We can
prove:

Theorem. Gd ~ Qd+l/Z, where Qd+l denotes the Coxeter group 0/ the (d + l)-cube and Z denotes its
center.

Application of this theorem leads to simple proofs of the uniqueness of the reorientation dass of the matroid
of tbe d-cube in smaIl dimension thus extending former results of LasVergnas, Roudneff and Salaün in
dimension 4.
(Joint work with A. Guerdes de Olivera, U. Thiemann, A. Veloso da Costa.)

•(,



Thomas Burger (Trier):

Optimal projectioD8 of finite metric spaces

We consider the following optimization problems.

• Given a polytope P C Rn and an integer k, find a k-dimensionalsubspaee U such that the orthogonal
projection of P on U has maximum/minimum volume.

• Given a finite metric space Z and an integer k, find a k-dimensional subspace U such that the
orthogonal projection of Z on U has minimum "distortion" .

We present same applieations and related NJIll-eompleteness results. We diseuss some a1gorithms for tbe
seeond problem.
(Joint work with P. Gritzmann.)

James V. Burke (Seattle):

Duality theory and numerical methods for trust-regioD subproblems

The trust-region approach to the numerical solution of a nonlinear program has provideß., a range of v~ry

effective numerical techniques for unconstrained optimization. Recently, several proposalS bave been sug
gested for extending this approach to tbe constrained case. From a tbeoretical perspective, these proposals
are eomparable. Eacb has a robust global convergenee theory; and, under the usual hypotheses, tbe loeal
theory indicates good convergence rates. However, tbe practicaI success of each proposal ultimately depends
on an eflieient numerical method for solving tbe associated trust-region subproblems. As a side benefit to
our approach to tbe duality theory, new insights are also obtained for trust-region subproblems arising in
unconstrained problems.

Dietmar Cieslik (Greifswald):

Steiner minimal trees in Banach-Minkowski spaces

I consider Banach-Minkowski spaces Md(B)t that means a d-dimensional Banach space with unit ball B
and norm IvlB = inf{t > 0 : v E tB}. Let N be' a finite set in Md(B). Tben Steiner's problem is to find a
sbortest tree interconnecting the points of N. There are a lot of results for sohitions of Steiners's problem,
for instanee (i) combinatorial restrictions for such trees, (ii) results about the loeal version: Find one point
which minimizes the surn of distanees to tbe given points in N, (iii) metbods to construct such trees in
special spaces, (iv) investigations about tbe Steiner ratio, that means the relative defeet of the lengtb of a
Steiner problem solution and tbe lengtb of a tree interconnecting the points of N only by segments between
the points. I will give an idea how we ean construct a shortest tree in arbitrary Banach-Minkowski planes.

Ludwig Danzer (Dortmund):

A single prototile, which tiles space, but neither periodically nor quasiperiodically

A prototile sen (= T(![!-, s, h), m, nE NI gcd(m, n) = 1, m, 2 < n, SI hE IR, h > 0) is presented, which

• is a weakly convex polyhedron in E3 ,
• permits 2No face-to-faee tHings of JE3 t

• none of wbich is invariant under any nontrivial translation (mirror images excluded.

Ir and only if n is odd, tbe species set of all face-to-face tHings by congruent copies of sen (mirror images
not permitted) is repetitive. When sen is furnished with a finite number of Bites for various atoms, every
tiling of the latter type yields an (r, R)-set.



• with only finitely many Voronoi-cells (up to rigid motions)
• and without any Bragg-peak in its X-ray diffraction pattern (Le. DO Dirac-delta in its Fourier-

transform) except a l-Iattice on the z-axis."

Only a very few of these patterns possess any global symmetry. There may be a reflection in a line. Ir there
are more symmetries, there is a screw with an angle incommensurate to 1r. If any of these (T, R)-sets are
physically realizable, they will obey a strict long-range orientational ordert but not by translations aod far
away from being quasicrystalline.

Robert M. Freund (Cambridge):

Dl-posedness and the efficiency of solving linear inequalities _

Given a data instance (A, b), a linear inequality system Az :5 b is well-posed to the extent that chan~
the data (A, b) do not alter the solvability of the linear "inequality system, i.e., the system either r~mains

solvable or remains unsolvable (via a theorem of the alternative) for small changes in the data. We study the
dependency of compleXity bounds on the ill-posedness of a given linear inequality system for four different
algorithms: von Neumann's algorithm, Rosenblatt's a1gorithm, tbe ellipsoid algoritbm, and ageneric interior
point methode We show that the complexity of these algorithms depends 00 either tbe redprocal of the
ill-posedness measure or on tbe logarithm of tbe rec~procal of the ill-posedness measuret depending on the
algorithm.

Komei Fukuda (Tokyo):

Vertex and face enumeration algorithms

In this talk, we present some recent results on the vertex and face enumeration problems for a eonvex
polyhedron P given as the solution set to a system ·of m linear inequalities in d variables.
From the view point of computational complexity, we show that there is an output-sensitive algorithm to
eoumerate all v vertices of P in time O(mdv) and in space O(md), noder the nondegeneracy assumption.
The a1gorithm is based on the reverse seareh technique by D. Avis and K. Fukuda. No output-sensitive
algorithm is known for tbe general case. In contrast, we show that the raees of a general polyhedron can he
enumerated in time polynomial in the input size aod linear in the output size, and in spaee polynomial in
the input size. The idea IS simply to use baektracking and linear programming. The same technique eannot
be used efficiently for the vertex enumeration beeause the associated decision problem, called the restricted
vertex problem, is NI?-complete. These results on the analysis of backtrack algorithrns are due to K. Fukuda,
Th.M. Liebling aod F. Margot.
We also give sorne empirical results o~ the double description method of Motzkin et al. and present some
ideas for its practical implementation to enumerate all vertices of a highly degenerate convex POlYhe,.

Peter GritzDlann (Trier):

Determination of finite sets by X-rays

High resolution transmission electron mieroseopy ean efficiently measure tbe number of atoms of a molecular
objeet on each line in certain directions. The aim ia to determine a erystal from a number of different
such X-ray images. The talk studies the underlying mathematieal problem, gives various theoretieal aod
algorithmie results and outlines generalizations. A combination of methods from convexity and algebraic
number theory leads, in particular, to tbe solution ofa problem posed by L. Sbepp (at a DIMACS eonference
on Discrete Tomography).
(Joint work with R. J. Gardner.)



Pierre Hansen (Montreal):

D-C programming, column generation and loeation theory

Many nonconvex optimization problems may be expressed as D-C programs in which tbe objective function
and eonstraints' left-hand sides are differenees of eonvex functions. This leads to solution methods for various
extensions of Weber's problem in eontinuous loeation theory. Moreover, eombination of D-C programming
with eolumn generation methods of linear and integer programming gives an effieient way of solving the
diffieult multisource Weber problem.

Andreas Hefner (Passau):

Salving constramed matching problems by polyhedral combinatorics

The following problem (called tbe Master/Slav~MatehingProblem) ~ises in the area of manpower schedul
ing: Given.an undireeted bipartite graph G = (V, E) with bipartition V =WuU and a digraph D = (U,A).
A Master/Slav~matching in G with respeet to D ia a matching in G such that for every are (u, v) E A the
node v is matched whenever tbe node u is matched. The problem is, to find a Master/Slave-matehing of
maximum eardinality. .
Let J: be tbe maximum size of a (weakly) eonnected eomponent of D. First we show tbat -the problem
is Nfib-bard and remains NP-hard even if k = 3. Second we foeus on the case k = 2: We show how
the Master/Slav~MatehingProblem ean be transformed to tbe (non-bipartite) Matching Problem (even if
nonnegative edge weights are pre8ent). Finally, we use polyhedraI combinatorics to establish a min-max
equation which well-characterizes the cardinality of a maximum Master/Siave-matehing. This equation can
be viewed as a generalization of König's min-max theorem.
(Joint work with Peter Kleinschmidt.)

Martin Henk (Berlin):

Notes on shortest and nearest lattice vectors

Let A C Qn be a lattice and let K be a centrally symmetrie convex body such that K contains tbe n
dimensional unit ball, and K ia eontained in the n-unit cube. We show that with respect to the norm given
by the distanee funetion of K, the shortest lattice vector problem is polynomial-time Thring-reducible to
the nearest lattice veetor proble~.

Dorit Hochbaum (Berkeley):

The complexity of convex separable optimization problems over linear constraints

We demoDstrate the polynomiaIity of nonlinear separable eonvex (concave) optimization problems, on linear
constraints with a matrix with "smaII" subdeterminants, and the polynomiality of such integer problems
provided tbe integer linear version of such problems is polynomial. We present a general purpose algorithm
for converting proeedures that salve linear programming problems with or without integer variables, to pro
cedures for solving the respective nonlinear separable problems. The eonversion is polynomial for constraint
matrices with polynomially bounded subdeterminants.
Among the important corollaries of the a1gorithm is tbe extension of the polynomial solvability of integer
linear programming problems with totally unimodular constraint matrix, to such integer separable convex
programming problems. In particular, it follows that eonvex network ßow problems in integers or continuous
variables are solvable in polynomial time.



It is proved tbat strongly polynomial algorithms are impossible for eonvex (nonquadratie) network ßow aod
tbis entire dass of nonlinear problems. We present few special eases when strongly polynomial algorithms
exist for quadratie optimization problems. An open question remains regarding the strong polynomiality
of the quadratie eost network flow problems, yet we delineate eertain promising research directions for its
resolution.

Reiner Horst (Trier):

Indefinite quadrat"ie progr~g,eoncave minimization and some extensions

Indefinite quadratie optimization and eoneave minimization over polytopes are considered. After abrief
int:roduetion into these problems, their applicatioDB and basie solution teehniques, a deeomposition app_~
is proposed whieh ean also be used for solving the wider class of biquasieoneave optimization proble~
some multiplieative programs. The underlying theory is briefly outlined and numerieal results are reported
which demonstrate the praetieal value of tbis approach. .

Alexander Hufnagel (Trier):

On the algorithmic complexity ~f Minkowski's reconstruction theorem

In 1903 Minkowski showed that, given pairwise different unit vectors Ul, ... , Um in Euclidean n-spaee R"
which span Rn, and positive reals Pb ... , Pm such that E~llJ'Ui= 0, there exists a polytope P in IR", unique
up to translation, with outer unit faeet normals Ul, .•• , Um and correponding faeet volumes JJb ... , JJm. We
eonsider the eomputational eomplexity ofthe underlying reeonstruction problem, to determine a presentation
of P as tbe intersection of its faeet halfspaees. After a natural reformulation that reßects the fact that we
employ tbe binary Turing machine model of computation, we show that this reconstruction problem ean be
solved in polynomial time when the dimension is fixed but is #lP-hard wben tbe dimension is part of the
input. This result has applieation in computer vision.
(Joint work with Peter Gritzmann.)

Marek Karpinski (Bonn):

Lower bounds on randomized decisioD trees recognizing convex polyhedra

We give an overview ofreeent lower bound results on randomized algebraic deeision trees recognizing eonvex
polybedra. The underlying proof ideas of eounting tbe number of singularities along the paths of adecision
tree are also being presented.

Petar Kenderov (Sofia):

Polygonal approximation of plane convex compacta

A eonnection is deseribed between the polygonal approximation of a eompaet convex set in IR 2 and some
dynamical systems on the unit cireumference in IR2 • Based on this a numerical procedure is proposed for
finding a best approximating n-gone for an arbitrary eompact convex set in jR2 (w.r.t. Hausdorff metrie). Tbe
algorithm provides a solution to a speeifie global optimization problem where the function to be minimized
has more than one loeal minimum. In one of its equivalent formulations the above approximation problem
can be considered as a speeific spline approximation problem. From this point of view our algoritbm provides
also.a solution to a speeific variable knots spline approximation problem.



Victor Klee (Seattle):

Largest j-simplices in n-polytopes

Relative to a given convex body C, a j·simplex S in C· is largest if it has maximum volume (j-measure)
among all j-simplices contained in C; and S is stable (resp. rigid) if vol(S) ~ vol(S') (resp. vol(S) > vol(S'»
for each j-simplex S' that ia obtained from S by moving a single vertex of S to a new position in C. The
talk pcesents a variety of qualitative results tbat ace related to tbe problems of finding a largest, a stable, or
a rigid j-simplex in a given n-dimensional convex body or convex polytope. In particular, the eomputational
eomplexity of these problems is studied both for V-polytopes (presented as tbe eonvex hull of a finite set of
points) and ll-polytopes (presented as tbe intersection of finitely many halfspaces). (Joint work with Peter
Gritzmann and David Larman.)

Jeffrey C. Lagarias (Murray Hill):

Convexity and the average curvature of plane curves

Given a pacametrized closed curve "'( : [al b] t-+ IR2, ')'(a) = ')'(b) , its average curvature M(')') ia its total
(absolute) curvature K('Y) devided by its length LC'y). Here K("'() = f IKlds where "'( is a C2-immersion,
and ia designed for rectifiable curves .., as tbe supremum of the surn of exterior angles of an inscribed polygonal
approximation. .

Theorem. 1/ D is a closed convex body in}R2 with bOfJndary CfJMJf 8D parametrized by arc length, and i is
ang closed CfJMJe immersed in 8D, then M(..,) ~ M(8D).

This was proved for D = disk by Fary [1950]. POBSible generalizations to IRn(n ~ 3) and 10 same non-convex
D in IR 2 are mentioned.
(Joint work with Thomas J. Richardson, AT&T Bell Labaratories.)

David G. Larman (Landon):

The 1800 art gallery problem

An art gallery with n sides is defined as a simple polygon in tbe plane with n sides. A guard G can see a
point P in tbe gallery if tbe line segment G-P lies in tbe gallery. In general, i guards are needed, and are
sufficient, to see every point of the gallery. However, even if tbe vision of a guard ia restricted to 1800 , I
eonjecture tbat the number of guards whicb are sufficient is still i. Here I show that f guards are suflicient.
With more detailed analysis of small cases, Csizmadia &. Toth have reduced this to T'
(Joint work with D. H. Bunting.)

Horst Martiill (Chemnitz):

Combinatorial geometry of belt bodies

We sball consider the dass of beU bodies, which was recently introduced by V. Boltyanski. This dass is
a natural generalization of the dass of zonoids. But whereas tbe set of zonoids ia not dense in the set of
centrally symmetrie convex bodies, the dass of belt bodies is dense in the set of all convex bodies.
In particular, we shall present complete solutions of known problems from combinatorial geometry for the
class of belt bodies. More precisely, we sball give results of tbe Badwiger-Gohberg covering problem, of the
Helly dimension problem and of the minimal fixing system problem.



J iilMatousek (Prag):

A Helly·type theorem for unions of eonvex sets

We prove that for any d, k ~ 1 there exist numbers q =q(d, k) and h =h(d, k) such tbat the following holds:
Let K. be a family of subsets of tbe d-dimensional space, such that the intersection of any at most q sets of
K. can be expressed as a union of at most k convex sets. Then tbe Helly-number of K. is at most h. We also
obtain topological generalizations of some cases of this result.

Shmuel Onn: (Haifa):

Partitionable and shellable eomplexe~ and posets

Tbe property of Shellability is of fundamental importance in the combinatorial and algorithmic theo
Convex Polytopes and Simplicial Complexes. Pictorially, a ehelling ie a sewing order of the polytope..
its facets, where each racet is attached in turn to tbe previous ones along a single seam.
Related is tbe broader property of Partitionability. 'lUtte considered it for matroids and Stanley raised
tbe question wbetber all simplicial spheres are partitionable. We discuss tbe computational complexity
of Shellability and Partitionability: for example, tbe later is not seen to be in NP or co-NI? We extend
Partitionability to Partially Ordered Sets, show how to read off tbe /lag h-vector of a partitionable poset,
and give an algoritbm for partitioning tbe barycentric subdivision.
We discuss two classes of (likely nonsbellable) spheres, each strictly containing convex polytopes: Polyhedral
Gone Fans, which we show to be partitionable, and Oriented Matroid Polytopes, which we conjecture to be.
We show that both classes satisfy McMullen's upper bound theorem in the simplicial case. Various open
questions on the subject are raised.
(Partly joint work with Peter Kleinschmidt.)

Janos Pach (BudaPtast):

Some geometrie Ramsey theorems

Theorem. Let f(n) denote the largest number such that any family of n plane convex sets has either f{n)
painnise disjoint members or f( n) pairwise intersecting members. Then

n 1/ 5 :5 f{n} :5 n)og4/log27.

Theorem. Any complete graph drawn in the plane by straight-line segments, whose edges are coloured with
two colours has a mo.nochromatic non-selfintersecting spanning tree.

Theorem. Any complete graph 0/3n - 1 vertices which is drawn in the plane by straight-lines seg.,
and whose edges are coloured with two colours, contains n painnise disjoint edges 0/ the same COIOUT••

(Joint work witb Gyula Karoly and ~eza T6th.)

Diethard Pallaschke (Karlsruhe):

Quasidifferentiable functions and minimal pairs of eompact convex sets

According to V. Demyanov and A. Rubinova directionally differentiable function defined on an open subset
of areal normed vector space X is called quasidifferentiable if tbe directional derivative (as a function of
tbe direction) can be expressed as a difference of two continuous sublinear funetions. Since every continuous
sublinear function is uniquely determined by its subdifferential at tbe origin, there is a natural correspondence
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between tbe directional derivatives of quasidifferentiable functions and pairs of nonempty compact convex
sets in tbe topological dual X' endowed with the weak-·-topology.
This observation leads to the problem of characterizing indusion minimal representants for elements of
the Radström-Börmander lattice of equivalence dasses of pairs of nonempty compact convex sets in areal
topological vector space.
Different type of sufficient criteria for indusion minimal representants of pairs of nonempty compact convex
sets in the Radström-Hörmander lattice as weil as a cutting plane algorithm for reducing pairs of compact
convex sets are presented. .
Furthermore some properties of equivalent minimal pairs of nonempty compact convex sets are stated.

Panos M. Pardalos (Gainesville):

Continuous approaches to discrete optimizatioD problems
A large dass of discrete optimization problems cau be formulated as continuous nonconvex opt~mization

problems. New properties and efficient algorithms have resulted from these continuous formulations. We
discuss continuous approaches to several discrete problems, including the satisfiability problem, the maximum
clique problem, the traveling salesman problem and the Steiner problem on graphs. ....Z:'

Svatopluk Poljak (Passau):

The faeisl structure of the set of correlation matrices
A semidefinite matrix X with all diagonal entries Xii = 1 is called a cOfTelation matrix. The set of all
correlation matrices of size n x n is denoted by En xn. Enxn is convex but not polyhedral.

Theorem. Enxn has precisely 2n- 1 vertices, each being 0/ the fonn zzT with z E {-I, l}n.

Theorem. Enxn has some polyhedral k-faces for all k satisfying (k~l) $ n - 1.

We also decribe normal cones and minimal face containing a given matrix. Results are motivated by discrete
optimization.
(Joint work with M. Laurent.)

Ricky Pollack (New York):

Bounding the number of geometrie permutations induced by k-traversals

Theorem. A k - 1 separated fami/y of n compact convex sets in IRd can be met by a k-traversal in at most

o (dd' ( e'''~-2) (~;1) ) ~(d- ~») different order types, which for d, k firetl is 0 (n~(~H)(d- ~» .
Definition. ~ fami/y js k-separated if it has no k - 1 traversal.

The proo! of the theorem depends on the following proposition aod theorem.

Proposition. The orientation of a (d + t)-tup/e, P, of points in general position in IRd is determined ~y
the order type of the normal vectors to any set of oriented hyperplanes separating each nonempty subset of
P from ds complement.

Theorem. Let V be a variety of real dimension k' which is the zero set of PE R[ZI,"" Zk] and deg P :5 d.
Given polynomials P = {PlI'" I P,} C R[zll o , 0 I Zk], each of degree S; d the number 0/ cells ofP over V is
(:,) (Q(d»k. .



Tbe variety we use is Gk,d, the k subspaces of Rd. A cell of P over V is a connected component of {x E
VIP1(X)t5 1 ,P2(X)«52, ... ,P,(x)t5,} where bi E {< 0,= 0,> O}.
(Joint work with E. Goodman and R. Wenger.)

Nagabhushane Prabhu (Weat Lafayette):

Sections of polytopes

Consider tbe problem of intersecting the relative interiors of all the j-faces of a d-polytope by a Bat of
dimension /c. We show tbat tbere exist d-polytopes with arbitrarily large numbers of vertices tbe relative
interior of all of whose j-faces can be intersected by a flat of dimension 2(d - j). Further we show that if a
/c-flat intersects tbe relative interiors of all tbe j-faces of a d-polytope tben k = min{d, 2(d - j)} therebA
proving a tight lower bound for the problem. ..
In eonnection with a different problem eoneerning sections of polytopes we show tbat it is possible to
position two d-simpliees Al t A2 C jRd such tbat 0 E int(At} n int(A2) and every hyperplane through the
origin contains no more than Olle of the 2d + 2 facets of Al and 6.2 . The above eonfiguration of simpliees
leads to a eounter-example to a eertain conjecttne.

William R. Pulleyblank (Yorktown Heights):

On the strength of cuts in integer programming

Let i be a fractional vertex of a polyhedron P = {x : Az :5 b}. Let A=x = b= be the set of inequali ties tight
for i and let C be tbe cone generated by the rows of A=. The valid cuts are inequalities aT x :5 LaxJ for
integral a E C. The strength ofthe cut az:5 laiJ is defined to be (ai)/llall, where (.) denotes the fractional
part. We describe a pseudo polynomial method for finding a strongest cut aod show how this ean be used
to produee a polynomial cutting plane algorithm for integer programs of dimension 2.

Peter Recht (Dortmund):

Partial derivatives in non-smooth-optimization

We will construct a "generaJized gradient" for tbe investigation of a broad dass of nondifferentiable funetions.
Starting from this tool, we deduee in a natural way "generalized partial derivatives" as uniquely determined
real numbers. Using tbis instrument, we ean provide a variety of loeal information of non-smootb funetions,
e.g. neeessary and sufficient eonditions in tbe non~ifferentiablesituation.

Uriel G. Rothblum (Haifa):

Linear problems and linear algorithms

Usiog predieate logic, the coneept of a linear problem ia formalized. The dass of linear problems is huge,
diverse, eomplex, and important. Linear and randomized linear algorithms are formalized. For each linear
problem, a randomized linear algoritbm is eonstrueted that completely solves it, that is, for any data of the
problem, the output set of the randomized linear algorithm is identical to the solution set of the problem.
A single machine, called a Universal Randomized Linear Machine, eompletely solves every linear problem.
Also, for every randomized linear algorithm a linear problem is eonstructed that tbe algorithm eompletely
solves. These eonstructions establish a one-to-one and onto eorrespondenee from equivalence classes of
linear problems to equivalenee classes of randomized linear algorithms.



Joseph Stoer (Würzburg):
Infeasible interior point algorithms ror linear complementary problems
There exist m~y interior point algoritbms for linear, eonvex quadratie programs and for the linear com
plementary problem (LCP). These problems are all of the same general form when defined geometrically.
Based on some properties of such geometrie (monotone) Lep's, we propose and analyze a simple infeasible
interior-point algorithm for solving them. Tbe algorithm is a path-following method of predictor-corrector
type for pursuing a central path. It features global eonvergence, polynomial time convergeoce if there ex
ist a solution that is "smalIer" than the initial point, and quadratic convergence if there exists a strictly
complementary solution.
(Joint work with S. Mizuno and F. Jarre.)

Rekha R.. Thomas (Berlin):
Variation of cost functions in integer programming
Let IPA,c(b) = max{cT z : Az = b, Z E Nn}. Two cost functions Cl and C2 are equivalent (w.r.t. A) if
I PA,CI (b) and IPA,cOJ(b) have tbe same set of optimal solutions for all bE zn.
We show that each such equivalence dass is an open polyhedral cone in }Rn, tbe collection of which form
a polyhedral fan called the Gröbner fan of A. Tbis is the outer normal fan of an (n - d)-polytope St(A),
called the state polytope of A. Tbe set of edge directions of St(A) is shown to be tbe universal Gröbner
basis of A and tbe family of polytopes eonv{z E Nn : Az =b} as b varies over zm.
(J work with Bernd Sturmfels.)

Eckhard Weidner (Trier):
Back to the future? A missing link in linear programming
We consider tbe method of center-of-gravity cuts based on Grünbaum's result a predecessor of tbe ellipsoid
method. According to that, we present a predecessor (missing link) of Karmarkar's algorithm which captures
the essential features of projective transformations and inscribed and circumscribed ellipsoids. The algorithm
has the same complexity as the ellipsoid method, hence it is essentially independent of tbe number of
constraints, and also applies to convex bodies given by separation oracles.
(This is joint. work with Peter Gritzmann.)

Günter M. Ziegler(Berlin):
Richter-Gebert's universality theorem ror 4-dimensional polytopes
The rea/iza-tion space of a d-dimensional polytope P is the space of all polytopes P' eRd that are COID

binatorially equivalent to P, modulo affine transformations. We report on very recent work by Jürgen
Richter-Gebert, which shows that realization spaces of 4-dimensional polytopes cau be "arbitrarily bad":
Namely, for every primary semialgebraic set V defined- over Z, tbere is a 4-polytope P(V) whose realization
space is "stably equivalent" to V. This implies that the realization space of a 4-polytope can have tbe
homotopy type of an arbitrary finite simplicial complex, that all algebraic numbers are needed to realize all
4-polytopes, that there is no finite set of obstructions for realizability of a 3-sphere, and tbat tbe realizability
problem is NIP-complete. The proof is constrtictive.
These results sharply contrast the 3-dimensional case, where realizatioD. spaces are contractible and all
polytopeS are realizable with integral coordinates (Steinitz' Theorem). So far 00 similar universality result
was known for any fixed dimension. Thus Ricbter-Gebert's results represent a substantial break-through in
several basic problems of polytope theory - he solved all tbe basic questions on 4-polytopes that arose in
view of Steinitz' work on 3-polytopes more than seventy years ago.

Berichterstatter: T. Burger, A. Hefner, E. Weidner
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Tagungsbericht 6/1995

Algebraie and Geometrie Combinatorics

5. - 12. 2. 1995

The topic for this workshop (organized by Anders Björner, Stockholm, Gil
Kalai, Jerusalem, and Günter M. Ziegler, Berlin) was the increasingly active
area of contact between algebraic combinatorics and geometry/topology. The
fertile interaction in recent years has led to much progress and new points of
view 1 and an increasing number of mathematicians from both sides are now
working in this border territory. The meeting brought together a young and
enthusiastic group of participants. The overall feeling expressed to the organiz
ers was that the chosen topic is relevant and well-focused (despite the diverse
mathematical backgrounds of the participants) and inspiring for future work.
The level of interaction was high.

The program consisted of two on~hour lectures each morning (some of them
invited in advance) and four half-hour talks mainly in the late afternoon. There
were spontaneously organized informal sessions on the following topics: Integer
programming, Triangulations, Aigebraic shifting, Arrangements of hyperplanes,
and Ornaments (Vassiliev-type invariants). Informal discussions were intensive
during the afternoons and evenings, and much progress on several projects was
made during the meeting.

The excitement and value of the workshop was heightened by the presentation
of several recent major breakthroughs (presented here for the first time), such
as J. Richter-Gebert 's work on 4-dimensional polytopes settling in a unified way
a whole host of classical problems in that area, the construction of nonshellable
fans of convex cones by P. Mani and N. Mnev as a byproduct of work on
smoothing of manifolds, the work of T. Braden and R. MacPherson that proves
the long-standing monotonicity conjecture for Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials of
Weyl groups and makes progress on a conjecture of Kalai on g-polynomials
of polytopes, G. Rybnikov's counterexample to Orlik's conjecture on complex
hyperplane arrangements, and J. Rambau's counterexample to the generalized
Baues conjecture.

The organizers are grateful to the Oberwolfach Institute and its Förderverein for
presenting the opportunity and the resources to arrange this successful meeting.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

HELENE BARCELD:
Lattice of parabolic subgroups associated with Coxeter arrangements

Let L be the lattiee eonsisting of all intersections of hyperplanes in the ar
rangement associated with a finite real reflection group W. We show that L
is isomorphie to the lattiee L' eonsisting of all parabolic subgroups of the re
fleetion group. This isomorphism is used to determine all W for whieh L is
supersolvable. Also when' W is irreducible and neither of type An nor Bn we
used it to show that the only modular elements are Ö, i, and the atoms of L.
Let pw(t) be the eharacteristic polynomial of L. To every element X of L there
corresponds a parabolie subgroup of W denoted Gal(X). As a third applieation
of our isomorphism between Land L' we show that if W is irred ucible then an
element X of L is modular if and only if PGal(X)(t) divides pw(t).

There is a weil known combinatorial proeedure for the generationof all oon
broken cireuit bases (NBC bases) of a supersolvable lattice. If the NBC bas~

of a geometrie lattice can be obtained by this procedure, we say that the NBC
bases are "obtainable by hands." We show that L is supersolvable if and only
if all the NBC bases of L are obtainable by hands.
(This is joint work with E. Ihrig.)

TOM BRADEN:
Intersection homology and polytopes - recent progress

There are (at least) two instanees of polynomials of eombinatorial interest whose
coefficients are Betti numbers of even-dimensional loeal interseetion homology
groups I H2i(B::;) for a small ball around a point x in a stratified singular alge
braie variety X. These are the g-polynomials of rational polytapes, where X is
a torie variety, and Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials P::;,y in Weyl groups, where
X is a Sehubert variety.
Moving the point x from a larger to a smaller stratum produees maps between
these groups: if x t y lie in strata Sx, Sy with S:z; C Sy, then the pieture

gives induced maps I H.(By ) ~ I H.(Bx )'

Theorem. If X satisfies the following property, then these maps are always
injective: each stratum S has a topological tubular neighborhaod Ns ~ S x y
which is an open algebraic subvariety of X.

2



Both torie varieties and Sehubert varieties satisfy this eondition, so we get the
corollaries:

1. If g(P) is the g-polynomial of a rational polytope P, and F is a face,
then g(P) ~ g(F) coefficient by coeffieient. (This is a weaker version of a
eonjecture of G. Kalai, that g(P) ~ g(F)g(lkpF).)

2. If x, y, z are in a Weyl group W, and satisfy x < y < z in the Bruhat
order, then Px,z ~ Py,z eoefficient by coeflicient.

CLARA CHAN:
Cubical polytopes, cubated spheres

It is weil known that the f-vectors of simplicial polytopes are completely char
acterized in terms of their h-vectors, by McMullen 's g-theorem.
Much less is known about the f-vector8 of cubical polytopes (= polytope;~hose
proper faces are an combinatorial eubes). We present work toward finding the
convex huH of this set of f-veetors, which i8 an analog of McMullen-Walkup's
Generalized Lower Bound Conjecture for cubieal polytopes. Using a mirr~ring

construction on eyclic polytopes, we show that the convex hull of f-vectQrs of
PL eubated spheres eontains "Adin 's g-eone," Le., the cone of vectorssatisfying
gC ~ 0 where gC corresponds to Ron Adin 's ~~eubical h-veetor."
(Joint work with Erie Babson and Louis J. Billera, Cornell Univ.)

JESUS ANTONIO DE LOERA:
A triangulation with few neighbors

Let A = {al, a2 . .. , an} ~ IRd be a configuration of points such' that
dirn (conv(A» = d. It is weil known that any coherent triangulation_ of A
(in the sense of Gel'fand-Kapranov-Zelevinsky) has at least n - d - 1 neighbors
under bistellar moves. Here we presented the following eontrasting result:
"There exists a non-eoherent triangulation of a configuration in rn.3 with 13
points with only 6 bistellar neighbors."
We showed a model of this.

ART DUVAL:
Iterated homology of simplicial complexes

We use the exterior face ring of a simplicial eomplex to develop an iterated
homology theory for simplicial eomplexes. Let ~ be a simplicial eomplex of
dimension d - 1. For each r = 0, ... ,d, we define rth iterated homology groups
0/ ß, the r = 0 ease eorresponding to ordinary homology, and the r = 1 case
corresponding to the homology of ß' if ß is a eone over ß'. Ir a simplicial com
plex is shellable (in the generalized nonpure sense of Björner and Wachs), then
its iterated Betti numbers (veetor-space dimensions of the iterated homology
groups over a field) give the restriction numbers hij of the shelling. Iterated

3



Conj. A:
Conj. B:

Betti numbers are preserved by Kalai's algebraic shifting, and may be inter
preted combinatorially in terms of the algebraically shifted complex in several
ways.
(This is joint work with Lauren Rose.)

JÜRGEN ECKHOFF:
f-vectors of colored complexes and clique complexes

The clique vector of a finite graph Gis the sequence C(G) = (C1 , ••• ,Cr ),

where Ck = Ck(G) is the number of k-cliques of G and r = r(G) is the clique
number of G. It seems to be very difficult to describe the set of integer vectors
which occur as clique vectors of graphs. We propose two conjectures:

Ck+l ~ 8k/k+1(Ck), k = 1, ... , r - 1.
For each graph G having clique number r, there exists
an r-partite graph H with c(H) = c(G).

The "pseudopowers" 8k/k+1 in Conj. A were introduced in a paper by Frankl,
Füredi & Kalai [Math. Scand. 63 (1988), 169-178] where an analogous state
ment was proved for the f-vectors of r-colorable complexes (providing a COffi

plete characterization of such vectors). Notice that the C-vector of a graph
is the f-vector of its clique complex (shifted by one). While Conj. Bis, so
far, supported by numerical evidence only, Conj. A has been established in a
number of special cases.

MICHAEL FALK:
An application of shellability to generalized hypergeometrie functions

By a theorem of Esnault-Sehechtman-Varchenko, the set of germs of generalized
hypergeometric functions at an arrangement A can be identified in part using
the Orlik-Solomon algebra of A. Yuzvinsky used sheaf theory on finite topo
logical spaces to establish an isomorphism of this space with the cohomology
of the order complex of A, at which stage powerful combinatorial tools, Iike
shelling, can be used. In this talk we will give some background for these ideas,
some fundamental results, and an outline of the procedure used to construct
bases for the loeal system cohomology referred to above. In addition, we hope
to state precisely the main theorem of arecent joint paper with H. Terao.

SERGEY FOMIN:
Piecewi;;e-linear maps, total positivity, and pseudoline arrangements

The talk is devoted to two problems that turn out to be closely related to each
other:

1. study the piecewise-linear maps related to Lusztig's canonical basis in the
quantized enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra of the group of unipotent
upper-triangular matrices (u.u.m.);
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2. study the variety of totally positive u.u.m.

The relation between these two problems was recently discovered by G. Lusztig.
(At the moment, we only consider the An case.)
Main results (general description):

1. explicit closed formulas for these piecewise-Iinear maps that avoid the
iteration process from their original definition;

2. formulas for decompositions of a unipotent upper-triangular matrix into
a product of elementary Jacobi matrices.

The main method is a combinatorial Ansatz based on a representa.tion of re
d uced words by pseudoline arrangements.
(This is joint work with A. Zelevinsky and A. Berenstein.)

JACOB E. GOODMAN:
Some combinatorial questions for convex sets on affine Grassm~nians

We discuss three unsolved problems growing out of the convexity strueture of
the affine Grassmanian G~,d of k-flats at finite distance in IRd introduced~in [1].

1. How many convex point sets are needed to give a "minimal; irredundant
presentation" of a set of n k-flats in general position in rn.d as the set of a11
of their commom k-transversals? (In [lJ, it is shown that 2(d-l)(n-d)+2d

suffiee in the special case k = d - 1; for exarnple, any n lines in the plane,
no two parallel, ean be rninimally and irredundantly presented by 2n line
segments.)

2. It is proved in [1] that G~ 3' the space of lines in IR3 , ean be partitioned
into three non-empty con~ex sets, but not into two. More generaliy, the
smallest n > 1 for whieh Gi..dhas a partition into n convex sets is no

more than (d;; I) + 1 and - if the sets are closed under parallels - at
least d - k + 1. What is the eorreet value of nasa function of k and d?

3. In [2] we establish the first known polynomial upper bound for the number
of "geometrie permutations'" induced on k-flat transversals by a suitably
separated family of n eompact eonvex sets in lRd : O(nk(k+l)(d-k)), if k aod
d are fixed. Much better bounds are known in the special case k = d --1:
O(nd- 1). Can our upper bound be redueed in the general case, perhaps
to O(n(k+l)(d-k)-l)?

[1] J. E. Goodman and R. Pollack, Foundations of a theory of convexity on
affine Grassmann manifolds, Mathematika, to appear.

[2] J. E. Goodan, R. Pollack, and R. Wenger, Bounding the number of geometrie
permutations indueed by k-transversals, preprint.
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TAKAYUKI HIBI:
Ehrbart polynomials of convex polytopes

Let P C IRN be an integral convex polytope of dimension d. Given an integer
n ~ 1, set nP := {na: Q' E P} and define i(P, n) := #(nP n lhn

). Ehrhart
proved that i(P, n) is a polynomial in n of degree d with i(P,O) = 1. We define
the sequenee bo, b., b2, ... by

Then bi =" 0 for every i > d. We say that b(P) :== (<50 , <51, .•. , Öd) is the <5-vector
of P. We study what can be said about the Ö-vector of an integral eonvex
polytope P by using algebraic techniques for Cohen-Macaulay rings.

MONIQUE LAURENT:
The geometry of the set of positive semidefinite matrices with diag
onal entries

We consider the convex set cn eonsisting of the positive semidefinite symmetrie
n x n matrices whose diagonal entries are all equal to one. cn is ealled an
elliptope and its elements are known as the correlation matriees. One motivation
for the study ofcn comes from combinatorial optimization. Indeed, thematriees
xxT for x E {±l}n clearly belong to cn; they eorrespond to the cuts of the
complete graph ](n and for this reason are called the cut matrices. Hence by
optimizing a linear objective function on f n one obtains an upper bound for the
max-cu t problem. This upper bound can be computed in polynomial time and
a nice recent result of Goemans and Williamson shows that the upper bound is
within 13% of the optimum cut.
Another motivation for the study of f n comes from the following problem in
linear algebra: Given a partial symmetric matrix (Le., whose entries are speci- .
fied only on e su bset E) decide whether the unspecified entries ean be chosen so .
as to obtain a positive semidefinite matrix. Let G denote the graph on n nodes
with edge set E. An obvious necessary condition for a partial matrix to be
completable to a psd matrix is that every principal subdeterminant consisting
of specified entries be non negative. This condition is also sufficient if and only
if the graph G is chordal (result by Grone et al.). Other necessary conditions
were given by Barrett et al.; they are sufficient for the graphs with no ](4 minor.
The convex set f n is, in fact, closely related to the convex body T H(G) whieh
was introduced by GrätscheI, Lovasz and Schrijver as a positive semidefinite
relaxation for the stable set problem.
The following facts are known about the Jacial structure of t:n : It has vertices
(namely, the cut matrices). The possible dimension of its faces are known; they
form a lacunary interval. The highest possible dimension for a polyhedral face
is the largest integer k such that (k~l) ~ n.
(Joint work with S. Poljak)
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NATI LINIAL:
On the geometry of graphs

The basic idea in this study is to gain information about graphs by viewing
them as geometrie objects. Similar ideas can be fouod in the literature, where
geometry models the graph in one of two ways:
(1) Represent the topological properties of the g~aphs (e.g. planarity, embed
ding to other 2-dim. manifolds etc.)
(2) Represent the adjacency/nonadjacency relationship among vertices (e.g.
Koebe-Andreev-Thurston Thm., Lovasz and then Goemans-Williamson and
Karger-Motwani-Sudan embed graphs on the unit sphere so that adjacent
vertices get mapped to remote points, Linial-Lovasz-Wigderson characterized
graph connectivity through "convex embedding" in Euclidean space etc.).
Here we attempt to model correct1y the metric of the graph. While isometrie
embeddings of graphs were already looked at previously, we consider ~. ~ore

relaxed notion where distances are allowed to be distorted to some ei~ent.

Specific results are: Characterization of the least distortion with which a> given
graph can be embedded in 12 (always O(log n) by a result of Bourgain), and
efficient algorithms to find such embeddings. Similarly for embedding in other
lp spaces. Another set of results has to do with graphs whose embeddings are
better than the warst case. Such graphs have small balanced separators; 0 they
have good low-diameter decompositions (in the sense of Linial-Saks) and good
low-diameter covers (a 130 Awerbuch-PeIeg). Finally the gap between max-flow
and min-cut in multicommodity flow can be interpreted within our framework
and can be shown to be o (log k), where k is the number of source-sink pairs.
Many open problems remain in this area.
An early version of this work appeared in FOCS'94. An updated version can
be obtained via e-mail fromnati<Dcs.huji.ac.il

PETER MANI-LEVITSKA:
Convex polytopes and smooth manifolds

We know that every (compact) differentiable manifold can be triangulated.
In the opposite direction, several efforts have been made to understand the
obstructions for imposing a smooth structure on a piecewise linear manifold.
We have been thinking about this problem in the framework of J. Munkres'
smoothing theory, and came up with the following answer: Let M be a compact
topological manifold, and T = (C, f) a triangulation of M. M has a smooth
atlas if, and only if, for every vertex v of C, there exists a convex polytope Pv

and a simplicial isomorphism <Pv : link(v, C) ~ 8Pv•

Among the corollaries are two negative answers to fairly old problems:

• There exist nonshellable fans.

• There exist simplicial complexes At B with UA = UB such that one
cannot find a coroman multiple stellar subdivision.

Many other questions, however, are still open.
(This is joint work with Nikolai Mnev.)
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Juli MATOUSEK:
Combinatorial bounds far discrepancy

Recently, it has been shown that tight or almost tight upper bounds for the
discrepancy of many geometrically defined set systems can be derived from
simple combinatorial parameters of these set systems. Namely, if the primal
shatter function of a set system 'R on an n-point set X is bounded by const.md

,

then IR.I == Q(nl/2-1/2d) (whieh is known to be tight), and if the dual shatter
function is bounded by const.md , then IRI == O(nl/2-1/2dy1og n). We prove
that for d == 2,3, the latter bound also cannot be improved in general. We also
show that bounds on the shatter functions alone do not imply the average (Lt)
discrepancy to be much smaller than the maximum discrepancy; this contrasts
results of Beck and ehen for certain geometrie cases. In the proof we give a
construction of a certain asymptotically extremal bipartite graph, which may
be of independent interest.

PETER MCMULLEN:
Tensor weights· and polytope algebras

The universal abelian group for valuations on polytopes is the polytope (or
Minkowski) ring ll; Minkowski addition induces a multiplication on n. It is
known (Pukhlikov & Khovanskii) that the quotients of n by powers of the ideal
corresponding to translations are (essentially) graded algebras. They have fam
ilies of separating functions taking tensor values - basically, volume, moment
vector, inertia tensor, and so on, on faces of polytopes.
This suggests developing an independent algebra of tensor valued weights on
polytopes. These are governed by the Minkowski connexions - analogous of
the Minkowski relations for scalar valued weights - on each face of a polytope.
With a multiplication geometrically induced by Minkowski addition, a graded
algebra results. Ir P is a simple polytope, the corresponding algebra n(p) is
(almost certainly) isomorphie to the face ring of the dual polytope P* - the
Hilbert functions are the same.

ALEXANDER B. MERKOV:
Finite-order invariants of ornaments

An ornament is a collection of plane curves no three of which intersect at the
same point. The homotopy dassification of ornaments is a model example of
a wide dass of similar problems about submanifolds with restrictions on their
singularities and mutual disposition. We investigate the finite-order invariants
of ornaments generalizing Vassiliev invariants of knots and links. This prob
lem leads naturally to the homological and combinatorial study of generalized
"k-equal manifolds," connected multigraphs, and configuration spaces. On the
other hand, the invariants guessed by means of homological calculations allow
very classical and elementary descriptions.
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RICKY POLLACK:
Complexity aod algorithms in real algebraic geometry - recent
progress

Theorem 1. (Quantifier Elimination)
Given areal closed field R, a .family P == {Pt, . .. , Ps} of 5 polynomials in k + l
variables, Xl, ... , Xk, Yt , ••. , Yl with coefficients in DeR that have degree at
most d, and a first-or~er formula

where Qi E {V',3}, Qi =F Qi+t, Y = (YI , ... , Yl ) is a block of i free variables,
Xl11 is a block of ki variables, EI<i<w ki == k , and F(Pl' ... ' Ps) is a quantifier
free Boolean formula with atomic predicates of the form

1 ~ i ~ 5,

r

where u E {> t <, ==}, there exists an equivalent quantifier-free formula,

I J,

\II(Y) == V1\ (Fij(Y) iij 0),
i=lj=l

where Pij (Y) are polynomials in the variables Y, iij E {>, <, ==}

I ~ s(l+l)n .. (ki +l)d(l+l)n i O(kd ,

Ji ::; sn,(k,+l)dn,O(kd,'

and the degrees of the polynomials Pij(Y) are· bou~ded by dn,o(~e). Mc>xeover,
there is an algorithm to compute \II(Y) using .

s( l+ 1)O( k, +1)d( l+ I )no( ki )

arithmetic operations in D.

Theorem 2.
Suppose Q, PI, .. . , Ps E R[Xi, ... , Xk] have degrees ~ d and the variety V ==
{x E RkIQ(x) == O} has dimension k', then the number of cells (connected
components of realizable (over V)'sign conditions of PI,.'. Ps) is boundedby

(This is joint work with S. Basu and M.-F. Roy.)
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JÖRG RAMBAU:
A counterexample to the "Generalized Baues Conjecture"

Associated with every projection of polytopes 'Ir : P ~ 'Ir(P) one has a partially
.ordered set of aB "locally coherent strings" in P: the families of proper faces
of P that project to valid subdivisions of n(p), partially ordered by the natural
inclusion relation.
The "Generalized Baues Conjecture" posed by Billera, Kapranov & Sturmfels
asked whether this partially ordered set always has the homotopy type of a
sphere of dimension dim(P) - dim (11' (P)) - 1.
The special case dim(lr(P)) = 1 appeared as a conjecture of Baues in the
theory of combinatorial models of loop spaces and has been proven by Billera,
Kapranov & Sturmfels.
It turns out that the conjecture also holds for dirn(P) - dim(lr(P» ::; 2, but
fails otherwise.
There is an explicit counterexample 11' : P ~ lr(P), where P is a 5-dimensional
simplicial 2-neighborly polytope with 10 vertices and 42 facets and 'Ir(P) is a
hexagon in IR2

•

The construction is based on an analysis of the geometrie relation between the
various normal cones of tibers of the projection.
(This is joint work with G. M. Ziegler, Berlin.)

VICTOR REINER:
Triangulations of cyclic polytopes: the higher Stasheff-Tamari posets

We consider a partial order S(n, d) on the set of all triangulations of a cyclic
d-polytope C(n, d) with n vertices. In the case d = 2, this is the well-known
Tamari poset Tn on triangulations of an n-gon. For d = 3 we prove a simple
encoding of this partial order which shows that S(n, d) is a lattice for d ~ 3
in which open intervals (x, y) have the homotopy type of either a sphere or
ball, and that the set of all triangulations of C(n, d) is connected by bistellar
operations for d ::; 5.
(Joint with P.H. Edelmann, Univ. of Minnesota)

JÜRGEN RICHTER-GEBERT:
Realization spaces of 4·polytopes are universal

Studying the set of all convex polytopes with n vertices in dimension d leads
to two major questions:

• what combinatorial types occur?

• what does the "space 0/ all realizations" of a combinatorial type look like?

It is the purpose of the talk to show that one cannot expect "nice" answers to
these questions: .

• boundary complexes of 4-polytopes cannot be characterized locally
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• realization spaces of 4-polytopes can be "arbitrarily bad" (Le., stably
equivalent to any given semialgebraic set V).

So far no similar result was known for any fixed dimension.
The proof proceeds by modelling elementary additions and multiplications as
constraints in realization spaces of "Addition Polytopes" and "Multiplication
Polytopes." These polytopes are used to encode the defining equations of a
semi-algebraic set into the boundary structure of a 4-polytope.

GRIGORI RYBNIKOV:
N on-matroid topological invariants oe complex hyperplane arrange
ments

We consider arrangements of hyperplanes in a complex projective space. The
homotopy type of the complement M of such an arrangement is the main ,Qbject
of our investigation. It is weil known that the cohomology ring H*(M;~"1Z) de
pends only on the matroid of the arrangement. We prove that the funda'Inentai
group of M is not determined by the matroid uniquely.
We use an algebraic invariant of the lower central series of the fundamental
group 1ft (M), which appears to be a tripie Massey product on Hl(M, Zr. Un
like Massey products on H*(M, Cl, the Massey product on the integer'coho
mology ring can be non-trivial. Using this we show for two combinatorially
equivalent arrangements of eight Iines on Cp2 that there is 00 isomorphism
of the fundamental groups of their complemeots which agrees to the canonical
isomorphism of first homology groups. This leads to construction of two line
arrangements of thirteen lines with the same underlying matroid such that the
fundamental groups 01 their complements are not isomorphie.

KARANBIR S. SARKARIA:
Combinatorics +---+ Topology

In this seminar we have been looking at many diverse eom binatorially defined
homologies of a simplicial complex !<. Let's look at a few of these:
(a) Subcochain complexes 01 (C*(/{assoc) , 8), theusual cochain complex offune
tions I ·on vertex sequences, are given by imposing on the 1'5 the requirement
l(voVt ... vq ) = (-1)7r l(v7rov7t t •• ,vlI'q) as 1r runs over (i) all permutations (ii)
only rotations and reversals (iii) rotations only (iv) reversals only and (v) id's
(no other permutation groups will work). Of these homologies perhaps the most
interesting are (ii) and (iii) for which (over characteristic zero) the answer is

Hdih(!(assocl ~ ffi H*-4i (!()
j~O

and H * (ror· ) ~ ffi H*-2i( r~·).cycl fi assoc W .n

j~O

Now Jet us look at (b) Borne subchaincomplexes 0/ (C· (!{comm), 8), the chain
eomplex determined by increasing (with respect to a chosen linear order on
vert(!()) vertex sequences: viz. for each r ~ 1, we can ask that no vertex
repeats more than r times. Then Bier has shown that for r odd one gets the
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usual homology~ but

for r even ii.(!(comm,r) "J EB H.(lkK(U)),
(JEK

This result is elose to (c) homology 0/ some deleted joins, viz. define

!(.!( ._ {(U, 8) E K . K the join la n 8 == 0, aU 8 E I(}.

Then one has ..
t• ,.

f~'

(ker(81 n ker82 n ...) ~ (ker(81 n ker82 n ...)

(here Oi denotes the omission of the ith vertex; one checks that im80 is indeed
anormal subgroup of ker8o) which was calculated by Milnor:

H~oore(]<comm) ~ 11".(5°.. K).

I'U wind up by finally saying that (f) one can use characters other than (_l)i •
also: for example if the coefficients contain p-th roots of unity one can equip
C.(Kcomm ) with operator

iI.(K. K) ~ EB H.(lkK(U)).
(JEK

(The homology of the fuU deleted join K * K = {(a, 8)la n 8 == 0} is more
interesting and harder. Note also that one has similar definitions K *G !(,
I< .G K for all groups G and their homologies are all very interesting.)
This result is best explained via (d) some spaces 0/ I<: Instead of just looking
at 1/<1, Le., Conv(K) = U(JEK conv(a) in m,vert(K), it makes equal sense 1"0 look
e.g. at Aff(!<) == UO"EK aff(u) and Lin(K) == U(JEK lin(u). The latter is con
tractible, but with very nice coordinate ring (so enters algebraic geometry... )
and a very nice link Sph(K) at the origin. In fact K. K triangulates Sph(!(),
so above formula follows by Goresky-MacPherson (ar can be proved directly).
Likewise the simplicial space K .SI K - or its cyclic counterpart" - triangu
lates Sphc(K): one can also consider above spaces over p-adics and use i-adic
cohomologies. The equivariant homology of K • !(: this gives that of Proj (!(),
and of !( .SI!( that of Proic(K) (the quotients of Sph(!<) and Sphc(/() under
7h/2 and SI, respectively).
(e) Non-abelian chains, Le. the free non-abelian group F.([(comm) generated by
!<comm, was used by Moore to define a homology H~oore(]<comm) == keroo/imoo

where

211" i
w = exp(-),

p

which now obeys [)P == 0, and so define~ for each pair (r ts) with r + S = Pt
the homology H.;r,s([(comm) kercr /im8s. Its calculation over cyclo
tomic integers is involved but over field coefficients the only nonzero cy
clotomic homology is Hkp+r-l;r,s(!() "J Hkp+s-l;r,s(]() ~ H2k(I() and

Hkp-l;r,s(I() ~ Hkp-l;s,r(I<) ~ H2k-dI<).
(Many more simplicial homologies will be given in the Chandigarh Topology

Seminar 1994-95 lecture notes.)
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ALEXANDER SCHRIJVER:
eoHo de Verdiere invariants and characterization of planarity

We discuss the new graph invariant introduced by Yves CoHo de Verdiere. This
invariant is monotone nnder taking minors, and moreover it characterizes planar
graphs. We give the short praof due to Hein van der Holst of this fact, and we
make some further observations.
(Joint work with H. vao der Holst, M. Laurent, and L. Lovasz.)

BERND STURMFELS:
Polyherlral methods rar sparse polynomial systems

Dur objec~ of interest is a system of n equations

fi(X) = L Ci,a Xa

Bt:Ai

in n variables x = (Xi, ... , Xn) with fixed supports Ai C zn. In this talk,; we
survey results and open problems concerning complex roots and real roots of (*).
Our starting point is Bernstein 's Theorem, which states that - for generic Ci,a

- the number of roots of (*) in (C·)Tl equals the mixed volume M (Q1, ... ,Qn)
of the Newton polytopes Qi = conv(Ai). An algorithmic proof is sketched.
Concerning real. roots, the situation is much less understood. Khovanskii's

Fewnomial Theorem states that (*) has at most 2Tl (n + 1)(~) roots in (IR")Tl
where N = #(A 1 U ... U An). This appears to be far from the truth, however.
We preseot evidence that the maximum number of real roots is far less than
Khovanskii's bound.

REKHA R. THOMAS:
Using Gröbner bases to solve integer programs (A Comparison..be
tween linear and integer programming)

Let I PAtc{b) denote the integer program min{cx : Ax = b, x E lNn
}, where

A E ~dxn, b E 7L.Jd, c E IRn and rank(A) = d. We show that the re
duced Gröbner basis with respect to A and c forms a minimal test set for
the family I PA,e ( .) as b varies. This leads to the construction of an (n - d)
polytope St(A) which is shown to be normally equivalent to fb Ptdb, where
Pt = conv{x E IN n : Ax = b}. The edges directions of St(A) are precisely
the edge directions of Pt as bvaries and this is shown to be the Universal
Gröbner basis of A. We compare these results with their analogues for linear
programming.
(This is joint work with Bernd Sturmfels.)
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SINISA VRECICA:
On (I, ß)-pairs of multicomplexes

We define a multicomplex as an order idealof monomial~ (not necessarily
square-free) over {x}, ... , x n }, generalizing the notion·of simplicial complex.
In joint work with Anders Björner we try to establish the relations among
I-vectors and Betti numbers of multicomplexes.
We show in the case of the order homology that Betti numbers depend only
on the square-free monomials of M. For another nation of homology theory
obtained by generalizing the boundary operator from the simplicial category
we construct a topologieaJ model for multieomplexes. We also establish some •
necessary and some sufficient conditions on. (I, ß)-pairs of multicomplexes. For
example, we show that the f-vector and Betti numbers ofa multicomplex satisfy
the relations ak(!2k+l + ß2k) ~ f2k-l, k ~ 1.

MICHELLE WACHS:
On Lie k-algebras and homC?logy of partition posets

We define a Lie k-algera to be a (k + 1)-ary skew symmetrie operation on
a bigraded vector space whieh satisfies a certain relation of degree 2k + 1.
The nation of Lie I-algebra coincides with the notion of Lie superalgebra. An
ordinary Lie algebra is precisely a Lie I-algebra with odd elements. We show
first that the boundary map in the Koszul complex squares to zero. We then
show that the 1nk+l homogeneous part of the free Lie k-algebra with nk + 1

even generators is isomorphie as an Snk+l-module to the cohomology of n~~+l '
the poset of all partitions of nk + 1 in whieh every block size is := 1 mod k.
This result is analogous to a classieal result relating the free Lie algebra with
n generators to the cohomology of the partition lattice. We also construct an
explicit basis for the 1nk+l graded piece of the free Lie k-algebra with nk + 1
even generators. Lastly we compute the Lie k-algebra homology of the free Lie
k-algebra.
(This is joint work with Phil Hanlon.)

RADE ZIVALJEVIC:
Combinatorial geometry on vector bundles .

A collection of 3 red, 3 white, and 3 blue points in the plane rn.2 can be parti
tioned into 3 vertex-disjoint multicolored triangles with a common point. Some
thing similar is possible in the 3-space lR3 but this time we need 5 points of
each color in order to guarantee existance of such a partition. The weIl known
Kuratowski nonplanarity criterion implies that K3,3 is not embeddable in IR?
which implies that for any collection of 3 red and 3 blue points in the plane there
exist two intersecting vertex disjoint line segments with end points of different
color.
These three (topological) statements can be abbreviated as follows.
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(Ks,StS~ rn..3) :=::::} 3 t-4 1

(1(3,3 ~ rn..2 ) :=::::} 2 t-4 1

For example the last statements says that for every continuous map on the left
there exist three points in three disjoint triangles which are mapped to the same
point in IR3

.

The results above can be extended in a systematic way to include results in
. which the existence of a common point (common D-dimensional transversal) is

replaced by the existence of a. common k-dimensional transversal. An example
is the statement

(K6,6 -+ rn.3 ) :=::::} (4.--+ line)

which says that for every collection of 6 red and 6 blue points in IR3 there exist
4 multicolored line segments with a common line transversal.
The motivation for these problems comes actually from a different line of
thought, namely from the so called Tverberg-Vrecica problem (Europ. J. Comb.
1993). The reader can find more information about this and related problems
in the review paper H. Edelsbrunner, S. VreCica, R. Zivaljevic, Combinatorics
and geometry oE partitions of masses and point sets in IRn (to appear).
A general picture seems to indicate that a natural environment for both ~t~e

formulations and solutions of these problems is "Combinatorial Geometry··~on
vector bundles", an extension of the usual Combinatorial Geometry of points,
lines etc. in lRd where lRd is replaced by a vector bundle, points are system
atically replaced by continuous cross sections of this bundle etc. Indeed, all
results above and many more are formulated and proved in this context (R. Z.,
Combinatorial geometry on vector bundles, in preparation). The main techni
cal novelty in all proofs of these results is a systematic use of the parametrized
version of the ideal·valued cohomological index theory as developed by J. Ja-
worowski, S. Husseini, E. FadeU , A. Dold etc. - <

~·F-

Berichterstatter: Günter M. Ziegler, TU Berlin
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Qualitative Aspects of Partial Differential Equations

12. - 18.02.1995

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von H.Berestycki (Paris), B.Kawohl (Köln)
und G.Talenti (Florenz) statt. Leitmotiv war die Gestalt von Lösungen par
tieller Differentialgleichungen. Inhaltliche und methodische Schwerpunkte
lagen auf den drei Themen Rearrangement, neue Anwendungen der Moving
Plane Methode und Blow up Phänomene. Die hervorragende Atmosphäre
des Instituts und eine Abendsitzung mit 22 offenen Problemen trugen zu
einem regen Austausch von Ideen bei.

ABSTRACTS:

James Serrin:
Asymptotic Stability and blow up of solutions of dissipative wave
systenns .
We treat dissipative wave systems subject to the action of strongly nonlinear
potential energies. A typical example ia

'Utt - ~u + A(t) IUt Im -
2±V(x) I'U IP-2 U = 0 (t,X)f I x n (1)

. u(t,x) = 0 (t,x) f I x an (2)

wbere I = [0,00) and n is a bounded open set in IIl'. Tbe values of u are
taken in mN ; N ~ 1, whilem,p > 1 and AfC(I ~ mZ)(N), VfC{Ö --+ m~).
Tbe tenn Y (x) 1 U IP-2 u represents arestoring force if the + sign is used,
and an amplifying force for the - sign. Let the energy of a solution be
defined by E{u(t» = /{( u(t) 12 + 1 Du 12 ±!Y(x) 1 u I")dx. Then for then P
typical ca.se (1)&(2) our results show, that all solutions u satisfy E(u(t») -+ 0
88 t -+ 00, provided that

2n
2 :5 m :5 max(P'--2)'n-

li
1 Jt 1+ I A(s) Im

dsm- < 00
t-OO tm h(8 )m-t

o
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and the + sign is used; while when the - sign appears all solutions u satis-
fying E(u(O» < 0 blow up in finite time T provided .

/

00 • h(t)
max (2, m) < P, 0 mm (c, IA(t) I~ )dt = 00.

Here c ia any positive constant, and (A(t)v, v) ~ h(t) I v 12•

Almut Burchard:
The Riesz Rearrangement Inequality

We detennine the cases of equality in the Riesz Rearrangement inequality,
whicll says that for any functions 1,9, h : IJr' -.. JRt (so that spherically
decreasing rearrangements '-, g- ,h· can be defined):

J(f,9,h):= / / 1(7I)g(x -7I)h(x) dyd:z: :5 J(/",gO,hO)

This inequality has found applications in functional analysis (such 88 Young's,
the Sobolev, and the Hardy - Littlewood - Sobolev inequalities) and to vans
tional problems of Mathematical Physics (shape of fluid bodies). It ia closely
related to the Bronn - Minkowski and the i80perimetric inequalities.
Tbe mai~ result states, that for charaeteristic functions of measurable sets,
there are two easeB. H the volume satisfies a certain size relation, then equal
ity implies that (essentially) tbe sets must be already symmetrie. If tbe
size relation ia violated, then there are many cases of equality. Similarily, if
the distribution funetions of two of the three funetions are continuous, tben
equality implies tbat I, g, h are (up to tbe symmetries of J) already symmet
rically decreasing.

Giovanni Alessandri:
On Courant's Nodal Domain Theorem
Tbe Courant nodal domain theorem states, that if u is tbe n - th eigenfune
tion in tbe selfadjoint elliptie eigenvalue problem

-V· (AVu) +qu = >..pu in 0, u = 0 on ao (1)

8lld the leading coefficients are Lipschitz continuous then:

•

U nodal domains of u ~ N

2

(2)



My aim is to investigate the esse when the Lipschitz rondition is dropped or

relaxed. The results are:
(I) When n = 2 and A t Loo then (2) continues to hold.
(11) When n ~ 3, A t ca and N > 1 then (2) is repla.ced by

U nodal domains of u :5 2(N - 1).

Fred Weissler:
Exact Selfsimiliar Blow-Up for Semilinear Parabolic Equations with
Nonlinear Gradient Term
In a joint work with S.Tayachi we consider self - similar solutions of

8t tP = 6,p- b 1vt/J 19 + 1t/J IP-l t/J
where t/J = t/J(t,x),Xt Jl{',t < O,b > O,p > l,q = !f:r'. More precisely

-1 I X I
1/J(t,x) = (-t);=Iu( ~),

v-t

where
n-l r 1 1

11." +(-- - -) u' - b I u' 19 - -- 11.+ I u IP- 11. = 0
r 2 p-l

We prove that for n = 1, there exist bo > 0, Al > 1 such that if 0 < b < bo and
1 < P< Po, then there ia a regular solution u(r) such that u(r) > 0, u'(r) < 0
for al1 r> 0 and lim,._oo r;!ru(r) = c > O. It follows th~t limt-o- .;p(t, x) =
'-2' ' .

clxlp=!·

Friedemann Brock: '
Continuous Steiner Symmetrisation and Applications to Problems
in the Calculus of Variations
For each function u : J!f' -+ IR having the property that all level sets {'U > c},
c > inf 11. have a finite Lebesgue measure we construct a scale of functions
ut,O ':5 t :5 00, which is a rontinuous homotopy between u and u· ( the
Steiner symmetrisation of u ), Le.:

11.0 = 11. U
OO = u·

t -+ u t continuous in L~(ur) and
rightoontinuous in W':',P(Dr) for 1 < p < 00.

3
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We prove variOUB integral inequalities which are "continuous" analogues of
weH known inequalities for Steiner symmetrisation.
As an application we show that smooth solutions of the semilinear problem:

-V·(Vul"VuIP-
2

} 0 in 0
u > 0 ioO

u=Oin80

With n = O· bounded, , continuous in u, '{., u} = '.(., u) satisfies sorne
weak - Ioeal - kind of symmetry. .

Olga Oleijnik: a".,
On Asymptotics of Solutions to Some Nonlinear Elliptic Equations ..
Many problems of Mathematical Physics lead to consider the asymptotic be-
haviour at infinity of solutions of semilinear seoond order elliptic equations in
unbounded domains and, in particular, in cylindric8J domains. Questions of
this kind occur in problems of the tbeory of travelling waves, homogeneization
theory, stationa.ry states, boundary layer theory, biology, ftame propagation,
in probability theory (branching processes) and 80 on.
For equations of tbe fonn

fl "L 8.(Q.i;(x)8i u(x}} + L B;(X}(J;u(x) -/(x, u) = 0
ij=l ~1

in tbe dcimain S = {x: x' fW,O < X" < co} with the boundary oondition
u = 0 on (J = {x : x' f 8w,O < x" < co} or au/all = 0 on (J, ,where w

-is 8 bOlUlded smooth domain, r = (Xl, ••• ,Xn -l), 11 ia a conormal direction,
Wlder some oonditions on a'j, Bi and I the asymptotic behaviour for u{x} 8S

Xn .-.. 00 is giYen.
"Two new approaches to investigate these problems a.re given (the method of
subsolutions and supersolutions and the ~ethod of mean value functions).

Michael Wiegner:
Blow Up of Solutions of Some Degenerate Parabolic Equations
We study the degenerate parabolic equation

Ut v!'~U+tf+l on n x (O,T) e
u 0 on 80 x (0, T)

4
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a.nd u(x,O) = 4>(x). Here n c Jl(' is a smoothly bounded domain, p > I,
BIld 0 < C() $ 4>(x)/dist(x,an) ~ CI· If ~I < 1, where Al denotes the first
eigenvalue of -ß on n with Dirichlet oonditions, we prove:
There is a unique solution, positive and smooth inside, with max (u(t, x»~
00 far t ~ Ta,' and the lifespan To can be estimated by cIPc(n, p, {}) :::; To ~
CÖPc(n,p,O). Same nwnerical calculations in thc one dimensional 8ynunet
ric case (0 = (-a,a),a >" .q.,XUz :5 0 forall t) give hints, that thc scaled
asymptotic profile w(x) = lilIlt-To u(t, x)/u(O, t), which is eaaily seen to fulfill .
w(x) 2: cos(x), may be different from oo8(X).

Michel Chipot:
Elliptic Equations Involving"Critical Exponents and Nonlinear Neu-
mann Boundary Conditions
Let n 2: 3, H = {x = (Xl, ...~Xn) : Xl > O}, a,b constants. We describe all
the nonnegative sohitions to

-~u au~ in H·
~~~;.

,
··,;l.....~

8u
bu~ in 8B

811

'Yhere v = -ei. There are two types of solutions depending on a and b:

(I) 'U

(11)

0(1 x - XO
1
2 +ß)-;:! where 0 > 0

b . ') ß a·----..L
---0;;'=1 = on=2

n - 2 ' n(n - 2)
solutions depending on XI only

This is joint work with M.Fila (Bratislava), I.Shafrir (Metz).

Thomas Lachland-Robert: - "
Some Application ofthe Monotone Rearrangement to Elliptic Equa-
tiona in Cylinders
We study the problem

e -ßu· = f(x',u) on n= (O,h) x w

lJu 0 {O,h} x W811 on
u 0 on- {O,h} x 8w

5
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where h > O,w C mN - 1 is a bounded domain, x ~ (X.,x')! 0, and j is
superlinear and subcritica1.
We prove, that if h > a criticaJ value h·, then there exists a solution U of (1)
_ (3) satisfying 81u < O. (This implies, that there are many solutions if h ia
large).
We use the montone decreasing rearrangement in order to exhibit this solu-
tion. In the simple case j(x!, u) = a(x')uP , a > 0, bounded and p! (1,~)
an analysis of the equality f I Du 12= J I Du· 12 suffire.
In the more general case we use the mountain pass theorem (/ has to satisfy
the corresponding 88SumptiOns) and the continuity of the rearrangement in·
the Hl- nonn for adense subset of Hl.

Hans - Christoph Grunau:
Positive Solutions to Semilinear Poyharmonic Dirichlet Problems
Involving Critical Sobolev Exponent
We are concemed with tbe semiliriear polyharmonie model Dirichlet problem
(-6)Kv = AV + v Iv la-l in B and [JOv 18B= 0 for I er 1:5 K - 1. Here K is
a positive integer, Bis the unit ball in ur, n > 2K ,8= :!~~ is the critical
Sobolev exponent. Let AK denote the first Dirichiet eigenvalue of (_6)K in
B. The existence of a positive rß4jal solution v is sbown for

•
•
•

A! (O,AK),
A ((Ä,AK ),

if n ~ 4K
for same A(X(n,K) {(O,AK ) if 2K + 1 :5 n ~ 4K - 1.

The crucial pOint is to show the positivity of 8 solution v with the help of
the positivity of Green's function for (_ß)K in balls

Vincenzo Ferone:
Convex Symmetrization .
Let H(e) : IR:' -.-. IR be nonnegative, Positively homogeneous of degree one
and convex such that the measure of the set {x : H(x) :5 I} is equal to the
measure of the unit ball in lK'. One can define the perimeter of a set E with
respect to H a.s

PH(E) = sup {f div,p: t/H. CJ(IK'j IK'), Jr!(,p(x» $ I}
E

where JIO(x) SUPH(E):$;'- < x,e > is the polar function of H. Tbe following

6
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.1 I 1"-1isoperimetrie inequality can be proven: PR (E) 2: nlt/i E-;;-
where lCn =1 {e : no({) S I} I. Using this inequality it is possible to show,
that for any nonnegative function compaetly supported in lH' such that
f Jl2(Vu)dx < 00, the following "generalized" Polya-Szegö principle holels:

R' .

f ~(Vu)dx 2: f ~(Vü)dx
R" R"

where 'Ü ia the rearrangement of u such that its level sets are homothetic to
the set {~ : no(e> SI}. Using (1) one can also obtain romparison results
for 8Olutions of the Dirichlet problem:

-V· (a(Vu» = I,

where n c ur ia a bounded open set and aCe) satisfies (a(e) ,e) ~ H?(~):..
Tbe ahow results are oontained in' a joint paper .with A.Alvino, P.L.LionS
and G.Ttombetti. --

NeH Trudinger:
Symmetrization for FUlly Nonlinear Elliptic Equations
We apply our isoperimetric inequalities for quemlassintegrals on non-convex
domains to obtain synunetrization results for nonlinear operators of tbe fonn
Fm[u] = [D2U ]m = SUffi of the m x m principle minors of the Hessian matrix
D2U , acting on m- admissable functions u( C2(fl) , n c IR", Le. functions
u satisfying (D2U +~]m 2: [D2U ]m, Ve 2: 0, ef 8". Here m = 1, ... , n, the case
m = 1, m = n corresponding respectively to the Laplacian and the Mange
Ampere operators, being already weIl studied. Two examples of our resulta
are:
(1) If Fm[u] = t/J 2: 0 in 0, 'U m-admissable, u = 0 on an, then 'U~_l ~ 11.0

in BR, where u:n-l ia the m - 1 - symmetrand of u as detennined by the

.querm88Sintegral Vn-rn+1J R = (±Vn-m+l(fl»)~, and Uo ia the solution
of the radial problem Fm[uO] = t/Jt in B R , UO = 0 on 8BR , "pt is the spherical
rearrangement of "p.
(2) Im[u]:= f F'j.8j'u8j u 2: Imlu:n-l], for all m - admissable u in n, u = 0 on

o .
an, where F'::(r) = ~Fm(r).

7



Congming Li:
Same Applications of the Method of Movi.ng Planes

. 1) Jointly with Wenxiong ehen, we seek metrics conformal to the standard
ones on sn having preseribed Gaussian eurvature in case n = 2 (the Niren
berg Problem), or prescribed scalar eurvature for n ~ 3 (tbe Kazdan-Warner
problem). There are well-known Kazdan..Warner and Bourguignon-Ezin nec
essary conditions for a funetion R(x) to be the sca1ar eurvature of sorne ooD
formally related metric.
We show that, in a.ll dimensions, if R(x) ia rotationally symmetrie and niono
tone in tbe region wbere it is positive, then tbe problem has Da solution at all.

. It follows that, on!P, for a non-degenerate, rotationally symmetrie function _.
R(8), a necessary and sufficient oondition for the problem to have a solution •
ia that H changes signa in the region where it ia positive. This oondiiion,
bowever, is still not sufficient to guarantee the existence of a rotationally
symmetrie solution. .We also consider aimilar neoossary conditions for DOD-

symmetrie functions.
2} I generalize and simplify the work of L. Caffarelli, B. Gidas and J. Sprock
about loeal asympototics of non-negative solutions to semilinear elliptic equa
tions.

'3) Jointly with J. Bebemes and Y. Li, we studied the existence, uniqueness
and stability of tbe travelling front with exponetial decay to seme combus
tion problems.

T .A. Shaposhnikova:
Homogenization of Differential Operators in Partially Perforated
Domains
In the leeture we ronsider the problem of homogenization for the Laplace
~perator in a partially perforated domain {lt: in the case when the size of the
holes is much smaller than tbe size of the cello Tbe boundary of the holes
are denoted by Sf. and the exterior boundary is denoted by r (. We study the
following boundary va.lue problems:

(I) ßUt:=/ in {}t:,ut:=O on OOt:; e(lI) ßUt:=/ in {} lJut: 8Sf, 'Ut:=O rt:;. t:, ßv + bt:u( = 0 on on

(lI I) 6u,=/ in {} au,
aSf, 'U,=O' r,;(, 8v = 0 on on

8



We study tbe bebaviour of U E wben f ~ 0 and for every case we obtained
estimates for U E -u, wbere u ia a solution of a limit problem. We also consider
the corresponding spectral problems

Peter·Laurence:
3-D MIlD Equilibrium: The Inverse Problem
80th, the equations of ideal state MHD equilibria and inviscid, inoompress
ible, steady rotational ftow, can be written 88

Vxuxu

V·u

Vp in n
-0 in {}

where in MHD, u is tbe magnetic field and in fluids tbe fluid velocity.
Tbe physically relevant boundary condition is u· 11 = 0 on lKl.Until recently
no 8Olutions were known to exist in domains l'l, that do not p08Be8S a symme
try. In the case {} = T = a 3 - 0 tarus, close to axissymmetry, we establish
the existence of such tori by 80Iving an appropiate inverse problem.

Steven J. Cox:
The Design and Identiftcation of Dissipatve Structures
With respect to the dissipative wave eQuation

Utc{x, t) - uzz(x, t) + a{x)Ut{x, t) = 0 for 0 < x < 1

with fixed ends, we show, under the assumption that a f BV(O, 1), that the
rate at which energy decays coincides with tbe spectral abscissa of the gen
erator of the 8880ciated semigroup.
We show that this decay rate assumes its (negative) minimwn over those
a(x) whose total variation does not exceed a given oonstant. We show, that
a(x) = 11" ia a weak loeal minimum and provide numerical evidence in support
of the oonjecture that 1r is in fact the Iocal minimizer.

Steffen Heinze:
Wave Solutions for Reaction Diffusion Systems in Perforated Da
mains
Consider a system of reaction - diffusion equationS in the f - periodicaJlly
perforated Jl(', with Neumann boundary oonditions at the holes. Travelling

9



waves in this domain satisfy

kof.
u(t - ...!.-,X + fe,) = u(t,x) i = 1, ... ,n

c

. where (k - 1, ... , Jen) is the direction and c ia the unknown velocity of the
wave. As the period of tbe domain tends to zero the homogenized system
admits a. nondegenerate wave solution. It ia shown, that then the original
problem also admits a wave solution. Furthennore ermr estimatea in powers
of f are given. This problem has" applications, e.g. in oombustion processes.

Vladimir Oliker: •
Same Results on Mean and Gauss Curvature Flow
We consider an evolution that starts SB a ftow of smooth nonparametrie sur
faces propagating in spare with normal speed equal to mean curvature. Tbe
boundaries of the aurfaces are assumed to remain fixed. Tbe domains over
which such flows are oonsidered are not required to be "mean convex" . Con
sequently, singularities may develop on the boundary. We show, that such
singularities will disappear in finite time and the solution will herome smooth
up to the boundary. We also investigate the asymptotic behaviour of such
flows as t --+ 00. These resu1ts are obtainedjointly with N.N. Uraltseva..

Martin Flucher:
Vortex Motion in Two Dimesional Hydrodynamics and The Core
Energy Method
We study the dynamics of point vortices in an inviscid, inoompressihle fluid
in a bounded container. This ia a dynamical system of infinite kinetic en
ergy. Still we can derive 8 finite integral of motion hy means of the core
energy method. The resulting renormalized is a Hamiltonian reftecting the
interaetion between different vortices via a special Green function and the
self interaction cf each vortex with the boundary in tenns of a Robin func
tion (regular J}art of the Green function). A list of qualitative statements on
the dynamies of tbe vortex renters can be derived from oonservation of the
Hamiltonian using results of [BF].
[FG] Flucher M., Gustafsson B.: Vortex motion in two dimensional hydro- •
dyna.mics (in preparation) "
[BF] Bandle C., Flucher M.: Harmonie radius and ooncentration of energy,
hyperbolie radius and Liouville equation ~u = expu and 6u = u~, (10

10
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appear in SIAM Review).

Bradley Willms:
An Isoperimetrie Inequality for the Buckling of a Clamped Plate
This is joint work with H.F. Weinberger. We consider a homogeneous,
isotrope plate covering a smoothly bounded, plane domain, clamped on the
boundary 8D, under a unifonn, compreßsive load proportional to A. At tbe
critical buckling load, A = Al is the least eigenvalue of the boundary value
problem

A2u+A t Au =.0 in D
8u

u= 8v = 0 in

where u(x, y) ia the transverse displacement, and Ais the Laplacian operator.
Let D· == unit.dise. Then a ronjecture of-Polya and Szegö ia that

AI(D) ~ At(D-) VD such that 1D 1=) D- I

They also showed, that u > 0 in D is a sufficient condition for the validity
of tbe conjecture in all dimensions. Following Courant & Hilbert we show
that a "naive" necessary condition for a minimwn of At(D) under domain
variation, ia that Au fSD= c.
From this boundary condition it follows,that Dia a "Schiffer" domain, Le. a
domain for which there exists a non constant solution V to .

AV+AIV 0 in D
8u

0 in GD
8v

-c
in 8D .-:;.=v =

Al

If D is not a disc, then the isoperimetrie inequalities of Faber & Krahn of
Payne & Polya & Weinberger arId of Payne & Weinberger are rombined to
give the result, Al (D) > Al (D-). Existence of 8. minimizer follows locally in
IFr from a theorem of Pironneau, and global existence for convex domains
in m.2 is proved with an idea of B.Kawohl.
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Jerrold Bebernes:
Beyond Blow Up
Consider the Cauchy initial value problem

Ut - ßu = (1- f)!(U), Xf 1Ir, t ~ 0, f > 0 (1)

with u(x,O) = Uo(x) ~ 0, where 1.1() is radially symmetrie, decrasing and
Uo = u(r) f [J2, r =1 x I satisfies 'U() = 0, t4(r) :5 O. For J(u) = expu or uP ,

p> 1, assume Uo is such that the 88sociated (ignition) problem (f = 0):

Ut - ßu = I(u) (2)

has finite blow up time T. Then the blow up set i8 (0, T) and the final time •
blow up profile called a hot spot is precisely known. Tbe questlon adressed
ia to determine the behaviour of tbe solution Q(x, t) of (1), which exists on
IR x [0,00) and ia bounded above by ~ for t ~ T.

Michiel Bertsch:
Fourth Order Parabolic Equations
Consider the equations

Ut

(1)

(2)

(1) describes interface ßuctuation and w(z, t) bas the properties of a. proba
bility density: w(z, t) 2: 0 and / w(z, t)dx = 1 ( see Bleher, Lebowitz, Speer
in Comm. Pure Appl. Matb, 1994).
(2) is a model for the dynamics of 8 thin liquid film on a horizontal solid sur
fare driven by surfa.ce tension. Tbe lubrification a.pproximation is 888umed
to be valid a.nd u stands for the thickness of the liquid film. Current values
for n oie n = 2 and n = 3.
We show that (1) and (2) possess nonnegative solutions (although the linear
equation Ut'+ UU%Z = 0 does not preserve nonnegativity) and study their
positivity properties. Both equations exhibit nonuniqueness, and for (2) the
qualitative behaviour of the solution depends strongly' on the value of ß. As
a euriosity we observe, that in order to obtain strictly positive approximating
solutions~ instead of regularizing the equations, we malre (1) more singular

12
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and (2) more degenerate.
(1) is in preparation aB joint werk with R.DaJ Passo (Roma) , while (2) ia joint
work with E. Beretta (Roma) and R.Dal P8SS0 and will appear in Archive

- Rat. Mech. Anal..

Nicola Garofalo:
Smoothi~gEffects and Monotonicity far Evolution Equations
Consider the Allen - Cahn equation in ur x (O,~) "

6u"- u, = u3
- 'U

It models the motion of phase transition layers by surface tension. Solutions
to (1) satisfy a monotonicity property which is, in fa.ct, sha.red by solutions
of a. large class of equations related to motion by mean curvature. Here is
the main result .
Theorem.: Let u be a smooth solution to

~u - Ut = F'(u) in m;a x (0, (0)

u(x, 0) = ~(x),

and suppose that F(u) ~ 0 for all U f IR. If I V1I() 12 :5 2F(v.o), then for any
(x, t) f mn x (0, (0) one has

IVu(x, t) 12$ 2F(u(x, t».
Similiar monotonicity results hold for equ~tions of the type

under general structural assumptions on ~.

G.R. Burton:
Rearrangements and Vortices
Let n c IR? be a bounded open set and suppose an ia 8 smooth simple closed
CUTVe. An ideal fluid, oheying the Ewer equations in nwith t~gential veloc
ity on ao, is studied. Tbe vorticity, which ia a vector field perpendicular 10
m2

, .may be represented by a sca.lar field e, BIld the kinetis energy E can be
expressed by E(~) = l f ~Ke, where K = (_~)-1 (zero Dirichlet boundary

n
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conditions). The following variational problem ia considered: Find critical
points of E subject to the oonstraiIit, that eis a rearrangement ~f a pre
scribed function {o. Solutions with prescribed energy are shown to exist, snd

. to represent steady ftows of the fluid.

Xu-YanChen:
Strang Unique Continuation and Local Asymptotics far Parabolic
Equations
LocaI behaviour of 8Olutions of second order linear parabolic equations near
zero points is investigated. Tbe main results are:
(i) strang unique continuation theorem: a solution having a zero point of
infinite order vanishes identicaJly;
(ii) a complete classificatioD of local forms of asymptotics in terms of poyno
misl solutio~ of the cl8Bsical hea.t equation;
(Hi) upper botind estimates for tbe Haus40rff dimension of nodaJ sets.
Applications include:
(iv) a complete long - tenn description of spatio - .temporal structure for
bounded nonegative solutions of a Donlinear parabolic problem on a ball;
(v) the b.ang - bang principle and a description of 08cillations for optimizers
in a contral problem involving one - di~ensional parabolic equations.

Walfgang Reichel :
Symmetry for an OverdeterJ;Jlined Boundary Value Problem in Po
tential Theory
We oonsider a boundedsmooth domain n c JFr& with a oonstant 80urce dis
tribution <p > 0 on an. Let \11 be the induced single layer potential. We prove
the following conjecture ~f P. Gruber: n ia a ball if and only if \11 is oonstant
in fl. As '11 satisfies the overdetermined elliptic boundary va.lue problem (11
ia the outer unit normal) .

o in IIr-O,

-t/J < 0 on an,
COflst. > 0 on 80, •we can use tbe moving plane method of Alexandroff and Serrin to show the

radial symmetrey of Cl and 'l1. In fact, the linear problem from potential

14



radial symmetrey of n and \11. In fact, the linear problem from potential
theory turns out to be a very special case of a large elass of nonlinear overde
termined boundary vaJue problems

6'11 + f(u, I Vu I)
8'11
811

U

u

o in IR" - n,
const. ~ 0 on an,
const. > 0 on an,
o at 00

on 8D .

in D c IR?

\
;)

I
I'

\

i
I

I

Under suitable hypotheses on f, the'moving plane method is used again to
show, that all solutions end the underlying domain are radial.

Fi-iedmar Schulz: .
Symmetrization with Respect to a Measure
Tbe spherical symmetrie rearrangement ~. of a nonnegative me88urable. fwlc
tion u on' ur with respect to a meaSure given by a nonhomogeneous deiljity
distribution p was studied. Conditions on u were given, which guarantee that
u· is continuous or absoltely continuous on lines, i.e., Sobolev regular.'_:
Tbe energy inequality was proven in n = 2 dimensions by employing a Carle
man type isoperimetrie inequality if logp is subha.rmonie. The energy equal
ity was settled, 8S weIl as the C88e of n > 2 dimensions considered, when it
was assumed, that p = Jh with a K - quasioonformal map h.

APPENDIX: OPEN PROBLEMS

Problem 1: Consider a capillary surface

d
. VU
IV = K.U-Jl + IVul2

with prescribed contact angle

Vu·n
-;::=== = cos "YJl + IVul2

Let a(D) = minu, ß(D) = maxu. If D· is s disc of same ares 88 D, show
D D

that .
a(D) ~ a(D·) and ß.(D) ~ ß(p·) .

15



(Suggested by C.Bandle; from the last page of R.Finn's book.)

Problem 2: Consider the P-function 8880ciated to ~u + AU = 0 in D, Le.
consider 4> := IVuI2 + '\u2

• This function satisfies

D.e/J- VQQVe/J = 0 in D, where Q = IVul2 •

If D c m2 ia convex and 4> = COllSt on 8D, show that Q is quasiconcave.
This would lead to a proof of Schiffer'a (or the Pompeiu) problem. (Suggested
by B.Willms.)

Problem 3: Consider the variational problem min R(v) = fD dx/(l +IVvI2) •

over the following set A of admissible functions: A := {v E W~oo(B) I 0 ~

v :5 M, v is concave}. Here D ia a oonvex domain in M'. It ia known that
a solution to this problem exists, and what it looks like if D ia a ball in IR?
and if the solution ia radial. Prove or disprove that for D = B1(O) C Jl('
the solution is radial. (Suggested by B.Kawohl.)

Problem 4: Let D c IR? be convex and coDsider the solution 'u of Ut - ~u =
oin D x m+, under initial condition u(x, 0) == 1 in D and boundary condition
u(x, t) = 0 on 8D. It is known that for every positive t the function u has
exactly one spatial ~aximumX m (t), the hot spot. Suppose that the hot spot
does not move in time. Does this imply sorne sort of symmetry of D? Partial
answers to this questions ca.n be found in SIAM Reviews. (Suggested by
B.Kawohl, originally from M.Klamkin.)

Problem 5: Let D c IR? and consider ~u + '\2U = 0 in D, u =. 0 on
8D. Can it happen, that a noda! surface {x E D I u(x) = O} has positive
distance to aD? Tbe answer ia negative (Alessandrini/Melas) if D ia convex.
(Suggested by B.Kawohl, originally from.L.Payne)

Problem 6: Let D c /R2 and oonsider ~u + v2U = 0 in D, au/an = 0 on
8D. Here VI = 0 is the firsteigenvalue. Show that lul attains its maximum
onlyon aD. (Suggested by B.Kawohl, originally from J.Rauch.)

Problem 7: Consider the Monge-Arnpere-type equation

det[D2u] = (-'\u)" in 0 C /Rn , U = 0 on .80 , •

where n is uniformly convex. It is known that there exists a convex solution
'U and 8 positive "eigenvalue" ,\ such that U E Coo(O) n C111(0). Show

16
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that u E coo(n). The same problem ca.n be posed for other curvature type
operators, namely Fm [D2u] = (-Au)m with 15m 5 n. (Suggested by
N.'Ihtdinger.) .

Problem 8: Pompeiu's problem: Characterize those sets n c m.2 such that
(f E C(Hl2 ) and 1(7(0) I(x)dx = 0 for every rigid motion (J) implies I == O.
This question ia known to be equivalent to Schiffer's conjecture: Consider

ßu + AU = 0 in n c m? , au/an = 0 on an ,
and suppose that in addition u = roost on ao. Show that n must be a
ba.ll. There have been many attempts to prove this conjecture; a more recent
cohtribution states: Han ca:n be parametrized by a finite Fourier selies, then
n rnuSt be a ball. Show that the same is true if an can be parametrized by
an infinite Fourier series. (Suggested by N.Garofalo, originally by Pompeiu.)

Problem 9: Consider the Cauchy-problem

Ut = (cp(u)u%(l + u~)-1/2):t = 1jJ(u, tLz)z) for x E IR , t > 0 '~'.".

u(x,O) = 'UQ(x).for x E Ul, with smooth Uo and 1/1. It is known thai;- for
sufficiently steep initial data solutions ca.n develop discontinuities in finite
time. Approximate by 1/Je(u,p) = 1jJ(u,p) +€p. Show that the approximate"
solutions Ue satisfy: u4Z : IR ~ m:+- --+ [-00, +00] are (loca.1ly) equicontin
uous. This would imply that 'U behaves IHre a first order conservation law
Ut = cp(u)z near the shocks. (Suggested by M.Bertsch.) .

Problem 10: The equation Ut = cp(uz)z (with lIJ and t/J as drawn belaw) is
regularized by Ut = cp(uz )% + r'l/J(u%)z. Here r « 1 is a smwl parameter.
As in Problem 9 one knows that u can become discontinuous in finite time.
Give 8 constructive proof for this. (Suggested by M.Bertsch.)

Problem 11: Given D C IR? find the location and shape of A C D such

17



that there exists 8 function u, harmonie in D\A, and satisfying u = 0 on
8D, u = 1 on 8A and 8u/fJn = Q on BA. As Q -+ 00, A becomes smwl.
Show that it approaches the shape of a. ball. (Suggested by M.Flucher.)

Problem 12: Consider the problem ßu-eu = 0 in the semi-infinit'e cylinder
S = w x IR, where w C ur-I is bounded and smooth,
a) under boundary condition u = 0 on 8w x mx

• Then it is known that
u(x,xn ) can only have the following two types of asymptotie behaviour as
X n ~ +00
i) u(x) = cz(x') exp{ v'X'i"xn } + 0(1) or
ii) ~(x) = UQ(x') + O(exp{-v'X'i"xn }).

Here z, A- satisfy 6z + AIZ = 0 in w, Z > 0 in w and Z = 0 on an, and c < 0;
while Uo solves

ß'U() - euo = 0 in w , Uo = 0 on GD ,

b) under boundary condition 8u/8v = 0 on 8w x m+.
Then u(x', xn ) can only have the. asymptotics
iii) u(x) = CXn + o(xn ) with c < 0, or
iv) u(x) = -21nxn + o(ln xn ).

Prove or disprove existence of solutions with behaviour i), iii), iv). What
can be aaid about asymptotics and existence on the infinite cylinder w x IR?
(Suggested by O.Oleinik.)

Problem 13: Consider the equation 6u ~ 'ulp-Iu = 0 in the semi-infinite
cylinder from problem 9, under Neumann boundary oonditions aU/GV = 0
on 8w x IR+. Then the following asymptotic representation ia known:

m

u(x) = ±K,,{xn + h)2/(l-,,) +L ~vi(x')e-~%l + o(e-~%n)
i=1

as Xn -+ 00, where h, Ai are constants, ~ ia the seoond eigenvalue from Prob
lem 6 in D = w, m is the multiplicity of Y2, and v.(x'), i = 1, ... ,m are the
orthogonal eigenfunctions from the eigenspace to V2. Moreover either K p = 0

(
2l1+9)) 1(P-I)

or K" = c;;=t)'t .
How doea u(x',O) influence the behaviour of u so that Kp =0, K p :F 0 or
u(x) -+ ±oo 88 Xn --+ T < 01 (Suggested by O.Oleinik.)

Problem 14: Consider L(u)-Iul"-IU =Oin n, t = 00n8nn{x: lxi> N}.

18
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What is a behaviour of u(x) or lu(x)laslxl -+ oo? See J.I.Draz, O.A.Oleinik,
C.R.Acad.Paris 315 (1992),787-792, suggested by O.Oleinik.

Problem 15: Consider boundary va.lue problems with discontinuous coeffi
eients

LI U = 0 in {ll , ~u = 0 in {l2

and suppose that {}l and {}2 look like this:

•

t·

,
I
;

t
J

I

•

What is the optimal regularity of u near tbe points marked with arrows.
(Suggested by O.Oleinik.)

Problem 16: Prove the isoperimetrie inequality (or a related Sobolev._.resp.
Poincare inequaJity) ':;;.~'.

na~n (In p(x)dx) (n-l)/n ~ 180 p(x)(n-l)/n81C'-1

where an ia the volume of the unit ball in ur, under a suitable assumption
regarding the weight p. For n = 2 this is known if log p is subhannonic
(Carleman). See also F.Schulz and V.Vera de Serio, Trans.Amer.Math.Soc
337 (1993). (Suggested by ·F.Schulz.)

Problem 17: Let D c IR:' be convex and 1 E C1{IR+) with j(O) > O· and
I' ;::: 0 (snd maybe I' :$ Al)' Let U E Cl(n) n G(n) be the minimal solution
of

-6u = I(u) u > 0 in D , u ~ 0 on 8D .

Show that.u is quasicoDcave. (Suggested by F.Brock.)

Problem 18: Let D c IRn be convex, 'l/J E GI.I(n) a ooncave obstacle in
the obstacle problem

minlIVv(x)12dx , K = {v E W~·2(D) Iv = 1/1 a.e. in D}
vEK

Prove or disprove that u ia quasiconcave. (Suggested by F.Brock.)
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Problem 19: Is Steiner-synunetrization continuoUB in W~.p(lR")? For n = 1
the answer ia positive (Goron), for n ~ 2 and Schwarz-symmetrization it is
negative (Almgren and Lieb). (Suggested by F.Brock)

Problem 20: Suppose there exists q E LOO(JK') and an "eigenfwtction"
t/J E LOO(O) solving -~1/J + q t/J = 0 in IR" and changing sign in J;Jr. Does
this imply that L = (-~ + q) has sorne negative spectrum, Le. there exists
<p E qo(Ill') with I IV~I~ +q~2dx < 01 'Tbe answer ia positive for n = 1,2,
hut open for n ~ 3. (Suggested by H.Berestycki.)

Problem 21: On travelling fronts for systems from combustion with Lewis
number :/= 1. Let w C IR"-1 and E = IR x w. Consider the system

-~T+ (e + a(y»l1I'/8Xl ='j(T)Y ,
-L-l~T + (e + a(y»8Y/8xl = -I(T)Y

(1)

(2) •
in the cylinder E under homogeneous Neumann conditions lJT/ IJv = 8Y/811 =
oon the lateral boundary IRx8w and under Dirichlet conditions T( -00, y) =
O,Y(-Oo,y) = 0; T(oo,y) = 1, Y(oo,y) = O. It is known that solutions exist
for constant Ct or (if L ia close to 1) for alowly va.rying Q. Open is a) if the
solutions for a == 0 and L # 1 can depend on y and b) what happens for
strongly oscillating Ct. (Suggested hy H.Berestycld.)

Problem 22: Let D C IR" he bounded" and suppose the functional F =
fD J{IVul)dx has a minimizer Wider u = 9 on 8D. Moreover let I" > 0,
J coercive. If 1'(0) = 0, then F is Frechetdifferentiable and u solves the
Euler equation div(/'(IVuI)Vu/IVul} = o. Suppose /'(0) > o. Then the
functional is not differentiable at functions with critical points.
a) What ia a meaningful definition of a solution?
b) Show that critical points of solutions to the (degenerate) Euler equa
tion are not isolated hut are located along clrcles or lines. (Suggested by
G.Talenti.)

Berichterstatter: A. Wagner
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Medical Statistics: Multivariate Models for
Longitudinal Data

19.2. - 25.2.1995

The conference was organized by Martin Schumacher (Freiburg; Ger
many) and Niels Keiding (Kebenhavn; Denmark). There were 37 partic
ipants from Great Britain, Germany, The Netherlands, Sweden,
Switzerland, Denmark. Norway, France, USA, Taiwan and Australia.
Longitudinal data arise in many different situations whenever the
dynamic of a process is of interest or time afflicts certain associations.
Repeated assessment over time of one or multiple outcome variables
and/or covariates calls for models which take into account the various
dependencies among the obtained measurements and with time. The
29 presentations of this conference were mainly concerned with two dif
ferent kinds of longitudinal data: In the first part of the conference the
majority of presentations dealt with models for multivariate outcome var
iables that are measured at several occasions: marginal models, GEE,
graphical models for conditional associations and independence, ran
dom effects models. In the second part situations were considered
where the outcome variables are times to certain events. Special
emphasis is put on modelling of multivariate failure times, time-depend-.
ent covariates and confounders, frailty models for correlated or time
dependent frailties and recent developments in causal inference in
structural nested failure time models.
Application of the statistical methods was iIIustrated using various
examples from clinical and epidemiological research.
The fruitful and encouraging discussions at this conference have cer
tainly inspired future international collaboration and new research activ
ities.
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Abstracts

Garrett Fitzmaurice (Oxford; Great Britain)

A Likelihood·Based AQproach for Analysing Longitudinal

Binary Responses

We discuss a likelihood-based method for analysing longitudinal
binary responses based on a log·linear representation of the joint
probabilities of the binary responses. We foeus on "marginal models"
in which the marginal expeetation of the response variable is related
to a set of covariates. The association between binary responses is
considered to be a nuisanee characteristie of the data and is modelled
in terms of conditional log odds-ratios. One important advantage of
this "mixed parameterization" is that the maximum likelihood esti
mates ofthe marginal mean parameters are robust to misspecification
of the time dependenee. We describe an iterative two-stage procedure
for obtaining the maximum likelihood estimates when there are
incomplete or missing responses. '!\vo examples are presented to illus
trate this methodology.

EdgarBrunner(Göttingen,Germany)

Nonparametrie Methods for Longitudinal Data

Parametrie models for longitudinal data have been studied exten
sively in literature. With the exception of rank methods that have
been applied to some special semiparametric models, areal nonpara- _
metrie approach to longitudinal data does not exist. Based on sorne ..
recent theoretieal results on the asymptotie distribution of linear rank
statisties for independent veetors (Brunner & Denker; 1994), sorne
ideas to develop nonparametrie proeedures for such data shall be
introdueed in this paper. The hypotheses are fonnulated in terms of
the distribution functions (Akritas & Arnold; 1994) and pure rank
tests are derived to test these hypotheses where the general asymp-
totie results (Akritas & Brunner; 1995) are applied to special models
für longitudinal data. Since no eontinuity ofthe distribution funetions
is assumed, the proposed proeedures ean also be applied to pure ordi·
nal data such as quality seales, e.g. The proeedures are also designed
for an unequal number of replications at eaeh time point per subjeet.
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Approximations for small sampIes are shortly discussed and the
results are supported by a simulation study. The application of the
proposed procedures is demonstrated by some worked out examples
and the statements for the computation of the statistics by the SAS
procedure PROC MIXED are given.

Rolf Meinert (Mainz; Germany)

Time-Varying Covariates in Cross-Sectional Studies

Besides information on current exposure- and disease status, some
times additional data on prior exposure status is also gathered in
cross-sectional studies. There are several ways how to adjust for expo
sure status at different points in time in a regression model. However,
careful interpretation of the resulting estimates taking into account a
detailed consideration of the possible exposure patterns is· necessa~
In addition, ifchanges in exposure are caused by the occurrence ofthe
disease, then adjusting for multiple measurements of exposure can
givemisleading results. A regression analysis on dummy variables
describing possible patterns of changes in exposure is proposed as an
alternative approach. This approach is equivalent to the incorporation
of interaction terms between different exposure measurements but
the resulting estimates have a simpler interpretation. The above con
siderations are illustrated with data from a study on the relationship
between bronchial hyperreactivity in children and maternal smoking.

Hans van Houwelingen (Leiden; The Netherlands)

Fitting Normal-Mixture-Random-Ef[ects Models to Repeated

Non-Normal Measures

The EM-algorithm for fitting normal models to non-normal (longitudi
nal) data involves integration over high-dimensional spaces. In the
talk approximative methods will be discussed based on normal
approximations for the posterior densities that playa role in the EM
algorithm.
An example will be discussed of dichotomous follow-up data from a
randomized clinical trial. It will be shown that the approximations
yield reasonable results that enable the comparison of different mod
els and give some insight in the hidden covariance structure.
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Werner Vach (Freiburg; Germany)

ARemark on the Preconditions for Using the GEE A/lproach in

Analysing Longitudinal Studies

Let (Yit, Xit ) (t=l, ... , Ti, i=l,... , n) be pairs of measurements of a cov
ariate and an outcome variable for n individuals at Ti time points.
Often the interest is in the parameters of the marginal regression
models

A first approach is to estimate the parameters by a cross-sectional
analysis. The GEE approach promises a more efficient estimation by
incorporating assumptions on the dependencies among the outcome
variables. However, this approach requires that

If the true law generating the data is a Markov process, one can show
that this condition is not satisfied in the case of time dependent cov
ariates. We present some results on the asymptotic bias implied by
this type ofviolation (joint work with U Grömping and K Schulz).

Juni Palmgren (Stockholm; Sweden)

Regression Models far Bivariate Binary Outcomes

BACKGROUND: A discrete time survival model is used for analysing
data from the Helsinki Invalid Foundation Hospital on time from hip
operation to possible failure ofhip prosthesis. Hips were replaced both
unilaterally and bilaterally. The analysis is driven by prior indication
that different failure mechanisms may operate for the left and the
right hip and that unilateral and bilateral arthroplasties may differ.
Both person-specific and hip-specific covariates are involved.
THE MODEL: For the bilaterally treated patients a bivariate binary
response is specified for hips at risk at the start of a time interval.
Effects of covariates are addressed through logistic linear models for
the marginal failure probabilities and a log linear model for the odds
ratio. For the unilaterally operated patients one response is treated as
missing.
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LIKELIHOOD INFERENCE: The parameterisation constitutes the
mixed parameterisation for a distribution belonging to the exponen
tial family. Likelihood equations are set up using the connection
between the multinomial and Poisson distributions.

Douglas Altman (London; Great Britain)

Regression Modelling ofCurved Relationships Using Fractional

Polynomials

In regression models continuous variables are usuaIly entered
untransformed and represented as having a straight-line relationship
with the outcome variable. The most common approach to exami_ne
possible curvature is polynomial regression, but this method has weIl
recognised difficulties, notably inflexibility, a propensity to produee
artefacts, and the inability to model relations with asymptotes.
These problems ean be largely overeome by the use of an extended
family of polynomials known as fractional polynomials (Royston &
Altman; 1994). Fractional polynomial models are similar to eonven
tional polynomials in that the model eomprises powers of X, but non
integer and negative powers (and log X) are allowed. In general a
fixed set of eandidate powers is considered, and the method involves
evaluating the devianees of a11 models with a single power term, then
with two tenns, and so on.
These models ean be used in any regression eontext. Various issues
related to model ehoiee are diseussed, and several examples are pre
sented. Special eonsideration is given to the ease of multiple covan.
ates.
Fraetional polynomials usually give better fit than eonventional poly
nomials, often with fewer terms in the model. They offer a flexible sys
tem of simple parametrie models ofwide applieabilit~
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Patrick Royston (London; Great Britain)

Parametrie Methods for GalculatingAge-Specific Reference

Gentiles trom Longitudinal Data

The problem of calculating two types of reference centiles from a few
serial measurements on many individuals is considered. The context
is the screening of fetuses for poor growth according to ultrasound
measurements of fetal size. A simple linearizing approach is proposed
whereby apower transform Z of the response variable (for example,
estimated fetal weight) is linear in a monotonie function X of age. A
suitable time transformation on X is a fractional polynomial. The dis
tribution of Z is estimated by using a random-coefficients regression
model with predictor X. This model determines both the unconditional
centiles of fetal size at a given gestational age, and, of particular elini
eal reference, the distribution of present size conditional on size at
"earlier ages. The latter allows the clinician to assess whether the
growth of the fetus is within normal limits for the population. The
method is applied to a study of 113 pregnancies in which each woman
was scanned up to 5 times by ultrasonography:

Theo Gasser (Zürich; Switzerland)

Application ofStructural Analysis ofGurves to Human Growth

Most regression methodology deals with single curves and not with
sampIes of curves (or regression problems), as is frequent in biomedi
eal applications. 'Ib avoid artificial parametrie models, non-parametric
approaches would be desirable. Before doing any further analysis of
the curves, they are aligned to a common dynamic (in growth, com
mon maturational pace). This is done by estimating nonlinear mono
tone shift funetions, determined by structural features common to a11
curves, such as extrema and inflection points. Afterwards curves ean
be averaged or treated in any other feasible way. Applications to longi
tudinal growth data show the potential of this method, in particular
for bringing out fine structure in the data.
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Ludwig Fahrmeir (München; Germany)

Varying Coefficient Models. Roughness penalties and Gibbs

Sampling for Event History Analysis

Varying coefficient - or dynamle - models for duration data with multi
ple states or risks a110w simultaneous mode11ing and estimation of
baseline hazards and time-varying effects in a flexible way. The focus
is on diserete duration times, as they appear for example for unem
ployment duration in the German Soeio-Economie Panel. For estima
tion two approaches are used: a) Penalized likelihood estimation,
plaeing a roughness penalty on the sequenee of time-varying parame
ters, thereby enforcing smooth variation. Various algorithmic solu
tions are available, e.g., KaIman-type smoothing. b) Baye~.i~n

posterior analysis, where a smoothner prior is imposed. Inference is
possible via Markov ehain Monte Carlo methods, e.g., Gibbs sampling.
The methods are applied to analyse data on duration of unemploy
ment, revealing signifieant time-varying effects of eovariates such as
sex, nationality and age.

Uwe Feldmann (Homburg / Saar; Germany)

Linear Structural Regression CLISREGJ

A multivariate regression model is suggested satisfying the proper
ties: (i) a11 observable variables are subjeet to random errors, (ii) each
observable variable ean be predicted by means of the others, (iii)
residual analysis deeomposes the sampIe spaee into loeation and
residual points, and, (iv) maximum likelihood as weIl as parameter
estimation through moment and order statisties is feasible.
The concept of linear struetural regression (LISREG) aims to combine
the advantages of the multivariate regression model, for instance the
predictability between observed variables, the identifiably and inter
pretability of a11 model parameters, with the advantages ofthe linear
structural relationship (LISREL, Jöreskog, 1978) model, for instance
the handling of straight linear relationships and the randomness of
a11 observed variables. Linear structural regression avoids the concept
of conditional expectations.
An one factorial error-in-the-variables regression model is established
where a11 observed variables are assumed to be random. Eaeh observ
able variable is predictable by means of the others simultaneously.
Colinearities and straight linear relationships of the data are allowed
in this approach. Structural variables are introduced which are the
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analog to latent variables in the structural relationship modeloffering
unique algebraic equations for the determination of the structural
regression parameters and for model identification.
Maximum likelihood parameter estimation as weIl as parameter esti
mation via the moment method and order statistics are introduced.
The latter leads to a median estimate of the model parameters which
differs substantially from the least median of squares approach, pro
posed by Rousseeuw & Leroy (Psychometrika, 1987). It anows for a
real robust multivariate data analysis.
The statistical properties of bivariate structural regression will be
briefly discussed. A surprising result may be, that the structural
regression parameter estimate is just the ratio of the standard devia
tions of the observable variables. This simple and useful estimate
should be rediscovered for its presentation in statistical textbooks, see
Freedman et a1. (1978; p 122).

Norman Breslow (Seattle; USA)

Correcting the Bias in Penalized Quasi-Likelihood and Laplace

Approximation Estimates in Generalized Linear Mixed Models

Penalized Quasi Likelihood (PQL) is an approximate method for infer
ence in generalized linear mixed models that may be motivated by
first making a Laplace approximation to the likelihood that arises
from integrating out the (normally distributed) random effects. Its
principal advantage is that it may be implemented via repeated calls
to standard procedures for REML estimation in normal theory mixed
models, recalculating the working vector and GLM iterated weights at
each cycle of iteration. After motivating the procedure by the problem
of creating a map of smoothed lip cancer incidence rates for the 56
counties of Scotland, this talk discusses the biases that arise from
application 10 binary outcome data and some possible methods of cor
recting them. Applications include a longitudinal study of respiratory
disease in Indonesian children and a complicated experiment involv
ing the mating of different species of Salamander.
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Raymond Carroll (College Station; USA)

Asymototics orthe SIMEX Estimator in Nonlinear Measurement

Error Models

The SIMEX estimator of Caok & Stefanski (JASA, 1994) has been
advertised as a general purpose method for correcting the bias caused
by measurement errar in the predictor. The meth~d is computation
ally complex, relying on a mixture of simulation and extrapolation,
and takes -400 times as mueh computation as standard estimators.
This makes such methods as the bootstrap difficult to implement, and
in any ease it is not known if the estimator is normally distributed
asymptotically. We provide a simple almost trivial proof of normality:
The proof is extended to praetically important variants of the meth
ods.

Svend Kreiner (Kebenhavn; Denmark)

Graphical Modelling ofData trom Panel Studies: Analysis of

Conditional Homoeeneity

Test statisties extending the usual test statisties for marginal homo
geneity of repeated discrete measurements to test for conditional
homogeneity are suggested. Their use in connection with graphieal
modelling of multivariate repeated measurements where the condi
tioning variables are given by collapsibility properties that may' be
read off the independence graph is illustrated by reanalysis of data
from the Framingham Heart Study:

Nanny Wermuth (Mainz; Germany)

A Longitudinal Study ofChild Deuelopment - Some Analyses

and Interpretation witk Graphical Chain Models

The lecture consisted of three parts. An introduction to graphical
chain models ia given by presenting examples of different situations
with three and four variables. A further example of a large longitudi
nal study and same first analyses are presented to investigate the
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question of early determinants ofpositive or negative development of
young children regarding motoric, cognitive and socio-emotional
aspects of development. Finally a theorem is presented and proven by
which conditional associations and independencies may be directly
read off a given directed acyclic graph, which describes a generating
process for data.

James Robins (Boston; USA)

Causal Inference (rom Longitudinal Studies

The subject-specific data from a longitudinal study consist of astring
. of numbers. Calculations are performed on these strings and causal

inferences drawn. Since the computer algorithms are well-defined
mathematical objects, it is important to provide formal mathematical
definitions for the sentences expressing the investigators' causal
inferences.
In 1986, I proposed a fonnal theory of counterfactual causal inference
that extended Rubin's theory of longitudinal studies. This talk sum
marizes recent developments in this theory.
In this theory, under the assumption of sequential randomization
(equivalently, no unmeasured confounders) the causal effect of a time
dependent treatment is non-parametrically identified by the G-com
putation algorithm formula. However, the G-computation algorithm
fonnula requires one to evaluate high-dimensional integrals. Th over
come this difficulty, I propose inverse probability of censoring
weighted estimators and G-estimators of structural nested models to
estimate causal effects. The relationship of these new methods to
those based on the G-computation algorithm are discussed. The effect
of aerosolized pentamidine on survival of AIDS patients in an AIDS
randomized trial is estimated using the proposed methods.

Jürgen Läuter (Magdeburg; Germany)

Stahle Statistical Inference under the One-Factor Structure

In the lecture the one-factor model is used for multivariate compari
sons and for problems of discriminant, regression, and factor analysis.

- The one-factor model serves thestabilization of high-dimensional
decisions, especially in eases with highly correlated variables. It is
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suitable for problems of longitudinal data analysis. The theory is
based on the Bayesian approach. The results are different from the
usua} strategies of multivariate analysis which lead to ill-conditioned
equations. In the calculus of the one-factor model, the p-dimensional
inference attains an efficiency that is close to the efficiency of the
underlying univariate situation (Läuter, 1992).
The one-factor model and same other stable methods have a great
importance for the analysis of clinical studies with multiple end
points. In the lecture high-effective statistical tests are treated which
keep strict1y the prescribed type I error rate a for an arbitrary covari
anee structure (not only for one-factor structures).

Per Kragh Andersen (KBbenhavn; Denmark)

Frailty Models (or Multivariate Survival Data

Dur starting point is a study of survival among adoptive children and,
on one hand, the survival among their biological parents and, on the
other hand, the survival among their adaptive parents. Th analyse
these data we consider a gamma-frailty model for counting processes.
Estimation in the model via the EM-algorithm is studied and we sug
gest using the non-parametric infonnation matrix 10 obtain variance
estimates for the parameter estimates. Some generalisations of the
model inspired by the correlated frailty model (Yashin, Vaupel,
Iaehine, Math Pop Stud, 1994) are outlined.

Chao Agnes Hsiung (Taipei; Taiwan)

An Efticient Estimator (or Proportional Hazards Models with

Frailties

Proportional hazards models with time dependent frailties are con
structed by glueing together classical proportional hazards models for
counting processes, 'which include the frailty proportional hazards
models in Nielsen et a1. (1992) and Holt & Prentice (1974) as special
cases. A regular efficient estimator for the relative risk coefficient is
obtained. The theory is applied 10 discuss a matched-pair data of
remission lengths of leukaemia patients. A simulation study is also
presented.
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Gab; Schulgen (Freiburg; Germany)

Anplication orMultistate Models in the Analysis or Occurrence

and Impact orNosocomial Infections

Statisticalmethods for multistate models (Andersen et al., 1993) will
be applied to construct scoring systems for hospital-acquired pneumo
nia and sepsis for patients in intensive care units (leU), taking into
account 'competing events' as death and discharge. The predictive
value of the scores is derived by (nonparametnc) estimation of the
transition probabilities (Aalen & Johansen, Scand J Stat, 1978).
Within the concept of 'predictive causality' (Arjas & Eerola, J Stat
Plan Inf, 1993) the prediction process can be studied with respect to
different patient histories, time of prediction aod prediction interval.
The impact of nosocomial infections on mortality and duration of leu
stay is evaluated within the same model. '!\vo estimators for the pro
longation ofhospital stay will be proposed whieh are functionals ofthe
transition probabilities in multistate models. Results will be com
pared to same ad-hoc approaches.
The methods are illustrated using data from a cohort study on 756
patients admitted to two different leUs at the University Hospital in
Freiburg.

Odd O. Aalen (Oslai Norway)

. Estimating Incidence orHN Intection Using Information on

Times orAIDS Diagnosis and Times ofHIV Diagnosis

Backcalculation of HIV incidence rates has tr~ditional1ybeen based
on the reported times of AIDS diagnoses. Recently, backcalculation
procedures have been extended to make use of information on the e,
times of HIV diagnosis, that is the time of an individual's first positive
RN test, for reported AIDS eases. An approach based on a simple
Markov chain model will be discussed here. This model allows the
causal influences of events to be considered. In discrete time the likeli-
hood of the observed data ean be computed by iteration, even though
the Markov model is not homogeneous over time.
Estimation ofHIV incidence and prediction will be illustrated on data
for England and Wales. In order to judge the combined effect of sam
pling variation and model uneertainty, a scheme is proposed for com
bined resampling from the data (bootstrapping) and from a set_ of _
possible models.
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lan James (Murdochi Western Australia)

On GEE and Multivariate (Cluster) Survival

We consider the use ofgeneralized estimating equations (GEE) "ror the
analysis of multivariate (cluster) survival data with specified para
metric marginal distributions. 8egal and Neuhaus (Stat Med, 1993)
proposed an interesting synthesis of the Poisson likelihood fOrDlula
tion of Aitkin and Clayton aod GEE with a patterned correlation
structure to facilitate computation using readily available software.
However, this approach imposes correlation essentially on the censor
ing indicators rather than the survival times and ean be unstable as a
result. A more direct GEE approach with approximations to the corre
lation structure is proposed. (Work in progress with M 8egal and J
Neuhaus, UCSF).

Thomas Scheike (KBbenhavni Denmark)

Modelling Longitudinal Data through Marked Point Processes

We present a general framework for the modelling of longitudinal .
data with random measurement times based on marked point proc
esses. We construct quite general regression models for longitudinal
data, which may in particular include both non-informative censoring
that only depend on the past and outside random variation, and
informative censoring that depends on the unobserved current meas
urement as weIl. The modelling also generalises statistical counting
process models. We present a non-parametric Nadarya-Watson kernel
estimator of the regression function, and a parametrie analysis that is
based on a conditionalleast squares (CLS) criterion. We conclude that
the usual non-parametric and parametrie regression modelling ean be
applied to this general set-up, with same smaH modifications. The pre
sented framework provides an easily implemented and powerful taol
for model building for repeated measurements.
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Dankmar Böhning (Berlin; Germany)

ARPlications ofZero-Inflated Count Models in Epidemiology

For frequency counts of Poisson-type the situation of extra-zeros often
arises. This is especially the case for the DMF-index used in dental
epidemiology as will be demonstrated for data from the Belo Hori-'
zonte Caries Prevention Study (BEL-CAP). This extra-Poisson varia
tion ean be easily explained by a special mixture model, the Zero
Inflated Poisson (ZIP) model. We discuss moment and maximum like-
lihood estimation of the parameters of the Zip-model. A graphical . e
device is presented wruch not only summarizes the miJring distribu-
tion, but also provides a visual information on the overall mean. This
device ean be exploited to evaluate and eompare various groups. We
discuss the inference problem for the overall mean. A confidence inter-
val is developed whieh uses the properties of the ZIP-model. It com-
pares favourable with the conventional method. Problems of the
likelihood ratio test to test the hypothesis of homogeneity against the
hypothesis of the ZIP-model are discussed. In this ease, the conven-
tional result that the limiting distribution is X2 with one df does not
hold. Instead, the limiting distribution is shifted stron~ly to the lett
and is in fact given by the mixture 0.5 x X: (0) + 0.5 x X (1)' Alterna-
tive testing approaches aod generalizations of the model to include
covariates are diseussed. Aversion ofthe EM-algorithm is provided to
find the MLE. This model is then applied to covariates available in the
BEL-CAP study.

Walter Lehmacher (Hannover; Germany)

Multiple resting and Interim Analysis in Clinical Trials witk

Repeated Measures

The two sampIe design with repeated measures at T time points is
considered. Suitable multivariate test statistics like Hotelling's T2,

Q'Brian's sum statistics (OLS and GLS) and rank Bum statistics are
described. Then, a short review ofmultiple testing procedures for this
T-variate two-sample problem is given including the closed testing
principle and the method of apriori ordered hypotheses. Interim anal
yses, like group sequential and adaptive designs, are availahle for this
multivariable problem, hut they can only handle multivariate global
tests without multiple testing decisions. For trus situation now, where
multiplieity arises by the multivariate testirig and the ~ multistage
interim analyses, methods for combining multiple and interim analy-
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ses are presented. They contral the experimentwise significance level,
are easyand flexible to apply, and ean gain more information than the
usual global interim analyses, without loss of power concerning the
overall hypothesis tests.

Lutz Edler (Heide/berg; Germany)

Problems in Evaluating 1bxicity Data in Clinical Trials and

Some New Avproaches

1bxicity is an endp·oint of increasing interest in clinical trials and
more elaborate methods are required for the appropriate descrip~!:on

as well as for the eomparative assessment and questions of aetiolo~
Motivated by an ongoing analysis of toxicity in an adjuvant cheri!o
therapy trial of colo-reetal cancer, basic problems ofvalidity and relia
bility of the measurement will be addressed and the new CoIIlIIion
1bxieity Criteria (CTC) will be presented. 'Ibxicity can be modelIed .as
a time-dependent process of whieh same characteristics ean be esti
mated. Limited availability of data and restrictive model assumptions
cause problems when event history models or finite state Markov
processes are applied. More promising are time-to-toxicity propor
tional hazards models allowing the consideration of dose aod acco"m
panying treatment as covariates. Assuming synchronized data, a
transition model for longitudinal categorical data is introduced and its
restrictions with respect to synchronizing, baseline values aod miss
ing values is discussed.

Daniel Commenges (Bordeaux, France)

Score Test ofHomogeneity (or Survival Data

Motivated by the study of familial aggregation of Alzheimer's disease
we have developed a score test of homogeneity for different types of
response. Since Alzheimer's disease is an age-dependent disease we
may treat age-of-onset data, that is, survival data. The model is a
frailty model in which members of the same family share the same
frailty which may represent genetic determinants. Under the null
hypothesis, the variance of tms frailty is equal to zero. We test this
hypothesis using a score test which is derived from the marginal par
tial likelihood. The score statistic ean be written as a function of mar-
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tingale residuals. We study the distribution of the score statistic using
counting process theory.
We extend this approach to the case where eaeh subject has a given
frailty but the frailties are correlated. This model includes as a partic
nlar case, the ease of groups. The same derivations ean be applied to
this more general ease to compute the score statistic and its distribu
tion. Application in genetics including testing familial aggregation
and linkage tests are appealing.

John P. Klein (Milwaukee; USA)

Synthesis of Time Dependent Covariates in a Cox Regression

Model

We consider the problem of synthesis of aseries of Cox models for
intermediate events and terminal events in a complex survival exper
iment into predictive probabilities for patient ontcame based on a
dynamic patient history. Two models are considered. The first is based
on a time dependent covariate model for intermediate events and
assumes proportional hazards throughout. The second relaxes this
assumption and fits distinct regressions to each transition. A small
Monte Carlo study is presented which compares the two methods.
These models are illustrated on a complex bone marrow transplant
experiment using data from the International Bane Marrow Trans
plant Regist~

Jochen Mau (Düsseldorf; Germany)

Multivariate Failure Times

Multivariate failure times arise with multicomponent systems in
which each component may fail individually: Or, units of observation
are grouped in clusters, and units within the same cluster have a com
mon profile of exposure in comparison with units from other clusters.
Such data occur with some dental restorations, and the failures of
implants provide the pßtticular context of application.
As a first approach towards data analysis, the suitability of two
graphical methods was studied by simulations and in real data sets: a
seDrl-circle diagram (constellation graph, Wakimoto & Tagun, i978j - -
and a generalized Lexis diagram.
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As a first inferential approach, Nelson-Aalen type estimators for
increased risk of a failure with more implants present were used in
different populations of patients. This statistical approach rests upon
partitioned counting processes with multiplicative intensities that are
speeific to the number ofimplants at risk.

Rapporteur: Gabi Sehulgen
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Tagungsbericht 9/1995

Large Discrete Systems

26.02. - 04.03.1995

The workshop on "Large Discrete Systems" was planned by Thomas Beth
(Karlsruhe) and Martin Grötschel (Berlin). It was intended as a oleeting of
people (rom different areas of science and mathematics to talk to each other,
to learn, and to provide information that others may benefit from. The tra
ditionally spontaneous 'and flexible schedule of Oberwolfach Conferences was
especially advantageous for this interdisciplinary workshop. Many talks had
an additional computer demonstration or discussion in tbe evening. In con
trast to usual Oberwolfach Conferences we bad more survey talks which lead
to rather specialized discussions. Due to collisions with some other important
conferences it was not possible to get together representatives of all sciences
that are connected to large discrete systems. But in reviewing the workshop
we had the impression that it was just the right number of participants to
really profit from all the different areas that were discussed. For more detai
led infornlation on the aims and scopes of the workshop see the abstract of
the general introduction by Th. Beth.

The positive atmosphere of Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut was sup
ported by the weIl known hospitality of the staff and the dedication of Matt
hias Kreck, the director of the institute. It is largely owing to theIn that all
participants left with a positive feeling.
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Vortragsauszüge

Th. Beth
Large Discrete Systems - An Attempt towards Synergy

In setting the stage of our Workshop, it is briefly described what has been
envisaged by the organizers by eombining the many different areas which
are to be represented at this eonference. Using the classical epistemological
hierareby of systems tbe general system descriptions can be classified at the
three different levels:

• behaviour level,

• state level and

• struc.ture level.

Simultaneously the engineering and control aspects of such systems have
to be eonsidered with the preeeding epistomolgy to give sonle guidanee as to
approach this problenl, in whieh aspeets of control and optinlization will go
toget her very closely.

If eomplex systems are considered at some detail with mathematical tools
and languages at the behavioural and state level, these methods have to be
transfornled to allow a mathematical approach from the structure level. Th is
point of view is in view of this conference the major challenge to the areas
eombined froln mathematics, physics, chemistry biology, engineering, and
infornlatics.

The question of setting up layer systems and devices is closely relating
mathematical sciences, lifeseiences and technical sciences, as for instance can
be seen in the principle of selforganization of processes in chemistry, phy
sies, biochemistry, genetics as weil as in traffie control and growth processes
of the combinatorial type. Combinatorial optimization techniques go closely
together with molecular modelling and energy minimization. Large networks
such as Internet or telephone are examples of large discrete systems they
grow aceording to laws which are not inherent in the design principles and
progralnming at structure and state level. However, such systelns are working
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rather weIl. We hope that this conference has contributed to the understan
ding, why?!

H. Meinhardt
Models of biological pattern formation during the development of
higher order organisms

A fascinating aspect of biological systems is the generation of complex struc
tures of an organism during its embryonie deve1opment. This process can be
separated into relatively independent elementary proeesses that are acees
sible to modelling. Molecular feasible interaetions are able to describe the
observed developmental regulation after an experimental interferenee. The
following processes are proposed to playa decisive role. (i) By Ioeal self
enhancement and long ranging inhibition, loeal concentration maxima are
generated, that, for instance, generate the main embryonie axes. (ii) Non
linear autoeatalytic activation of genes cause region-specific gene activations
with sharp borders. These horders become the organizing regions for the next
structures to be formed; for instance legs and wings are initiated this way.
Sy computer simulation we have shown that such ·sets of coupled differential
equations describing production, decay, and diffusion of substances account
for experimental observations in fine details

H. Jürgensen
Molecular Switching

In the early 80's F. L. Carter proposed to use the faet that soliton waves
travelling through molecules change the bonds as a switching mechani"sm 
"soliton valves". Abstracting from the physical and chemical situation, we
consider automata the state sets of which are weighted graphs - "soliton
automata". We describe their computational power in terms of their transi
tion monoids. One finds that comparatively simple soliton graphs give rise
to quite large primitive groups of permutations, thus promising to be highly
efficient switching elements in computers of the (distant) future.

Tb. Lengauer
Prediction of Receptor - Ligand Interaction

We report on the results of a cooperation with pharmaceutical industry
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(BASF, Merck) and molecular biologists (EMBL). The Task is to develop
algorithms for predicting the three-dimensional structure of the molecular
cOlnplex of a protein with a ligand ~olecule with low molecular weight.
Input to the problem is the 3d-structure of the protein and the structure
formula of of the ligand molecule. In order to find low-energy structures for
the nl0lecular complex we have to (i) model chemical interactions such as
H-bonds, salt bridges, and lipophilic interactions explicitly, (ii) take the fle
xibility of the ligand moleeule into account and use it in order to structure
the configuration space. We formulate a discrete version of the problem and
use modifications of methods from computer vision, data c1ustering, and tree
traversal to construet low energy solutions. Dur algorithm has been tested on
10 resolved molecular complexes. It computes realistic sampIes of low-energy
complexes, among them solutions with satisfactory accuracy - i. e., accuracy
within the limits of experimental resolution, in a few minutes on a cOlnmon
workstation ..Joint work with: M. Rarey, S. Wefing , B. Kramer.

u. Oberst
The optimal Fast Gelfand, Fourier and Hartley Transforms

The Discrete Ce/fand Transform (DGT) is defined on the cornplexification
C 0Q A of an abelian Q-algebra A and specializes to the Discrete Fourier
Trans/orm (DFT) on the complex group algebra C[G] = C ®Q Q[G] of a finite
abelian group. The Discrete Hartley Trans/orm (DHT) is defined on the real
algebra R 0Q A and specializes to the Hartley Transform on the real group
algebra R[Cl ("real signals"). Algori thms which compute these transfornls
"fast", i. e. with low complexity, are called Fast Trans/orms 0/ the given type,
abbreviated as FGT, FHT or FFT. The complexity measure used here is thc
relative multiplicative complexity introduced by S. Winograd. In colloquial
terms it counts the number of proper complex resp. real multiplications of
the algorithnl whereas Q-linear combinations are considered costless or of
complexity zero. A FGT, FHT or FFT is optimal if it has minimal cornplexity _
anl0ng all applicable fast transforms, and this complexity is then called the -
complexity of the transform. The Inain result of the work presented in this r:_~

talk is the deternlination of the complexities of the DGT, DHT and DFT and
the construction of the associated optimal FGT, FHT, and FFT algorithms.

The original idea for the optimal fast transforms presented here is due
to C. M. Rader (1968) who used a fast convolution for the FFT on a cyc1ic
group of prime order. This idea was taken up and extended by S. Winograd,
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L. Auslancler and E. Feig from 1978 to 1984 and others. An important and
for the field new ingredient of the theory and the algorithms is the Galois
Theory of abelian number fields.

The usefulness of the FFT for Large Discrete Systems, for instance in
signal processing and in particular image processing, is weIl established. The
general FGT and FHT can be applied to the Fourier transform of complex
or real signals with additional symmetry properties where the FFT does not
nearly yield the best results.

T. Minkwitz
Spectral Analysis of Non-Continous Systems

Classical signal transforms define a spectrum for a signalover Rn. Th~y are
used to observe invariant features of some sort (e. g. the power spectrum of
the Fourier transform) or to manipulate a signal(e. g. through a filter). To
do the needed computation for the transform 9n a digital computer, the Rn
is sanlpled and thus the signal becomes discrete. It is now possible to gene
ralize this concept. Many systellls in engineering can be viewed as coupled
subsystems of some sort. An example is a parallel computer or the telephone
systenl. The subsystems are the processors or switches resp. and the physical
connections link these subsystems. This architecture (structure) can be view
ed as a graph with subsystems, being vertices and connections beingedges.
To analyse a feature (observable variable or state) of the subsystems, one
can often use the automorphism group of the graph and define a spectral
transform for that group. This way features of the systems can be fOllnd that
are invariant under the system structure's automorphism group. It is also
possible to use the group to derive fast algorithms for the spectral transform.
A difficult and still not understood problem is the construction of spectral
transfornls that use a "nice" basis of the spectral space. The nice properties
one would like are usually defined in terms of analysis (such as smoothness)
which is difficult to incorporate into algebraic considerations.

F. Vogt, R. Wille
Conceptual data and knowledge systems

Conceptual data and knowledge systems are recent developments of the re
search group on concept analysis at the TH Darmstadt. They are based on
notions and results of formal concept analysis which is a formal theory of
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conccpts and concept systems. Conceptual data systeo"is can be realized by
the program system TOSCAN A and applied for analysing and exploring da
tao Exalnples of applications are discussed in a wide range. Conceptual data
systerl1s can be extended to conceptual knowledge systeols by adding C001

ponents of knowledge inference and acquisition. Several Illathematical and
cOlnputer science problems are mentioned in this context.

A. Ekert
Quantum Computation

As conlputers become faster they must become smaller because of the fini
teness of tbe ~peed of light. Tbe history of computer science has involved
a sequence of changes from one type of physical realisation to another 
from gears to relays to valves to transistors to integrated circuits and so 00.

Quantum mechanics is already important in the design of microelectronic
components. Sooo it will be necessary to harness quantum mechanics rather
then simply take it ioto account, and at that point it will be possible to
give data processing devices new functionality. Quantuol entanglenlellt and
quantunl interference will make quantum camputation so powerful that ma
ny problems which are believed to be intractable on any classical computer,
will become efficiently solvable. In order to illustrate the power of quantum
data process:ng abrief discussion of Shor's quantum factoring algorithm l1as
been provided aod possibilities of its practical implementation have been dis
cussed

D. DiVincenzo
Physical Realisation of Quantum Computers

There are severe constraints on the physical implementation of conlputation
in quantunl mechanical systems. Some of the best possible systems today,
nuc1ear spin systems and cold ion traps, have been identified. A protocol for
executing coolputations in these systems, borrowed directly from the physics
of magnetic resonance, has been worked out. Amininlai repertoire of such
operations has been identified.
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G. Mahler
At Horne in a Quantum World

Quantuln properties eome in mutually exc1usive subsets: Those being "com
patible" (their operators eOffiluute) and those being ineompatible (then for
Inally appearing as superpositions). For a composite system this may lead to
a situation in whieh loeal subsystem - and non-Ioeal cluster - properties are
ineompatible. The destruction of this web of correlations (in a loeal measu
rement) cau give rise to observable effects like "spooky" action at a distance
(entanglement) and even "time-travels" (non-Iocality in time).

Dur limited experience with those strange" features is now rapidly_ being
enlarged via novel experiments and numerical simulations alike. On a' very
large scale, quantum computation (factoring problem) tries to exploit~these
fragile effects for exponential speed-up. The physical requirements for: this to
work in a eontrollable fashion are extremely demanding, though.

P. Hammerling
Lasers; Principles, Propagation and Interactions

This talk will discuss the physical principles and some practical issues under
lying high-energy glass laser design. Also to be discussed is the propagation
of the laser beam in the atmosphere and its interaction with a target in the
context of laser induced fusion. The laser may be viewed as an example of the
design of a large discrete system whose output beam can be used in a variety
of applications. As will be seen, the nuclear fusion problem involves many
cornplex physics issues and is described by equations that are solved nume
rically. The laser design in itself is not too numerically intensive, however,
the fusion application requires the nUlnerical solution of the hydrodynamic
equations coupled to radiation transport, laser absorption, and nuc1ear par
tide transport to mention but a few features. This will be illustrated and
discussed in the talk.

In its propagation within the laser glass, the beam c~n, due to a non-linear
interaction with the glass, self-focus and cause damage. This can be controlled
by limiting the propagation length as weH as in the glass production process.
Another non-linear process is used to double or tripie the laser frequency. The
plasma physics experience indicates that higher frequencies eouple better to
nlatter. However, the large gla.ss lasers operate in the infra-red part of tbe
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spectrunl. Hence the necessity of frequency conversion.
Propagation of an intense laser beam in the atmosphere can suffer distor

tion due not only to turbulence hut to a self-interaction wherein the beam
heats the atmosphere it travels in thereby altering the refractive index. This
effect, called thermal blooming, can increase the beams divergence. Ir Olle
imagines an intense beam propagating downwards from above the atmos
phere, there can be the possibility of stimulated Raman scattering by the
atrTIospheric nitrogen, leading to generation of lower frequency beams ano
degrading the energy of the main beam.

Tbe interaction of laser light. with matter and its later comportment also
can involve non-linear processes. Consider the laser fusion scheme wberein
one illuminates a spherical target filled with a mixture .of deuterium and
tritiunl, eventually leacling to an implosion which compresses and heats the
fuel to ignition conditions.The incident laser beam first heats and vaporizes
part of the target creating a low density corona. This region is susceptible to
various plasma instabilities, stimulated Brillouin scattering whicb can lead
to enhanced retiection of tbe beam and stimulated Raman scattering which
can lead to acceleration of some of the electrons in the coronal region, the
se can penetrate and pre-heat the interior of the target and thus degrade
its performance. While these two effects can be minimized by using higher
frequency light, there are various hydrodynamic instabilities, such as thc
Rayleigh-Taylor instability, which can lead eitber to target breakup or de
gradation of the implosion conditions. This can he controlled by reducing tbe
surface finish imperfections to a minimum as weIl as the laser intensity fluc
tuations around tbe target. The difficulty of achieving a sufficieritly smooth
incident laser beam, has led to the further conversion of tbe incident beanl
into incoherent soft X-rays. This latter takes place within a high Z capsule
surrounding the original target. The laser beams impinge on and heat the
inside walls of this cavity so that it acts like a black-body with radiation tem
perature in the range of millions of degrees. This can create a much smoother
driving pressure around the target than direct illumination by a laser. These
experiments take place in the temporal range of nanoseconds and the energy
range of tens of kilojoules with megajoule facilities now being designed and
developed. This combination of numerical modeling, experimental checks,
o1aterials research, etc. is typical of a tnodern, complex scientiflc project.

Arecent development, still very much in the research phase is the advent
of very interise laser light sources in the range of 100 femtoseconds. When
focused the incident intensity can exceed l019Wjcm2 • Such intensities lead
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to new effects, for example the eleetrons in the plasnla created or interacting
with sueh a beam ean be aeeelerated to relativistie velocities. This leads to
the intriguing idea that by suitably timing the arrival of such an intense
beam on an imploding target, apart of the fuel could be heated to ignition
eonditions and thus ignite the rest.

D. Lazic
The Channel Coding Problem considered as Optimisation and
Control of Large Discrete Systems

Using the ehannel-determined topology for bounding the error exponent of
specific encoding spaees, it is shown that either binary codes with minimum
distances that exceed the Gilbert-Varshamov bound do not exist, or .11 they
exist they eannot reach the eapacity of the binary symmetrie ehannel. The
solution to the still open famous problem in coding theory, of finding'-binary
codes that exceed the Gilbert-Varshamov bound, does not yield codes that
perform better aceording to the error probability eriterion than almost a11
linear and nonlinear binary eod.es if these are optimally decoded and if the
code rate is in the pennissible range.

Th. Liebling
Polycrystal Growth Models in 3D

Polyerystals are struetures fOllnd in various kinds of materials in partieular
ceramies. They can be modeled as Partitions of a region in R3 into convex
polyhedra. Fron) a theorem by Chandler Davis we know that any (simple)
partition of R d (d ~ 3)into convex regions ean be viewed as apower or La
guerre diagram generated by a corresponding set of spheres or weighted Sit~5.

Such diagrams are therefore weIl suited to model polycrystalline structures.
Analogous structures can be constructed in the unit Hat torus T d allowing
for periodical boundary conditions. Tbe construction of Laguerre diagrams
(viz. their duals, Delaunay partitions) is accomplished using an incremental
Hip algorithm that is demonstrably finite and experimentally efficient. Dyna
mies are introduced into the model by minimizing an energy function, which
is essentially measured as the total grain interface area. This function, i. e.
its gradient is reported on the generating site parameters thereby defining
lllotion equations. These are integrated until the first elementary topologi
cal transformations becomes necessary to keep the structure coherent. The
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corresponding generalized Whitney move is then executed and the process is
continued. Identifying such events is efficiently carried out via Sturm poly
nonlials. Nunlerical simulation on large scale examples (with up to 10000 3D
cells) shows good agreement with empirical data from plane cuts of real alu
mina polycrystals. This is based on work joint with A. Mocellin from Ecole
des Mines de Nancy and H. Telley, F. Righetti and X. Xue from EPFL.

R. Burkard
Assignment problems and asymptotic properties of eombinatorial
optimization problems

After a survey of linear and quadratic assignment problems and their appli
cations we discuss t~e recently introduced biquadratic assignment problems
which arose in connection with circuit design.

We show the bad performance of branch and bound codes on this problem
class and the favourable behaviour of simulated annealing. this might be
connected with the asymptotic behaviour of this problem dass. We can show
that all objective values tend a. s. with increasing size to the expectation
value of the cost coefficients. This finds a nice setting by applying Boltzman
statistics.

A. Bachern
High-speed microsimulations of trame flow

In this talk we report on the usefulness of very fast hardware-oriented mi
croscopic models for traffic simulation. For this purpose the methodology of
cellular automata is adopted to the needs of traffic simulations. It correctly
reproduces start-stop-waves and fundamental diagrams. Two limits of the
model are investigated in detail - the deterministic limit, where all randonl
ness is taken out of the model; and the "cruise control limit" when only the
randomness at full speed is set to zero.

In the second part of the talk we report on experiments with traffic in
networks. We show that traffie management (ATMS) will push traffic ne
ar maximum flow and thus predietion and control will become harder and
harder. Finally we discuss the effect of road and congestion pricing on the
tnaximum throughput

10
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A. Schrijver
Discrete Systems at the Dutch Railways

We discuss two combinatorial problems of the Dutch Railways. The first
considers lninimizing the amount of rolling stock to be purchased in order
to provide enough seats on each scheduled train. This would be an ordinary
miniluum cost circulation problem if only one type of stock is involved, but
when two types should be routed (mutually couplable) we get a. multicommu
nity flow problem. We show how this problem can be solved with the method
of conlbinatorics.

The second problem concerns the design of the hourly pattern of the
railway schedule. This reduces to solving a system of linear equation ~ver the
cyclic group of 60 elements. We describe a method to find a solution with
the he1p of identifying a short cyde basis for the underlying graph.

D. Welsh
Problems about Knots

This surveys SOlue combinatorial questions about knot recognition and enu
Ineration. Deciding whether two knots are isotopic is still not known even t~

be in double exponential time (or space). Tbe knot polynomials excluding
the Alexander have all been shown to be UP-hard to evaluate at all but a
few special points. Thus these offer little hope of success. The enumeration
problenl :- I have shown (1991) that the number of prime links lies between
O(4U

) and 0(27/2)n where n is the crossing number. However the limit of
n-I log 1(n) is not known to exist. I conjecture i t does and that the i~equali

ties L(nt + n) 2:: L(1~) l(n) are true (n, m 2: 3). A similar"inequality for a(n)
is also conjectured. Proving either ·of these would settle the limit question
above.

A. Kerber
Constructive Theory of Discrete Structures and Applications

(Joint work with R. Laue et al.). ·It w~ reported on some methods used in
the construction of discrete structures like

graphs and multigraphs,
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1110lecular graphs,

linear codes,

designs.

Emphasize lay on molecular graphs and our software package MOLGEN ,
as weil as on the recent discovery of 7-designs with small paralneters (..\ =
10,16).

R. "Weismantel, G. Ziegler
Test sets in Integer Programming

In this talk we study an integer programming problem of the type:

maxcx,

Ax ~ b,

°~ x ~ u,

x integral and A E znxm, bE zm, u E N n
, cE zn.

A test set is a subset of vectors in zn such that from any feasible, noo
optimal point, one can move to a better point by applying an element of
the test set. We show in particular, how to compute a test set for integer
programs when the matrix hasnon-negative entries. This algorithm has a
conoection to the Buchberger algorithm for computing the reduced Gröbner

basis of an ideal.
lf tbe integer programming problem is a 0/1 program, we establish the

equiv~lenceof the following three problems in terms of complexity:

1. The optilnization problem.

2. The augmentation problem, i. e., given an objective function c and a
feasible point xo1d , find v such that cv > 0, xo1d + v is feasible, or assert

that no such v exists.

3. The problem of finding an augmentation vector that is irreducible.

12
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A. Martin
A polyhedral approach to the routing problem in VLSI

One of the nlajor tasks in VLSI-design is the routing problenl. Here, given
sets of points (so-called nets) have to be connected by wires where Inany
technical side constraints have to be taken into account and an objective
function like the total wiring lengtb must be minimized. Usually the routing
problenl is to complex to be solved in one step. Depending on the users
choice of deconlposing the problem, depending on thc underlying fabrication
technology and depending on the given design rules nlany subproblems arise
that can be formulated as follows: Given a graph G = (V, E) with edge
weights W e , edge capacities Ce, e E E, and node sets T}, ... ,TN , find edge
sets S., . .. ,SN such that each Sk connects Tk, at most Ce of these edge sets use
edge e for each e E E, and the weighted sum of the edge sets is minimal. We
call this problem the Steiner tree packing problem and every feasible solution
aSteiner tree packing. We consider the Steiner tree packing problem from
a polyhedral point of view. We define an appropriate polyhedron P whose
vertices are in one-to-one correspondence to the Steiner tree packings in the
graph alld look for a good inequality description of P. We use this in~quality

description to develop a branch and cut algorithnl. We will sketch -some of
the illlpielnentation details of this algorithm including separation anel primal
heuristics. Finally, we present some results for a special routing pröblem in
VLSI design, the so called switchbox routing problem. (This is joint work
with M. Grätschel and R. Weismantel.)

A. Ekert
Quantum Cryptography

The purpose of cryptography is to transmit information in such a way that
access to it is restricted to the intended recipients. While c1assical crypto
graphy enlploys various mathematical techniques to restriet eavesdroppers
fronl learning the content of encrypted nlessages, in quantum mechanics the
infornlation is protected by the laws of physics. In classical cryptography
an absolute security of information cannot be guaranteed. The Heisenberg
uncertainty principle and quantum entanglenlent can be exploited in a sy
stelll of secure comnlunication, often referred to as "quantum cryptography".



Quantum cryptography provides a nleans for two parties to exchange an ency
phering key over a private channel with absolute security of communication.
I have discussed one particular quantum cryptosysteITI in which the key en
coding is based on quantum entanglement and tbe Bell theorenl

Berichterstatter: Jörn Müller-Quade
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 10/1995

Mathematische Stochastik
5.3. - 11.3. 1995

Zu dieser Tagung unter der gemeinsamen Leitung von Dietrich Stoyan (TU Bergakademie
Freiberg) und Hans-Georg Müller (University of California) trafen sich Spezialisten der
Stochastik und der mathematischen Statistik aus verschiedenen Ländern mit einem brei
ten Spektrum an Interessen, wobei das Hauptinteresse den Fragen der rä.umliche Stati
stik, der räumlichen Datenanalyse (statistische Bildverarbeitung) sowie Problemen der
stochastischen Geometrie galt. .

Diese Themenkreise erfuhren in den letzten zehn Jahren eine enorme Entwicklung, die
durch Erfordernisse aus verschiedenartigen Anwendungsgebieten beschleunigt und teil
weise bestimmt wurde. Der teils gut ausgebaute mathematische Apparat (z.B. Punkt
prozesse, zufällige abgeschlossene Mengen, Integralgeometrie) mußte und muß dabei weiter
verfeinert werden, und gerade Verfahren aus der "klassischen" Statistik sind bei räumlichen
(ebenen) Problemen erheblich zu modifizieren und führen auf neue, zum Teil recht kom
plizierte theoretische Fragestellungen. Eine derartige fruchtbringende Wechselwirkung
zeigte sich in den außerordentlich regen Diskussionen nach den Vorträgen und in den vor
tragsfreien Zeiten. Neben Vorträgen zu einigen anderen Fragen der Statistik (wie Bayes
sehe Verfahren und Change-Points Problemen) waren wichtige Themen dieser Tagung:

• Modelle, Statistik und Stereologie von zufälligen abgeschlossenen Mengen, insbeson-
dere bei Booleschen Modellen und zufälligen Mosaiken,

• Räumliche Markov-Modelle - deren Statistik und Simulation,

• Probleme der statistisc~enGestaltsanalyse,

• Grenzwertsä.tze für Funktionale von räumlichen und abhängigen Größen,

• (Markierte) Punktprozeßmodelle und Bildverabeitung,

• Kaplan-Meier Schätzer und dessen Verallgemeinerungen

• Survival Analysis und Analyse ein-und mehrdimensionale Zeitreihen

Insgesamt hatte die Tagung 37 Teineh~er, die 31 Vorträge hielten. Ein Abend war dem
gegenseitigen Vorstellen gewidmet, was mit einer gelungenen musikalischen Umrahmung
(getragen von Herrn Mammitzsch und Herrn Schmitt) verbunden wurde.
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Vortragsausszüge - Abstracts
V. Benes
Total projections of random surfaces

For a given stationary random surface proeess in lRd we define the projeetion measure by
means of its weights (normal orientations). We derive characteristics of the random pro
jection measure including intensity, weight distribution, pair correlation function, Palm
distribution. In connection with the formula for the pair correlation function the two
point weight distribution is studied and the inversion of the two-fold eosine transform
is derived. Finally, the varianee of the projeetion measure is evaluated explieitly for an
anisotropie Poisson process. An applieation for the eomputation of varianees of stereo-_
logieal estimators of surface intensity is given. ..

J. Chadreuf
Modelling random surfaces with Boolean randon functions

A non-parametric estimation proeedure for Boolean random funetions having a half-sphere
as primary grain is proposed when a non-stationarity is present. It is assumed that this
non-stationarity depends only on one known direction and that 00 longe range trend is
present. We assume also that a multiplieative decomposition of the intensity function
between a spatial term and a mean intensity term exists. The method is applied to a case
study in soil science.

S.N. Chiu
Estimators of distance distributions for spatial point patterns: Hanisch' vis
Kaplan-Meier

Statistieal estimators of the empty space function for spatial point patterns are compared.
. It is shown that a Hanisch type estimator is closely eonnected with a Kaplan-Meier type
estimator.introdueed by Baddeley and Gill (1993,1994). Corresponding density estimators
can be interpreted as minus-sampling estimators. For practieal use the Hanisch type
estimator is reeommended.

N. Cressie
Spatial statistical analysis with partially ordered Markov models •

Consider the spatial process {Z(u) : u E D}, where D = {St, ... , sn} is a finite set o~
spatiallocations in IRd• It is easy to see that (D, <), a partially ordered set equipped with
the partial order <, is a one-to-one correspondence with a minimal directed acyclic graph.
We define a partially ordered Markov model (POMM) as having the property that:
The conditional probability of Z(8i), given Z(.) at all sites s· < Si and Z(.) at all sites
unrelated to 8i =
The conditional probability Z(8i), given Z(.) at only the adjacent lower neighbours of Si,

for all Si that are not minimal elements of (D, <).
It is shown that the joint probability of {Z(u) : u E D} can be written ·in closed produet
form and that {Z(u) : u E D} is a Markov random field with neighbours generated from
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the adjacent lower neighbourhood sets of (D, <). It is also seen that POMM's can be
generated hy imposing a partieular loeal Markov property on the (finite) directed acyclic
graph obtained from (D, <) ; the latter construetion is due to Lauritzen & Spiegelhalt~r

(1988, J.Royal Statist. Soe. B). Our results give formulas for the likelihood-based infer
ence on unknown POMM parameter and for fast simulation. We have used the POMM's
in image texture analysis, Baysian hierarchieal modeling, and spatio-temporal statistcal
analysis.

I. Dryden
Statistical shape analysis

Statistical shape analysis has a wide variety of applications, for example in image analysis,
medieal imaging, computer vision, arehaeology, biology and geography. With increasingly
large amounts of image data being routinely eollected the automatie interpretation of such
images becomes very important. Tasks such as object recognition by a robot, loeation of
defects in fa.ctory goods, and disease diagnosis from museIe ~iopsies would all involve the
use of shape analysis. The shape of an object eonsists all of its geometrical properties
that are invariant under translation, sealing and rotation - and statistieal shape analysis
eoncerns models and methods for inference where this invariance is taken~into account.
Probability distributions for shape will be explored and these will be used f~r practical in
ference. Many methods for analyzing the size and shape of landmark data are in principle
as straightforward for 3-D data as for 2-D data. For example, Procrustes aD:a.lysis provides
a general framework for shape analysis in rn-dimensions. Alternatively, piocedures such
as edge superimposition are also easily generalized. However, the geometry of the shape
space for 3-D data is complicated and distributions for 3-D shape are not easily obtained.
These issues will be explored in some biological datasets.

T. Gasser
.Estimating shift functions by dynamic time warping

Dur interest in shift functions comes from tbe analysis of sampies of curves (K~eip &
Gasser, Ann. Statist., 1992). In structural analysis we try to align individual functions
to an average dynamie via smooth strictly monotone shift functions. The latter have
been determined on a discrete grid by common features in the curves (such as extrema,
inflection points) followed by strictly monotone interpolation. Dynamic time warping has
heen developed for speeeh analysis and consists in minimizing a cost function, without
" features" . We can show that an appropriately modified cost funetion deterrnines the
"right"shift function. Further, expressions for bias and. varianee can be derived.

F. Götze
Rates of convergence in functional limit theorems and lattice point problems

We eonsider the distribution of quadratic forms Qn = EI<i<j<n aijXiXj in Li.d. r.v.'s
. XI, , X n • It can be approximated by the distribution of Cfn =LI<i<j<n aij}i}j , where

lti, ,Yn are i.i.d. normal r.v.'s whieb have zero mean and varian-ce f similarly as tbe
X's. Assuming EJX1 J3 < 00 we prove

sup IIF{Qn < x} lP{Gn < xli = O(in) ,
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where In = maX1~i~n Ei=1 laiil·
If the sixth largest eigenvalue of (aii )i,i=1,...,n is bounded away from zero as n -+ 00, we
prove this approximation up to an errar O(maXl~i~nEi=l la1j l).

For arbitrary ellipsoids E in lRk the following lattice point approximation result holds:

1# (Zk n rE) - Volk(r E)I = O(rk
-

2
) as r -+ 00 ,

provided that k ~ 9. The constants depends on k and the eigenvalues of E only.

M.B. Hansen
Estimators for range of vision

Imagine yourself standing in a forest, what is the range of vision in a particular direction? _
This distance distribution, usually denoted the linear eontaet d.istribution funetion is of.
interest in many spatial statistical applications. It enables e.g. estimation of: (i) preferred
alignment of sets, (ii) parameters of specified spatial models, and (iii) the star volume.
In the talk we will foeus on regularity properties of the distribution funeion and discuss
estimation by means of the redueed sampie and the reeently introdueed Hanisch "and
Kaplan-Meier estimators. Finally we take a look at an application to images of protein
network in yoghurt.

L. Heinrich
Central limit theorems for the empirical K-function of a homogeneous Poisson
process in lRd

The statistical seeond-order analysis of a stat.ionary (isotropie) point process \11 = Ei>l'<5Xi

in lRd is mainly based on the estimation of the so-called K-funetion -

K(r) :=..\ E[\I1(Br (o) \ {o}I\I1({o}) > 0] ,0 ~ T ~ R < 00

where the intensity ..\ = IE\I1([O, 1)°) is known or estimatd by 'l1(An )/IAn l from a rectan
gular or circular sampling region An expanding in all direetions. In ease of a stationary
Poisson process we have K(r) = ..\2wdrd, where Wd denotes the volume of the unit ball
B1(0). There are several (asymptotieally) unbiased estimators of K(r),· e.g.

Kn(r) = IAnl-1 E IAn (Xi)'1I(Br (Xi ) \ {Xi})

For these empirical K-funetions we prove Berry-Esseen bounds of order IA~I-1/2, Edgee
worth expansions in tbe integral and loeal CLT and large deviation relations in so-ealled
Linnik zones [0, IAn 1

1
/

6 1ogQ (Anll for some Q > O. A functionallimit theorem provides the
limiting distribution of the scaled maximal deviation

ß n := «(Anl/A)1/2 sup IKn{r) - ;\2wdr
dl

O~r~R

whieh is equal to limn_ oo lP(~n ~ x) =
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where L := 2~wdJr1/(1 + 2~wdRd). This enables us to construct a goodness-of-fit test
for checking the Poisson hypothesis on a given point field. The corresponding problem,
when the intensity is estimated, leads to a slightly different result. Most of the presented
results remains valid with obvious changes fot Poisson cluster processes with uniformly
bounded clusters.

E.B. Vedel-Jensen
A simpler proof of the Blaschke-Petkantschin formula

Tbe Blaschke-Petkantschin formula is a formula in integral geome~ry, giving a geometrie
measure decomposition of a q-fold product of Hausdorff measures. In this talk, I present a
new and simpler proaf of this formula, which avoids a product version of the coarea formula
and makes extensive use of multilinear algebra. The proo! is based on induction. In. the
classical version of this formula, the special case of decomposition of a q-fold product
of Lebesque measures is considered. The special case q == 1 is polar decomposition of
Lebesgue measure while the induction step q - 1 -+ q involves in addition to the induction
assumption the commuting relation dL;(q_l)dL;_l = dL:_ 1 dL;. This type of induction
cannot be used in the general case where Hausdorff measures are considered, hut still an
inductive proof is possible. In the talk I illustrate this by proving the case"where one set
is involved by induction on p and r of the subsets .c;(f') involved.

H.R. Künsch
Hidden Markov ra"ndom fields

We show that we can ~stimate the law of a stationary random field witb finite state space
by using the sieve of hidden Markov random fields, i.e. of many one-to-one functions
of nearest neighbour Markov fields on a larger state space. The cardinality of this state
ßpace is the regularization parameter of the sieve. It has to increase together with the
observation window at a suitable rate. We also discuss an algorithm for maximum like
lihood estimation of the parameters of a hidden Markov random field. It uses Markov
chain Mante Carlo and convex majorization of minus log-likelihood. -.\:_::

M.-C. von Lieshout (joint work with A. Baddaley)

A non-parametric measure of interaction in spatial point patterns

Tbe stength and range of interpoint inter~tions in a spatial point process can be quan
tified by a function J = (1 - G)/(l - F), where G is the nearest-neighhour distance
distribution function and F the empty space function of the process. J( r) is identically
equal to 1 for a Poisson process; values of J(r) smaller or larger than 1 indicate clustering
or regularity, respectively. We show that, for a large class of point processes, J(r) is con
stant for distances' r greater than tbe range of spatial interaction. Hence, both the range
and type of interaction cao be inferred from J without parametric model assumptions.
We show that the J -function of the superposition of independent point processes is a
weighted SUffi of those of the components. This property cao be used to study interactions
in multivariate point patterns.
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I. Molchanov (joint work with L. Heinrich)

Limit theorems rar random measures associated with germ-grain models

We consider germ-grain models with i.i.d. compact" (convex) grains and define a dass
of stationary randorn measures associated with them. These measures are determined
by the "visible" parts of the shifted grains, for example, by their exposed boundaries.
The intensity and higher-order moment measures of these random measures are explicitly
calculated and the corresonding ergodic theorem is proved. Assuming that the underlying
stationary point process is absolutely regular or ß- mixing with sorne polynomial mixing
rate (which is automatically satisfied for Poisson processes), a corresponding CLT for the
empirical intensity is proved and its asymptotic variance could be obtained in a closed
form. It turns out that in the special case of a Boolean model the assupmtions to hold
the CLT coincide with those ensuring the finiteness of the variance, i.e. they ,are actuall~
optimal. The class of associated random measures under consideration comprises, in
particular, the positive extensions of the Minkowski measures. The derived limit theorems
are applied to find the approximate distributions of estimators for parameters in statiot;lary
Boolean .models.

J. M~ller

Markov chain Monte Carlo methods and spatial point processes

The objective in this talk is both to review those Markov chain Monte Carlo methods,
which are used for finite point processes with either a fixed or a random number of
points, and to discuss the problem of modelling spatial point processes which exhibit
regular or clustered patterns. We consider a general set-up which covers ordinary spatial
point processes and marked point processes as used in spatial statistics and stochastic
geometry. First we study general Metropolis-Hastings type algorithms and compare these
with the usual birth-death process techniques. The algorithms are used in a discussion on
the effect of conditioning on the number of observed points when performing likelihood
inference for the interaction structure of the model. Secondly, we discuss some practical
aspects of using the algorithms in cases where different types of Markov point processes
are used as models for either regular or c1ustered platterns. Especially, in the case of
clustering, it is demonstrated that the usual Gibbsian point processes or Ripley and Kelly
(1977) Markov point processes do not provide very flexible and satisfactory models and
most algorithms become very ineflicient. However, the larger class of nearest-neighbour
Markov point processes introduced in Baddeley and Mßller (1989) may provide niuce
better models which in turn are feasible for simulation. We illustate this by a particular
example of a nearest-neighbour Markov model for a disc process which can clustered as
weH as regular patterns.

L. Muche
Distributional properties of the Poisson Voronoi tessellation

For the Voronoi tessellation generated by a" stationary Poisson point process in lRd a
method for the determination of contact distributions is given. In particular, a tractable
form of the spherical and linear contact distribution function of the planar and spatial
Poisson Voronoi tessellation and the spherical contact distribution function of a planar
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section through a spatial Poisson Voronoi tessellation (being neither a planar Poisson
Voronoi nor a another planar Voronoi tessellation) is obtained. By means of the linear
contact distribution function an expression for the chord length distribution function
in terms of double integrals is derived. Further results are proved by combining the
distributional properties of tbe generating Poisson process and a well-known formula of
R.E. Miles describing the configuration of points around the neighbourhood of the typical
vertex in a Poisson Voronoi tessellation. This enables us to determine the distribution
function of tbe angles around the typical vertex and the distribution function of the typical
edge length. Planar sections through a higher-dimensional Poisson-Voronoi tessellations
and tbe paircorrelation function of tbe point process of vertices are also discussed in some
detail.

w. Nagel
Estimation of the Euler-Poincare characteristic from pairs of parallel sections

Consider a standard model of stochastic geonietry - a stationary random closed set
(RACS) in lRd, e.g. a Boolean model, having the property that a.s. t~.~. intersection
with any compact convex set is a finite union of convex compact set. For- this model the
intensity Xv of tbe Euler-Poincare characteristic (briefly EPC) can be defined as the mean
EPC per unit volume.
A stereologieal problem cons~~ts in estimating Xv from observations from lower-dimensional
sections. DeHoff and Gundersen' have suggested heuristic methods wbich are based on a
pair of parallel (hyperplane) sections - the so-ealed disector - 'and which are derived from
Hadwiger's inductive definition of tbe EPC. As our main result we present an estimator
for Xv and give conditions ensuring its unbiasedness.

Y.Ogata
Period-age-cohort decomposition of incidence rate from incompletely detected
retrospective data

A statistical point-process model is introduced to decompose an intensity,"-,~etrospective

incidence data on (time,age)-coordinates into three risk factors of period, äge and cohort,
taking missing incidence into consideration. For the objective decomposition a Bayesian
estimation method with a smooth prior is applied. Analysis of onset data of diabetes in
a Ioeal district is carried out. We examine the goodness-of~fit in comparison with other
types of smoothed intensity models of tbe (time,age)-coordinate.

A. Penttinen
Markov chain Monte Carlo method in Bayesian and and likelihood inference
for Gibbsian point processes

The first problem consists in practical aspects in modelling spatial point patterns. In their
statistical anaysis the data, usually a point map, is given. The quality of such a data set is
discussed and same suggestions are made for statistical modelling in connection of Gibbs
point processes. Especially, models with measurement errors are considered.
The second problem is an algorithmic one. Various possibilities to create MCMM algo
rithms for solving maximum likelihood equations in connection of Gibbs point processes
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are suggested.
The third part gives a short outline for estimation of pair potential function using Bayesian
approach. The method suggested is a "semiparametric" one.

G. Roussas
Estimation under dependence

Let Yni , i = 1, ... , n, observables taken at points Xni, selected at will be tbe experimenter
from the interval [0,1], and suppose that the Yni '5 are related to xni's through the re
lationship Yni = g(xnil + cni. Here 9 is an unknown real-valued continuous function on
[0,1], and the errors Cni, i = 1, ... , n, satsify the requirement (ent, ... , Cnn) = (et, . .. , en)
in distribution for each n ~ 1; (et), t = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , is a stationary general linear time
series with lE{o =°and Var(eo) = u2 E (0, (0). The problem is that of estimating g(x)A
for each x E [0,1]. The proposed estimate is 9n(X) = E?=t Wni(X)Yni, where theweightsWJ
Wni are subject to certain "regularity" conditions. If the {- process is also strong mixing,
then, under same additional assumptions, it is shown that, as n --+ 00 :

Egn(X) ---+ g(x) , gn(x)~ g(x) , (un(x»-t (9n(X) - JEgn(x» ~ N(O, 1) ,

where (O'n(X»2 = Var(9n(X)) .

If the e- process is not strong mixing, then the asymptotic normality above still holds,
under suitable conditions..
Now let Xl, ... ,Xn be random variables which are positive (negative) quadrant depen
dent, coming from a stationary sequence, and having (marginal) distribution function
(briefly dJ.) Fand probability density function f. F may be estimated by the empirieal
dJ. Fn and also by a smooth kernel-type estimate FR. For n ~ 1"and each real t, define
i(n) = i(n, t) by :

i(n) := {min{k ~ 1 : MSE(Fk(t» ~ MSE(FR(t»)} ,

where MSE(Fk(t» is the mean squared error of FIc(t). Under suitable. regularity con
ditions, it is seen that the optimal (in the MSE sense) bandwidth hn is the same as
that in the independent identically distributed case. Next, limsuPn_oo i(n)/n $ 1 and
limn _ oo i(n)/n = 1 iff n[lEFn(t) - F(t)]2 -+ O. If, however, n[lEFn(t) - F(t)]h;;-t -+ 0, then
[i(n) ~ n]h;t tends to a finite constaut 9(t) t:. O. Should this constant be positive (which
happens for a suitable choice of the kernel), then i(n) is substantially bigger than n, ·an_
in fact, i(n) - n -+ 00. In this sense, FR is deficient as it compares to Fn . . •

M. Rudemo
Point process analysis with image data

Three examples of analysis of marked point processes from image data are discussed. In
[3] we estimate loeal weed densities from photos of small rectangles suitable sampled from
a field - each photo covering a ground area of the order 15 x 22cm2 • From such a colouT
image of crap and weed plants against a soil background dijoint segments eorresponding
to green parts of the image are eonstructed. This set of segments, viewed as a marked
point process~ is used to estimate the density of the weed plants. The main problem in
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obtaining good etimates are caused by the edge effects, partial cover of weed plants by
crop and overlapping weed plants.

In the se~ond example, a digitized aerial photo of a plot of an even-aged stand of tbe Nor
way spruee is smoothed by a two-dimensional kernei, for instance an isotropie Gaussian
kernel. The stern number per hectar in 6 differently managed subplots (varying thin
ning degrees) is estimated from the number of maxima of the smoothed image. For the
eruciaI bandwidth estimation problem an iterative method based on analyses at several
resolutions for each subplot is suggested in [1].

The third example [2] covers a sequence of weather radar intensity images. Each image
is modelIed as a mixture of two-dimensional Gaussian distributions corresponding to rain
cells. A Kaiman filter is used to track the evolution in time of the rain cells. The filter is
tested for its ability to track tbe rain eells in tbe presence of astrang rotational component
of motion.

[1] Dralle, K. & Ruderno, M. (1995) Stern number estimation bykernel smoothing of
ae~iaI photos.· Manuscript under preparation.

[2] Larsen, M. (1995) A KaIman filter for tracking rain cells. To appe~.)n Proc. 9th
Scand. Gonl. Image Analysis, Uppsala, June 1995. :', ..

[3] Ruderno, M., Sevestre, S. & Andreasen, C. (1995) Marked point process.models crop
weed images. To appear in Proc. 9th Scand. Gonf. Image Analysis, Uppsa~a, June 1995.

F.J. Samaniego (joint work with 'Nieth)

On the efficacy of Baysesian estimation in nonidentifiable models, with appli
cations to medical screening tests and competing risks problems;.:

While classical estimation approaches are inapplicable in the presence of nonidentifiabil
ity, Bayes estimations are feasible and interpretable in many such ,problems. Through
examination of a simple prototype - tbe estimation of the pair (PI, P2) from a binomial
observation X - B(n, Pt +P2) - a template is suggested for the evaluation of the efficacy
of Bayesian estimators of nonidentifiable parameters. The class of prior nirlchlet distri
butions for whicb tbe limiting Bayes estimator (n --+ (0) improves on the prior estimator
under squared error loss is characterized. In competing risks, the limiting Bayes estimator
of the multiple decrement function is obtained and its efficacy is examined in similar ways.
Among tbe results obtained is that tbe limiting Bayes estimator of the maximal survival
probability based on the prior Dirichlet process with multivariate exponential mean is
uniformly superior to the prior estimate when the true multiple decrement function is
mul_tivariate exponential.

I. Saxl .
Boolean cluster models: Spherical contact distances and induced tessellations

A Boolean cluster model X is the union set of a stationary Poisson process in the space
Z of a11 finite subsets of IRd. Three particular eases .are treated in detail:
(i) deterministic clusters, Le. Z = {Zt, ... , Zm} is a fixed m- tuple of points,
(ii) Poisson clusters, i.e. Z C BR (globular or Matern cluster) or Z C 8BR (spherical
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cluster), where BR is the d-ball of radius R centred in the origin and the number of
cluster members is Poisson distributed with mean 711,
(iii) Binomial (globular and spherical) clusters as in (ii) with fixed m = m.
First, the "size" of the clusters EVd(convZ) is discussed, then the mean dilation tPz(r) :=
E( Z E9 Br ) is computed and the spherical contact distribution function of X

Hx(r) := P(X n Br ~ 0) = 1 - exp{-,\t/Jz(r)} , r > 0 ,

is investigated for all the above mentioned cases, especially with respect to variable R > O.
In the second part, the effect of tbe cluster parameters R, m on the distribution ofcell
area in the Voronoi tessellation generated by point clusters cf the type (i) is examined.

M. Schmitt e
Inference of the Boolean model: A new formula for the Choquet capacity of
the primary grain

We analyse the foolowing points concerning the inference of the Boolean model (= union
of randomly distributed independent grains):
(i) which parameters can actually be inferred in the stationary and non-stationary case
(ii) we experimentally compare three different estimators oI the intensity (Steiner - Weil
- Schmitt). In the convex case, Weil's estimator turns out to be the mostaccurC!-te.
(iii) we present two new formulae for estimating the density in the non-stationary case
and the Choquet capacity of the primary grain (provided it is ~niformly bounded).

(The discussion after the presentation has shown that a co~tinua.tion of Weil's and Schmitt's
estimators can be used to estimate the mean number of connected components.. cf the pri
mary grain.)

K.S. Song
Change - points problem

In this talk, the problem of computing the exactvalue of the asymptotic efficiency of max
imum likelihood estimators of a discontinuous signal in Gaussian white noise is considered.
A method bas~d on constructing difference equations for the appropriate moments is pre
sented and used to obtain the exact variance of the Pitman estimator. Other related
unsolved problems are also discussed..

U. Stadtmüller
Spatial smoothing of geographically aggregated data with application to the
construction of incidence maps

The starting point of this investigation is tbe commonly encountered situation in spatial
statistics where the data like counts of indices of a certain desease are only available in
geographically aggregated form. We develop a fairly general model for this situation to
propose a smoothing method to recover the unknown smooth spatial function which is
assumed to generate the observations. In the case of count data, the target function is
tbe intensity function, conditionally to the total number of observations. Our proposed
method is based on a modified version of the locally weighted least square methode It
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uses the shape and size of tbe aggregation areas and avoids the arbitrariness of selecting
a point in each area to which the data are attached. We derive asymptotic properties of
the method and propose same numerical procedures for calculating the estimates.

M.L. Stein
Fixed domain asymptotics for spatial periodograms

The periodogram for a spatial process observsd on a lattice is often used to estimate
the spectral density. The bases for such estimators are two asymptotic properties that
periodograms commonly possess:first, that tbe periodogram at a particular frequency
is approximately unbiased for tbe spectral density , and second, tbe correlation of the
periodogram at distinct frequenci~s is approximately zero. For spatial data, it is often
appropriate to use fixed domain asymptotics in whieh the observations get increasingly
dense in some fixed region as their number increases. Using fixed domain asymptotics,
this work shows that standard asymptotic results for periodograms do not apply and that
using the periodogram· of the raw data ean yield highly misleading results. However, by
appropriately filtering the data before computing tbe periodogram, it is possible to obtain
results similar to tbe standard asymptotie results for spatial periodogram.~~~..

D. Stoyan
Set-valued means of sampIes of particles ..

The aim is to determine set-valued means for sampies of objects such as powder-partieles
or sand grains without respeet to their loeation and orientation. The idea is to translate
the coresponding compact sets K}, ... , K n C IR2 tothe origin and to rotate them so that
they are "elose together" and then to use appropriate definitions of means for random
compaet sets to the new sampie. This method eao be justified mathematieally by de
scribing the K i by functions (indicator, support or others) and by considering them as
elements of a suitable Hilbert space on whieh a group is acting.

w. Stute
The statistical analysis of Kaplan-Meier integrals

Let Fn denote the Kaplan-Meier estimator compute from a sampie of possibly censored
data, and let e.p be a given function. In this paper some of the most important properties
of tbe Kaplan-Meier integral JrpdFn are reviewed. The SLLN, tbe CLT, the bias and the
Jackknife. Since Kaplan-Meier integrals eonstitute the leading term of more eomplicated
statistical functionals od Fn these results may be viewed a.s the cornerstones for a.nalyzing
right-eensored data.

A. Tsybakov
Nonparametrie estimation of level sets

Let f(x) be a probability density on RN, and let Xl' ... ' Xn be a sampie from f(x).
Consider the problem of estimation of the level set G := {x : f(x} ;::- A}, where A ~ 0 is
the level. It is assumed that G belongs to a class of subsets of RN (for example, convex
sets, ~r sets with smooth boundaries and star-shaped structure). Tbe estimates of Gare
constructed, based on the ma.ximization of Ioeal empirieal excess mass. It is shown that

11



under the appropriate choice of parameters of the estimates they achieve optimal rates of
convergence, and these rates are explicitly given. An interesting consequence is that the
zero-level sets, i.e. the support, of the density f{x) can be estimated better than the sets
of level ..\ > o.

J.-L. Wang
Is there a deceleration in mortality?

When data were observed periodically or discreteIy, it is customary to use lifetable or
some smooth version of it to estimate the mortality rate (ar hazard rate). However, such
methods may induce bias to the oidest segment of the population, the so-called oidest-
old group. We discuss this effect and suggest a transformation to correct such bias. A
revised Iocally weighted least squares method is proposed as the smoothing method for~
the transformed lifetable estimate. The method is illustrated on arecent data set to check.
the Gopertz Iaw of mortality and whether there is a deceieration in aging or not at oider
ages.

w. Weil
Mean bodies of particle processes and Boolean, models

For a stationary point process X of conves bodies, a mean particle M(X) is defined by
the support function

h(M(X),.) := I f h{K, .)dPo(K)
Jf(o

where i is the intensity and Po tbe distribution of the typical grain (being a probability
measure on the set A,o of bodies with Steiner point at 0). If h(K,.) is replaced by the
surface area measure S(K, .), in the same manner the Blaschke body B(X) is obtained.
Several equivalent descriptions of these mean bodies are given, reiated to tbe problem to
estimate a mean particle of X from a bounded sampling window or from a Tandom section
X n E , where E is a plane. .
In particular, it is shown that IEEM(XnE) = M 2(B(X)), where M2 is a known transform,
which can be inverted.. This allows the estimation of B(X) from planar sections X n E.
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Tagungsbericht 11/1995
Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen:

Topological and Geometrical Methods in ODE's
19.-25.03.1995

'Tbe conference was organized by J. Mawhin (Louvain~la-NellveLK. Sclllnit.t
(Salt Lake City), and H.O. Walther (Giessen). As Cl. theme the orgallizers had
chosen

Topological and Geometrical Methods.

Forty-three scientists from twelve different countries look part. 'fhirty-three
lcctures were presented, including Olle evening SCIllinar organized by partici
pants. A quick glance through the list of participants and the titles of thc
lecturcs will indicat.e the high quality of the progranl.
Lcct.ures ou thc Conley index showcd tbat this tool, whicll in thc past see
rned confined to, say, thc detection of heterocJinlc connections, has grown to
hc usefuJ for the irtvestigatioll of cOlnplex and subtlc phenOll1Cna (cxistence
of chaot.ic. Jllotion, singular pertuhation thcory, ctc.) and t.hat cornputer··
adapted versions are heing developed. They have Icd to C(HTIputer-assisted
proofs, a s(,riking e.xample of which is thc proof of the presence of shift dy
iliUllics ill the Lorenz equations.
In t:ritical point ihcory, new theorenls concerning thc nUTllber of periodic
orhit.s on energy sllrfaces in HanJiltonian systenlS were reported. rrhese rc
sults can hc viewed as improvenlcnts of theorenls by Maser-Weinstein and
Fadell-RabinowiLz. Furthennore, "ncw Mountain Pass and Linking Theo~cnls
for st.rolJgly indpfinjtc fUflctionals with very general syrnllletrics werc pres('n
ted.

A purely topological construction of a Fuller index counting periodic orbits
of sClniOows was cxplained.
()uc dcep result on nonexpansive 1nnps in llln characterized all possi ble peri
ods of pcriodic points.
A dcgrec f01' gradient. 17~aps with syuunetries was prescntcd.
Olle lccturc dealt with bifurcations of high codinlcnsion alld heterodinic
connections in an eqllivariant setting.
Con1.rihllt.iolls nlore. on thp. geon)(~trir.a.l sidc conc.p.llira,(,eo Oll t.lw IEx(:hn.nyr.
I~enuna, an irnportallt tool in singular pertubation thcory, and on t.hc role of
invariant nlanifolds in the LlJeory of differential garnes.
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rl'he COIlCCptS and tools addressed above, as weIl as ot.hcrs itlcluding t.hc coin

(;idcnr.e dcgrce, the Nielsen numbcl', and lhe cJassicaJ Polllca.rl~-Hirkh{)frfixed

point. thcorcln werc applied to find pcriodic, subhanJlollic, hOlllocJinic, and

het.erodillic solut.ions of Hanliltonian systelns, force<! peuduhull cquat.iolls

of variolJs t.ypes, systelIls for tnany interacting particles, cqllatiolls fnr ,nas:,

points in bounded areas, equations for travelling waves 111 layercd rHedia,~ and

sevcral singuJarly perturbed ODE's.

Thc rrwisi Theorerrl and normal forn) theory wert": used to prove thc st.a.hilit,y

of pcriodic orbits of Hamiltonian systen1s far (roln illtcgrablc ones.

A boundary vaJue problem of Sturnl-Liouville type was discuss(~d.

A new theory of lattice differential equations wa,s prescnted. Thpsc C()llsi~t

of an infinite number of ODE's coupled to each othcr by nearcst ncighbollr

int.eractions. They exhibit lnteresting phenomena1 for instancc spatial chans,

anti <.trise in applications such as in material sciencc alld netlral llcf,works.

'rwo lec't,ures about delay differentiaJ equations dealt with COlJII(~ctlJlg l)rbit.~l

the existence nf chaotic motion, and with ,g;lobal bifurcatioll of wavcf,ypC' so

Illtions.

Sevcral Jectures involved applications of dynanlicat SystClllS, or ()))}<: f,ecll

niques Lo partial differential equations. In SOfne cascs t,hi~ 111Callt t.a,kiu~ cl.

dynatl1icaJ systenlS pcrspective on PDE problenls, and in others tbc ODE\

sat.isfied by solutions of partieular interest were thc fOCHS.

T'opics illcluocd a classification of attractors for rcaction--diffusion cquati

ons by pcnl\utaiions, asynlptotic periodicity for all initial data \n a. tiolc

pcriodic reactiou-·diffusion equation, cOlnplicated lI1otioJl for a Gill/jhllrg

Landa\l equation, thc stabiJity of lllultiple pulse solutions, and t.he hiftlt'ca.t.i

Oll of sf.andilJg anti rotating waves for Cl hyperboJic syste,n.

Rcsult.s on the multipJicity and bifurcation of positive solnt.iolls La Ilolllitlcar

elJiptic. Dirichlet boundary value probleins were presentcd, and Oll rna.xi'lla.

elose to the boundary for such solutions. A conjecture due to Gidas, Ni~ a.llel

Nirenberg was resolved. Work on nonsyolmetric positive so}utioJls for a von

Neumann problem in symmetrie dOInains was presented. The p- Laplacian

and a nonlinear Schrödinger equation were studied.

11, can bc said that every single lecture attracted nearly aB t.hc participant.s.

Most of the lectures stimulated intense discussions. It. SCClllS Urat. in thc cour

se of th(~ rllceting a noticeable nurnbcr of foHow-up V\S\ts V'H~re arrallgcd.

Grat,cfully acknowledged are the efforts of the staff and adrninistratioll of

rVlathcrnatisches Forschungsinstitut. In part.lcular, they crcatcd n. plca.sa.nt

and friendly atlnosphere.

'fhc lllccting cnded at 4:00 p.rll., Oll Friday, March 2f t, 199!).
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elf. JONES:

Applieations of geometrie singular pertubation theory

Thc probleJll of dctcrmining horl1oclinic. alld hcteroclinic orbits in singularly
pcrt.urbed systeJns has applications in nlany applicd areas, illclucEng nerve
irnpulse propagat.ion, setniconductor theory and atrnospheric scictrces. Gco
tnctric techniqucs were discussed that depend on thc senlinal tht€orerrls of
FCllichel. T'he approach of locating these orbits through thc tracking of in
va.riant tnanifolds aroulld th(~ phase spacc was dcscribed and the kcy IClnllla,
niunely t.he '~Exc1Jallgc Lenllna", originally duc to Joncs and KüpelI, was IllO

t.ivat.cJ and explaincd. Thc recellt innovations in the theory duc to 'T'in, wcre
also sketched.

T. BAlfI'SCII:

Periodie solutions of Hamiltonian systems near an equilihrium

'vVe st.udy thc lIarlliltoniall syst.clns (US) x = .J 11'(;1:) whcre 1I E (;:l(IH?, D{)
sat.isfies /-/(0) = 0,11'(0) = 0 and the quadratic fornl Q(x) = ~(/l"(O)x, x) i8

lIoll·-degellcrat<~. 'vVe fix TU > 0 and aSSUlllC that Dt2N ~ E ffJ F decornposes
int.o linear suhspaces E alld F which are invariant under thc flow associated
to thc linearized systcrll (LHS) x = .J /-/"(O)x and such that each solution of
(LIIS) in E is To-periodic whcreas no solution of (LHS) in F - 0 is To-periodic.
We write a( TO) = aQ{ TO) für the signature of thc quadratic fann Q restricted
to E. If a( TO) =I 0 then there exist periodic solutions of (HS) arbit.rarily dose
to O. fVlore prccisely we show, cither therc exists a. sequcnce ;Ck -+ 0 of Tk-'

p(~riodic orbit.s on the energy level f/- I (0) with Tk -+ 'Ta; or for cada -\ dose
to 0 with -\a(ro) > 0 thc cncrgy level 11- 1(A) cont.ains at least 4 I a(ro) I
distillct periodic orbits of (HS) near 0 with periods Ilcar TO' rrhis gencralizes
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(t. n~sHlt 01' \Vcinstein a.nd Mosel' who assulned (JI1~ to bc positive dcfinit(~.

K.R. SCHNEIDER:

Singularly perturbed systenls - singular and critical cases

fvlodeHing the dynalnic5 of fast bilTloJecuJar reactiolls leads 1,0 systClllS of thc

fonn Edx/dl ::::: h(x, l, c) where h;L'(X, t) i:-:; singular on SOH\(' lllallifold. Such

systellls are called singular singularly perturbed SystclllS (ssp). ()ur goa,1 \s

t.o dcterrnine the behavior of the reaction rate which correspollds t.o tlw

bchavior of the tinle-derivative or SOtlle components of (ssp). In a, first st.ep

wc derive cOllditions on h guaf('~nteeing the reductioll of (ssp) 1.0 Cl. regula.r

singularly pert.,lrb(~d systenl (rsp) dyJdl = f(y, z, l,E), cd::/d/. = .q(y,::~ l~c-).

In a. second step we extend thc theory of TichollOV anrl Va,silicVii. Oll t1H'

asynlptotic beha,vior (in E) of the solution of thc lnit.ial valllc problclll tu

(rsp) in tohe critical case of exchange of stability. By applying these r('sHIt.s

to (ssp) we are ahle to characterize generic situations whell t.hc n~act;ioll ra.t.('

exhibit.s int.erior layers (jull1ping behavior).

S. MAIER-PAAPE:

.On spatial dynamics of the Ginzburg-Landau equation

Wc cOllsider the dynan\lCS of the Cinzhurg-Landau equation in a stlla.ll ll(~igh

borhood of a known pulse solution by st.udying a Poincarc Inap, P : 7fT -7 1fT,

where 1fT is a section which is transverse to the pulse. Due to th(·~ fa.ct t.he-ü

t.he Gillzburg-Landau equation possesses both a rotationaJ synllllct.ry and

a ~patia.l synllnetry, we are ahle to conduct a dctailed analytical stlldy of

this lnap. Wc find thai the Poincare Olap contains an invariant Ca.ntor S('1.

of surfaces, n c 7r'T, such that P : n ~ n is hOn1COIl\Orphic lo a. shirt Inap

on (at least) two syn\bols. Furthern10re, we find that für ea.dl 1Tl. E IN tl\(~rc

exist fixcd points of pm. Since n is a set of surfaces aud not Cl, set of poi nts~
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t.his is 110t. iUlIllediatdy deal'. Finally, wc find thaI. wJaen Ure plilse solut.ion
is broker!, fnr eac.h 111. E IN tllere exist. paralnet.f~r va.lucs sudl Urat pulses
1)()Ss(~ssing 1"11. 1l1axinla a.ppear.

(JO;III. work with T. Kapitula, Univ. or Utah)

1\. G~BA:

Degree für equivariant maps and the Conley index

Lei. C/ he a compact Lic group. A topological illvariant (which Inay be viewed
as a gcncralization of the dassical degree) for G-equivariant rnaps has been
COllstrllc1.ed in:

K.G~ha., l.ivlassa.ho, A. Viglloli, ()n ihc Euler Chul'uclcrislic of l/u~ Eq1livan:
0.1/./ (/radir.n/. \lce/.or Fidds, BolJet.t.ino lJ.M.1. 4-1\ (1990), 2/J:~ 251.

Thc fJllrpose or t.hp t.alk is to discuss thc rclatiollship betwecJI t.hc (/-'cquivariaJlt
degn~e and t.lH~ Conley illdex.

i.H.. WAR)):

Applications of Conley index to bifurcation

Let. (.\', I . /) he areal Banach space, and SJL' JI. E J = [n, bJ be a cOJlLinuous
falllily OfSCllliflows on ){. Bya fuJl bOlZllded soJution (FBS) 11. = u(l) ofsoInc

S'l' w(~ rnean il. contiulIOlls fllnc:tion 'lL : lR ~ X sat.isfying for all l 2: 0 and

()" E nt, ''''JJ(t.)ll(n) = n(t + n) (lud sUPnEIIt /u(fl') I< 00.

Suppose 5'/I(l)O == 0 Vi ~ 0,11. E .1, and let So = {(j.t, x) E .J X •.\ : x f 0,
alld 3 a FBS für .'-,'/1 t.hrollgh ;c}, aHd Jet. S == ClOStJ.7'C(SO)' Let. a < J-L* < b.
TJJ EO RElVl: Supposc each S,! is asyrnptotically srnooth, each boundcd open
set is sLrougly aclJnissible, cUJO {O} is a.n isoJated invariant set for cach J1. E
.J\{/l*}. AsslJlne thehornotopy (Collley) index h(Sa, {Oll # h(S'/), {O}). Then
(/,.*,0) is a bifurcatioll point (for fuH houndcd sollltioHS) and if (: is t.hc
cornpouent ur S <:ont.ailling (/l*,O) thcn p.ither G' is llnhollndcd 01' else C'
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111 ed,s {(l ~ b} x ,,\".

I disCllSS appliceüiolls 1.0 r<~actioll·difrtlsion equa,1.iollS allel 1.0 ()UE.

CII.C. FENSKE:

An index für periodic solutions of local semidynamical systen"ls

Let .,\" hc a cornpletely oletrizabJe ANR and D C .\ x [0, CX)) open. L(,t.

<1> : 'V --i' .~ be Cl. local selniAow anel let n c .X x [0,00) hc 0J}(~II such Lllat.

eIn C D, cl<P(O) is cOnlpact and P := {(x, t) E elf! I <1>(:1:, t.) == ;I:} C H.

JTl this situat.ion, we define an index, i(X, 4>, !1) E <Q whir.h is addit.iv(· (n'

lat.ivc 1.0 .0), hOlllotopy-invariant (if the hOlll0tOpy occurs t.hrough loca.l sc

tlliflows such that tllt~re a.re HO periodic points ill an) illld lIorIlla.lizcd in

the rolJowi Hg sense: lf P consists or precisely otH~ per iod ie orhi t. l' 1.1 WH

i(.X, <1>, H) ==ijn). where ·i \s the fixed poillt index of thc P()illcar<~ Illa.p as

sociat.cd with 1 and 1'Tl is the InuJtiplicity of ,. Thc proof is achicvt'd h.y

cons1.rl1ct.ing a cOll,'lJcnie.nl approxitnalion for <1>, where a cOllvcnicllt appl'o

Xllllil,tion cOllsists of a suffici(~fltly fine open c:over (Y or .\ with cCtllonica.1

projec1.ioll p" : )( ~ IV" anel realizat.ion 1: 0 : lV<,) --t .\ alld cl. cOIlt.illllOllS

rnapping 10 : {(:r, l) E Nrr x [0,00) I (iox, L) E O} ~ lVü s\lch t.hai. t.her<' cu"('

finitely lnany pcriodic orhits Tl, ... , 15 which are Inappcd h0111COll10rphica,lIy

by Vi and [0 (p,,:1:, l) =::: Pox if x E Tj and (x, /,) E P wher<~as t.bc projcctioll

(011to JVn ) of ca.c11 other cOlnponent of the fixed poillt. set. or .Fe. is cotllclincd

ill thc illtcric)l· of sorne rnaxinlaJ silnplex of Ncro
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E.N. D"NCER:

Singularly perturbed elliptic equations where the nonlinearity chan
ges sign and a problelTI of Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg

111 this talk, wc disCllSS the nUlnber of positive Sohlt,ions of

11 = 0 on an
where E is sinall and f changes signa \Ve mainly conccllt,ratc on t.hc casc whcrc

n is a "rather lIice" dornain though we also discuss the case of an .. aIlJlulus.

In UH~ latter case, we show that. SOlllC (but not all) of thc posit.ivc_solutiolls

have Illaxirna dose to the boundary if 11. > 1 (where n ~ nrt
). This solves a

prühlern of Cidas, Ni and Nirenbcrg in their original papcr Oll sYlnnlet.ry of

SOlllt.ioIlS.

iv1. C LA PP:

Critical point theory für indefinite functionals with syn11netries

Ld, .\ 1)(' a Hilhcrt. spaCf~ anel 4> E C"l ( ..\, ll{.) he strongly illdefifritc. }\SSll

111<' in addit.ioll t.hat. Cl. c.olnpact Li(~ grOll}) (/ acis orthogoJlally Oll .\ and

t.hat. </J is inva.ria.nt.. 111 order t.o find critical points of dJ wc devclop the lirnit
1't,la.tiv(' cate1!;ory of FOllrnipr d, al. in the cqllivariallt. context. W(~ llse t.his

1,0 prove 1.wo gell<~ralizatiolls of thc synullctric 1l101lntain pass theorcrn and

a linking t.bcorclll. 111 the c:ase of tbe Illountain pass thcorcnl t.hc rnount.ain
rang<' is allowcd t.o lie in a sllhspaC(~ of infinit.e codilllcnsioll. Also ot.her con

dit.iolls of 1.11(' c1assical sYllllllet.ric: 1l1011llt.ain pass tbcorenl for C' = 7l/2 (due

t.o A1l1hrosc1,ti anel B.abiuowi1,z) can be weakcned considerahly. For exanlplc,

we are ahle 1,0 deal with infinite···dinlclIsional fixcel point spaccs. Thc proofs

cOllsist of Cl. direct. n"ductioll 1.0 a relative Borsuk-Ulanl type t.heorCITl. 'This

providcs a IH'W proof cven für the classical Illount.ain pa~~s l.heort~lll. Tbc ab

stra.ct. cri1.ical point 1,ht'orcnls are applied 1.0 an ellipt.ic sys1.crn wi1.h DiricIJIt't,

hOlllldary c:ollditiolls. We only need a weak version of thc Ils"ual slIpcrquadra

t.icit.y cOlldition. TlIc linking thcorcrn can be applicd to aSYlIlpt.ot.ica.lly linear

7



lIö.llllltünian sYSt.enlS which are syrntnetric with respect. 1,0 a (gcllcra.lizcd)

SYlllplcctic grollp act.ion.

(Joint. work with 1~h. ßartsch)

.J. MALLET-PARET:

Dynan1ics of lattice differential equations

We study infinite systems of ODE's dcfined on latticcs, which cxhihit bot.h

local llonlinear dynan1ics (at each lattice point), and near neighhor coupling

hctwecll la.ttice points. A typical exaInple is the systcIn

1tij E ßl ('l, j) E '11}

Oll thc illt(~ger lattice 7l'2 in the plane, where 6 and 6 ar(~ discret.e LaplaciCLIlS

defiIlcd by

6Uij == L ttab - 4Uij,

la-il+lb- jl==1
6Uij =:= L Uab - t1Uij,

la-il=lb- jl:::: I

wllere O·~ 0 E Ul are paraolcters, anel whcre the dynarnics or thc sca.lar <,qua

lion ·iJ. :::: - J( 1L) are either bistable, 01' else have a globally stahle poi nt 'lI. = U.

The ~~diffusion" coefficients 0, Ö may be of either sign, and wc treat. t.hern as

bifurcatioll paranletcrs. We consider three classes of problel11s:

I. Pattern forrnation: the appearance of cquillbria of (*) which cxhihit.

regular patterns (für exanlple, checks 'lLij == (I )i+j k, a.llel stripcs 'tLij ==

(I )ik).

2. Spatial chaos: the existence (01' not) of nlany st.able eqllilibria~ rllost or
which do not exhibit regular patterns. This phenOnH~1l0tl is qllant.ifled

by calculation of the spatial entropy of such ~olutions.

3. 'T'ra.veling waves: the existence of wave solutions

Uij(t) = <p(i eos 0 + j sin 0 - cl)

traveUing in thc directioll 0 at speed c. or par1.icllla.r intercst is thc

phenornenon of propagation failure, and how t.his depcnds Oll tbc allgle

O.
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A. FC)NDA:

Periodic oscillations of forced penduJunls with a very sIllall length

I will provc the cxistence 0"( periodic solutions to penduhlnl-typc c{fuations

with a sJJlalJ pararlleter 'corresponding to thc length of the pendululll. rrhe
proo( IIceds a Poincarc-Birkhoff-type fixed point theorclll.

S. T'ERRJ\CINI:

Periodic solutions to systems of many interacting particles

\'Vc disclJSS t.Jw ilpplicat.ion of abstract critical point reslIfts t.o the probfelll

of existellcc and Inliitiplicity of periodic solutions tn SystCJllS of lua.ny illt.er
acting particJes. Fron) t.},is point of view, the c1assical II-body prohleln is of

speciaJ illLcrest., hec:ause it. invofves CL carefuf study of topological and gCOIJlP'

lrienf aspect.s of t.he Il--body loop spacc. We shall illustratc how Lust.crnik
Sr.hrtif(~Jrlla,1I variational t,heory "an he ada.ptcd in order t.o find and loc:at.e
p(~ri()dic SOlllt.iotls. The prohlelll of collisions alld it.s ilnpact Oll tbe a.ppJica,
hifit.y of tlw abov(~ rnentioned thcories will be disclIssed. Also othcr type of
s'yst.(~nlS of parf.icl(~s will bc c:ollsidercd, 1l1ainly concerning thc case of nearest.

IIci~hhollr illt.(~rcu:tiolls. Existcnc.c and ITIliitiplicit.y of periodic SOlllt.;OIlS a.nd
Jwriodic: travdlillg wavcs will be disclIssed .

.J. '·V (J:

Wave solutions and global attractors of delay differential systems

This t.alk rcport.s SOlnc rCSJJJt.s about the structurc of t.he global attract.or

for a. "hidired,ional" n('a)"(~st ncighbor c.oupling systerll of dclay difrcrcllt.ial
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equatioHS wiih Hcgative feedback cOllditions. Thc Liapullov Sdl1llidt rerhu:

t.iOIl, cqlliva.1cnt. degree and Ci discrcte vcctor Liapullov fllllctiOIl ,He cillploycd

1.0 show t.hai thc global attractür Inay contaill scvcral pcriodic solllt.ioHS (in

t.hc forlll of phas{~·-l()cked oscillations, l.l1irror-reflect.ing Wil.VCS a.lld standillg

waves) alld t.he attractor cC:tn be dCCOlllposcd as the ""ioB or sevcntl COlllpilC1.

iflvariallt sets a.nti their conneclillg orbits.

!VI. FU RI:

Forced oscillations of a mass point constrained in a compact interval

We st,udy the prühlenl aboul the cxistence of forced o:;cillatiolls 01' a. IJla,ss

point, Inoving III a cOlllpact interval [a, b] under the effcct. of two forc.('s: a,

fric:t.ional one of the type (t, x, x) -t '-E:C,E ~ 0, and an applicd Olle, f :

U{ X (a,"1 ~ 11, which does not depeno on thc velocity <lud satisfics tf)('

periodicity condition f(t, x) == f(l + ~r, x). Th(~ collisioll or t.h(-~ Inass poillt

with t.lw bo\indary of the interval is assulned to be pcrfectly da,stic~ so t!lat.

along a."y solution of the 11101.ion prühlen] the kiJH~tic energy turns out 1.0 1)('

a conti 1I\10US fl111ction of tin1e. We prove that, und{·~r t.lte hypot.hesis t.ha.i. thc

frlctiolla.1 cocfficipllt E is nonzero, the Inotioll probl(~tll a.dn\its a.1. IpCi,st. a. (otT('d

oscillatloll. The result is true even für E ;:= 0, and call h~ cxt.clldcd 1.0 t.h<' Cil,SC

whcll the constraint [a, b] is rcplaced by aBy dose<! hall in ur1/.. Wc cOlljcc1.llr('

that a Sltnilar result holds true für any stnooth COtllpacl. Riclllalllllall lllallifold

wit.h hotllldary, providcd that its Euler--Poincare characteristic ls 110IlZ('ro.

A. Af\1 BH.(lSE'rTl:

On son"le elJiptic equations

We disCllSS son1C recent results dealing with eJlipt.ic DirichJct b. v. p. 01' thc

type

( I ) - !). '(J. := I, (x, 1l) for :r E n, 'IJ. = U Ot,

10
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iVl(Jn~ prcc:isdy, wc~ cOlJsider thc followillg CCLses:

(i) !.\(;r" u) = >"f(;/:, u), witlt f(x,O) < 0, and we look for posit.ive solut.iolls

of (J);
(ii) I'(:I:, u) = AUCJ + u n

, 0 < q < 1 < 0', anu W0. look for nnllt.iplc~ solut.iollS of

( I) [01' ..\ > 0, srnall.

Thc proofs are based on hifurcation techniques (as far as (i) IS cOlJcerned)

an<! variational t.ools for (ii).

F. ZAN()LIN:

Harrllonic and subharnl0nic solutions for a class ofODEs depending
on a parameter

Consid(~r t.lw sccolld order llolJlincar scala.. ordinary different.ial equat.ion

'll"+.fJ(lI.)= ...;+w(t) (I)

wlwrC' llJ : D{ -+Dl. is a. p(~riodir fUIlct.ion of perioc.l T > 0, alld .~ E Dl
is Cl. paril.1l1ct.(~r. The fllllction 9 is SlllOOt.h alld cidincd on an 0PCI,~, int.erval
(a, b) C (-CX>, +CXJ). \V(~ prescnt SOllle exist.ellcp. and 1l111It,iplicity result,s of
'lItrI' I)(~riodic. solutiollS for (I) as ."i -+ +CXJ 01' ."i ---+ -00..'l'he hypot,heses
wc aSSullw Oll tht' nonlinearity g(X) allow us to c.over t.hc ca.sc b = +00 (01'

(f, = -00) and .tI havillJ,!; sllpcrlinear growth af. illfillit.y, as weil as thc ca

sc h < +00 (or (L > -00) aurl 9 havillg Cl. singularity in b (respec.tivcly in

a). Applicatiolls are ~iVCll also 1,0 situations like g'( -00) =f g'( +00) (illdu
ding thc so-called "julnping-nollliucarities"). Our results are connectcd 1.0

t.he periodic Alllhrose1.ti--Prodi problcnl and rclated problclllS arising frolll

t.I1e Lazp.r· McKcJlna sllsp~llsion bridge (nodeI.
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R.OlrrEGA:

Stability of periodic solutions of the equation :r./1 == .r(l~;/:)

Let c/J( l) bc a rr--periodic solution of the equatioll

X" :=: J(t, x),

whcrc :r, E IR and f is rr-periodic in tinle. T'he study of t.hc sta,bilit.y ur (p itl

thc Lyaputlov sense has a nonlinear character. A st.a.hility crit(~rioll base<! Oll

the third approxinlation

-e

y" == a(l)y + b(t)y2 + c(t)y3 + ... (y :=: ;r. - rj;)

is prcsc()tf~d. I:, does not invo)ve assulnptiollS on Sllla!) pa.ra.1l1t'tcrs a.1I<!, ('0(11

hincd with degree theory, allows t.he study of the st.a.hilit.y in sOlnc lIolllocal

problclllS. For inst.ance,

;;" + :(.'2 :=: p(t),

Z.-Q. vVANG:

Nonrädial solutions of some nonlinear Neumann problenls in synl
nletric domains

COllsidcr the following tnodel problern

( 1).\ - 6.u + AU == u P, U > 0, in B,
alt-a == 0 0]) aß

n

whcre B C IRN (IV ~ :3) is the unit ball; A > 0 is a constaut anel n is thc llllit.
nuter nOfIllal 1,0 aB. p == Z~~ is the critica] Sobolev exponcnt. In this t.alk, W(~

discuss thc cxistence of nonradial solutions for (I)).. A constructive approach
rclatcd 1.0 a variational problenl is presented anel Inan)' nonra.dial solu1.iolls a.("(~
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proved to cxist provided ,\ is large. T'he variatiollal problelll is t.hc following

one: consider the exist.ence of critical points of an energy fUllctiollal which is
defined by E,,( u) = f(\7u)2 + AU2, für 11. E V( 13) = {u E H 1 (13}11I1L11/./p+ 1(8) =
I}. 1'0 obtain nonradial solutions, wc work in variolls invariant subspaces.

Thc difficully is that nonradial k-peaked (für k 2: 3) soilltions da not exist
as global nlillitnizcrs. {Jsing an auxiliary function (tnodified center of Inass
fUl1ction), we construct sotne open subsets in the invariant subspaces. Local
nlillirnizers are found in these open subsets for suitable paratnetcrs and givc
risc to solutions of (I)>.. These solutions are proved Lo be" k-peaked on aB
(i.c. it attains its InaximuOl Qver 11 only at, "k--points which beloug Lo 8B.)

K. l\1ISCHAIKOW:

A topological approach to singular perturbations

Recellt. work suggcsting t.ha.t. it. is possible to develop a topological singular
p~rt.urhat.iofl t.heory hased on t.hcConley index thcory will be discllssed.
lJsillg thc prohlern of fiudiflg periodic orbits in t.ht~ van der Pol a.nel Naglllno
cquatiolls as sirnple IHodels we shall prescnt a t.heorenl du(~ Lo C. Conley
describing singular isolating ncighborhoods. This will lead 1.0 arecent result
done in collaboration with ~1. Mrozck and J. Rcineck whcre t.hc Conley
ind(~x for t.he perturhcd systclll ean he dcteflllined froln thc singular systern.
Fillally, Cl. t.heorenl rdat.ing this singular c.oust.rl1ctioll 1.0 t.he sta.lldard illdex

theory will hp. prcsented.

lVI. WILLEM:

Semilinear Schrödinger equations

An ext.ensioll of sinale degrce is lJsed to prove a generaJized lillkillg thcorenl.
This t.heorenl is applicd to thc problclll

-6.tt + V(x)u = f(x, tt),



Sillcc~ 0 lies in Cl gap of t.hc spectrulll of -6 + V, t,he correspollding fllllct.iullal

is strougly indefinite. AssuIning lhat V allel J an~ pcriodic in n allel tIJat. f is
superlincar, hut subcritical at. 00 and suhlinear at 0, we provc t.his cxist.('II("('

or allolltrivial solution.

J.-J->. CC)SSEZ:

MaximUln and antimaximum principles für the p-Iaplacian

VVe consider t.hc following Dirichlet prüblenl on a 511100th b<Hlluled dOlllain

n c )RN :

(*) - ~pll = jllltlp
-

2 u + h(:c) in n, 1t = 0 on an.

Here Ö
1n

]J > 1, denotcs thc ]J-laplacian operator: ~plL = div{ I \7u IP--l Vu).

It is easily seen t.hat if fl < )\] (= the principal eigenvaluc), t.hell h ?: ()
ilnplies 'lL :2 O. \Ve show aversion in this quasilillear setting of t.hc CIc~~lnellt.·

Pellet.ier antitllaxirnuDl principle: for a givclI h 2: 0, one has 1l ~ 0 if Jl > AI
is sufficicnt.1y dose to Al. A crucial lerntna of independent illt.(~r('st. st.atc~s 1.11(1.1.
(*) with JL == /\1 ano h 2: 0, h :f 0 has no solution. Ext.ensiolls 1.0 sySt,('lIIS are

also cOllsidered.
(Joint work wit.h J. Fleckinger, F. de Thelin and P. Takac)

H. KIELHÖFER:

Free nonlinear vibrations for a two-dimensional hyperbolic equa- e·
tion: Standing and discrete-rotating Waves

We establish the existence of tilne-'periodic solutions of

'lLtt + ~2u - AlL = h(A, x, u) in IR x 0,
u == ~u = 0 on nt x an,

wherc n c IR? is cithcr a square or an equilateral triangle and A E Ul is a pa.
ralneter. \:Vc aS~HlIl1e that h(A, :1:, 0) = 0 anel look for free vibrat.ion solut.iolls
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of that llonlinear plate equation for sonle fixed period iTl a. ncighborhood or
the equilibriulTl U == O. We t.reat this a.s a. bifurcation prüblenl llsing a bifurca.
t,iOB theorcnl for potential operators. Exploiling the synllnet.ry of t.he dOlnaill
n and the corrcsponding equivariance of thc platc equatioll we obt.alll sirnplc
bifurcating paths of solutions having prescribcd spatio-tenlporal synllllctries,
in particular we obtain slandillg wavcs and discrete-rotating waves.
(Joint work with T. Healey, Cornell Uni".'crsity)

B. SANDSTEDE:

Stability of multiple-pulse s.olutions

COllsidcr t.hc reaction--diffusion systenl

(1) Ut = U xx + F(u, ux, c) 1L E ll{1t, x E IR

Oll the real line. Travelling pulses are particular solutiolls of (I) fulfilling

ll(J:, l) = u(:r. - d.), u{y) --)0 u, y ~ ±oc>.

elose to a given pulse 111 there cxist N--pulses under cert.ain assurntjolls. N·
pulses look like N copies of thc prirllary pulse Ul widely spaced. Assurning that
'UI is st.ahle für the PD E (1) it is ilnportant to derive conditiolls guarantecing
that thc accolnpanying N--pulses are stable, 1,00. 111 the talk such c:onditioJls
are given and are applied to a spec.ific Illcchanisrn, the Shilnikov saddle- focus
bifurcation, leading to the bifurcatioll of Inultiple pulses.
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R.D. NUSSBAUM:

The dynanlies of iterated nonexpansive maps

Let. /{1l == {x E lRn I 1 ::; i ~ n}. Consider maps f : J(71 ~ /\~n a.nd
cOllsider t.he following possible conditions on f : (1 )f(O) == 0, (2) f is order _
prcserving (so x ::; y ilnplies f(x) ~ f(y)), (3) f is integral-prcservillg (so .,
Li~, (f(X))i == L:~1 xd, (4) f is nonexpansive with respcct La the I1 -JlOnll

anti (5) f(AU) == AU for all ).. 2:: 0, where u == (1,1, ... ,1). Dcfinc .1"1(n) ::=
{f: /{1l -+ 1(71 I f satisfies (1), (2), (3) and (5)}, F 2(n) == {J: /(n -+ I\'n II
satisfies (1), (2) and (3)} and F3 (n} == {f : /{71 ~ /(n 1 f satisfics (I) an<!
(1 ) }. Defi "e Pj ( n) == {p E IN- I 3f E .:Fj(n) and aperiod ic poin t ( of J 0 f
period (ITIinimal) p}. Define inductively sets of integers P(n) by P(I) == {I}
and (a) if Pi E P(lnd for i == 1,2, then km(p,P2) E P(n1.1 + rn2) aB<! (1-» if
l' > 1 and Pi E P{nt} for 1 ::; i ::; 1·, then l' I Cm(p,P2"" ,Pr) E /)(111"1'). In
addition we define a set of integers Q(n), for each 11, by purcly aritlullct.ical
anti COIllhi natorial considerations. The definition of Q(n) is too COII} pi icat.ed
La givc here. Theorenl P(n) C Pdn) C P2(n) and P2(n) = Pl(n.) == Q(n)
för all n. F'urthernlore, P(n) = Q(n) for 1 ~ n ~ 50. 'Therc exist int.cgcrs '11.

(c.g., n = 7~) so that P(n) =I- P1(n). In addition, we prove t.hcoreills whic:h
facilitate t.hc (conlpuler) co!nputation of P(n) and Q(n).
This work is partly joint work with Michael Scheutzow (BerliII) alld pa.rt.ly
joint work with Sjoerd Verduyn LUDe) (Amsterdarn).

A. CAPIE1'T():

A continuation approach to some forced superlinear Sturm-Liouville
boundary value problems

V\Te provc thc existence and ITIultiplicity of solutions of non linear ordinary
differential equations of the form

u"(l} +g(u(t)) = p(t, u(t)), u'(t)) t E [(1, b]

satisfying boundary conditions of the Sturn1-Liouville-type at a anel b, WhCll
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9 : IR ---4 IR is continuous and superlinear~ and 1) : [a, b] x IR? ---4 fit is
continuous and satisfies a linear growth condition in the last two argufllcnt.s.
Thc proof is based on a variant of the Leray-Schauder continuation thcorefn~

together with the eomputation of the loeal index of thc solutions of the

unperturbed problem.

P. P()LACIK:

Asymptotic periodicity of positive solutions of reaction-diffusion....... ~-~ .....

equations on a ball -";:'-

Consider thc Dirichlet problem of a selllilinear reactioll diffusiofl cquatioll
llt == ßu + f(l, u) on an N-diolcnsional ball with time pcriodic nonlinear
t.crnl f. We will give a eomplete long-term description of spatio-tenlporal
aSyll1ptotics for bounded nonnegative solutions, by a dynamical syslcnls ap
proa.ch. A substantial part of this work is to cstablish thc 2cro nUlnbcr dinli
nishing property für radial solutions of parabolic equations. With th_c aid of
thc bera nunlher technique, we find a noritrivial gradient dynälnic s'truct,urc
üf the radial prüblenl. This structure is linked with thc dynafnics of th"e origi
nal problcIIl by aSyll1ptotic spatial syll1lnetrization of nonnegative sohltiolls.
COlnbined furt.her with spatial synllnetry of cigenspaces or lillearizcd opera
tors anel with nonnal hyperholic behavior near continua of flxed points, we

ohtain our Inain resuli to thc effect that any boundcd non negative solut.ion
exhibit.s asyrnptoiic periodicity in tirrle and aSyInptotic radial synllllci,ry in

space as l --» (X:I.

ß. LANI-WAYDA:

Complicated solution behaviour and heteroclinic solutions in sim
ple delay equations

COlnplicated dynanlical behaviour of de1ay equations IS aualytically pro-
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vell for scvcral (approx. '1) exalllples. Tllc cOlnplex dy"arnics are (~xpla.i

lied by thc occurenc.e of transversal hOlTIoclinic orbits, and the cxcunples
are spccially cOllstructed such that the proof is possiblc.

On t.hc ot.Jwr hand, n'Hl1erical experinlcnts indicatc tha.t erratic hchaviolll"
occurs a.lso in cquations which are givcll by CL sirnple analyt.ic expression.
\Ve try to develop techniques for the treatment of thc global dynalllic.s of
nonlinear dclay equations so far, that the prüof and the explanation of erra-
ti<; solution behaviour hy heteroclinic sohltions becom<:~~ possible also for uol. e
spccially invented equations.

II.W. KNOBLOCH:

A geonletric ·approach to Hamilton-Jacobi equations

Son)(~ hasic fac.ts -- Inüstly unknown so far - will be presellted cOJlC(~rllillgglo
haI sollltioI1s of the Halnilton-Jacobi-Belhnan-Isaacs equat.ion (ahhr.: II.J
Hf). T'his is a first order pde. and plays an important role in thc t1leory

allel the Jlurllcrical treatment of differential games silnilar t.o thc role of t.lJ(~

lIarnilt.on --.Jacobi cquation in c:alculus of variations. Content of t.hc 1('ctllrc. I.
Clohal solutiol1s of H.JBI correspond to invariallt nlallifolds (ahbr.: irnf's) ["ur
thc so called canonical (ordinary) de's. 2. Existence irnf's in thc large (01" 1.11('
canol1ical cquations foJlows frorn existence in the snlall. :1. Existcnce 01" loca.l
irnf's is relatcd to an existence problem for a Riccati ·rnatrix de. 1. Discllssiorr
of a JlCW type of criteria früHl which existence of solutiolls of Riccati Iniürix
de.s and a-priori estiIllates can bc obtained.

B. FIEDLER:

Morse permutations and global attractors

We chara.cterize t.bc global attractors A j of dissipat.ive reactiorr diffusioll
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(~qllatiolls

lLt == 'U xx + /(:r:, lL, 1tx ), :I: E (0, I), NeUlnaIln h.c.

ASSlllllC alt equilibria are hyperbolic: 111" lIJ2, ... ,ton' At. :1: = 0 t.hcy are or<.1<~

red: tVI < 11)2 < ... < tLJn . Define thc peflllutatioll 1f = 1fJ hy their order at.
:c = I) tJJrr(l) < lLJ rr (2) < ... < 'wrr(n)' Call 7f Jordan if 1f cau bc rcalized hy an
oricntcu Cl Jordan curve transverscly intersecting a line. '10 1r, we associat.e

Call 'Ir Morse, if alt i k 2:: Q.

Theorcln I: 1f is Jordan and Morse {::::::? 1f = 1rJ, for SOllle J.
Thcorelll 2 (in progress): 1fj = 1(g => AJ "-' Ag.
Here ....... denotes Co orbit equivalence for the global attractors.
rrhis is joint with Carlos Rocha (Lisboa).

T. KÜPPER:

Analysis of the bifurcation structure of waves in a layered ~edi~m

Tlw propagat.ion of Cl. 11lonoehrOluatic fjeld aJolJg t.he z-axis anti perpendiclJJa.r

to 1.he x"·axis is described hy a boundary value problelll

11 w"l 1"l '1
1l (x) + ~E(~l;, 2"u (x))ll(x) - A: u{:c) = 0,

'lL,1/.' E 1./( fit), li1nlxl_oou(i) (J:) == 0 (i == 0, 1)

which is derived frorn Maxwell's equations. In a layerco TllcdillUl t.hc cocr
lIeicnt E. (related to susceptibility) Inay change cliscontinuously. Für special
choiccs of E. corresponding 1.0 a synlInetric InediuIll Akhlllcdiev anel Jones
l\1oJoncy have cstabJislJed thc bifurcatioll of aSYlllllletric solutioflS biflJrcatilJg

froIll a sYIIlnletric branch. Globa.l solution cOlnponents have beeil establishcd

by St.uart via variational Inethod.
In this lecturc we analyse the Inechanislns for bifurcatioll for gcncrallJoJlliuca

rit.ics. Therc a.re 2 possibilitics lcading t,o bifllrcatioll which ca.n hc iIltcrprct(~d

in physical t.enllS. Bifurcat.ioJl üccurs eit.her at Cl. change of thc rcfractioll in
dex or at a crossillg of t]J(~ JnaXinlal intpJlsity froll) üne rnediulll 1.0 thp othcr.
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vVc inV(~stiga.te t.he global behaviour of the branches and show how insta.hility

can hc vcrified using a tcchniquc dcveloped by .lones. Stability is st.ill a.n open
qllcst.ion.

!VI. M R()ZEK:

Computer assisted proofs in dynamics

l'herc is an increasing number of examples of numerical scheInes which adITlit

ghost or spurious solutions, i.e. solutions which exist only in the nUIncrical
schenlcs but disappear in the differential equation approximated by thc sch(~

TllC. This causes growing interest in rigorous nUITIcric:al scheInes, i .e. suc.h

scheInes which provide results one cau carry over to th(~ di(ren~nt.jal equil.t.i

()fIS of intercst by rneans of a conlputer assisted proof.

Although s1Ich proofs Inay be constructed on basis of results ba...c;;ed on SJllOO

t.hness, l.he JIlost efFicicnt at the rnoment seenl to he COITlputcr assistc.d proofs
hased on purely t.opological principles. The main concept fonning thc hridg(>

between the finite dynarnics of a cOlnputer and the infinite, contiIIUOliS dy
narnics of a differential cquation is thc nation of a multivalued, reprp.scnt.able

Jllap. Such nlaps are obtained easily by estimating thc valuc of t.he genera
t.or of t.he discrctization of the differential equation on cl finite grid of point.s

alld then extending the value to nearby points by Illeans of Cl. Lipschit.z <"011

stant. I-Ia.ving conlputed such a nlultivalued representat.ioll olle tries thCl1 1.0

c:haracterizc thc interesting dynamics in terms of inheritablc propcrti~s, i.c.
propcrtics which carry over fronl multivalued n1aps 1.0 their singlc-va.lued S('

Icct.ors.

AJllong such I>roperties is the concept of isolating neighborhood ami trI<' <':011- e
ley index. This was used in a joint work with K. Mischaikow to establish thc

existcncc of chaotic behaviour in thc Lorenz systelu. Sinlilar approach wa.s

tlsed rccently by P. Zgliczyriski to prove chaos in the Rössler equation a.nel
by P. Zglic.zYIlski and A. Szynlczak in the Henon Inap.
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\Al. ~1ARZANl\OvVrCz:

Nielsen number in nonlinear problems

Nonlinear probleills af the fartn tt = Gu are nlainly given by a Inap Cf : Tl ~
~X', X ~ E, E is a Banach space, where Tl is a proper subset of E, thus a. direct
use of thc Nielsen theory to ohtain a Inultiplicity of solutions is ilnpossible.
To deal with a selfrnap R. Brown, and next M. Feckan, COlllposed Cf with a
rctraction p : X --+ Tl, assunling that Fix(pCn = Fix(G). I)) a joint work
with A. Borysovich and Z. Kucharski a systerll (*) of integral cquations of
the fornl ~~:

[ kl(.5,t,'U(.5))(~1)Pu~(.5)d8in
in k2 ($, t, u(s))(-I )qu~(s )ds

is studicd. Wc apply the Nielsen theory to thc map restricted t.o a set

Ac c (;°([0, 1]' IR) x (7°([0, 1], IR), Ac == R \ {O}, where ~
~ ~

n = {u(l) == (ul(i),tL2(l)),UI(t) =f 0 for alll}.

11, is ShOWIl lhat if 0 < ki < ki C5, l) < ki , i == 1,2, ki are ()1 a))d o'/J-'# 1 t.ltell
systclll (*) has at least

11 - (-l)p+q+' I
different fronl zero solutions.

P. BRUNOVSKY:

Bifurcation of a singularly perturbed boundary value problem

A second order Ilolllinear bvp depcndent on two parameters lL, C:(E srnaJJ) will
hc disC:lIHS(~d. The singular approxilnatioll E = 0 illdicatillg two folds, the
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disClIssioll will h(~ foc.l1sed Oll the question to what. (~xtent. this rCJllains t.rllc

für E: > 0 sIllall.

R. LA UTERBACH:

COlnplex dynamics and invariant theory

[11 equivariant. problems there are three hasic situations leading 1,n het.crocli

nie cyc1es. The first one we calJ the 'treducible case" because it nlaillly occllrs

if thc rcpresentation is reducible. The second situation is givcn by problcllls

with higher codiolension and finally it is known that forced synullctry brea.
ki ng l(-~ads to hetcroclin ic cycles. We concentrate on the second rase and look

at a prohlclll wit.h equivariance with respect to the fivp. dirnensiollal irn'du

ciblc representation of 0(3). Invariant theory helps to dcscribe t.he inva.rianl.

fund.ions anel thc nlodule of cquivariant mappings. Especially thc Poillcar<~

scrics gi ves an easy way 1,0 c.alculate the degrecs of t.he genera.t.ors of these
structures. \\ic classify the resulting bifurcation problems hy c.odinlclIsioJl allel

find ill a. prohlcll1 with topological codimension three a 1,crt.iary hifurc.at.ion 1,0

periodir solutions. Thc branch of periodic solutions cnds by it hifllrc(-J.tiufI t.u
Cl heteroclinic c.ycle. These cOlnputations are done on thc orbit spaC(~. Lift.ing;
this hack t.o thc original problelTI gives rise 1.0 dyuanlics Oll an ill1,erest.itlg
'1-1l1allifold whic.h will he explored further.

Bericht.ersta.tter: B.O. vValther
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COllstructive Methods in C0111plex Analysis

26.3. bis 1.4.1995

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von D. Gaier (Universität Gießen) und R. Varga (I(ent
State University) statt. Sie \vurde von 38 Teilnehnlern besucht, wobei 33 Vorträge gehalten
wurden.

Ein wesentliches Merknlal dieser Tagung scheint mir die I(ontinu~tät zu den letzten Tagungen
A zum "gleichen Thema zu sein. Viele Fragestellungen wurden aufgenommen, und Fortschritte
., wurden so sichtbar gemacht. Darüberhinaus gab es neue Schwerpunkte. Hervorzuheben ist hier

die Teilnahlne einiger. Mathematiker au;s den ehemaligen Ostblockstaaten.

Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen Fragen der konstruktiven Funktionentheorie, mit den
Sehwerpunkten:

- Approximation analytischer Funktionen mit Hilfe von Polynome~oder rationalen Funktionen.

- I(onstruktion und Berechnung konformer Abbildungen, sowie damit zusammenhängender
Größen.

Ich lnöchte im folgenden kurz die auf der Tagung vorgestellten Resultate und Diskussions
beiträge zu jedenl dieser heiden Schwerpunkte zusammenfassen. Einige Vorträge sollen als
Beispiele für die beschrieben Themengebiete hervorgehoben werden. Dabei beschränke ich mich
auf die Bei trä.ge zu den Hauptgebieten ~er Tagung. Wir hqrten darüberhinaus jedoch auch
einige interessante \Tort.rä.ge zu nandthclnen.

hn \!ordergrund der Berichte iiber ApproxiInation inl I\:omplexen stand diesmal der Themen
kreis der Pc\.(.le-Approxinlat,ion. ,'Vir hörten Vorträ.ge über die I(onvergenztheorie von Pade
Approxinuttioncll. Ulll ein Beispiel zn nennen, soll hier der Beitrag von H. Wallin er\vähnt
werden. in dern das Paclp-SchenH\. Ulll einen ganz oder teilw'eise vorgegebenen Nenner er\veitert
wird (Pade type approxilnation), wobei für gewisse I(lassen von ganzen Funktionen geometrische
!(onvcrgcnzrntcn hergeleitet werden können. Andere Vorträge berichteten über die Lage der
Nullstellen \lud Pole, und dalnit zusa.nlnlenhängend, über die I(onvergenzgebiete von Pade
Approxilllatiollell. P. Borwein zeigte Ergebnisse über die Approximierbarkeit von" Funktionen

A"111it gewichteten Pade-Approximationen, wobei ältere Resultate von Saff und Varga als Grenz
- fäHe wiedel'gewonnp.n \verden. \Vir hörten außerdeln" über Inultivariate Pade-Approximation und

übel' die NU1l1erik bei der ~erechnungspezieller Funktionen.

~1it der Approxitnation von Funktionen auf einenl oder Inehreren Intervallen befaßten sich
Inehrere \inrträ.ge. So lieferte D. Gaier eine Erweiterung und einen neuen Beweis für ein Resultat.
von Saff, Totik und Ivallov, das die Approxin~ationvon in einenl Intervall stückweise analytischen
Funktionen durch Polynome betrifft.

Ein \veiterer Thelnenschwerpunktkann grob als Approximationstheorie im Komplexen be
zeichnet werden. Die klassische Frage nach der Konvergenzgeschwiridigkeit von polynomialen
und rationalen Approxiluationen \vurde in dp.ll Vorträ.gen von V. Prokhorov und V. Andrievskii
allfgenOlTIlnen. Es wurde a.uch über die a~Ylnptotisc.heLage der Nllllstellen von besten rationalen
Approxitnationell herichtet..
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In engem Zusalnmenhang mit dern eben genannten Thema steht die I{onstruktion von mini
malen Polynomen auf Teilkolnpakta der komplexen Ebene. F. Peherstorfer gab asymptotische
Resultate für Tschebyscheff-Polynome im" Fall mehrerer Intervalle an~ Minimalpolynome treten
auch im Zusammenhang mit Iterationsalgorithmen bei der Lösung von Gleichungssystemen auf.
Verschiedene Vorträ.ge gingen auf diese numerisch orientierte Fragestellung ein.

Das z\veite zentrale Thelna der Tagung war wiederum die Konstruktion konformer Abbil
dungen. Dieses Thelna hat bekanntlich Anwendungen in den Ingenieurwissenschaften. Einige
Vorträge gaben claher Berichte über die explizite und schnelle Berechnung dieser Abbildung.
Im Zusammenhang mit der elektrischen Widerstandberechnung steht die Berechung des Moduls
von Vierecken. Für gewisse in der Praxis auftretende "lange'·' Vierecke kann man Unterteilungen
angeben, so daß sich eier Modul mit großer Genauigkeit approximieren läßt. _,

2
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Vortragsausziige

A cOl1structive characterization of same classes

of fUl1ctiol1s on quasiconformal ares

V. V. Andrievskii

We introduce three classes of functions given and continuous on a Jordan are in the eomplex
plane without cusps (nlore predsely quasismooth in the sense of Lavrentiev ares) and study the
relations between them. The main idea ofour approach is to represent the function as a Cauchy
transformation and to describe its properties by giving the restrietions on the density of the
Cauchy transformation.

Sign changes in Lp-approxitnation

H.-P. Blatt

Let f E Lp[-l, 1], 1 < ]J < 00. Bn,p E Il n the best approxinlating polynomial of degree ~ n
with respect to the Lp-nonn

where tl'( x) is a weight functioD such that a Nicholski-inequality IIPn Ilex> ~ n" IIPn IIp holds for all
pn E TIn. I\, > 0 fixed.

Then the following result is proved: There exists a subsequence {nk} of IN su~h that the error
function of B n ,p has n. + 1 sign' changes at

-1 < Yl < ... < Yn+ 1 < 1

and the discrcpancy D[I/I/ - Jtl betweeu the nonnalized counting measure V n of the points Yi and
the equilibriu111 distrihution p on [-1, 1] satisfics

JIOgnD[vn - Jtl :::; C -n-

for 11, = nk, k = 1,2, ... ,00, \vhere c is a.n absolute constant.
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Rational approxinlation in Hardy spaces and Morse theory

L. Baratchart

We use Morse theory to analyse critical points index in H 2 rational approximation. We derive
the index theorem asserting that, generically:

L (_lY(x) = 1,

.t' critical
where €( x) is the Morse index of x.

We then apply this to the uniqueness problem, and discuss cases where uniqueness prevai_
analysing the signature of the Hessian matrix as liriked to a certain interpolation error. .1

The numerical condition of the monomial.basis:

Esthnates for the cOlldition number of Vandermonde,

Krylov and positive definite Hankel matrices

B ~ Beckermann

Matrices of the classes of Inatrices Inentioned above are known to be notoriously ill-conditioned
(e.g., the Hilbert matrix). In the last years, several lower bounds for the condition number of
such Inatrices have been given (Gautschi 1972-1988, etc.). It is one aim of this talk to preserit
best. possihle bounds.

The problem of optin1ul lower bounds for the condition number of Vandermonde matrices of
order 11 with nodes located in SOlne M C <C is sho\vn to be .closely related with a Markov type
approxima.tion prablenl: nndel" a.11 polynoll1ials]J of degree at most n, Ip(z)1 ~ 1 for z E M, find
the one \vith maxin1R.l Ip(j)(O)L j = 0, .... n.

We \vill also study the case of weighted Inaximum norms in the complex plane, corresponding
to I(rylov and Hankel 111atrices.

Incolllpiete' rationals in the complex piane

P. Borwein

V\'e consider the problenl of \vhcn

{
871 P71 ( Z ) II }

z qu(z): Pn,qu E n

is dense in the analytic fnnc.tions A( [{). Certain na.tural regions are constructed. The analysis
requires a detailled description of the zeros and poles of Pade approxinlants to functions of the
form (1 + Z )Qn. The "classical" results of Saft' and Varga on the Ioeation of zeros and poles of
Pade approximants to e% are recovered as limiting cases.

4
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HOll10geneous or 110n-h0111ogeneous ll1ultivariate Pade approximation?

A. Cuyt

In the past 20 years Inany definitions for multivariate Pade approxirr..ants were launched and
all of them can be grouped in 2 main categories. We compare these two fundamentally different
approaches with respect to unicity, consistency and convergence of the multivariate Pade ap
proximant. It appears that hoth approaches have sonle appealing properties as weH as obvi9uS
disadvantages.

The nunlerical solution of the biharlnonic equation by conformal mapping

T. !(. DeLillo

The solution of the biharmonic equation in a simply-connected region 0 in the plane is comput
ed in tenns of the Goursat functions. The boundary conditions are conformally transplanted to
the disk with a nunlerical conforma.l nlap. A linear system is obtained for the Taylar coefficients
of the Goursat funet.iolls. Thc coefficient Inatrix A of the linear system is roughly the identity
plus a Ha.nkel Iuatrix. Vvc sho\v t.hat if the boundal'Y f2 is analytic, then Ais, in fact, a low rank
plus' small norm perturbation of the identity matrix. Hence, if conjugate-gradient-like methods
are applied to solve the linea.r systenl, the convergence rate is superlinear. We remark that
nlultiplication of the N x N matrix A times an N-vector x can be done in O(N log N) by using
the fast Fourier transform. Numerical results are given to illustrate the fast convergence. (This
is joint work with Ra.yluond H. Chan, Chinese University of Hong !{ong and Mark A. Horn,
\Vichita State University.)

COlllparison theoreills for the convergence factor of a compact set

M. Eiermann

Let 0 c <V "be cOll1pact. With

](m := {lIplln : P is a polynolnial of degree at most m with p(O)=l},

the limit [(0) of thc sequence {[\~Im} exists. [{(f2) plays a certain role in the asymptotic
convergence analysis of polynolnial based iterative Inethods for linear systems - which explains
the name ~\convergence fac.tor". If n possesses a Green's function with singularity in 00, then
1\'(0) can be expressed in terms of G. Here, we consider the question how the asymptotic
convergence factof is effected by a rational transformation of n.
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On S0111e explicitl,Y solvable cOlllplex Chebyshev apprOXi111ation problelus

B. Fischer und F. Peherstorfer

,i\'hen applying a polynomial iterati0I'l: method

r n = Pn(A)ro, Pn(O) = 1,

to the iterative solution of a linear system Ax = b, the norm of the nth residual r n may be
estimated in terms of the solution of a complex Cheby~hev appro~imationproblem

Ilrnlb :5 emin max IPn(z)l.
Pn(O)=l zEO

Here n is a subset of the complex plane which contains all eigenvalues of A. e
Typically, an iterative scheme is not directly applied to the given system hut to a preconditioned

version. When using a particular preconditioner for the Stokes-equations it turns out that the
eigenvalues of tbe preconditioned system are located in ucross-shaped" regions.

In this note we will eXPliCitlYCO~pute the Chebyshev POlynOmi~on th~e sets and on r~d
geometries. In particular we will present a variety of examples.

A block Lanczos algoritlun and matrix Pade approxhnants

. R.W. Freund

Let H : <V ..-. (Q; U {oo} )prrn a matrix-valued transfer function of the form

H(z) = LT(I - zA)-l R

6
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where A E (l:NxN, R E [:NxJn, and L E <r;Nxp.- In nlany applications, N is very large and
one is interested in approxiluating H by a rational function H n of order n << N. For the
case p = 111 = 1, it is weIl kno\vn that the Pade approxilnant Hn = [n - 1/71] can be computed
efficiently and stably by exploiting thc connection beteen thc classical Lanczos process and Pade
approxiluation. In this talk, \ve present an extension of this result to the general case m, P ~ 1.
First, we describe a novel Lanczos-type algorithm far multiple starting veetors. Then we show
that this algoritlun ean be used to compute n-th matrix Pade approximants to H.

Polyno111ial approxhllation of piecewise analytic functions

D. Gaier

Let f be continuolls on I = [-1,1] and belong to a certain smoothness class, typically
/(10:) E Lip 0'. By weIl known theorems, there exist polynomials of degree n such th~t (*)
I/Cx) - Pn(x)1 $ M· n-k - o for x E I. This global estimate can, however, be improved in
the neighborhood of a point Xo where f is regular. In fact, there exist Pn satisfying (*) and
I/(xo) - Pn(xo)1 = O(qn) for SOUle q = q(xo) < 1. A result of this type was first given by
Saft"; Totik and Ivanov (1989). "Ve inlprove their result s0l11cwhat and give a sinlpler and more
construc.tive approach.

Polyno111ials in the c0111plex plane

M. v. Goli tschek

A theorenl of Dernst.p.iu l;tates that if aH algehraic polynonlial Pn of degree ~ n satisfies
IP,,(:1:)1 ~ 1, -1 ~ :r ~ 1. t.hen

IP,,(:)I $ pn for all z E E p , p > 1,

\vhere E p is the ellipse \vith foei ±1 and the sunl of half-axis p.

Let ..4 C mbe thc finit.e union of cOlnpact intervals and tu E C( ..4) be non-negative on A. We
dcscribe the largest set D p := Dp(tP~ A), independent of n and Pn , with the following property:

If P" satisfies ·w(:t)"IPII(.l·)1 $ 1~ :1' E A. t.hen

7



On segnlent approxinlation

R.. Grotll1uann~ Eichstä.tt

"Ve discuss best segment approximation (with free knots) by polynomials to piecewise analytic
functions on areal interval. It is showl1 that, if the degree of the polynomials tends to infinity,
and the number of knots is the same as the number of singularities of the function, then the
optimal knots converge geometrically fast to the singularities. When the degree is held fixed
and the number of knots tends to infinity, we study the asymptotic distribution of the optimal
knots.

This is a joint \vork \vith H. Mhaskar~

Pre-adapted quaclrature rules for boundary integrals

and Donaldson·Elliot error estimation

D. Hough

This talk describes thc quadrature st.rategy that is implen1ented iOn the CONFPACK numerical
conformal mapping package. In partic.ular, the Donaldson-Elliot representation of quadrature
errors für n-point Gaussian rules is cC>lnbined \vith certain asymptotic expansions for large n in
order to produce computable quadrature error estin1ates for the type of integrals, which arise in
the simple layer boundary integrals of classical two-dimensional potential theory. These error
estiI~1atesenable efficient adaptive a.nd pre-adapted cümposite rules to be constructed. Efficiency
comparisons are Inade \vith the QUADPACI( public domain quadrature package.

COlllputation of special fUl1ctions in the complex donlain by

Pade approxin1ants

"V. B. .Iones
...,.-r'

I

-00 $ a < b ~ +00.F(z) = rb
dt/J(t).

Ja Z + t

Tbe talk is on the C0111put.ation of complex va.lued functions of a complex variable defined by
Stieltjes tranSfOrlllS

Use is made of both one-point and t.wo-point Pade approximants expressed in terms of three
.families of continuecl frHc.tions: real J-frac.tions, Stieltjes fractions anel positive T-fractions. The
prilnary goal is to describe Inethods for detennining the exact number of significant digits
SD(!n(z), F(z)) in a C0111pllted approxilnation in(::) of the function value F(z). The methods
take into account the rnachine 'lLnit lJ of the computer, rigoTous bounds for the truncation error

8



IF(z) - /n(z)1 \vhere /n(Z) denotes the true value of the nth approximant, and rigoTous bounds

0/ the rO'lLndoff errOT I/n(.:) - in(z)l in the cOlnputed approximation in(z) of fn(z). Conformal
mapping plays a basic role in thc detennination of both types of error bounds. Results from
machine computations are given to illustrate the lnethods.

The role"of the endpoint in weighted polynomial

approximation with varying weights

A. I{uijlaars

For a \veight function to : [a, b] -+ (0,00), we consider weighted polynomials of the form w n Pn

where the degree of Pn is at most n. The class of functions that can be approximated with such
weighted polynomials depends on the behavior of the density of the extremal me«!Sure assot;iated
with w. We show that every approximable funet,ion must vanish at the endpoint:'~·~·if the density
behaves like (t - a).8 near a with ß > -1/2. On the other hand, if ß = -1/2 then there exist
approximable funetion that do not vanish at a. We also present an analogous result for interval
points.

Weighted Zolotarev proble111S

E. Levin

Given hvo disjoint C.Olupäcts EI, E2 in the complex plane, consider the ration Zmn(r) =
sUPE

l
ItV Ul + Jl 7'1/ inf E 2 Itv m + ll rl, where 'W is a weight function and r is a rational funetion of

type (7n, 71). Let Zm,n denote the infimum (over all sueh r) of Zmn(r). For any "ray sequenee"

(ln, 11), that is 171./11 -+ A, n1. + n -+ 00, Z~!~m+n) approaches a limit L(A). We study the behav
ior of zeros and poles of a sequence rmn for which {Zmn(rmn )}l!(m+n) -+ L(A). Application to
minilnal Blaschkc products are also given. .e This is a joint wOl·k with E.B. Saff.

Progress in convergence theory of Pade approxilnation

D. S. Lubinsky

We survey/discuss recc~nt progress in the convergence theory of diagonal Pade approximants
(that is approximants [n/n] with llUlllcrator anel den0111inator degree at most n, n ~ 00) and
some problelus that arise in this theory. For example, estilllate the size of the lemniscate

{z : IP(z)1 ~ c:"},

9



P a polynoluial of degree $,n, normalized by

Also, analogues of this in several variables.

C0l11plex rational approximation: the DKL problem,

Pade-type cuts

A. P. Magnu~
.r-J

The DKL problem: Complex approxiu1ation is seen ili the following setting:· le f be holo-
. morphic in a don1ain p C ~, let I< be a 'comp~ct set C· D where values of f are available

(Known), and L a compact set C D ,vhere one wants to estimate (to Learn) f. How to use n
units of information out of !( in building an approximation r to minimize the norm of f - r
on L? Idea.lly, this should be investigated with optimal recovery techniques. The solution is
asymptotically (n --+ 00) kno\vn for rational interpolatron in 3 cases: K = L, K or L = a single
point of D (Pade-type approximation).

Pade-type cuts: Moreover, when' the boundary of D is allowed to move (cuts linking fixed
branchpoints for instance), optilnization can be pushed furthel'. This leads to quadratic differ
entials, alreacly discussed in Pade approxitnation (H. Stahl).

'1/9' and 11le: The so-c.alled CF method for approximating exp( -x) on (0,00) by rational
functions leads to the study of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the operator on (0,00)
(Hf)(x) = 2rr- 1/,1 Jooo

exp(-(.1~ + y)2)f(y)dy. Any help on asymptotics (eigenvalue An ~O
\vhen n -+ 00) \vill be Welc0111e.

On certain aspects of orthogonal polynomials on annular sectors

- --in--the-cOlnplex .plane - .

-G. Opfer

Orthogonal polynonlia.ls on a conlpact set S in <V can be generated relatively easily at least for
moderate degrees if the sca,lar products are computable precisely with little amount ef work.
This is the case for annular secters Sand ordinary lille- and area-integrals as scalar products.
The orthogonal polynomials p so generated are normalized by p(O) = 1 and the size Ilpll~
(uniform norm on S) is invest.igated in order to find out .whether these polynomials can be used
in so-called polynomial based iterations for solving linear equations. The orthogonal polynomials
are cOlnputed by a fuH tenn rccnrsion. Dut. an artificial k-tenn-recursion (k ~ 3) is also tested
with the surprising result. that t.he zeros of these (non orthogonal) polynomials are located on
k-2 arcs which are very elose to line ~egments.
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Deterillillillg crosscuts of subdivisioll for dQmahl decoInposition

in llumerical conforillal lllapping

N. Papamichael

Let Q := {fl; ZI, Z2, Z3, z-t} be a quadrilateral consisting of a Jordan domain n and four points
ZI, Z2, Z3, Z4 in counterclockwise order on an. We consider a domain decomposition method for
computing approxitnatio1l5 to the conformallnodule 71"l(Q) of Q in cases where Q is "long" or,
equivalently, 1n(Q) is "Iarge" . This method is based on decomposing the original quadrilateral
Q into t\VO or more component quadrilaterals Ql, Q2,'" and then approximating m(Q) by the
sum Lj m(Qj) of the modulus of the component quadrilaterals. The specific purpose of the
talk is to consider waY5 for determining appropriate crosscuts of subdivision so that the SUfi

Lj 1n(Qj) does indeed give a good approximation to 1n(Q).

On asymptotics for minimal polynomials by Green's funci~~ns

F. Peherstorfer :..,-

.:

Let E, = [al,a2]U[a3,a4]U ... U[a21":'1,a2I], H(x) = II;~l(x-aj) andlet Mn(x) = x
n + ... be

the mininlal polynoluial on E, with l'cspect to the sup-Norm and Mn(x) = Mn(x)fL n , where
Lu is lhe Ininimum deviation. Further let for Zo E lR \ E, 4>( z, zo). = exp G( z, zo), where G( z, zo)
the cOlnplex Green '5 funct.iou· \vhich has purely imaginary Inodulu5 of periodicity. First it is
sho\vnthat a polynonlial Pu+l-l(l~) = ~rn+l-l + ... which c~.n be represented i~·the form

P,;+I-l - HQ;,_1 = g[n)

\vhere piu) E P'-I, Qn-l E Pn - 1 and at the zeros of 9(n), denoted by Wj,n

c.an a.lso be represent.ed with the help of the Green's functionsin the following way

This gives, in conjullcl-ioll with thc assertion, that

with ck --+ 0 on [-1,1] uniformly,

,L

if tVj,nlr E [a2; + 6, a2;+1 - 6], 6 > 0, j = 1, ... ,1- 1 for k ~ ko, an asymptotic representation
of the 111il1ilnal polynolllial in tenns of Green'5 function. The representation coincides with that
one conjectured hy \\'ido111. Fot' a \vide set of intervals the above rational function, which gtves
asylnptotically the Inininlal polynonlial, Ctl.ll even be deterulined explicitely.
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Behavior of Laurent-type· rational functiol1s·

with applicatiolls to conforll1al mapping

I. E. Pritsker

This is a joint work with N. Papamichael, E. B. Sa.ff and N. S. S.tyli~nopoulos.

Consider the ann1.11a.1' region A bounded by Jordan curves r e and r i, with r i interior to r e .

Let tbe domain G be the interior of r i, 0 E G, and n be the exterior of r e •

We consider the problems of convergence and asynlptotic ze.1'0 .distribution of sequenc_f .
Laurent-type rational functions of the form: .,

R () "aJ,!,tnzi.m,n Z = L-J
j=-n

Under certain assumpt.ions on the asymptotic behavior of the leading coefficients of Rm,n, the
weak· limit of tbe nOfll1alized counting Ineasures in zeros of Rm,n is the linear convex combi
nation of two hannonic ll1easures J-lt ( .) := ·w( 00, " n), supp~rted on r e , and J.li(·) := w(O,·, G),
supported on r i.

We answer the question a.bout aSYlnptotic proportion bet,veen m. and n for Rm,n to achieve
tbe best geolnetric rate cf convergence in a.pproximation of a function analytic on the closure.
of annular region A. The result suggests an adaptive version of the örthonormalization method
in approximate confornlal mapping of doubly connected domains. The estimates of the error in
ONM for tbe domains ,vith piec.ewise analytic boundary without cusps are also given. .

Finally, \V~ present same ntuuerical results for the adaptive ONM.

Rational approxiluatioll of analytic functions

V. Prokhorov

e
Let E be an arbitrary COIUpac.t. set beloI1ging to tbc complex plane <C, and let f be' entire

function of finite order 0' ~ O. For each nonnegative 11. and n't. denote by Rn •m the class of tbe
rational functions of order (11.,17'1.):

R n . IU = {r : " = ]JJq, deg p $ 11. deg a ~ m,q ~ O}.

The deviation of f froln R n •rn (in the unifonn olet.ric. on E) is denoted by PR,m

Pn,m = inf IIf - rlIE,
rEH".m

\vhere 11 . 11 E is the supreluunl 00rll1 on E.

12
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We suppose that the sequellce nl(n), n = 0,1,2, .. "., satisfies the follo\ving conditions:

nl(n) ~ 11, lün ln(71)/n = 8, 0 ~ E> ~ 1.
u-(x)

The investigation of the asymptotic behavior of thc sigular numbers of the. Hankel operator

constructed from thc fnnction being approximated enables HS to prove the following result in

the th~ory of rational approximation of al1alytic functions.

Theorenl. Supposc that E is an arhitrary cOlupact set in (1;, and f is an entire function of

finite order. Then
-1'- ln(Pn-m(n),O Pn-m(n)+l,l .. , Pn,m(n» < _!!...
n~~· n 2 In n - t7

ADI iterative nlethods and applicatioll to the restoration

of noisy inlages

L. Reichel

A generalized Alternating Dircction IInplicit (ADI) iterative method is introduced in which

strict a.lternation is not required. Analysis based on potential theory shows that the rate of

convergence of this Iue.thod can be higher tha.n for the standard ADI iterative method, which

rcqllircs strict alternation. An appllcation of tohe generalized AD! iterative Inethod to the restora

tion of ilnages corrupted by lloise using; a 'Viener filter is describecl. Th~ talk presents joint work

with D. Calvetti aud N. Lf:'yenberg.

The sunullation fornlulae of Poisson, Plana,

Euler-Maclaurill alld their relationship

G. Schmeisser

It has been pointed out by P. L. Butzer and his collaborators that the generalized sampling theo

rem for nonban<1linlited functiolls. the Possion SUl111uation fonnu1a, the Euler-Maclaurin formula

and the functional equation of Rielua.nn's zeta. fllllction are essentially equivalent. Communi

cating a prohlenl of .1. P. Dowling, Butzer asked if an equivalence between the Euler-Maclaurin

formula Clnd that of P1ana ("0\11d also he est.ablished. A severe difference between the two for

mulae is t.hat the fOrIllel' applies to fUllctions defined on an interval while the latter requires the

functions t.o be hololl1orphic in a half-plane. Nevertheless \ve sho\v that each of the two formulae

can be dcd\\c~d frolll thc other if \ve adluit the following tools: Cauchy's contour integration for

rectangles, 'Veierstrass' theorem on approxinlation by polYnoluials. and a classical result from

the theory of sumnlability. "Ve also deluonstrate that. Plana's formula is a direct consequence

of Poisson's sl1mnlat.ion fonnllla (joint work with Q. I. Rahman).
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Rational approxilnation: A result by Dunlas revisited

H. Stahl

In a dissertation (defended in 1908 and supervised by Adolf Hurwitz) Dumas investigated the
convergence of the continued fraction development of functions of the form JP{ z) with P a
quadratic polynomial. He sho\ved that the development diverges at infinitely rrtany points and
in general this set of points is dense in the complex plane. On the other hand he also showed
that the continued fract.ions converge at infinitely many points.

"Ve shall reconsider DUlnas' problenl and will show how with modern techniques the conver
gence and divergence of the continued fractions canbe deseribed. There are sets with essentie
divergence. In other areas the divergence is the result of so-called spurious poles of the approx
imants. These poles may cluster everywhere in the domain of convergence. The phenomenon is
related to periodic and nonperiodic behavior of the continued fractions. The results are extended
to the case of polynomials P of higer degree. .

Estinlating the accuracy of certain engineering approximations

for confornlal l110dules of quadrilaterals.

N. S. Stylianopoulos

We consider certain engineering rules for approxill1ating the conformal modules of quadrilater
als, due to P.M. Hall (Thin Solid Films 1 (1967/68),277-295]. By making use of the theory of a
domain decomposition ll1ethod for confol'lualluapping (N. Papamichael and N.S. Stylianopoulos
[Numer. ~1ath. 62 (1992), 213-234]) anel, in particular, of certain results fora special dass of
quadrilaterals, due t.o D. Gaier and VV. HaYlnan (Constr. Approx. 7 (1991), 453-467], we derive
error estiluates for the above rul(~s. This estill1ates show that the rules are in, fact, remarkably
accurate.

Markoff constants for Cantor sets

V. Totik

Let ]( be a Cantor-type set such that during its construction at level n we have 2n intervals
of length e-An . !( is said to have the ~1a.rkoffpl'opel'ty if for some Land all polynomials Pn we
have IIP~IIJ\' $ (deg Pn)LIIPnIIK. It is proven that thc following are equivalent:

(i) !( has the Markoff property

(ii) The Green function y(;\/\"(z, (0) is Lipschitz continuous
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(iii) An = O(n).

It is also shown tha.t if AI" is the slnallest const.ant in

then /\1
2n

~ ie"n. In particular, no n1atter ho\v 111 '" 0, there is a regular Cantor set !( such

that Mn :I O(e1'n n).

.e The tatest results on lower bounds

rar the Bruijn-Newnlall constant A

R. S: Varga

We discuss the latest results on lower bOllnds for the de Bruijn-Newman'~C;nstantn {where

the truth of thc RienHUln Hypothesis is equivalent to (A ~ 0).

Here, we give t.hc latest reslllt (Csardas, Odlyzko, Sluith and Varga) that

-0.000 000 005 895 < A

A~O

Inay be t.rne, and ther~ is definitely an interesting prohlem to pursue. (Of course, showing A ~ 0
does not disprove t.he niClllnn Hypothesis. as the Rienuu111 Hypothesis is eq~ivalent to A ~ 0.)
We a.lso renul.rk that the res\1lt of dc Br\1iju, of 1D50, na,tnely that ~';_.-

and we give thc analysis, involving differential equations, for coupling numerical results on zeros
of the R.ienu\.nn zeta. fllnction, in the ci'itical strip. It appears that the conjecture of Newman,

namely

-00 < A ~ 1/2,

is such that the uppcr bound of 1/2 has not been improved in 45 years. We complete the
nlOVetnent of zeros nf H)..(t), as a func.tion to t, to the deternlination of bounds for A.

Pade and Pade type approxinlation

H. ,i\'allin

Reporting on joint l:esC'(l.n:h with Alniran Anlhroladze I luade a coniparison between diagonal
PA (Pa(Ie approxinHltion) and PTA (Pade type a.pproximation) which is a rational interpolation
where some or 3011 of the poles are preassigned. To be luore precise, let f be holomorphic at
infinity and let pn and qlt, (}n "# 0, be polynonlia.ls in oue complex variable Z of degree at most
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n, and approxin1a.t.e f hy p" / q".. V\'e get t.he nth diagonal PA Pn/ qn if we determine Pn and qn
hy the interpolation conditiol1 (lqn - Pu)(':) = O(.z--n-l) as z -+ CXJ, and we get the nth PTA
\vi th preassigned p()l~s at the zeros of (jn if (jn is preassigned and \ve let Pn be determined by
the interpolation (fqn - Pn)(z) = O(z-l). In a natural way we can also define PTA where same,
hut not a.ll, of thc poles are preassigned. In particnlar, I reported on the following theorem and
it5 generalizations:

Theorenl: Let tU be a.n ent.ire fllnction and let

f(z) = 1) w(t) dt .
• ~l z - t

If qn is the normalized nth Legendre polynomial and ]Jn/qn is the PTA with preassigned poles
at the zeros of qn, then

liln sup I.!(z) _Pn{z) Il/n ~ e-2go «j
n-oo· qn(z)

locally uniformly in n = <1. \ [-1, I), where 90 is Greel1's function of n with pole at infinity.

Nonlinear boundary value probleins for holomorphic fUl1ctiol1s

E. 'i\Tegert

Given a fanlily of Cllrves 1\1, (t E T := 80) in the cOlnplex plane the corresponding Riemann
Hilhert problem (RHP) consist in finding all functions tU, which' are holomorphic in the unit
disk D, continl.lOllS on D, and sa.t.isfy the bouudary condition

w(t) E A1" for a11 t E T

Special emphasis of the talk is on RHPs with a non-colnpact non-orientable target manifold

At:= U {tl x At, c T x <C.

'ET

The stru('tllre of t.lle solut.ion 111nnifold ·is discusscd and an application to the free boundary
value probIen) in elect.rochenlic.al ll1Clchining is given. Finally, we propose an efficient Newton
type method for the iterative solution of R.HPs with index -1/2, which is based on the splitting
of Toeplitz matrices iuto t\VO factors relatecl to discrete linear R.HPs.
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Fast confoflnal 111apping of an ellipse to a sinlply

connected region

R. ''''egn1ann

The fast iterative nlethod for conformallnappingJrolu the disc to a simply connected region

with smooth boundary (\Vegmann 1978) is extended anel improved.

1) Using a simple representation of the conjugation operator on an ellipse in terms of trigono

Inetric series, the nlethod is reformulated for ellipses as canonical regions. The iteration is still

fast using FFT. A proper choice of a canonical ellipse can reduce the crowding and improve the

accuracy.

2) The discretized Inethod is nlodified by cutting off all Fourier terms or order> m. It is

proved that this smoothecl nU111ericailuethod converges locally if onIy the number of grid points

is large enough. This solves the convergence problems associated with the original methode

These results render the method more flexible, stable and widely applicable-.

Rational approxinlation in the Hardy space H2

F. 'Vielon.sky

This is a joint work with L. Daratchart and 'E. B. Saff. Dur interest is in the following problem:

Given a fllnction f in the reat" Hardy space Bi of the complement of the closed unit disk,

vanishing at infinity, ITlinilnize 111 - 1'112 where r ranges over the set of all rational functions in

H2- of type (n. - 1. 11.). This problenl ("an eqnivalently be stated in the real Hardy space Hi of

the llnit disko

\Vc give a general crit.C'l'io!l fnr l111iqucll(,ss or crit.ical point.s and apply it to thc particular case

fez) = ~Cl/;; in i/; (01' Y(=) == I;; iu fIt),'

BEIlICIITf,USTATTER:. R. GnoTIlMANN, EICHSTÄTT
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Mathematische Logik
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This yea.rs Oberwolfach meeting on MathematieaJ Logie was chaired by Walter Felscher
(Tübingen), Helmut Schwichtenberg (München) and Anne S. Troelstra (Amsterdam).
There were participants from 11 countries. The foeus was on proof theory, lambda caJculus
and eonstructive mathematics. Subfields like modal logic, provability logic, many valued
logie, type theory, intutitionism, linear logic and the interpretation of aspeets of traditional
mathematics in type theory were treated. Several talks dealt as weIl with the contributions
of mathematieallogic to computer science. Here problems-like the relationship between
proofs and programs, logical foundations of computer science and finding good syntax and
semantics for programming were discussed. This demonstrates that foundational questions
and applications are 'very elose in mathematical logic.
One highlight of the meeting was the first presentation of the proof theoretical analysis of
II~-CA by Michael Rathjen (currently at Stanford), a problem open for 20 years.
All participants enjoyed very much the excellent opportunities the insitute offered for
having private discussions, some more direetly focused on mathematical work, in which the
lmowledge from different areas was brought together, others more on the general direction
in which mathematicallogic is eurrently developing.



Vortragsauszüge

Proof theory and nonclassical logics
Sergei N. Artemov

Ab3tract Propo3itional Operation3 over proof3 (APO) are defined as operations over proofs
that can be specified in arithmetic by propositional conditions and invariant with respect
to a choice of a proof predicate. We prove that APO admits a finite basis. It allows to give
a complete axiomatization for a logic with propositional formulas, formulas [t]A which
stands for "t ;'3 a prool 01 A» (t is a proof term, A is a formula), baolean connectivA
for farmulas and APO aver proof terms. The resulting Dynamic Logic 01 Proof3 (DLfl'!'
is a constructive variant of the modal logic S5. For example DLP enjoys the reflexivity
property

[t]A -+ A

which ia clearly missing in the traditional provability logie. The deeidability and the
arithmetical completeness of DLP are established.

Iterated local reflection vs. iterated consistency
Lev Beklemi3hev

For "natural enough" systems of ordinal notation we show that a-times iterated Ioeal
refleetion schema over a sufficiently strong arithmetic T proves the same n~-sentencesas
wQ-times iterated consistency. A eorollary is that the two hierarchies catch up modulo
relative interpretability exact1y at e-numbers.
We also derive the following "mixed" formulas: for all a 2:: 1 and all ß

(TQ)p =n~ Two ·(1+P)

(Tp y~ =n~ Tp+w o

where T Q stands for a times iterated loeal reflection over T, Tp stands for ß times iterated.
consistency, and =n~ denotes (provable in T) mutual n~ conservativity~

We show that "natural enough" ordinal notation systems do exist for every recursi.. ~~

ordinal. • \'

Constructive interpretations of inductive definitions
Ulrich B erger

A realizability interpretation of intuitioniatic positive inductive definitions ia sketched.
Since strict positiveness is not required tbe classieal theory can be embedded easily via a
negative translation. Hence also classical II2 theorems can be interpreted constructively
in the usual way. The intuitionistic theory ia interpreted via an extension of Kreisel's
modified realizability interpretation. Since non strict1y positive definitions are allowed the
realizing term language needs constructs going beyond Gödeis system T+ recursion over
we1lfounded tress (see e.g. Zuckers work in Troelstra's SLNM 344). The main problem is
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the constructive interpretation of the new term calculus, i.e. the definition of a reduction
relation whieh is on the one hand strang enough to prove the soundness theorem and on
the other hand strongly nonnalizing.

Logical foundations for formal speciflcations
Egon Börger

We demonstrate by two exampleshow Gurevich's nation of "evolving algebra" from 1988
can be used for transparent and f8.lsifiable specifications and analysis of complex computing
systems. The first example is the new correctness proof of Lamport '8 mutual exclu8ion
protocol "bakery" (joint work with Y. Gurevich, D. Rosenzweig). The second example ia
the theorem that pipelining is correct on RlSe machines (joint work with S. Mazzanti).

On Gentzen's consistency proofs for arithmetic
Wilfried Buchholz

We present a. modified version of Gentzen's first consistency proof for Peano-Arithmetic
PA [Math. Ann. 112 (1936)] and relate it to the standard cut-elimination procedure for
w-arithmetic. For ea.ch derivation d of PA (formulated in Tait's sequent calculus) and each
n E N the following objects are defined (by prim. recursion on the build-up of d):
• an expression tPn(d) which either describes some inference of w-arithmetic or is the

symbol *,
• a family of PA-derivations d[i]n (i E I) (with I determined by tPn(d)) such that

(1) (d) -J. •.• r(d[i]n) ... (i E I) . ~_E f k' d (d)
tPn -r * ==> r(d) 1S an Wlerence 0 In tPn

(e.g. if tPn(d) = (3xA, m) then 1= {O} and r(d[O]n) = red), A(m) ),
(2) tPn(d) = * => r(d[O]n) = red),
(3) on(d[i]n) < on(d) (Vi EI).

Here red) denotes the endsequent of d, and on(d) ia Gentzen's ordinal assignment from his
second consistency proof [Leipzig 1938] as presented in [Minte, A new reduction sequence
for arithmetic]. From (1),(2),(3) the consistency of PA follows immediately by transfinite
induction up to co.
Now let d 1-+ d OO be the canonical embedding of PA-derivations into w-arithmetic, and let
En be the standard cut-elimination operator which lowers the cut-rank of each derivation
in w-arithmetic down to n. Then the following holds:

(1) ' (d) 4 C' (dOO ) _ ••• En(d[i]~) ...
tPn r * =::} "n - red) ,

En(dOO
).

In the last part of the talk precise connections between Gentzen's first and second consis
tency proof are established.

Formal topology and constructive mathematics
Thierry Coqu.and

We show how some techniques of loeal theory or formal topology (topology without points)
can be used in the proof-theoretical analysis of some non constructive proofs. We present
two examples:
• the existence of minimal invariant compact subspace of a compact space X, with

f : X --. X continuous.
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• the existence of non principal ultrafilters over N.

More about the intuitionistic continuum
Dirk van Dalen

In intuitionistic mathematics IR is indeoomposable, i.e. IR = A U B, An B i= 0 ~ IR =
A V IR. = B (Brouwer). This result is extended to QC (= x E IRlx ~ Q}) by using the
continuity principle, bar induction and Kripke's Schema. A further exploitation of the
above techniques + some intuitionistie topology yields the following: If A C IR is negative
and A = B + C, A located, B and C inhabited, then there is a p E IR, such that p has
positive distance to B and C.
As a corollary we get: If A is negative and dense in IR, then A is decomposable. ExamtA
A = QCc. One hence haB lots of connected and I-dimensional subsets of IR. ••

What is a model of Martin-Löf's type theory?
Peter Dybjer

We first introduce a notion of model of a basic framework of dependent types and call it
"category with families" ("ewf"). It is a variant of Cartmell's categories with attributes,
but has a more direct connection with the syntax of type theory. Then we show how to
define ewfs using Martin-Löf's type theory as a metalanguage. This interna! notion of ewf
is "relaxed", as opposed to strict, and hence has a coherenee problem. Finally, we show
how to solve the problem as a corollary of a normalization theorem.

Nested proof theory
Lev Gordeev

Various results in algebraic and/or computer science logic address the following problem:
How to formalize predicate logic (with or without equality) in the presence of n < 00

distinct variables by using only direct (cut-free) rules. of inference? The solution proposed
has the form of term-rewriting systems such that a formula A is said to be derivable
(provable) if there is a reduction chain starting with A and ending by T. The resulting
Ureduction calculi" RPCn (without equality) and RPCEn (with equality) can also be
addressed 88 suitable nested versions of cut-free sequent calculi with n distinct variables.
The corresponding nested cut elimination theorem is proved, which implies the equivalence
to the familiar modus-ponens formalizations. These techniques enable to provide e.g. _
negative solution to Proble~ 2.12 of [Henkin-Monk-Tarski: Cylindric Algebra I]. •

A Contraction free calculus for 54
Jörg Hudelmaier

Theorem proving in the modal logic 54 is notoriously difficult. This is due to the fact
that in ordinary sequent ealculi for this logic lengths of predeductions are not bounded in
terms of the length of their endsequent. Here we propose a calculus for which there is a
measure such that all premisses of all rules have smaller measure than their conclusions.
Thus lengths of predeductions are bounded by the measure of their endsequent and we
obtain a straight forward depth first proof search procedure.
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Standard parts of classical analysis where provable functionals have polynomial
growth relatively to the data
Ulrich Kohlenbach

To measure the growth of uniform bounds which are extractable from proofs in various
parts of analysis we introduce a hierarchy {GnAW)nEN of subsystems of PAw and determine
the impact of various analytical principles r on the growth (re1atively to GnAw +AC - qf).
We define a set r of analytical axioms which cover (re1atively to G2 Aw + AC - qf) large
parts of the usual analysis of continuouB functions and show that from a proof

(where Ao is quantifier-free, t is a closed term and AC- qf denotes the schema of quantifier
free choice) one can extra.ct abound cP : \/u, k\/v :51' tuk3w ~o cPukAo, where <p is a
polynomial in uM := AxO.max{uO, ... ,ux) and k if n = 2 resp. elementary recursive in
tJ, M ,k if n = 3 (cPuk does not depend on v). Furthennore we determine the impact on the
growth of bounds caused by the use of single sequences of instances of principIes whieb
involve arithmeticaJ eomprehension aB the Bolzano-Weierstraß principle, the·~Arzela.Ascoli
lemma and others.

T AUT-decision procedures and their complexity
Horst Luckhardt (in cooperation with O. Kullmann)

We systematically develop methods deciding propositional tautology for DNF and coNP
complete subclasses and establish complexity upper bounds for them with exponential
part 2cwom(F) where m(F) is one of the measures #{variables} , #{literalinstances},
#{clauses}, and Cl! varies between ft and 1. Combining these aspects differentiates
TAUT/SAT-complexity on DNF/CNF in anew way.

Modal logic, linear logic, optimal lambda reduction
Simone Martini

We presented systems of indexed sequents for several modal logics (K,D,T,4 and their
combinations), all formulated aB loeal modifications of the basic system for the logic KD. '
The systems enjoy cut-elimination (or normalization and confluence in their natural de
duction formulation). When they are tailored to linear logic and interpreted in proof-nets,
the indexes have a natural interpretation in terms of box-depth. This interpretation sug
gests an improvement on the current formulation of graph-rewriting systems for optimal
lambda-reduction Ca. 18. Le.vy-Lamping-Gonthier).

Cut-elimination for indexed systems of sequents
Grigori Mint"

Cut reductions are defined and proved to be sufficient for cut elimination in Kripke-style
formulation of modallogic in terms of indexed systems of sequents.

Zermelo-Fraekel algebras
Ieke Moerdijk (together with Ä. Joyal)

We extend the Lawvere-Tierney axioms for elementary toposes by axioms for a class of
'smali maps'. An internal (in a topos &) ZF-algebra ia defined a.s aposet L, equipped with
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a unary operation s : L -+ L, in which moreover all (smalI' suprema exist. The cumulative
hierarchy of sets (relative to &), as weH as various types of constructive ordinals, can
be described as ZF-algebras defined by generators and relations. This provides a uniform
approach to sheaf-, forcing- and realizability interpretations of set theory. A fuH description
will appear in our book "Algebraic Set Theory" (Cambridge University Press, 1995).

A Classical view of the intuitionistic continuu~
Joan Rand M03chovaki3

We extend Gödeis [1933] observation that intuitionistic number theory "is only apparently
narrower than the classical one, and in fact contains it", to second order intuitionistic
number theory ("analysis"). Let i,j, ... ; a, b, . .. ,h; O!, p, ... range over numbers, lawlike
sequences, and arbitrary choice sequences respectively. Let RLS(O!) == 'v'b['v'w(Seq(w)~
Seq(b(w))) :::> 3x O! E a(x) *b(a(x))] express "o! is lawless relative to R", where R is tl.
class of lawlike sequences. Using a set-theoretic hypothesis we build by ordinal induction
a countable well-ordered class (R, -<) of "lawlike sequences" which leads to a classical
realizability interpretation for a formal system S+[-<] extending Kleene and Vesley's [1965]
intuitionistic analysis, with Open Data and lawlike classical analysis included. .

The logic of functional recursion
Yanni3 N. Moschovaki3
The expressions of the Formal Language of Recursion FLR=FLR(T) are defined by the
following induction, where x, X, ... are individual variables, Pi, ... are functions variables
and the function(al) symbols f are from some specified signature (vocabulary) T:

Terms: A

Vax. or Term: V
'x-terms: O!

Expressions: E
:=

true I false (Booleans)
I if Athen B else C fi (Conditional)

I p(Vt , , Vn) (Function calts)
I f(Et , , En ) (Calls to primitives)

I Ao where {PI(it ) = At,··. ,Pn(in) = An}
(Recursion)
X IA
'x(i)A

xlAIO!

Ultimately we are interested in the terms of FLR, which in the intended interpretations
represent programs, while the remaining formal expressions are auxiliary. We consider te
classical semantics on this language. _
(1) Strict semanties. The structures are of the form (M, F), where M is an arbitrary set
and the interpretation F assigns to the function symbols in the signature monotone, partial
functionals on M to M, including the Booleans and astriet conditiona1; the individual
variables va:ry over M, and the function variables over partial funetions on M to M. Calls
are by strict composition.
This is the natural interpretation for ideal Ufunctional," side-effect-free programming like
pure LISP, and it is also used in the study of classical, abstract recursion.
(2) Continuous semanties. The structures are of the form (W, F), where W is a direeted,
complete poset, and F interprets the function symbols by continuous functionals on W,
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including fixed, discrete points 0 and 1 to denote the Booleans and a natural (strict) con
ditional. The individual variables vary over W and the function variables over continuous
functions on W to W. Calls are by composition.

This is (perhaps) the most natural interpretation of FLR, from the mathematical point
of view, and it also gives a faithful, abstract expression of call-by-name interpretations of
programming languages. Neither (1) not (2) can be used, however, to model the natural
semantics for the most natural call-by-value programing languages, as they both validate
the identity

p(c) where {p(x) = p(c)} = .1;

while if estands for an act like ring the bell, then the program on the left will produce an
infinite string of ring3 in a call-by-value interpretation.

We introduce a new class of Iiftup structures of the form (M, W,], F), where M is a set
in which we interpret the individual variables; W is a complete poset, and we interpret
the function variables by functions p : Mn -+ W; F interprets the function by monotone
functionals from M to W (suitably defined); and the] = {]n}n is a sequence'of monotone,
liftup operation

]n : (Mn -+ W) -+ Mon(Wn -+ W)

which we use to interpret "composition" in the formal expressions of FLR. It can be shown
that liftup structures model faithfully most of the known interpretation of programming
languages.

The main result is that the class V 0/ lijtup valid FLR identities is decadable, and in fact
there i3 a 3imple, natural and 1t3e/ul aziomatization for V.

Toric desingularizations and proofs in many-valued logic
Daniele Mundici

Every formula c,o(Xl, ... ,xn ) of the infinite-valued calculus of Lukasiewicz has a DNF
reduction aB a sum of Schauder hat formulas of some triangulation of the cube [0, l]n,
with rational vertices. The positive answer to the weak conjecture of Oda allows one to
connect any two DNF tautologies by a path whose deduction steps are the natural coun
terparts of the blow up and blow down operations. Using the DeConcini-Proceri theorem
on elimination of points of indeterminacy, Panti gives a novel proof of the completeness of
the Lukasiewicz axioms. Conversely, in a joint paper with Aguzzoli, the author gives an
algorithmic procedure to desingularize every 3-dimensional toric variety, keeping aB small
as possible the Euler characteristic of the resUlting nonsingular variety.

D.M.: A con8tructive proof 0/ McNaughton theorem, JSL 59 (1994), 596-602.
D.M.: Luka8iewicz normal forms and toric de8ingularization3, Proc. Keele Lo'gic Coll.,
Oxford University Press.

G. Panti: A proo/ 0/ the completenes3 of the Luka3iewicz calculu3, JSL 60.
D. M., S. Aguzzoli: An algorithmic desingularization 0/ 9-dimensional toric varieties,
Tohoku MathematicaJ Journal 46 (1994) 557 - 572.
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Constructive Nonstandard Analysis
Eri1c Palmgren

We present two approaches to nonstandard analysis which are constructive in the strict
sense of E. Bishop. The first bing a constructivization of C. Schmieden and D. Langwitz'
infinitesimal calculus from 1958. Their idea was essentially to use reduced powers modulo
the ·Frechet filter rather than ultrapowers as in more modern, but nonconstructive ap
proaches. We obtain nonstandard characterizations of Bome standard notions pertaining
to pointwise limits. The second approach is based on I. Moerdijk's topos of sheaves over
a natural site of filters. Here fuu transfer- and overspill principles are true. The nonstan
dard characterization can here be extended to uniform notions (e.g. uniform continuity).
However in both approaches a counterpart to the standard part map ia lacking.

Pure proof theory - aims, methods aod results
Wolfram Pohlers

Pursuing Hilbert 's program of consistency proofs we introduce the notion of partial models
for axiom system within the constructible hierarchy. It is shown how this approach is
connected to Gentzen's original work. After outlining the basic methods we give a list of
results obtained by ordinal analyses in the spirit of the outlined program.

Ordinal analysis of II~ comprehension
Michael Rathjen

We provide ordinal analyses of II~-comprehensionand theories which can be reduced to
iterated ni-comprehension, like Ei dependent choices.
The analyses employ cut elimination in infinitary calculi of ramified set theory endowed
with a transfinite hierarchy of reflection rules. The reflection rules that hold good for
patticula.r ordinals in the calculus are supposed to mirror their degree of stability.
The case of first order reflection roles was dealt with in M. Rathjen, "Praof theory of
reflection", APAL 68 (1994) 181 - 224.

Proof-nets, Geo~etry of Interaction and L-calculus
Laurent Regnier

Proof nets (short PN) are a graphical syntax for proof in linear logic enjoying astrang
topological property. This, together with the natural duality of linear logic (A.L) and the
decomposition of structural rules into logical conneetives (!, ?) makes PN a very use4t
tool for studying normaJization processes, especially ß-reduction.
However, as for ß-reduction, the cut-elimination procedure in PN is far from being local
and asynchronous. An attempt ta fix these defects maybe to switch from ß-reduction
(cut-elimination) to some new operational semantics: the geometry 0/ interaction (GoI).
In GoI, the computation of the normal form ia replaced by the computation of the regular
paths in the term; regular paths are defined by the dynamic algebra A·. From this one may
define a new reduction: virtual reduction which is a particular protocol for computing reg
ular paths. Also regular paths are easily shown identical to consistent paths, the invariant
of Lamping's sharing reduction. Both reductions are local and aaynchronous, achieving
the cla.imed goal.
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Lambda calculus and intuitionistic linear logic'
Simona Ronchi della Rocca

The intuitionistic fragment of linear logie, invented by Girard, can be seen as a model for
a computational environment with an explicit control of resourees management, since the
use of structural rules is explicitly controlled by a modal operator.
A language is proposed for reasoning about this kind of computation. The relation between
the language and the logie is established by the Curry-Howard isomorphism ("formulae
aB-types" principle). Namely, terms of the language codify proofs in a logical system (in
natural deduction style) equivalent (w.r.t. provable formulaB) to the intuitionistic fragment
of linear logic. The natural decluction system is designed in such a way that the resulting
la.nguage has a very simple syntax, reduction rules which are extensions of the classical
beta-rule, and in particular 00 commuting cooversions are neecled.

Applications of linear logic to the proof theory of classical logic
Harold A. J. M. Schellinz

We introduce a deterministic normalization scheme (tq-reduction) for sequent calculus for
2nd order classicallogic in a slightly extended language (LKttJ). The set of LKttJ-proofs
C8Jl be mapped in a canonical way to a subset D(LKttJ) of derivations in 2nd order classical
linear logic., closed under reductions in linear logic; moreover, the tq-reduction of an LKttJ
proof 1r corresponds to the normalization of the proofnet-representation of D(Tr).
This method of modal interpretation of sequent calculus proo/3 in linear logic provides a
generally applicable mechanism for proving strong normalization of tq-like reductions in
most of the standard sequent caleulus formulations for (2nd order) classical, intuitionistic
and modal logics. It also enables us to give alternative proofs of strong normalization
for several of the different "constructive" proof-systems for elassicallogic that have been
proposed over the past five years.

Strict functionals for termination proofs
Helmut Schwichtenberg (joint work with Jaco van de Pol)

A semantical method to prove termination of higher order rewrite systems (HRS) ia pre
sented. Its main tool is the notion of a strict functional, which is a variant of Gandy's
notion of a hereditarily monotonie functional. The main advantage of the method is that
it makes it possible to transfer ones intuitions about why an HRS should be terminating
into a proof: one has to find a "striet" interpretation of the constants involved in such a
way that the left hand side of any rewrite rule gets a bigger value than the right hand side.
The applicability of the method is demonstrated in three examples: (1) An HRS involving
map and append; (2) The usual rules for the higher order primitive recursion operators in
Gödel's T; (3) Derivation terms for natural deduetion systems. We prove termination of
the rules for ß-conversion and permutative conversion for logieal rules including introduc
tion and eliminationrules for the existential quantifier. This has already been proved by
Prawitz; however, our proof seems to be more perspieuous.
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A transparent version of a well-ordering proof for Martin-Löf's type theory
Anton G. Setzer

In his thesis, the author proved that Martin-Löf's type theory with W-type and one Uni
verse· has proof theoretical strength 1"'01 (l'll+w+)!' In this proof we will present a new sim
plified version of the weIl ordering proof, by which we get a lower bound for the strength,
in which we avoid the use of fundamental sequenees and all the technical proofs needed to
prove properties about them. Instead we will directly formalize the sets CJ(a), used for
the definition of the collapsing function, in MLT. This version ia more transparent, since
it is very elose to the set theoretic definition of the ordinal funetions.

Wissenslogik: Wisser und Mitwisser
Ernst Specker _

Es wird gezeigt, daß in der Wiasenslogik S~n) - d.h. der Logik mit n Wissensoperatore.
Ki und den Axiomen der Modallogik Sr; - aus Xi +-+ KjXi(j =F i), KiXi +-+ KjKiXi
(i = 1, ... , n) folgt

K 1 K 2 K 3 ••• Kn(Xl V ... V X n) -+ K1X1 V K 2 X 2 V ... V KnXn

Anwendung auf das Paradoxon des unerwarteten Ereignisses.

A transformation of propositional Prolog programs into classical logic
Robert F. Stärk

We tra.nsform a propositional Prolog program into a set of propositional formulas for which
Prolog, using its depth-first left-to-right search, ia sound and eomplete. This means that
a goal succeeds in Prolog if and only if it f6110ws from the tra.nsformed program in clas
sicaJ. propositional logic. The transformation ia formulated in an extended language with
syntactie operators for suceess, failure and termination. The obvious generalization to
predicate logic leads to a first-order theory for which Prolog ia still sound but unfortu
nately not complete. If one changes, however, the definition of the termination operator
then one obtains a theory that allows to prove termination of arbitrary non-fioundering
goals under Prolog. The new theory ia ca.11ed the i-completion of a Prolog program. The
change of the termination operator is justified by the fact that for most programs used in
practice the computations terminate independently of the order of the clauses in the pro
gram. By adding suitable induction principles to the i-completion one obtains a framework
for verifying pure Prolog programs. Verification of Prolog programs here means provin~
termination and proving equivalence of predicates. •

Polynomial time operations in applicative theories
Thomas Strahm

Theories with self-application provide an elementary framework for many activities in
(the foundations of) mathematics and computer science. They were first introduced by
Feferman as a basis for his systems cf explicit mathematics, e.g., the theory T0; these
theories are broadly discuBsed in the literature from a proof-theoretic and model-theoretic
p.oint of view.

It is the aim of the present work to propose a first order theory PTO of operations and
binary words, which allows fuU self-application and whose provably total functions on

10
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W = {O,l}* are exact1y the polynomial time computable functions. In spite of its pro~f

theoretic weakness, PTO has an enormous expressive power due to the presence of fuB
(partial) combinatory logic, i.e. there are terms for every partial recursive function. The
formulation of PTQ is very much akin to well-known theories of operations and numbers,
namely PTO can be viewed aB the polynomial time analogue of the theory BON plus set
induction of Feferman and Jäger.

The proof of the fact that PTO captures exact1y polynomial time is very much in the spirit
of reductive proof theory. More precisely, we show that PTO contains Ferreira's system of
polynomial time computable arithmetic PTCA via a natural embedding. Furthermore, PTO
is reducible to the theory PTCA++(BCP), where PTCA+ denotes the extension of PTCA by
NP induction and (BCP) is the collection principle for bounded formulas. PTCA++(BCP) is
known to be a rrg conservative extension of PTCA by the work of Buss, Cantini, or Ferreira.

Forcing in Bounded Arithmetic
. Gai3i Takeuti (joint work with M. YaJumoto)

We present boolean valued - forcing theory on a countable nonstandard model of the true
arithmetic, more precisely on the cut which is a model of 52. The~ we discu~s the relation
between the natures of its generic model and the P = NP problem.

The Heyting algebra of Heyting's arithmetic is not recursive
Albert ViJJer

This lecture reports work together with Dick de Jongh. We show that an extension of
H A, called HA· has the following property: every prime, RE Heyting Algebra can be
embedded in the Heyting Algebra of HA*. The method of proof is an adaptation of a
proof due to Shavrukov, which was simlified by Zambe1la. From earlier results of de Jongh
it follows that a Heyting Algebra on 2 generators exists, which is prime and non-recursive.
Combining the two above results, the theorem claimed in the title easily follows

Logic of primitive recursion (LPR)
Stan S. Wainer

This is areport on some joint work with W. Sieg (Carnigie Mellon). An attempt is
made, to analyze. the structural relationships between primitive recursive programs (over
N) and their inductive termination proofs, where the proofs are formalized in a "sub-linear"
sequent calculus without Contraction or Weakening, and without Exchange. Programs are
introduced as relational sequents, ordered in such a. way that values are passed from left
to-right. Thus e.g.

axiomatizes the composition f3(X) = f2(X,fo(x),fl(X,fo(x))).
The lack of Exchange necessitates two Cut-rules - one cutting away the left-most premise
and another cutting a formula. within context (called cvc, "call-by-value" cut). Basic
Induction ia the rule: I- B(O), and B(z) l- B(z + 1) ~I- B(z) without any aide formulas,
and one inductive call on B(z).
Theorem (1) Primitive Recursive == LPR(3)-verifiable.
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(2) Primitive Recursive with Parameter Substitution == LPR(V3)-verifyable.
(3) Tail-Primitive Recursive == (LPR(V3) - (cvc) )-verifiable.
Allowing side-formulas in the Induction rule, and multiple induetive ealls, leads beyond
the "boundaries" of primitive recursion.

Subrecursive hierarchies in logic and computer science
Andreas Weiermann

We present the Buchholz, Cichon and Weiermann 1994 approach tosubreeursive hierar
chies. As results of this theory we obtain: a uniform loeal predieativity style characteriza
tion of the provably reeursive funetions of PA, PA +T J( -< r), K PI, K Pi, K PM, . .. , an
optimal subreeursive bound for Higman's lemma and Kruskal's theorem, a strong gener- \:
alizatioD of the Girard Wainer hierarchy comparison theorem, a general bounding result
for derivation lengths of terminating rewrite systems in terms of the slow growing hierar-e
ehy of ordinallevel determined by the ordertype of the termination ordering, a proof of
Cichon's eonjeeture on the derivation lengths of rewrite systems which model parameter
reeursion and unnested multiple recursioD, an illuminating proof of same classical results of
Peter on primitive reeursive functions, a solution of eichon's problem on the relationship
of the hydra battle rew~ite system and the Howard Bachmann ordinal, a term rewriting
chara.cterization of several subelasses of the ordinal reeursive functions.

Generalizing proofs in monadic languages
Piotr Wojtylak (joint wor1c with Matthias Baaz)

Suppose that 1T is a formal proof of a theorem A, ean we construct from 1T a proof of
another (similar or more general theorem)?
1. We deal with generalizing short proofs with deep terms and let us distinguish between
a) generalization of proofs: from a proof of A(t) to a proof of A(s) preserving the logieal

form of the proof;
b) generalization of theorems: from a proof of A(t) to a proof of (more or less) VxA(x).
Generalization of proofs leads to a relation between distribution of terms in proofs of a
given logieal form and solutions of sets of linear diophantine equations. Generalization of
theorem ean be achieved by several methods used in literature: by reflection prineiple, cut
elimination and operating with blocks of like quantifiers instead of one quantifier at each
step.

_Berichterstatter: Anton Setzer.
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. Introduction

The theoryof (infinite dinlensional) representations of real reductive Lie groups
is now almost fourty years old, and its principal results as the Plancher~l formula.
or the classification of irreducible representations n1ay be regarded as 'tclassical".
lVlore recently, Beilinson and Bernstein discovered the "localization for [I-modules"
which can be viewed as a vast generalization of the classical Bott-Borel-vVeil theory.
This relates reprcsentation theory to the geometry of Hag manifolds and has lead
to tremendeous advances, nlost notably the determination of the characters uf all
irreducible representations. Looking at the resulting formulas, Vogan noticed that
there also is an intimate connection with the geometry of the flag manifold of the
.Langlands dual group. Although this connection (together with its conjectural gene
ralization to p-adic groups) is of compelling beauty, it remains a complete mystery
at the moment: The proof (in the known cases) is just heavy combinatorics.

In this AG we want to foeus on the ap[Jroach to representation theory by loea
lization and use it to study the structure of our representations in some detail. In
particular we want to understand the Langlands classification fronl a geon1ctric point
of view. The classies ano n1ysteries will be left to the first and last day respectively.
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Vortragszusammenfassungen

Halbeinfache komplexe Lie-Algebren
Stefan Kühnlein, Düsseldorf

Der klassische Stoff wird referiert (alles über C). Definition der Halbeinfach
heit, Killingform, Kriterien für Auflösbarkeit und Halbeinfachheit (Cartan). End
lichdimensionale Darstellungen halbeinfacher Lie-Algebren sind vollständig reduzi
bel (Weyl). Cartanunteralgebren, Wurzelraumzerlegungen, positive Wurzeln, Klas
sifikation der irreduziblen Wurzelsysteme. Klassifikation der endlich dimensionalen
irreduziblen Darstellungen einer halbeinfachen Lie-Algebra:

• Existenz eines höchsten Gewichtes, Gewichtsgitter, dominante Gewichte, Weyl
gruppe

• Konstruktion der Darstellungen via Verma-l\1oduln (---4 unendlich-dimensionale
Darstellungen)

Dazu wird die universelle Einhüllende gebraucht und das Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt
Theorem. Zentrum der universellen Einhüllenden, zentraler Charakter der Standard

.zyklischen IVloduln. Harish-Chandra-Isomorphismus.

Übergang von Darstellungen in topologischen Vektorraum zu Harish
Chandra Moduln
Michael Schröder, Mannheim

Der Vortrag behandelt das Zusammenspiel des funktionalanalytischen Zugangs
zur Klassifikation der Darstellungen reeller reduktiver Gruppen G und deol rnehr
algebraischen Zugang über die Therorie der (g, /{)-Moduln. Es wurde zuerst gezeigt~

daß jede Hibertraum-Darstellung (rr, H) einer kompakten topologischen Gruppe b:
sich zerlegt als orthogonale direkte Hilbertsumme aller isotypischen Komponenten
H(T) mit T aus dem Dual f{ von [{. Dieses Resultat wurde auf den Fall der rechts-
regulären Darstellung von [( auf L2

( G) zurückgeführt. Insbesondere wurde gezeigt, _
daß die irreduziblen Darstellungen T von 1{ endlichdimensional sind und mit Multi- _
plizität dirn T in L2( /{, T) auftreten. Danach wurde die Darstellung der einhüllenden
Algebra U von g als partielle Differentialoperatoren auf den glatten Vektoren 110:>
einer Hilbertraum-Darstellung (iT, H) von G und dem unterliegenden (g, l\')-Modlll
HK = ffirEkH(T) n Hoo von H diskutiert. Dabei ist /{ eine nlaximal kompakte Teil-
gruppe von G. Der Vortrag endete mit drei Resultaten von Harish-Chandra über
unitäre Hibertraum-Darstellungen (rr, H) von G: Zuerst ist Jede irreduzible dieser
Darstellungen (iT, H) zulässig, d. h. es gilt dirn H( T) < 00 für alle T E j:;. Weiter
sind (rr, 11), (0', V) genau dann (unitär) äquivalent, wenn HK und \ir\ isonlorph sind
als (p, [{)-lVloduln.
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Die Langlands-Klassifikation
Martin Olbrich, Berlin

.Der Vortrag erläutert die Langlands-Klassifikation irreduzibler (g, I\~)-lVloduln

reeller reduktiver Gruppen, zunächst in Termen temperierter l'vloduln der Levi
Faktoren parabolischer Untergruppen. Dazu wird das asymptotische Verhalten der
l\1atrixelemente diskutiert und dessen Zusammenhang mit den Knapp-Steinschen
Vertauschungsoperatoren sowie der n-Homologie dargestellt. Ein Überblick über die
Klassifikation der temperierten Darstellungen wird gegeben.

Harish-Chandra Moduln und Kategorie 0
Bernd Steinert, Bonn

Für komplexe Gruppen lassen sich die Harish-Chandra-l\1oduln (mit einer vorge
gebenen Operation des Zentrums der universellen einhüllenden Algebra).)I~ Bezie
hung zu einer Unterkategorie der Kategorie c.J setzen. Diese Kategorie 0 be~teht

aus bestimmten Moduln der Lie-Algebra und ist leichter zu verstehen als ..die Aus
gangskategorie. Z. B. haben ihre Objekte alle endliche Länge, ~nd auch die E;infachen
Objekte sind bekannt. Harish-Chandra-Moduln für komplexe Gruppen lassen sich
als Bimoduln für die universelle einhüllende Algebra auffassen. Der Fu~ktor nach
o wird dann durch Tensorieren mit einem Verma-:~1odulgegeben. Dabei gehen die
Darstellungen der Hauptserie in Duale von Verma-I\1oduln über. Diese Beziehung
geht inl vVesentli.chen auf Bernstein und Gelfand zurück und findet ihre Anwendung
in der Analyse von Kompositionsreihen von HauptseriendarsteJlungen.

'V-modules on smooth varieties. Inverse and direct inlages. Coherence,
characteristic variety, Bernstein 's theorem on the dinlension of the cha
racteristic variety.
Dan Fulea, Mannheim

Der Titel ist selbsterklärend. Gru~dlegendeBegriffe und Konstruktionen werden
eingeführt:

• die Garbe der algebraischen Differentialoperatoren auf einer glatten Varietät~

und deren lokales affines Bild, die vVeyl Algebra; Deren Strukturen und Filtrie
rungen.

• die J(ategorie der Moduln dieser Garbe. Für spezielle (kohärente) Moduln
können die charakteristische Varietät chM, eine geometrische Invarianted(M) :=
dimchM und eine cohomologische Invariante j(M) eingeführt werden.

Theorem 1. d(Af) + j(M) = dim ..X.

• direktes und inverses Bild in obiger Kategorie.
• "naive" Versionen des direkten in inversen Bildes (Kashiwara's Theorem).



Holonomic V-modules
Dragan Milicic, Salt Lake City

In this talk we recalled the main results from the theory of holonomic V-modules.
In particular, we proved that holonomic modules are of finite length and that they
are preserved undel' standard operations (direct and inverse images, duality). At the
end,. we elassified all irreducible holonomic modules.

Riemann-Hilbert-Korrespondenz und perverse Garben _
Hartmut Maennel, Eichstätt •

Die Riemann-Hilbert-Korrespondenz stellt eine Beziehung her zwischen Vx-Modllln
und algebraisch konstruktiblen Garben auf X. Sie wird gegeben durch den De Rham
Funktor DR : D~h(Vx-Mod) -+ D~c(Sh(X)), der eine Äquivalenz dieser Kategori
en ist. (rh steht für holonome Kohomologiemoduln mit regulären Singularitäten.)
Das Bild der Komplexe Me E D~h('Dx-Mod) mit fii(Me) == 0 für i =f 0 ist eine
Unterkategorie P C D~c(Sh(X)),_ die Kategorie der perversen Garben. Das Bild des
Dx-Moduls l-(Xreg , OX reg ) nennt man den Schnittkomplex IC x von X. Die Schnitt
kohomologie I Hi ( .)(, C) := Hn-l(p.ICx) für p : X -+ Punkt stimmt für glatte .\'
n1it Hi(.~, C) überein, erfüllt aber in1 Gegensatz zu dieser auch für singuläre .\; die
Poineare-Dualität. Der Dekompositionssatz besagt, daß für einen eigentlichen 1\101'
phisInus f : .X" ~ Y und eine irreduzible perverse Garbe Fe auf .X von geoD1etri
sehern Ursprung I.F· zerfällt in eine direkte Summe ~on irreduziblen Bestandteilen
der Form ICz(S){v] mit Z C-....+ Y abgeschlossen, S ein lokales System auf Z"eg und
v E Z.

Localization of modules
Steen Ryom-Hansen, Freiburg

'vVe introduee for a variety (X, 0 x) the rings of twisted differential operators. Ir
V is so, we denote by M (V) the category of V-modules that are quasicoherent as
Ox-modules. Then){ is ealled V-affine when for all:F E M(V) we have Hi(F) = 0
for i > 0 and F is generated by global seetions. It is shown that when ..\ is V-
affine, r(X, ) defines an equivalence of M(V) with the modules of U = f(V), the e
inverse functor being localization: M -+D 0u M. We now consider the Hag variety
)( = G / Band let V,\ denote the twisted ring of differential operators associated
with the weight A. Then the theorem of Beilinson-Bernstein is proved - that for ,\
regular and dominant X is VA-affine.



Harish-Chandra sheaves.
Guido Kings, Münster

Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra <.p : /( -+ Int(g), J< algebraic group such that
dt.p injevtive. We introduce the category of [(-equivariant V,\-modules l\1coh(V>" {{)
and show that all these modules are holonomic. This leads to a classification of all
nlodules in M coh ([(\, D) in terms of standard objects attached to Q, T, where Q
is a /{-orbit and T is a K-equivariant irreducible connection on Q. 'vVe apply this
to /( = N, IV = RadB, BeG a Borei, which leads' to the standard nlodules in
category O.

Beilinson-Bernstein versus Langlands Klassifikation
Ulrich Bunke, Berlin

Seien g, [(, GIB == X, () usw. wie in den vorhergehenden Vorträge~.;.)Es wur
de die Klassifikation der /{-orbits in der Flaggenmannigfaltigkeit .X b~,schrieben.

Die Beschreibung der invarianten Zusammenhänge auf den /(-orbits führt dann
zur Beilinson-Bernstein-Klassifikation der irreduziblen Harish-Chandra~1odulnvon
(g,I\O) für regulären Charakter. Für singulären infinitesimalen Charakter wurden
die Bedingungen, unter welchen die globalen Schnitte der irreduziblen: Yntermo
dulll der Standardnl0duln verschwinden, angegeben. Um einen Zusanlmenhang nlit
der Langlands:"Klassifikation herzustellen, wurden Bedingungen für Ternperiertheit
und quadratische Integralität diskutiert. Die möglichen Effekte wurden. am Beispiel
5' L(2, IR) demonstriert.

Kazhdan-Lusztig-Vermutung
Ulrich Everling, Eichstätt

Zu einer halbeinfachen zusammenhängenden Gruppe C; über <C gehören einer
seits die Fahnenmannigfaltigkeit )( mit den durch die Bruhat-Zedegung gegebenen
Schubert-Varietäten; andererseits die Verrna-Moduln der Lie-Algebra g und deren
irreduzible Quotienten, insbesondere die mit trivialern .zentralenl Charakter; und
drittens die 'vVeyl-Gruppe mit ihrer Coxeter-Präsentation. Für die letztere defi
nierten Kazhdan und Lusztig (1979) anhand der Hecke-Algebra gewisse Polynome
und vermuteten, daß diese Polynome die Vielfachheit der Jordan-Hölder-Reihen der
Verma-Moduln berechnen. Die Koeffizienten der Polynome sind zugleich Dinlensio
nen von Halmen der Schnittkohomologiegarben der Schubert-Varietäten. Die Ver
rnutung wurde 1981 sowohl von Brylinski und Kashiwara als auch von Beilinson und
Bernstein bewiesen. Dabei spielt die Äquivalenz einer Kategorie von Vx-ModuJen
und einer von g-Moduln (Lokalisierung) eine Hauptrolle. Der Vortrag enthält eine
genaue Formulierung der Vermutungen und bescheidene Andeutungen zum Beweis.
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Beweis der J antzen-Vermutung
Anton Deitmar, Heidelberg

Die Jantzen-Vennutung besagt, daß die Jantzen-Filtrierung bei geschachtelten
Verma-Moduln erblich ist bis auf eine Indexverschiebung. Der Beweis läuft so, daß
gezeigt wird, daß die Jantzen-Filtrierung nlit der Gewichtsfiltrierung übereinstinunt.
Hierzu wird die Jantzen-Filtrierung in der gelifteten Lokalisierung mit der Mono
dromiefiltrierung des benachbarte-Zykel-Funktors i.dentifiziert. Diese ist kompati-
bel zum Vergleichsmorphismus auf den etalen Situs, wo man die Gleichheit der
rvlonodromiefiltrierung mit der Gewichtsfiltrierung sieht. Aus der Theorie der Ge-" a
wichtsfiltrierung folgt dann, daß die Jantzen-Filtrierung mit der Sockel-Filtrierung _
übereinstimmt.

Der Selbstdualitätssatz von Soergel und sein Beweis
Joachim Kucera, Karlsruhe

Der Selbstdualitätssatz von Soergel besagt, daß eine Isomorphie

Endoo(P) ~ Ext(L, L)

besteht, \vobei L die direkte Summe der einfachen Objekte der Kategorie 0 0 und
P die direkte Summe der projektiven Becken zu einfachen Objekten in 0 0 ist. Der
Beweis dieses Satzes wurde umrissen; insbesondere wurde der Zusammenhang dieses
Satzes mit der Kazhdan-Lusztig-Vermutung dargestellt.

Koszul-Dualität in 0
Bernhard Köck, Karlsruhe

t.. Koszul-Ringe sind positiv graduierte Ringe, die graduiert halbeinfach sind. Äqui
valent dazu ist, daß deren Koszul-Komplex exakt ist. Es wurde gezeigt, daß jeder
Block der Kategorie 0 als Kategorie von Moduln über einen Koszulring aufgefa.ßt
werden kann. Mit Hilfe der damit verfügbaren Koszul-Dualität in der Kategorie
o wurden mehrere darstellungstheoretische Interpretationen der Koeffizienten der
Kazhdan- Lusztig-Polynome hergeleitet.

Vogan's character duality
Wolfgang Soergel, Freiburg

I try to explain Vogan's character duality generalizing the inversion formulas for
I(azhdan-Lusztig-polynomials to representations of real groups, more precisely the
form given to this duality in the recent book by Adams-Barbasch-Vogan. I speculate
ho\v the Koszul duality phenomena for category 0, i. e. complex groups, shotl1d
generalize to the real groups case.
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Vogans Dualtitätsvermutung: p-adisch
Christian Kaiser, Bonn

Vogans Dualitätsvermutung in p-adischem Fall: Vogan definiert einen infinitesi-
nlaIen Charakter für L-Packete und betrachtet den Raum all~r Langlandsparameter
zu einCll1 festen infinitesinlalen Charakter. Die Geometrie dieses RaUnlf$ soll a. 10..
Kazhdan-Lusztig folgende Prohlen1 lösen:

1. \Vie können die Darstellungen eines L-Packets parametrisiert werden
2. \tVie zerlegen sich Standarddarstellungen in irreduzible
3. \tVelche Darstellungen bilden ein Arthur-Packet.

Als Beispiel wurden G = T _Torus und die unitären Hauptserien In quasisplit

Gruppen betrachtet.

Berichterstatter:
- vVolfgang Soergel, Freihurg
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Tagungsbericht 15/1995

Orders in Arithmetic and Geometry
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Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von J. Ritter (Augsburg) und M.J. Taylor (Manchester)
statt. Die Vorträge und Diskussionen betrafen vor allem

• d~e Galoisstrukturbestimmung der ganzen Zahlen, der Einheiten und der Klassengruppe
in einem Zahlkörper K, der als galoisscbe Erweiterung eines Zahlkörpers k gegeben ist,

• das Isomorphieproblem und die Zassenhaus-Ve~mutung,

• ganzzahlige Realisierungen von Gruppendarstellungen.

Tatsächlich hat es in letzter Zeit gerade in diesen Anwendungsbereichen der Darstellungsthe
orie von Gruppen und Algebren große Fortschritte gegeben, über die zu berichten die Tagung
eine einmalige Gelegenheit bot. Im folgenden sind die Vortragsauszüge in der Reihenfolge
der obengenannten Fachgebiete angeordnet.

Vortragsauszüge

C. GREITHER :

The second Cbinburg conjecture for absolutely abelian fields

To any Galois extension of number fields LIK with group G, Chinburg attached three invari
ants O(LIK, i) (i = 1,2,3) in tbe locally free dass group Cl(ZG). If LIK is tarne, n(LIK, 2)
specializes to [OLl. Chinburg's second conjecture postulates that always O(L/ K, 2) = WLjK ,

the (generalized) root number dass. We review the evidence in favour of this (results of Kirn,
Snaith and Holland). The main part of the talk was devoted to a discussion of the following
result:

THEOREM.

For any absolutely abelian field L %dd conductor, the invariant O(LIQ,2) vanishes.
(In other words: The second Chinburg conjecture is true for LIQ).
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The starting point is the so-ealled "Ioeal" surn forrnula which expresses rt.(L/K, 2) in the form
[X] + Lpwild indg

ll
Op where X is a eertain lattiee and the rt.p are defined using loeal Class

Field Theory, and also using the ehoice of X. We aetually show that in our setting, with the
"canonical" choice of X involving Leopoldt 's theory, all terms in the surn above vanish. A
very detailed analysis of the Galois module strueture of L~ is required. This makes heavy
use of Coleman theory.

K. GRUENBERG :

Reeognizing S-units

This is areport on a joint work with A. Weiss. Let K / k be a finite Galois extension of algebraic
number fields with group G and S a finite G-stable set of primes of K eontaining a11 infinite
and an ramified primes and large enough so that the S-class group is 1. We address the
problem of the ZG-module strueture of the group E of S-units of K. The set S yields a zG
permutation lattiee ZG and the augmentation sequenee 6,S,...... ZS -* Z. Let L = 6,G ® 6,S.
We deseribe an arithmetically defined homomorphism Hl(G, Hom(L, E» -+ Q/Z and henee
an arithmetically defined homomorphism c : Hl(G, Hom(L, JL)) -+ Q/Z where JL is the torsion
group of E (i.e. the roots of unity in K). Work of Tate yields an exact sequence E >-+ A - L
where A is a cohomologica11y trivial ZG-module and this provides the Chinburg invariant
nm = [A] - r[ZG] where r = lGI(ISI - 1). If Chinburg's conjecture (that Om is the root
number class in Cl(ZG» is true, then rt.m is also an arithmetic invariant.

THEOREM.

The 7lG-module j1., the G-set S, the Chinburg invariant Om and the character c deter
mine the stable isomorphism dass 01 E.

To prove this one begins by construeting an envelope of JL, JL >---+ C -* C (so C is cohomo
logically trivial and C is a lattice) and using c to find 7 : G ~ L. If f is the composite

C - Cf 1. L, then M >---+ C !. L is an envelope of M, JL is the- torsion module in M and (by
choosing C large enough) C ::: A EI1 P for some projective P. Now comes the basic mod-
ule theoretic result: Given envelopes M >-+ C -* L, E' l-+ A' ~ L both linked to c and with
[Cl = [A'] in Ko(ZG), then M is stably isomorphie to E'. Applying this with E' = EmP (and
A' = AEBP) gives M ~tably isomorphie to Eff)P, whenee (more module theory) M '::::.EmP.
Finally, for any deeomposition M = M' EIl P, then M' must be stably isomorphie to E. e
J. COUGNARD :

Ring of integers stably free and not free

A. Fröhlich proved that if N /Q is a Galois extension with Galois group r quaternionic of
order 2" (n ~ 4), the ring of integers is Z[r]-stahly free. Unfortunately when n ~ 5 that
doesn't allow us to say that there is a normal integral basis. In this talk, following R.G.
Swan we give a deseription of isomorphism classes of rank 1 projeetive Z[r]-modules (for
n = 5). Thanks to that description one is ahle to construet explicitly an example with a ring
of integers stably free and not free.
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J. MORALES:

Gaussian periods fiod p and Vandiver's conjecture

Let p be an add prime number and let A be the p-Sylow subgroup of tbe ideal dass group
of the cyclotomic number field Q«p). Using Kummer's Complementary Reciprocity Law,
we define a Gal(Q«p)/Q)-equivariant representation p : (A/AP)- ~ U , where U is a group
of circulant orthogonal matrices with coefficients in IFp. This representation turns out to be
faithful if and only if the Vandiver Conjecture holds. We describe tbe cokernel of p in terms
of Stickelberger relations. This description, in combination with the Mazur-Wiles theorems
on A - sheds new light on Vandiver's conjecture.

L. CHILDS :

Kumrner extensions of formal groups

Let (R,1r) be the valuation ring of a finite extension K of Qp. Let f : F -+ F' be an
isogeny of commutative dimension n formal groups defined over R. Then 1) Hf _=_R[[x])/{f)
is an R-Hopf algebra of finite rank over R, 2) the group of H-Galois objects<:-Gal(H) ~
F'(R)/f(F(R», and 3) for any c in F'(R) = m{n),m = 1rR, tbe corresponding element
of Gal(H) is the Kummer extension Sc = R[[t]]/(J - cl. These results are particularly
attractive when F, F' are polynomial formal groups. For n = 1, F is polynomial iff F = Fb,
Fb(X, y) = x+y+bxy for some b E R {b =0 ===} Fb = Ga; b = 1 ==> Fb = Gm). Ifp/bP- 1 E R,
then Ip = ~[P]Fb{X) is an isogeny from Fb to Fbp and Hip ~ R[u;l] ~ KCp ; in this way we
get all Hopf orders over R in K Cp . Assume F is a dimension n, degree 2 polynomial formal
group over R so that over K, (}(F«(}-lx, (J-ly» = G~(x, y) for svme (J E Mn(R) n Gln(K).
CaU F = Fo. Letting (){p) = «()~), then [P] == (J-l(J{p)x{p) (mod p); if p«(}-l(J{p»-l E" 1rMn(R),

then «(J-l(J{p»-l [P]F = Ip is an isogeny from Fo to FO{p) and Hfp = R[x]/(Jp) is a Hopf order

in KC;. We can assurne (} is lower triangular, thus HIp depends on n(n2+1) parameters in
R. For n = 2, adapting work of Greither shows that the Hopf orders obtained from such
isogenies form a non-trivial but proper subset of all Hopf orders over R in K C~.

B. EREZ :

On the module theoretic interpretation of epsilon factors

Let X be a projective regular variety over a finite field k supporting an action of a finite
group G. For any complex representation V of Gone defines an epsilon constant c{X/G, V)
in ij. For 9 in G consider the expression 8(g) = - Lv irr Vp(c(X/G, V»xv(g) with p =
char k , XV = character of V. We shall give an expression for S (g) in terms of the Brauer
traces at 9 of a combination of total direct images of powers of nk/k' More precisely, let .s)

be a coherent Ox-G·sheaf on X and let f : X ~ Spec k be tbe structure morphism; put
I.(SJ) = Li(-l)i[Hi(X,n)] in Go(kG). 8(g) defines an element in Go(kG) ®Q and one can
show directly for G abelian that if 9 is not in Greg (elements of G of order prime to p),
then 8(9) = O. So we need classes in Go(kG) coming from Ko(kG). Now, ij the action is
tarne (i.e. inertia groups of order prime to residue characteristic) then for all fJ as above
!.(fJ) can be lifted to Go(kG). For [M] in Go(kG) let BTTg([MJ) denote the Brauer trace
of 9 in G reg on M. Let \l1(X,G) = Lt~oX-l(-l)i(dimX - i)f.(n~/k). Olle then shows:
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BTrg(Res~p (W(X, G») <j 8(g). This is due to Chinburg (see Annals 1994). The purpose of
the talk was to explain a strategy of proof for surfaces not using crystalline cohomology to
determine the vp(c:)'s. This strategy carries over to handle curves over Z. To evaluate the LHS
of (*) we use a Lefschetz-Riemann-Roch theorem, to evaluate the RHS of (*) we use a result
of T. Saito which expresses the c:-factors in terms of Gauss sums and apply Stickelberger's
Theorem to compute the valuations.

This is joint work with T. Chinburg, G. Pappas and M.J. Taylor.

T. CHINBURG :

Galois structure of K-groups and de Rham cohomology

Suppose NIK is a finite Galois extension of number fields, G = GaI(N/ K) and n > O. In
the first part of my talk I sketched the construction by M. Koister, G. Pappas, V. Snaith
and myself of an invariant On(N/ K) in the class group CI(ZG) of G. If n = 1, the image.
of nn(N/K) in Go(ZG) is (K2n(DN)) - (K2n+l(DN» - (Y2n+d, where Ki(ON) is the i th

K-group of the integers of N, and Y2n+1 is a certain natural permutation module. The same
is true if n > 1 up to classes of finite modules of 2-power order if the Quillen - Lichtenbaum
conjecture is true. The present approach does not use conjectural Lichtenbaum complexes
(as did the one I reported on here last summer), and it differs from the one used by D. Burns
and M. Flach to construct related invariants when G is abelian.

In tbe last half of the talk I reported on work with B. Erez, G. Pappas and M. Taylor on
the Galois structure of the de Rham cohomology of tarne G-covers X -+ Y of projective
flat regular schemes over Spec(Z). I report on a higher dimensional generalization of the
statement of Fröhlich's conjecture, and on the proof of this generalization when dim(X) = 2
and Y has bad fibres over Z which have strictly normal crossings.

A. ACBOOLA :

Intersection theory on elliptic curves and Galois module structure

Let ElF be an elliptic curve with everywhere good reduction over a number field F. Write
DF for the ring of integers of Fand let C!!./DF denote the Neron minimal model of ElF. Fix
a rational prime p > 3. Write 0i/DF for the OF-group scheme of pi-torsion on t:. Then we
may set <Bi = Spec(21i), where 21i is an DF-Hopf algebra. _
Suppose thatQ E E(F). We define ascheme Spec(<!Q(i» via the following pullback d~iagram: _

Spec (<!:Q(i»
!

Spec (DF)

Then <!:Q(i) is a locally free 21i-module whose module structure is intimately related to the
Galois module structure of fields obtained via dividing the point Q on E.
We thus obtain a map

VJi: E(F)
Q

4



This map was first introduced and studied by M.J. Taylor in connection with his deep inves
tigations of the relative Galois module structure of rings of integers of abelian extensions of
imaginary quadratic fields.

The purpose of the lecture was to repart on the following theorem:

THEOREM.

E(Fhors ~ ker1Pj.

This generalises a result of Srivastav and Taylor, who proved the theorem in the case that
E has complex multiplication. Their main technique was the use of modular functions and
the q-expansion principle to obtain integrality results concerning certain resolvent elements
that arise as special values of elliptic functions on (E. In our praof we replace a11 of this by
intersection theory on ~, and this enables us to obtain a more general result.

A. WEISS:

Toward tstrong Stark' for abelian fields

Let K/k be a finite Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G, and S a finite set
of primes of K containing a11 archimedean primes and G-stable. If S is large (i.e. contains
all ramifled primes of K/k and enough primes to generate the class group of K) then Tate

. has defined a regulator Rr.p(X) and a tq-index' qcp(X) for irreducible characters X of G. Here
cp is a G-homomorphism 68 --4 E inducing Q ® 68 :::: Q ® E where 68 is the kernel of the
augmentation Z8 -+ Z and E is the S-units of K. Letting c(X) denote the ledding term of
the Taylor expansion at S= 0 of the Artin L-series L(s, X) with Euler factors for primes in
S deleted, then Ar.p(X) = Rq;(X)/c(X) satisfies

Acp(XCT
) = Ar.p(xY" ,a E AutQ(C)

according to the Stark conjecture. Tate proved this for Q-valued X by showing that then

which assertion for arbitrary X was conjectured by Chinburg: this is the tstrong Stark' of tbe
title.

When K/k is contained in areal cyclotomic extension of Q then tstrong Stark' is true except
possibly for the behaviour ofprimes above 2 (due to the present status ofthe Main Conjecture
of Iwasawa theory). Tbe purpose of tbe talk was to describe the proof of this result, which
depends on a generalization of the Tate sequence and of the Tate regulator to small sets S.

This is joint work with J. Ritter.

M. J. TAYLOR :

€-constants for varieties over finite fields

This was areport on joint work with T. Chinburg, B. Erez and G. Pappas; to study the
relationship between Euler characteristics of sheaves of differentials and the €-constants of
a regular, projective variety X/JFp , which supports a tarne action by a finite group G. Two
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nlain results were discussed: the first, following an idea of Serre, was to show that, if dim(X)
is even and if V is a symplectic representation, then c{X/G, V) is apower of p. The sign
of c(X/G, V), when dim(X) is odd, was then determined in terms of Euler characteristics
of a stratification of X (via inertia groups), which were analysed in Fröhlich's hermitian
classgroup.

A. FRÖHLICH :

Galois Gauss SUI...IS and Factorization

We define a diagram (r a finite group)

Homn(Rr,Jj) ~ Cl(Zf)
lT

}«f) ~ 9.n{f)

K(f) is the relative Grothendieck group of pairs of Zf-Iattices spanning the same Qf-module,
n = Gal (Qc /Q), JI = finite ideles, Rr = virtual characters, c comes from the Hom
description.
If f E Homn(Rr, JI) , (X, Y) E K{f), where X, Y are Zf- lattices spanning the same
(pr-module, we call /' a factorisation of (X, Y) if T(f) = reX, Y); f is principal if actually
f EHomn(Rr, PI), where Pf is the principal ideles made finite.
Now let N / K be a Galois extension of number fields, 0 N, 0 K the respective ring of integers,
a E N, aKr = N, N(alx) the norm resolvent, TeX) the Galois Gauss SUffi, ha(X) =
(r{x)/N(alx». Then

THEOREM.

1. T(ha ) = r(DN, aDKf), ha principal

2. c(ha ) = WN / K ·

D. BURNS :

de Rham structure invariants associated to motives over number fields e
Let L/K be afinite Galois extension of number fields withgroupG. Let X be a smooth
projecture variety over K and let M denote a motive of the form hn(X XK L)(r). We
describe an element ndR(L/K, M) of Cl(Z[G]) which measures canonical tintegral structures'
in the de Rham realisation of M. The definition is cohomological in nature (using the
p-adic exponential map of Bloch and Kato) and uses the same approach as in S. Kim's
description of Chinburg's element n(L/K, 2). By using the formula of Kim one can show that
ndR(L/}(, hO( Spec (L))(l)) = n(L/}(, 2). By results of Deligne one can define an element
w(L/}(, M) of CI(z[GD using epsilon constants attaches to 'symplectic pieces' of M. In the
case M = hOC Spec (L»)(l) this element w(L/}(, M) conincides with the classical Cassou
Nogues-Fröhlich root number class. It is thus natural to ask if tbe elements ndR(L/}(, M)
and w(L/ K, M) should coincide, and for certain classes of quaternionie extensions of<Q one
can prove that this is indeed the case.
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If G is abelian then ndR(L/K, M) can be reinterpreted as the dass (in Pic(Z[G» ~ CI(Z[G])
of a canonical invertible Z[G]-lattice. In this way one can use the Artin-Verdier duality
theorem to relate ndR(L/K, M) to the classes fJ(L/K, M) and n(L/K, M*(l» discussed in
previous joint work with Matthias Flach. In addition, one cao relate the supposed vanishing
of ndR(L/K, M) to the 'local epsilon conjecture' of Kato. By these means one can show
that if G is abelian and K = Q then for a11 integers r the dass (ldR(L/Q, hO( Spec (L»(r»
vanishes in CI(Z[!][G]).

B. KÖCK :

The Adams-Riemann-Rach Theorem io Geometry and Representation Theory

After putting the Galois module structure problem iota the framework of Riemann-Roch
theory the equivariaot Adams-Riemann-Roch theorem was stated. Roughly speaking this
theorem says that for any G-projective morphism f : X -+ Y between G-schemes X and
Y (G a Bat group schemel the associated equivariant Euler characteristic f. : Ko(G, X) -+

Ko(G, Y) commutes with the Adams operation 'ifJk after multiplying with the so-called k-th
Bott dass Bk(f). As a corollary we obtained that induction commutes with Adams operations.
Finally a relation between this Adams-Riemann-Roch theorem and a formulaof Burns and
Chinburg was discussed. In doing so Adams operations on thc Grothendick group of projective
RG-modules were constructed.

W. BLEY :

Associated orders; IDeal and global freeness

Let N / M be an abelian extension of number fields with group G. Let E ~ M be a subfield
with dass number hE = 1. Let X ~ N be a full G-Iattice. We llefine thc associated order of
X with rcspect to E by

21 = 2l(E[G], X) = {A E E[G]/A(X) ~ X} .

The aim of the talk was to give an algorithmic approach to study the structure of X as a
nlodule over 21. The problem of explicitly computing 2l and answering thc question, whether
or not X is locally/globally free over 2l, was reduced to hard, hut dassical problems of
computational algebraic number theory.

S.M.J. WILSON :

Factorizability and Species

A general framework was given to describe the several theories of factorization and factoriz
ability proposed in recent years by Fröhlich, Nelson, Burns, Holland and Wilson. The theory
of strict jactorizability of Fröhlich (see his talk) and that of Hecke factorizability of Holland
and Wilson were dcscribcd in this framework and were shown to be equivalent. Tools used in
the praof induded the theory of species of permutation projective modules and the Conlon
induction theorem.
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B. DE SMIT :

On a cnnductor discriminant formula of McCulloh

Let E be a finite commutative ring. Assume that Eis Gorenstein, i.e., that E = Hom(E, ij*)
is a free E-nlodule of rank 1. For such E McCulloh has given a canonical construction of an
order T(E) within a Galois algebra over Q with Galois group E*. We have E C T(E)~ors

and T(E) = Z[(n] when E = ZlnZ. McCulloh conjectured that the following generalization
of the conductor discriminant formula for cyclotomic fields holds:

ß.T(E)/Z = 11 [E: Ix] .
. x:E·-C"

Here the conduetor f Je of X is the largest E-ideal I such that X factors through (E/1).. In e
this talk it is shown that the right side divides the left side and that we have equality if and
only if E is a principal ideal ring.

G. LETTL:

Galois module structure of abelian fields

Let N be a finite, abelian extension of «pp with ring of integers ON and K some subfield,
Qp c K c N with r = Gal(N/ K). The associated order of the extension NIK is defined by
21 = {a E KflaDN C DN}. Let ro :::; r be the inertia group and m c Kro the maximal
DK-order. Then we have:

THEOREM.

For p f:. 2, one has 2l = OO1®üK r o DKr, and there exists some (explicitly given) T E DN
with DN = 21T.

R. BOLTJE :

On class group relations

Let LIK be a Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G. For H ~ G let Cl(H) _
denote the ideal dass group of the corresponding intermediate field. Using the cohomological .,
Mackey functor structure on the set Cl(H), H ::; G, of finite abelian groups we show that for
every subgroup H ::; Gwhich is not p-hypoelementary (resp. not hypoelementary) one has a
relation

L IUIp.(U, H)[Cl(U)p] = 0 (resp. L \UIp.(U, H)[CI(U)] = 0 )
U$H U$H

in the Grothendirck group of the category of finite abelian groups with respect to direct sums.
Here p. denotes the Möbius-function of the poset of subgroups of G, and Cl(U)p denotes the
p-part of Cl(U) for a prime p.
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N. BYOTT :

Realisable classes over Hopf orders

Let G be a finite abelian group and K a number field. L. McCullob (Crelle, 1987) charac
terised the subgroups R(DKG), Rnr(DKG) in Cl(DKG) given by the classes of the rings of
integers in tarne (unramified) G-Galois algebras. We describe a generalisation where DKG
is replaced by a Hopf order 21. Let {l = Gal(KCIK) act on G and let 21 be a Hopf or
der in A = (KcG)o. For any principal homogeneous space <r over the dual !B of 21, define
'lj;(<r) = (<r)(~)-1 E Cl(21). Using resolvents, one cao give a description of im(1/J) analogous
to McCulloh's description of Rnr(DG). By considering orders (! which are tarne over 21 in a
suitable sense, we also obtain an analogue of McCulloh's description of R(DG).

L. MCCULLOH :

On dass groups of integral p-group rings and Stickelberger modules

Let G be a finite group and Re tbe virtual character ring of G. We define a ~pairing

C'Stickelberger pairing"): (,) : QRa -+ QG as follows. If G is abelian and X E G, s E G,
we define (X, s) E Q , 0 $ (X, s) < 1 by X(s) = e21ri (x,s) and extend by Q-linearity. If G is
arbitrary, and X E Re, define (X, s) = (res~)x, s). Tbe "Stickelberger" map e :QRc -+ QG
is defined by 8(X) :EsEC(X, S)8, with values in the center c(QG). Tbe "Stickelberger"
module is

Sc = 8(Rc) n c(ZG) .

Conjecture: If G is a p-group, p on odd prime, Cl(ZG) = the locally free classgroup, then

where the minus sign refers to the skew-symmetric part with respect to the canonical invo
lution induced by the map r : G -+ G given by r(s) = 8-1.

Question: Ta what extent does this hold for arbitrary G?

Evidence:

1. [c(ZG)- : So] < 00 for all G.

2. The conjecture holds for G abelian of homogeneous type (pn,pn, ... ,pn), p odd.

3. The conjecture holds for the two nonabelian groups of order p3, p odd.

v. SNAITH :

Quaternionic Exercises in Galois structure of K -groups

In this talk I described a computation of the invariant {ll (N/ K, 3), in same quaternion cases.
This is part of a programme undertaken with Chinburg, Kolster and Pappas. Tbe totally
real quaternion extensions discussed, N/Q, are constructed as folIows: p == 3 (mod 8) is a
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prime and N = Q(Vi,.JP, ß) with ß2 = .JP(V2/u + v.JP)(l + v'2); where u, v E Q and
-2 = u2 - v2p. In this case fl 1(N/Q, 3) is the Euler characteristic of a 2-extension, .

K~nd(DN,S) ~ A -+ B ~ K 2(DN.S)'

where S = {2,p} and the prime denotes tbe kernel of the map to EBvEEoo(N) K 2(Nv ) 

EB~ Z/2. The construction of 0 1(N/Q, 3) is simple - being a totally real case - and is described
in [V. Snaith, Galois Module Structure; Fields Institute Monographs # 2(1994) pub. by
AMS]. In general rl.t(NjQ, 3) is conjectured to be the root number class, WNtQ E Cl(Z(Ha)) ~

(Z/4)*. In our example WN/Q = l.
I proved:

THEOREM.

In the quaternionie examples, F = Q{-/2, y'P),,..-----
01{N/Q,3) = -X+«F( -1)(1 - p2)odd) (~;~:::::~ )odd E (Z/4t

where nodd is the odd part of n E Q* and X+ : (Z/8)* -+ (Zj4)* has kernel {±l}.

For small p we have

and we obtain

THEOREM.

3 1
11 7·23/3
19 19·41/3

3 . 7 . 112 . 23 . 1092

33 • 19 . 41 . 19932

For p = 3,11,19 , Ha = Gal(N/Q) ,
{l1 (N/Q,3) = W N /Q = 1 E (Z/4)* ~ CI(Z[HaD

K. ROGGENKAMP :

A counterexample to the isomorphism problem for polycyclic groups

For a finite group G and a ring of algebraic integers R, the natural map

<I> : Out(G) --+ Out(RG)

is injective for a p-group G (Coleman), or if Op,(G) = 1 for p odd (Kimmerle), or if tbe Sylow
2-subgroup is normal (Jakovski - Marciniak). Here we present an example, wbere Iker ~I = 2.
Using an observation of M. Mazur, the group ring R(G x Coo) and R(G )4aCoo) are isomorphie
when (a) = ker(<I».

This is joint work with A. Zimmermann.
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F.M. BLEHER :

Group bases of integral group rings

For a finite group G a certain conjecture of Zassenhaus is examined:

(ZC) Let X, Y be two group bases of ZG, i.e. subgroups of the group of units of ZG with

augmentation 1 which "have the same order as G. Then there exists a -unit u E lQlG x such

that X = u-1yu.

If G is a group for which thc integral isomorphism problem has a positive solution then (ZC)

is equivalent to (ZCAut): Let (j E Autn(ZG), Le. (j is an augmentation preserving ring

automorphism of ZG. Then (j = Q' T where a E Aut(G) and T E Autn(ZG) preserves all

dass sums of ZG.

THEOREM.

(ZC) is valid for all Weyl groups.

Modular representation theory is used to obtain further results. Let (K, R, k) be a p-modular

system with K sufficiently large relative to G.

Cyclic blocks: Uoint work with Hiss and Kimmerle)

Let B be a block 0/ kG with cyclic delect. Let (j be an autoequivalence 01 B -mod. Then Cf

fixes the isomorphism classes 01 all finitely generated B -modules if Cf fixes the isomorphism

dass 0/ one indecomposable finitely generated B -module.

Tensor products:

Let G be a finite group, let a E Aut,,(ZG) an let~, ( be two ordinary or two Brauer characters,

Tespectively. Then (j(~ ® () = (7{~) ® (j«().

With the aid of these results it can be shown that (ZC) is valid for 15 of the 26 sporadic

siJnple groups. Moreover, (ZC) is valid for some series of finite groups of Lie type of small

rank which proves the following theorem:

THEOREM.

(ZC) is valid fOT all minimal simple groups, for all simple Zassenhaus groups a,,!-d for

all simple groups with abelian Sylow 2-subgroups.

Generic Hecke orders: (joint work with Geck and Kimmerle)

Thc results obtained for the Weyl groups extend naturally to the corresponding generic

Hecke orders: Let H be the generic Hecke order 01 type An over Z[q, q-l}. ThenAut(H) =

AUf.cent(H) ~ C2 • .

A. ZIMMERMANN:

Conjugacy class structure of torsion units of certain dihedral group rings

Let D2R = (a, bla2R = b2 = 1, baba:::= 1) be the dihedral group of order 2n + 1 and let S2R =

(a, bla
2R = b2 = 1, baba = a2R

-
1

) be the semidihedral group of order 2n+1. Then, let V(ZG)

be the group of units of augmentation 1 and let (2R be a primitive 2n-th root of unity.
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THEOREM

1) In V(ZD2n) there are 2n - 1 . nk~n ICI(Z[(2k + (;kIDI conjugacy classes 0/ involutions
rationally conjugate to b.
2) In V (ZD2n) there are 2n - 1 conjugacy classes 01 involutions rationally conjugate to
b whose elements are contained in group bases.
3) Outcent(ZD2n) = (Conj(l + ab) , Conj(l + b(a + a- 1))}

4) In V(ZS2R) there is an involution not contained in a group basis.

COROLLARY: Every unit in V(ZD2n) is contained in a group basis if and only if htn
jCI(Z[(2n + (~I])1 = 1; this is a conjecture of H. Cohn.

S. SEHGAL :

On a problem of Brian Hartley

Let FG be the group algebra of a torsion group G over a field F. Let U = U (FG) be
the group of units of FG. We say that U satisfies a group identity if there exists a non
trivial word W = W(XI, ... ,xm ) so that 'l::(al,"" a m ) = 1 for a11 ai E U. Wesay that FG
satisfies a polynomiu.l identity if there exists a polY~lomial 0 i= !«1, ... ,(n) E F[(}, ... ,(n] in
noncommuting variables so that I(ßI,"" ßn) = 0 Vßi E FG. Brian Hartley conjectured: U
satisfies a group identity ==> FG satisfies a polynomial identity. A proof of this conjecture
was given uuder the assumption that F has an element which is transcendental over its priIne
field.

W. PLESKEN :

•

Classifying finite rational matrix groups

The report is on three papers; the first two among others dassify the maximal finite subgroups
of GLn(Q) for n ~ 23 and are joint work with Gabriele Nebe, the third deals with n = 24
and is her thesis. The maximal finite groups of degree p - 1 whose order is divisible by p are
fuUy dassified for a11 primes p. In the course of this a purely character theoretic property
of PSL2(p) turned out to have the consequence for Q[A] to have dass number > 1. Tbe
exceptional cases p = 7,11 are connected to the classical fact that PSL2 (p) has apermutation _
representation"ofdegree pin these cases. Group theory and orders can be used toget various ..
restrictions for the normal subgroups of maximal finite primitive rational matrix groups. In
the last part the prime divisors of primitive G-invariant forms on G-Iattices are investigated.
They need not be divisors of IGI, onee the space of G-invariant form has dimension bigger
than 2, however they can be controlled in terms of the commuting algebra of G, in case it is

a field.
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E. KLEINERT :

Handling integral p-group rings

A method is presented to express an integral p-group ring ZP as an iterated fibre produet;
this refleets the ring strueture of its simple faetors. More precisely, these faetors earry a
crossed produet strueture in a natural way.

o. NEISSE :

Integral representations of groups of odd order

Let G be a finite group and X be an irreducible eomplex eharaeter. We define thc conductor
of X by Ix = min{n E NIQ(x) ~ Q«n)}· The main theorem is: // G is solvable and X has odd
degree, then there exists a representation D : G -+ Gln(Z[(/x]) with character x. We show
this by using properties of k-primitive characters and Dade's character analysis. Furthermore
we explain where there are the problems with characters of even degree and how.one can try
to salve them. '~..

This is joint work with M. Cram. .~~

J. B RZEZJNSKI :

A gcneralization of Eichler's trace formula

Let R be a Dedekind ring whose quotient field K is global and let A be an R-order in a
scparable K-algebra A. We say that A is a CM R-order if the quotient of the unit groups
A* / R* is finite. If K is a totally real field and A is a totally definite quaternion algebra
ovcr K, then Eichler's formula for traces of the Brandt-Eichler matrices relates the number
of (left) prineipal ideals with given norm in orders representing different isonlorphism cIasses
in thc genus of A to the class nUlnbers of SOlue maximal suborders of A and the numbers
of orbits for the action of unit groups in the completions of A on the completi9ns of these
snborders. -'"

We consider a generalization of Eichler's trace formula to C M-orders in arbitrary central
siJuple algebras of prime index over K and diseuss same applications of it to computations
of class numbers and type numbers of CM -orders in central simple algebras, dass number
relations for (commutative) C M -fields and the numbers of representations by specific ternary
and quaternary quadratic forms w hose eoefficients are algebraic integers. In particular, we
gct elementary proofs' of classical results about representations by sums of 3 and 4 squares
over the integers in algebraic number fields.

Berichterstatter: J. Ritter, Augsburg
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Tagungsbericht 16/1995

Algebraische Gruppen

23.04 bis 29.04.1995

Nach einem Zeitraum von vier Jahren fand in diesem Jahr erneut ei~e Tagung
über "Algebraische Gruppen" unter der Leitung von P. Slodowy (Hamburg), T.A.
Springer (Utrecht) und J. Tits (Paris) mit breiter internationaler Beteiligung statt.
Im Mittelpunkt der 22 ausgewählten Vorträge standen neuere Ergebnisse und En
twicklungen aus den folgenden Bereichen:

- Strukturtheorie
_ Darstellungstheorie (klassisch, modular, p-adisch, Hecke-Algebren, Quan-

tengruppen, Tensoroperationen)
_ Algebraische Transformationsgruppen (Invarianten, homogene Räume, Ver-

vollständigungen) .
- Arithmetische und Zopfgruppen
- Kac-Moody-Algebren

Für eine detailliertere Beschreibung ziehe man die folgenden Vortragsauszüge zu
Rat"c.

. Typeset by A.N1S- '!EX
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H.H. ANDERSEN

Tilting modules and fusion rules

Let V be a finite dimensional vector spaee over an algebraically closed field k
of char(k) = p > O. Then the problem of decomposing Vl8lm , m ~ 1 into inde
composable summands for SL(V} is wide open. So is the more general problem of
decoluposing tensor products of Weyl modules for a semisimple algebraic group G
over k.

To attack some aspeets of this problem we study tilting modules for G, Le. mod
ules M for which hoth M and M· have Weyl filtrations. In the case when we
replace G by the corresponding quantum group Uq at a complex root of unity q we
point out that all injective Uq-modules are tilting. Hence by the Kazhdan-Lusztig
conjecture (which is a theorem when the order i of q is at least equal to the Coxeter
number) we know the characters of the tilting modules with highest weights away
from the i-strips adjacent to the walls of the dominant chamber.

In joint work with J. Paradowski we prove the following fusion rule: Let A, J.L
and v be weights of the fundamental dominant alcove. Then the number of times
the Weyl module V(v} appears as a direct summand in V(A) ® V(J.L} is

L (_l)l(w) dirn V(A)w.v-~'

wEWp

Here Wp (which should be Wl in the quantum case) denotes the affine Weyl group
attached to G (resp. Uq ).

A. BOREL

Rational curves on hornogeneous spaees

This is areport on joint work with F. Bien and J. Kollar.
An irredueible variety X aver an algebraieally elosed field is "quasi-eomplete"

(q.c.) if the k-algebra k[X] of regular functions reduees to the eonstants.
In the sequel X = G / H, where G is a connected affine algebraie group and H is

a closed eonnected algebraic sugroup. Then X is q.e. if and only if H is epimorphic
(in the sense of [BBD, i.e. if every morphism G -? G' is determined by its restrictioll
to H. A "rational curve" is here a smooth complete curve of genus 0, Le. a copy of
pI. The following eonditions imply obviously q.C.

(1) X is "rationally connected" (r.c.): given x, y EX, there exists a morphisnl
f: pI ~ X such that Im! 3 x,y.

(2) X is "generically rationally eonneeted" (g.r.c.): the above eondition is full
filled for (x, y) in an open dense subset of X x X.

(3) X is "rationally chain connected" (r.c.c.): a ehain C == Ui=lCi of rational
curves is a curve eonsisting of rational curves such that Ci n Ci+1 is one
point (i = 1,2, ... , n - 1) and there are no other interseetions. X is r.e.c. if
given x, y EX, there exists a rnorphism ! : C -? X such that x E !(C1 )

and y E f(Cn ).
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Obviously (1) =} (2) =} (3). It can be proved that (2) Ir> (3) and that (2) Ir> (1)
in characteristic 0 and that there exists a unique sequence of subgroups

H = Ho C H1 C ... c Hn = K c G (*)

such that Bi/Bi-I" is r.c.c. (i = 1,2, ... ,n) and every morphism f : pI ---+ G/K is
constant.

Moreover, if Hf ::> Hand Hf / H is g.r.c. and F is a coherent G-sheaf on X,
then its direct image on G/ Hf is also coherent. In particular, if X is r.C.C. or more
generally if K = G in (*), then.H has property F in tbe sense of [BB], i.e. induction

. from H to G preserves finite dimensionality.
The proofs make essential use of foundational results on schemes of morphisms

of schemes, proved in EGA and in [K].
In many cases, which cover most of those considered in [BB], it is possible to

prove r.c.c. using orbits of suitableSL2 's. I gave aseries of examples where this
allows to prove g.r.c. or property F. In particular, if H is epimorphic and...contains
a maximal torus of C (assumed reductive), then H has property F.

The talk ended with a discussion of projective embeddings, open problems and
eonjeetures. Details will be published in [BBK].

[BH] Bien, Borei: C. R. Aead. Sei. Parist 315 (1992), 649 - 653.
[BBK] Bien, Borei, Kollar: Rationally eonneeted homogeneous spaces, to appear.

[K] Kollar, Rational curves on varieties, Ergebnisse der Mathematik und ihrer
Grenzgebiete, to appear.

M. BRION

Plethysm and symmetrie functions

Let G be a conoected semisimple algebraic group aver C. For a dominant weight
W of C, denote by Vw a simple G-module with highest weight w. In the case where
G = SL(V), we index dominant weights by partitions in at most dim(V) parts. The
simple SL(V)-module associated with the partition A will be denoted by S>.V (ex:
s(n)v = snv = n-th-symmetric power of V; S(lt ooo ,I)V = S(ln)V = AnV = n-th
alternating power).

The problem of plethysm asks for the description of thc G-module S>'Vw ' Even in
the sinlple case: Sffi(snv), there is 00 complete answer. It is conjeetured (Foulkes,
1950) that sm(snv) '-+ sn(smv) as a SL(V)-module, if n ~ m.

We present the following (partial) results:

(1) There is a eanonical equivariant map sn(smv) --. sm(snv) and this map
is surjective for n ~ m 2 dim(smv).

(2) The multiplicity of Vmw - x in S>. Vw is at most the multiplicity of the Sm
nlodule [Al in SO(cm- 1 ® n)x' with cquality for X small with respect to
w. Here [A] denotes the silnplc Sm-module associated with A, a partition
of m; n is the Lie algebra of a maximal unipotent subgroup of G; ern-I
is the "natural" Sm-module; SO(cn- 1 ® n)x is the x-weight spaee in the
symmetrie algebra of Cm - 1 ® n.
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(3) The multiplicity of Ymnw- x in smynw is at most dirn so(S2n ffi S3n EB .. ')x
with equality if X is small with respect to m and n (a generalization of
Hermite reciprocity).

(4) For G = SL(2): there exist SL(2)-luodulcs M)..,p (0 :::; p :::; rn = size of A)

such that SA(snC2) ~ ®M)..,pfi9sm (sn-PC2 ) for all n. Moreover, M)..,p ~
p==O

M)..',m-l-p, where )..' is the conjugate partition of A.

R.W. CARTER

Canonical hases, reduced words, and Lusztig's piecewise linear"function

Areport was given on work done in collaboration with J.W. Cockerton. .-
Let U = U- ® UD ® U+ be the quantum group associated with a simple Lie •

algebra of simply-Iaced type. We consider the canonical basis B of U- introduced
by Kashiwara and Lusztig. The elements of B fall into "types" with one type for
each region of linearity of a certain piecewise-linear function R : RN -4 RN defined
by Lusztig, where N is tbe length of the langest element Wo in tbe Weyl group.

The regions of linearity of the function R may be determined from a graph r,
called the braid graph, defined in terms of reduced expressions for Wo. Each subset
S of r determines a region Cs in lRN on which the function R is linear. It is possible
for Cs to be empty - we say S is consistent if Cs is non-empty. It is also possible
for the linear functions on Cs, CS' to be the same - we write S ,...., S' when this
happens. Then the regions of linearity of R correspond to equivalence classes of
consistent subset of the braid graph.

In the case of non-simply-Iaced type the regions of linearity of R are in one-to-oue
correspondence with the a-stable regions of linearity. for a suitable simply-Iaced type
with graph automorphism a. The cases in which the number of regions is known
are as folIows.

Type:
Number of regions:

A4 As
144 6608

J. DENEF

Character sums associated to prehomogeneous vector spaces e
This is areport on joint work with A. Gyoja.
Let G be a connected complex reductive group, and p : G ~ GL(Y) a finite

dimensional rational representation. A tripie (G, p, Y) is called a prehomogeneous
vector space if V has an open G-orbit, say.Oo· Let 0 f:: f E C[V] be a relative
invariant with the character cjJ E Hom(G, CX

); f(gv) = cjJ(g)f(v) for all 9 E G
and v E V. Let pV : G ~ GL(YV

) be the dual of p. Then it is known that
(G, pv, VV) also has an open G-orbit, say O;{, and that there exists a relative
invariant 0 1= fV E C[VV] whose character is cjJ-l.

Roughly, the fundamental theorem of the theory of prehornogeneous vector
spaces due to M. Sato says that

Fourier transform of fS = fV-s x (some factors), for SEC. (1)
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The purpose of our work is to study a finite field analogue of (1) and to give
a completely explicit description of the Fourier transform assuming that the char
acteristic of the base field IFq is large enough. Now IS, resp./v-s, is replaced by
x(/), resp. X-i (IV), and the factors involve GalJSs sums, the Bernstein polynomial
of land the parity of the split rank of the isotropy group at v v E VV (IFq ). (We
also express this parity in terms of the quadratic residue of the discriminant of the
Hessian of log IV (vV

).)

F. KNOP

Differentiable properties of the moment map

Let K be a connected, compact Lie group and M a Hamiltonian K-manifold·
with moment map J.L : M -+ e*. COO(M) carries the structure of a Poisson algebra.
We are concerned with the commutant of the K-invariants:

AC := {h E COO(M)I {I, h} = 0 for a11 ! E A:= coo(M)K}.

A and AC form a dual pair with common center C = An AC. It is known that a11
pull-hack functions J.L*cOO(e*) lie in Ac hut AC may be (slightly) larger. Let I) ~ e
be a Cartan subalgebra, W the Weyl group and 1)+ ~ 1)* a Weyl chamber. Then
we have a continous map:

CP+: M ~ e* ~ e*/K ~ l)*/W bi~ve l)~.

Theorem. There is a finite reflection subg'roup W Mol W such that C = cp+poo (I) *) W M •

The proof uses two ingredients: A comparison theorem by Tougeron, Bierstone
Milman which reduces the problem to formal power series (Taylor series). The
second ingredient is the symplectic slice theorem by Weinstein, Marle which allows
to replace M by a certain real algebraic variety. The complexification M x <C turns

IR
out to be the cotangent bundle Ti for a complex algebraic variety on which the
complexified group G = K C acts. In this setting an analogous result was already
obtained by me in earlier work.

There are two applications:
- A criterion on M to carry a K-equivariant compatible Kähler structure.
- The determination of an important· subgroup of the automorphism group of
(M,J-L).

v. LAKSHMIBAI

Bases of Demazure modules and applications to singularities of Schubert varieties

Let G be a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group over an algebraica11y
closed field k. Let T be a maximal torus, and B a Borel subgroup B ::> T. Let W be
the Weyl group. For w E W, let X(w) (= BwB( mod B)) be the Schubert variety
in G/ B associated to eId. Let A be a dominant weight, and L>. the associated line
bundle on G/ B. Consider the projective embedding
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(if A is not regular, then we replace B by a suitable parabolic P>.). Let V(A) be the
Weyl Illodule (== HO(Gj B, L>.)V). Let e be a highest weight vector in V(A). For
w E W let ew == we, the extremal weight vector in V (A) of weight w (A). Let Vw

be thc B-submodule of V(A) generated by ew . Then IP(Vw ) is thc snlallcst linear
subspace of IP(V) containing X(w). We call V(w) the Demazure module associated
to 1V. We construct a basis B(A) in~exed by L-S paths of shape "x such that

(1) ß(A) consists of {De}, where D is either 1 or Fi<.nd ... Fi<:Jo

) , Fi being thc
root vectors in thc Chevalley basis;

(2) B(A) is Bruhat order compatible.

Applications to singularities: For a weight JL, let rn(JL) (resp. rnw (,l,») denote thc
multiplicity of JL in V(A) (resp. Vw )· Let T(w, Id) denote the tangent space to X(w)
at eId.

Theorem 1. T(w,Id) is spanned by {Fß Iß E R+, m(p - ß) == mw(p - ß)}.

Define deg Pw as the smallest r such that F/
1

nd ... Fi~~dpw == CPld, c E k·.

Theorem 2. rnldw· degpw == E m(wi' w)mldwi' where the summation runs over
all the Schubert divisors X(wd of X(w), and m(wi' w) is given by m(wi,10)
(A, ß'(), ßi being Wi == WSßi (ßi E R+ ).

G. LEHRER

Cellular Aigebras

Consider the following two problems: first, if G is a connected reductive group
and L is a Levi subgroup, both defined over Fq , describe an "additive decol11posi
tion" of Rf.p, for p an appropriate (cuspidal) representation of of L F and Rf thc
ttLusztig induction" functor; second, let H be a subgroup of GL(V), V a vector
space; decompose (additively) v®n as H-module. Both problems involvc the con
sideration of non-semisimple endomorphism algebras - thc first Hecke algebras and
the second (for H classical) the Brauer algebra. The purpose of cellular algebras is
to encapsulate such problems into standard problems of linear algebra. The defini
tion is: An R-algebra A is cellular if it has a ttcell datum" (A, M, C, *), where A is

aposet, M("x) is a set for every A E A, C: II M("x)2 ---4 A is a map with irrlage an
>'EA ~

R-basis and * is an anti-involution satisfying (if C(S, T) :== C~,T for 5, T E M(A)) •

C~,T· == Cf.,s· The key axiom is: for every a E A, aC~,T == L ra(S',S)C~'IT
S'EM(>.)

modulo smaller elements (C~, ,T" J.t < "x). These axioms suffice to prove (if A is
finite and R is a field) a complete classification of the simple modules and give a
complete description of the block theory. There are Hcell modules" W("x) which
have t'invariant fonns" <P>.. If L).. == W("x)j Rad <P>., then

Theorem 1. The L>. i= 0 form a complete set of absolutely irreducible A-modules.

Theorem 2. If d>.,~ == [W(A) : L>.], then D == (d>,,~) is upper triangular and ij C
is the Cartan Matrix, then C == DtD.
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Theorem 3. A is semisimple if and only if (roughly) CP>. is non-degenerate JOT
each ,\ E A.

In this context we have

Theorem 4. Let Br(n, 0, R) be the Bmuer algebra with parameter 0 over R. The
irreducible modules are parametrized by {(t,;\) In - t E 2Z,;\ ~ t,'\ is p-regular, p =
char(R)} U {point} (ij 0 f:. 0). Their dimen.sions are detennined in terms 0/ those
0/ the Hecke algebras 0/ type A.

Theorem 5. There is a cellular structure on the cyclotomic Hecke algebras 0/
Ariki-K oike.

q-Schur algebras, Temperley Lieb and Jones algebras and Lusztig's U-quantum
group may be discussed in this context.

This is joint work with John Graham.

P. LITTELMANN

The path model of representations ~. -

. Let 9 be a semisimple Lie algebra over C, and let X be the weight lattice of g.
Denote by II the set of all piecewise linear paths 1] : [0, 1] --+ XIR such that 1](0) = 0
and 1](1) E X. For every simple root a we define operators ea:, Ia: E EndzZII, where
ZII is the free Z-module generated by II. Let II+ be the subset of paths such that
thc iInage is completely contained in the dominant WeyIchamber.

Let A c EndzZI1 be the algebra generated by these "root operators". The
lnodules An, n E II+, provide a very powerful combinatorial tool: .

(1) Set B 7r := An n 11, the set of paths in An. Then B7r is a Z-basis for A7r,
and B rr n n+ == {n}.

(2) If 1f, 17 E rr+ are such that 7r(I) = 1J(I), then the map An ---t A1J, an ..-.+ a1],
is an isoIllorphism.

(3) Let Char An = E eTl(l) for n E rr+. Then Char An = Char V>., where ,\ =
TJEB ff

11'"(1).
(4) Für 7T,1J E rr+ set An * A1J =< tr' *1]'I1r' E B 7r ,1J' E BTJ >, the span of the

concatenations of the paths in B1f and BTJ' Then this is an A-module, in
fact Atr * A1] = E911,A (n * 1J'), where the surn runs over all. 'f/' E B TJ , such
that tr * 1]' E rr+. Hence for ;\ == n(1), /-L == 1](1) one gets:

VA ® V~ ::: E9 Tl , V>'+l1'(l),

where the sum runs over all 1]' E B 11 such that 11'" * 1]' E n+.
(5) Für any reduced decomposition of Wo, there is a canonical way to associate

to B7r a basis {v1}l1J E B 7r } of V>.,'\ == 1[(1).

A. LUBOTZKY

Eigenvalues of the Laplacian. First Betti number
and the congruence subgroup problem

We present a new method to show non-vanishing of the first Betti number for
arithmetic hyperbolic manifolds. So we provc:
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Theorem 1. Let r be an arithmetic lattice in SO(n, 1) (i/ n = 7 assume r does
not come /rom /orms 0/ type 3 D 4 or 6D 4 , and i/ n = 3 and r comes from tLnits 0/

a quaternion algebra over a ntLmber field L, assume L has a stLbfield 0/ index 2).
Then r has a finite index congruence subgroup r o which can be mapped onto Z.

Corollary 2. f has negative answer to the congruence subgroup ~problem (as con
jectured by Berre).

Corollary3. I/ n = 3, M 3 = r \ SO(3, 1)180(3) has a finite sheeted cover which
is Haken (as conjectured by Thurston).

Theorem 1 is not new. It follows from the accumulation of works of Millson,
Labesse-Schwermer, Li, Raghunathan-Venkataramana, and Li-Millson. OUf new
Inethod gives a unified approach whose main novelty is "property r" which is a
bound on the eigenvalues of the laplacian ci la Selberg's Theorem Al (f(m) \ IHr ) 2': k
for congruence subgroups of the modular group.

D. LUNA

Combinatorial invariants for spherical homogeneous spaces

Let G be a connected reductive group over <C and let B denote a Borel subgroup
of G. An algebraie G-variety X is called spherical if X is normal and if B has a
dense orbit in X. An algebraic subgroup H of G is called spherical if GIH is a
spherical variety.

The set ßc / H of "colors" of GIH is by definition the set of codimension 1
orbits of B in GIH. We will say that a spherical subgroup H of G is good if.
H == {s ENG (H), s acts triviallyon ßG/ H }. We will say that a spherical variety is
wonderful if X is complete, if G has only one closed orbit in X, if every irreducible
B-stable divisor in X which contains aG-orbit is G-stable, if X is smooth and if
the centre of G acts triviallyon X.

The following result has been proved by Brion-Pauer (Comment. '87) and Knop
(to appear in J. AMS): for every good subgroup H of G there exists an (open
G-)embedding GIH '-+ X, wit4 X wonderful, and this X is unique (up to isomor
phism).

Using the geometry of this wonderful embedding of GIH, we defined some com
binatorial invariants for every good spherical subgroup H of G. We gave some
properties of these invariants, mentioned some results concerning the classification ~

ofgood spherical subgroups, and discussed the example G = SL4(C). -

G. LUSZTIG

Classification of unipotent representations of simple p-adic groups

Let 9 be a split adjoint simple algebraic group over K, a non-archimedean Ioeal
field with residue field k,lkl = q. Let G be a simply conneeted almost simple
algebraic group over C of type dual to that Q. The unipotent representations
of gare those irreducible admissible representations V such that there exists a
parahoric subgroup P of g, with reductive quotient P (over k) and a unipotent
cuspidal representation p of P such that the restrietion Vip contains a nonzero
subspace on which P acts according with the representation p.
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Theorem. There is a natural one-to-one eorrespondence between the set 01 iso
mOrPhism elasses 0/ unipotent representations 01 Q and the set 01 all tripies (s, y, v)
up to G -conjugaey, where s E G is semisimple, y E Lie G is nilpotent, Ad(s)y == qg,
and v is an irreducible representation 01 ZG(s, y)/Zc(s, y) on whieh the centre 0/
G aets trivially.

This is an extension of the Deligne-Langlands conjecture (connected with rep
resentations of 9 with nonzero vectors fixed by an Iwahori subgroup, which was
proved by Kazhdan and me). The general case above provides further confirmation
for Langlands philosophy.

The proof consists in a geometrie realization of various affine Hecke algebras
with unequal parameters in the framework of charaeter sheaves and equivariant
homology. .

V.B. MEHTA

Invariants of 3 x 3 matrices. Frobenius-splitting
and moduli of veetor bundles in char p > 0

Let G == SL(3) with B, T and U as usual, with Lie algebras g, b, t and u. Let Zo
denote the vector space (g ® 9 ffi ... EI:) g) k-times, with the diagonal adjoint action
of G and let Ra he the ring of polynoIni3.1 functions on Zo. In joint work with T.
Ramadas, we prove the following:

Theorem 1. The ring 01 invariants (RO)G is F -split and C.M.

Theorem 2. The projective G.I. T. quotient P{ZO)//G is also F-split and C.M.

This has the following application. Let C be a non-singular projective curve and
SU(3) thc moduli space of semisimple vector bundles on C with trivial det. Then
SU(3) is C.M.

Thc results are proved using a conlbination of F-splitting and G.LT., and have
potential applications Verlinde's forrnulae in characteristic p > O. '.;!

YU.A. NERETIN

Extensions oe represcntations oe classical groups to representations of categories

O. Linear relations.. Let P C V EI:) W be a linear relation. Let Ker P :== P n V
and Indef P :== P n W. Let Dom P and !In P be the projections of P to V and
W rcspectively. The product of ·linear relations is the usual product of binary
correspondences.

1. Categories. The objects of the category CA are complex finite-dimensional
linear spaces. The space MorcA (V, W) consists of all linear relations P C V ffi W
and the formal element null = nullv,w. The product of null and any morphism
cquals null. Let P C V ffi Wand Q C W EB Y be linear relations. If

Ker Q n Indef P = 0, DOln Q + In} P == W,

then the product of Q and P is the llsual product of linear relations. In all other
cases QP == null. The objects of thc category B (resp. C, D) are odd dimen
sional eomplex linear spaces provided with asymmetrie nondegenerate bilinear
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form (resp. complex linear spaees equipped with a skew-symmetric nondegenerate
linear form; even dimensional linear spaces equipped with asymmetrie bilinear
form). The morphisms in a11 cases are maximal isotropie subspaces in V ffi Wand
null. The definition of the product is the same as in the category CA.

2. Representations.

Theorem. a) Holomorphie projective 1'epresentations of the categories A, B, C, D
are completely redueible.
b) These representations are enumerated by the diagrams

A:

B:

C:

D:

where aj E Z+ and aj = 0 fo1' large j. Let ao: be the last nonzero label. If 11. 2::
Q - 1, then the representation 0/ the group K n = An, Rn, Cn , Dn eorresponding
to the representation (*) 0/ A, B, C, D is an irreducible representation with labels
(... , an-I, an)' I/ n < a - 1, then the representation of K n is zero-dimensional.

V.P. PLATONOV

Representations of Aut(F2) and braid groups

Let F2 be the free group ofrank 2, Aut(F2 ) be the automorphism group of F2 , and
B4 the braid group on four strings. We consider the general problem of description e
of a11 n-dimensional rerprese-ntations of Aut(F2 ) and B 4 over an arbitrary field K-.-
We give a "description of all n-dimensional representations of Aut(F2 ) for n ::; 4
which restrict to a given representation of F2 (There exists a natural connection
between Aut(F2 ) and B4 : if Z4 is the center of B4 , then B4 /Z4 f:.......+ Aut(F2)). In
"particular, we prove the following

Theorem. Let p : Aut(F2 ) ---+ GLn(K) be an n-dimensional representation. If
n ::; 4, then p(F2 ) is solvable.

Corollary. The group Aut(F2 ) has no faithful 4-dimensional representations.

We construct new classes of 3 and 4-dimensional representations of B 3 and B 4 .

It looks plausible that these representations will have new applications.
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G. PRASAD

Reoresentation theory of reduetive v-adie e:roups: theory of minimal K -types

This is areport on some joint work with Allen Moy. Let k be a non-arehimedean
Ioeal field and G a eonnected reduetive group defined over k. Let 9 = G(k) and
B = B(G) be the Bruhat-Tits building (enlarged building) of 9. Let S be a maximal
k-split torus of G and A = A(S) the apartment corresponding to S.

Dur (long term) goal is to classify irreducible admissible representations of 9 in
terms of their restrictions to suitable compact-open subgroups. For this purpose
for each x E B(9), we introduce a natural filtration Qx,r, T ~ 0, of the parahorie
subgroup Qx using the Bruhat-Tits theory. For T ~ 0, we let 9x,r+ = U Qx,s. Then

- s>r
9z,r/Qx,s, and so in partieular, Qz,r/Qx,r+, is abelian for 0 < T and T ~ ~s. We also
introduce filtration lattices gx,r in the Lie algebra 9 and g;,r in the dual g*. Let
{Ti} be the sequenee such that Qz,s = Qx,rä+l for Ti < S :::; Ti+l' Then the eharaeter
group of Qx,ri /Qx,ri+l for i > 0 is isomorphie to g;,-rä / g;,-ri-l and a eharacter of
the former is said to be nondegenerate if the eorresponding coset X +gx,-ri-l does
not eontain any nilpotent elements.

Definition (1) A depth zero minimal K-type is a cuspidal representation of
M = Qx/Qx,o+ infiated to Qx'

(2) An unrefined minimal K-type of depth r(> 0) is a nondegenerate charaeter
(I-dimensional representation) of Qx,r/Qx,r+ inflated to Qx,r'

We prove that any admissible representation (1f, V) of Q contains an unrefined
minimal K-type. Moreover, if T is the smallest non-negative real number such that
for some x E B, V eontains a nonzero vector fixed under Qx,r+, then any (unrefined)
minimal K-type eontained in V has depth r; r is a rational number and it is called
the depth of 1f.

Depth of a representation is preserved under parabolic induction and Jacquet
restriction. . .

We have also faund a complete description of irreducible absolutely euspidal
representations of depth zero generalizing Borel's results on representations which
contain a nonzero vector fixed under an Iwahori subgroup.

A. RAPINCHUK

Determination of the metaplectic kernel for algebraic groups over global fields

Let G be a simple, simply conneeted algebraic group over aglobai field K and S a
finite (possibIy empty) set of places of K. The metaplectie kernel M(S, G) is defined
to be the kernel of the restrietion map H~eas(G (A (S) )) -t H~bs(G(K) ), where
G(A(S)) is the group of S-adeles of G with its natural topology. In this definition,
H;"'eas (resp. H~bs) denotes the second measurable (resp. abstract) cohomology with
coeffieients in the one-dimensional torus I = IR/71 under trivial action. Observe
that in the main ease where S contains the set V! of archimedean places of K
(V~ = 0 if charK > 0), H~eas(C(A(S)))= H;ont(G(A(S))), the second continuous
cohomology. In any ease, tbe elements of M(S, C) are in ooe-to-one correspondence
with the equivalence classes of central topological extensions

1 -t I ----. E -+ C(A(S)) -+ 1
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which split over G(K), hence the obvious conneetion with the computation of the
congruence kernel for the S-arithmetic group G(O(S)) in case S ~ V~. On the
other hand, the case S ==0 is of importance for the theory of automorphie farms of
fractional weigbt. Primarily, these two applications stimulated the research towards
the precise determination of M(S, G). Tbe computation of M(S, G) for the split
groups was obtained by Moore and Matsumoto (1969). Their methods and results
were extended to the quasi-split case by Deodhar (1978). Using the machinery of al
gebraic K-theory, Bak-Rehmann (1979-81) considered the case of isotropie elassical
groups of rank> 1. The final result for K-isotropic groups is due to Prasad
Raghunathan (1983). The computation of M(S, G) for some K-anisotropic groups
was carried out by Rapinchuk (1984-85). Recently, in joint work with G. Prasad
we obtained the following practically eomplete description of M(S, G) for arbitrary
groups.

Theorem. Assume that if G is of type 2 An (n > 1), then S eontains V~. If there
exists a place Vo in S which is either non-arehimedean and G is K Vo -isotropie, or it
is real and the group G(Kvo) is not topologieally simply eonneeted, then the meta
plectic kemel M(S, G) is trivial. Othenvise, M(S, G) is isomorphie to a subgroup
of {L(K), the dual group of the group f.J.(K) 0/ all roots 0/ unity in K, and M(0, G)
is isomorphie to a subgroup 0/ {L(K) 0/ index at most two.

One of the notabl~ eonsequences of this result (whieh is, in fact, an impor
tant step of tbe proof) is the triviality of the weak metaplectic kernel Mv (G) =
Ker(H2 (G(V)) -+ H 2 (G(K)) (where G(V) == nvEv G(Kv )), for any finite set V
of places of K, under the assumption that if G is of type 2 An, then V eonsists
entirely of non-archimedean places. We used this result to give a uniform proof
of the eongruence subgroup property for the groups of points of G over semi-Iocal
subrings of K. To be more precise, let V be a finite set of plaees of K and Ov the
subring of K consisting of elements which are integral with respect to all places in
V..

Theorem. Suppose that G(K) has the standard deseription 0/ normal subgroups
(i.e. G(K) satisfies the Platonov-Margulis conjeeture) and that V contains alt non
archimedean anisotropie places fOT G. Then the congruenee subgroup problem for
G (Ov) has a positive solution.

J. ROHLFS

Cohomology of arithmetic grOUPS and the S.teinberg representation

Let G/Q be a reductive connected group defined over Q with corresponding
symmetrie space X co ' Put X = X oo x G{Aj), where A! are the finite adeles over Q.
Let K f be an open and compact subgroup of G(A/ ) and put S(Kf) == G(Q) \XIK j

resp. S = G(Q) \ X. Let VKf resp. V be the sheaves on S{Kf) resp. S given by a
representation p : G(Q) -+ GL(V), diIIlQ V < 00. It is shown that

lim H*(S(K!), iiKf ) = H*(S, ii)
~

Kf
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as right G(Af )-modules. The same result holds for a11 smooth G(Af )-sheaves on
the Borel-Serre"compactification S of S. Moreover, it is shown that H*(S, \7) ~
H*(G(CQ), Vx), where Vx is the G(Q)-module of loca11y constant V-valued func
tions on X. The cohomology with compaet support Hg (S, V) is identified with
Hi-l(G(Q), Homz(StG, Vx )), where l is the semisimple rank of G. Here Stc is the
Steinberg representation of G(Q). The cohomology H·(8S, V) of the boundary as
of S can be expressed as G(Q)-hypercohomology of a complex eonstructed out of the
complex of parabolic subgroups of G. A similar construction gives rise to a deereas
ing filtration FiH·(S, V), where FlH*(S, V) is the image of H;(S, V) in H·(S, V).
The quotient F1H·(S, V)/FlH·(S, V) can be identified with the space of ghost
classes. A new non-trivial ghost class is constructed in H 2 (SL4 (Q), COO (SL4 (Af ))).
Finally, an algebraic eonstruetion of an "Eisenstein seetion" Eis· : H· (88, V) ---+

H·(S,p<; Hom(StG,Stb ® Vx)) is given. Here p: X -+ S is the projeetion, Std is
the Z-du~l of StG and plj iso the G(Q)-invariant direet image funetor.

G. ROUSSEAU ~.::.{~;,;:..

Real forms of Kae-Moocly .algebras . ~,~ .

A form over a field K C C of an indecomposable, infinite dimensional Kac
Moody algebra g, is a Lie algebra 9K with an isomorphism gK ® C ~ 9.' So th~re is
an action of the Galois group r = Gal(CjK) on 9 and we define G K = er, where
G is the adjoint group of g.

As there are 2 conjugacy classes under G of Borel subalgebras of g, there are 2
eases:

(1) r mixes the 2 eonjugaey elasses: gK is ca11ed almost eompact.
(2) r stabilizes eaeh eonjugaey class: gK is called almost split.

In this last case many results ala Borel-Tits are known (see Back-Valente, Bardy
Panse, Messaoud, Rousseau; Journal of Algebra 1995).

For other. results suppose now K = lR. and 9 symmetrizable: glR is given by a
conjugation u'. There exists a eompaet eonjugation w' eommuting with u' : u =
w'a' = u'w' is a (linear) involution.

If gIR is almost split, the eorrespondences glR f------4 U' +---+ aare one-to-one and
we get good classifications of them (see above artiele). If glR is almost compact,
then a is of first kind (it stabilizes the 2 conjugacy classes of Bo~el subalgebras),
and there is a map whieh is onto (but perhaps not one-to-one) (1 1-------+ gR.

Suppose now K = IR, 9 affine, ßIR almost compact. We know then a complete
list of first kind involutions, and the problem is to tell whether the corresponding
abnost compaet forms may be isomorphie.

The answer is known in the untwisted cases, and is negative in this ease. So the
above map is one-to-one in these cases.

The proof uses invariants of these forms, one of them is the rank of maximal
split toral subalgebras of these forms (this is an invariant, even if these algebras are
not conjugate under GIR ).
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w. SOERGEL

Representations oe restricted enveloping algebras:
Independence oe the characteristic

In this talk I reported on joint work with H.H. Andersen and- J.C. Jantzen.
For a fixed root system Rand a field k of finite characteristic we can form the

corresponding semisimple simply connected algebraic group G / k, its Lie algebra gk

and the restricted enveloping algebra Uk.

Theorem. There is a Z-algebra Bz,.free of finite rank over Z[i-lll ~ i < h] (h =
Coxe.ter number) such that for all k with char k > h

Bz ®z k is M orita-equivalent to the principal block 0 f Uk.

There is qD analogous interpretation of Bz ®zQ(VI) in terms of quantum groups
at VI.

A refinement of this theorem tells us that the decomposition matrices for re
strieted representations of gk are (for ehar k » 0) independent of k and coineide
~ith their (known) quantum analoga, thereby proving Luzstig's modular eonjeettire
for ehar k » O. .

D.M. TESTERMAN

Al-type subgroups in exceptional algebraic groups

The work discussed below was done in collaboration with Ross Lawther of War
wiek University.

We take as our starting point the following charaeteristic p analogue of the
J acobsen-Morozov theorem.

Theorem. (Testerman) Let G be a semisimple. algebraic group defined over an
algebraically closed field k 0/ characteristic p > O. Assume p to be a good prime for
G. Let u E G with .up = 1. Then there exists a closed connected subgroup X < G
with X ~ SL2(k) or PSL2(k) and u EX.

Thus, the map {C-classes of A1-subgroups of C} ~ {G-classes of elements of
order p} is onto. We consider here the question: Is it a bijection? If not, what can e
be said about the G-classesof A1-subgroups lying above a fixed unipotent element.
ofG?

Theorem. Let G have type G 2 , F4 , E 6 , E 7 , Es and assume p > 3,3,5,7,7, respec
tively. Then there exists a complete classification 0/ the G -conjugacy classes of
closed connected subgroups X < G, X ~ SL2 (k) or PSL2(k). FOT each class of
subgroups the G -class 0/ its unipotent elements is identijied and Cc (X)O .is deter
mined.

Corollary. Lie(Cc(X)O) = CLie(C) (X).

To X can be associated a labelIed Dynkin diagram; this encodes the set of weights
of a maximal torus of X acting on Lie(G). Liebeck and Seitz have shown that the
G-class of X is uniquely determined by its labelIed Dykin diagram. In general,

14



there will be infinitely many non-conjugate Al-subgroups above a given unipotent
element; however, most of these arise from (ttwisted diagonal" embeddings of Al
in a direct product or from twisted tensor product embeddings of Al in a classical
subgroup of G. If we consider only Uuntwisted" embeddings, we get

Corollary. The map

{G-classes of untwisted AI-subgroups of G} ---t {G-classes of elements of order p}

is a bijection fOT the groups G2 , E 7 , Es, and for G == F4 , E 6 , there exists a unique
class of elements .of order p fOT which there are precisely 2 non-conjugate untwisted
Al -subgroups mapping ta this class, and this only for p == 7.

Corollary. Let u E G, uP == 1. Let'X be an untwisted Al -subgroup with u EX:
Then Gc(X)O is a maximal reductive subgroup 0/ GG(u)o.

E.B. VINBERG

Reductive algebraic semigroups,

The theory of algebraic semigroups v:as developed by Putcha and Reriiter in
the 80 'so Some basic theorems of this theory are presented in the first half of the
lecture. In -particular, let S be an algebraic ~emigroup with unit and G its group
of invertible elements. Suppose that G is reductive. Then any (G x G)-orbit in S
contains exactly one conjugacy class of idempotents. Any idempotent is conjugate
to an idempotent of T, where T· is a maximal torus of G. Two idempotents of T
are conjugate if they are equivalent with respect to the Weyl graupe

In the second half of the lecture, a cJassification of all reductive algebraic semi
groups is given in terms of ,some geometrical data in tbe space of characters of T.
For any semisimple algebraic group Go, aremarkable semigroup S is distinguished
among all the semigroups having Go as the commutator subgroup of the group of
invertible elements. The "wonderful" completion of Go, constructed by DeConcini
and Procesi, can be described in terms of this semigroup.

Berichterstatter: G. Röhrle
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Multilevel Methods and Applications

TaguIlgsbericllt 17/1995

30.04.-06.05.1995

The meeting was organised by W. Hackbusch (Kiel), P. Hemker (CWI Amster
dam) , and G. Wittum (Stuttgart). During the 5 days of the conference, 28 talks
were given, 42 scientists from Germany (#25), USA (#8), Netherlands (#5), Austria

. (#1), Belgium (#1), Czech(#l), and France (#1) participated. The Cf"ntre of inter
est were new developments in multigrid methods and related subjects. To sketch the
fields of subjects, the following keywords are given:

aposteriori error estimates,
algebraic multi-grid,
cascadic multi-grid,
coarsening,
convection-diffusion equation,
domain decomposition - Schwarz method,
frequency decomposition multi-grid,
frequency filtering,
Navier-Stokes equation,
parallelisatiori ,
plane smoother,
mg far integral equations,
multilevel extrapolation,
nonconforming / nonnested multi-grid.

The organisers and participants thank the 'Mathematischem Forschungsinstitut
Oberwolfach' to make the conference possible in the usual comforlable and inspiring
setting. The abstracts follow in the order as the lectures are given.
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Monday, lVlay 1, :Nlorning Session

P. Wesseling, C. Vuik, S. Zeng:

MULTIGRID SOLUTION OF THE INCOMPRESSIBLE NAVIER-STOKES
EQUATIONS IN GENERAL COORDINATES

Implicit time discretization of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations on stag
gered grids in general coordinates with central discretization of the convection terms
leads, with the pressure correction method, to iarge algebraic systems for the velocity
and pressure unknowns. We apply (combinations of) multigrid and Krylov subspace
methods with ILU and line-Jacobi preconditioning. The aim is to have efficiency and
robustness on highly distorted computational grids, and concurrent processing po
tential. It is found that for the momentum equations GMRES/ILU is most suitable,
whereas for the pressure multigrid with ILU smoothing, accelerated by GCR (gener
alized conjugate residuals) is best. GCR acceleration of a given method is found to
be never detrimental, and often beneficial.

K. Oosterlee:

A GMRES-BASED PLANE SMOOTHER IN MULTIGRID TO SOLVE THREE
DIMENSIONAL ANISOTROPIC FLUID FLOW PROBLEMS

For a discretization of the three-dimensional steady incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations a solution method is presented for solving flow problems on stretched grids.
The discretization is a vertex-centered finite volume discretization with a flux split-
ting approach for the convective terms. Second order accuracy is obtained with defect
correction. The solution method used is multigrid, for which aplane smoother ia pre- ..
sented for obtaining goodconvergence in flowdomains. with severely stretched grids. _.,
A matrix is set up in a plane, which is solved iteratively with a preconditioned GM-
RES methode A stop criterion for GMRES is investigated which reduces the nurnber
of inner iterations compared to an 'exact' plane solver without affecting the multigrid
convergence rates. It is found that the algorithm is very efficient for stretched Poisson
problems. The algorithm produced good results, when the GMRES plane solver was
stopped after the initial residuals are diminished by a factor of 10. For the method
with the plane smoother similar wall-clock times are obtained as for an alternating
line smoother, while the convergence with the line smoother was not satisfactory for
the Poisson problem considered. For grid stretching in one direction for incompress-
ible model flow problems the plane smoother was beneficial for cell 8spect ratios of
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more than factor 50 for several ftow problems at different Reynolds nmnbers. Here,
the defect correction algorithm with the GMRES plane solver produced identical re
sults as an texact' plane salver, when the GMRES iterations were stopped after the
initial residuals were diminished by a factor of 100.

MULTIGRID METHODS FOR NAVIER-STOK"ES EQUATIONS COUPLED TO
k-E TURBULENCE EQUATIONS IN COMPRESSIBLE TRANSITIONAL
FLOWS

"The equations describing compressible transitional flow are first discussed. 'These
consist of a laminar set of Navier-Stokes equations coupled by source terms to a
turbulent set of Navier-Stokes equations. The turbulent set includes two turbulence
equations ( k-c:). The cOllpling source terms express the interaction between turbu
lent and laminar parts in the fiow field. These terms depend on gradients of the
intermitt.ency factor. The factor itself is described by a convection-diffusion-source
equation. In two dimensions, a set of 11 coupled equations ( 4 laminar + 6 turbulent
+ 1 intermittency ) is obtained. The dynarnics of the set are very much governed by
the source terms. The set is solved in a partially decoupled way in the sense that a
multigrid m~thod is applied to t.he laminar and the turbulent set separately while the
interactive source terms are updated in an outer cycle. In the turbulent part of the
flow equations, the source terms in the k-e equations are included in the multigrid
procedllre.

Several effects cause bad multigrid performance: the destruction of the smoothing
by the action of the source terms in the k-e equations, the convective stiffness of the
equations due to very low convective velocities compared to the acoustic velocity near
walls and t.he diffusive stiffness due to the practical impossibility to use a sufficiently
refined grid near walls causing the diffusive terms to be almast negligible with respect
to the acoustic terms.

D. Hänel:

COMPUTATIONS OF COMPRESSIBLE, STRONGLY UNSTEADY FLOWS
ON ADAPTIVE, UNSTRUCTURED GRIDS USING A "MULTI-SEQUENCE
RUNGE-KUITA METHOD"

Unsteady flow are of large importance in fluid dynamies. Typical examples are vis
cous, separable and vortical fiows or chemical driven flow.
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Computations of such fiows are very time consuming, mainly due to the small
seales in time to be resolved. Therefore several studies are made to improve the
performance of algorithms. Former studies based a time-consistent FAS multigrid
applied to explicit time-stepping scheme have shown only moderate suceess.

Bettel' performance was achieved with the so-called Runge-Kutta Method with
Multi-Sequences, which reduces the severe stability restrictions of an explicit scheme.

In this way the stability limit for 6.t could be satisfied nearly locally by ordering
the grid cells in groups of sirnilar size.

Time consistency could be preserved by a suited synchronization of the Runge
Kutta Scheme. Comparative studies have shown a gain in CPU of a factor 5 to 10
eompared to standard Runge-Kutta and of 2 to 5 compared to the unsteady FAS
inultigrid.

Monday, Afternoon Session

U. RÜde:

IMPLICIT MULTILEVEL EXTRAPOLATION METHOnS

Multilevel methods can be combined naturally with extrapolation-like techniques
for raising the approximation order. A special algorithm of this type is the T

extrapolation method for multigrid algorithms. This technique presents an implicit
application of the extrapolation principle that does not need globalasymptotic error
expansions. It is therefore weH suited to be used loeally in combination with local
grid refinement.. The analysis of these methods is based on asymptotic error expan
sions für combined differentiation/integration rules in combination with appropriate
stability conditions.

J. E. Dendy:

VARIANTS OF THE FREQUENCY DECOMPOSITION MULTIGRID
METHOn

We discuss several variants of the frequency decomposition method motivated by
an application to global ocean modeling. It is shown how to achieve robustness for
problems with anisotropie and discontinuous coefficients, and the application in global
ocean modeling is discussed.
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R. Stevenson:

FREQUENCY DECOMPOSITION MULTILEVEL METHOnS

Without a special choice of a smoother t a standard multi-grid method is not robust
far anisotropie second order boundary value problems. In three dimensions suitable
smoothers with reasonable eosts are hard to find. For this reason Hackbusch proposed
in t88 the s(J-called Frequency Decomposition (FD) multi-level method for application
to tensor product grids. The characteristic feature of this method is the use of more
than one coarse-gr-id correction -in which case the smoother can be dropped.

In a some\vhat modified formt the FD method can be seen as an additive Schwarz
preconditioner based on a multiscale decomposition of the finite element space into
a set of spaces that are mutually orthogonal w.r.t. discrete (hut (L2 )-like) scalar
produets. In this talk, we will show how this concept can be applied to general nested
sequences of finite element spaces, including those that correspond to locally refined
grids. The resulting preconditioners have optimum condition numbers for zeroth and
second order problems and are suitable for application to anisotropie problems.

Tuesday, 2nd, Morning Session

S. Vandewalle, M. Holst:

SCHWARZ ~1ETHODS: TO SYMMETRIZE OR NOT TO SYMMETRIZE

We present a precondi tioning theory for Schwarz methods. The theory establishes
sufficient conditions for multiplicative and additive multi-level Schwarz methods to
yield self-adjoint positive definite preconditioners. It is applied to multigrid and
domain decomposition methods. The theory does not require any variational condi
tions to be satisfied, and allows for the use of non-convergent Schwarz methods as
preconditioners.

We show that symmetrizing may be a bad idea for linear methods. We conjec
ture that enforcing minimal symmetry achieves the best results when combined with
conjugate gradient acceleration. Also, it is shown that absence of synunetry in the
linear preconditioner is advantageous when the linear method is accelerated by using
the Bi-CGstab method.

Numerical examples are presented for two test problems which illustrate the theory
and conjeetures.
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A. Meyer:

PRECONDITIONINC THE PSEUDO-LAPLACIAN FOR CFD-SIMULATION

If the simulation of time-dependent incompressible flow uses finite elements and some
idea of projection methods that require the solution of apressure correction equation,
a linear system of the type BT Mi 1Bji = - B T Ü arises. In order to use hierarchieal
techniques for efficient preconditioning this matrix, we proved the spectrally equiv
alence to a true "Laplacian". The introduction of a coarse mesh solver causes some
problems due to the fact that often no 1st type boundary conditions for the pressure
are possible. It is discussed how to overeome this difficulty.

M. Jung:

ON THE PARALLELIZATION CF MULTI-GRID METHOnS USING A NON
OVERLAPPING DD-DATA STRUCTURE

We discuss the parallelization of multi-grid methods using a non-overlapping domain
decomposi tion data structure. The algori thms are implemented on parallel machines
with MIMD architecture.

Especially, we propose a new variant of a parallel smoothing procedure of Gauss
Seidel type which needs the same communication as a Jacobi smoother. For solving
the systems of algebraic equations on the coarsest grid we use the preconditioned
conjugate gradient method applied to the corresponcling Schur complement system.

Numerical examples show the efficiency of our algorithms.

G. Haase, U. Langer:

DIRICHLET DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION VERSUS GLOBAL MULTIGRID e
METHODS

This talk presents sorne new results in the development of fast Dirichlet ASM-DD
preconditioners and compares the DD-preconditioned conjugate gradient (cg) method .
with aglobai multigrid method parallelized on the basis of some non-overlapping
domain decomposition (DD) data structure. The most sensitive part in the Dirichlet
DD-preconditioner is the approximate execution of the operation

(harmonical extension)
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which will be done by a hierarchieal extension technique with an exaet harmoni
cal extension on the coarsest level and postsmoothing sweeps (Sl,k - Gauss-Seidel
smoother) on all other levels :

Eu,:,'}.

b'/C,k

S'!":2 [Q/,2 K I,: (-K1C,d + Qrc,2] Qc,~

S~~ [Q/,kE/C,k-l + Q/C,k] Qc~ Vk = 3,f,

where Q i6 the transformation from the hierarchical basis into the usual FE-nodal
basis and K = Kr p.d. denotes the finite element stiffness matrix the block par
titioning (Kc , KCJ : K/c , K/) of whieh eorresponds to the DD as usual. Due to
the fact that lEl~ includes the first part of a V -multigrid-cycle an algorithmic im
provement results additionally in a cheaper preconditioner. A parallelized version
of the cg-method using this DD-preconditioner solves a linear system of equations
(magnetic field of an electrieal motor, complex interface geometry, large jumps in
the coefficients, FEM-di6eretization) with 375000 unlmowns in 46 seconds on the
Po\verXplorer with 16 processors.

A parallelized global multigrid solver using the same DD data structures (talk of
M. Jung) is approximately 3 times faster on the finer grid for the same problem on
the same computer. However, the DD methods offer the opportunity to couple FEM
and BEM. ThllS, the combination of both methods ean be quite useful.

Tuesday,. Afternoon Session

S. Brenner:

CONVERGENCE OF NONCONFORMING OR NONNESTED MULTIGRID
ivIETHODS WITHOUT FULL ELLIPTIC REGULARITY

We consider nonconforming or nonnested multigrid methods for second and fourth
order elliptic boundary value problems which do not have full elliptic regularity. We
prove that the contraction number of the W-cycle algorithm with a sufliciently large
number of smoothing steps is bOl mded away from 1 uniformly. We also show that
the symmetrie variable V-cyele algorithm is an optimal preeonditioner.
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s. Tllrek:

ON ROBUST AND EFFICIENT MULTILEVEL SCHUR-COMPLEMENT
SOLVERS FOR THE INCOMPRESSIBLE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

We present multilevel acceleration techniques for the "discrete projection methods"
which are discrete versions of the weil known continuous projection schemes (cf.
Chorin, van Kan). We show that, in combination with special smoothing operators in eJ
additive form, these methods are very efficient for stationary as weH as nonstationary
calculations, and that this approach seems to have no problems with gird anisotropies.
Numerical test canfirm aur theoretical considerations.

D. Braess:

EFFICIENT SivIOOTHING OF THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS BY U
DOMINANT ITERATIONS

When iterations for the solution of a saddle point problem

are investigat.ed as smoothers, a classification is helpful:
An iteration is called -u,-dominant or direct (~dominant or Schur complement

iteration, resp.) if (Uk+l,Pk+l) mainly depends on Uk (on Pb resp.). SIMPLE C turns
out to be p-dominant and not to be a good smoother.

Au-dominant iteration which is a good smoother is obtained when· the given
equation is approximately solved via

and if 9 = Q. The crucial point is the fact that the new values do not depend on the
old approximation of p. The iteration is known from the pressure correction method,
hut is a big difference whether f = 0 or 9 = O.
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Wednesday, 3rd, Morning Session

M. Feist.aller:

NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF NONLINEAR CONVECTION-DIFFUSION
PROBLEMS

The paper is concerned with nmnerical solution of nonlinear convection-diffusion
problems appearing mainly in fluid dynamies. The method is based on upwind flux
vector splitting finite volume schemes on unstructured grids used for the discretiza
tion of nonlinear convective terms~ combined with the finite element approximation
of viscous dissipative terms The resulting scheme can be treated as a fully implicit,
semiimplicit or purely explicit method. Special attention is devoted to a suitable
adaptive techniql1e for precise shock capturing. The combined finite volume-finite
element scheme is theoretically studied on a model nonlinear scalar conservation law
equation with a diffusion term. Namely, the convergence of the scheme is proved
with the aid of suitable apriori estimates, discrete maximum principle and some
compactness results. The method is applied to the numerical simulation of viscous
compressible flow. Some camputational results will be presented.

A. Rensken:

MULTIGRID FOR CONVECTION-DIFFUSION EQUATIONS

In this talk we consider a two-grid method based on approximation of the Schur
complement. We study the dependence of the two-grid convergence rate on cer
tain problem parameters. As test problem we take the rotated anisotropic diffusion
equation and the convection-diffusion equation. Using Fourier analysis and discrete
Greens funct.ions we analyze the robustness of the two-gird method w.r.t. variation
in the relevant problem parameters. For the multigrid we use a standard W-cycle.
This multigrid method then has tbe same algorithmic structure as a standard multi
grid method and is fairly efficient. Moreover, when applied to the two test problems
then, as in the two-grid method, we have a strong robustness w.r.t. variation in the
problem parameters. This is shown by numerical results for the test problems.
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J. Fuhrmann:

ON ALGEBRAIC MULTILEVEL METHOnS FOR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS

It is weil known that in the one-dimensional case, the method of eydic reduction
ean be interpreted as an exact multigrid method with operator dependent transfer
operators. Starting with this observation, a more or less heuristic scheme is discussed
which allows the derivation of multigrid components in higher dimensions.

Within this framework, a multigrid method for two- and three-dimensionallogi
eally orthogonal meshes is described. It works weil for both symmetrie and nonsym
metrie problems and show robustness with respect to coeffieient jumps not aligned
to coarse mesh boundaries.

Further, a generalization to the ease of unstructured meshes is proposed which
aHows the implementation of an algebraic multilevel method which is able to utilize
structure information if possible.

Numerical examples for bot methods are discussed.

Thursday, 4th, Morning Session

N. Neuß:

HOMOGENIZATION AND MULTIGRID

For a linear elliptic equation of second order with oscillating eoefficients (possibly
with large jumps) we show convergence of a multilevel method that uses a coarse grid
problem generated by a homogenization technique. This is a step towards real multi-
scale methods, and it also may influence the development of more effieient geometric- .-
~lge~raic multigrid methods. .,

P.Oswald:

MULTILEVEL PRECONDITIONERS FOR NONCONFORMING DISCRE
TIZATIONS

We review recent approaches to preconditioners of hierarchical basis and BPX-type
for nonconforming discretizations of seeond and fourth order elliptic boundary value
problems. There are two main directions at present~
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• NIllltilevel splittings of a nonconforming finite element space can be obtained
from the natural sequence of nonconforming coarse grid spaces by using an
appropriately designed set of intergrid transfer operators. Except for some
simple cases, the control of all perturbations arising in a nonconforming setting
remains a nontrivial task.

• 1'he multilevel decomposition can be inherited from another element type. In
t.his ease (which is easier to deal with theoretically but depends on existing
c.onforming preconditioning methods), the only issue is the design of an accurate
two-Ievel method to switch to the reference element.

Both approaches can be based on the additive Schwarz setting and eomplemented
by adaptivity strategies. As an illustration, some specific element types~(PIJ rotated
Ql, Morley, Zienkiewicz, nonconforming PI-PO Stokes element) are dis~Jussed.

J. Junkherr:

wIULTIGRID METHODS FOR WEAKLY SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
OF 1ST KIND

The integral equation of 1st kind

Du=j,

wit.h
lJ : f/ 7 (r) -+ l-l-'Y(r), 1 < 0 (*)

is considered. Due to the negative order of the operator D, "classical" multigrid
methods do not work efficiently: the smoothing iteration does not damp the oscil1ating
parts of t.he error. A strategy is presented, how to design smoothing iterations for
problem (*). Essential für this strategy is the construction of a prewavelet basis of
boundary elements 'on general surfaces. By taking a simple ansatz, not depending on
the well-known "refinement equation", it is possible to eonstruct a prewavelet basis on
Lipschitz surfaces. Numerical results show the efficiency of the constructed multigrid
methods.

11



R. Kornhllber:

APOSTERIORI ERROR ESTIMATES FOR ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS

Let u E H be the exact solution uf a given self-adjoint elliptic b01llldary value prob
lem, which is approximated by some Ü E S, S being a suitable conforming finite
element space. Efficient and reliable aposteriori estimates of the error lIu - üll, mea- a
suring the (local) quality of ü, playa crucial role in termination criteria and in the ..
adaptive refinement of the underlying mesh. A well-known elass of error estima-
tors ean be derived systematically by localizing the discretized defect problem using
domain deeomposition teehniques.

In our talk, we provide a guideline for the theoretical analysis of such error esti
mators. We further elarify the relation to other concepts. Our analysis leads to new
errar estimates, whieh are specially suited to three space dimensions. The theoretical
results are illustrated by numerical computations.

Thursday, Afternoon Session

R. Bank, J. Xu:

AN ALGORITHM FOR COARSENING UNSTRUCTURED MESHES

We develop and analyze a procedure for creating a hierarchieal basis of eontinuous
piecewise linear polynomials on an arbitrary, unstructured, nonuniform triangular
mesh. Using these hierarchieal basis functions, we are able to define and analyze
corresponding iterative methods for solving the linear systems arising from finite
element discretizations of elliptic partial differential equations. We show that such
iterative methods perform as weIl as those developed for the usual case of structured,
locally refined meshes. In particular, we show that the generalized condition numbers
for such iterative methods are of order J2, where J is the number of hierarchical basis
levels.
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S. Sauter, W. Hackbusch:

COMPOSITE FINITE ELEMENTS FOR THE APPROXIMATION OF PDES
ON DOl\1AINS WITH COMPLICATED MICRO-STRUCTURES

Usually, the minimal dimension of a finite element space is closely related to the
geometry of the physical object of interest. This means that sometimes the resolution
of small micro-structures in the domain requires an inadequately fine finite element
grid from the viewpoint of the desired accuracy.

This fact limits also the application of multi-grid methods to practical situations
because the condition that the coarsest grid should resolve the physical object often
leads to a huge number of tmknowns on the coarsest level.

We present here a strategy for coarsening fini te element spaces independently of
the shape of the object. This technique ean be used to resolve complicated domains
with only few degrees of freedorn and to apply multi-grid methods efficiently to PDEs
on domains with eomplex boundary.

In this talk ,ve will prove the approximation property of these generalized FE
"spaces.

R.H.W. Hoppe:

ADAPTIVE MULTILEVEL METHOnS FOR MIXED FINITE ELEMENTS

We consider adaptive multilevel methods for mixed finite element discretization of
second order elliptic boundary value problems. Emphasis is on the efficient iterative
solution of the mixed discretiz~dproblems by multilevel preconditioned cg-iterations
and on an efficient and reliable aposteriori error estimator" as a criterium for local
grid refinement. The multilevel preconditioner is constructed by means of appropriate
multilevel decompositions of the mixed ansatz spaces. On the other hand, a cheaply
computable aposteriori error estimator can be obtained by the principle of defect
correction in higher order mixed ansatz spaees combined with a localization by a
hierarchieal two-Ievel splitting of these ansatz spaces. The performance of the solution
process and the error estimation is illustrated by numerical experiments.
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Friday, 5th, Morning Session

F. Bornemann:

CASCADIC MULTICRID METHOnS

The theory of cascadic multi-grid methods will be presented taking adaptive, non- e
lUliform triangulations into eonsideration. Nmnerical experiments will illustrate that
interchanging the smoothing and approximation property of standard multi-grid
methods is essential.

C. Wagner:

FREQUENCY FILTERING DEC0MPOSITION

The frequency filtering decomposition, introduced. by Wittum in 1992, are a spe
cial kind of incomplete block decompositions. With a suitable choice of test vectors
smoothers or correetors ean be eonstructed. The tangential frequency filtering de
composition and the adaptive testveetor concept are presented. A possibility for the
treatment of unsymmetric matrices with (tangential) frequency filtering decompo
sitions is described. Using these methods the pollutant transport in an aquifer is
simulated. Finally, some physical and numerieal results are presented.

P. Vanek, J. Mandel, :lvI. Brezina:

ALCEBRAIC MULTIGRID FOR ELASTICITY AND THIN ELASTICITY e
The purpose of this talk is to report on a progress in the development of algebraie
multigrid methods whieh have been described recently at a workshop in Meissdorf.
More preeisely, we will demonstrate the performance of the method for thin elasticity
problems.

We present a rule-based automatie coarsening technique for discretized elliptic
problems and their singular perturbations, particularly plates, shells and thin solids.
The key idea of the coarsening proeedure is a smoothing by Jacobi-like smoothers
of prolongation operators given by aggregation. Für uniformly V-elliptic problems or
anisotropie problems, the eoarsening proeess requires only the stiffness matrix. In the
ease of more diffieult problems as, e.g., insuffieient essential boundary condition, thin
solids, plates, and shells, we need additional geometrie input, namely the algebraic
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representation of the kernels of the bilinear form away from the essential boundary
conditiuns, i.e., rigid body motions in the case of elastieity. The theory for sealar
problems with fJI-equivalent forms is developed. The performance of the algorithm
will be demonstrated on several real-life problems of struetural mechanies.

w. Mulder, C. Meijling, G. Schmidt (t):

APPLICATION OF MULTIGRID TO PORODS MEDIA FLOW

The equations for incompressible, irruniscible, tw~phase parOliS media flow represent
a highly simplified model for oil reservoir simulation. A eorrunon approach is to
eomhine the ineompressibility condition and Darey's law inta one equation for the
total pressure. This equation is elliptie for given saturation. The saturation equation
is parabolic for a fixed pressure field. Because the pressure often evolves on a much
longer time scale than the saturation, operator splitting is often used, Here, the
pressure equation is discretized by the lowest-order mixed finite elements of Raviart
and Thomas, for locally refined blocks. The resulting linear system is solved by
rnultigrid. A non-standard approach to operator weighting is used. The parabolie
equation is split into a hyperbolic part that is integrated either by a non-conservative
nonlinear characteristie method or by a conservative second order upstream scheme,
and diffllsive part that is treated implicitly.

Operator splitting is shown to fail for certain problems, in particular Jor highly
unstable displacement or for gravity äriven problems. This failure ean be repaired,
but at the expense of eomputational efficiency.

An alternative tu operator splitting is the use of nonlinear multigrid for the eou
pled system of equations. Results for a homogeneous hut strongly anisotropie two
dimensional problem are presented.

Berichterstatter: S. Sauter
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t\1ATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINsrrlTUT 'OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 18/1995

Linear Operators and Applieation

7.5. bis 13.5.1995

Die Tagung wurde von I.C. Gohberg (Tel Aviv), B. Gramsch (Mainz) und H.H.

Sehaefer (Tübingen) geleitet. Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen Anwendun

gen der Operatortheorie auf singuläre Integraloperatoren, Spektraltheorie auf Ba

nachverbänden, Ergebnisse über invariante Unterrräume, Operatorpolynome und

OperatoraJgebren auf Räumen mit Singularitäten bzw. Quantisierung. In der Ope

ratortheorie auf Banachverbänden wurden neueste Resultate über eine Operatorun

gleichung (Ando'sche Vertnutung), Strassen 'sehe Disintegration und Stetigkeitsei

genschaften des Spektrums bei endlichdimensionaJer Approximation vorgestellt. Zu

interessanten Diskussionen führte u.a.. ein Vortrag wegen einer Diskrepanz zu existie

render Literatur inl Bereich der Spektralmaße. Toeplitz-Matrizen und Weiterent

wicklungen in der Spektraltheorie von Operator'polynomen und von Matrizen unbe

schränkter Operatoren spielten eine wichtige Rolle. Die Anwendung des Konzeptes

der invers abgeschlossenen Frechetoperatoralgebren führte in einigen Vorträgen zu

interessanten Ergebnissen und anregendem Gedankenaustausch bezüglich der Ope

ratoranalysis auf singulä.ren Räunlen. Die Tagungsleiter bitten um Verständnis

dafür, daß hei acht Teilnehmern der Wunsch, einen Vortrag zu halten, im offizi

ellen Progranltn nicht erfüHt werden konnte. Es fand ein intens~ver Ideenaustausch

über neue Entwicklungen in der Operatortheorie statt, und dadurch ergaben sich

auch für jüngere Mathclnatiker Anknüpfungspunkte und weitere Verbindungen.
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Vortragsauszüge

Y. A. ABRAMOVICH

Invariant subspace problem for positive operators

'rhis is a short survey of sorne work by C. D. Aliprantis, O. Burkinshaw and the
author. We describe a broad dass of operators on Banach lattices which have a
(non-trivial, closed) invariant subspace. A sampIe result: Any positive locally qua
sinilpotent operator B : I!p ~ lp has an invariant subspace. Recall that B is locally

quasinilpotent if there exists a vector 0 < Xo E l1' sati3fying IIBnxoll~ ~ o.
Problem: Each positive operator on I!p has an invariant subspace.

w. ARENDT

On the boundary of holomorphic semigroups

Given a holonlorphic semigroup T with generator A we characterize when iAgene
rates a group U. In that case, U(s) = 1imtlO T(t + is) strongly; i.e. U is the trace
(or boundary) of 7'. Hörmander's result, saying that i6. generates a sernigroup on
LP( mN ) iff p = 2, is an ilnmediate consequence. Main topic are two illverse pro
blems:
PROBLEM 1: Given a group U. When is it a trace? This i5 joint work with O.
EI-Mennaoui and M. Hieber.
PROBLEM 2: Given a group U, when does there exist a sectorial operator C such
that U(s) = Cis (thesis of S. Monniaux).

A. BEN-ARTZI

Inertia theorems for operator pencils and applications

(In joint work with 1. Gohberg).
We obtain general infinite dimensional inertia theorems for linear peneils in Hilbert
spaces, which cover previously known results for the finite dimensional case and for
block weighted shifts. Connections with definite subspaces for contractions in 5paces
with indefinite metric are discussed.

A. BÖTTCHER

Toeplitz and singular integral operators on general Carleson curves

This talk is based on joint work with Yu. I. Karlovich and is concerned with the
spectra of Toeplitz operators with piecewise continuous symbols and witb tbe sym
bol calculus for singular integral operators with piecewise continuous coefficients
on LP(r) where 1 < P < 00 and r is a Carleson Jordan curve. It is weil known
that piecewise smooth curves lead to the appearance of eircular ares in the essential
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spcctra of l'oeplitz operators, and only recently we discovered that eertain Carle
son curves ITlctanlorphose these circular ares into logarithmic double-spirals. In thc
prcsent talk we dispose of the matter by determining thelocal spectra produced by
a general Carleson curve. These spectra are of a qualitatively new type and may, in
particular, be heavy sets- until now such a. phenomenon has only be obscrved for
spaces with general Muckenhoupt weights.

B. CARL

Realizations of exact solutions of non-linear differential equations of the
solition theory by bounded linear operators

Within the frame of (bounded linear) operators on 8aoach spaces and operator
ideals we give a Inodel for the realization of solutions of several non-linear equations.
Let L denote the ideal of alJ operators and A a quasi-normed operator ideal such
that al1 operators on the ideal components A( E), E being a Ba.I!~ch space, possess
absolutely sUlnmable eigenvalues. If A E" 'c(E) and B E A(E) such that rank
(AB + BA) = 1 then, for example,

v = 2 (n(1 + ;\i(L)))x
0(1 + Aj(L)) , - -- ~.q

wherc' Äi ( L) are the eigenvalucs of L
Vt = V xxx + :3v;.

eAx+A3t B, is a solution of the PDE

i

".i

L. COBURN .~~.

Toeplitz operators on spheres S2n-l are really pseudo-differential opera-
tors

Using results of Bargmann and Berezin, .J. Xia and I have recently shown that
the result of the title holds modulo compact operators via a "natural" unitary re
presentation. This represcntation allows HS to consider the C·-algebra of Toeplitz
operators on S2n-J as a Hstrict defornlation quantization" (in thc sense of M. Rieffel)
of the algebra of continuolJs functions on the closed unit ball 8 2 11..

H. DVM

On maximum entropy interpolants and maximum determinant completi
ons of associated Pick matrices

This talk is based on a paper of the same title by Israel Gohberg and myself which
will appear shortly in thc journal ~'Integral Equations and Operator Theory". In
this paper it is shown that the "value" of the maximum w-entropy solution of an
interpolation problem of the Nevanlinna-Pick type at thc point W Inaximizes the de
terminant of the solution of an associated matrix completion problem. This serves
to show that thc solutions of two distinct extremal problems coincide.
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R. L. ELLlS

Infinite analogues of block Toeplitz matrices and related orthogonal ei
genfunctions

The starting point for this lecture are the c1assical Szegö polynomials, that are or
thogonal on the unit circ1e T for a given weighted scalar product, which cau be
written in terms of selfadjoint finite Toeplitz matrices. All the zeros of the Szegö
polynomials lie in the open unit disko M.G. Krein extended these results to the
case of an indefinite scalar product, and his results were extended to the block case
by Alpay/Gohberg and Cohberg/Lerer. We consider an r x r olatrix-valued inner
product on L~rxT (T). It can also be written in terms of a matrix T having four
blocks each an infinite block Toeplitz matrix (an operator on l;XT( -00,00)). Using
submatrices of T, we construct functions that are orthogonal for the inner product.
These submatrices are analogous to finite block Toeplitz rnatrices. For this we de
velop a theory of orthogonalization in Hilbert modules. We obtain analogues of
Krein's theorems and an analogue of the Gohberg-Heinig formula for thc inverse of
a selfadjoint block Toeplitz matrix. The results for the scalar case appeared in a
paper by Ellis and Gohberg in 1988 in the J. of Functional Anal.. For the bloek
case a paper of EIlis, Gohberg and Lay will appear in 1995 in Integral Equations
and Operator Theory.

J. ESCHMElER

Invariant subspaces ror spherical contractions

A commuting tuple T = (Tl," ., Tn ) of operators on a complex Hilbert space 1'1 is
called a spherical contraetion if L:~=l IITixl1 2

::; IIxl12 for each x E 11. The 'Taylor
spectrUITI of a spherieal contraction is contained in the c10sure of the open Euc1idian
unit ball B in (V n. Under natural positivity conditions, studied by Athavale, Vasi
leseu, Müller-Vasilescu, spherical contraetions possess a dilation to anormal tuple
N E L(J()n on a larger Hilbert space !( with u(N) c aB. Let T E L(I/)n be
a spherical contraction with a normal dilation N. We prove that T possesses an
HOO-funetional calculus ~ : HOO(B) ~ L(H) if T is completely non-unitary. Wc
prove that T has non-trivial hyperinvariant subspaces if ~ is neither a Co. - nor
a C. o - representation (andT does not consist of multiples öf the identity). We
indieate that spherical contractions with normal dilations and rieh spectrum in B
possess non-trivial invariant subspaces.

B. GRAMSCH

Operator theory for Frechet algebras in the pseudo-differential analysis

The Hörnlander classes \II~,6(mn
), 0 ::; b ::; p ::; 1, b < 1, and the Frechet algebras of

order and type 'zero in the calculus of Boutet de Monve] for boundary value problcrns

4
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on conlpact rnanifolds turned out to be subnlultiplicative \11* -algebras (1992, 1994,
work together with Schrohe, Ueberberg, \-Vagner). Since these inverse closcd Frechet
algebras are stahle with respect to countable intersections in L:( H), H Hilbert spacc,
they can be used for localizations of Cco-properties with respect to derivations in

thc tnicrolocal analysis.
THEOREM: Let:J be a closed syn17netric twosided ideal in the dense \IJ*-subalgebra

A 01 the C* -algebra B,. let I be the norm closure 01:J in B.

(0) With the canonical homomorphism q : A -+ A /.J we have

In A = q-1(rad AI:J),

where rad denotes the Jacobson radical.

(ß) In the case :J = I n A the Frechet algebra AI:J is ~ \11* -subalgebra 01 BII.
The Oka-Arens-Royden principle poses aseries of problems if we· consider holomor
phic, continuous or Ck-maps from a holomorhpy region into direct, analytic Frechet

submanifolds of a submultiplicative $*-algebra.
It is still an open problem whether every $*-algebra is submultiplicative. In \Vork
together with W. Kaballo the Oka principle has been applied to a sharp multiplicati
ve decomposition of holomorphic Fredholm functions relative to small metric ideals.

JOACHIM JUNG

On an inverse function theorem in special Frechet algebras

Let E :== nk>O Ek be a. projective limit of Banach spaces and dense in Eo. A
continuous n-times rnultilinear map Tn E nk~O.c( Ek, . .. , Ek; Ek) is called decent, if

n n

ITn(Xt, ... , Xn)lk ::; Cn E IXjlk II Ix/lo +Cn,k II IXjlk-1
j::::1 l:tj j=l .

for all k 2:: 1 and Xl, ... , In E Ek and Cn is independent of k. If the Ek are Banach

algebras, then E is called adecent Frechet algebra if IxYlk ~ IxlklYlo + IxlolYlk +
Ck lxlk-J!ylk-1 for all k ~ 1 and x, y E Ek • This notion applies e.g. to certain
subalgebras of rotation algebras (in the sense of J. Bellissard, 1994). The following
modification of a theorem due to H. Omori holds.
THEOREM: Let 4> : E ~ E be a map 0/ the form

N

4>(x) = x + ETn(x, ... ,x),
n=2

where the Tn are decent. There exist Eo-neighbourhoods U and V of the origin, such
that 4> : UnE~ V n E is a Coo -diffeomorphism.
COROLLARY: Let A ~ A o be adecent Frechet algebra. Then An AÖ

1 = A-1
, i.e. A

is spectrally invariant in Ao.

5
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The theorcrn applies especially to factorizatioll problelTIs of the form e - y = (c 
T+x)(e-T'_x), where 1'+, T_ : A~ Aare decent linear operators with 7+ +7"- = I
and A is adecent Frechet algebra.
It is also related to nonlinear problems occuring in the context of sublnanifolds in
W·-algebras (cf. B. Gramseh, 1984, anel K. Lorentz, 1992, 1995).

M. A. KAASIIOEF

Norm constrained time-variant interpolation problems

This talk describes a general method which allows one to treat interpolation pro
blems of Nevanlinna-Pick and Nehari type for triangular operators as classical inter
polation problcJns for operator-valued functions. The latter may be solved by using
standard nlethods, for instance, by applying the commutant lifting theorem. 'T'he
reduction from time-variant to time-invariant involves two basic operations, narnc
Iy diagonally shifting and slashing. A new time-variant version of the commutant
lifting theorem is also presented. The talk is basedon joint work with C. Foias, A.
Frazho and I. Gohberg. .

N. J. KRUPNIK

Banach algebras generated by singular integral operators

Let r be a contour in thc cOlnplex plane and p : r --+ m+ a weight such that the
singular integral operator

S'rrp (t) = ~ (<P (T) dT
1rl 11 T - t

is bounded in the space B = Lp(r, p). Denote by 'c(B) the algebra of all linear
bounded operators acting in Band by A the smallest subalgebra of L:( B) which
contains the operator Sr and all operators of multiplication by piecewise continuollS
functions.

We discuss the methods of construction the matrix Fredholm symbol in algebras
A. These methods are based on some general results on Banach algebras with po
lynomial identities, on Banach algebras ~hich admit generalized Gelfand transfonl1
and algebras whi-ch adnlit nlatrix Fredhölm symböL In the case of a simple contour
the problem of c<;>nstructing the matrix Fredholm symbol is entirely reduced to the
problenl of finding the essential spectrum of the Toeplitz operator PaP, where P is
the projection P = (I + Sr) / 2.

P. LANCASTER

Operator polynomials with real or unimodular spectrum

Let H be a Hilbert space and consider operator polynonlials L(.\) = L~=o )..1 A j

6
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where Aj == Aj , j == 0, 1, ... , P and Al is invertible. We eonsidcr those polynoolials

which have only real spectrum and for which this property 1S retained uoder snlall

selfadjoint perturbations of the coefficients. They are characterized in three ways:

a) a definitizability condition on thc linearizatioo, b) intrinsic properties of the

spectrunl, and c) stable boundedness of the 50lutioos of an associated honlogeneous

ordinary differential equation. The effect of compact perturbations of thc coefficients

i5 also diseussed. When

2k

L(>") = E >..i Aj and Ai == A2k-j, j == 0,1, ... , 2k,
j=O

analogous results are presented for polynomials having speetrum on the unit circle.

In this ease there is an associated homogeneous difference equation. Thc talk is

based on joint work with A. Markus and V. Matsaev.

H. LANGER

A class of >..-rational eigenvalue problems

We consider a penei} L of the forn. L(>") = A - >.. - B(C - ).)-2D where A == A*

in sorne Hilbert spaee H, C == C* in some Hilbert space Hand B is a bounded or

unhounded linear operator from ii into H. Associated with L i5 the "linearization".

· (A B). - .-.
A == B* C lO 1-1 == HEB H.

If there is sonle 0' E IR such that C ~ a ~ A, the spectral subspaces of A
corresponding to «()', (0) and (-00,0) ean be represented by means of an "angular

operator" which is strictly contractive. This iOlplies statements about eompletene~s ~,~:-' '~, ';~

and Riesz basisncss of parts of the spectrum of L if A has a' compact resolvent. .

'These results apply e.g. to Sturm Liouville problems of the form

_y" _:\y _.---!!l!- == 0 or (_ ~ (tUt - A)'" (tOn - A) y')' _ (A - wo) y == 0

tL - A (Wl - A) ... (tun - A)

on (0, 1), y(O) == y( 1) == O.
(Joint work with V. Adamjan and R. Mennicken).

R. LAUTER

A multidimensional holomorphic functional calculus for certain Frechet

operator algebras

\11* -algehras, i.e. synlll1etric, spectrally invariant Frechet subalgebras A of L( H) (H

a Hilbert space) wcre int.roduced by H. Granlsch in 1981. Thc functional calculus

of J.L. Taylor applies to \I1*-algebras in the following sense:
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TH EOREM 1: Let a = (at, ... , an) E An ~ i( fl)n be a commuting syste1n and
E>a : O(O"r( a, 11)) -+ i( ll) be ihe multidi1nensional holomorphie functional ealeultL8

of J. L. Taylor, ihen one has

0 a (O(O"T(a, 11))) <; A.

As an application the following theorem was discussed.
THEOREM 2: Let X be a srnooth compact manifold with boundary. Then there
exists a \IJ*-algebra A oo <; L(L2 (X, bot)) which eontains the small Melrose algebra

\f1~,cl(X, bot) 0/ classieal totally characteristie pseudo-differential operators (J 981),
such that lhe following holds:

J. The homogeneous principal symbol bO"~ exlends from \}I~,cl(X, bn t) to a .

algebra homo1norphism bO"~ : Aoo -+ coo(bS* X).

2. The indicial family I exlends from 'I'~,cl(X, bot) io a ·-algebra homomorphisrrt

i : Aoo -+ Cb(m, p~(aX, n!)).

3. The Fredholm property of a E Aoo on L2(X, bot) is eharacterized by bO"~(a)

und i a •

5. A oo acts on aseale of Sobolev-spaees.

6. a = (al,"" (.Ln) E A~ commuting,

The ideas of the proof for Theorem 1 involve also results of Cordes (1969) and Pla
menevskii (1986) related to the C*-qtiantization of the Mellin transform. In another
direction Mantlik considered recently C*-closures in i(HS) for the cone algebra in
the calculus of Schulze (1986). Of course, the '1I*-property has been considered re
cently by many mathematicians in other interesting cases.

G. LUMER
Singular transitions in parabolic problems and stable convergence of hy-
perfunctions

We treat the singular parabolic transition problem (ITP)

u' = Au, u(O) = /
(sti) u (0) = 0", where (J E Bo = {X-valued

hyperfunctions on m with support at O}

Bu(t) = rjJ(t), l > 0,

8
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in a Banach space X, (where A is assumed to generate an irregular bounded analytic
semigroup Q(t)) via asymptotic solutions UJ1 of u~ == AUJl1 u 71 (O) = /, Bu71 (t) =
~'1(t), corresponding to an 1]-depending family of smooth transitions of the boundary
conditions from their value at t == 0- to their value at t = Tl,' 4J(7J), the "very fast
variat~on" being described by {~'l} with support in the "smalI" intervals [0,11], 1/ ~

0, (;j;t] + </1 = ~71)' A canonical topology on the X-valued hyperfunctions on m
with compact support, B, exists, such that when 1/;'''1 ~ eo6 + (T'(eo == 4>(0+)
4>(0_), </1(0_) == B/), lL"1 -+ U uniformlyon compacta of ]0, oo[ (in X-norm), and

u(t) = <f;(t) +Q(t)(f - BI) -l Q(t - s) <f;'(s) ds - f Q(kl(t) Ck
o k=O

where (T = Lbl CkcS(k-l) is the standard representation of the u E Bo above (in
(ITP)), and Co was defined earlier. One has in particular the
THEOREM: I/ ~71 is always ;::: 0 then ck == 0 JOT k ~ 2 (i.e. in theo-"heat case",

in addition to eocS - a shock -, there can only exist a "heat explosion" term Cl E/).
Otherwise al/ Ck =f:. 0 can occur.
Besides mathematical applications, we give applications to physics and engineering.

W. A. J. LUXEMBURG

Andö's conjecture, the diagonal or positive operators and renewal se
quences

At the ~~Tagung" devoted to the theory of Riesz spaces and order-bounded linear
operators held during the week of June 18, 1977, T. Anda conjectured the following
result: If 7' is a positive linear operator of an o-complete Banach lattice E, then for
all );\t > r(T), the spectral radius of T, the resolvent R(A, T) := (AI - T)-l satifies
IT R (A, T)I :s; I.AR (A, T)I, where I . I denotes the modulus of an order bounded
operator. A proof of this inequality will be presented and a number- of its conse
quences. In particular, if D denotes the diagonal ·projection of the lattice ordered
Banach algebra .er(E) of the order-bounded linear oper.ators of E, then the sequence
{D (1~lnl)}nEZ, where 0 ~ T E .er, is positive definite and in fact a renewal sequence
in the sense of Feller . These results and other results are contained in a joint paper
with 8. de Pagter and A. Schep and is published in A. C. Zaanen 's "Festschrift"
as val. 75 of the series Operator Theory, Advances and applications, Birkhäuser,
Basel-Boston-Berlin, 1995.

V. MATSAEV

Definite spectrum of operators in indefinite inner product spaces

The point A E u(A) 1S called a point of positive type of operator A, which is selfa
djoint in a Hilhertspace with aG-inner product [x, y) := (Gx, y) (for simplicity let
G

1

-
1exist) iffor each sequence (x n ) C space with IIxnll = 1, (A-A) X n --t 0 (n -+ 00)
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we have lirn [Xn, :C n] ~ fJ > O.
The positive spectrunl has a nUIllber of interesting properties. Corrcspouding in
variant spectral subspaces are unifornl1y positive with respect to [', .J. Points of
positive type dont't become accumulation points for nonreal spectruln of compact
G-s.a. perturbation.
The talk is based on joint results with H. Langer and A. Markus.

R. MENNICKEN

On the essential spectrum of some operator matrices

Let Xl, X 2 be Banach spaces and consider the operator matrix

acting in the product space Xl x X 2 • The eotries A, B, C and D are linear, not
necessarily bounded operators in/between the spaces Xl, X 2 • Typical examples
of such operator matrices are defined by systems of differential operators of mixed
order which frequently occur in quantum mechanics, hydrodynamics and magneto
hydrodynamics.
Sufficient conditions for the c10sability of the operator ~o are stated. Further, a
characterization of the essential spectrum of the c10sure ~ := ILo in terms of the
Schur complement D-C (A-p)-l Bis presented. Applications to spectral problelTIS
from magnetohydrodynamics illustrate the effectiveness of the operator theoretical
methods. Further aspects of the theory of operator matrices are treated by H. Lan
ger in his presentation.
(Joint work with F.V. Atkinson, H. Langer and A.A. Shkalikov)

P. MEYER-NIEBERG

Vector valued Strassen disintegration theorems

The scalar valued disintegration theorem due to Strassen can be formulated as {01

lows:
THEOREM (STRASSEN): Let X be areal vector space, (f2, p) a positive measure
space, 4> : X ~ m linear and f) : X ~ LI(p) sublinear such that 4> (x) ~ J{}(x)dp.
for all x E X. There exists a linear operator T : X ~ Ll(p) satisfying Tx ~ {) (x)
for all x E X.
A first vector valued version was given by Neumann, where the sealars are replaced
by a Dedekind complete ordered Banach space with the Radon Nikodym propcrty.
In the Riesz space situation more general versions are presented:
THEOREM: Let X be areal vector space, E and F Dedekind complete Riesz spaces
such that E;; separates the points of E and F;; separates the points of F. Let
S : E -t F be positive linear satisfying S- F;; c E;;, such that S I F;; is a lat
tiee homomorphisrn. If {) : X --+ E is sublinear, T : X --+ F is linear satisfying
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Tx S; S (17 (x)) /01' all X E ..'(, then there exisls 70 : )( -+ E lineal' such that
Tx = S1üx and Tox ::; f) (x) /01' all x E )(.
COROLL.ARY: 1ft? : X -t L1(p. X 11) is sublinear} T: X -t L'(p) is linear satislying
Tx S; f {) (x) dv for all x E.X, then t1H~re exists To : X -+ L'(p. x v) linear satislying
1üx ~ {j (x) and 7'x = f Toxdv for all x EX.

N. NIKOLSKI

Quantitative characteristics of invisible spectrum

Let A be a unital Banach algebra continuously imbedded ioto the space C(X),
X stands for a_ topological space. The spectrum (maximal ideal space) of A,
say M(A), is said to be 6 - n-visible (from X), if there exists a constant c(h, n)
such that for every n-tuple I = (11,"" fn) E An = A X '" X A such :that
6 ::; I/(x)1 = (Li=, Ifi(x)12

)1/2 ~ t1111 = (Li=11IfiI12 )l/2 ::; 1, X E X, there
exists an n-tuple 9 E An solving the Bezout equation L:i:1 !i9i =,:e and satis
fying 11911 ~ c(8, n). We call the spectrum n-visible if for every f E An with
infxEX I!(X) 1> 0 there exists a solution 9 E An, Ei:, !i9i = e.

Some general sufficient conditions are given for the spectrum of an algebra to be
6 - n-visible. Several common algebras are tested: Wiener algebra..~ of absolutely
convergent Fourier series (hoth analytic and symmetrie), algebras of measures, some
Beurling algehras of sequences (hoth radical and semi-simple). Relations with the
localization of the spectrum of an operator as weH as some unsolved problems are
discusscd. -

B. DE PAGTER

Lipschitz continuity of the absolute value map

In this talk we presented an extension to non-eommutative Lp-spaces of a result
of E.B. Davies concerning the Lipschitz continuity of the absolute value map and
commutator estimates in the Scha.tten classes C1' (1 < p < 00). Let M be a von
Neunlann algebra on Hilbert space H, with semi-finite, normal faithful trace T. By
M we denote the *-algebra of aH T-measurable operators, and by L1'(M, T), 1 ~
p ::; 00, we denote the corresponding non-commutative L1'-spaces. The main result
is thc follwing:
THEOREM: Suppose 1 < p < 00.

(1) I/ S,T E Ni such that S - T E L1'(M,r), then ISI-ITI E LP(M,T) and

IIISI - ITIII1' ~ 1\1' IIS - TII1';

(2) /f S* = SEM, T E M such that [5, Tl E L1'(M, T), -lhen [lSI, Tl E L1'(M, T)
and 11 [lSI, Tl 111' ~ /(1' 11 [5', Tl 111' (the constant 1(1' only depends on p).

This result has an extension to the Haagerup L1'-spaces for general von Neumann
algebras. The results presented are joint work with P.G. Dodds, T. Dodds and F.
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A. PIETSCH

p-smooth and q-convex operators on Banach spaces

The concepts of p-smoothness and q-convexity are well-known for Banach spaces.
Passing from spaces to operators, we give a new approach which has the advantage
that there is an isometrie duality.
An operator T acting from a Banach space X into a Banach space Y is called p
smooth (1 < p ~ 2) and q-eonvex (2 ::; q < 00) if there is a constant c ~ 0 such
that

(IITX +YoW ; IjTx - YoW _ IIYoW) I/V ~ clixII far x E X and Yo E Y

and

IITxll ~ c ('Ix + XOW ; Ilx - xoW -lIxoW) I/q für x, Xo E X,

respectively.

The class of all p-smooth operators is denoted by Sp, and Cq stands for the dass of
all q-convex operators.· Taking the infimum of all constants c as a norm, the classes
Sp and Cq form a right-sided and left-sided Banach operator ideal, respectively. 80th
concepts are dual to each other:

T E Sq' <===> T' E Cq and IITISq,1l
T E Cp' <===> T' E Sp and IITICp,1I

IIT'ICql\,
IIT'ISpll·

These results belong to a theory which connects orthonormal systems (in that case
the Haar systenl) with the geometry of Banach spaces.

S. PRÖSSDORF

Pseudodifferential operators and wavelets

The lecture starts with a short introduction toperiodic pseudodifferential equations
and multiscale analysis. The main topic are generalized Galerkin-Petrov schemes
for elliptic pseudodifferential equations in !Rn covering c1assical Galerkin methods,
collocation methods, and others, using wavelet bases as trial functions and test
funtionals. Necessary and sufficient stability conditions are given in terms of the
ellipticity of the "numerical symbol". The key to our analysis is a loeal principle
and a discrete conlmutator property of the wavelet projections.
These results together with weB known estimates for the Schwarz kerneis of the ope
rators and vanishing moment conditions for the wavelets establish inlportant prere
quisities for developing and analyzing methods for the fast solution of the resulting

12



linear systems. These Inethods are hased on conlpressing the stiffness Inatrices re
lative to wavelet hases for the given multiscale analysis. Thc order of the overall
computational work which is needed to realize a certain accuracy is 0 (N10gbN),
wherc N is the number of unknowns and b ~ 0 is sonle real number. The theoretical
results are confirnlcd by numerical performances concerning the exterior Dirichlet
problem for the He]mholtz equation.
The talk is based on joint work with W. Dahmen and R. Schneider.

M. PUTINAR

Quadrature domains and hyponormal operators

A natural equivalence is cstab]ishcd between boundcd quadrature domains in thc
complex plane and a class of hyponormal operators with rank-one self-commutatot.
Several questions in spectral theory are translated in this way ioto function theoretic
facts. Problems of interpolation theory, two-variable moments of bounded functions
and rational approxilnation techniques appear also .naturally in this framework.

F. RÄBIGER

Spectrum and asymptotic behaviour of dominated operators

For operators 0 ~ S ~ T on a 8anach lattice E we investigate the f0110wing questi
ons:
1) Which asymptotic properties of T' are inherited by S?
2) If r(T) = 1, what is thc relation between l1(5) n rand a(T) n r?
Recall that 11 is Abel bounded if lim,qtll(A - I) (A - T)-lll < (Xl. For operators
o"5:8 ~ l' on a Banach lattice E we have the following results:
Tu EOREM 1: If T' is Abel bounded, then u(S) n r ~ a(T) n r.
THEOREM 2: If 01' is ergodie for all 0' E r, then Pl1(S) n r ~ Pa(T.}-A r.
TUEOREM 3: 1fT is Abel bounded and E is a lotB-space, then Pa(S)nr ~ Pa(T)nr.
THEOREM 4: If PTx :== limn l~nx exisls for all x E E, E has order continuous norm
and eilher l1(T) n r 1= r or ,'ank PT < (Xl, then limn snx exists fOT all x E E.
The talk 15 based on joint work with M. WoHf.

L. SAKHNOVfCH

Spectral theory of canonical differential systems

Let us consider thc canonical differential systenl

:~ = iz.J1t(x)Y, 0 ~ x ~ l ~ 00

wherc

j - [ 0 E
O
'nl ] , 1-l(x) ~ 0, Y (x) = col [Yt ( x ), Y2 (x)] .

- E_{m}
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We add the following boundary condition

(2)

where Dt , D2 are lnatrices of m x m order and

(3)

For system (1), (2) we introduced the definition of spectral matrix-function and de
scribed the set of corresponding spectral functions. The inverse spectral problem is
also solved. In this case we divided the class of canonical systems on subc1asses and
found the solution of inverse spectral problem in thc fixed subclass.

H. H. SCHAEFER

On the'orems of Caratheodory and Dixmier

Supplementing a theorem of J. Dixmier (1951), it is shown that a bounded linear
functionalon C(K) (K compact) is sequentially order continuous iff the correspon
ding regular Borel measure vanishes on meagre Baire subsets of K. Next it is shown
that if K is an F-space (i.e., disjoint open Fa-sets have disjoint closures) it is quasi
Stonian (i.e., every open Fa-set has open closure) iff for every closed Baire subset
A ~ K, the interior A is Baire. Finally, the relation between countably additive
measures in the Boolean resp. set theoretical sense and the Caratheodory extension
theorem is studied and classified.

F. VAN SCHAGEN

Wiener Hopf factorizations for operator polynomials

For an operator polynomial L("\) on the Banach space Y we consider Wiener- Hopf
factorizations L("\) == E_("\) (Li=t ,,\I/i Pi) E+("\) with respect to a closed rectifiable
Jordan curve r in thc camplex plane. Thc existcnce of such a Wiener-Hopf factori
zation is characterized in terms of ar-null pair (A, B) of L(A). The projections Pi
and the numbers Vi ar~ identified as the characteristics under block similarity of an
operator block associated with thc pair (A, 8).
The talk reports on joint work with I. Gohberg and M.A. Kaashoek.

E. SCHROHE
Boundary value problems on manifolds with conical singularities

(In joint work with B.-W. Schulze)
We develop a Mellin pseudodifferential calculus for boundary value problems on ma-
nifolds with finitely many conical singularities.
Outside the singular set our space is a smooth manifold, and we use Boutet de Mon
vel's calculus in its standard form. Near a singularity, it is diffeomorphic to a cone
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whose cross-section X is a smooth compact manifold with boundary. We blow up
the singularity and work on the cylinder X x m+ using Mellin type operators on
m+ with values in Boutet de Monvel's algebra on X.
As a first step, we provide a parameter-dependent version of Boutet de Monvel 's
calculus based on operator-valued symbols and wedge Sobolev spaces. Even in the
case without parameters this yields a much faster presentation of Boutet. de Mon
vel 's algebra.
Next, we introduce the Green operators, the residual operators in the calculus.
They are defined in terms of their mapping properties and form an ideal in the
final algebra. A slightly larger ideal is given by the smoothing Mellin operators with
asymptotics, a class of operator~ whieh are regularizing, but in general non-compaet.
We then construet the cone algebra without asymptotics. It provides a framework
in which all the relevant operations can be performed; it is, however, too coarse a
tool for a Fredholm theory. To this end we finally develop the full cone' caleulus
for boundary value problems between Mellin Sobolev spaces with asymptotics. The
operators in this calculus are sums of (i) a Mellin operator with a holomorphic (Bou
tet de Monvel algebra-valued) Mellin symbol supported elose to the singular set, (ii)
an operator in Boutet de Monvel's calculus supported away from the singularities,
and (iii) a smoothing Mellin operator.
We introduce a notion of elliptieity in terms of an interior pseudodifferential and a
conormal Mellin symbol that implies the Fredholm property of the operators. Mo
reover, we obtain results on regularity and asymptotics of solutions via a parametrix
construction.

B.-W. SCHULZE

Algebras of pseudo-differential operators on singular spaces

The program of the analysis of pseudo-differential operators on spaces with singula
rities (in particular, conical, edge, corner ones) contaios the following points. Start
with the typical differential operators that allow a notion of ellipticity, perform al
gebras of pseudo-differential operators that allow to express the panl,metrices (or
the inverse operators), study the adequate scales of (weighted) Sobolev spaces and
subspaces with asymptotics, establish the index theory.
For a closed Coo manifold X the answer is the algebra of standard pseudo-differential
operators L"'(X), in the case of a manifold X with Coo boundary one has Boutet
de Monvel's algebra B""d( X), for conical singularities the cone algebra C"'(B, 9), for
manifolds with edges the edge algebra Y"'(W,g) and so on. Boundary value pro
blems may be understood in the framework of edge pseudo-differential operators.
In contrast to the elliptic regularity of solutions of boundary value problems with
the transmission property the solutions u(t, x, y) of edge problems have (roughly
speaking) asymptotics for t ~ 0 of the form

u(t,x,y) ~ f: t Cjk(x,y)CPilolt
j=O k=O
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with cocfficients Cjk that are CCXI in x EX, where X is the base of thc model cone
of the wedge, t thc cone axis variable, y the edge variable, Pi E (i:', RePi ~ - 00

as j ~ 00, tnj. E IN. In general, we have Pj = Pj(Y), mj == mj(Y), which causes
a very complicated behaviour of the asymptotics under varying y along thc edge.
This phenomenon can be described in terms of the continuous asymptotics with Coo
families in y of analytic vector-valued analytic functionals in the complex Mellin
plane.

A.A. SHKALIKOV

Dissipative operator pencils and related operator equations.

Let A('\) = Ao+,\AI +... + ,\2n A2n be an operator polynomial in finite dimensional
space H satisfying the dissipativity condition

Im(A(.-\)x, x) ~ 0 for all x E H, A E m.

Then A()') admits a factorization A()') = K 2('\)K I ()'), where K j ().), j == 1,2, are
operator polynomials of degree n, and the spectrum of K I (.,X) lies in thc upper half
plane. Moreover, thc real spectrum of 1<1().) can be explicitly described. Our main
result gives the generalization of this theoreln for infinite dimensional space H with
unbounded operator coefficients. We connect the problem on factorization with the
solvability of the following problem

·d
A(-idz)u(z)==O, u(j)(O) = (j?j, j == 0,1, ... , n - 1, u(oo) == O.

B. SILBERMANN

Asymptotic Moore-Penrose invertibility of Toeplitz operators

Let T( a) be a Toeplitz operator on (2 generatecl by some LCXI -function a. Form
the finite sections An := PnT{a}Pn where Pn is tbe projection defined by
Pn {XO' Xl, ... ,xn , Xn+l, •.. } = {XO, •.• , X n , 0, ...} and consider the following pro
blem: fi~d a1l strongly converging sequences of (n +1) x (n + 1) matrices Bn such
that ..

IIAnBnAn - Anll ~ 0, IIBnAnBn - Bnll ~ 0,

II(AnBn}* - (AnBn)l1 ~ 0, II(BnAn)* - (BnAn)11 ~ O.

It will be demonstrated that for Fredholm Toeplitz operators T(a) with a E PC
that problem admits solutions, and all solutions can be described.
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M. SOLOMYAK

The produet and tensor product of spectral measures

(The talk is based on a joint work with M. Birman)
Let EI and E2 be spectral measures, defined on measurable spaces (YI , AI) and
(Yi, A 2 ), and acting in a Hilbert space 1i. If EI and E2 conlffiute, then their product

E(6) = E.I(hd E2(h2 ), 6 = 61 X 62 E AI X A 2 ,

is an additive projection-valued function. However, E may fail to be countably
additive. The corresponding example was constructed in 1979 by M. Birman, A.
Vershik and the author. Such a pathology can· not happen, if YI and Y2 are locally
compact topological spaces and spectral measures EI and E2 are compatible with
the corresponding topologies.
Another way to multiply spectral measures is t~ take their tensur product:

&(6) = EI (6t} ® E2 (62 ), 6 = 61 X 62 E Al X A 2 •

This i~ a projection-valued function in 1{ 18I1{. The commutativity of EI and E2 is
not needed here. What is more, &(6) is always countably additive, in..contrast with
the above function E; this does not depend on topological and other· properties of
Y1 and Y2·
The last result, and some of its generalizations, has useful applications in the theory
of double and multiple operator integrals.

H. UPMEIER

Toeplitz operators and geometrie quantization

We study Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions on a complex symmetrie domain,
realized as representationspaces (discrete series) of its semi-simple symmetry group
G. These Hilbert state spaces have reproducing kerneis which can be used to define
Toeplitz operators using Berezin quantization. The main results presented concern
the Berezin transform (expressed in terms of higher G-invariant Laplacians) and
the structure of C· -algebras (representations, index theory) generated by Toeplitz
operators.

F.-H. VASILESCU

On the strueture of commuting eontraetions

Let H be a complex Hilbert space and let T = (Tl, T2 ) be a pair of commuting
contractions on 'H. Assume also that

(*) 1- r;T1 - T;T2 + r;T; TI T2 ~ 0,

which is precisely Brehmer's condition (for n == 2). Then there are Hilbert spaces
9k and commuting pairs of contractions Rk == (R~, R~) on 9k (k = 0,1,2,3) with
the following properties:
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(i) R?,~ satisfy (*) and are of dass Co. (i.e. their iterates tend strongly to zero);

(ii) R} is an isolnetry and R~ if of dass Co. ;

(iii) Ri is of class Co. and R~ is an isometry;

(iv) R1, R~ are isometries;

(v) T is unitarily equivalent to pair ftJ E9 R1 EB R2 ffi W I Invariant subspace.

This result, which is a strueture theorem for pairs o! commuting contractions, can
be extended to commuting multioperators that satisfy some positivity eonditions.

S. M. VERDUYN-LUNEL

New results in completeness of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors
for unbounded operators

We consider the question of completeness of the system of eigenvectors and generali
zed eigenvectors for unbounded operators. There is a rieh and interesting literature
about the completeness question. However, the operators that we consider are very
nonselfadjoint and do flot fit into the c1asses of operators that have intensively stu
died.
The operators we study arise either as generators of semigroups or as period maps
for periodic evolutionary systems and have eompact resolvent or are compact. The
question of eompleteness is closely connected with tbe interesting problem whether
the evolutionary system has small solutions, i.e. solutions that decay faster than
any exponential. In fact, for the classes of operators we consider noncompleteness
of the generator or the period map is equivalent to the existence of nontrivial small
solutions.
As an example consider the equation x.(t) = b (t) x (t - 1), b (t + 1).= b (t), the
period map U: C[-l,O] --+ C[-I,O] is given by

(U<p) (0) = 'P (0) +1:1 b(s) 'P (s) ds.

- We have -the following result.
THEOREM: I/ b is continuous and has isolated zeros, then U has a compleie system
0/ eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors if and only i/ b has no sign change if
and only i/ i (t) = b (t) x (t - 1) has no nontrivial small solutions.

M. ·WOLFF

Asymptotic dominance of operators and its spectral relevance

Let E be a complex Banach lattice. The positive operator T dominates S E l:,(E)
if ISxl ~ Tlxl holds for all x E E.
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THEOREM 1: Let T dominate S, and assume thai lhe spectral radius r(T) is a Riesz
point 0/ u(T). Then the essential speciral radius res.s(S) 0/ uess(S) is strictly less
then r(T). .
THEOREM 2: Lel (Sn) C leE) be a sequence converging strongly to the posi
tive operator T. Asume in addition that T dominates (Sn) asymptoticallYJ i.e.
limn_oo(sup {11(Tlxl- ISnxl)-11 : "xii = I}) = O. I/ r(T) is a Riesz point 0/
u(T) then the Jollowing holds:

(1) There exists a sequence (An) with An E C1(Sn) and liITln An = r(T).

(2) 36 > 0 3no Vn ~ no : [ress(Sn) < r(T) - 6].

A similar result holds in the case of discrete convergence. The talk is based on joint
work with F. Räbiger.

Berichterstatter: J. Jung
R. Lauter
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Mathematical models in phase transitions

14.-20.05.1995

TQe meeting has been organized by Hans Wilhelm Alt (Bonn) and Paul Fife (Salt Lake
,City). The purpose of the meeting was to bring together people from different fields so

that they could exchange their knowledge .and ideas on mathematical models for phase
t'ransitions. During the conference two evening discussions took place, one on "TripIee junction motion" and one on "Hysteresis".

Vortragsauszüge

NICK ALIKAKOS

Finite Dimensional Dyn~ics and· Interfaces Intersecting the Boundary 

A Paradigm

(Joirit work with G. Fusco and M. Kowalczyk)
We consider the Allan-Cahn (AC) equation Ut = c2 ßu - f(u),

/\ / J ?~I(C7 <N

~ = 0 on a domain with adegenerate neck, n c }R2 with C1,Q-boundary, 0: > 0,

where near corners the boundary is given by X2 = q,(Xl) with

q,i(xt} = { Klxll° + o(lxlI
1
+

a
) ,Xl $ 0 ,

o , Xl =0 .

We describe the motion of single (diffused) interface solutions inside the rectangle 1234.

c({) = [cl+aar31C3 + t 1+o"r41C4] e-2ß~ - (cl+01rlIC1 + cl+a2r2K2] e-2ß!:f , (1)
, [;i] . ' '. [B] ,



L.~

where Ki = curvature of i-th corner, r i = constants related to r-function, Oi = Hölder
expanents at i-th corner.

Theorem 1 (Equilibria)

1. Suppose [A] [B] > O. Then there exists a unique equilibrium with interface at eE

(1,1 -I) with le - ~I $ el1n cl.
2. Suppose [A][B] < O. Then there exists no equilibrium with interface in (1,1 - I)

Theorem 2 (Dynamics): c(e) in (1) is the principal term 0/ the speed.

ROBERT ALMGREN

Solidification Computation

We review the current state of solidification camputation. First, we discuss the reasans

for performing computations: to identify interesting special behavior which may therr be

sought in experiment, to test theories about velocity selection and the line, and to provide

detailed information about m.icrostructure for practical engineering purposes. Second, I
present the physical assumptions which lead to the most commonly used mathematical

models, for large, intermediate, and small undercooting, in which kinetic effects appear

differently. Third and finally, I survey several currently papular methods. In the quasi

static limit at low undercooling, boundary integrals are quite effective; we present some of

our own computations showing dendrites and singularity formati~n ~th dumbbell initial

data. Among methods which do not track the interface explicitly, the current favorite is

phase field: we present efforts in process to implement adaptive mesh techniques. Other
promising methods are level set, a variational algorithm based on the Ising model, and
artificial dynamics.

PETER BATES

Traveling Waves for Higher Order and Nonlocal Models

_(joint wit~~ Paul Fife, Bob Gardner, Chris Jones, Xiao~~~g_ Pien, Xenfeng Wang)

Starting with a Helmholtz free energy for an order parameter distributed on a lattice, we

derive a nonlocal evolution equation aB the gradient flow of the continuized energy:

Ut=J*u-u+!(u) (1)

were f is bistable.

We also consider "truncations" of the energy and obtain, a.s a gradient flow, the equation

(2)
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where AN is a 2Nth order elliptic operator.

We establish existence, uniqueness and stability of traveling plane waves for (1) which

connect the stahle zeros of f. We also characterize those f's for which the wave is

discontinuous and therefore stationary even when J: f f; 0 (a, b are the stable zeros of

f)·
For (2) we establish the existence of a stationary solution when J: f = 0 and the existence

of traveling waves when this is violated but under the assumption that all but the second

order coefficient in AN are sufficiently small.

e YVES BRECHET

Plastic Instabilities and Plastic Waves

Travelling plastic waves are shown to .occur both in strain rate softening (8 type) and

strain softening (h type) constitutive laws. Computer· simulations both for prop.agative
,t.v',

waves and for noise induced instabilities are presented. -,~

LIA BRONSARD

On the Multiplicity of Interfaces for the Allen-Cahn Equation

We study the radial Allen-Cahn equation

e<pt - c<prr - ~<P,. + ~w'(lj» = 0 in B(O;I) C IRn
with U18,. = 1 and where w(lj» = ~(1 - <p2)2 .

Using the energy method of Bronsard-Kohn ([BK]), we c~nstruct solutions cjl(I, t) with

N interfaces in (p(t) - NeO,p(t) + NeO), er ~ :' which persist for same finite ~trictly

positive time. Here p(t) solves the mean eurvature flow p = - (n;1), p(0) = Po ~,( ~, 1).

This shows that in the limit e -7 0, the limiting interface p(t) has "multiplicity"~··N. In

particular, when N is even, this shows that there exist "phantom" interfaces separating

the same phase. The assumptions are that the weighted energy (unctional introduced in

[BK] is bounded by NCo + Cl c20
, where Co represents the jump in energy across one

_~terface, aJid that the initial data is dose (O(c"» in one sense to a step function with N
jumps in (p(t) - Neo, p{t) + NeO). We also construet such initial data.

This is joint work with Barbara Stoth (Bann Univ.)

L.-Q. eHEN

A Multicomponent Order Parameter Model for Grain Growth and Ostwald

Ripening in Multiphase Systems

It is proposed that an arbitrary multiphase microstructure can be deseribed by a set

of non-conserved and conserv~d order parameters, 171,··· ,1'Jp, and Cl, ... ,eq. The noo

conserved order parameters represent the orientations of grains while the conserved order
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parameters distinguish the compositional differences among different phases. The tempo

ral evolution of the spatially dependent order parameters is modeled by the Ginzburg

Landau (Allen-Cahn) and Cahn-~illiard equations:

~ = -L 5F 1 <_ i <_ P8t l1i 5f1i

!!=i. = V· (L .VE) 1 ~ J' ~ q8t CJ 5cj

where L'1i and LCj are kinetic coefficients related to interface mobilities and diffusional

coeflicients, and F is totally free energy.

F= 1[(/(1/1.... ,1/p. Cl ••• • ,Cq ) + ~'l ~(V'1/i)2 + ~. ~(V'C;)2] ~T • ,.

'J •

where Ct'1 and etc are gradient energy coeflicients. Computed microstructures using this
model reproduced qualitatively very similar microstructures observed experimentally and

it is expected to be powerful in predicting microstructural evolution in real systems.

XINFU eHEN

Numerical Simulations for the Mullins-Sekerka Free Boundary Problem

We implemented numerical schemes to solve the following geometrical problem

Vr.= [:n Kr.]
where f t is the position of the unknown curve at time t, Vra is the normal velocity of

r t , Krt is the harmonie extension of the eurvature Krt of r t , and [~Kra] represents the
jump of the normal derivatives of K ra across f t .

Our numerical scheme is implicit and is stable, allows large time steps. Various kinds
of geometrical properties of the motion have been verified, several new features of the
motion have also been discovered.

KLAUS DECKELNICK

Weak Solutions for the Curve Shortening Flow

We consider the curve shortening ßow for curves in arbitrary codimension in the following e
- formulation:

Xt = ~
x(·,O) = Xo

in SI X (0, T)
in SI

(1)

where xo.: SI----+IRn is a parametrization of the initial curve. (1) differs from the usual

formulation x~ = "N only by a motion in tangential direction. We .prove that the solutions

of the regularized problems

4

in SI X (0, (0)
in SI

(2)



....

have a subsequenee that converges to a function x which ~olves (1) in a suitable weak

sense.

GERHARD DZIUK

A Numerical Scheme for Anisotropie Curve Shortening Flow.

The gradient ßow for the anisotropie length funetioiIal (v = normal to r(t) = x([O, 211"], t»,

lex) = ( g(v)lx,J ds ,
lR/21f

_ is diseretized with piecewise linear finite elements. This gives a scheme whieh also works

• for erystalline 9 E CO•1• For smooth 9 we prove convergence in LOO((O, T), L2(lR/211"» n
L2 ((O, T), Hl(R/2tr» for the approximations of x and its time derivative Xt by the semidis

erete solution (Le. eontinuous in time).

CHARLES M. ELLIOTT

Diffusion in Multicomponent Systems with Concentration Dependent Mobility

Matrix

Many phenomena in the theory of phase transitions can be modelled by diffusion equa

tions for multicomponent systems. We study evolution equations with conserved order

parameters which are based on a Ginzburg-Landau free energy.

In particular we are interested in cases where the diffusion in the interfacial region is

stronger than in the pure phase. This fact is reßeeted in a con~entration dependence

of the mobility matrix. Sinee physieally reasonable mobilities degenerate in the pure

component', we are let to a srstem of fourth order degenerate parabolic equ.ations.

We discuss some properties of the model and give an existence proof for the degenerate

parabolic system.(Joint work with C.M. Elliott (Sussex»

IRENE FONSECA

_Phase Transitions, Interaetions between Fracture and Damage for Solid Ma
terials, and Related Questions

Reeent progress in the understanding of material instabilities has motivated the study

of nonconvex variational problems. Usually minimizing sequences develop finer and finer

structure, and eonverge weakly to nonminimizing states which may be stahle enough

to be observed. The dynamieal development of the microstructure and its evolution is

addressed. It is well-known that interfacial energies playa pivotal role in stabilizing the

microstrueturej in some models, the interfacial energy is produced "naturally" by the

bulk terms, while in others interfacial energy contributions are indueed in the initial total

energy. To illustrate the first case, the analysis of a problem of change of phase of an
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elastie material is studied; the analysis of the evolution for a eontinuum that undergoes

both damage and fraeture fits inta the latter.

I.G. GÖTZ

Kinetic Undercooling in the Stefan Problem with the Distributed Phase Func

tion

We deal with the one-dimensional Stefan problem with distributed phase funetion. The

phase funetion satisfies a Hamilton-Jacobi equation, whieh deseribes the kinetic under

eooling. We prove the existence of a solution with the non-smooth initial data. For the

Hamilton-Jacobi equation we find a viscosity solution, which is given as a minimum value •

of some functional. We study also the limit ease, when a kinetic parameter tends to zero.

Doing so we obtain a weak solution of the undercooled Stefan problem without the kinetic

eondition.(Joint work with A.M. Meirmanov (Covilha»

GERHARD HUISKEN

Mean Curvatitre Flow with Neumann Boundary Conditions

Let En c ]Rn+l be a smooth, fixed hypersurface. We study one-parameter families F :

Mn X [0, T) -t ]Rn+l of smooth immersed hypersurfaces, which move by mean eurvature

and meet En orthogonally at the boundary 8M.n:

{

1tF(p, t) = H(p, t) P E Mn, t > 0

F(p, 0) = Fo(p)
v(p,t) E TE . pE 8Mn,t > 0 ,

where V is the normal of F(Mn). The problem was previously studied in the ease ofvertical

cylinders and nonparametrie solutions by Huisken, Stone, .Altschuler-Wu. and Guan. In

the talk new results in the general parametric setting due to Axel Stahl (Tübingen) were

presented: Shorttime existence holds for s'uffieiently smooth E and Fa, a singularityean

only oceur if the curvature of M+ becomes unbounded, a barrier principle holds if the ~

barrier satisfies an angle eondition at E. If E = sn, any convex initial surface contracts •

in finite-time to a point, approaching the shape of ahemisphereasymptotically~

HANS G. KAPER

Vortex Dynamics in Type-II Superconductors

In this talk, I discuss various aspects of the vortex state of type-II superconducting

materials, as described by the Ginzburg-Landau equations,

~(8t1/1 + iKqnp) + (~V - A)· (~V - A)1/1 + (11/11 2
- 1)1/1 = 0 in n,

u(8tA + V4» + V x V x A - J., = 0 in n,
J., = 2:" (,p·V1/1 - 1/1V1/1·) - 11/112A .
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Here, t/J is the complex order parameter, 1/1 : 0 -+ C; A is the vector potential, A
o -+ 1R,3; and t/J is the electric potential, ~ : 0 -+ R. The Ginzburg-Landau parameter

I'- is large (I'- f"oJ 100 for high-temperature superconductors); a measures the ratio of tbe

relaxation times for tbe order parameter and the vector potential.

Tbe GL equations, supplemented by the "natural" boundary conditions, are gauge invari

ant under the transformation (1/1, Acf» I--? (1/1ei l'x, A + \IX, cf> - atX). Possible gauges are

the zero--electric potential gauge (t/J = 0) or the Landau gauge (\I. A = 0 in n, A· n =0

on an).
Existence of global weak solutions (n c Ji2 ) and existence and uniqueness of global strong

esolutions o(n C JR2 or JR3) have been established by Tang and Wang (preprint).

With proper scaling, we sbow that the GL equations describe the dynamies of a system

of "vortices" in the limit as 1'----+00 (0 C ]i2).

We show the results of numerical simulations in 2 and 3 dimensions. In two dimensions,

we fo~us on the evolution of a superstructure in tbe vortex lattice (point-defects, grain

boundaries); in three dimensions, on the formation of vortices and the inßuence of thermal

ßuctuations.

This work was done jointly witb several colleagues at Argonne. The computations were

done on the IBM-SPI (128 processors, 128 Mbytes per processor).

INGO MÜLLER

The Effect of Cohereocy 00 Phase Diagrams

Usually in a binary mixture in two phases the free enthalpy of an mixture is assumed to be

equal to the surn of the free enthalpies of the phases. If coherency at the phase boundaries

is taken into account, a penalty term for the formation of such interfaces mnst be added.

In the present work that penalty term is assumed to be proportional to·the product of

the fractions of the two phases - with a coherency coefficient a.s' factor of proportionality.

In order to investigate the consequences of such an Ansatz we consider the simplest

possible phase mixture, viz. an ideal solution of incompressible liquids in equllibrium

~th a mixture of ideal gases consisting of the vapours of the liquid.

It turns out that - compared to the usua! non-coherent case - the holling line is lowered

and the condensation line is lifted. Both lines intersect such that the pure constituents

and, in fact, dilute solutions, suffer the effect of supersaturation. The mixture does not, at

least not for moderate values of the coherency coefficient. The most prominent prediction

of this theory is that the single holling and condensation points - which normally char

acterize "the pure constituents - occur at concentrations of the mixture that are unequal

to 0 or 1.
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STEFAN MÜLLER

Microstructures with Multiple Scales

Many systems develop a fine scale structure that involves several small scales. Typical

examples are magnetic materials where magnetic domains, Bloch walls and point or line .

singularities occur on separate scales or solid-solid phase transformation that often lead to

a microstructure that involves a hierarchy of laminates. While there are powerful methods

to deal with problems involving one small scale (singular perturbations, r- convergence,... )

much less is known about multiple scales.

A simple mathematical model is given by the problem

I.(u) =11

e2U~" + (u~ - 1)2 + u2 dx 4 min,

u: [0, l]----+-IR, periodic.

By rather ad-hoc methods one can show the following

Theorem 1 Suppose that c is small eriough and U f is a minimizer 01 Je' Then U e is
periodic with period Pe = L oc1/ 3 + O(c2/ 3).

The talk discusses the development of ageneral approach to analyze such problems that
is based on studying the Youngmeasure related to a rescaled map

where

(-v~(x))(y) = c-1
/

3
U e (X + e1

/
3y)0, x E (0,1), Y E (-L, L)

(Joint work with G. Alberti, Pisa)

AMY NOVICK-COHEN

Cahn-Hilliard/Allen-Cahn Equations and Trijunctions e
For a system of Cahn-HilliardjAllen':-'Cahn equations derived in the context of simultane-

ous ordering and phase separation in binary alloys on a BCe lattice, formal asymptotic

equations are developed in the low temperature limit and under the assumption the mo-

bility is dependent on the concentration and on the non-conserved order parameter. This

motion yields two interphase boundaries which move by motion by minus the surface

Laplacian of mean curvature coupled to an antiphase boundary which moves by motion
by mean curvature.
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EUZA ORLANDI

Ising Spin Systems with Kac Potentials Modelling Phase Separation
(Joint work with A. De Masi, E. Presutti, L. Triolo)

We consider an Ising spin system in Z d with Hamiltonian

(1)

where a(~) = ±1 for x E Zd, and 1 > 0 is a scaling parameter,

J.,(x, y) = -ydJ(-Ylx - yl), J(lrl) ~ o. ! J(lrl) dr = 1 .

We are interested in the limit 1.J,. O.

This class of models has beeil introduced by Kac-Uhlenbeck, Hemmer [63] to pr:ove the

validity of the Van der Waals Theory of phase transition. The equilibrium statistical

'properties have been studied by Lebowitz and O. Penrose [66]. We consider theGlauber

(non conservative) spin-Hip dynamie for the spin ~odel with hamiltonian (1) and rescaling

suitably time and space we d~rive the continuum equation for the order parameter of the

system: the magnetization m. We prove tbat at time t the evolution of the spin system

is very close to tbe solution of the following non loeal equation:

8m 1
7ft = -m + tghßJ *m ;' ß = R' T = i X •

Resealing furtber space and time we prove that for ß > ßc = 1 the clusters of tbe two

phases forming after time ~ log! will move aceording to the mean curvature motion of
7 ~

parameter (), before developing of singularities.

FELIX OTTO

Viscous Fingering

ewe consider the flow of two fluids of different mobility in a porous medium. If the more

mobile displaces tbe other, the interface is virtually unstable and a speci~e microstructure

is generated and evolves in time. Within a PDE-model'we prove that the mixing zone
only grows linearly in time.

Since the introduction of DLA., various stochastic algorithms simulating this phenomenon

have been d~veloped. The generated clusters are fracta! in the limiting case of mobility

ratio A < 00 and compact for A = 1. With support of numerieal experiments and

renormalisation-group arguments, it had been conjeet!1red that they eventually cross
e

over from fracta! to compact for all finite A E (1, 00 ). Dur result above eonfirms this
eonjecture.
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IRENA PAWLOW

Phase Transitions Models with Second OrderFree 'Energy

We give a thermodynamical framework for phase transitions' models governed by a se.cond '

order free energy, e.g. of Ginzburg-Landau type

1 = lo(u) + ~l(U) IVul2+ K2(U) Iß~12 ,

wbere u is an order parameter, 10 nonconvex, ~1 of arbitrary sign and K2' > O. Such

form arises in phase transition models for oil-water-surfactant mixtures. We consider the

isothermal situation and single order parameter satisfying

{

8tu + V· j = T

~~h~a constitu~ve equation for them~f1ux
J-J(Y), Y-{ut,DUt,u,Du, ... ,D u).

Here Dmu = (Uil ...im )il ,... ,im ;;l,...N, T is a sour~e term.
The goal is to determi~~ constitutive res~rictions imposed by tbe entropy principle. Hy
exploiting this priIiciple according to 1. Muller's theory with(Lagrange-Liu) multipliers
we obtain the following:

1. the constitutive equation for the free energy f = j (u, Du, D2u );

2. the constitutive structure of the free energy flux;

3. a differential equa~lon for the chemical potential (identified with the multiplier);

4. th'e residual inequality.

Furthermore, we formulate a general class of models with multiplier as independent v~i

able. Sufficient conditions for the entropy principle to be satisfied are given.

OLIVER PENROSE

A Phase-Field Model for Diffussion-Induced Grain-Boundary Motion (DIGM)

(joint work with J. W. Cahii-and P.~Fife)
DIGM is the mo~ion of the boundary between two grains with differing chemical compo

sitions in a thin film of metallic alloy, in the presence of a vapour consisting of atoms of

one of the component metals. The aim of this work is to find plausible mechanism for

this phenomenon.

Dur model uses two fields: 4> which takes the values +1 and -1 in the two crystals, and

u the concentration of the "vapour" atoms in the solid metal. Tbe free energy is

F =1A[w(</I) + ~(V'</I)2] + ulogu + (1- u) log(l-u) + ep(</I, u) Ifx
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where A, E are constants, w(t/J) = ~(1 - if» if -1 ~ t/J :5 I, +00 otherwise and p(t/J, u) is

the coupling function. The kinematic equations are

-E /f ~(uo,t/J0) cosxdxdy
c = -----:~------

J1f/2 2 d
_1(/2COS X x

~here t/J(O) = sin x and u(O) are the approximate (to lowest order in E) solutions for f/J and

u~ in a coordinate system with x perpendicular to the grain boundary, y perpendicular to
the film. ,..;

The physical conclusion is that p = 0 gives no motion, p = u(l - f/J2), eorresponding to

an enhanced stability in the boundary, gives a prediction disagreeing with experiment,

but that a p( t/J, u) representing the effect of elastic interaction is consistent with existing

experimental results.

-6F/6t/J = l/J+ \J2t/J - E
8p

. 8t/J

Ut = div[D( cf>, u)grad ~~1= div[D(O)(1 - cf>2)grad u) + Ll(e)

where D(4), u) = D(O)(l - 4>2) U (1 - u) and the diffusivity D(O)(l - 4>2) is zero in the

grains but large in the boundary.

A travelling wave solution is obtained by a successive approximation method, leading to

the formula•I..;

G. PURDY

Phase Equilibria and Diffusion in Multicomponent Systems

Two examples are eonsidered of the application of thermodynamics to multicomponent

diffusion-transformation systems.

•
1. Ostwald Ripening (with I. Manal): Classical mean-field theory is reviewed; it is

shown that the thermodynamiC· properties of the parent solution enter both the

diffusion coefficients and the Gibbs-Thomson relationships through the same factar,

(the Hessian of the free energy). These thermodynamic terms caneel, leaving only

~obilities in the final kinetic expression.

2. Coherent Equilibrium and Diffusion in Multilayers (with Yves Brechet): Multi

component equilibrium and diffusion equations can be extended to include biaxial

coherency strains. Ternary two-phase equilibria are described by a construction in

which compositions of phases in equilibrium are determined as points of contact of

planes, doubly tangent to the isothermal coherent free energy surfaces. In single

phase multicomponent multilayers oue can always chaase sets of initial compositions

to give a strain-free multilayer. In these choices, strain energy will first increase,

then decrease with the course of diffusional homogenization.
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PIOTR RVBKA

Solid to Solid Phase Transitions in the Framework of Viscoelasticity

We study some qualitative properties of the system of viseoelasticity

(1)

in many dimensions. Here a(F) = DW(F). If W has several loeal minima the above

system may be eonsidered as a model for martensit phase transitions in solids.

We show that this equation does not permit any motion of singularities of Vu. (Surfaces

of jumps of Vu are interpreted as interfaces). Moreover, ~ priori bounds for Vu(t) in Loo
in terms of initial data are impossible. Thus, equation (1) may not be appropriate model

for phase transitions in solids.

ALFRED SCHMIDT

An Adaptive Method Cor the Computation of Mean Curvature Motion by the

Allen-Cahn Equation

(joint work with M. Paolini, C. Verdi, Milano)
Up to now, no loeal a-posteriori estimate is known whieh gives eriteria how to ehoose

the loeal meshsize and order parameter e to reach a given error bound for the moving

interface.
We propose to make these values dependent on the width of the strip around the interface,
where the distance funetion is smooth. For an implementation in 2D and 3D, the maximal

principal eurvature must be eomputed and global effects taken into aceount, when different

parts of the interface carne elose together.

R.F. SEKERKA

Optimum Stability Conjecture for the Role of Interface Kinetics of the Den

drite Operating State

The dendrite operating state eonsists of a specification of the grown speed, v, and the

tip radius, p, 'of adendrite growing from a puresupereooledmelt. The supereoolingis

ßT = TM - T00 where TM is the melting point and T00 is the far field temperature. The

dimensionless supercooling is S = L~/~v where Lv is the latent heat and C1J is the specifie

heat. The Pectet nurnber is P = *where k is the thermal difIusivity. Conservation of
energy (Ivantsov)gives

S = I(P).

To determine v and p separately, one needs an additional eondition: Specify

2kdo
17'=--

p2v
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where do is a capillary length. Current theories give T = const (independent of S) which is

violated experimentally by Pivalic Acid. We conjecture that pis given by the wavelength,

A, of morphological stability theory that is related to the fastest growing model. This

uives 1 = A + !l where A and Bare constants. This fits the experimental data for
b

A er p

Pivalic Acid. One can combine this with the energy equation S = I{P) to obtain p and

v separateIy. The fit is better than for constant q but not good at low supercoolings, due

to convection in the melt that is not accounted for by the theory.

R.F. SEKERKA

e Stagnant Film Model of the Effect of Natural Convection on the Dendrite

Operating State

HALIL METE SONER

Vector-valued Ginzburg Landati Equations

I consider the e ,J.. 0 asymptotics of the reaction diffusion system

uE

u~ - AUE = 2(1 -luEI2 ) , on (0,00) x IRd

e

for the unknown uE E }R2. ·Using energy estimates, we show that, as e ,J.. 0, the zero level

set of uE{t,·) moves by mean curvature. This result is valid for d > 2 and when starting

from r o = {uE(O, x) = O} there is a smooth mean curvature ßow {ft}tE[O,T]. The main
ingredient is a parabolic type Pohozaev inequality

·e

ft f 1](t, x) E"(t, x), dx:::; f (1]1 -ß1])E2 + D 21]Vu" - Vu"

where EE(t, x) = ~IVUE(t, x)12 + ~W(UE), w(u):= ~(1 - lu12)2 and

( ) {
(dist (x, r t ))2/2, x near r t

TI t x =
.' smooth ~ TJo , x away from r t .

For d = 2, the zero set of uE
( t, .) is discrete and after rescaling of time by I/In(1/e), the

vortices (=zeroes) move according to a simple differential equation.

Ta obtain similar results for uE E ]Rk, I consider a slightly different equation:

(EE(t, x»i-1
U : = -bIt = div({EE)f-1VuE

) + (EE)f-l~(1 -luE I2 )

where

IE{lj»:= ( f{EE)~, E2 = ~IV4>12 + trw{if» .lad
Above equation becomes:

E A E (k I)VEE - Vu
t

_ U
r (1 I EJ2)

Ut - U - 2 - Et - ET - u ,

13
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for the unknown ut: E ]Rk. Results analogous to the k = 2 case hold. These are joint

results with R. Jerrard (Carnegie Mellon and University of Illinois)

BARBARA STOTH

The Ginzburg-Landau Equations for Type-I Superconductors and Sharp In
terface Limit

In this talk I present rigorous asymptotics of the Ginzburg-Landau equations for type

I superconductors. These equations model the penetration of a normal region into an

initially superconducting wire, when a sufficiently strang external field is applied. The

Ginzburg-Landau equations for the magnetie field H = eurl Q and the sealar order •

parameter 1 take the form (cf. Chapman-Harrison-Gehendon / SIAM Rev. 1992)

{
~(Qatf - ~(rI')') + w'(f) + -fJIQ2 = 0

8t Q - (~(rQ),), + fr12Q = 0

where'\ is a material canstant measuring the penetration depth of H, W(/) = i(l- 12)2
the potential and K the Ginzburg-Landau parameter. We impose Neumann conditions

for 1 and Dirichlet eonditions for H = eud Q on the surfaee of the wire.
We prove rigorously that, as "\--tO, the magnetie field converges to a solution of the

elassieal, one-phase, well-posed Stefan problem: H = 0 in the supereonducting region,

8trH - ßH = 0 in the normal region, and H = ~ and 'VH· v =~V on the interface
separating normal- and superconducting regions.

We assume an initially stable situation.

The analysis holds true for any value of K, but the radial model seems ooly appropriate 

for K ~ ~, which eorresponds to type-I sup~reonduetors.

These results are joint work with Lia Bronsard (MeMaster).

JEAN E. TAYLOR

Crystalline Surface Diffusion

We eonsider the motion of polyhedral eurves bounding regions in R2 by the law v •

-ßsK~ for a crystalline "surface"energy ~, where v is the normal velocity,K,~ is the

weighted mean eurvature K. and ßs is the surface Laplaeian. (Terms are defined below).

For such motion, we establish the right formulation, develop the bases of the theory, and

implement it eomputationally.
Given a function 4> : sn-l--t~+ whieh is the surface free energy per unit area, the Wulff

shape W = {x E Rn : x· n ~ ')'(n)} is the (unique to translations) solution to the

isoperimetric problem of enclosing a region of volume equal to that of W by a surface

of minimum surface free energy (as measure by J5 4> (ns(x) )crnn
-

1
). The crystalline ease

is where W is a polyhedron (in ~2, a polygon). We fix W in jR2, and require the initial
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polyhedral curves to have their normals by normals of W. The crystalline (weighted

mean) curvature of a line segment Si in a polyhedral curve is - O'.~~nil, when li is the

length of Si, A(ni) is the length of the line segment of aw with normal ni = normal of Si,

and Gi = 1, 0 or -1, depending on the geometry around Si. A major technical difficulty

is deciding where and when to stop edges.

JEAN E. TAYLOR

The Variational Approach to Motion by Weighted Mean Curvature and Other

Motions

A variationaJ approach is given for the motion of boundaries of regions in Rn by weighted

mean curvature for any given surface free energy function (per unit areal eil : 8n
-

1 ---+ lRt

and for all time t ~ O. Existence is proved for all time of flow K(t) of surfaces, given a

initial region KO of finite perimeter, this flow agrees with any classical motion b~_Yieighted

mea~ curvature of auy viscosity solution wherever such solutions are defined. This motion,

however, äpplies to any ~ and passes through all singularities.

One thereby obtains a piecewise constant flow Kj(t) for each j = 1,2, ... , and Cantor

diagonalization produces a limit flow K(t) defined for a chosen set of time t. The cruciaJ

step is the proof of a Hölder bound on the K;(kßt) which ena.bles K(t) to be extended

.continuously to all time t.
More recent work extends this to cover grain growth (including multijunctions) with

different ~ij and mobility Mi; for each pair of adjacent regions (Carabello - there are

certain conditions the «I>ij and M ij must satisfy) and motion by surface diffusion (Chung)

AUGUSTO VISITIN

Models of Phase Nucleation

Extending the classical Stefan model, we represent surface tension by the Gibbs-Thomson

law, and account for solid nucleation in an undercooled liquid.

This phenomenon includes bistability (e.g., temperature does not necessarily determine

the phase), and symmetry breaking.

We distinguish two modes of phase e.volution: front motion and discontinuous phase

transition (like nucleation).

On account of the smallness of the capillarity scale, we propose a model involving both a

macroscopic and a mesoscopic space-scale. Transition from the finer to the coarser scale

is provided by an average procedure, which we represent by convolution with a Gaussian

kernel. This accounts for fast diffusion of latent heat of fusion, and allows us to represent

solid nucleation at low undercooling.

This also provides an interpretation of mushy regions.
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ADAM WHEELER

Anisotropie Phase Field Models

A natural way to incorporate an anisotropie surface energy inta aphase field model is

based on a free-energy functional of the form

rP = f ~[r('V'rP)]2 + f(rP, T) dV10 2

where r(V4» is a homageneous function of degree one. We show that the corresponding

Euler-Lagrange equation for 4> may be expressed as

where ((V4» provides a natural generalisation of the Cahn-Hoffman xi-vector previously

employed for sharp interfaces.

We go onto report an asymptotic analysis in the sharp interface limit € --+ 0, and show

that we obtain the appropriate form of the Gibbs-Thomson equation, expressed in terms
of the xi-vector:

u=~\ls'(

where \lS' is the surface divergence on the interface S. (Joint work witli G.ß. McFadden,
NIST, USA)

DARIUSZ WROZEK

Inßnite System of Reaction-Diffusion Equations in the Theory of Sol-Gel
Transition

The followi.ng system of reaction-diffusion equations is studied:

dl ßU1 = alU1L:a;u; ,
;=1

on 0 x (0, T), where 0 is a bounded open set in IR", n ~ 1, with smooth boundary 80,
. dk , ak are positive constants. We impose homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions

8u = 0 on an x (0, T) k = 1,2, ...
811

and initial data

U1(X,O)=UO(X) , uk(x,O)=Ofork~2, XEO

16
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where Uo is a given function, such that Uo E LfX)(n) , Uo ~ O. The variables Uk repre

sent concentrations of k-mers (polymers). The relevant.o.d.e. system was derived by

Smoluchoski in 1917. We study the problem under two different hypotheses

(HI) k~~ ~ = 0, dk > 0 k = 1,2, ...

(H2) 1. there exists M ~ 1 such that dk = d = const, for k ?: M

2. tim sup ~ < 00.
k~oo

Existence, uniqueness and asymptotic behaviour of solutions are investigated. In some

cases, the mass M = J; kUk(X, t) dx is violated in a finite time. This phenomenon is

related to a sol-gel transition. (Joint work with Ph. Benilan)
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Tagungsbericht 20/1995

Computational ~spects of Commutative Algebra

and Algebraic Geometry

21. 5. - 27. 5. 1995

The conference was organized by D. Eisenbud (Brandeis), G. Scheja (Tübingen) and F.
O. Schreyer (Bayreuth) and attended by about 45 participants from USA and Europe.
There werde 18 hours of lectures and three evenings of aetive informal discussions among
smaller groups. The talks included discussions of computer algebra packages, presentations
of new algorithms, and new theoretical results in which the computer played only a back
ground role. The general atmosphere of the meeting seemed particularly lively, perhaps
because of the varied background of the participants.
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...." ~ Vortrag~auszüge

HENDRIK W. LENSTRA, JR.

Approximating 'Rings of Integers ~n Number Fields

Joint work with J. A. Buchmann (Saarbrücken).

This talk is concerned with the algorithmic problem of finding the ring of integers of a given
algebraic number field. In practice, this problem is often considered to be well-solved, hut
theoretical results iodieate that it is intraetable for number fields that are defined by
equations with large coeffieie~ts. Such fields occur in the number field sieve algorithm fora
factoring integers. Applying a variant of a standard algorithm for finding rings of integers,.
one finds a subring of the number field that one may view as the "best guess" one has
for the ring of integers. This best guess is probably "often" correct. One may wonder
what can be proved about this subring, and which good properties it shares with the
ring of integers. The main result is that it has a particularly transparent Iocal structure,
which mimics. the structure of tamely ramified extensions of Ioeal fields. In particular, it
is a complete intersection ring, and each of its maximal ideals can be generated by two
elements. It is not clear how the final ring ean be ,'intrinsically' characterized in terms of
the initial data specifying the number field.

JAN-ERIK Raas

Homological Classiflcation of Families of Quadratic Forms

Let R = k [X1, ... , X n] / (fl , ... , ft) be a quotient of a polynomial ring in n variables over
a field k by an ideal generated by. t .quadratic forms fi. Two invanants ean be associated
to such a ring R:

(1) The Hilbert series of R.

(2) The bigraded Hilbert senes of the Yoneda Ext-algebra ExtR(k, k) (which is the en
veloping algebra of a certain bigraded Lie-Algebra).

The behavior of these invariants for n 5 3 is we1l-known (cf. the literature cited in m_1

paper in J. Pure Appl. Algebra, 91, 1994, 255-315). For fixed n ~ 6 I have proved (ComptelJ
RendulJ, vol. 316, 1993, 1123-1128) that there can be infinite families of rings R, having
the same Hilbert senes of type (1) hut having different Hilbert senes of type (2).

For n = 4 and n = 5 I have found by computer studies that there seem to be finitely many
cases (80 and ~ 2600 cases respectively) and that these cases oceur nicely in families. The
attempt to prove that this is a eomplete strueture theorem gives rise to rather difficult
problems, at least for n = 5. As a by-product I have found four counter-examples to a
problem about the cha.racte~izationof Koszul algehras (Comptes Rendus, vol. 320, 1995).
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TEO MORA

Gröbner Duality

Gröbner proved that there is a duality 'between' primary ideals at the origin and suitable
vector spaces of differential conditions. The theory he introduced was mainly aimed at
understanding multiplic~tyand Macaulay's inverse systems. Up to fixing minor complex
ity problems it is easy to verify that Gröbner's proposal is a reasonable alternative to the
classical ways of describing multiplicities within polynomial system solving theory. Appar
ently Gröbner's theory has also oth~r applications from commutative algebra to numerical
analysis.

HUBERT FLENNER

Same Examples of Cuspidal Rational Curves

Joint work with M. Zaiden~erg (Grenoble)

A cuspidal curve is an algebraic curve which is locally analytically irreducible. It is easy
to construct rational cuspidal curves in the projective plane p2 with one or, two singular
points. In contrast there are only a few rational cuspidal curves known which have at least
three cusps. The most classical one is tbe rational cuspidal quartic having three simple
cusps. Other _examples are known from the classification of quintics in p2 due to Namba
where one can find three furtber examples, one witb four and two with three singularities.
A basic invariant of a cusp is its multiplicity sequence which is the sequence of multiplicities
of the proper transforms of the curve in a minimal embedded resolution. The main result
exhibits new examples of rational cuspidal curves C of degree d with three cusps where
the highest multiplicity of a cUßP is d - 2. A complete classification of such curves is given.
The multiplicity sequences of the singular points are (d - 2), (2a ), (26) with a + b = d - 2,
and for each such pair a, b there exists such a curve which is tinique up:to projective
equivalence. This seems to give the first known infinite series of rational cuspidal curves
with at least three singular points.

GERD-MARTIN GREUEL

Classifikation of Simple Space Curve Singularities

1 report ,on recent work of my student Anne Frühbis who classified all reduced curve
singularities in (<c3

, 0) which have the property that they deform only into finitely many
other singularities (up to analytic isomorphism). .

The case of hypersurface singularities is covered by Amold's list of A-D-E singularities
(they really embedinto (C2

, 0) C (C3
, 0); the simple complete intersections are classified
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by M. Giusti. The simple space surve singularities which are not complete intersections
consist of two infinite series and eleven "exceptional" singularities. The ideal of these
singularities in ce{x, y, z} is always generated by the 2 x 2 minor~ of a 3 x 2 matrix, .the
multiplicity of the singularities is either 3 or 4. Geometrically they can be nicely described
by looking at their generic projection to (C2

, 0) or as a specialization of some of the simple
complete intersections. .

BERND STURMFELS

Polyhedral Methods for Solving Polynomial Equations

A basic problem in computational algebra is to find alt zeros of a sparse system of polyno-ei

mial equations. The situation ia fairly wen understood for complex zeros: their expected ._
number is the mixed volume of the given Newton polytopes. This result due to Bernstein
can be proved by an elementary algorithm using toric deformations. Things are more
difficult (and interesting) over the real numberf?: Khovanskii has shown that the number
of real raots is bounded by a function which is independent of the degree of the given
equations. More precise upper bounds are stated in conjectures of Kouchnirenko 'and
Itenberg-Roy. We discuss these results and conjectures, and we illustrate them with many
colorful pictures of planar polygons. .

DANIEL R. GRAYSON AND MICHAEL E. STILLMANN

Macaulay

We gave a demonstration of Macaulay 2, a successor to the computer program Macaulay,
written by David Bayer and Michael Stillman. Macaulay 2 is designed to compute Gröbner
hases and syzygies over quotient rings of polynomial rings aver finite fields, the integers,
and the rationals, and includes a general purpose object-oriented programming language
for the user.

In its current state the only ground fields available are finite prime fields, the Gröbnee
basis routines function hut have not been optimized for speed yet, and the documentation
(readable through netscape or Mosaic) is incomplete. On the positive side, it is easy
to implement new features daily. Recent ones hlclude lifting of module maps to their
resolutions, and computation of the syzygy variety.

We will complete the documentation and then, in a couple of weeks provide the program to
those volunteering as er-testers. Anyone desiring to make suggestions about the algorithms
or the look-and-feel of the program is welcome to participate. It is still possible to make
major changes.
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PAUL PEDERSEN

Newton Polytopes and Trace Forms

Joint work with Bernd Sturmfels

We consider toric deformations of systems of Laurent polynomials:
fi(x, t) =EqEAi Ciq x q tWi(q), 1. ~ i :5 n. H fi has Newton polytope Pi, then the weights

Wi(q) determine lifted polytopes Pi := {(q,Wi(q)) : q E Pi} in JRn+t. Let P= Pt +... +Pn
denote the Minkowski SUffi upstairs. The projection 1T(P_) to the first n coordinates of
the lower convex kull P_ of P determines a subdivision ß of EPi = P = 1T(P_). Each
cell C of 6. has the form Ft + ... +Fn = 1T(F) where Fi = 1T(Fi) is a subpolytope of Pi.
The mixed celz., of 6. are defined by the condition dimeFt ) == ..• = dim(Fn) = 1. The
SUffi of the volumes of the mixed cells of any mixed subdivision equals the mixed volume
M V( Pt, ... , Pn)' This is an integer which does not depend on the choice of subdivision,
and by Bernstein's Theorem, it equals the number of toric roots {x E (e·)n : fi(x) = 0,
'Vi }. Any mixed cell C is a paral1elotope, and when considered "half-open" C', then
Vol(C) = #IC' n Znl.

Theorem 1. Let fl"'" fn be generic Laurent polynomials with Newto~ polytopes
PI, .. . ,Pn , respectively. The monomiaJs corresponding to the lattice points lying in the
half-open mixed cells C' of any mixed subdivision ß of P = Pt + + Pn form a vector
space basis for tbe quotient ring A = K[Xl' xII, ... ,Xn,x;l] I (ft, ,fn). '":.

Theorem 2. With respect to tbe basis "in Theorem 1, the trace form of the deformed
system is a matrix polynomial B(t) = Bo td (1 +0(1»), wbere

det(Bo) = II Vol(C)Vol(C) : b~Uclac.
C

(/c, 1) 1S the vector supporting tbe mixed [aeet above C, ac = E{q E C'}, and x Uc = bc
is tbe binomial "degeneration" of the equation system to the facet over C'~~ (Sum and
product over an mixed cel1s of ß.) .

Theorem 3. Tbe number of real roots of the deformed system for all sufficiently small
t, is bounded by L 2P(C), where p(C) = the number of even invariant factoTs of the

Cmixed
finite Abelian group zn IUe.

G.-M. GREUEL, G. PFISTER, H. SCHÖNEMANN

Demonstration of the Computer Algebra System SINGULAR

SINGULAR is a system for algebraic geometry and singularity theory. It is being developed
at the University of Kaiserslautern and its implementation is directed by G.-M. Greuel,
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G. Pfister and H. Schönemann with'contributions by H. Grassmann, B. Martin, W. Neu
mann, W. Pohl and T. Siebert. Recently, W. Decker, M. Messollen und R. Stobbe con
tributed to primary decomposition in SINGULAR. ,The basic algorithms are a general
standard basis algorithm (implemented for any semigroup ordering, not necessarily well
orderings), syzygy algorithms and combinatorial algorithms (for computation of Hilbert
series, etc.). This generality allows the computation in polynomial rings, localizations
hereof, factorings of these and tensor products of all these. The possible ground fields are
ZjpZ (p a prime::; 32003), arbitrary finite fields, the rational numbers and finite transcen
dental extension of" these. Multivariate algebraic extensions will be ready very soon and
float coefficients are under experimentation.

SINGULAR has a flexible programming language with for, if ... else, while con~

structs and contains also a continuously growing library with useful procedures for alge- ...
braic geometry and singularity theory. .'
SINGULAR has developed through the necessity of carrying out complicated computations
in connection with mathematical problems and is, therefore, designed for speed. It has the
most flexible broad standard basis algorithms with respect to monomial orderings of all
known computer algebra systems. Moreover, many comparisons show that it is also the
fastest system for computations of standard hases and syzygies (at least over Zjp71).

The programme is available under ftp helios.mathematik.uni-kl.deor www.mathematik.uni
kl.de, requests a~d comments may be sent to singular@niathematik.uni-kl.de.

KAREN E. SMITH

Simplicity of Rings of Differential Operators

Joint work with Michel Van den Berg

Let R be a commutative Noetherian k algebra where k is an arbitrary field. Let Dk(R)
denote the ring of k linear differential operators on R.. A basic question is: when is Dk(R)
a simple ring?

We proved the following theorem: Let R be a graded subring of a polynomial ring S over
a perfect field k of characteristic p > O. H the inclusion map of R into S splits in the
category of graded R modules, then Dk(R) is a simple ring. e
A key idea in the proof is the introduction of the notion of "Finite F-representation type" .-
A (reduced) ring of characteristic p > 0 has finite F-representation type if there are only
finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable R modules that appear as summands
in a direct sum decomposition of Rl/q as q ranges over all integer powers of p.
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LORENZO ROBBIANO

CoCoA 3

The system CoCoA does Computations in Commutative Algebra.

1987 Two small projects (Giovini and Niesi)

1988 Merging the two projects into a bigger one: CoCoA

1989 First distributed version (0.99) a1 the COCOA 11 Meeting in Genova.

1990 Second version (1.0)

1991 Third version (1.5)

After the death of Giovini (January 1993)

another project started, the " CoCoA 3"

Project Manager: Robbiano

Authors: Capani, Niesi

Co-workers: Bigatti, Caboara, De Dominicis,

Q-Testers: Elias, Eliahou, Kreuzer, Loustaunau, Recio, Sturmfels.

1995 First distributed ß-version at the COCOA IV Meeting

Genova, May 29th - June 2nd , 1995

ALESSANDRO LOGAR

Computation of the Lines of a Cubic Surface

Joint work with Michela Brundu

Let S· be a smooth cubic surface in pa. A classic theorem claims that S contains 27 distinct
lines. In the paper we discuss some computational approaches to the determination of the
lines. In particular, we show how to parametrize all the smooth cubic surfaces up to a
linear change of coordinates and we explicitely give the equations of the 27 lines in terms
of the parameters.

We then get a procedure to construct all the cubic surfaces having only rationa11ines.
~ina1ly we discuss some methods to get a rational representation of S.
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EBERHARD HECKER

The Real Radical of an Ideal and its Computation

We report on

1) the theoretical relevance of the real radical of an ideal,

2) the algorithIIl: of Becker-Neuhaus,

3) the complexity analysis of this algorithm.

The algorithm depends on various other algorithms of computational commutative algebra
(e.g. eomputing the ordinary radical) as weH as on genuine problems of real algebraic
geometry, e.g. deciding whether a polynomial is positive semi-definite. The last task ean
be carried out by a variant of Renegar's ideas and areal root counting method.

MONIQUE LEJEUNE-LALABERT

Are Strueture of Singularities

In an unpublished preprint written in the sixties, J. Nash initiated the study of the set of
ares on the germ (V, 0) of an algebraie, or analytic, variety V at a singular point O. In
his terminology, an are is a parametrized formal curve lying on (V, 0). In connection with
the desingularizationproblem, he first recognized some finiteness properties that trus set
enjoys, despite its natural structure of a non noetherin affine scheme. We made a survey
of old and new results by Nash, Bouvier, Gonz81ez-Sprinberg, Hickel, Reguera in this area.

ARJEH M. COHEN

Structure Determination of Lie Algebras

The idea behind some of the algorithms implemented in GAP by W. de Graaf have been
discussed. Partieular attention has been given to algorithms for finding a non-nilpotent el
ement, a Cartan subalgebra, the nilradical, and the solvabel radical for a finite-dimensional
Lie algebra given by structure constants.

KEITH PARDUE

Crossing the Hilbert Scheme

I state the following two theorems and give a sketch of the main technique used in their
proof. I describe the earlier contributions of Hartshorne, Baptista de Campos, Reeves,
Macaulay, Bigatti and Hulett.
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Let S be a polynomial ring over an infinite field.

Theorem A If F is a graded free S-module of finite rank and F/M and F/N are two
graded quotient modules with the same Hilbert function, then there is a senes of deforma
tions, all defined over Al, taking one to the other.

Theorem B If F is a graded free module, M is a graded submodule, and L is the lex
icographic submodule of F with the same Hilbert function as M, then the graded Betti
numbers of F/M are bounded by those of F/L.

AiDO CONCA

Sagbi Bases and Applications to Blow-ups

Joint work with J. Herzog and T. Valla

Sagbi bases theory was introduced by Robbiano and Sweedler, and independently by Kapur
and Madlener. Given a sub-k-algebra A of a polynomial ring R, one associ~tes to A its
initial algebra in(A) which is the k-algebra generated by the initial monejIfiials of the
elements of A.

The algebra in(A) need not to be finitely generated, but in the cases in which it is finitely
generated it can be described as the special fibre of a I-parameter Hat family w~ose generic
fibre is A. As a consequence of this fact one has thatA is Cohen-Macaulay or normal
whenever in(A) is so.

We apply this idea to the study of the Rees algebra R(I) associated with the ideal I of
definition 'of a rational normal curve. 1t turns out that R(I) is normal Cohen-Macaulay
and Koszul.

1RENA PEEVA AND JÜRGEN HERZOG

Resolution of Monomial Ideals

Stable ideals are an important class of monomial ideals; the interest in studying these
ideals comes .from Gröbner basis theory. We consider resolutions related to stahle ideals;
we build a special algebraic structure on some finite resolutions, and using it we obt8.in
numerical information about infinite resolutions.

We introduce squarefree stable ideals and squarefree lexsegment ideals, and construct their
minimal free resolution. This information is used to prove some inequalities about Betti .
numbers and conjecture others. This part is joint work with Aramova and Hibi.
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BARRY TRAGER

Square-Free Algorithms in Positive Characteristic

Joint work with P. Gianni

We study the problem of the square free decomposition for polynomials witb coefficients
over fields, of positive characteristic or fields whicb are explicitly finitely generated over
perfect fields; tbe classical algorithm from characteristic zero can be generalized using
multiple derivations. For more general fields one must make an additional hypothesis
for the problem to be d~cidable. Seidenberg's condition P gives a necessary and sufficient
condition on the· field k for computing a complete square free deeomposition of polynomials
with eoeffieients in any finite algebraic extension of k.

DALE CUTKOWSKI

Local Factorization of Birational Maps

We give a positive answer to a question of Abhyankar, generalizing tbe Ioeal faetorization
theorem of Zariski and Abhyankar on birational maps of regular Ioeal rings of dimension
2. We prove

Theorem Let K be a" field of algebraie functions over an algebraieally elosed field k of
characteristic zero. Let ReS c K be regular local rings of dimension 3 with quotient
field K such that the residue fields of R and S are k. Let V be a valuation ring of K
dominating S. Then there exists a factorization by a triangle

v
U
T

0/ 'ß
R -----+ S

wh·ere 0, ß are products of monoidal transforms.

SORIN POPESCU

Geometry and Equations of a Smooth Surface

We discuss various construction techniques for smooth surfaees in pR and as example we
prove the existence of a component of the Hilbert scheme of surfaces in pR parametrizing
smooth non-minimal K3 surfaces, blown up in 15 points and embedded via a linear system

10



4 14

H = Hmin - 4Eo - L 2Ei - LEj
" i=l j=5

where Hmin is a very ample linear system on the minimal model Smin, giving an embedding
Smin ~Hrnin p29. The invariants of such surfaces are d = 14, 7r = 19, ",2 = -15, X ="2."
We give an explicit method to construct the equations of such surfaces and we describe

part of their rich geometry.

e Berichterstatter: D. Koppenhöfer (Tübingen)
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TAGUNGSBERICHT 21/1995

COMPUTATIONAL NUMBER THEORY

28.05. - 03.06.1995

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung der Herren H.W. Lenstra Jr.. (Berkeley), M.E. Pohst

(Berli~) und H.G. Zimmer (Saarbrücken) statt. '

Nach den sehr erfolgreichen ersten heiden Tagungen über" Computational Number

Theoryu in den Jahren 1988 und 1991 fand jetzt die dritte Tagung zu diesem Thema

statt. Schwerpunkte waren diesmal Beiträge zu elliptischen Kurven, Modulformen

und Arbeiten zur konstruktiven Klassenkörpertheorie.

Neben den Vorträgen im normalen Tagungsprogramm fanden an zwei Abend~n

zusätzlich informelle Sitzungen statt. Die erste Abendveranstaltung war der Präsen

tation der Computeralgebrasysteme Kash, Lidia, Magma und Pari gewidmet (an

dere Computeralgebrasysteme wie' Simath kamen im regulä.ren Vortragsprogramm

bei entsprechenden Anwendungen zur Sprache). In der zweiten Abendveranstal

tung, einer nProblem - Session", nutzten die "Tagungsteilnehmer die Möglichkeit,

Probleme aus 'ihrem eigenen Arbeitskreis in einem Plenum zu erörtern.

Die Tendenz zu weniger und dafür längeren Vorträgen erwies sich als a.usgesprochen

fruchtbar. Die ausgedehnten Pausen führten zu angeregten Diskussionen und boten

.die Möglichkeit zur Zusammenarbeit an konkreten ,Aufgabenstellungen. Dadurch

wurden auch die Kontakte zwischen den Tagungsteilnehmern erheblich intensiviert,

und vereinz~lt führten Zusammmenarbeiten schon am 'ragungsort zu ersten Resul-

taten. '
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Vortragsauszüge:

D.J. Bernstein:
Multidigit modular multiplication with the explicit Chinese Remainder
Theorem.

Fix coprime moduli ml, ... ,m. of a few digits each: Let n be an integer of a few
hundred digits, We show how arithmetic modulo n may be performed upon inte
gers 'U represented as vectors (u mod mI, ... ,'U mod m.). This method involves
no multiprecision arithmetic, except in an easy precomputation; it is practical in
software and extremely weIl suited for hardware. Our main tool is the explicit Chi
nese Remainder Theorem, whieh says exactly how u differs from a" particular linear
combination of the remainders u mod mi.

W. Bley:
Associated orders, loeal and global freeness

Let N /<0 denote areal abelian number field with group G. We denote by UN =
O;'/{±l} the unit lattice in N. Then UN is in a natural way a Z[G]/Tc-module,
where Tc = LgEG 9 denotes the trace element. This action extends to provide
UN ®z Q with the strueture of a Q[G]/Tc-module. We de~ne

A = {f E Q[G]/TG I !(UN) ~ UN}

to be the associated order of UN , where as usual we identify UN with UN @z Z ~

UN l8lz Q. We now eonsider the following problems: .

(1) explicit construction of A,
(2) determination of the A-module structure of UN, in particular: is UN 10

cally/globally free over A,
(3) computation of a generating element € E UN such that UN = A· €, provided

that UN is globally free.

We present an algorithm that solves these problems, or at least reduces them to,
admittedly, very hard problems in algorithmic number theory such as, for example,
a principal ideal test. Note that this also gives a computational answer to the old
question if there exists a Minkowski unit that together with its conjugates generates
the unit group modulo torsion.

;~
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W. Bosma and J. Cannon:

Programming with Algebraic Structures aod Morphisms:

The Magma Language

The design of a Computer Algebra language is of necessity based. on same partic

ular view of mathematics. Analysis of systems such as Macsyma, Maple, Reduce

and Mathematica. show they are based on the idea of perfonning transformations

on symbolic expressions belonging to a single fixed structure (usually some kind of

differential ring). While this view may be appropriate for problems such as integra

tion and the solution of differential equations, it is much less successful when used

as the metaphor for computation in branches of mathematics such asa.lgebra, oum

ber theary, geometry and combinatorics where the ideas of algebraic strdcture and

structure-preserving transformation (morphism) are of fundamental importance.

A o'ew model for the design of Computer Algebra systems based on the nations

of algebraic structure (magma) and morphism has been devised. Magmas are first

classified in terms of the algebraic variety to which they belang. The variety, of

course, determines the operations and the axioms which these operations satisfy.

However, to create a particular magma, we have to specify its (carrier) set and this

is done thraugh the notion of a categary. For example, matrix rings, polynomial

rings and power series rings a.re examples of (indexed) categories belonging to the

variety of rings. Relationships between magmas (e.g. Ais a submagma of B, eisa'

quotient magma of D) are then naturally rep~esented in terms of morph~ms.

Magma is a new software system for algebra, number theory and geometry which

has been designed in accordance with these principles. The use of the concept of a

magma as the design basis provides a natural strong typing mechanism. Further,

structures aod their morphisms appear in the language as first class objects. Stan

dard mathematical notions are used for the basic data types. The result is a power

ful, clean language which deals with objects in a mathematically rigorous manner.

The effectiveness of the language for computation with number fields is illustrated

with the calculation of the ideal dass group of the octic field Q(A, V2, v'17) by

elementary methads.

H. Cohen:
Recent advances in' the Pari package

The aim of this talk was to give a survey of recent results obtained by the Bordeaux

CNT group and mostly included in the recent release of the freely available Pari
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package. In particular:

(1) basic element and ideal operations in number fields. (E. Tollis),
(2) Round 4 algorithm, p-adic factorization (0. Ford, P. Letard),
(3) computation of the Dedekind ( function, verification of GRH (E. Tollis) ,
(4) systematic computation of Galois groups up to degree ~ 11 (M. Olivier),
(5) finding all cubic fields in essentially linear time (K. Belabas),
(6) finding Galois automorphisms using p-adic LLL (H. C.),
(7) dass and unit group computation (under GRH), principal ideal problem (H.

C' J F. Diaz y Diaz, M. Olivier),
(8) removal of GRH: certification (H. C., F. Diaz y Diaz, M. Olivier with help

from R. Schoof and H.W. Lenstra), .
(9) computations in relative extensions (H. C., F. Diaz y Diaz, M. Olivier),

(10) finding the explicit structure of (OFtI)· (H. C.),
(11) computing narrow and more generally ray class groups (H. C., F. Diaz y

Diaz, M. Olivier).

Many tables and programs are available by ftp from megrez.math.u-bordeaux.fr.

J .-M. Couveignes:
A few computations and arithmetic properties of covers of the sphere
minus three or more points. Conies as moduli spaces.

We first recall some equivalences of categories stressed by A. Grothendieck in his
Esquisse d'un programme and give ·tbe definition of a dessin d'enfant. We give a
famous theorem of Belyi and some improvement of ours stating that any curve C
defined over a number field lI{ carries a function J unramified outside {O, 1,00} and
without automorphisms (i.e. f =F Ja for any non trivial automorphism a of the
curve). Then having such a function being characteristic of a II<.-isomorphism dass
of curves, it is natural to ask which kind of arithmetic information on C is given
by tbe topological strueture of the covering f. For example one knows that all
primes of bad reduction of C (Le. those primes p for whieh there is no model of C
with good reduction at p) must divide the order of the geometrie Galois group of
f. One may ask whether such primes must also divide the order of same geometrie
ramification order of f. In order to test such bypothesis we need a rather broad
family of examples. We thus propose a construction of Belyi functions with DO

automorphisms on any genus zero curve defined over Q. This constructioD goes as
follows.

Let m, n, p, q be four integers such that the sum over any subset of those four
numbers is non zero. Let us call Cm ,n,p,9 the curve in JID3 given by the following
equations



(1)

(2)

ma + nb + pc + qd

ma2 + nb2 + pr? + qtfl

o
o
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For any point P = (a, b, c, d) in Cm,n,p,q we define the rational function

We check that this fUDction is ramified over the four values {O, 1,00, "!".n,p'fl(P)}
where "m.n.ptq(P) = 4>p(8p) and

8
p

= (n + p + q).a- l + (m + p + q).b-1 + (m + n + q).c-1 + (m + n + p).d-1
•

(m+n+p+q)

Thus the function Am,n,Vtq : Cmtntp,9 -+ PI is unramified outside {O, 1,00}. Further
more we show that it has 00 automorphisms in generaland that any genus zero
curve defin~d over Q is isomorphic to-some Cm,n,p.q.

Also, the ramification multiplicities of Am,n,p,q are 1 and 4 over 1, the sums of two
numbers in .{m, n, p, q} over 0 and the sums of three numbers in {m, n, p, q} over 00.

We even computethe monodromy of Amtn,p.q and draw the corresponding dessin.

To finish with, we study the particular case m = 1, n = 2, P = 3, q = 5" and show
that the corresponding curve C1,2,3,5 has bad reduction at 11 although all ramification
multiplicities are smaller than 11 and thus prime to it.

We finish by noticing that ours Cm,ntv,q may be interpretated as moduli spaces of
spheres minus four points with multiplicities.

J. E. Cremona:
Infinite descent on elliptic curves

In my talk I presented recent work of my PhD student Samir Siksek.

In the first part, I pre5ented" new bounds for the difference between the naive log
arithmic height and the canonical height of points on an elliptic curve d-efined over
a number field. In many cases, if not all, these improve on similar bounds obtained
by Zimmer (19705) and Silverman (1990). Three examples were provided, in which
the bounds obtained were shown to be elose to tbe best possibl~.
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In the second part of the talk, I showed how to enlarge a set of T independent points
on an elliptic curve E over a number field K known to have rank r (for instance,
found by a 2-descent) to a Z-basis for tbe full Mordell-Weil group ECK). Here we
first use estimates from tbe geometry of numbers applied to the Mordell-Weillattice,
in order to bound the index of the subgroup spanned by the known points (this has
also been done by Gebel and Zimmer). We then use ~ sieving procedure to eliminate
possible prime divisors p of the index,· by considering the image of E(K) in E(F,)
for a large number of auxiliary primes I. This was illustrated by two examples,
including one of Mestre of rank 12, where it was shown that the 12 independent
points given by Mestre span a subgroup of index 8 in tbe group E(Q), and a basis
for E(Q) is determined explicitly.

M. Daberkow:
On the explicit arithmetic computation of Hilbert class fields

Based on a paper by Hasse on the construction of the Hilbert dass field of Q(v'=f7)
in 1964 and on the proof of the existence theorem of dass field theory by Kummer
extensions we presented an algorithm for the construction of the Hilbert dass field
H(IC) for an arbitrary number field /C.

One can immediately reduce the problem to the construction of class fields to sub
groups C of CI/(. such that CIK./C is of prime order p. This construction is based on
the fact that tbe dass field to eisa subfield of the dass field & of :F = /C((p) to
J = Ne/~(C). U~ing {a l 1i,F, ,at1iF} = {artF I ord(a1i,F) = p} with af = Cl,OF

and UF =< Eo > x < EI > x x < Er > we can show that the dass field E of :F
to J is of the form

e1

e = :F( vtJL;, ... ,~)
with J-Li E {akE~o ..... f~r I 1 ~ k ~ t; 0 :$ mo, ... ,mT< p} \ {l}. Since the
construction of E is very hard, we outlined the idea of the construction of a field
:F ~ S ~ E, such that the dass field.of Je to C is a subfield of S, which can be .a
computed. _,

At tbe end of the talk we gave same examples of Hilbert dass fields, including the
Hilbert class field of Q(p) for p4 - 5p2+ 196 = O. Because of CIQ(p) ~ C3 x C 3 X C4,
we have [H(lQ(p) : Q] = 144.

F. Diaz y Diaz:
Computing the narrow class group

Let K be a number field of signature (Tl' T2). We denote as usual by : ZK the
integers ring, E the unit group, I the invertible ideals, P the principal ideals, 1l ::::::
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Z/nIZ x ... x Z/n.Z the dass group in the ordinary sense, h tbe dass number, 112

tbe group of classes of order :5; 2 and UiJ ••• , url the real embeddings of K in C.

Tbe signature map sg : K· -+ ~l associated to ,\ E K· tbe vector of ~l having
components 0 when Ui('\) > 0 and 1 wben u,('\) < O. An element ,\ E K· is totally
positive if sg('\') = Q.. The dass group and the cIass number in the narrow sense are
1l+ = Z(P+ and h+ = #1l+, respectively, where P+ is the subgroup ofP containing
the ideals having a totally positive generator.

Theorem H+ = h· 2rl -
q , where q is the rank of sg(E) c JF;1.

For each dass C E 1l of even order 2m we define sg(C) = sg(ß) where a2m = ßZK
for a E C. This map is well defined as element of ~I /sg(E).

Denote by t the rank of sg(1-l2 ) in ~I /sg(E). We have:

Theorem Let us denote by s tbe 2-rank of 1{ and by s+ the 2-rank of 1i.+. Then :
5+ = S + rl - q - t.

From a computational point of view, we determine the structure of 1f+ with the
following algorithm :
step 1.- Construct the set A = {alJ ... ,Ct'rl-q,E'I"" ,E'q}, wbere E'lJ··· ,E'q E E

gives a basis of sg(E) and al,"" a rl _q E Z K gives a basis of tbe supplement of
sg(E). Let V E GLrl (IF2 ) be the matrix of sg(A).

step 2.- From QI,'" ~ 0.', generators of 1f, deduce elements ß, such that a?' =
ßiZK i = 1, ... ,5'. Let B' be the matrix whose columns are Sg(ßi)' Compute
B = V-IE'.
step 3.- Reduce to the Smith normal form (SNF) the matrix of relations.

R=

B

o o

The SNF of R gives the structure of 1{+ and provides a generator'system for its
cydic groups.

E. V. Flynn:
The Arithmetic of Hyperelliptic Curves

We describe work in progess to develop techniques to perform the following.
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(1) Find J(Q) /2J(Q) via descent on J, the Jacobian of C.
(2) Deduce generators for J(Q) via an explicit theory of heights.
(3) Apply loeal techniques to try to deduce C(Q) via an embedding of C(Q)

inside J(Q). -

The first technique for (1) was due to Gordon and Grant wbieb tries to compute the
Mordell-Weil group J(Q) by complete 2-descent for the highly special esse when tbe
curve of genus 2 has all of its Weierstrass points defined over Q. We have developed
and improved a method of descent by isogeny, and bave also performed descents
when there is no torsion on the Jacobian. All methods have been considerably
enhanced during th~ last year, and many rank computations have been reduced from
several days of computing time to a few seconds on tbe same machine. Step (2) is
straigbtforward in principle, applying Hilbert's Nullstellsatz to the equations which
describe the group law on a model of the Jacobian variety. In practice, the size of
the polynomials in the resultant computations are too large. We have implemented
improvements which use isogenies to improve the value of tbe height eonstants, aod
have computed generators for J(Q) for several eurves of genus 2. We have recently
implemented step (3) for the esse when the Jacobian of a eurve of genus 2 has
rank 1. In this case, it is possible to use the formal group over a loeal field to
obtain abound on the size of C(Q). Experimentally, this bound seems typieally to
be strietly better than that obtained by Coleman's results on Chabauty's Theorem;
indeed, in the 35 eurves whieh we have so far considered, we have determined C(Q)
completely in all but one ease.

1. Gaal:
Power integral hases in algebraic number ftelds

Let K be an algebraie number field of degree n with ring of integers ZK. It is a
classieal problem in algebraic number theory (dating back to Hasse) to decide if K _
admits a power integer basis, that is an integer basis of the form {I, 0, ... ,an

-
1
}. •

If {1,w2"" ,wn } is any integer basis of K, then DK/Q(X2W2 + ... + Xnwn) =
(I(X2 , ••• , X n »2DK where I(X2 , ••• , X n ) is a form in n - 1 variables of degree
n(n - 1}/2 with integer coefficients, ealled the index form eorresponding to the
above integer basis. a = Xl + W2X2 + ... + WnXn E ZK generates a power integral
basis if and onIy if

(3)

Hence the problem of determining power integral bases can be redueed to the reso
lution of the index form equation (3).
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If K is a cubic number field, the index form equation is a cubic Thue equation. I.
Gacil and N. Schulte (1989) determined all power integral bases in totally real and
also complex cubic number fields of small discriminants.

For quartic number fields the problem was considered by I. GaaI, A. Pethö and M.
Pohst in aseries of papers (1991-1994). It turned out, that the resolution of index
form equations (3) in any quartic field can be reduced to a cubic Thue equation
and to some corresponding quartic Thue equations. In addition, for special Galois
groups we developed more efficient algorithms.

For higher degree number fields, the problem becomes more difficult because of the
high degree and the number of variables in (3). It is ooly hopeful if the index
form· factorizes, which' is the case if K has proper subfields. For this re-~on we
considered (3) in sextic fields with a quadratic subfield. In this case the index form
equation (3) implies a cubic relative Thue equation over the quadratic subfield. For
totally real cyclic sextic fields (I. Gacil, 1994) the" corresponding equations are cubic
inhomogeneous Thue equations. For totally complex sextic fields (I. Gacil, 1995)
equation (3) reduces to same cubic Thue inequalities. For totally complex sextic
fields with a quadratic subfield I. Gaal and M. Pohst (1995) gave an algorithm for
the resolution of (3).

D. Kohel:
On the category of supersingular elliptic curves

The isogenies (including the zero map) from a supersingular elliptic curve E' to a
fixed supersingular elliptic curve E ,can be equipped with a left 0 = End(E)-module
structure. The isomorphism dass of E' (over a field k = 1C) is determined by the
O-module structure of the collection of isogenies E' --+ E, and gives an equivalence
of categories between supersingular elliptic curves over k and the category of left
projective O-modules of rank one. On considering the category of pairs (E,1r),
where E/JFq aod 'Ir is the q-th power Frobenius endomorphism, one can describe
purely aigebraically the category of supersiogular elliptic curves over IFq •

D. Koppenhöfer:
Monogeneity of quartic number fields

Schya and Storch have studied the dass of finite free A-Algebras B, where the
variety Spek (B) can be represented as a complete intersection in the projective
space. In case of rank 3 and 4 this cao be done in a canonical way; important
examples are finite free extensions of Dedekind rings.
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Starting from the rank 4 case, where Spek (B) is represented by Proj (C) with
C = A[To,Tl, T2 ]/(FI , F2 ) a graded, complete intersection, we give a si~ple criterion
whether there exists a representation by a hypersurface algebra. A first step to
find algebrCi. generators B is to find a representation by a hypersurface algebra
in projective dimension one. The reduction of dimension is done via a Veronese
transform, this works iff the corresponding Veronese variety contains, after a suitable
coordinate change, the variety ,(PI' F2 ).

Over the ring of integers of an algebraic number field as ground ring such coordinate
changes are found by solving a diophantine equation with the cubic resolvent of
F1 , F2 as left haD:d side. Finally, from the hypersurface algebra representations an
algebra generators can be found by solving Thue equations of degree 4.

The method has been implemented using KANT and has been applied to an totally
real quartic numbe~ fields of discriminant ~ 40000. '

F. Lemmermeyer:
Explicit construction of 2-class fields

Let k be a quadratic number field with discriminant d; it is a classical result due
to Redei J Reichardt, and Scholz that there is a cyclic quartic extension K/k which
is unramified outside 00 if and only if there exist coprime discriminants dl , d2 such
that (d1 /P2) = (d2 /pd = +1 for an primes Pi dividing dj. Such an extension K is
always normal over 'Q and can be constructed by solving the diophantine equation
X 2 - d1 y2 = d2 Z 2 •

This result can be generalized by replacing the cyclic group of order 4 by certain non
abelian groups of order 8 and 16; as an example, the following theorem was given:
If k is a quadratic number field with discriminant d, then there is an extension L / k J

normal over Q, unramified outside 00, such that Gal(L/k) ~ Ha (the quaternion
group of order 8) if and only if d = d1 d2 d3 , where the dj are coprime discrimi- ~

nants such that (d l d2 /P3) = (d2d3/Pl) = (d3d1 /P2) = +1 for an primes Pj dividing _
dj. If these conditions on the Legendre symbols are satisfied, then the correspond-
ing extension L can be constructed by solving an explicitly given system of three
diophantine equations.

P.L. Montgomery:
Square roots of products of algebraic numbers

Let er be an algebraic number. Let "'((0) = II~l 9,(0) b~ a product which we
suspect is a nonzero square in Q(er). We assume that the prime factorization of
each (9, (a)) (and hence of ,(er)) is known. In particular J each prime idea.l should
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have even exponent in (1'(0'». Using this ideal factorization, we construct a squ~re

root of 1'(0'), if it exists~ The algorithm uses lattice basis reduction to. estimate a
square root, suceessively replacing tbe problem by "a simpler one until it ean be done
directly. Like the original 1'(0'), its constructed square root will have-a product form.
Tbe algorithm generalizes to k-tb roots for arbitrary k > O.

V. Müller:
~iDIA, a library for computational Du:mber theory

liDlAis a C++ library for computational number theory developed at. the univer
sity of Saarbrücken. The liDIA-group intends to develop software wblch is very
efficient and- easyto use. The first release of LiDlA" wäs published in". the Febru
ary of 1995. It contains classes for doing multiple preeision computatiotiS; e.g. work
with modular numbers, rational numbers, floating point numbers and eomplex num
bers. Moreover there exist dasses for doing linear algebra over Z, lattice reduction
with the LLL algorithm and factoring integers using trial division and ECM-. The
first release is available per anonymous ftp on crypt1. es. Uni-sb. de in directory
pub/systems/LiDIA. The next release will. probably be published end of Oetober
1995 and will contain an implementation of the PMPQS, a general polynomial dass
(in~luding the FFT algorithm for polynomial multiplication over Z/mZ), a general
matrix class, routines for counting the number ofpoints on an elliptic curve mod
ulo a prime p: Moreover we work on a dass for algebraic numbers aod a dass for
eomputations with binary quadratic forms. In addition to paper doeumentation, we
will include a html-based online-documentation in the nextrelease.

K. Nagao:
On the consi~uctionof high-rank elliptic curves

Mestre constructed elliptic curves over Q(T) with rank 2:: 11. Modifying these
eurves, he also constructed elliptic curves over <Q(T) with rank ~ 12.- Now, we find
a curve (over Q(T» with rank ~ 12 in the"curves got by Mestre's construction with
rank 2:: 11 and modifying this, we obtain an ellip~ic curve over Q'(T) with rank 2:: 13.
In the family of elliptic curves got by the specialization fram high-rank eurves over
Q(T), we (with T. Kouya) find a curve over Q with" rank ~ 21.

A.Odlyzko:
Some curious power series coefHcients"

G. Fee and A. Granville asked for the asymptotic behaviour of an, the coefficients
of
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CX)

fez) = II (1 - zk)#l(k) =E anzn.
k=l n=O

G. Almkvist observed that for 150 ::; n :$ 104, the signs of the an '5 are periodie
modulo 6, aod that the ein's for 0 in any fixed residue class modulo 6 gro~ smoothly.
The obvious question was whether this pattern persists. It does not, hut the first
eounterexample is probably around 1011 or 1012 . The exact behaviour of the an 's
appears to be extremely eomplieated. It ean be shown that the an 's are oeeasionally
at least as large as exp(cn1/

3
). Upper bounds of similar magnitude ean probably

he obtained, hut only by assuming the GRH aod additional hypotheses on the
distribution of zeros of Dirichlet L-functions..

J. Pila:
Factoring integers with hyperelliptic curves

I present a joint work with H.W. Lenstra, Jr. and Carl Pomerance on a probabilistic
algorithm for factoring integers. Oür algorithm is ealled the "hyperelliptic e~rve

method", because it uses the Jacobian varieties of curves of genus two over finite
fields in the same way that the elliptic method uses elliptic curves over finite fields.

While not a practical algorithm, the hyperelliptic curve method yields an improve
ment· over previous eomplexity results for the detection of smooth numbers.

Our analysis of the hyperelliptie eurve method has two main ingredients. The first
is a new density theorem for smooth number in short intervals. The second is a
theorem on the distribution of the order of the group of rational points on the
Jacobian variety of a curve of genus two over a finite field.

A. van der Poorten:
Curves with prescribed singularities

The determinant a = I({:)x{l- i l ({:)y~:I-i:l1 arises in construeting polynomials P(x, y)

ove"r Z, so that aH derivatives p(i1 ,I:l» vanish at ther conjugate points (Xh, Yh). Here
IC = Q(x) = <Q{y) has degree T over Q. The rows of the determinant are indexed by
pairs (i17 i 2 ) and h = 1, ... ,·r. The (i17 i 2 ) lie in the 'triangle' defined by 0::; i 1 < ki:l
where (k i ) is a (strictly) decreasing sequence of integers with kd '1 = O. Columns are
indexed by pairs (;1,;2) with 0 :$ ;1 :$ d1, 0 ::; ;2 :$ d2 · In areal constructiuon one is
looking for factors eommon to aU the maximal minors of a rectangular matrix with
M = (d1 + 1)(d2 +1) columns and N = r ~ ki < M rows (generalising Cramer's rule
in the case N = M -1). One studies the hyper-extreme case N = M to the end. In
a paper about to appear in Experimental Mathematics Bombieri and I mention
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our finding that 6. factorises ratber surprisingly in the case r =3 as a product of a
constant eCk) depending on tbe 'triangle' (k,) and powers of differnce products of the
Xh, respectively tbe y~. The mysterious constant c(k) is the E k, xE k, determinant

with rows indexed by (ib i 2 ) as above, and columns bytbe points in the 'lozenge' left
by eliminating tbe triangle and its complement. For tbe special case k, = 2l(d2 -1)
(0 ~ i :::; ~) where dl = 31d'J - 1 it is easy to prove a formula for Cl if ~ = 1. It is
a complicate produet of primes at most dl = 31 - 1. Remarkably, computations by
David Hunt show that for general ~ = d one obtains

(dt2)
Cd =.Cl •

Vve neither understand why Cd should be apower of Cl nor, given that it is some
power, why it should be that particular power we find. Hunt also has 'discovered'
formulas for general 'triangles' in tbe cases d2 = 2,3 and 4. We cannot p~ove any of
them.

O. Schirokauer:
General discrete logarithms

Let p be a prime number and let q = pn. We address tbe problem of finding an
algorithm which computes discrete logarithms in the finite field of cardiI.!ality q and
VIhieh has a running time of

far qc5oo. (1)

Both the function field sieve and tbe number field sieve have eonjectured expeeted
running times th~ size of (1), but only if one restriets the finite fields under con
sideration. In the ease of tbe function field sieve, the restrietion is to those q for
which n 2:: (log p)2. For tbe number field sieve, the restrietion is to those q for whicb
n :::; (logp)!-f, where f is any positive real number:-Thus a gap remains.

In tbe case of tbe function field sieve, tbe constraint 'on p and n arises because the
smoothness base in tbe polynomial ring over the prime field of p elements must have
size bounded by (1) and yet eontain a11 irreducible, monie polynomials of degree
less than or equal to some bound B ~ 1. In the case of the number field sieve,
the constraint on p and n is necessitated by the appearance of many terms in the
expression for tbe running time whieb are exponential in n. The largest of these is
(log q)O(n), which enters into the analysis, for instance, as the size of the discririlinant
of the number field used as a base field.
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U. Schneiders:
Estimating the 2-rank of cubic number ftelds by the Selmer group of the
corresponding elliptic curves . . ,

We determine a lower and an upper bound for the 2-rank of the dass group of a
non-Galois cubic number field K generated by an irreducible polynomial

j(x) = x3 + ax + b E Z[x].

The lower and upper bound. arise from the construction of a subgroup of the 2
Selmer group and a group comprising the 2-Selmer group of the elliptic curve E
over Q defined by the Weierstrass equation

y2 = f(x).

This result facilitates the construction of cubic number fields with dass groups of
large 2-rank. For instance, a cubic· field K of 2-rank 7 is. obtained by the corre-
sponding algorithm.

The estimates we derived generalize to a great extent a similar result obtained by
Eisenbeis, Frey and Ommerborn [Computation of the 2-rank of pure cubic fields,
Math. of Camp. 32, 1978, 559-569] in the special case of a pure cubic field K.

M. Schörnig:
KASH - the KANT shell

The software package for algebraic number theory KANT has been developed over
tlie years by the research group of M.E. Pohst, firstly in Düsseldorf and now in A,
Berlin. KANT is based on the software package MAGMA. It consists o(a library of ..
functions written in C, so the user had to have some knowledge of C to benefit frorn
its functions. Because of this disadvantage we started to build a shell around the
KANT library which is based on the user interface of the software package GAp.
With this shell - called KASH - the user is now able to use the KANT functions
(e.g. for the computation of maximal orders, unit and dass groups, arithmetic in
relative extensions of number fields) in a convenient environment.

After abrief introduction into the software-architecture of KASH and its datatypes,
1 explained some features and concepts :

• computation of subfields and their embeddings;
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• the concept of the u move system", i.e. the automatie installation of homo
morphisms between orders to allow the user to umove" algebraie elements
between them and adjust their representation to the J;lew basis;

• solution of Thue-equation;
• solution of (relative) norm-equations;
• programmiog lang1J,age aod 1,lSer detined functioDS;
• the concept of P.VM: PVM is publie domain software for distributed eom

puting. KASH posesses an interface to that software which is very easy to
handle. .

KASH ean be obtained via ftp:
ftp.math~tu-be~lin.de Ipub/algebra/~ant/KaBh

R. Sehoof:
Computing 'rwasawa modules .of real quadratic fields

Let :F be areal quadratic ·number field of eo·nductor fand let p be an odd prime.
We present .ci. m~thod to systematically compute the P-C.lass n\lmbersof the fields
:Fn in the ~yelotomic Zp-extension of F. We ean in particular verify the p-class
group stabilize. As an illustration" of our method we show the following.

Theorem For all real quadratic number ti.elds Q(.j]) of eonduetor f < 10000 and
p = 3 the Iwasawa ;\-invariant vanishes.

The method exploits properties of theeyclotomic units in F n . If the prime p is not
split in F, we ean recover the structure cf the p---<lass group:

for n» 0

(here An denotes the p-class group and Bn the group of units modulo cyclotomic
units of Fn ). If p. is split in :F we have a somewhat weaker result. .
Our methods apply to a11 ~eal abelian number fields.

P.· Serf:
How to compute the rank of elliptic curves over re~l quadratic number
fields of class number one

We h~ye developed and implemented general 2-descent over real quadratic nuinber
fields of dass number one in order to determine the rank and points of infinite order
of elliptic curves defined over such fields. General 2-descent applies to arbitrary el
liptie cur~es, whether or not they have a non-trivial point of order 2. For K = Q the
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method was described in [B&SI?l ([B.J. Birch and H.P.F. Swinnerton-Dyer, Notes
on elliptic cUnJes. l.t J. Reine Angew. Math. 212·(1963), 7-25]) and implemented by
J. Cremona in Exeter. The main difliculties when passing from Q to areal quadratic
number field K were to find .

• a fundamental domain for the action of 81(2, O(K» (where O(K) is the ring
of integers of K) on the 2-dimensional complex upper half plane 1i x 1l

• analogous versions of Lemma 3, 4, and 5 in (B&SD], containing sufficient
cr~teria for the reduc·tion of homogeneous.spaces at primes cf K dividing the
rational primes p :F 2,3, p = 3, and p = 2, resp.

Unfortunately, our program takes several hours of cpu time, even for curves with
small coefficients and small rank defined over small number fields.

For elliptic curves with non-trivial 2-torsion, one can apply2-descent via 2-isogeny,
a method whieh goes back to Tate. 2-descent via 2~isogeny is much simpler than the
general 2-descent, and the eorresponding program cinly takes a few hundred seeon4s
to eompute the rank rand r linearly independent points for elliptic. curves with
medium-sized eoeflicients over medium-sized number fields.

As a by-product of the algorithm using 2-isogeny, we found 17 examples ~f Tate
Shafarevieh groups with210 points of order 2 over real quadratic number fieldswhen
we computed the ra!1k of '

E m : y2 + xy = x 3
- 16mx2 ....:. 8mx - m

over Q(v'D) for 1 ~ m ~ 1000 and D E {2, 3, 5, 6, 7,11,13,14,17, 19}. (The family
Ern was taken from [K. Kramer, A family 01 semistable elliptic curves·with Zarge
Tate-Shafarevitch,groups, Proc. of the AMS 89,3 (1983),379-3"86].)

R.J. Stroeker:
Calculating integer points on elliptic Diophantine equations using elliptic •
logarithms .

In this talk the method of finding all integer points on a given model for an elliptic
curve over Q is illustrated by means of the family of curves obtained by rewriting

n

y2 = L(X +i _1)3,
i=l

in which aperfeet square is expressed as the sum of consecutive cubes, in the more
convenient form

y2 = x~ + dnx,

. with dn = ~n2 (n2
- 1). An essential element of the method is the lower bound for
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linear forms in elliptic logarithms recently obtained by Sinnou David. For n in tbe
range 2 :s n :s 50 and n = 98 al1 points are found unconditionally.

One of the major advantages of the elliptic logarithm method is that it uses the
structure and particulars of the Mordell-Weil group of the relevant curve. On the
other hand, the construction of rank and generators is sometimes extremely. hard.·
Advantages and disadvantages' are illustrated by examples.

c. Thiel:
Computing short representations of algebraic integers

,~~,-:;;;..

Let F be an algebraic number field of degree n, let 0 be an order of F with1~tegral .
basis Wt, ••• ,Wn and discriminant D. For { E F we denote by H({) the maximum of
the normalized archimedian valuations on { an~ by N(e) the norm of e. Each { E F
can be uniquely written in the for~ { = cin1+l E7=1 ai Wi, where tll, a2 ... , ~n+l "are

rational integers, B n +l > 0 and gcd(al1a2." ,an+d = 1. We call (al,a2, ... ,an +l)
the standard representation of { with respect to the given basis. The binary size
size(~), Le. the number of bits needed to write down the standard representation of

.{, is polynomially bounded by log H«() and 10g1DI. 0 •

A multiplicative representation of (is a pair «PI'." ,ßt), (elJ .. 0. ,ei», wher~ "ßi EF
is given in standard representation, and e, is a rational integer for 1 :s i :s L, such
that ~ = rr:=l ßt' . We explain how to multiply, divide and test equality of numbers
given in a multiplicative representation in polynomial time, and prove

Theorem Given a multiplicative representation «01,'" ,Ok), (fl".' , f,c»Jf ~ E F
we can compute another multiplicative representation «ßI, ... ,'ßt), (eI" .. ,et)Y of
~ such that

• size(ß,) = (n + log IDI + max{lIog IN(er;)11 : 1 '5 j '5 k} )o(l),

(
k )0(1)

• l = Ej=llog I/il +Jog 10gH(~) + log IDI + max{llog IN(oj)1I : 1 '5 j :s k} ,

• ei $/.,

in time

( )

0(1)

n + ~(log 1/;1 + size(<l<j» + log IDI + max{llog IN(<l<j)1I : 1 '5. j '5. ~} + log logH«()
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E. Volcheck:
Addition in the Jacobian of a plane algebraic curve

We present an algorithm for addition in the Jacobian of a plane algebraic curve
(represeoted as the divisor dass group) over the rationals or a finite field.

Let C be an absolutely irreducible plane algebraic curve of genus 9 with a rational e
point Po. We apply the Brill-Noether method of adjoints to compute .c{Dl + D2 -

gPo) for D}, D 2 effective divisors of degree g.

Improvements over a previous work by the author (Proe. Ants-l, Computing in the
Jacobian of a plane algebraic curve) include

(1) using Hamburger-Noether expansions to "represent places,
(2) determining adjoints via the formula "discriminant equals conductor tiIiles

different", < Fy >= CD,
(3) showing that the residual divisor can (essentially) be reduced to degree g.

L. Washington:
Proving modularity of Q-curves

Ribet showed, under the assumption or' Serre's conj~ctures, that an 'elliptic curve
defined over a number field is modular if and only if it is a Q-curve~ namely an
elliptic curve isogenous to its Galois conjugates. We show how one ean actually in
practice prove that a given Q--curve is·modular.

D. Zagier:
Polylogarithms and multiple zeta values

The polylogarithm functions Lim{x) = E:=l ~: {m = 1,2, ... ; Li} = usualloga
rithm) play an important role in several recent conjectures in number theory and
algebraic K-theory. There are two main questions:

(1) linear relations (over Q) among values Lim{er), er E Q,
(2) functional equations like the. n S-term relation" (Spence, 1809)

Li2 (x)+Li2(y)+Li2 ( 1
1

- x )+Li2(I-xy)+Li2 ( 1
1

- y ) =.expr. involving Lit
"-xy , ·-xy

aod for both it is important to find subgroups G ~ FX, where F is either a number
field or the function field lQ(x, y, ... ), such that
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(1) rk(G) is small,and
(2) ö{a E px \ {I} la E G and 1 - a E G} is large.

Various theoretical and computational aspects of this problem were dlscussed.

A different (but related) set of questions CO.Dcerns tbe "multiple zeta values"

which, like the polylogarithm functions, were first studied by" Euler. The set of
these numbers with given weight k1 + ... + k". = k (there are 2A:-2 of them) span a
subgroup RIr; of lR and the main question is to compute the rank of Rk and the ring
structure of R = EBIr;>o RA: (Ro = Z). An algorithm was found to compute t-h:e slowly
convergent multidimensionaI sums «k1 , • •• ,k".) rapidly and to high accuracy; then
LLL was' used to find linear relations among them. There were many (e.g. there
are 1024 ('s of weight 12, hut dimRl2 is experimentally only 12); the experimental
evidence suggests tbe formula

Tic = TA:-2 + TA;-3 ; To = 1, Tl = 0, T2 = 1.

for TA: = rk(RA;). A theoretical upper bound, whieh is conjecurally the correct answer,
can be derived. It reduces the question to aseries of hard problems of linear algebra
(over Z), the "first one being:
PROBLEM: Let VA; be tbe space of homogeneous polynomials fex, y, z) of degree
k satisfying "fex, y, z) + fex, z, y) + fez, x, y) = 0 and f-(x, y, z) + f-(x; z, y) +
J*(z, x, y) = 0, where J·(x, y, z) == fex, x + y, x + y + z). Determine the dimension
(or better, a basis) of VA;. .

The answer is 0 for k odd and conjectur~lly Lk:~lJ for k even. '-~l,

M. Zieve:
A New Class of Exceptional Polynomials

An exceptional polynomial f over a finite field K is aseparahle polynomial that is a
permutation polynomiai over infinitely many finite extensions of K. ,An important
problem is the classification of a11 exceptional polynomials. Sinee the composition of
exceptional polynomials is exceptional, and conversely -tbe composition factors of an
exceptional polynomial are themselves exeeptional, it suffices to study indeeompos
able exceptional polynomials. To eaeh polynomial fex) over K, there is associated
a group, the geometrie monodromy gro-up of f; it is the Galois group of fex) - t over
K(t), where K denotes an algebraic closure of K. In 1993) Fried) Guralnick and
Saxl (using, among other things, the classification of finite simple groups) derived
severe restrietions on the possibilities for the geometrie monodromy group G of an
indecomposable exeeptional polynomial f. In particular, they showed that, with two
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possible exceptions, G must be an affine group and the degree of f must be apower
of the characteristic of K; every f known prior to their work had these properties.
The two exceptions are the subject·of this talk. The work of Fried, Guralnick and
Saxlieft open the 'possibility that, for an indecomposable exceptional polynomial f,
we could have p = char(K) = 2 or 3, and n = deg I = pl:(pl: - 1)/2, where k ~ 3 is
odd; here G is a group normalizing PSL2 (p1:) in its transitive representation on n
points.

For p = 2, the first such polynomials were diseovered by Müller in 1993; subsequently
Cohen and Matthews' discovered an infinite family of indecomposable exceptional
polynomials over the field of two elements which, for each odd k 2: 3, contains
polynomials having degree 21:-1(2A:: - 1) whose geometrie monodromy groups are
PGL2 (2A::). I will-discuss work done jointly with Hendrik W. Lenstra in the ease p =
3. We have diseovered an infinite family of indecomposable exceptional polynomials
over the field of three elements which, for each odd k ~ 3, contains polynomials of
degree 3A::(31:-1)/2 whose geometrie monodromy groups are PSL2 (31:). Dur methods
also apply when p =-2, and give both a new way of discovering the polynomials of
Müller, Cohen, and Matthews, and a new 'proof of their relevant·' properties.

H.G. Zimmer Uoint with Josef Gebel and Attila Pethö):
On Mordell's Equation

The determination of a11 integral points on Mordell's elliptic curves

Eie : y2 = x 3 + k (k E Z, k -:F 0)

is a classical problem which was solved in many special cases. But no large scale
computations have been carried through in the past. Our aim is to find all integral
points on Eie for k E Z within the range

o< Ikl :5 10000.

This can be done by a method proposed by Lang and Z~gier. In fact the method of
Lang and Zagier can be applied to an arbitrary elliptic. curve E over the rationals
Q provided the rank and a basis of the group E(Q) of rational points of E Qver <Q
is known and an explicit lower bound for linear forms in elliptic logarithms can be
given. The rank and a basis of the group E(Q) can be determined by an algorithm of
Manin which works under the assumption that t~e conjectures of Birch/Swinnerton
Dyer and Shimura/Taniyama are true. This algorithm was implemented by J. Gebel
(see [1]). An explicit lower bound for linear forms in elliptic logarithms was obtained
recently by S. David. On combining these two ingredients, we are able to compute
all integral points on elliptic eurves E over Q ofranks r :5 6 (see [2]). An application
of our algorithm to Mordell's curves EI: yields all integral points on Eie for 0 < Ikl :5
10000. These cuves are of ranks r varying in the interval 0 :5 T :5 4 and they have
up to 32 integral points.
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Moreover, by using. p-adic logarithms instead of elliptic logarithms, all S-integral
points on Ek for 0 < Ikl :5 10000 can also be determined for any finite set S of
primes of Q. This was carried <?ut for S = {2, 3, 5}, and up to 94 S-integral points
on Ek were obtained. .

The results are of interest in view of conject~esof Hall, Stark a~d Lang/Demjanenko
concerning the'nuinber and size of integral point on elliptic cUrves.

[1] J. Gebel and H. G. Zimmer, Computing the Mordell-Weil iroup of an elliptic
curve over Q. In: Elliptic Curves and 'Related Topics, ed. by H. Kisilevsky
and M. Ram Murty. 'CRM Proceedings and Lecture Notes, Amer. Math.
Soc. 1994, 61 - 83.' .

,[2] J. Gebel, A. Pethö and H. G. Zimmer, Computing integral points oIrelliptic
curves. Acta Arith., 68 (2) (1994), 171 - 192. . =--~:~:

Berichterstatter: M. Daberkow
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Freiformkurven und Freiformflächen

4. - 10. 6. 1995

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von R. E. Barnhill (Arizona State University.
Tempe). W. Böhm (TU Braunschweig) und J. Hosehek (TH Darmstadt) statt.
Im Mittelpunkt der Vorträge standen Fragen der Konstruktion und Darstellung
von Kurven und Flächen im Bereich des Computer Aided Geometrie Design.
Dabei wurden unter anderem folgende Schwerpunkte gesetzt:

Anwendung von Methoden aus der algebraischen Geometrie. Konstruktion und
Einsatz spezieller Kurvenklassen, Erzeugung von Kurven und Flächen durch Un
terteilungsalgorithmen. Anwendung von Ergebnissen der Approximationstheorie
zur Beschreibung geometrischer Objekte, Rationale B-Spline-Kurven und -Flä
chen, Einsatz von Variationsm~thoden bei der Approximation mit· B-Spline
Kurven und -Flächen, Globale ModelIierung, Anwendung von Methoden der
Differentialgeometrie im CAGD.

Unter den Teilnehmern befanden sich neben Mathematikern auch zahlreiche
Ingenieure und Informatiker sowie Vertreter der Industrie. Trotz des dicht
gedrängten Vortragsprogramms kam es zu zahlreichen intensiven Diskussionen,
die allen Beteiligten eine Fülle von Anregungen vermittelten. Als fruchtbar er
wies sich dabei auch der Kontakt zwischen den Anwendern aus der Industrie und
den Vertretern der universitären Forschung.
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Vortragsauszüge

R. Andersson
Shape Preserving Surface Conversion
Within CAGD, many different methods for representing curves and surfaces have been
proposed and used. It seems likely that different forms of representations are optimal
for different tasks. On the other hand, there are a few de facta standard representation
methods for communication of geometry, understood by CAD systems from several dif
ferent vendors. In this situation, conversion from the representation suitable for a given
purpose to a standard one is inevitable.

In the talk, we will consider the problem of converting a smooth parametrized surface
of any. possibly unknown, origin into a standard B-spline surface. while keeping its shape e
dose to the original surface. In general, this ;5 hard to attain by just fitting a B-spline
surface to the given one.

In the method proposed, instead of fitting the B-spline surface itself, we find a B
spline surface whose first- and second fundamental forms are dose to those of the given
surfaee. This is accomplished by approximately solving the system of partial differential
equations appearing in the fundamental theorem of surface theory.

R. E. Barnhill
John Gregory's Research: from Computable Error Sounds through Gregory's
Square to Convex Combinations
In this paper I present three of John's intelleetual feats. The topics involved are com
putable error bounds, compatibly corrected bicubic patches and convex combination
patches. These early themes signalIed his special talent and they reeurred throughout
his career. His tater work on geometrie continuity, su~division methods and monotonie
approximations is discussed by Nira Dyn in this VoJume. John's first published work
was on the topie of eomputable error bounds for surface interpolants. Perhaps his best
known research involves the patch scheme known as "Gregory's Square" which solved an
outstanding problem in the use of networks of bicubic patches. The concept of "con
vex combinations" provides, among other things, a variety of pateh schemes including
n-sided patches. The ·Iast two topics are espeeially useful for the design of objeets such
as automobiles and airplanes as weil as geometrie modelling in general. Below I present
eomputable error bounds for a triangle, the first non-rectangular ease. I illustrate this
with the example of linear interpolation of a triangle. I show the conneetion between
finite element error analysis and surface interpolation remainder theory. I then move to
his best known work, Gregory's Square. I present the problem of ineompatible twists and
present John's method for interpolating to them. I allude to the important special case
of polynomial boundary data. Third, I define convex combinations and use the unifying
eoncept of convex combination~ to frame his two classes of smooth veetor-valued trian
gular interpolants and his pentagonal interpolant.
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R. E. Barnhill
A Geography Application of CAGD
The prediction of solar radiation onto the earth is modelled by a set of integral differential
equations in Geography. Triangular interpolants from CAGD permit the visualization of
this radiation so that global c1imatic trends can be predicted.

P. Barry
Geometrically Continuous Tchebycheffian B-spline Curves
Geometricafly continuous Tchebycheffian B-sprine curves generalize both geometrically
continuous piecewise polynomial spline and Tchebycheffian splines. Many of the desir
able geometrie and algorithmic properties of B-spline curves extend to this more general
representation. In this talk, I will define the space of geometrically continuous Tcheby
cheffian spline, mention briefly same af the properties, make a few observations, and list
same open questions.

R. Barteis
Preliminaries to the Design of a Higher-Order Basis for Global Illumination
In this presentation we review the general illumination model used in image synthesis,
known as the rendering equation. Three approximations to the full model, the ambi
ent/diffuse/specular version of classical computer graphics, the radiosity versiotl, and the
radiance version are progressively more complicated computational approaches to using
the model. Recent work on radiosity and radiance computations develop solutions in terms
of scale-and-wavelet expansions of the illumination, often using piecewise constant bases.
Higher-order bases have also been considered, but computational complexityincreases
rapidly with order. In the belief (and with some evidence) that higher-order bases do,
indeed, provide more appealing results, we present a design approach currently in progress
to produce spline scales and wavelets, which are tuned to the particular characteristics of
the radiosity approximation in order to economise on computations. The requirements
present an interesting exercise in wavelet design. Speculations on extensions to radiance
com putations dose the presentation.

M. Bercovier
Energy Methods and Duality in Surface Editing/Constructing
We define a energy type minimization over patches whose planar basis can be an un
structured mesh or even non standard joints (Iike two patches connected to the same
boundary curve of a third one). Continuity conditions whether Cl, C2 or GI, G2 are in
troduced by constraint eq uations. GI and G2 conditions are controlled by linear external
definitions (i.e. the normal to the tangent plane in the GI case). Lagrange multipliers
for the constraints define a complete dual problem. To be precise, from the energy +
constraints one has to solve
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which is reduced to

M!l.- C T A= F }
C!2.=9. (1)

(2)

M is decomposed once only and (2) can be modified to construct surfaces that will be
Cl or CO or C2 etc. by part. A final example is given of the strength of the method by
constructing GI "hole" filling patches for an odd number of boundary curves.

P. Bonitz .
Global Modelling with ICEM SURF
The capability has been developed of modelling complete surfaces, such as a complete
car body or large parts, such as doors.

In the past, direct modelling operations were limited to single surface elements, typi
cally Bezier or B-spline patches. The alteration of an arbitrarily structured collection of
parametric patches was a time consuming procedure.

The new global modelling facility allows the CAD-user to pick a surface point or a row
of control points of a governing control patch, and modify it. This can influence many
patches automatically, so that the new shape of the complete body or part can be redrawn.

W.Dahmen
Multiresolution on Surfaces
This talk is concerned with applications involving the analysis or the numerical treatment
of functions defined on a surface r which typically describes the boundary of some (3D)
geometrie object. Examples are the computation of electrostatic fields from charge dis
tributions on r, scattering from obstacles or the computation of light intensities based on
radiosity coneepts. In these cases one has to salve a (singular) integral equation on the
surface r. The solution requires a representation of r which suits also the construction
of appropriate trial spaces on r. The main difficulty in this context is the tremendous
computational complexity caused by the densely populated matrices which typically arise
from such discretizations. The key to overcoming these problems is to adapt multiresolu
tion concepts to the geometry representations. We formulate the essential requirements
arising in this context and indicate ways of constructing trial spaces and corresponding
wavelet bases which meet these requirements.
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W. Degen
Heigh Accuracy Approximation of Curves

We start the talk with a survey on various approaehes to the subjeet reeently given by

several authors. Introducing the notion of a "geometrie contaet element" (at a eertain

point P in IRd and with a certain order k), a general theory of Ugeometrie Hermite inter

polation" will be outlined. Thereby, an arbitrary finite set of geometrie contact elements

at different points and of various orders are preseribed and a (polynomial or rational)

approximant with degree n is wanted so that it realizes these contact elements. This new

theory comprises many special cases. reeent as weil as c1assieal ones. A general estimate

of the approximation order will be derived. More details will be given for the two-point

Hermite interpolation problem for d = 2 and n = 4.

T. DeRose
Parametrizing Arbitrary Meshes

An algorithm for solving the following problem was presented:

Given: A mesh - that iSt a triangulated polyhedron in IR? - with a large number of

faces.
Find: A simplieial complex !( with a small number of faces and a homeomorphism

S: [{ ~ M.

The algorithm is useful in a number of applications. including: finite element analysis,

multiresolution approximations of geometry, texture mapping. and B-spline surfaee fit

ting. (Joint work with Matthias Eck, Tom Duchamp. Hugues Hoppe, Michael Wunsboy

and Werner Stuetzle.)

N. Dyn
John Gregory's Research on Rational Splinelnterpolation, Subdivision Algo-

rithms and C2 Polygonal Patches. .

Three of the main research topics in the later part of John Gregory's eareer are reviewed:

(i) Shape preserving interpolation by rationalsplines; quadraties for monotonie data and

eubics for monotonie and convex data. (ii) Construction of interpolatory subdivision

schemes with shape control) and their analysis in terms of a general theory for univariate

and bivariate schemes. (iii) Construetive methods for C2 polygonal patehes in a eomplex

of C2 bi-polynomial patchest based on a general theory for Ck-contaet between two

polygonal patches, and its generalization to C k patches.
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N. Dyn* and D. Levin
Analysis of Hermite-type Subdivision Schemes
The theory of binary subdivision schemes is extended to the case of Hermite-type inter
polatory subdivision sehemes, which is a special important case of matrix subdivision. In
particular the known necessary and sufficient conditions for the eonvergence of interpola
tory subdivision schemes to Cl limit functions are extended to Hermite-type subdivision
schemes which interpolate function values and derivatives. A specific family of such
schemes is presented as an example.

M. Eck
Applications of Parametrized Meshes
We discuss two applications of a parametrization (J" : 1(° -+ M of a mesh M of arbitrary
topology over a simpler base mesh KO whieh is homeomorphic to M.

At first, the multiresolution analysis as described in Lounsbery, DeRose, Warren (1994)
can be applied to determine approximations of a of various resolutions. For example,
the lowest resolution would be least-squares approximation to M whieh has the same
connectivityas [{o.

The second application is surface reeonstruction using NURBS. Here a given point
c10ud X is automatically approximated by a collection of NURBS patches. The men
tioned parametrization 0' is used here to get appropriate parameter values to all data
points 4X'i E ){.

G. Farin
Projective Splines for Interpolation and Design
Projective splines are a geometrie approach to spline schemes known as rational gamma
splines or rational beta-splines. Those splines need the notion of a knot sequence and
of weights: they are replaced by more intuitive handles in the case of projective splines.
Projective splines are G2 in projective space, but one can devise a knot sequence (not
needed in their original definition) such that they become C 2

. When projected into affine
space, they become C 2 piecewise rational eubics over a sequence of simple knots.

We present a method that computes the projective spline shape handles automatically,
in order to arrive at "niee" curvatu re plots. The method produces circles when the input
is a regular (closed) n-gon as the control polygon.

We then observe that cubic spline interpolation may be computed by iteratively solving
the linear, tridiagonal , system. A geometrie interpretation of this is that the solution my
be obtained by a sequence of affine maps: for the i-th equation, we move control point
no. i to a position such that interpolation occurs for data point no. i. This may be viewed
as an affine map, taking control points no. i-I and i + 1 to themselves, and the current
junction point no. i to the desired data point. Next, we say that a sequenee of projective
maps gives the solution to the projective spline interpolation problem. Projective maps
are determined by four image and preimage points. Thus we ean now move control point
no. i anywhere, and still force interpolation to data point no. i. In particular, we explore
the possibility of leaving the control points fixed and still forcing interpolation.
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We explore several ways to take advantage of the new degrees of freedom in this
scherne, keeping in mind that they have to be automatie, and not user-specified. We can
present a scheme that reproduces circles exactly and yet produces a tight fit to rapidly
varying data.

G. Albrecht and R. T. Farouki*
Construction of C 2 Pythagorean-Hodograph Interpolating Splinesby the Ho
motopy Method
The complex formulation of polynomial Pythagorean-hodograph (PH) curves allows the
problem of constructing a C 2 piecewise-PH-quintic uspline

u
that interpolates a given se

quence of points Po, PI' ... , PN and end-derivatives do and d N to be reduced to solving
a utridiagonal" system of N quadratic equations in N complex unknowns. The system
can also be easily modified to incorporate PH-spline end conditions that bypass-the need
to specify end-derivatives. Homotopy methods have been employed to compute all so
lutions of this system, and hence to construct a total of 2N +1 distinct interpolants for
each of several different data sets. We observe empirically that all but one of these in
terpolants exhibits undesirable ulooping" behavior (which may be quantified in terms of
the elastic bending energy, i.e., the integral of the square of the curvature with respect
to are length). The remaining ugood" interpolant, however, is invariably a fairer curve 
having a smaller energy and a more even curvature distribution over its extent - than the
corresponding uordinary" C 2 cubic spline. Moreover, the PH spline has the advantage
that its offsets are rational curves and its are length is a polynomial function of the curve
parameter.

T. Sederberg and R. Goldman *
A New Approach to Implicitizing Rational Curves and Surfaces
Resultants are the standard tool for implicitizing rational curves and surfaces. But re
sultants vanish in the presence of base points. We investigate a new teehnique for
implieitizing rational eurves and surfaces based on the method of moving algebraie curves
and surfaces. Empirical results show that this method is robust, even in the presence of
base points. We explain the new method, examine cases where it succeeds, and show
how to reeover when it fails. Since our results are still preliminary, we dose with a list of
open questions for future research.
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T. Goodman
Total Positivity and Total Variation
Suppose that a curve is represented in terms of a totally positive basis. Then the total
angle turned through by the tangent to the curve (the integral of the magnitude of its
curvature) is bounded by the total angle turned through by the control polygon. The
twist of a curve is the total angle turned through by its binormal (the integral of the
magnitude of the torsion). In contrast to the above result, the twist of a curve bounds
the corresponding twist of its control polygon, provided that the torsion of the polygon
keeps the same sign. Abound for the twist of a curve can be given for cubic splines and
this reduces, for a planar curve, to abound on the number of inflections.

G. Greiner
Interpolating Seattered Data using a Variational Approach
A method for interpolating scattered data is presented. It is based on a variational
approach, i.e., the resulting function (surface) is the solution to a constrained optimization

problem:
J( F) = min & F satisfies the interpolation conditions

Hereby J is a quadratic, data-dependent fairness functional of second order. f' varies in
the dass of all tensor product B-spline functions (surfaces) over an equidistant, rectangu
lar grid in the plane. The advantages of this method, compared to the existing methods,
lies in the fact, that the function (surface) is a tensor product B-spline, thus can be easily
integrated in a CAD system. Moreover, this method can be extended to the parametric

case.

H. Hagen
Stability Coneept for Surfaees
In CAD /CAM technologies the design of free form surfaces is the beginning of a chain of
operations that ends with the numerically controlled (NC-) production of the designed
object. An important part of this chain is shape control. A new aspect of shape control

is the stability of a surface.
In this talk stability conditions based on the concept of infinitesimal bendings are

presented.

K. Höllig* and J. Koch •
Geometrie Hermite Interpolation with Maximal Order and Smoothness
We conjecture that splines of degree ~ n can interpolate points on a smooth curve in

IRm with order of contact
k - 1 = n - 1 + l(n - l)/(m - l)J

at every n-th knot. Moreover, this geometrie Hermite interpolant has the optimal ap
proximation order k + 1. We give a proof of this conjecture for planar quadratic spline
curves and describe a simple construction of curvature continuous quadratic splines from

control polygons.
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ehr. M. Hoffmann
Geometrie Constraint Solving, the 3D Case
We investigate how to solve geometrie constraint systems between points, lines and
planes in 3-space. The general approach is a graph-construetive one: A eonstraint
graph abstracts the eonstraints and the geometrie objects. A clustering phase aggregates
geometrie structures that ean be solved sequentially, and a merging phase eombines clus
ters that intereonneet in partieular patterns. Specifie problems include how to combat
eombinatorial explosion, and how to devise uniform eomputations for diffieult geometrie
eonstructions.

B. Jüttler
least-Square Approximation by Parametrie Curves using Parameter Variation
Least-square approximation by B-Spline curves and surfaces is of fundamental iniportance
in Computer Aided Geometrie Design, e.g., for the construction of curves or surfaces from
measured data or for the approximate conversion between different curve or surface de
scriptions~ Using the dual basis of the Bernstein polynomials, we are able to construct
an explicit representation of the approximation of (vector-valued) functions by (vector
valued) polynomials in Bernstein-Bezier form. But the approximant of a curve or surface
depends on its special parametric representation. With help of the explieit representation
of the least-square approximant we introduce the idea of parameter variation: 1 he opti
mal parameterization of the given curve is found by minimizing an appropriate funetional.
Several functionals and their influence to the result of the approximation scheme are
diseussed. The whole seheme ean be said to be a geometrie formulation of least-square
approximation.

P. D. Kaklis*, A. I. Ginnis and I. R. Sarantidis
Cubic Spline Interpolation under Unit-Tangent-and-Curvature Boundary Con
ditions
This work addresses the problem of construeting a C2 cubic spline, which interpolates a
given planar set of points, with given parametrization, and possesses fixed unit-tangent
and curvature at the two boundary points. It is shown that this problem can be equiv
alently formulated as a quartie equation, with respect to the Euclidean norm of either
of the two boundary tangent veetors, plus an inequality constraint. Necessary conditions
are derived and numerieal results are also presented.
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P. D. Kaklis* and K. G. Pigounakis
Fairing Three-Dimensional C2 Cubic B-splines
In this work we present an extension of the Sapidis-Farin technique for fairing three
dimensional C2 cubic B-splines. The technique is local and essentially employs the fol
lowing strategy: move the "offending" control point onto its projection on the line (or
plane) along which the derivative of the curvature (or the torsion) of the curve at the
"offending" knot becomes continuous. An algorithm is proposed and its behaviour is

illustrated for three data sets.

L. Kobbelt
A Variational Approach to Interpolatory Refinement
Interpolatory refinement is a simple and intuitive method for the iterative generation
of smooth curves and surfaces. The motivation for doing a variational approach is the
observation that in most of the literatu re only sufficient or necessary conditions for the
convergence of a given scheme are proven, but one can hardly find any general methods
for the construction of interpolatory schemes which satisfy these conditions. Further:
the analytical proofs for the convergence do not illustrate what really happens when
refinement is done. The variational approach gives a simple answer to why interpolatory
refinement can produce smooth curves: because the refinement can be considered as

strain energy minimization.
In this talk, I present how the concept of energy minimization can be exploited to

derive refinement schemes for curves and surfaces which produce very well-shaped ob
jects. I explain how the convergence analysis of such schemes can be clone and give some
examples for schemes which produce interpolating curves with high order of continuity.

D.-Y. Liu* and J.-Y. Wang
Modeling of Rubber Curves and its Applications
In this paper, a method of creating a curved polygon based on the cubic NURBS is
presented. To create or modify a curve does not need to manipulate the control points
one by one, a group of control points will be generated or modified simultaneously instead.

These curve displayed on the screen are rubber-like.
The method described in this paper has been applied in apparel pattern making sys

tem developed by GINTIC of Nanyang Technology University, Singapore. Also it can be
extended to 3D surface case and applied to computer animation.
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T. Lyche
Multiresolution Analysis Based on Quadratic Hermite Interpolation - Part 1:
Piecewise Polynomial Curves
We discuss a multiresolution analysis based on Cl quadratic Hermite interpolation and
the I/X> norm. The use of the Loo norm is natural in many CAGD applications and it leads
to schemes which are faster and simpler to implement than the wavelet schemes based
on the L2 norm. We have chosen to discuss quadratic Hermite interpolation because (i)
it is a Cl scheme with nice shape preserving properties, (ii) we have a certain sup norm
stability in the wavelet spaces, (iii) there are local support bases for these spaces, (iv) the
decomposition coefficients can be determined explicitly in real time, (v) it generalizes to
splines over triangulations. In the talk we give several examples of decomposition of para
metric curves. This isjoint work with M. D~hlen, G. Holm, K. M~rken, and H.-P. Seidel.

A. McEntee and H. McLaughlin*
The Shape of Noisy Data _. ,"
An algorithm is presented which accepts two sets of noisy curve data and compajes their
shapes. The output of the algorithm is one of the following three statements: (1) the
two data sets have the same shape, or (2) the two data sets da not have the same shape,
or (3) it is not possible to determine the shape of at least one of the data sets. The input
of the algorithm consists of two unordered sets of planar points: each point is given by
a pair of x-y coordinates. The notion of shape is a qualitative one: it is defined by a
resident catalogue.

A. Le Mehaute
Knot Removal for Scattered Data
We present a review of same strategies recently developed for reducing the number of
knots for the representation of a piecewise polynomial approximation of a function defined
on seattered data, without perturbing the approximation more than a given tolerance.
The method removes some (or all) of the interiorknots. The number and location of
these knots are determined automatieally. Applications are in approximation of data, data
storage and image reconstruction.

H. Nowacki
Toward a Synthesis of Fair Free-Form Curves and Surfaces
A synthesis process is described in which a fair free-form surface is built up by consecu
tively fairing curves, eurve meshes, and surfaces. At each stage of this process, an explicit
fairness measure is used as an objeetive function and appropriate constraints are applied.
The shape elements have more free shape parameters than constraints so that the shape
is free to respond to the fairing objectives. At the final stage, surfaces of regular or irreg
ular mesh topology are faired based on a flexible choice of the fairness measure, including
isotropie and direction dependent fairing criteria. The quality of the resulting surface and
of its shape elements can be quantified in terms of their fairness measures.
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J. Peters
Decompositions of the Identity and the Construction of Smooth Surfaces
Geometrie modelers typieally define surfaces as images of closed polygonal regions under
polynomial or rational maps, called patches. The images, also called patches, do not
overlap but join along curves in IR? Differential topologists define surfaces as domains
of invertible maps, also called patches, from IR? to open sets in IR? The patches cover
the surface by overlapping in open subsets. This paper develops a surface model that
reeonciles the apparent discrepancy between the constructive and the analytic approach
by defining and characterizing maps that link the domains and ranges of the various types
of patches. Of particular interest are families of maps whose composition matches the
Taylor expansion of the identity map. Such families are named decompositions of the
identity and its members roots of the identity.

H. Pottmann
Applications of the Cyclographic Map and Laguerre Geometry in CAGD
We briefly review Euclidean laguerre geometry and its different models, namely the stan
dard Euclidean model, cyclographic model, Blaschke cylinder and isotropie model. Based
on that, applications in CAGD are studied: the geometry of the medial axis transform,
geometrical optics and, in particular, rational PH curves and surfaces. These curves and
su rfaces. which are characterized by the rationality of all their offsets, can be elegantly
handled within Laguerre geometry. In the isotropie model. they appear as arbitrary ratio
nal curves or surfaces, but also the other models are appropriate to study their properties
and derive algorithms for modelling with them. Furthermore. we address rational canal
surfaces and the invariance of PH curves and surfaces under lie transformations.

M. J. Pratt
Quartic Supercyclides
Various c1asses of algebraic surfaces have been examined as to their suitability for CAGD
purposes. This paper contributes further to the study of a dass of quartic surfaces re
cently investigated by Degen, having strong potential for use in blending, and possibly
also in free-form surfaee design. These surfaces are here put in the context of a classifi- _
cation of quartic surfaees originally given more than one hundred years ago. An algebraie ..
representation is provided for them. and a simple geometrie interpretation given for their
rational biquadratic parametrie formulation. Their theory is established from an analytie
geometry viewpoint whieh is more straightforward than Degen's original approach and
gives further useful geometrie insight into their properties. A major subclass of Degen's
su rfaces consists of projective transforms of the Dupin cyclides; for this reason (and oth-
ers, explained in the text) the name supercyclides is proposed for them.

12



H. Prautzsch
Gk Surfaces of Minimal Degree
One can build Gk surfaces of arbitrary topology with tensor product patches. While it
is possibfe to join most patches with simple Ck joints the surface has in general n sided
patch configurations with general Ck joints (Gk joints).

In the talk it was shown that these n-sided patch complexes can be built so as to lie
on an arbitrarily chosen polynomial. If this polynomial is of degree r, then the patches
Iying on it are parametrized as tensor product patches of degree r k + r.

Secondly Catmull/Clark type subdivision schemes of arbitrary higher degree were con
sidered where the scheme around an extraordinary point is described by a matrix. The
differentiability of the limiting surface was related to the spectral properties of the ma
trix. These smoothness conditions are bot~ sufficient and necessary and also apply to
hypersurfaces of any degree. Further these conditions also show how one can control C k

schemes producing surfaces with polynomial patches of in general minimal degree.

u. Reif
TURBS ~ Topologically Unrestricted Rational B-Splines
A new method for constructing free form surfaces of arbitrary topological genus is pre
sented . It fits in the standard tensor product NU RBS framework by providi ng the following
features:
- Representation by real-valued B-splines
- Shape control by spatial control points and rational representation
- Subdivision formulas
- Arbitrary order of smoothness
The bi-degree for generating Ck-surfaces is 2k + 2. On one hand, this is a substantial
improvement of all existing methods which require polynomials of order O(k2

). On the
ether hand, this result is optimal in the sense that no further degree reduction is possible
if subdivision formulas are assumed to exist.

M. Sabin
Discrete Geometry
In CAGD we typically use floating point numbers to hold 'reals', and ignore the effects
of inaccuracies of arithmetic. The solid modelling community do worry about errors and

jump through hoops with tolerances.
In fact, floating point numb~rs form a discrete set, and any code which uses them in

fact implements approximations to the algorithms.
This presentation explores the possibility of being explicit about this discreteness and

knowing exactly what we are doing.
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Because of the novelty and difficulty involved, it addresses only the 20 geometry of
points, lines and conics.
• Some Abstract Ideas
• Luby' line theory
• Towards a theory of conics

L. H. T. (hang and H. B. Said*
A C 2 Triangular Patch for Scattered Data Interpolation
Given a set of data points \Ii = (Xi, Yi, Zi), i = 1, ... , n, and their positional and up to
second derivative values, we wish toconstruct a C2 surface that interpolates these values.
Firstly these data points are triangulated, and then a triangular patch is defined over each
triangle. We propose a triangular patch which consists of a convex combination of three
uloeal" triangular patehes. Each of these IIl0cal" patehes satisfies C2 continuity over a
boundary of the triangle.

R. Sarraga
Optimization Methods for Shaping Trimmed B-spline Surfaces
This talk diseusses results obtained by applying shape-optimization functionals on sev
eral geometrie configurations. The functionals are of the family introdueed by Günther
Greiner, and the surface is eomposed of Cl quintics.

L. L. Sehumaker
Splines on the Sphere
We deseribe a natural set of barycentric coordinates associated with spherical triangles
and use them to construct spherical Bernstein-Bezier polynomials which have almost _
all of the properties of the classical BB-polynomials on planar triangles, including a de- _
Casteljau algorithm, subdivision, smooth joins, etc. This leads to a new dass of spline
funetions defined on the sphere (and on sphere-like objects). After briefly describing the-
oretical properties of these spaces, we discuss a variety of new methods for interpolating
and fitting scattered data on the sphere. These include macro element methods (Powell-
Sabin, (Iough Tocher, etc.), minimal energy methods, least squares, and penalized least
squares. The talk i5 based on joint work with Peter Alfeld and Mike Neamtu.
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H.-P. Seidel
Multiresolution Analysis Based on Quadratic Hermite Interpolation - Part 2:
Piecewise Polynomial Surfaces over Triangles
This talk continues the talk given by T. Lyche and covers piecewise polynomial surfaces
over triangles. We first construct a nested sequence of spaces using Powell-Sabin splits.
We then construct a locally supported wavelet basis and prove stability in the Loo-norm.
Similar to the curve case, the resulting scheme has the following attractive features: (i)
Cl-scheme with nice shape preserving properties, (ii) stability of the wavelet basis, (iii)
there are local support bases for these spaces, (iv) the decomposition coefficients can be
determined explicitly in real time.

H.-P. Seidel
Convergence of B-Spline Subdivision and Degree Elevation
We outline a short proof for the convergence of both· subdivision (quadratic conver
gence) and degree elevation (linear convergence) for B~splines, ~ased on the de~.~oor-Fix

dual functionals andJor polar forms. The approach naturally extends to surf~ic~s. For
subdivision of B-spline curves this approach goes back to the classical work by C. de Boor.

J. Warren
An Efficient Aigorithm for Evaluating Polynomials in the P61ya Basis
A new O(n) algorithm is given for evaluating univariate polynomials of degree n in the
P61ya basis. Since the lagrange, Bernstein, and monomial bases are all special instances
of the P61ya basis, this technique leads to efficient evaluation .algorithms for these special
bases. For the monomial basis, this algorithm is shown to be equi\lalent to Horne(s rule.

F.-E. Wolter
Geodesie Offsets t Computations an.d Applications
Geodesic offset curves are obtained as end points of a family of geodesic segments which
emanate orthogonally from a given progenitor curve. (All geodesic segments of this fam
ily have equal length.) The talk describes how methods from Riemannian geometry can
be used to compute the curvature of geodesic offset curves and how to estimate the
distance of offset singularities to the progenitor curve. Further methods are explained to
compute generalized medial curves on a surface. A medial curve on a surface contains
surface points that are (in geodesic distance) equidistantial with respect to two given
surface curves. Finally we sketch an idea for a potential contribution of geodesie offsets
(and of the offsets tangent vector field) to model adeformation procedure in a die-Iess
metal forming process. This forming process is supposed to generate a curved metal shell
(with a user defined Gauss curvature) from a flat metal plate with a plastic deformation
behaviour.
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A. Worsey
Reparameterizing Rational Curves for Applications
Rational Bezier curves are typically parameterized so that the first and last weights are
unity. We consider the problem of reparameterizing these curve so as to optimize certain
properties which are useful in applications. Specifically, our results lead to an improved
method for polynomial approximation using hybrid curves, and more importantly, gener
ate parameter values for "optimal" subdivision, as weil as bounding box estimates that
are often sharper than the standard convex hull of the curve's control points.

Y. Yamaguchi
Bezier Normal Vector Surface and its Application
A Gauss map, which is a representation of normal vectors of a surface, and a visibility
map, which is a representation of locally visible directions of a surface, have wide vari
eties of applications such as offset surface generation, surface-surface intersection, tool
orientation for Ne machining, workpiece setup, and so on. However, it is usually very
expensive to calculate a Gauss map and a visibility map. Therefore, the previous works
approximate their bound either by bounding cones, by rectangular pyramids, or by hexag
onal pyramids. We will propose a Bezier normal vector surface, which is a Bezier form
representation of non-unit normal vectors.of a surface. It gives a much tighter bound
of the surface nermals. Normal vecters of both a tensor product Bezier surface and a
triangular Bezier surface can be represented as a tensor product Bezier surface and a
triangular Bezier su rface respectively.

We will also discuss how a Bezier normal vector surface can be used for surface
surface intersection. A relatively robust algorithm to calculate intersections is a marching
method. However, it is difficult to find all initial points of intersection branches and to
trace a curve near singular points. Critical points which have parallel normals on both
surfaces are key points to solve those problems. We will explain a new algorithm to find
an critical points efficiently by using Bezier normal vecter surfaces.

J. J. Zheng
Generating Surfaces aver Non-four-sided Areas
This talk will present mathematical expressions with control points for 3-, 5- and 6-sided
surface patches whose boundary curves may be Bezier curves of arbitrary degrees. These
patches can meet surrounding rectangular surface patches of arbitrary degrees with Cl
contin uity.

Berichterstatter: B. Jüttler
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBER

Tagungsbericht 23/1995

Differentialgeometrie im Großen

11.06. bis 17.06.1995

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von W. Ballmann (Bann), J.P. Bourguignon (Palaiseau)
und W. Ziller (Philadelphia) statt.

Wie üblich waren zu der Tagung so viele Geometer von fern und nah -angereist, daß es
nicht schwer viel, ein hochkarätiges Programm zusammenzustellen - zu bedauern wäre
lediglich, daß wir nicht noch eine weitere Woche bleiben durften.

So wurden etwa auf dem Gebiet der positiven Krümmung zahlreiche spektakuläre neue
Resultate dargestellt, die sowohl mit analytischen Methoden aus dem Bereich der partiellen
DifferentiagleichungcD als auch mit verfeinerten Vergleichskonstruktionen erzielt worden
waren. Darüber hinaus wurden seit langer Zeit auch einmal wieder neue Beispiele positiv
gekrümmter Mannigfaltigkeiten konstruiert.

Viele Vortäge beschäftigten sich mit dem Zusammenspiel spezieller geometrischer Eigen
schaften wie homogenen KählermaIUligfaltigkeiten, 3-Sasake Mannigfaltigkeiten oder Kon
taktstrukturen, wobei bemerkenswerte Klassifikationsresultate erzielt wurden.

Das interessante Tagungsprogramm wurde dadurch aufgelockert., daß jeweils der erste
Nachmittagsvortrag als Überblicksvortrag angeset~t war.

Vortra.qsauszü.qe

M. KAPOVICH

Flats in 3-manifolds

We prove that if a compact aspherical Riemannian manifold M 3 contains a 2-Bat in. the
universal cover M3 then 1rl(M) contains 1l $ 7l. This> generalizes the Buyalo-Schroeder
theorem to the case of indefinite sectional curvature.
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D.V. ALEKSEEVSKY &. V. CORTES

Isometry groups of homogeneous quaternionie Kähler manifolds

A general method for ealeulation of the full isometry group of a Rielnanllian solvenlanifold
is presented.

Using it the fuH isometry group of the non-symmetrie quaternionie Kähler solveillallifolds
M is determined: r-,w- and (-spaces.

As an applieation, it is proved that the isometry group aets transitivelyon the twistor
space and on the SO(3)-prineipal ("3-Sasakian") bUDdle of M .and that the manifold M
does not admit quotients of finite volume.

Finally, a new, simple deseription of the Alekseevsky spaees

r(p), w(p, q), '1(1, k) (k ~ 0(4», ,(p, q; k) (k ~ 0(4»)

in terms of a certain spinorial module S of the group Spin(3, 3 + k) is given.

C.CROKE

A survey· of manifolds without conjugate points

We survey the current status of the subject with special attention to the recent proof hy
'Burago and Ivanov of the E. Hüpf eonjecture: "Every metrie on an n-torus without eOll

jugate points is Bat". We also discuss results and open qUestiüIlS eoncerning the topology
of such manifolds as weH as results and open questioIlS of rigidity type.

Open Questions: Topology of compact NCP

(1) Do all compaet NCP manifolds admit ametrie with K ~ O?

(2) (Tits alternative) Does every subgroup of 1f1 (M) contain either a free group of two
generators or is virtually abelian?

(3) (Qu~dratic isoperi~etric inequality) Does there exist C(M) such that for a11 clos~
in Al, i spans a surface of area ~ C(M)L2(-t)? •

(4) Do there exist infinitely many geometrically distinet closed geodesics (1ft (M) =1= 7l) ?

Open Questions: Rigidity

(1) (Maiie conjecture) If M is a compact NCP manifold and htop = 0, ID':lSt M he Hat?

(2) For M a non-compact NCP manifold of higher rank, does it admit any nontrivial
compactly supported NCP perturbation?

(3) For M a compaet NCP of higher rank, mllSt aoy NCP metric also have higher rank?
(special case: roust the universal cover of E2 x Si with NCP metric split off an IRI ?)
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(4) Are compact NCP manifolds CO conjugacy rigid?

(5) Are there any analogue of the splitting theorem?

(6) (Parallel post.ulate) H M 2 is l-connected, NCP such that for all geodesie fand every
p f/; "Y there is a unique geodesic T sucht that pET and T n "Y = 0 then must M2 = E 2?

T. COLDING

Aspects of Ricci curvature

We survey various geometrie and topological results of manifolds with a given lower Ri<.~ci

curvature bound. In partieular we discuss a new estimate of the distance function for·
such manifolds and discuss applications of this to volume eonvergence, Gromov's eonjec
ture generalizing Bochner's theorem to rnanifolds of almost nonnegative Rieci eurvature,
splitting theorem for singular spaces and volwne cone imply metrie cone.

K. GALICKI

We survey geometrie and topological results on Riemannian manifold~ admitting a 3
Sasakian structure. These spaces were introduced by Kuo and Udriste in 1970 and, in
particular, are Einstein manifolds of positive scalar eurvature. We describe same oirl results
eoncerning this type of geometry obtained in the 70's as weIl as some recent developements.
These include a simple quotient construetion of a large elass of families of compact, simply
connected 3-Sasakian manifolds out of 3-Sasakian spheres s4n+3 (1). This new eonstruction
yields examples that are not regular and the Riemannian metric is inhomogeneous. We
conelude wit.h a discussion of several open problems concerning: moduli of 3-Sasakian
structures on a given smooth manifold, rigidity, Betti .numbers, and classification of 3
Sasakian spaces in dimension 7.

B.LEEB

e Rigidity of nonpositivly curved spaces

We report on joint work with M. Kapovieh and B. Kleiner about quasiisometry invariants
of nonpositively curved spaces. Quasi-isometries play an important role in geometrie gTOUp

theory and rigidity problems. Concerning symmetrie spaees of noncompact type, we show
that irredueible higher-rank spaees are quasi-isometrieally 'rigid (each quasi-isometry is
within bounded distanee of an isometry) and that the produet strueture of reducible spaces
is preserved. This extends Mostow's rigidity theorem and confirms a conjecture ofMargulis.
A finitely generated group quasi-isometrie to asymmetrie space of noneompact type is a
finite extension of a uniform lattice. We mention some results about universal covers
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of smooth nonpositively curved Riemannian manifolds: the geometrie rank and the de
Rham product decompositions are preserved. For universal covers of non-geometrie Haken
3-manifolds, the Hft of the eanonical (Jaw-Shalen-Johannson) decompositioll is prcserved.

J. BLOCK

Positive Scalar curvature on manifolds of non-positive sectional curvature

We show that a locally symmetrie spaee of non-positive eurvature and finite vohune X
has ametrie of positive scalar curvature K 2::: c > 0 if and only if (when r = 1rl (x) is
arithmetric) the Q-rank X is 2:: 3. If the Q-rank is 2:: 3 these metrics can also be mael
of finite volume. The obstructions in Q-rank 1 and 2 are proved by and index theorenl
involving 11'"1 (X) and 1r1 (X) which is the fundamental group of the end.

H.PEDERSEN

Survey of Einstein-Weyl geometry

We shall eonsider a eonformally invariant version of the Ein...ertein equations. A nlallifold
with conformal structure and eo~patible symmetrie conneetion is calIed a Weyl lllanifold.
If, furthermore, the trace-free symmetrie part of the Rieei eurvature vanishes, the geonletry
is ealled Einstein-Weyl.

Einstein metries are special examples of Einstein-Weyl solutions. We shall present more
examples on eompact spaces as weH as obstructions to solutions. In dimension four we give
a classification in presence of syrometry. These symmetrie examples give some insight into
the nl0duli spaee near Einstein metrics as well as new minimal submanifolds in eonlpaet
Riemannian manifolds with positive Ricei curvature. Also, we shall see that Einstein
Weyl geomety in the Gauducthon gauge gives a solution to a problem in Besse concerning
examples satisfying Vxr(x,x) = 0, Vr =I- 0 and being of high cohomogeneity.

J. LOHKAMP

On the geometry of multiple connected sums

Using a construetion generalizing the conneeted surn of manifolds (we entitled "multiple
connected sums") we obtain new metries which have a lot of unexpected properties.

Beside others, this is the proof of existence of metrics with preseribed eigenvalues and
volume and of metries with ergodie geodesie flows on arbitrary manifolds of dimension
~ 3. The effect of these constructions might be understood as a kind of "producing"
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volurne and ergodieity, respectively. This also allows to sharpen results to the end that we
find den~ sets of such metrics and other flexibility results.

C.BÄR

Existence of metries with harmonie spinors

Classical Hodge-deRham theory teIls us that on a elosed manifold the dinlension of the
kernel of the Laplace operator aeting on k-forms is a topological invariant, the k th Betti
numher. On a Rieulannian spin manifold there is anothe.r natural operator, the Dirae
operator. The question arises whether h = dim ker(Dirac) is also topologically invariant.
But this is not true, in fact, in many dimelL'3ion existence of harmonie spinors is not
topologically abstructed.

Thm. On every closed spin manifold of dimension n == 3 (mod 4) there exists a Rieman
nian metric s.t. h > O.

The proof uses a eomparison theorem for eigenvalues on eonnected sums and an explicit
comput.ation of Dirac-eigenvalues on Berger spheres.

c. MARGERIN

A smooth sphere theorem, sharp

We give a sharp (Ioeal) geometrie charaeterization of the (standard quotient~of the) stan
dard smooth sphcres in a11 dimesnions evend and odd, hut a finite number (n ~ 64). The
curvaturc invariant we consider is weak-pinching, a properly scaled norm of the trace free
part of the curvature: we prove that w.r. t. this invariant there is no other diffeomorphism
type than the standard snIr before we meet geometries oftype SI x sn-I. W~ also discuss
the rigidity statement that these are the only ones on the boundary. We sketch a few of
the ideas in the proof, which involves deforming such metries along the integral curves of
the Ricei curvature field (on t.he space of metries) towards ametrie of constant sectional
curvature. We finally suggest possihle generalizations toward a more systematic higher
dimensional "geonletrization".

I. TAIMANOV

New examples of positively curved 13-dimensional manifolds

We talk about infinite series of elosed RiemaIlllian positively curved manifolds with di
mension equal to -13. These examples were constructed by our student Va. V. Bazaikil1
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(1994, Novosibirsk Dniversity) by using the Eschenburg method. They cau be cOllsidered
as deformatioIlS of the Berger normally homogeneous lllanifold SU(5)/Sp(2) x SI in thc
salne sense as Eschenburg's 7-dimensional examples are deformations of the Aloff-Wallach
spaces. Some perspectives of further investigatioIlS are also discussed.

u. ABREseH

Injectivity Radius Estimates and Sphere Theorems
(joint work with W.T. Meyer)

For odd-dimensional manifolds the pinching constant that is required to prove injectivie,
radius estimates and sphere theorems can be improved as follows:

Theorem A: Let bin; := 4(X+~inj)2 where cin; := 10-6
, and let (Mn, g) be a compact Rie

mannian manifold with bin; < K Tn ~ 1 and 1rl(Mn) = O. Then inj(Mn) = conj(A1n) 2:: 1L

The Berger metries on the odd dimensional spheres provide examples where the equality
inj (Mn) = canj(Mn) falls provided that one allows for pinching constants < 0.117223.

Combining Theorem A with the limiting arguments that are used in the proof of Berger's .
pinching below - ~ theorem, oue obtains

Theorem B: for any n == 1(2) there exists some bn E (o,~) such that any cOßlpact. Rie
mannian manifold Mn with bn < KM ~ 1 and 1rl(Mn) = 0 is hOlne<nuorphie to sn. In
contrast to Theorem A we find that Theorem B relles on pinching COll..'\tants that depend
on the dimension and are not effectively computable because of the way the proof relies
on Gromov's compactness theorem. The question whether there is a different approach
by Olore direct methods of comparison geometry can be answered positively, and thus we
obtain a result with an explicite pinching constant:

Theorem C: Let bodd := 4(1+~Odd) where Codd = 10-6
, and let Mn be a compact odd

dinlensional manifold with bodd < KM ~ 1 and 1rl(Mn) = O. Then Mn is hOlueoIIlorphic
to sn.
The analogous techniques, when applied to even dimensional manifolds, however, do not
show that Mn must be diffeomorphic to a projective space unless it is homeomorphic to
sn, as one would expect in view of Berger's pinching below - ~-theorem. So far, we ca.
only recover the cohomology ring.for coefficients in Z2 or in Q. The proof of Theorclll •
relles on the following result:

Horse Shoe Theorem: Suppose that Mn is an compact Riemannian manifold with bhs <
KM ~ 1 and 1r ~ inj(Mn) ~ diam(Mn) ~ 1r • (1 + chs) where bhs := (1 + chs)-2 anel
Chs := 27~O. Then for any p E Mn and any V E TpMn with lvi = 1 one has

The reduction of Theorem C to the Horse Shoe Theorem is done by means of st.andard
arguments in algebraic topology, whereas the proofs of Theorem A and of the Hürse Shoe
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Theorem malre use of serveral n~w comparison techniques. The starting point for thc
injectivity radius estimate is a new lifting construction for shortly null-homotopic curves
which can be controlled better. Thc key ingredient in the proof of the Horsc Shoe TheoreDl
are new types of .Jacobi field estimates, which make use of simultaneously provided initial
and boundary data.

J .M. SCHLENKER

Generalization of Efimov's theorem

Let (E, a) be a complete Riemannian surface with curvature K ~ K 1 < 0 and (M, Jl)
a 3-manifold with sectional curvature K E [K2,K 3 ) with K 1 < K2 and (K3 - K 2)2 <
16(K3 - K 1)(K2 - K}). Suppose that IIßKEII,; IIL\KMII are bounded. Then there exists
no isometrie immersion of E into M. A similar result holds when M is a Lorentz spaee
form. The presented methods and results also extend to more general situations involving
hyperbolle Monge-Ampere operators over surfaces. , .

A. MOROIANU

Kählerian killing spinors, contact structures and twistor spaces (11)

Manifolds with Kählerian Killing spinors are spin Kähler manifolds with the least possible
eigenvalue for the square of the Dirac operator among a11 Kähler manifolds of positive
curvature. They are necessarily Kähler-Einstein of odd complex dimension m.7= 2k + 1.

Theorem: Let M4k+2 admit. Kählerian Killing spinors. If k is even then M is isometrie to
cvpm.. If k is odd t.hen Al is the twistor space of a quaternionie KäWer Inanifold of positive
scalar curvature.

Proof: A Kählerian Killing spinor on M induces a Killing spinor on E, a nlaximal root
of the canonical blmdle of AI, Am,OM. A eloser analysis of thiS spinor shows that E is a
regular 3-Sasakian manifold, and finally M has to be the twistor space of the associated
quaterllionian Kähler manifold.

F. WILHELM

A generalization of Berger's ~-pinched rigidity theorem

Recall that the radius of a compaet nletric space (X, dist) is given by

radX = minma~dist(x,y).
xEX yE ...\
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In this talk we generalize Berger's 1/4-pinehed rigidity theorerll and show that a closed
Riemannian n-manifold with sectional cllrvature ~ 1 and radins ~ 'Fr/2 is cither hOlUro

11lorphie to sn or iSOllletric to a compact rank one sylnmetric space.

R .. GORNET

Spectral geometry on Nilmanifolds and the marked length spectrum

In this talk, we review a construction for producing pairs of nilmanifolds oE arbitrary step,
cl t th roperties of resulting me e amplesan presen ep w x :

Ex of isosp. isosp. represent. same same isolliorphic
3-step on on p-forms equiv. length marked fUlld.gps
isosp. functs Vp fund.gps spec. length
nilmfd spec.
7-dim

I Yes Yes Yes No No No
5-dim

11 Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
7\5-dim

[II\IV Yes No No No No No
7-dim

V Yes No No Yes Yes Yes

Note that in E x V, the pairs oE nibnanifolds have tbe same Inarked length SpectflUl1,
Laplace spec.trunl, but not tbe same spectrum on one-forms. In contrast:
Theore~: for a large class of 3-step llilmanifolds, the same marked length spectflull ==>
isosp. on functions.

The large elass is all3-step nilpotent Lie groups, strictly nonsingular, with eoeOlupact, dis
crete subgroups wit.h the same int.ersection with center. This partially extellds alld part.ially
contrasts with a result of Eberlein, who showed that for pairs of two-step nilmanifolds, t.he
same 'Dmrked length spect.rum implies isospectral on functions and on forms.

J. CAO Uoint work with J. Escobar)

An isoperimetrie comparison theorem for P L-manifolds of non-postive curva
ture

We derive an optimal isoperimetrie conlparison theorem for luanifolds with non-positive
curvature.

A piecewise Rat manifold A1n is said to have non-positive curvature in the sense of Gronl0v
if Afn satisfies the C AT(O) inequality.
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Main Theorem: Let Aln he a simply-connected, eOlllplete and piecewise Hat. nlanifold.
Suppose that AlU has non-posit.ive curvature in the sell.-~ of Gromov. Thell

for any cOlllpact. dOluain n ~ A1n with rectifiable boundary 8f2, where
Cu = vol" - 1 [Sn - 1 ~) »)1 is the optimal constant in t.hc n-dinlensional Euclide.all space IRn .

(1 101" [ß" (1»)--n

P. GAUDUCHON

Existence and uniqueness oe complex structure on some class oe compact Rie
mannian manifolds

We address the general problem of the existence and the uniqueness of an inte.qrable alnlost
complex structure orthogonal with respect to some given Riemamlian metric 9 on some
oriented, even-dimensional manifold ,AI. The problem is weil unterstood)n dimension
4, when a possihle orthogonal structure is entirely encoded, up to a two-fold choice, by
the half-Weyl tensor w+ at. any point where w+ does not vanish; it follows that an 11.

diIncllsional Rhllannian manifold with non-vanishing w+ admits at most two orthogonal
, cOlllplex structurcs (up to conjugacy). Examples with exactly two (non conjugate) orthog
onal complcx structures havc been given recently by P. Kobak.

In general, for given g, the problein appears as an overdetermined , elliptic prohlem,
equivalent to looking for sections of the so-called "twistor space" Z(M), stahle with respect
to thc canonical ahnost-complcx strueture J of Z (AJ) °

The latter geolnetric picture has been usedby F. Burstal, 00 Muskanov, G. GrantchallOv,
J. Rawnsley to prove a rigidity theorenl for the invariant complex structure~üf cOlupaet
Hernlitian syuuuetric spaces. We prove a sioli1ar result for compact quotients of irreducible
syo1ll1etrie spaces of non-colllpact type by using the following general criterion for compact
manifolds of (even) dimension n > 2:

For any Riemanllian Dletric g, consider the following expression:

"( ) _ 1 {( SCll.lg 1 9 ( ))
5g - y":2 1M n(n -1) - (n _ 2) Amin W Vg

where Scal9 denotes the scalar curvature, A~in(W), the smallest eigenvalue of the Weyl
tencsor W (viewed as a sylnmetric operator on A2 AI), vg the volunle-form, Y = IM Vg the
total volulue. Then,

(1) if 8(g) < 0 (for SOUle llletric gis the conformal class), theo is 00 [g]-compatible cOlnplcx
structure.

(2) If 8(g) = 0, and there exists SOUle compatible cOlnplex structure J, then:

( 0) scalg ) 9 ( )
1 n(n-l) - (n-2) A,nin W == 0;
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(ii) the Kähler fornl F of J belongs to t.he eigenspace of W with respect. t,o ;\~I.in(ltV);

(Hi) the Herrnitian structure (g, J) is semi-Kähler (i.e. F is eo-elosed).

E. Calabi

On singular symplectic structures

Thc problem of thc ex1stence of a symplectic structure in a: given, closcd, 2n-diIneLL~ional
Iuanifold Mn may be studied by analysing the deformation of thc singularities in a one
parameter family of closed 2-forms. By a singularity of a 2-form we understand any POi~
where the rank of the coefficient matrix of a closed 2-forrn w is discontinuous; the rank
a 2-form w(x) at any point x E M is an even integer 2k, where k is the highest power 0

w(x) that is not zero.

We donote by W[k] the divided powers of a 2-forrn w

A (non-singular) symplectic structure on M(2n) is the geometrie structure defined by a
closed 2-forlll w such that w[n] =1= 0 cverywhere. The existencc of such a forul requires
(trivially) two necessary conditions: 1) the existence of an almost eornplex struet.ure; 2)
a 2-dimensional, real cohomology class (the deRham class of w) whose n th cup-power
(represented by w [n]) is non-trivial.

In general a (closed) 2-forln w in Al(2n) has a non-empty singular set, llalilcly the set.
where w[n] = o. An open, dense set of closed forms w in the space of a11 such fonus (wit.h
a C OO topology) recluces the singular set to a set that is at most (2n - l)-dimensional. A
defornlat.ion of w (usuaUy considered are only deformations leaving w in a fixed deRhanl .
class) displaces the singular set. and modifies other invariant.s att.ached to it. The ques
tion that arises naturally is to find invariants of the singularit.y that are preserved nuder
defornlations of w. Solue of these invariants are described here.

The singular set. has a stratified structure, where the different strat.a are indexed by two
independent indices at least. A preliminary study of these singularities was initiat.ed by
.J. lVIartinet in his thesis and later described in an expositiry work by R. Roussarie. Consid.
the sheaf of germs of closed 2-forms, n~, of class Coo (resp. CW) and its filtration by tW
bundle of jets of order k, (k = 0, 1,2, ...).

The sheaf of germs of diffeomorphism..c;; near the identity acts on the sheaf n~, anel the
(k + l)-jets of diffeomorphism acts on the k-jets of closed forms. Thc orbits in n~ under
the action of the sheaf of diffeornorphism are classified by their codimension and by the
least order of jet that distinguish them from the neighbouring orbits. In considerillg single
(closed) 2-form& w in M 2n one may limit one's consideration only to the dense set of
cross-sections in n~ that meet orbits in st.rata that have codimension 2n; in the case of
one-parameter families of forms, oue should look further iota strata of codimension as high
as 211. + 1.
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The only st.rat.a that are identifiable at the O-jet level in 0 2 are deternline.<l just by t.he
rank: t.he 2-forms of rank ~ 2k constitute a set. of codimension (11. - k)(2n - 2k + 1) : t.hus
in a 4-dimensiollal M, for instancc one may ignore closed forms w that vanish cOlllplet.ely
at auy point, since they have codimension 6.

Given a 2-fornl w that has everywhere rank either 2n (in an open set) or (2n- 2) (in a set of
co-diulCllsion 1) the singular set of the set where w has rank 211. - 2 has codimension 211. + 1
in thc full sheaf and will be ignored here. Heuce we shall consider only forms that have rank
2n or 211. - 2, alld the latter value ooly on a smooth hypersurface. Introduce locally "a non
vanishing, SlllOOt.h 2n-form u and define a corresponding, smooth, re,a! valued fuuction
z = Zu defined by w (n] = zu. The singular set of w is determined by the hypersurface
defined by z = 0, in which case dz =I O.

For each point in the singular set M, we have the 2-dimensional vector subspace N of
T(A1 2n ) consisting of the vectors L such that LLw (the inner product) vanishes. The
intersection of N with the tangent space of the singular set MI determines a stratification
of tbe latter, in the following sense. Generically in an open, dense subset of M, the plane
N C TM2n is transversal to the hyperplane TM} C TM(2n) (Le. have a lille in conmlon
and N c T MI Oll a closed subset. .

l\1ore precisely, N is locally generated by two vector fields denoted by X, Y, defined as
folIows: choose two functions u, v such that du A dv A w[n-I] = u and set

X uniquely defined hy X Lu .= du A w(n-I]

Y uniquely defined by YLu = dv I\w(n-I]

Z uniquely defined by Z lu = clz 1\ w[n- 11

Then XLw = zdu, Yl(w) = zdv, ZLw =. zdz and Z = Y(z)X - X(z)Y + z[X, Y]. This
shows that Z lies in N n T(Al1 ) (and hence generates it) whenever z = 0 (Le. everywhere
in Alt> and N is transversal to TMt, while Z = 0 whellever z ::= 0 and N C T(AtII ) ; in
thL'"i case X, Y and [X, Y] are linearly independent and the next stratlilll ]\,12 is defined by
the equations z = X(z) = Y(z) = 0; its smooth part is therefore the (2n ~ 3)""dimensional
sublllanifold of AI, defined by the additional conditio11'5 .

dz A dX(z) A dY(z) Aw[n-2] 1= 0

Additional strata are defined recursively, represented in their regular parts by submanifolds
M3 , /\14 , •.• , where each succesive "1\lj is defined by a non-transversal intersection of N with
a previously detenllined Alj , hut. here we deal only with the decomposition of A12 .

Thc previous construction of X, Y and Z around M2 result in the identity [X, Y](z) = O.
The second derivatives of z along the plane N therefore have an invariant meaning as the
"Hessian form" of z along N, denoted by H M2 (Z] = {«,7]) ~ X(X(z»)(2 + 2X(Y(z))(TJ+
Y(Y(Z»112

). One distillguishes points of M2 in which this Hessian is positive definite, neg
ative definite or non-degenerate indefinite: they are characterized by geometrie properties
of the vector field Z in a neighborhood of a point where Z = O. A further sub-stratum is
then defined by points where the Hessian form H A12 (z) is degenerate (of rank 1 or zero),
which can not be diseussed in the present report.
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Each of the types of singularities above allows representation of w in "standard 1110der'
coordinates, as folIows. .

1) For non-singular points, from DarbouX's theorem we have coordinates Pt,]J2, ... ,Pn.;
ql, Q2, ••. qn such that

n

W = L dp; 1\ dqj
j=1"

2) For points in Mt \M2 (Le. where z = 0, dzl\w[n-l] = Zla =1= 0) the standard coordinates
are obtained by choosing z, u, v as above with z = u, so that

n

W = zdz 1\ dv +L dpj 1\ dq;
;=2

3) For points on the smooth part of M 2, where the Hessian form HM2 (Z) is non-degenerate
we replace Pt, 1>2, ql and q2 by four special coordinates u, v, W, z and write w in the form

w = d (z + ~f(u, v)(udv - vdu) + 2(z + f(u, V))dW) +t dpj /\ dqj
1=3

where f(u, v) is a "standard" quadratic form, either ±u2 ± v2 , or 2uv. Thus, for n = 2,
tue matrix of w in terms of the prefered coordinates (u, v, w, z) is

0 z+ f(u, v) -~ v
8u 2"

-z - f(u, v) 0 -~ u
8v -2"

~ ?!.1 08u ßv

v u -1 0-2" "2

H. GLUCK & Liu-Hua PAN

Knot theory and differential geometry

e,
We introduce and develop a curvature-sensitive version of knot theory, dealing with t.he eill

bedding and knotting in 3-space of simple closed curves with nowhere vanishing curvature,
and of compact orientable surfaces with nonempty boundary and positive curvature.

Theorem 1. Any two smooth simple closed curves in 3-space, each having nowhere
vanishing curvature, can be deformed into one another through a one-parameter family of
such curves if and only if they have the same knot type and the same self-linking number.

12
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This result holds as weil for links in place of knots. It also follows frOD1 the uC1-dcllse onü
parametrie h-principle" proved by Eliashberg and GroD1ov in 1971; see Gromov~s book:
"Part.ial Differential Relations".

It was previously knOWD to Bill Pohl, tbough never published, according to Ws fonner
st.udent.s John Lit.tele and James White.

The hypothesis of nowhere vanishing curvature is tbe standard oue in the geometrie theory
of curves in 3-space, always aehievable by slight perturbation, and enabling the eonstruetion
along the curve of the moving Frenet frame, eonsisting of the tangent, prineipal Donnal
and binormal veetors, the self-linking number of the eurve is then defined to be its linking
number with its own.displaeement along the principle·normal.

Self-linking numbers were introdueed in 1959 by Cälugareanu via an integral formula de
rived as a limiting case of Gauss' integral formula for the linking number of two space
curves. They were studied extensively by Bill Pohl in 1968, and further by James White
the next year.

Self-linking numbers in 3-spaee can be viewed as akin to winding numbers in the plan,
and Theorem 1 regarded as a natural generalization of the Whitney-Graustein theorem
to 3-space, in a knot-theoretie setting. A homotopy version of Theorem 1 for inunersed
elosed eurves with nowhere vanishing eurvature, with a mod 2 invariant in p1ace of the
self-linking number, was proved in 1968 by Edgar Feldman.

Surfaces of po~itive curvature in 3-space are elosely connected with self-liIlking of knots:

• If a smooth knot lies on a surfaee of positive curvature, then its own curvature never
vanishes, and hence its self-linking number is defined. '.

• If two slnooth knots on a surface of positive curvature are isotopic on that surface, then
their self-linking numbers arc equal.

.• If a sn100th knot is the boundary of a compact orientable surface of positive curvat.ure,
thell its self-linking number is zero.

• If two smooth knots together bOUlld a con1paet orientable surface of positive curvature,
·thcn their self-linking nun1bers are equal.

The next two ötheorems deal with the existence and classifieation of compaet orientable
surfaces in 3-space having noneo1pty boundary and positive curvature. .

Theorem 2. In 3-space, any compact orientable surface with nonempty bOWldary can be
deformed ioto one with positive curvature.

Theorem 3. In 3-space, any two compaet orientable surfaces with nonempty boundary
and positive curvature can be deformed into one another through surfaees of positive
eurvature if and ooly if they can be deformed into one another through arbitrary surfaces.

In 1990, S.-T. Yau asked which knots bound positive curvature surfaces? A necessary
condition is that the knot have nowhere vanishing eurvature and slef-linking number zero.
But t.his is not enough.

13



Theorem 4. In 3-spac.e, there exists sinlple closed eurves with nowhere vallishing; ('urvC\.
ture and self-linking nUlnber zero, which da not. bOlmd any cOlllpact orientable surface of
positive eurvilturc.

\Vhat tlu..~l1 is the appropriate version, in the presence of eurvatllrc, of Seifcrt's theorenl
that cvcry knot in 3-spaee bounds a cOlllpaet oricntable surfaee? As a first st.ep, we prove

Theorem 5. In 3-space, auy simple closed curve with nowhere vani"hing curvature alld
slef-linking nUlllber zero can be deformed through such curves' until it bOUllds a cOlnpact.
orielltable surface of positive curvature.

u. SEMMELMANN

Kählerian Killing spinors, contract structures and twistor spaces I (in addition
to part 11)

Theorem: Let (AI2
m" g, 8) be a COlnpact Kähler-Ein....,tein manifold of posit.ive scalar <:111'

vature and a cOlllplex contact. st.ructure. Assume further that 1n = 2n+ 1 and n odd. Th~ll

AI isa spin Illallifold and there are KäWerian Killing Spinors Oll AI.

Using the results of S. 8alalnon on thc twistor spaces of quat.erllionic Kähler Illanifolds
one obtains lllanifolds satisfying the assunlptions of the theorenl. In conü>inatioll with the
theorelll of part 11 we have the foIlowing equivalent conditions.

Theorem: Let (Al2m, g, 8) be a COlllpact. Kähler-Einstein Inanifold with positive scalar
curvat.ure and 1n = 2n + 1, n odd. The following conditions are equivalent.

(i) A1 is spin and adluit.s Kähleriall Killing spinars.

(ii) Al is a t.wistor space of a quaternionie Kähler lllanifold wit.h positive scalar eurvat.1U"C.

(iii) At is a cOlnplex eontact Ilmnifold.

In particular, this theorenl describes cOlllplex cOlltact Iuanifolds with a Kähler-Eillsteill
nletric as twist.or spaces. This equivalence, without. the dinlension restrietion, was also
obtained in arecent work of C. Le Brun.

M. HERZLICH

In 1963, R. Penrose introduced a new way of studying asymptotic behaviour of Rien13Iuüan
(as weIl as pseudo Riemannian) non conlpact manifolds, called "conformal compactifiea
tion". He notked that, given a conlpact Riemannian sluooth manifold, suitablc rcscalillgs
of thc luetric by a conforlnal factor which vanishes on a given submanifold gave birth to
"nice" non cOlllpact manifolds (w.r.t. the behaviour of the metric at infinit.y). In t.he
context of aSYlnptotically Bat Riemannian Iuanifolds, one possible cOlllpactification is by
a point. at infinit.y.
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VVe address tohe question of finding some conditiol1.'; t.hat. ellSure that. a given asYlnpt,ot.ieally
ßat. lllanifold is cOlllpactifiable by a point {and t.his gives a Slllooth (at least. C 2 ) eOlllpaet
Riclnaluliall luallifold). V\'c show that t.his construct.ioll can be done if the '\Teyl allel
Cot.tall-York t.ensors of the asynlptotically Hat nlaIlifold decay faster than 1/1''' (resp.l/r5 ).

The prüof involves <:onformal geonletry and the use of weighted Hölder spaces analysis.

c. SEARLE (joint work with K. Grove)

Differential Topological Restrietions by Curvature and Symmetry

We consider manifolds of positive sectional curvature admitting a large effective and iso
llletric group action. One way to measure the size of aG-action on AI is via the dimension
of its orbit space AlJG, also called the cohomogeneity of the action. Motivated by the fact
that (for nontrivial action) the dinlension of MJG is constrained by thc dimension of Me:,
the fixed point set of G in Al, we define the fixed point cohomo.Qeneity of a G-nlanifold M
a..") folIows:

cohmnjix(A1, G) = di1n(MjG) - dim(MG
) ~ 1

(where, by convention coho1nfix(A1,G) = cohom{M,G) + 1 when MG-~ 0). Then G
lllanifolds of uuninlal fixed point eohonlogeneit.y 1 are either (a) homogeneous, or (h) G
a.ct.s transitivelyon a nonnal sphere to sonle component of AlG . In this last case, we call
(Al, G) }ixF-d point homo.Qeneou8.

As one of our luain results we obtaill a cOlnplete classification of fixed point homogelleous
Illallifolds of positive seetional c.urvature. As a special case, we obtain:

Theorem A: A SilUply conneeted fixed point homogeneous nlanifold of positive sectional
curvat.urc is diffcolllorphic t.o sn, ccprn, nIpk or <CaP2.

Berichterstatter: lVIatthias Weber
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Quadratische Formen
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This conference was the seventh one on quadratic forms in Oberwolfach. It was orga
nized by M. Knebusch (Regensburg), A. Pfister (Mainz) and W. Scharlau (Münster).
The lectures covered many topics from the theory of quadratic forms mainly over
fields but over algebraic varieties and schemes, too.

Although. many interesting new results were reported, perhaps some main emphasis
was laid on the "results on index reduction formulas (confer the talks of Merkurjev,
Panin and Wadsworth) and on the isotropy of quadratic forms over function fields
of a quadric, which was dealt in thc lectures of Hoffmann, Kahn and Laghribi. This
topic got new stimulation by arecent result of Izhboldin, showing the non-excellence
of n-fold multiplicative forms for n ~ 3.
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Vortragsauszüge

Jon Arason
The Witt Ring of an Elliptic Curve over a Local Field (joint with R.
Elman and B. Jacob)

Let X be an elliptic curve over a field K, char(K) =F 2. In an earlier work of ours we
constructed a natural epimorphism EtlT W(K(T» -+ W(X), where T runs through
the closed points of the kerneI 2X of multiplication by 2 on X. In fact, we showed
that the natural morphism W(X) -+ W(X) is an epimorphism, where W(..X) is the
Witt ring of spaces over X that become diagonalizable after an algebraic base field
extension, modulo the hyperbolic ones. We then constructed a natural isomorphism

W(X) ~ $T W(K(T)).

Let i(X) be the kernel of W(X) -+ W(X). We also constructed a natural epimor
phism El)p W(K(P)) -4. i(X), where P runs through the closed points of X. .

We consider the case that K isa Iocal field.

Theorem: [3(X) =I- 0 if and ooly if X has split multiplicative reduction. In this
case 1/3(X) 1= 2: (]3(X):= W(X) n ]3(K(X».)

Theorem: If X has three rational points of order 2 then W(X) is diagonalizable.
Furthermore, j(X) i= ivC'C) if and only if K is dyadic and X can be described by
a Weierstraß equation y2 = x(x - l)(x - e) with v(e - 1) = 4v(2) - 1. (v is the
normalized valuation on K.)

Theorem: If ~~ has no rational point of order 2 then i(X) = iv(X). Furthermore,
W (X) is diagonalizable if and only if K is not dyadic.

We also have a complete description when X has exactly one rational point of order
2, except for a few sporadic cases where the residue dass field has 2 or 4 elements.
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R. Baeza
Positive Definite Quadratic Forms over Number Fields (joint with M.I.
Giasa)

K /Q totally real number field, m = [K : Q], dK = discriminant, OK = inte
gers. A Humbert form of rank n is a m-tuple S = (SI, ... , Sm), where each Si
is n X n pOS. def. symmetrie real matrix. Let Pm,n C Rimn(n+l) be the space
of such forms. GL(n, OK) acts on Pm,n by: U E GL(n, OK), S E Pm.n define
S[U] = (SdU(I)], ... , Sm [u(m)]), where U(1), ... , u(m) are the eonjugates of U under
the embeddings (Tb' •• , (Tm : K ~ R (here AlB] means B tAB whenever it is defined).
Then det S = rr det Si, and m(S) = min{S[u] 10 -=F u E 0K} are elass-invariants of

S (here S[u] := fi Si[u(i)] for u E O'/.;. The number fK(S) = m(S/d(S)I/n is boun-
i=}

2m

ded for all Sand it holds fK(S) :$ 4mw~-;;- I dK 1 (wn = vol. of n-sphere). Define
_2m

iK,n = sup iK(S) = Hermite Humbert CODstant of K, n. Then 'Y{<.n :$ 4mWn n IdK I
(for m = 1 we get Minkowski's bound). Let M(S) = {u E 0i< I S[u] = m(S)}
be the set of minimal vectors of S. We define a constant MK,n with the pro
spects: AIK ,n = 1 ~ each S ha~ unimodular minimal vector. For u E M(S)
set N(u) =1 NK / Q ( n Uj) I, N(S):= inf N(u), N[S] := inf N(T). Then

Wj#:-O uEM(S) . T=::S

Prop.: There is a constant C = C(K, n) with N[S] :$ C for alt S E Pm,n.
We define then: MK,n = sup N[S]. With this notations we have

5

Th
n-2 2(n-l) n-l

eorem: IK.n:::; (MK.n) 2 IK.n-}·

Ir h(K) = 1, then MK,n = 1, and we get Mordell's theorem: fK~;::; 'YK~:-l·

Tom Craven (University of Hawaii)

Witt groups of hermitian forms over Baer ordered *-fields

Let D be a. skew field with involution * and assume the spaee of Baer orderings,
Yv , of D is nonempty. Define WS(D, *) to be the subring of C(Yv , Z) [the ring of
eontinuous functions from YD to the integers] generated by the image of the Witt
group of anisotropie hermitian rorms W(D, *).

One can then see that the Baer orderlngs of (D, *) are naturally bijeetive with
the ring homomorphisms WS(D,*) -+ Z and with the group homomorphisms
T: W(D,*) ~ Z such that u« 1 » = 1 and 0'« a » E {±l} for any sym
metrie element a -=F o.

3
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We can also give a nice characterization of the kerneis of the group homomorphisms.

When [D : ZD] is odd~ we can reduce the computation of WS(D, *) to the ring
WS(F)~ where F is the field of central symmetrie elements.

Define (D, *) to be pythagorean if for any symmetrie r ~ any di E D, there exists
d E D such that L dird; = drd*. Then a formally real (D, *) is pythagorean iff
W(D,*) -+C(YD~Z) is H.

Jean-Louis Colliot-Theli~ne

Hasseprinzip und schwache Approximation für homogene Räume über
reellen FUnktionenkörpern

. Sei K = R(Y) der Funktionenkörper einer glatten projektiven Kurve Y/R. Für'
P E Y(R), sei K p die Komplettierung von K im Punkt P. Sei GI K eine zusam
menhängende lineare Gruppe über K, und sei X / K ein homogener Raum für G.
Anhand von Ergebnissen von Witt (1934, 1937), J. Knight (1969), Thaing (1993)
hatte ich Anfang 1995 folgende Vermutungen gemacht:

Vermutung 1. (starkes Hasseprinzip) Falls X(Kp ) f 0 für fast alle P E };(R),
dann ist X(K) =1= 0.

Vermutung 2. (schwache Approximation) Falls )(K) =F 0, dann liegt. X(K)
dicht im Produkt der X( K p ), P E Y(R) (Bewertungstopologie auf K p ).

Diese Vermutungen könnte ich für prinzipielle homogene Räume von Tai beweisen.
Für beliebige X = G könnte ich Vermutung 2 auch beweisen.
Vermutung 1 für prinzipiell homogene Räume könnte ich auf den Fall von einfach
zusammenhängenden halbeinfachen Gruppen reduzieren, und in einigen Fällen be- _
weisen. Inzwischen hat A. DUCROS die Vermutung für prinzipiell homogene Räume •
von klassischen Gruppen bewiesen, und C. SCHEIDERER hat dann eine einheitli-
che Methode entwickelt, und beide Vermutungen ganz allgemein bewiesen. Durch
ein Gegenbeispiel wird gezeigt, daß die Vermutungen z.B. für Varietäten, die ein
Büschel von homogenen Räumen besitzen, falsch sind.
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Dorothea Diers, Münster

Counter-Examples to the Strang Hasse-Principle

The strong Hasse-Prineiple is an important loeal-global principle in the theory of

quadratie forms. It holds over global fields of eharacteristie not 2 for quadratic forms

of dimension 2:: 1 as weIl as over algebraic function fields of transcendence degree

one over real closed and algebraically closed fields for quadratic forms of dimension

2:: 3. In other cases it probably do~s not hold, however not many counter-examples

are known.

In my talk counter-examples to the strong Hasse-Principle over algebraic function

fields F of transcendence degree one over discretly valued fields K of characteristic

not 2 are constructed. Some counter-examples of Hsia and Johnson over rational

function fieldsK(X), K sorne quadratic number field, are given and generalized. By

Elman and Prestel, there exist counter-examples of arbitrary:-dimension 2:: 4 over .~.

K(X), if K is agiobai field with at least two orderings. If Fis an arbitrary function

field in one variable over sorne base field K then we can construct sorne counter

examples over F if their Hasse-numbers satisfy certain conditions.

If K is a finite extension of Qp or Fp«(t», p > 2 prime and < 1,1 > is anisotropie ."';

over K t hen t he form

f :=< -x, -x, 1,11'", -1I'"(x2 + 1) >, where 11'" is the prime element of K,

is a 5-dimensional counter-example to the strong Hasse Principle over K(X).

Martin Epkenhans (Paderborn, Germany)

Trace forms of algebraic number fields and of Galois extensions

We consider the trace form of a finite field extension LIK which is given by < L >:

L -+ K : x ---+ traceLI K x 2
• Ir t/J is a quadratic form over the number field K, then

there is a field extension LIK with < L >~ t/J if and only if t/J ~< 1 >, t/J ~<

2,2D >,D ~ K*',.,p ~< 1,2,D >,D E K*, or the dimension of t/J is ~ 4 and

all signatures are non-negative. For dirn tP 2:: 4 we improve this result as folIows:

Let t/J be a quadratic form with non-negative signatures and set ram( t/J) := {p, p is

a finite spot of K which ramifies in K( y'detK tf;)1K or for which the Ioeal Hasse

invariant satisfies HptP =F (2, detK tP)p}. Let Ju , J6 be finite sets of finite spots of K

with J u n J6 = 0 and (Ju U Jr ) n ram(1,&) = 0, then there is a field extension LIK

with t/J ~< 2 > and all p E Jr ramify in LIK and all p E Ju are unramified in LIK.
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In the seeond part of the talk we investigate traee forms of Galois extensions with

eyclie Galois group over an arbitrary field of char( /() f; 2 with dirn '1./' = 2' ~ 4.

Detlev HofFmann

N on-excellenee of function fields of quadratic forms

Let F be a field with charF =I 2, and let KIF be a Held extension. Let c.p be an

anisotropie form over F. Knebusch showed that if F(cp)1F is excellent then r.p is a

Pfister neighbour. The eonverse is known to be true always if dirn lP :::; 4 (dirn 'P =
3,4 due to Arason). Reeently, Izhboldin proved that if c.p is an anisotropie Pfister

neighbour, dimc.p ~ 5, then there exists a field extension ElF such that E(c.p)1 E is

not excellent. We eoneeptualize and generalize Izhboldin's examples and obtain an

interesting elass of anisotropie n-fold Pfister forms (j, T, an anisotropie rn-fold Pfister

form 1r ,such that (j and 1r are (m - 1)-linked (m < n) and such that <.p ~ (T 1.. -1r )an

beeomes isotropie over F(T). We give neeessary and sufficient conditions for (<f"F(r)an

to be defined over F. Thp,se examples have further interesting eonsequences. If t.p

is a neighbour of '"'( then F( c.p) and F( I) are (place-) equivalent over F. One might

eonjeeture that if c.p and tf; are such that F( r.p) and F( t/J) are equivalent, then there

exists an anisotropie form I such that r..p and tP are neighbours of /. Using examples

of the type deseribed above, one obtains counter examples to this somewhat naive

conjeeture (cf. also Bruno Kahn's talk).

Bruno Kahn

Quadratic forms isotropie over the function field of a quadric: a survey

This "survey" talk also wanted to provoke some eonceptualization of the elassical

problem: let q, q' be two anisotropie quadratie forms over a field F of charaeteristic

# 2. When is q' isotropie over the function field of q?

Consider the Witt ring W(F) simply as the set of classes of anisotropie quadratic

{orms. The relation·

q ~ q' if q' beeomes isotropie over the function field F( q) of q

defines a preorder on W(F) (it is transitive). We denote by ~ the associated equi

valence relat ion

q ~ q' if q ~ q' and q' ~ q .

6
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Understanding the relation $ in elementary terms means finding a complete set of
cO!1ditions implyiog $, such that for q, q' E W(F), q ~ q' if and only if one can pass
from q to q' by applying these conditions a finite number of times. In the talk, we
gave some exampies of elementary conditions, implying ~ and ~.

One can ask: do these conditions suffice to generate ~ (resp. :::::)? The answer is 00,

thaoks to constructions used by Izhboldin in his disproof of excellence of function
fields of higher Pfister forms. However, the answer is yes for q ~ q' with dimq' ~
6 (Leep, Hoffmann) and dimq' = 8, d±q' = 1 (Laghribi), except perhaps in the

remaining open cases.

Nikita Karpenko (Universität Münster)

Cycles of codimension 4 on a quadric

Over a field of char :f:. 2 take a non-degenerate quadratic form cp and consider the
projective quadric Xr.p defined by cp. One likes to compute for any p the p-th Chow
group C HP(.Jl[r.p), i.e. the group of p-codim"ensional algebraic cycles on Xep modulo
rational equivalence. Take the embedding Xq; C P of Xep ioto the projective space
(as a hypersurface) and call the image of the pull-back

C HP(P) --+ C HP(Xr.p)

11

Z

tohe "elementary part" of CHP(.l{fi')'

Question; is it true that for a fixed p the group CHP(Xr.p) is elementary (i.e. coincides
with its elernentary part) if dim'P is large enough?
The aoswer is known to be positive for 0 ~ p ~ 3.
We are going to answer the question for p = 4:

Theorem: if dirn Cf' > 24 theo the group CH 4 (Xr.p) is elementary.

Remark: the "biggest" known example of f{J with non-elementary CH4(Xep) has
dimension 16; so, there is a "gap" between dimension 16 and dimension 24.

Remark: if dirn cp =1= 7,8 then the 000- elementary part of CH 4 C'Crj1) is finite.

7



M.-A. Knus (ETH Zürich)

Central simple algebras of degree 3 and their trace forms (joint with M.
Rost, D. HaHe and J.-P. Tignol)

Let B be a central simple algebra of degree 3 over a field K of characteristic =f 2,3.
The trace form Qq : x 1----+ TrdB (x2 ) is a nonsingular quadratic form with values in
F, the fixt:d field of (7 in K. We show:

(1) Qq is of the form< 1,1, 1 >~< 2 > . « 0: » . < -b, -c, bc > for some
b,c E F· and K = F(y'O).

Let 13(U) = [0] U [b] U [cl E H3 (F,1J2) be the-Arason invariant of the Pfister
form« o:,b,c ». Then

(2) If (7, u' are involutions of second kind on B, u ~ u' {:::::> Qu ~ Q(7' {::::::}
« 0, b, c »~« 0, b', d »<==::? 13«(7) = /3(U').

Involution u with 13(u) = 0 form a distinguished class. We prove that

(3) any c.s.a. of degree 3 over K, which admits an involution of second kind, ad
mits a distinguished involution.

We sketch three proofs of (3), with Jordan algebra techniques, using a crossed
product construction and using cohomological teehniques. Finally we give

(4) a complete set of cohomological invariants for e.s.a. of degree 3 admitting
involutions of the seeond kind.

M. Krüskemper

Bihomogeneous Nullstellensatz ror ~fields

Let p be a prime number and K a p-field, that is there exist only finite field ex
tensions of p-power-degree. Then any system of forms 11, ... , Ir E K[Xo, ... , Xr]of
degrees d., ... , dr, (di , p) = 1 for i = 1, ... , r is isotropie (Pfister, Terjanian). An ele
mentary proof was given by Fendrich. This result ean be generalized for systems of
bihomogeneous polynomials. As an application one can show that over K there exist
only division algebras of p-power-degree (where non-associative division algebras are
also considered). Modifying the arguments of Fendrieh (and van der Waerden) it is
possible to give an elementary proof of the bihomogeneous Nullstellensatz. The proof

8
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ean be modified to obtain same elementary intersection theory. Furthermore, other
results of Hopf (1940) ean be generalized by applying tbe result above.

Ahmed Laghribi
The isotropy oe quadratic forms of dimension 8 over the function field of
a quadric .

Let F be a field of eharacteristic not 2 and q be an anisotropie quadratie form in
12 F of dimension 8. Question: For which quadratic form t/;, q becomes isotropie over
F( t/J)? If we take K be the function field of the Severi-Brauer-Variety of C(q), we
can summarize the answer as folIows:

Theorem: For a quadratie form 1/J of dimension;::: 5, we have:

1. If iod C(q) = 1, then (qF(1b) is isotropie) {::::::> (at/; < q, a E F*).

2. If iod C(q) = 2, then (qF(t/;) is isotropie) {::::::> - either 1/J is a Pfister neighbour
of a 3-fold Pfister form q' and q contains a Pfister neighbour of q' - or 1/J is not

and at/J < q,a E F*).

3. If ind C(q) = 4, then (qF(f/J) is isotropie) {:::::} - either t/J is a Pfister neighbour
of a 3-fold Pfister form q' and q eontains a Pfister neighbour of q' - or t/; is not
and there exists ~" such that t/J' > t/J, dirn t/J' = 8, d±1/J' = 1 and q J.. a'I/J' E 1

4
F

for some a E F*).

4. If ind C(q) = 8, then t/J is not a Pfister neighbour ~nd:

i) if qK 'f 0 : (qF(tP) isotropie) <=> there exists 1/J' such that
dirn ~" = 8, d±t// = 1, 'l/J' > 'l/J and q J.. a'l/J' E [4F for some a E F*).

ii) if qJ\ "J 0:

a) if t/J is an Albert form, then: (qF(1b) isotropie) {:::::} iod (C(q) 0F
C(1J!)) = 2)

b) if not, then (qF(f/J) is isotropie) <=? there exists 1j;' such that
t/J' > t/J,dimt/J' = 8,d±t/J'= 1 and ind (C(q) 0 F C(tI")) = 1.).

9



David Lewis

Scaled trace farms of central simple algebras

Let A be a central simple algebra of degree n over a field F of characteristic :f= 2.

Let tr : A --t F be the reduced trace map. Let z E A, z =F O.

Define the scaled trace form qz : A -----+ F by qz(x) == tr(zx2
).

Necessary and sufficient conditions on z are given for qz to be a non-singular qua

dratic form.
A diagonalization is given for qz when

(i) A is a quaternion algebra

(ii) A = MnF and z is a triangular matrix.

It is shown in general that if qz is non-singular then its determinant is

(-I)n(n
2
-1)nr(z)(modF2 ) where nr : A ~ F is the reduced norm rnap. Some

formulae for the signature of qz can be ohtained for F formally real.

Finally scaled trace forms are related to transfer theory of quadratic forms and some

results about Witt kernels and Witt images are obtained.

Murray Marshall (University of Sask., Canada)

Axioms for abstract real spectra

Let T be a proper preordering in ring A and denote by X T the set of all orderings P

of A with P 2::: T. For a E Adefine aT : X T -. {-I, 0,1} by äT(P) = 1 if a E P \

-P, 0 if a E pn-p, -1 if a E -P\P, and let GT :== {aT la E A}. The structure

of the pair (XT , GT ) can be axiomatized, generalizing the axioms for aspace of

orderings in the field case. The resulting objects (X, G) are called abstract real

spectra. An axiomatization will appear in "Constructible sets in real geometry" by

Andradas, Bröcker, and Ruiz. Here we indicate two other axiomatizations equivalent

to this one. Various local-global principles are known in this ahstract setting relating

(X, G) with the residue spaces (Xp, Gp), p a prime in G, and these residue spaces

are spaces of orderings. In particular, results on minimal generation of constructible

sets carry over. Finite abstract real spectra (more generally, real spectra of finite

chain length) are classified. (XT , GT ) has a P- structure respecting specialization

coming from the real places. Any finite (X, G) having such a P-structure can be

realized as (XT, GT ). There are two sets of examples known of abstract real spectra

which cannot be realized as (XT, GT ).

10
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Alexander Merkurjev (St. Petersburg University)

Maximal indexes of Tits algebras

Let G be an adjoint semisimple group defined over an arbitrary field F, <p : G--+ G

he the universal covering, Z = kerf.,? = center of G, C = hom(Zsep, Gm) be the cha

racter group of the center. Tits has constructed a homomorphism

ß: C(F) --+ BrF, X~ [Ax,c]

and algebras Ax.G are known as Tits algebras. It follows {rom the description of ß

that indAx•G divides the number nx = gcd(dirn V) where V runs over all represen

tations p of corresponding inner quasi-split form eq such that the restrietion of p

on zq coincides with X.' .

The goal of the talk is to present the notion of a "generic" algebraic group of a given

inner type and prove that for any inner type of adjoint groups over an arbitrary field

F tbe generic group G defined over the function field L of corresponding classifying

variety satisfies the following property: for any X E C(L) the index of the Tits

algebra Ax,G coincides with n x .

I. Panin (St. Petersburg)

K-theory of twisted ftags and a general index reduction formula

Fis a field, D is a CSA/F.

LIF is a field extension, indL(D 0F L) =?

We give an answer for the' case, ,when L is the function field of a G-homogeneous

projective variety X for a simply-connected S.-s. algebraic group G.

Tits constructed certain algebras associated with such a gioup G. This algebras are

parametrized by the character group eh of thc center Z of G. So every element

X E eh determines CSA Ax.a, which is unique up to tbe Brauer equivalence.

Let RF(G) be the representation ring of the group G over the algebraic closure F

of F. Let R}(G) 'be the direct sunlmand of RF(C) respecting to the representations

V s.t. the center Z acts on V by the character X.

11



Let x E X(F) be an F-point on a G-homogeneous projective variety X. Let
P = StabcF(x). Then set

This theorem is based on

Theorem 2: Kg(X) -. Ko(X) is surjective,
K~(X,D) --+ Ko(X,D) is surjective.

Merkurjev, Panin and Wadsworth deduced from 2 explicite and "best possible" index
reduction formulas for all G-homogeneous projective varieties.

R. Parimala

Hasse Principle ror the classical croups over fields of virtual cohomologi
cal dimension two (joint with E. B"ayer)

Let k be a field of characteristic not 2. Let G be a semi-simple simply connected
linear algebraic group defined over k. Let ks be a separable closure of k and set
rk = Gal(ks / k), H 1 (k, G) = H 1(f k , G(ks »' .
If k. is a number field, the Hasse principle holds for k; i.e. the natural map

BI (k, C) ---+ TI H 2(kv , C)
v real

is injective (Kneser - Harder - Chernousov).
If k has no real places, Hasse principle implies that Hl(k, C) = O. More generally,
Serre conjectured in 1962 that for any perfeet field k, cdk ~ 2, H1(k, C) = O. We
recently proved this conjecture for classical groups.

We say that a field k has virtual cohomological dimension ~ n if cdk(A) ~ n. In
the talk, we present the following

Theorem: Let k be aperfeet field of virtual eohomological dimension ~ 2. Let G
be a semi-simple simply connected group of elassieal type defined over k or of type
G2 or F4 • Then the natural map

H1(k, C) -+ rr H 1(kv , C)
v

12
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is injective, a.s v runs over the real orderings of k.

Colliot-Thelene conjectured that this holds for all semi-simple simply connected
groups.

A. Prestel (Konstanz)

On 'Soler's characterization of Hilbert spaces

We gave a sketch of the proo! of the follo\Ying characterization of Hilbert spaces
obtained by M.P. Soler (see: Communications in Algebra 23 (1995), 219 - 243 or
manuscripta math. 86 (1995), 225 - 238):

Let K be a division ring, • : K --+ K an involution, E an infinite dimensional
K-vector space and<, >: E x E --+ K a hermitian form on E. Then (E, < » is
a Hilbert space with K = R, C or Hand the obvious involution on K if and ooly
ifaxioms (1) and (2) hold:

(1): if a subspace U of E satisfies U = (ljol)ol then E = U EB ljol,

(2): there exists a sequence (In)nEN in E such that In .l.. Im for n '# m,
and < In, in >= 1 for alt n E N.

(here X 1. y is clear1y defined by < x, y >= 0).

We also mentioned some applications of this characterization in infinite dimensional
projective geometry, orthomodular lattices and Quantum Mechanics (see: S. Hol
land, Bull AMS 32 (199S), 205 - 234).

s. Pumplün

Composition algebras over rings of genus zero

In contrast to composition algebras over fields little is known about composition
algebras and their norm forms over arbitrary (commutative) rings. The only promi
sing line of attack here seems to be considering special classes of rings. In partieular
one can look at eomposition algebras over a ring R where SpeeR is an open den·
se subscheme of some curve ~X" of genus zero over k (k a field). With the help of
results from algebraic geometey, the theory of eomposition algebras over locally rin
ged spaces by Petersson, the theorem of Hurwitz by van Geel as weIl as with some

13



elementary lattice theory the strueture of these algebras is eharaeterized. They are

elassified for certain base fields k, when SpecR = X - {Po, ... , Pn }, t deg Pi = 2.
i=p

earl Riehm

Absolutely irreducible orthogonal representation of finite groups

K is a field of ehar 0, b : V x V --+ K a non-degenerate symmetrie bilinear form,
and cp : G --+ O(b) an orthogonal representation of the finite group G.

It was shown that if c.p is absolutely irreducible as a linear representation, then the
orthogonal equivalenee classes of orthogonal representations whieh are linearly equi
valent to <p, are in bijective corresponclence with K*/K*2 , while those whose bilinear
form is equivalent to be eorrespond to the subset M(b)/K*2 where M(b) is the group
of multipliers {o E K* : ob "-i b}.

It follows at once that if the degree of <p is odd, orthogonal equivalenee is the same
as linear equivalence (assuming absolute irreducibility).

Assume the degree of <p is even. Then it was shown that in many eases, the Clif
ford invariant of A. Fröhlich distinguishes the orthogonal representations linearly
equivalent to 'P; finally these results were applied to the case G = Sn.

Markus Rost

On THE H 3 -invariant for simply connected groups

Let G be a simply connected algebraic group over some field k. Then there is an
invariant

with the following property: For x E H 1
( k, G) let Px / k be the corresponding

G-torseur. Then the kernel of the restrietion map

is generated by e (in case when the Lie algebra of G is simple). There are various
definitions of e due to J.-P. Serre and the lecturer (see also Serre's Bourbaki-talk

14
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in March '94). In the lecture we discussed the possibility of defining e using motific

cohomology. This way gives an immediate interpretation of e as a torsion-variant

ov~r fields of the standard H4(_tZ)-characteristic class, wellknown e.g. in topology.

C. Scheiderer

Sums of squares' and etale cohomology

Let A be a ring with 1/2 E A, let H*(A) = ffi~oH~t(A, Z/2). For n E .A* let (n) be

the image of nunder the boundary A* --+ H 1(A) coming from 1 -+ 112 -+ Gm 2.

Gm ~ 1. Let 0 be an element in the symbolic part of H*(A) (which is the subring

generatedby the (n"),n E A*). It is known that oU(-l)N = °for N'~ _O,iff 0K = 0

in H*(K) for every homomorphism. A --..:... K into areal closed field .J(~ We give

some quantitative versions of this' fact. For example, if u E A* satisfies anequation

um = 1+n in A (where m stands for a surn of m squares) then (u)m+n == O. At least

in the case n = 0, this bound is best possible in general. If the sums of squares satisfy

suitable Tl transversality" conditions, the general bounds can be improved. All these

upper bounds are. obtained using the existence of (etale) Stiefel-Whitney classes of

quadratic forms (over rings). We also have localization theorems like the following:

If n E A* satisfies u = nmodI, I C A being an ideal, then, (u)n annihilates kernel

and cokernel of the restrietion maps H:t ( A)~ H:t ( U), q ~ 0, U := complement of

Spec(A/ I) in SpecA. '.

Tara Smith (University of Cincinnati)

Subgroups of W-groups and Witt rings

Let F be a field of characteristic # 2, and let F(3) denote the composition over

F of all quadratic, cyclic of order 4, and dihedral of order 8 extensions of F.

Let GF = Gal(F(3)/F), the so-called W-group of F. Then it is known that

WF ~ WK ===? GF ~ GK , and CF ~ GK ====? WF ~ WK under the additio

nal assumption t~at if < 1,1 >F is universal, then s(F) = s(K). Thus one would

expect that the subgroup structure of GF would yield information about the qua

dratic structure of F.

A first question is which groups can be subgroups of CF. It is not hard to show

that the quaternion group cannot be. Ir one consider only "essential subgroups", i.e.

R s.t. ~(H) = H n ~(GF) (4) = frattini subgroup), then no group having Z/2Z
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as a direct factor occurs as a subgroup. So far, aB known essential subgroups can
themselves be realized as W~groups. Observe that if K is the fixed field of H, then
H is also a quotient of GK. H is the W-group realization of the image of WF in
W K. The question when H is itself a W-group is related to when the image of WF
is again an abstract Witt ring in the sense of MarshalI.

R. S~jatha, TIFR, Bombay

On the Hasse principle for Witt groups (joint with R. Parimala)

Let X/k be a smooth projective curve over a number field k of char =1= 2. Assurne
that X(k) # 0. Let W(k(X)) denote the Witt group and P(k) the set of places of
k. For v E P(k), let kv denote the completion of k at v. We prove that the kernel

K = Ker(W(k(X») -+ II W(kv(X))
vEP(k)

is isomorphie to 2III(J(X». Here 2III(J(X» is the 2-torsion subgroup of the Tate
Shafarevich group of the Jacobian J(X), X = X Xk k. This group (2III(J(X») is
finite.

As anapplication, we show that if E is an elliptic curve over a number field: elements
in the kernel K are quaternion norm forms of the type « x, a > or ~ ~ - aT, T ~

where a, T E k* and a I D, the discriminant of the curve.

Finally, we note that the hyothesis X(k) =1= 0 is necessary by considering the example
of an anisotropie conie over a number field.

N guyen Quoc Thang

On certain corestriction maps

Let G be a linear algebraic group defined over a field k of char O. If G is commutative
one can define corestriction maps for all finite extensions k' of k.

Cor: Hi(k', G) --+ Hi(k, G), where Hi(k, G), ... stands for usual Galois cohomolo
gy groups of G, (i ~ 0). However, if G is not commutative, perhaps there is no func
torial definition oI such corestriction maps for cohomology sets Hi(k, G)(O :::; i :::; 1).
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Here we consider tbe {ollowing weaker variant for the corestriction "situation": As
surne we are given a map 0k :' HP(k, C) ---+ Hq(k, T) wbich is functorial in k, where
G is a non commutative k-group, T a commutative k-gro~p. One has similar maps
01;: : HP(k', C) -:-+ Hq(k', T) for all finite extension k' of k, and also corestriction

maps Hq(k', T) ~ Hq(k, T).

Question: When does Cor(Jm(O'k')) C I mOk? If the question has an affirmative
answer for all k', we say that the Corestriction Principle holds for the Im of map
01;:. One can define similar notion for Kernel of a map ßk : HP(k, T) -+ Hq(k, G),
which is functorial in k.

In this talk we show that over local or global fields, the Corestriction Principle holds
for the image or kernel of maps 01;:. Also a reduction theorem for tbe case of arbitrary
fields of cbar 0has been stated.

Jean-Pierre Tignol

The Witt kernel of a finite field extension

Let F be a field of charaeteristic =I 2. For any monic separable polynomial1f E F[t] of
degree 2n, define an F - algebra M 1r as the quotient of the free algebra in 2n variables
f {at, , an; b17 • •• , bn } by the relations which make 1r = (t n +attn

-
t +:-.. +an)(tn+

bttn
-

t + +bn ). This algebra carries an· involution U'fr such that O'1r(ai) = bio Using a
generalization of the Cassels-Pfister theorem for algebras with involution, we prove
that an involution t7 on a central simple algebra A over F becomes hyperbolic under
scalar extension to F[t]/(1r) if and only if there is ahomomorphism of" F-algebras
with involution (M:r,u tr ) --+ (A,u). This result is used toparametrize the 2-fold
Pfister forms which become hyperbolic under a scalar extension of degree 4.

Adrian Wadsworth (University of Ca~ifornia, San Diego)

Index Reduction Formulas and Discriminant Algebras

This is areport on joint work with A.S. Merk'urjev and LA. Panin. Let G be a
semisimple connected linear algebraic group over a field F, and let X be a projective'
varietyon which G/Z(G) acts over F, with the action transitive over F~. Let C =
character group of the center of G x F Fa, and Ka the smallest field extension of F
so that the absolute Galois group of K a acts triviallyon the Dynkin diagram of G.
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The general index reduction formula says that for any central simple algebra D over
F,

ind(D 0F F(x)) = gcd( gcd nt/;,E [E: F] ind(D 0F AG(1/J)E)).
tPeC Efield,FtJI '5 E '5 K G

The talk concerned determining the algebras AG(1/J) (the Tits algebras) and the
integers nw.E appearing in this formula for specific groups G and varieties X. We
have determined these for all the classical almost simple groups G and all their
associated varieties X. This was illustrated with the following example: Let L / F
be a Galois field extension of degree 2, let A be a central simple L-algebra of even _
degree n = 28, and G an L/F involution of the second kind on A. Let .,

G = SU(A,O') = {a E A* IO'(a)a = 1 and ind(a) = I},

and

2

X ={/ I / is a right ideal ofA, dimL(I) = ~, and u(I)/ = O}.

For this case, the index rcduction formula. becomes

ind(D 0F F(x)) = gcd(ind(D), ind(D 0F V(A, 0')),

Here V( A, 0') is the "discriminant algebra of (A, 0'))" .

L. Walter

Reduced forms of higher level on a commutative ring

The reduced theory of quadratic forms over a formally real field K is the study
of the reduced Witt ring W(K)/Nil(W(K)) and its natural embedding as a sub
ring of C(X(K), Z), the ring of locally constant integer-valued functions on the
space of orderings of K. One may identify X (K) with the closed set of characters
0' : K --+ S· of order 2 whose kerneIs are additively closed. The evaluation maps
a : K* --+ {±1}, a E K*, defined by Cf t------+ O'(a), generates the reduced ring as a .
subring of C(X(K), Z).

By replacing the condition "(j has order 2" with "(j has finite even order", one de
fines the notion of a signature of higher level of K. Reduced Witt rings of higher
level are then defined to be a subring of C(X, Z) generated by the evaluation maps
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a, a E K*, taking X to be the set of characters with additively closed of order 2s,
wbere s divides a given positive integer n. All of the notions, methods and results
of tbe reduced theory ofquadratic forms have been successfully extended to this
higher level setting.

One can consider quadratic forms over semilocal rings. In this case there is a na
tural embedding of the reduced Witt ring in C(X(A), Z) where X(A) is tbe space
of maximal orders of A. Recently, it has been shown that the reduced theory of
quadratic forms can be extended to an arbitrary commutative ring by replacing the
space X(A) with the subspace XT(A) of maximal orders lying over a given preorder
which is "well-behaved".

In this paper, we continue these two directions, developing a higher level theory for
commutative rings, where maximal orde"rs are replaced by the notion of a maximal
signature of higher level.

Roger Ware

On the Quaternion Group as Galois Group

Let Hs denote the quaternion group of order 8. A well-known theorem of Witt states
that Hs can be realized as a Galois group over a field F{charF =1= 2)~ the form
< 1,1, 1 >~< u, v, uv > where u, v represent independent square classes-over F. In
this talk conditions are given for the non-realizability of Hs in terms of the structure
of the max. pro-2-Galois group GF (2) = Gal(Fq / F), where Fq is the quad. closure
of F.

Let A be the class of torsion free abelian pro-2-groups and let i be the class of pro
2-groups generated by involutions. erven pro-2-groups Gt , G2 , let GI *2 G2 denote
the free pro-2-product and if G acts on A E A, let A x G denote the semidirect
product. Defi"ne a class J of pro-2-groups as folIows: Jl = {Z/2Z, Z2} and having
defined Ji , let

Ji+t = J i U {GI *2 G2 t GI, G2 E J i , GI
U {A x G I A E A,G E Ji };

or G2 E i}
J = U~lJi'

i

I.
Theorem: Suppose F has at most a finite number oIorderings.
Then Hs does not occur a.s a Galois group over F <=? GF (2) E J.
Cor 1: F is non real and Hs does not occur <=? either GF (2) is torsion free abelian
Q!. has generators {Yi, x }ie! with relations YiYj = YjYi and XYix-t = yrm for aB i,
where m = 2n

, n ~ 0, is fixed. Here n is the largest integer s.t. F contains a primitive
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2n +2 th fOOt of 1.
(Examples: C((tl)) ... (t n)); Qp((t 1 )) ••• ((tn)),p == Imod4).

Berichterstatter: M. Meurer
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Tagungsbericht 25 / 1995

Bifurkation und Symmetrie

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von E. Allgower (Colorado State Univer
sity, Ft. Collins), K. Böhmer (Philipps Universät Marburg, und M. Golubit
sky (University of Houston, Houston) statt. Ein detaillierter Bericht folgt ab
der nächten Seite.

Berichterstatter: Martin Golubitsky
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Report: Bifurcation and Symmetry
June 25, 1995 - July 1, 1995

The conference took place under the direction of:

Eugene Allgower, Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, co
allgower@math.colostate.edu

Klaus Böhmer, Universität Marburg
boehmer@mathematik.uni-marburg.de

Martin Golubitsky, University of Houston, Houston, TX
mg@uh.edu

The central points of interest were tbe interrelation of symmetry and
bifurcation in dynamical systems and in applications. The main topics dis
cussed and tools used in different combinations included: analysis (differ
ential equations, group and representation theory), numerical (modern iter
ation and continuation methods, numerical linear algebra, K-L decomposi
tions, computer algebra), and applications (convection, combustion, neural
systems, fluid mechanics).

During the conference there were many private discussions of current
work strongly stimulated by the lectures of most of the paticipants. These
discussions were aided by the relaxed atmosphere of Oberwolfach and' thc
conference schedule which left afternoons and evening free for discussion. In
addition lectures were scheduled for twenty-five (25) minutes with an addi
tional discussion' period of ten (10) minutes after each lecture.

vVe include a copY of the program and a list of the abstracts. With the ab
stracts we have included affiliations and e-mail addresses of the participants.
Finally, at the end is a list of particpants who did not speak.

Report submitted on June 30, 1995 by:

Eugene Allgower -

Klaus Böhmer -

Martin Golubitsky -
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Abstracts of Lectures

Jay Alexander
University of Maryland/NSF - jca@math.umd.edu
Riddling: a phenomenon in dynamical systems

Riddled and intermingled basins of attraction are a relatively recently no
ticed phenomenon in dynamical systems and differential equations. Although
not necessary for its occurrence, riddling seems to occur most naturally in
systems with some kind of (discrete) symmetry. A chaotic system exhibits
sensitive dependence to initial canditions; however, usually the lang-term
average behavior is robust, except for initial conditions near basin bound
aries. In a riddled system, the lang-term average behavior is also infinitely
sensitive to initial cODditions. The name comes from the fact that the basin
of an attractor is infinitely riddled with points which do not tend to the
attra.ctor. Riddled basins have no open sets-every point is a basin bounrl
ary. Intermingled basins are basins for different attractors which are dense
in each other. Over the past several years, riddling has been observed in
several scientific contexts: visually (originally), mathematically (rigorously),
numerically (simulations), and experimentally (bench experiments).

Dieter Armbruster
Arizona State University - dieter@math.la.asu.edu
Dynamics 0/ cellular /lames

Video data from experiments on the dynamies of two dimensional flames are
analyzed. The Karhunen Loeve analysis is used to identify the dominant spa-.
tial structures and their temporal evolution for several dynamical regimes of
the flames. A data analysis procedure to extract and process the bound~ies

of flame cells is described. It is shown how certain spatial structures are
associated with certain temporal events. The existence of smaIl scalc, high
frequency, turbulent background motion in almost all regimes is revealed.

Joint work with Antonio Palacios and Eric Kostelieh, ASU, and Emily StoDe,
Utah State University

Peter Ashwin
Institut Non-Lineare de Nice, Sophia-Antipolis
Symmetry 0/ attractors tram observations

I shall diseuss the recent definition of symmetry detectives of Barany, Dell
nitz, Golubitsky and Nicol. By introducing an observation space and then
averaging within this I show how one can overcome problems of needing to
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integrate over high dimensional phase spaces. I shall also discuss the use of
symmetry detectives on parametrised systems and an example application
to a systen öf four oscillators with full permutation symmetry. Joint with
Matt Nicol and Joerg Tomes.

Philip J. Aston
University of Surrey
Symmetry breaking bifurcations 0/ chaotic attractors

In arrays of coupled oscillators, synchronous chaos oecurs in which all the
oscillators behave identically but chaotically. When a parameter isvaried,
this fuHy symmetrie state ean lose its stability and we consider the type of
behaviour which occurs after such a transition. This is done by classifying
the Lyapunov exponents by the symmetry of the system. This classifieation
leads to analytical results and also leads to methods for tbe efficient numer
ical computation of the dominant Lyapunov exponent associated with each
symmetry type. We show how these dominant exponents determine the sta
bility of invariant sets which He in fixed point spaces and this leads to the
idea of symmetry breaking bi/urcations 0/ chaotic attractors. These results
are illustrated for several systems of eoupled oscillators. This is joint work
with Michael Dellnitz.

Alain Bossavit
Electricite de France, Clamart - Alain.Bossavit@der.edf.fr
Homogenization and symmetry

When solving Maxwell equations in a periodic medium of small "granular
ity" (smalI spatial period), it is often useful to first look for some equivalent
"homogenized" material. There are standard methods in this respect, but
most fail to take into account the dependence of the result on frequency,
which is mandatory in many cases. (In other words, homogenization sbould
be performed in timespace, not only in space.) We show that, when prop
erly done, homogenization explains the phenomenon of "chirality", by which
some mixtures of ordinary materials hecome capable of rotating the polar
ization plane of waves. In a first part, the approach is heuristic, and leads
to the definition of the so-called "cell-problem", whose solution yields the
homogenized constitutuve laws. In a second part, it is made rigorous by ap
pealing to the standard theory about the exploitation of symmetry in case of
equivariance with respect to some group action. There are two group actions
to consider in that particular instance, and the interplay between them helps
clarify the nature of the cell-problem.
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Fritz Busse
Universität Bayreuth - Busse@uni-bayreuth.de
Bifurcation sequences in fluid flow

Fluid systems with high degrees of symmetry in the external conditions often
exhibit sequences of bifurcations, such that with increasing control parameter
an evolution occurs in discrete steps from simple to complex forms of fluid
flow. The Rayleigh-Benard layer and the Taylor-Couette system are but the
most famous of such systems. A general approach for the analysis of fluid
systems that are homogeneous with respect to two spatial dimensions and in
time i5 outlined and results frorn the case of Rayleigh-Benard convection are
reviewed1,2.3. Quarternary solutions such as oscillatory bimodal convection
can be compared with experimental observations made with the shadowgraph
method and good agreement can be found3 •4 . New results have been obtaine(F~··

recently for a horizontal convection layer of an electrically conducting fluid:~~'

permeated by a vertical magnetic field5 • Surprisingly, the first supercritical ~

bifurcation from steady rolls to steady three-dimensional flows as weIl as the
second one to oscillatory three-dimensional flows lead to a strong decrease
of the convective heat transport. Another numerical analysis of convection
in a layer heated from below and bounded from above by a thermally nearly
insulating plate indicate~ a transition from rolls to a hexaroll pattern, which
is unusual since only rolls or hexagonal cells are expected to he stahle in
a horizontally isotropie layer. There could well be a connection here with
recent results for higher bifurcations of solutions on the hexagonal lattice
presented by M. Silber at this Oberwolfach meeting in extension of earlier.,
work by Buzano and Golubitsky6.

1. Busse, F.H., Nonlinear properties of thermal convection, Rep. Progr.",
Phys. 1!, 1929-1967, 1978

2. Clever, R.M., and Busse, F.H., Three-dimensional knot convection in-;
a layer heated from below, J. Fluid Mech. 198, 345-363, 1989 .

3. Clever, R.M. t and Busse, F.H., Steady and oscillatory bimodal convec
tion, J. Fluid Mech. 271, 103-118, 1994

4. Busse, F.H. t and Whitehead, J.A., Oscillatory and collective instahil
ities in large Prandtl number convection, J. Fluid Mech. 2Q, 67-79,
1974

5. Busse, F.H., and Clever, R.M., Three-dimensional convection in tbe
presence of strong vertical magnetic fields, submitted to Eur. J. Mech
B: Fluids, 1995

6. Buzano, E., and Golubitsky, M., Bifurcation on the bexagonallattice
and the planar Benard problem, Trans. Roy. Soc. London A308,
617-677, 1983 .
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Pascal Chossat
I.N.L.N., Sophia-Antipolis - chossat@ecu.unice.fr
Heteroclinic cycles in the spherical Benard problem

The existence of large classes of structurally stable heteroclinic cycles in dif
ferential systems with 0(3) symmetry has been proved when irreps of degrees
land 1+1 interact, with 1~ O. This existence is subjected to a certain number
of conditions, one of which being a quadratic degeneracy in the bifurcation
equations. It is remarquable that, for most of these heteroclinic cycles, the
conditions of existence are satisfied by the spherical Benard problem (onset
of convection in a self-gravitating spberical shell). This fact is due to a single
property of tbe model equations for this problem, namely the Navier-Stokes
equations coupled with the beat equation in the Boussinesq approximation.
When the gravitational field and temperature field in tbe absence of con
vection have identical dependance in the radial coordinate, the linear part
of the equations is self-adjoint. In this case, we can prove tbat indeed the
conditions for the existence of the heteroclinic cycles are fulfilled. H there is
a small departure from self-adjointness (which then corresponds to "generic"
gravity and temperature), these conditiond persist. (This is joint work with
F. Guyard.) -

John David Crawford
University of Pittsburgh - jdc@minerva.phyast.pitt.edu
Bifurcation from a continuum: the effect 01 neutral modes

Amplitude equations, derived by expanding in the amplitudes of the unsta
ble modes, are an important tool for analyzing the nonlinear behavior of a
weak instability. If, in addition to the unstable mode, there are neutrally
stable modes (the center subspace Ee is not empty) then these expansions
may involve singular coefficients because nonlinear effects are very strong
even in the regime of weak instability and small amplitudes. This feature
is present in various settings: unstable electrostatic waves in collisionless
plasma (Vlasov-Poisson equations), unstable modes in ideal shear 80ws (Eu
ler equations), and mean field models of oscillator populations. In each
of these cases the neutral modes correspond to a continuous spectrum and
dimEc = 00; however this behavior can also be studied in simpler settings
where dimEc < 00. Two examples are considered; in both cases the unstable
mode corresponds to a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues. In the first ex
ample, there is only a single neutral mode represented by a zero eigenvalues
(the steady state - Hopf normal form) and the problem may be solved exactly
in addition to using amplitudes equations. The scaling behavior of the exact
solution can be recovered by analyzing the singularities in the coefficients of
the amplitude equation. The Vlasov equation is the second example, and
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again the coefficient singularities can be absorbed by introducing an appro
priately scaled amplitude variable. In the Vlasov case this rescaling leads
to expansion coefficients that are surprisingly independent of the underlying
equilbrium.

Gerhard Dangelmayr
Universität Thbingen - gerhard.dangelmayr@uni-tuebingen.de
Parity breaking bifurcation in inhomogenous systems

Parity breaking instabilities of spatially periodic patterns are considered. In
homogeneous systems such instabilities produce steadily drifting patterns.
We investigate here the effects of small imperfections, that break the trans
lation invariance but retain the reftection invariance, on such ißstabilities:~.

These imperfectioßs may, e.g., originate from spatial inbomogeneities. By."!:.f~

means of invariant manifold calculations tbe imperfect bifurcatioß problem~;;

can be reduced to a perturbed normal form defined in a cylindrical phase"
space. Typically, a broken translation invariance leads to pattern pinnig.
Analysis of tbe perturbed normal form shows that the transition from pinned
patterns to drifting aDes may be surprisingly complex. An example is de
scribed containing infinite cascades of heteroclinc bifurcations. The values
of the bifurcation parameter at which these occur obey a somple scaling
law. The predicted dynamic~ provide a qualitative understanding of recent
experiments on binary fluid convection in an annulus. (Joint work with E.
Knobloch and J. Hettel.)

Michael Dellnitz
. University of Houston - dellnitz@math.edu.uh .

A subdivision algorithm fOT the computation of unstable manifolds' and
global attractors ' ..

Each invariant set of a given dynamical system is part of the global attractor.
Therefore the global attractor contains all the potentially interesting dynam
ics, and, in particular, it contains every (global) unstable manifold. For this
reason it is of interest to have an algorithm which allows to approximate the
global attractor numerically. In this artic1e we develop such an algorithm
using a subdivision technique. We prove convergence of this method in a
very general setting, and, moreover, we describe the qualitative convergence
behavior in the presence of a hyperbolic structure. The algorithm can suc
cessfully be applied to dynamical systems of moderate dimens;oß, and we
illustrate this fact by several numerical examples.

Joint work with Andreas Hohmann, Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum für Information
stechnik Berlin
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Bernold Fiedler .
Freie Universität Berlin - fiedler@math.fu-berlin.de
Coalescence 0/ reversible homoclinics

Consider a time reversible system with two degrees of freedom (R4), for
example

cPu
dt2 + g(u) = 0, U E R 2

.

Time reversal R is an involution on R 4 fixing a two dimensional subspace
Fix(R). reversible homoclinic orbits arise by nontrivial intersections WU n
Fix(R), where W U is the uostable manifold of a hyperbolic equilibrium 0 E
Fix(R). Considering one-parameter families, a quadratic tangency of WU
with Fix(R) can occur generically. Varying tbe parameter 1-L E R locally, we
see two reversible homoclinics coalesce and disappear.

Even in the case where all eigenvalues at 0 are real, this bifurcation generates
(cascades of) elliptic periodic orbits and subhannonic resonances.

This is joint work with Diman Tronev (Nizhny Novogorod).

Michael Field
University of Houston - mf@uh.edu
Heteroclinic cycles in symmetrically coupled oscillators: cycling chaos

Using phenomenological models based on the static equivariant bifureation
theory of systems with Zr: xZN-symmetry, it was shown how to eonstruet
symmetrically eoupled systems of identical oseillators with a heteroclinic
eyeIe eonneeting N groups of p aetive (chaotic) oscillators, 1 ~ p $ N - 2 ~ 5.

This phenomenon is robust with respect to breaking of symmetry if invariant
subspaees are preserved. Finally, abrief discussion was given of how (stable)
singular interseetions of invariant manifolds in the equivariant theory ean
persist when symmetry is broken.

Some of the work in this talk was joint with Dellnitz, Golubitsky, Holman
and Ma. _

Karin Gatermann
Automatie classification 0/ normal /orms

We study equivarinat bifureation problems depending on several parameters.
Golubitsky, Stewart, Schaeffer have studied this problem dass with singu
larity theory. Similiar phenomena are identified by contaet equivalenee and
the codimension of the tangent space to tbe manifold of equivalent problems
determines the number of unfolding parameters. We start our classification
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of symmetrie bifurcation problems witb a classification of possible tangent
spaces using Gröbner bases. Tbe weighted ordering is inherited by tbe de
grees of fundamental invariants and equivariants. So we bave two ansatzes:
one for the tangetn space and one for tbe bifurcation problem itself. Both
depend on unknowns which are determined by demanding that the tangent
space of tbe Ansatz bifurcation problem is included in the first Ansatz. Ex
amples for various finite groups illustrate the type of results which we derive.
(Joint with Reiner Lauterbach.)

Kurt Georg
Colorado State University - georg@math.colostate.edu
A Numerical Linear Algebra Package for Exploiting Permutation Sym

metries
~L.

A numericallinear algebra package is described for square matrices which ar_e
equivariant under a group r of permutations on the indices. One important
aspect is that an index i is allowed to remain fixed under a subgroup r i -:F {I}
for some i since this occurs quite naturally in most applications.

Thc main aim of thc package is to provide a tool for analyzing matrices arising
in discretizations of operator equations in a numerically efficient way by
exploiting any underlying symmetry structure. Another possible application
is given ~y a cl~s of problems in statistics.

The implementation of the package is based on a (general) Fourier transform
with respect to r on a block structured representation of the linear system,
where the blocks are indexed by the elements of r. This leads to a well-known
block diagonalization of thc linear problem with respect to the irreducible
representations which then can be analyzed more efficiently.

In the presence of fixed points, this approach adds a non-trivial kernel to.,
the matrix which can generate difficulties for the analysis (e.g. t when solving
linear systems). This singularity can be removed by a regularization which
is very si~ple to implement and does not alter the solution.

Stephan van Gils
University of Twente
Modulated waves in perturbations 0/ the Korteweg-de Vries equation

We consider a tw~mode approximation for a perturbed Korteweg-de Vries
equation. The circle symmetry is divided out by working in the space of
Hilbert invariants.

We prove the existence and uniqueness of a global branch of periodic solutions
for the reduced equation. We also show that the period along this branch
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is uniformly bouded. These periodic solutions correspond to quasi-periodic
solutions for the two-mode approximation.

This is joint work with E. Soewono, ITB, Bandung, Indonesia.

Martin Golubitsky
University of Houston - mg@uh.edu
Spirals in scalar reaction-diffusion equations

Spiral patterns have been observed experimentallYt numerically and theo
retically in a variety of systems. It is often believed that these spiral wave
patterns can occur ooly in systems of reaction-diffusion equations. We show,
both theoretically (using Hopfbifurcation techniques) and numerically (using
direct simulation) that spiral wave patterns can appear in a single reaction-

.diffusion equation on a disk (in u(z, t» if one assurnes 'spiral' boundary con
ditions (ur = mue). Spiral boundary conditions are motivated byassuming
that a solution is infinitesimally an Archemedian spiral near the boundary:
It follows from our bifurcation analysis that for our form of spirals there are
no singularities in the spiral pattern (technically there is no spiral tip) and
that at bifurcation there is a steep gradient between the 'red' and 'blue' arms
of the spiral. This is joint work with Michael Dellnitz, Andreas Hohmann
and lan Stewart.

Gabriela Gomes
University of Warwiek - mgmg@maths.warwick.ac.uk
Pulse Coupled Oscillators with Nearest Neighbour Coupling

Pulse coupling is common in biology: fireflies, crickets chirping, networks of
neurons, pacemaker cells of the heart. Synchrony is the most familiar mode
of organization for pulse coupled oscillators. Mirollo and Strogatz created a
model of fireflies and under the assumption of all-to-all coupling proved that
tbe oscillators will always become synchronized. Changing the model to keep
only connections between nearest neighbours makes better physical sense
but makes the mathematics much more complicated. As a result computer
simulations were carried out to investigate the effect of nearest neighbour
coupling.

The phase of each oscillator increases in time until a threshold is reached
wbereupon it "fires". When an oscillator fires tbe phase of its neighbours is
increased by an amount f. H this jump in phase brings the neighbour past
threshold then two possible variations of the model are:

1. Competition: the neighbour is not allowed to fire and its phase is reset
to zero;
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2. Cooperation: the neighbour fires immediately. In this case a possibility
exists of achain reaction of additional firing which will continue until
no other oscillators are brought to threshold.

With all-to-all coupliog synchronization occurs for both competition and
cooperation conventions. However with nearest neighbour coupliog the com
puter simulations showed that synchronization only rarely occured when op
erating uoder the competition convention but always occured when operating·
with the cooperative convention.

W."Govaerts
University of Gent
Defining functions for multiple Hopf bifurcations

Let A(u,o} = Fu(u,o) (u E Rn, 0: E R k ) be a family of real n by n matriceS"... ·
arising as the Jacobian matrices of equilibrium solutions to the dynamical-'
system u= F(u,o:}.

An equilibrium point is called a Hopf point if A has a conjugate pair of pure
imaginary eigenvalues ±iw , w > 0 . It is called a double Hopf point if there
are two such pairs ±iWl, ±iW2 and a 1:1 resonant double Hopf point if in
addition Wl = W2.

A method is described for the numerical detection, computation and contin
uation of Hopf, double Hopf and 1:1 resonant double Hopf points. A combi
nation of matrix biproduct methods and bordered matrix methods leads to
the definition of families of defining functions for these types of points.

We also study the stratified set of Hopf points near a 1:1 resonant double
Hopf point in a generic three - parameter unfolding and we draw conclusions
for thc numerical computation of curves of Hopf points near a resonant point~
and of the curve of double Hopf points through that resonant point.

Example computations are done in a fairly realistic and complicated neural
model problem with n = 13 and k = 29.

Uoint work with J. Guckenheimer and A. Khibnik}

John Guckenheimer
Cornell University - gucken@cam.comell.edu
Bifurcation analysis of neural models

We are interested in fitting observed patterns of dynamical behavior in mul
tiparameter models for complex dynamical phenomena. Our approach to
this task is to compute the partitioning of the multidimensional parameter
spaces into regions in which different types of dynamical behavior is present.
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This lecture will discuss algorithmic approaches to this problem and their
application to the study of the dynamics within the stomatogastric ganglion
of crustaceans.

Tim HerJey
Cornell University

No abstract given.

Vladimir Janovsky
Charles University, Prague - janovsky@ms.mff.cunLcz
A note on the recursive projection method

The'Recursive Projection Methods (RPM) aim to stabilize fixed point iter
ations via an adaptive dimensional reduction.

The method will be discussed in the context of pathfollowing steady states
and period:c orbits of equivariant vector fielris. Tech~iques for a numerical
detection and aposteriori analysis of symmetry-breaking bifurcation will be
presented.

For particular dissipative systems, the dimensional reduction could be made
robust and RPM could be interpreted as the construction of an approximate
inertial manifold.

Edgar Knobloch
University of California, Berkeley - knobloch@physics.berkeley.edu
Dynamics of travelling waves in large aspect ratio containers

This seminar described recent work at Berkeley by the author and two stu
dents (P. Hirschberg and A. Landsberg), trying to understand (a) the re-

"lation between the theories describing the onset of oscillatory convection in
unbounded and large aspect ratio containers, and (b) the origin of burst-Iike
convection observed near onset in binary fluid convection. In the large
aspect ratio limit the dynamics is described by the Hopf bifurcation with
hrokn D 4 x SI symmetry. The D4 symmetry is generated by left/right re
flections and the (approximate) interchange symmetry between odd/even
modes present in that limit. As a result the dynamies differ from those ex
pected by treating the system as aperturbation of an unbounded system
which leads to a Hopf bifurcation with broken 0(2) symmetry. In particu
lar the new approach can describe the burst-like convection. The difference
between the two treatments is attributed to the presence in finite containers
of large scale recirculation generated by the interaction of odd/even modest
which is absent in the formulation of the unbounded problem.

13
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Martin Krupa
TU Wien - krup@umbriel.tuwien.ac.at
Transverse bifurcations /rom robust homoclinic cycles

In the context of symmetrie dynamieal systems a heteroclinic cyde joining
equilibria on the same group orbit is referred to as a homoclinic cyde. In
symmetrie dynamical systems homoclinic cyc1es can occur in a robust man
ner. In four dimensions there is a clasification of such cycles into three types
distinguished by their symmetry properties. Robust heteroclinic cyc1es may
be asymptotica1ly stahle. Their stability is determined by a coefficient in
volving the real parts of some eigenvalues and the requirement that other
eigenvalues corresponding to directions transverse to the cyde have negative
real partWe study transverse bifurcations occuring as a transverse eigenvalue
passes through O. We show the existence of a unique branch of periodic or-;,_
bits for one type of cycles and the existence of a branch of homodinie cycles
for the two other types. We investigate the stabilities of solutions. Our anal- ..
ysis indicates the existence of a stable dynamo for rotating convection of an
electrically conducting fluid.

This is joint work with P. Chossat, I. Melbourne and A. Scheel

Jeroen S.W. Lamb
University of Warwick - lamb@maths.warwick.ac.uk
k-Symmetry in dynamical systems

In dynamical systems with discrete time it may happen that symmetry prop
erties occur only on specific time scales: a map f : Rn t---+ Rn may possess
less symmetry than its kth iterate f". If k is the smallest integer for whieh~'

, is a (reversing) symmetry of f" then, is called a (reversing) k-symmetry
of f. . '.~,"'

In this talk, two mechanisms are discussed by which k-symmetry is under
stood to arise in (resonantly) driven systems. FinailYt with some examples
of local bifurcatioßs and periodic orbit structures it is illustrated that cer
tain dynamical phenomena in k-symmetric systems differ from dynamical
phenomena one finds in symmetrie systems.

Reiner Lauterbach
lauterbach@iaas-berlin.d400.de (soon) lauterbach@wias-berlin.de
Bifurcation analysis using invariant theory

The dynamics near a steady state bifurcation with O(3)-symmetry for prob
lems of low codimension turned out to be surprisingly simple. In this talk
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we look at a higher codimension case for the e= 2, Le. the 5 dimensional ir
reducible representation of O(3}, which is the same as for the dihedral group
Da. The analysis is based on a reduction to the orbit space. For our problem
a minimal set of homogeneous generators for the algebra of invariant func
tions is weIl known, however it is possible to do the analysis without using
the explicit form of these functions. We study the case of a singularity of
topological codimension 3, COO codimension 5. In the universal unfolding we
find a secondary branch of steady states, and a tertiary hranch of periodic
solutions. The branch of periodic solutions disappears through a bifurcation
to a heteroclinic tycle involving two equilibria.

These results can be lifted back to the phase space. In our case this is much
simpler than in the case of higher i. The case presented here is considered
to be a test case for the use of orbit space techniques in spherical problems.
Further applications are under consideration. This is joint work with Jan
Sanders.

Stanislaus Maier-Paape
Universität Augsburg - Maier@Math.Uni-Augsburg.DE
Heteroclinic cycles and forced symmetry-breaking

We consider solutions U = u( t, x) of the semilinear paraboUc equation

Ut = du + AU + j(u), x E BI C R J (1)

on" the unit ball BI with O(3}-equivariant boundary canditions (A E R,
j : R ~ R). Assuming (1) has an axisymmetric equilibrium U a , the
group orbit of U a gives a whole (invariant) manifold M of equilibria for
(1). Under generic conditions we have that, after perturbing (1) by a (smalI)
L C O(3)-equivariant perturbation, M persists as an invariant manifold Ai
slightly changed. However, the flow.2!l Ai is in general no longer trivial.
Indeed, we find heteroclinic orbits on M and, in case L = T (the tetrahedral
subgroup of O(3», even heteraclinic cycles.

Bernard J. Matkowsky
Northwestern University - mat@mat.esam.nwu.edu
Bifurcation and symmetry in combustion

We present the results of both analytical and computational methods for a
simplified model of combustion due to Zeldovich. The results exhibit a rich
variety of patterns and dynamics. We describe solutions and their symme
tries, including transitions from one solution type to another, Which exhibits
greater spatiotemporal complexity, as symmetries are broken.
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Zhen Mei
Universität Marburg - meizhen@mathematik.uni-marburg.de

Mode interactions on a homotopy from Neumann to Dirichlet problems

Connecting the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions with a homo

topy, we examine behaviour of solutions of a nonlinear elliptic PDE with

repect to the homotopy parameter and influence of boundary conditions on

the bifurcation scenario. At a mode interaction point, we show that the

D4-mode is involved in all the bifurcating solution branches, in particular,

steady state and Hopf secondary bifurcations occur. Path following of solu

tion branches with respect to the homotopy parameter shows that primary

bifurcation branch are connected to those Dirichlet problem continuously,

while same secondary branches are absorbed by the D4 -branch and some of

them go to the trivial solution curve. . "::".).'

lan Melbourne
University of Houston - ism@math.uh.edu

Symmetrie attractors for diffeomorphisms and flows

Let r c O(n) be a finite group acting on Rn. In this work we describe the

possible symmetry groups that can occur for attractors of smooth (invertible)

r-equivariant dynamical systems. In case Rn contains no reflectioo" planes

and n ~ 3, our results imply there are no restrictions on symmmetry groups.

In case n 2: 4 (diffeomorphisms) and n ~ 5 (flows), we show that we may

construct attractors which are Axiom A.

(.Joint work with M. Field and M. Nicol)

oliver Mihatsch
Technische Universität München - mihatsch@mathematik.tu-muenchen.de

Recognition 0/ critical states in chemical reaction systems using anormal

form approach combined with neural nets

The behavior of a continuous chemical reactor changes qualitatively and

quantitatively, if some system parameter drifts and passes a bifurcation

point. Then, for instance, the temperature suddenly increases or starts 05

cillating, which may cause a loss of production or even reactor accidents.

A new hybrid approach for the on-line recognition of bifurcation points in

chemical reaction systems is presented. It does not require any global math

ematical model of the underlying process. The recognition algorithm bases

on loeal models of process dynamics that are created and adapted to mea

surements by solving nonlinear programs. The local model consists of a COffi

position of a normal form, and a neural network. Tbe normal form describes
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the local dynamies inside a center manifold using reduced coordinates. The
Neural Net approximates the apriori unknown parameter representation of
the center manifold that maps the reduced normal form coordinates onto thc
real world state variables.

The model is constructed in a way that system stability as weIl as the type
of the bifurcation being about to happen can be easily read off on model pa
rameters. The chemical reaction can therefore be appropriately manipulated
in time before the reactor loses stability and gets uncontrollabie.

The method that is described in the sequel is not restrieted to chemieal
systems but may also be applied to other systems that exhibit bifurcations.

Thdor Ratiu
U.C. Santa Cruz, CA and IHES - ratiu@math.ucsc.edu
Momentum map convexity and bijurcation theory

Tbe convexity property of the image of the momentum map can serve as a
guide to a possible classification of Hamiltonian symmetrie bifurcations. It
appears that tbis property together with tbc the theory of singular reduction
may serve as thc framework in the study of Hamiltonian dynamics in the
presence of symmetry. This talk will" present an overview of some of the
key theorems in this area and will concentrate on the statement of arecent
theorem obtained jointly with H. Falschka on the the convexity properties of
the momentum map in the category of Poisson Lie groups. It turns out that
this theroem is itself a corollary of an even more general convexity theorem
closely related to bifufcation theory. will be emphasized.

Ralph Sebastian
Universität Marburg
Detection and computation 0/ singular points using Krylov-methods

A standard· technique to numerically treat singularities is the generalized
Ljapunov-Schmidt-Reduction. We present a numerical realization that uses
a modification of the original system rather than an extension, and show how
the linear systems that arise in the procedure can be solved using Krylov
Methods. For the detection of singular points and the choice of the projec
tions and parameterizations in the definition of the reduced equations we
suggest the computation of a few interesting eigenvalues if these He on the
right-hand-side of the spectrum of the Jacobian. A new scheme by Sorensen
which is based on Arnoldi's Method and can be interpreted as three specific
versions of different methods in one algorithm provides an efficient way to
compute these eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors.
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Mary Silber
Northwestern University - silber@nimbus.esam.nwu.edu
Borne stability results fOT spatially doubly-periodic steady planforms

In a variety of PDE's, such as those describing hydrodynamic convection
and reaction-diffusion systems, the spatially-uniform equilibrium state loses
stability to steady disturbances of wavenumber k c f. 0 when an external

. control parameter· exceeds a critieal value. For systems that are equivari
ant with respect to the Euclidean group, this instability produces a plethora
of spatially doubly-periodic steady states; each of which is periodic with
respect to same square, hexagonal or rhombic lattice. These consist not
only of simple rolls, squares, hexagons and rhombs that have a spatial pe
riod t = 2rr/kc , but also periodic planforms with f. > 2rr/kc• For exarnple,
there is a countably-infinite family of square symmetrie patterns of the form:·;o
eik(ax+ßY) + eiA:( -ßx+cry) + eik(ßx+all) + eiA:( -ax+ßy) + c.c. + harmonics, where

a > ß > 0 are co-prime integers, and k =kc/Va2 + ß2 (A == 2tr/k). We use
methods of equivariant bifurcation theory to determine the possible relative...
stability between the simple and more complicated square states tbat are
guaranteed to exist by the equivariant branching lemma. A similar analysis
of hexagonal states is also performed. We find that most, but not all, of tbe
stability properties are determined by a cubic truncation of the bifurcation
problem. The dependence ofthe stability assignments on high-order resonant
interaction terms is described, as is the possibility of secondary transitions
between states. (This talk is based on joint work with B. Dionne and A.
Skeldon.)

Alastair Spence
University of Bath - as@nlaths.bath.ac.uk
Numerical calculation of Hopf bifurcations. near a double singular point

The nonHnear equation I(x, A, 0:) = 0, I : X x R 2 ~ X, where X is a Banach
Space and Istaisfies a Z2-symmetry relation is considered. Interest centres
on a certain type of double singular point, where the solution x is symmetrie
and Ix has a double zero eigenvalue, with one eigenvalue symmetrie and one
antisymmetric.

We show that under certain nondegeneracy conditions there exists a path of
Hopf bifurcations passing through the double singular point, and for which
x is not symmetrie except at the double singular point. Also we show how
to jump on to this branch using Keller's pseud~arclength method.

This is joint work with Philip Aston (Surrey) and Wu Wei (Changchun).
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Alois Steindl
Vienna Technical University - alois.steindl@tuwien.ac.at
Heteroclinic cycles in the dynamics 0/ a fluid conveying tube

We investigate the motions after loss of stability of a fluid conveying tube,
which is supported by a rotational symmetrie arrangement of elastic springs.
For certain values of thc stiffness of the support the loss of stabiHty occurs
by a Hüpf/Hopf-mode interaction.

Hy projecting thc flow of the quasilinear PDE onto the Center manifold
and applying Normal Form theory we reduce the system to a complex 4
dimensional set of equivariant ordinary differential equations. It is shown
that for a range of physical parameter values stable heteroclinic cycles con
necting the primary branches of planar oscillations ("standing waves") exist.

Floris Takens,
Groningen - f. takens@math.rug.nl
Time series analysis; estimaticn 0/ dimension and order

We consider time series {Xi}, i denoting the discrete time.Thcy may be
obtained from a deternimistic dynamical ~ystem cp : Y ~ Y through a read
out function y : Y ~ R - an orbit i ~ 'Pi(p) giving rise to a time series
Xi = y(<pi(P». They may however also be obtained from same stochastic
model.

These time series are analysed in terms of reconstruction vectors Xflc) =
(Xi-le+l," ',Xi) ERle, and the reconstruction measures Pie on R Ie

, defined
by the density of the k-dimensionalreconstruction vectors. For time series
defined by a dynamical system, the reconstruction measures J-Lle are concen
trated on low dimensional objects, diffeomorphic with the attractor to which
the corresponding orbit is attracted. Even for time series which are not de
fined by a deterministic dynamical system these dimension can be defined in
terms of estimates of the dimension of the reconstruction measures.

A related notion is the order of a time series. This is the minimal number
of passed values, like Xi, ••. ,Xi-k+l if the order is k, that contain a11 infor
mation of the past regarding the future {Xj} j>i assuming the reconstruction
measures known. This notion or order, in the context of nonHnear time se
ries, and its estimation in terms of nonHnear regression, was studied by H.
Tong.

In the present lecture we discuss how this order can also be estimated in
terms of the correlations integrals, in terms of which thc dimensions are
estimated.
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Andre Vanderbauwhede
University of Gent, Belgium - avdb@cage.rug.ac.be
Bopf bifurcation at k-fold resonances in reversible systems

Consider a reversible system whieh has asymmetrie equilibrium. The re
versible version of the Liapunov Center Theorem states that if the lineariza
tion at the equilibrium has a pair of simple non-resonant purely imaginary
eigenvalues, then there exists a smooth 2-dimensional invariant manifold
passing through the equilibriuffi, tangent to the eorresponding eigenspace,
and filled with symmetrie periodic orbits. We discuss what happens to these
families of periodie orbits when under a change of parameters k ~ 2 of such
pairs of eigenvalues eollide and split off the imaginary axis. The tools used
to obtain tbe bifurcation pietures are a general reduction result for perioqic.
orbits at resonances in reversible systems, and a result on linear nilpotent
normal forms. The bifureation sets in parameter space are diffeomorpbie t~

the weIl known cuspoids from singularity theory. For k=2 the bifurcatiori
picture is similar to that at a Krein collision in Hamiltonian systems. More
recent work shows that similar results hold at k-fold resonances in eonserva~

tive systems, Le. systems which have a first integral.

This is joint work with Jürgen Knobloeh (Ilmenau, Germany).
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TAGUNGSBERICHT 26/1995

Aigebraic Methods in Multivariate Statistical Analysis

2 - 8 July 1995

The conference was organized by Michael D. Perlman (Seattle, USA) and
Friedrich Pukelsheim (Augsburg, Germany), and attended by 45 participants.
Various topics in multivariate statistics were presented in 30 talks each fol
lowed by intensive discussions. The main interest focussed on two fields:
theory and practice of graphical models, and the use of algebraic methods
in multivariate statistics.Among the topics that recieved a special emphasis
were: existence o'f the maximum likelihood estimator, factorization of the
sampie space and the likelihood function, causal interpretation of graphi
cal models, counterfactuals, characterizations of important multivariate dis
tri~utions, Gaussian and dual Gaussian models, inequalities and stochastic
ordering, lattice conditional independence models, group symmetry models,
models with a J~rdan algebra structure, Bayesian analysis of graphical mo
dels, Markov equivalence classes and Markov properties in graphical models,
distributive block structures in experimental layouts, invariance and incosi-:
stency.



· Abstracts

Muriel CASALIS
The Lukacs-Olkin-Rubin cbaracterization ofthe Wishart distribution on sym
rnetric cones
We charaeterize the Wishart distributions on asymmetrie cone n as fol
]ows: let G denote the connected eomponent of the structural group G(f!)
of the cone containing the identity, and let x E n ~ g(x) E n be a di
vision algorithm defined by g(x)(x) = e (the unity of f!) (for example,
g(x)u = X-

1
/ 2UX- 1/

2
). Let U and V be independent non Dirac randorn

variables valued in n such that U and V are not coneentrated on the same
one dimensional subspace and such that U +V is positive definite a.s. Define
then Z = g(U + V)U. Ir the distribution of Z is invariant under orthogonal
transformations of G, if Z and U + V are independent, then U and V are
Wishart distributed. If n = (0,00), this result is due to Lukaes in 1956. Ir
n is the cone of positive definite symmetrie matrices, it is due to Olkin and
Rubin in 1962. We extend it to symmetrie cones and shorten the proof by
using three ideas:

1. we avoid to work with coordinates in differential geometry

2. we use the vaiiance~·funetion~of-ä.-na.turalexponentiaJ-family-whieh
characterizes the family

:3. we use the theory of Jordan algebras since asymmetrie cone is defined
nat urally in a Jordan algebra framework.

(in collaboration with Gerard Letac)

David COX
General remarks on graphical models
Applications of graphs in probability and statistics range from probabilistic
graphs (including explanations of Rorlons laws in geomorphology), graphs in
decision analysis (influence diagrams), in the combinatorics of experimental
design, in probabilistic expert systems and finally in statistieal methods for
the analysis and interpretation of data, the objective of the present work.
A key issue in statistics is the incorporation of substantive knowledge and
assumptions. In many fields this is achieved by

1. partial ordering of variables as explanatory, intermediate and response,

2. hypotheses of eonditional independence and dependence (the substan-
tive research hypotheses of Wermuth and Lauritzen).

The imperative of taking account of (1) and (2) points to chain block gra
phs as being of central importance. Six types of graphs werde described,
including graphs with two different kinds of edges. These raise issues of the
interrelationships between the different graphs, for example between a chain
block graph and an undirected coneentration or covariance graph. Finally a
number of open issues were listed.
(joint work with Nanny Wermuth)
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Phil DAWID
The analysis o[ distributive block structures [or experimental layouts
Distributive block structures form a rich class of "balanced orthogonal de
signs". A DBS is a distributive lattice of equivalence relations on a set of
units satisfying sorne extra properties. In some contexts, attitudes to measu
rements on the units are ,invariant under permutations preserving the DBS~

We then obtain a simple canonical decomposition of variable space. Com
paring such decompositions for nested OB structures determines how hypo
theses should be tested. We can also construct a '~linear model" to describe
the structure of the variables under a DBS. The ideas extend to cases where
some factors have fixed levels giving rise to more complex "mixed models"
and associated tests.

Morris L. EATON
Invariance and strong inconsistency ,,:;~;

\Ve study invariant prediction problems when the group action is transitive
on the parameter space. Under certain structural assumptions, we identify
a preferred inference and show that other invariant inferences are strongly
inconsistent in the sense of M. Stone. The preferred inference is shown to be
'~not strongly inconsistent" when the group is amenable. As an application,
we show that in standard MANOVA prediction models, all fully invariant
inferences are strongly inconsistent.

Kai Tai FANG
On multivariate vertical densitiy representation
Motivated by the works of Troutt (1991, 1993) and Kotz and Troutt (1994),
we provide a multivariate definition of the vertivaI density representation
(vdr) and calculate its value for some basi'c multivariate distributions pre
sented in Fang, Kotz and Ng (1990) and Johnson (1987). Utilizing the multi
variate vdr we can g'eneralize the weIl-known Box-Muller method to generate
the multivariate distributions whose vdrs are derived.
(in co-authors with Samuel Kotz and Jia-Juan Liang)

Dan GEIGER
A characterization oE tbe Diricblet, Normal and Wishart distribution, with
applications to learning Bayesian networks
We provide a new characterization of the Dirichlet distribution. This charac
terization implies that under assumptions made by several previous authors
for learning Bayesian networks, a Dirichlet prior on the parameters is inevi
table.
This article will appear in the Proceedings of the 11th cönference on Uncer
tainty in Artificial Intelligence, Morgan Kaufmann, Canada, August 1995.
(Joint work with David Heckerman)
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S~ren Tolver JENSEN
Classification oE full exponential transformation models
l"'he full naturalexponential transformation models with a transitive action
on the parameter set D are dassified. The action on the sampie space V =
IRk must be linear gy = A(g)y + a(g) and the exponential family 4f:(y) =
cp(B) exp{O'y}, () E D, is an exponential transformation model if and only if
the structural measure v is quasiinvariant with a multiplicator of the form

x(g)(y) = exp{b(g-l)'y +d(g)},

and then the action on the parameter space must be

gO = A(g-l)'O + b(g).

The problems are to find the possible group actions and the possible multipli
cators. If the action on the parameter space is transitive, there is a complete
solution to the problem.

Göran Kauermann
On a dualization oE graphical Gaussian models
Graphical Gaussian models as defined by Speed and Kiiveri (Ann.Stat., 1986)
presentt-heconditionalindependence-structure ofnormaly distriputed v~ria- _
bles by a graph. A similar approach was motivated by Cox and Wermuth
(Stat. Science, 1993) by introducing graphs showing the marginal indepen
dence structure. We define different Markov properties playing the role of a
link between the graphical approach and the induced independence relations,
either conditional Of marginal. We derive similar results for marginal inde
pendencies in the normal distributions as have been proven by Frydenberg
(Ann. Stat., 1990) for conditional independencies.
Finally, the focus is on parameter estimation. We show how dual maximum
likelihood estimation allows to adapt familiar results on the estimation theory
for conditional independence restrietions to models for marginal independen
eies.

Jan KOSTER e
Markov properties oE non-recursive causal models
A new elass of conditional independence (CI) probability models is introdu
ced, determined by a so-called reciprocal graph. This dass strictly includes
the well-known class of graphical chain models studied by Frydenberg, Lau
ritzen and Wermuth ete., and the dass of probability models determined
by a directed graph (DCG), studied recently by Spirtes and Glymour. The
dass of "lattiee CI models", introduced by Andersson and Perlman, is also
strictly included. It is shown that the Markov property determined by a
reciprocal graph is equivalent to the existence of a Gibbs factorization of the
density (assumed positive). The dass of lattice CI models plays a key role
in understanding the Markov structure of reciprocal graphical models.
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STEFFEN L. LAURITZEN
On the statistical theory oE graphical models
The lecture surveys the state-of-art for the sampling statistical theory of gra
phical models in the Gaussian and mixed discrete-Gaussian case. After intro
ducing basic concepts for undirected graphical models, the decomposable and
non-decomposable cases were contrasted in the Gaussian case: when graphs
are decornposable, i.e., all cydes of length ~ 4 have chords, explicit com
putational and distributional results are available. In the non-decomposable
case, methods are essentially limited to iterations and approxirnate distribu
tions. Even the problem of existence of the MLE (i.e. boundedness of the
likelihood function) is not cleared completely. In the mixed discrete-Gaussian
case, explicit results are also available for decomposable graphs. But some
non-graphical, hierarchical interaction models do also have explicit solutions
and simple interpretations.

David MADIGAN
Bayesian analysis oE Markov equivalence classes oE acyclic digraphs __
Acydic digraphs (ADG) are widely used to describe dependencies among va
riables in multivariate distributions. In particular, the likelihood functions of
ADG models admit convenient recursive factorizations that oftp.n allow ex
plicit maximum likelihood estimates and straightforward Bayesian analyses.
There may, however, be many ADGs that determine the same dependence
(= Markov) model. Thus, the family of aJl ADGs with a given set of verti
ces decomposes into Markov equivalence classes, each class being associated
with a unique statistical model. Statistical procedures such as Bayesian mo
del averaging that fail to take into account these equivalence classes may
incur substantial computational 01" other inefficiencies. In recent work, we
have shown that each Markov equivalence dass is uniquely determined by
a single chain graph, the essential graph that is itself Markov equj~alent

to all the ADGs in the equivalence class. Here we propose two stochastic
Bayesian model averaging and selection algorithms and describe SOIne simple
applications.
(joint work with Michael Perlman , Steen Alldersson and Chris Volinsky)

Jesper MADSEN
Models combining group symmetry and conditional independence in a mul
tivariate normal distribution
We define and study a dass of models (GS-LCI-modeIs) for the multivariate
normal distribution by means of intersections of the dass of group symmetry
(GS) models and the dass of lattice conditional independence (LeI) models.
If C; denotes a finite group and p : G ~ 0(1) an orthogonal group represen
tation of G on m1 then the GS-model given by G is defined to be the family
of all normal distributions N(O, E) on JRl that remains invariant under all
transformations p(g) : IRJ ~ IR1

, 9 E G. When K. denotes a lattice of subsets
of I then the LeI model given by K. i:, defined to be the class of all normal
distributions N(O, E) on IR1 for which .IX"LlLXM I XLnM for all L, M in K,
whenever X "-' N(O, E). .
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lJ nder thc assumption that G and K: "work together", in the sense, that
(p(g)xh{ = p(g)KXK for all 9 E G, x E IR] and !{ E Je, we then define
the eS-LeI model given by G and K. For these models explieit likelihood
inferenee (MLEs, LR-tests ete.) ean be done. .

J ames MALLEY
Statistical applications o[ Jordan algebras
After stating the abstract definition for a Jordan algebra we eonsider al
t.ernatives useful in praetiee, and list matrix spaee examples. Our list of
applieations ineludes:

• optimal variance component estimation, both unbiased and nonnega- e)
tive

• frameworks for linear hypothesis testing

• analytie, elosed-forrn solutions for the M-step in the EM algorithm, as
applied to pat terned covarianee problems, in the presenee of missing
data

-- -. Bayes optimal deeision- rule-forquantummechanieaLevents.-

John MARDEN
Multi variate ranks and their application to invariant normal models
rrhereis very little on using rank methods for developing robust tests on eo
variance Inatriees. Given multivariate observations, one ean replaee the data
by the ranked data, where eaeh variable is ranked separately. However, doing
so destroys the possibility of testing nlany popular struetural hypotheses on
covariance matriees. Instead, by using Smalls multivariate ranks, which are
defined using all variables at onee, models defined on the original variables
using invarianee under a eompaet group hold also for the rank-transformed
data..

Helene MASSAM
Lattice conditional independence models in a Jordan aJgebraic Eramework
Lattiee eonditional independence models have been defined for y r-.J N(O, E),
y E /RP (Andersson and Perlman, 1993). For a given lattiee /(" the model is
determined by the subspace P(K,) of the cone of positive definite symmetrie
Inatriees such that E E P(1C). The eone of positive definite real symmetrie
matrices is the symmetrie eone of the Jordan algebra of symmetrie matriees
on IR. We extend the definition of P(K,) to all symmetrie eones n in the
following way: Let x be an element of the irredueible symmetrie cone n of
the Jordan algebra V. Then

x E P(K) iff 'fIL, M E Je \ly E V :

tr XL~MYLuM= tr XL1YL + tr X;lYM - tr xL~MYLnM.
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We denotc by J(K.) the set of all irreducible elements of thc lattice K. and
given LEK" J(KL ) = {I( E J(IC), K, c .c}. The cone P(K,) can be charac
terizccl as follows

x E P(IC) {:> VL E IC : xLI = L (XKI
- x~k·»·

KeJ(A:d

I t also holds that

cl II
detxk

etxL = .
KEJ(A:L) det x <K>

From these two formulas, we can derive the estimates of the maximum like
lihood estimate of x E P(K,) with formulas of the type

whenever LnM separates L from M, as given by Lauritzen (1995) for decom
posable models. We can also derive the moments of the likelihood ratio sta
tistic Q for comparing two models with lattices K. and M such that M c.lC.
There, similar to what happens for decomposable models, Q = det V where
V is the product of independent beta distributions. "_.

Frantisek MATUS
On conditional independence and polymatroids
lIaving a finite set N, a set-funetion 9 : 2N -+ [0,00) is called probabilistically
(p-) representable if there exist randorn variables ~ = (~t' )iEN and a number
f. > 0 such that fg(/) is equal to the Shannon entropy of ~l = (~diEI for all
I C N. Such a family ~ is said to be p-representation of g. An irnmeqiate
observation is that every p-representable 9 must be (a rank function) of a po
Iynlatroid. A set .c of tripies (1, JI1{) where I, J, I< C N is p-representable
i [ for sOlne e

(1, li/\") E L {:> {I is conditionally independent of ~J given ~K.

'rhe problem of which polymatroid is p-representable is shown to be more
general than that of p-representability of sets L.
Every linearly representable matroid is p-representable. All p-represen
tations ~ of a connected matroid of rank at least two must satisfy: there
exists an integer tt ~ 2 such that ~I is uniformly distributed on a set of
cardinality ur(l) for all 1 c N (r is the rank function). All p-representations
or this matroid can be constructed frorn finite groups and they are (up 'to
a proper notion of isornorphism among them) in Olle-to-one corresp<?ndence
with the classes of isomorphie groups.
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Chris MEEK
New mcthods for selecting graphical Inodels
rrhe problenl of model selection in the case of graphical nlodels·(e.g. acyclic
digraphs or chain graphs) is complicated by the fact that there is a combi
natorial explosion in the number of graphs as a function of the nurnber of
vcrtices. In addition, most search operators on the space of graphical of
ten require many operations to reach statistically similar models. This last
problern arises because graphically dissimilar models can represent the same
set of distributions (i.e. be Markov equivalent). A natural approach to ad
dressing both of these problems is to consider.a transformatjon of the search
space from model space to the model space modulo an equivalence relation.
In the case of acyclic digraphs this is accomplished by searching in pattern
space; a pattern is a canonical mixed graphical representation of a Markov
equivalence class. This transformation of th~ search space is justified by the
fact that Markov equivalent models receive the same penalized likelihood
score. Algorithms for finding a completed pattern (a unique representative
of a Markov equivalence class which has aB and ~nly those edges common to
members of that Markov equivalence class and which is a chain graph) and
for finding a Markov equivalent acyclic digraph were presented in addition

_________t~ ~o~~~~r~I}_~1!_~~a~yre~ults of a part~c~~~_~!~~ri:h_~_:or searching pattern
space.

Kenneth NORDSTRÖl\i1
Stocha.stic Schur-tonvexity properties o[ functions o{ noncentral x2-variables
Stochastic ordering properties of functions of independent noncentrally X2



distributed random variables will be discussed. In particular, a result will be
presented which establishes the (multivariate) stochastic Schur-convexity of
the vector of partial sums of independent noncentrally X2-distributed random
variables as a function of the vector of noncentrality parameters. Connnec
tions to the problem of determining the extrema of the probability content
of a rotated ellipsoid will also be discussed. This is joint work with Thomas
Mathew, University of Maryland Baltimore County.

Ingram OLKIN
A personal overview oE the conference and Correlation analysis oE extreme
observations {rom a multivariate normal distribution
The theme of the conference might be called 'tDependency Models", and the
talks related to some parts of this topic. I outline the various components of
dependency:

1. lndependence, conditional independence, graphical structures

2. Time Series

3. Stochastic Processes

4. Markov Chains .

s



5. R.egression Type l\1odels - latent variables, factor analyses, structural
equations, hierarchical models, causa) models

6. Correlation analysis - product ITIOlnent correlation, partial correlation,
nlultiple correlations, tetrachoric eorrelation, part correlations

7. Non-parametrie methods

(a) Families of bivariate distributions - Farlie, Gumbel-Morgenstern,
GUlnbel, Plaekett, Marshall~Olkin,ete.

(b) Inequalities - Stepian, Sidak, Total positivity, majorization, sto
ehastie orderings, F-K-G, ete.

(e) Charaeteristics - positive orthant dependent, associated, increa
sing failure rate, less eoneordant, ete.

8. Multivariate Normal Distribution

9. Multivariate Non-normal Distributions

(a) Fitting - density estimation splines, ete.

(b) Generation of distributions

J. Sounds - Freehet bounds, ete.

11. Methods of generating bivariate distributions
That generate bivariate binomial, Poisson, geometrie, gam
ma,. exponential, ete.

• Mixtures

• Compounding

• Statistieal properties

• Charaeterizations

• physieal models

hl this survey .we diseuss how these components interaet in trying to develop
dependeney systems.

Judea PEARL
Graphs, structural models, and counterfactuals
The paper presents a formal interpretation of Structural Equation models
as used in eeonometrics a.nd social seienee and the Neyman-Rubin-Holland
Robins model of eounterfactuals (or potential response). We show that every
causal-diagram (Pearl, 1995, fortheoming Biometrika) can be interpreted in
the Rubins model and all causal eonclusions derived by two axioms: compo
si tion and consisteney.



Michael PERLMAN
Lattice conditional indepen den ce models and acyclic digraphs
Let K bea ring (= finite distributive lattice) of subsets .of a finite in~ex set
I . .A random vector X E JRl satisfies the lattice conditional in~ependence

(LeI) property determined by K, if XLlLXM IX LnM for all L, M E K" where
){L := (.Xi I-i E L). We show that"the LeI models coincide with the gra
phical Markov models .determined by. transitive acyclic digraphs (TADGs).
Furthermore, agraphieal. characterization is given for those ADGs that are
Markov equivalent to som'eTADG, i.e., to some LeI model. Under the addi
tional assumption of multivariate normality, it is shown that LeI models are
suitable for the analysis of non-nested missing data patterns and seemingly
unrelated regressions.

Donald St. RICHARDS
Algebraic methods towards higher-order probability inequalities

-In-treating-thea.naylsis- of_varianc~_.YlithtW9~rii~riaof classification, we are
led to the probt..bility inequality ~ -- -. -- - - -- . ---

(1)

where (Vi, V2 ) are "positively dependent by mixture" (POM); that is,
(Vt , V2 ) = (vV}, W2 )/X where W1 , W2 and X are mutually independent, posi
ti ve randam variables. In the ANOVA context, Wt, W 2 and X are chi-square
distributed. quadratic forms; and VI and V2 are (constant multiples of) the
likelihood ratio statistics for testing row and column effects, respectively..
Using the nation of "similarly ordered" functions, together with same sim
ple algel;>raic identities, we derive a variety of generalizations of the inequa
lity (1). Onegeneral result in this direction is the following: Given a ran
dom variable X taking values in aspace X, and similarly ordered functions
<Pt, ... , ePm : X -+ lR+, then E[n tPd ;::: nE[<Pi] , whenever aB expectations ..
exist. In another direction, it is well-known that the inequality (1) arises, _
within thc context of "total positivity of order 2" (TP2)' This motivates the
problem of deriving probability inequalities for bivariate densities J( which
are totally positive of order m (T Pm)' We derive a number of inequalities
generalizing (1), the simplest of which is the following: If the randorn vec-
tor (X, Y) has a TPm density !(, then the m x m matrix with (i,j)-th
entry EX i - 1y·j-l has nonnegative determinant. Finally, we derive probabi-
lity inequalities for densities which satisfy recently-defined nations of total
positivity, including those nations involving finite reflection groups.
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Dietrich von ROSEN
A1ultivariate linear models lvith certain covariance structures
Let

where

(

<1>0
<1>= <1>1

<1>2

Here Yi : P X 1, i = 0,1,2, <1>0 is positive definite, cI>1 and <1>2 are both skew
symmetrie and cI> is positive definite. The density of Y equals

(1)

Let z = Yo + iYl + jY2 and <1> = <1>0 + i<I>l + jcI>2, where i2 = j2 = -1 and
ij = ji = O. it follows that (1) is equivalent to

where I <1> I is defined in a eertain way. Thus, a density of z has been obtained.

Glenn SHAFER
Alternative causal interpretations of multivariate models
This leeture used the idea of probability trees to provide causal interpreta
tions for some common statistical models. Emphasis was placed on three
simple models that have been represented by directed acyclic graphs:

2..X" ----+ Y

3. X (

y

z

(X and Y are independent)

(~ depends on X)

(Z does not depend on X given Y)

In each case, several probability-tree representations were given, leading so
metimes to the same and sometimes to different sample-spaee representation.
The implication of these results is that claims of causal meaning for these
statistical models should, in general, be made more precise.
The probability-tree interpretations lead away from the idea that variables
on events are causes. Steps in natures tree are causes, and causal relations
among variables are always statements about these variables common causes.
For example, variables are independent when they have no common causes.

Peter SPIRTES
Marginalization, conditionalization and ca.usaJ inference
rrhe variables in each DAG are partitioned into 3 sets, 0, the observed, L,
the latent. and S the conditioned one. It is assumed that the DAG gene
rates a probability distribution, but all we observe is P( 0 I S). A sense
of equivalence for DAGs with variables partitioned not ihis way is defined,

I]



and a polynomial algorithm for deciding equivalence is decribed. A genera
lization of patterns, named POIPGs is described. Each POIPG represents
an equiyalcIlce dass oE DAGs with the' variablepartitioned intoG, S 'and
L. ~he features of algorithms for constructing POIPGS are described, and
it is shown how to dra~ conclusions about the effect of interventions from

, POIPGs.

~uni S. SRfVASTAVA
Admissibility oE the inverse regression estimator in the multi-univariate cali
bration model
For simplicity, we consider the unidimen~ional linear calibration model in
which the calibration experiment can be represented as

i,= 1, ... ,n

and the calibration experiment as

'. - . -, - ---,--~-- - 'YOj =0-+ -ßx~-+'€Oj,--'j-=-1, .-.. fm

where Yi, YOj are all independent random p-vectors and 0 and ß are p-vectors
of unknown parameters. Ta estimate Xo, two estimators have been proposed
in the literature, classical' and inverse regression. We show that the inverse
regression estimator is admissible when fi "-I Np(O, E) and- (Oj "-I Np(Q, E) and
E unknown.

~ilan STUDENY
Chain graphs as models oE probabjJistic conditional independence structures
Chain graphs are known as graphical models of conditional independence
(CI) structure which generalize both undirected graphs and directed acyc1ic
graphs. They define through a "moralization" procedure certain indepen
dency models. Nevertheless, the principle question whether it is really a
model of probabilistic CI-structure (i.e. whether for each chain graph there
exists a probability measure complying exactly with independencies written
in the graph through the moralization criterion) is open. The contribution
should report on an attempt to prove the completeness of the criterion. It is
made in a similar way as it was done for undirected acyclic graphs: through
developping an equivalent "separation" criterion, choosing properly a sub
graph for every graphical dependency and finding a suitable construction of
a probability measure for such a subgraph.
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Akinlichi TAKEMURA
lndependence Bartlett correction 01 nested likelihood ratio tests
It is weil known that the likelihood ratio statistic is Bartlett correctable. Here
we decon1pose a likelihood ratio statistic into one degree of freedorn likelihood
ratio sta:tistics considering nested hypotheses. Let nested hypotheses be given

as

Ho : 81 = 810 , •.. ,Op = Opü

Ho : 01 : free, O2 = 820 , .•. , Op = Opo

Ho : 0., O2 : free, 03 = {}30, ... ,Op = OpQ

Ho:

Ho:

Oh' .. ,(}p-l: free" Op = {}pO

01, ... ,(}p: free.

Let Ai be the likelihood ratio test for testing Hj - l vs. Bj. Our result is as
folIows. Under Ho the AjS are independent up to the order O{l/n) and they
are independently Bartlett correctable.

Nanny WERMUTH
A pplica.t.iolls of graphical chain models
Variables in foul' larger empirical investigations are presented with first Of

derings in tenns of pure responses, intermediate variables and pure explana
t.ory variables. Specific features of the research questions and the data sets
itI1d analyses in tenns of graphical chain nl0dels are pointed out. In a second
part, of the lecture solutions to the following questions one can ask for a gi
ven generating process of thc data are answered. Suppose the process can be
described in terms of a directional acycIic graph, when does this generating

process irnply

1. l'iJ,LYj I }'c for an arbitrarily selected variable pair (Y'i, Yj) and a selec
ted conditionary set of variables }'c

2. an cdge in the covariance graph i5 present, i.c. YiJ,L}j and

3. an cdge in the implied conccntration graph is present, i.c. YiJ,Llj I all

remaining variables.

(based on joint work with D.R. Cox)
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Henry P. WYNN
Some algebraic topology in statistics:
tlle Voronoi ITJethod for inclusion-exclusion inequalities
'The classical inclusion-exclusion lemma for n sets {Ai }~1- takes the form

n n

I(U Ai) = L I(Ad - L I(A i n A j ) +... (_I)n I(n Ad
i=l i<i i=l

where J(A) is the indicator function of A.
In Naiman and Wynn (Ann. Stat. 1992) we show that for Ai = Ball centered
Xi, radius r, in IRd there is a ~~depth" 1n = d + 1 version (compared to the
depth n, in general). The new version takes the form

n

I(U Ad = L I(Ad - L I(A i n A j ) + L J(A i n Ai n Ak)
i=l (i,j)EK'2 (i.i,k)EK3

_ ... (_l)m L I(Ai1 ... n?=lAik) Vr
{i 1 ,i2 ••• ·,ik )EKm

where SUll1nla.tion is over the subsimplicies of the Delaunay siolplicial com
plex, thc dual of the Voronoi relaxation of JRd using Xi (the center of the

--- ·balls)·.~- ~ _.- -- --- ---~ --- -- --- -- -~ -- -- -_.- .__ .. _. _. ---- -- -- - .. ~ -_. --.
More recent work shows that the upper and lower bounds obtained by trun
cating the dassical IE (generalized Bonferroni bounds) can be generalised
to the above eql:ation. All the theory is based on the socalIed DISCRETE
TUBE property: the subsimplicial complex for {Ai} Ai 3 x has Euler cha
l'acteristic = 1; or 010re strongly is simply connected. Many collections have
the discrete tube property: balls, hyperplanes, halfspaces etc. Für all of these
the theory works. A particularly important case is half-spaces. In that case
U Ai == c0111plement of a convex set. It is expected that in this ca...,e thcre
will be application to multiple comparison and reliability.

Berichterstatter: Adalbert Wilheln1 (Augsburg)
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MONDAY, 3 July 1995

Chair: l\1ichael PERLl\1AN

09:00-09: 15 Friedrich PUKELSHEIM: Welcome

09: L5- L0: 15 Steffen LA URITZEN: On the statistical theory of graphical models

]0:2.5-LO:55 Judea PEARL: Graphs, structural nlodels, and counterfactuals

Chair: Eckart SONNEMANN

11: 15-- LL:45 Dan GEIGER: A characterization of the Dirichlet, Normal and Wishart
distribution, with applications to learning Bayesian networks

11 :55- J2:25 Henry WYN N: Sonle algebraic topology in statistics: The Voronoi me
thod for inclusion-exclusion inequalities

Chair: Steen ANDERSSON

16:00-16:30 Muriel CASALIS: The Lukacs-Olkin-Rubin eharaeterization of the
\~'ishart distribution on symmetrie cones

j 6:35-17:0.5 Belene MASSAM: Lattice eonditional independence models on symme

trie eones

Chair: Ted ANDER.50N

17:20--17:50 Akinlichi TAKEMURA: A (frequentist) proof of independent Bartlett
correc(,jon of nested likelihood ratio tests

17:.1:)--18:25 Kai Tai FANG: On Intdtivariate vertieal density representation

TUESDAY, 4 July 1995

Chair: Joe WHITTAI,ER

09:00--10:00 David COX: General remarks on graphieal models

Chair: Ant<;>oy UNWIN

10:30-11:20 Ni\nny \VERMUTH: Applications of graphical chain models

I] ::10--12:20 Glenn SHAFER: Alternative causa.! interpretations of multivariate mo

dels

Chair: Helene MASSAM:

16:00-IG:45 .Jesper MADSEN: rvlodels conlbining group synlffictry and conditional
indcpcndenee in a ontltivaria.te nOl'lnal distribution

16:.50-17:3.5 S0rcn Talver .J ENSEN: Classification of full exponential transformation

nlodels

17:40-18:25 Jim l\1ALLEY: Statistical applications of Jordan algebras
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WEDNESDAY, 5 July 1995

Chair: Nanny WERMUTH

09:00-09:40' Göran KAUERMANN: On a dualizaCon of graphical Gaussian Inodels

09:50-10:30 David MADIGAN: Bayesian analysis of Markov equivalence classes of
acyclic digraphs

Chair: Dan GEIGER

10:55-11:35 Chris M,EEK: New methods for selecting graphical models

11:45-12:25 Michael PERLMAN: Lattice conditional independence models and acy-
die digraphs e

THURSDAY, 6 July 1995

Chair: Rosemary BAILEY

09:00-10:00 Phil DAWID: The analysis of distributive block structures for experi
mental layouts

10:30-11 :20 John l\1ARDEN: Multivariate ranks and their application to invariant
normal Inodels

11 :30-12:20 Frantisek MATUS: On conditional independence and polYlnatroids

Chair: Morten FRYDENBERG

16:00-16:45 Milan STUDENY: Chain graphs as models of probabilistic conditional
independence structures

16:50-17:3.5 Jan I(OSTER: Markov properties of non-recursive

causal models

17:40-18:25 Peter SPIRTES: Generalized graphical representations of rnarginaliza- _
tioo, conditionalization and feedback •

FRIDAY, 7 July 1995

Chair: Hans BR0NS

09:00-09:40 Dietrich von .ROSEN: Multivariate linear models with certain cova
riance structures

09:50-10:30 Joe EATON: lnvariance and strong inconsistency

Chair: Robb MUIRHEAD

10:55-11:35 Muni SRIVASTAVA: Admissibility of the inverse regression estimator
in the multi-univariate linear calibration tnodel

11:45-l2:2.5 Kcnneth NORDSTRÖM: Stochastic Schur convcxity
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Cha.ir: Ludger RÜSCHENDOH.F

13:30--1/1:10 Don RICHARDS: Aigebraic n1ethocls towards higher-order probability

inequa.lities .

14:20-15:00 Ingran1 OLKIN: Correlation analysis of extreme observations from a

111ldtivariate norn1al distribution

15:00 Michael PER.LMAN: Farewell
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Tagungsbericht 27/1995
Schrödingeroperatoren

09.07. - 15.07.1995

Thc rneeting was organized by M. Demuth (Clausthai) and V. Enß (Aachen), the 38
participants came frolll 14 countries.

30th deterministic and random Schrödinger operators were studied in particular those
with Inagnetic fields or a periodic background.

Special cI11phasis wa..~ on detailed properties of the point spectrum generated in spectral
ga.ps by delcrrninistic potentials, by boundary conditions, or by randorn perturbations.
Other topics included estinlates of semigroups generated by Schrödinger and more general
higher order operators, rnodeJs for bulk Inatter and stability cf matter, direct and inverse
scattcring theory.
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Vortragsauszüge

The Spectral Function and Principal Eigenvalues far
Schrödinger Operators
Wolfgang Arendt
In the first part of thc talk thc spectral function A t-----+ s{ß - AV) is studied, whcre
V E Ll

oc
{IR N) , V- E Kato's dass and s{ß - AV) = sup a(ß - AV) denotes thc spcc

tral bound (i~e. top of the spectrum). It is areport on joint work with C. Datty (Potentia.l
Analysis, to appear). The aim is to find Al > 0 such that s(ß - Al V) = 0 and 'lt > 0 such

~ - -- --that-(-A---Al-\L)u-=-O-(assumingJt---=:iJlL. A_I)~~ inter~s~}ng case considered in the second
part is V E LN / 2 • Tt can be treated by considering ~(ß ~.~V) Irlsteadof-~ --='--XV OTla.
weighted L 2 -space. We conclude by an open problem: Let 0 ~ V E LC'O(IR N

) such t.hat
s(6. - V) < O. Is A~ s(ß - AV) strictly decreasing?

Haw to Construct Self-adjoint Extensions with Prescribed
Spectral Properties
J.F. Brasche
Let fI be a symlnetric operator in ,SOIne separable complex Hilbert space with infinite
deficiency indices and a gap J. Let. Sac, Sp and F be the support of SOITIe absolutcl.y
continuous nleasure, some countable set and the closure of sonle open set, respectivcly.
give a metho~ how to constrllct a self-adjoint extension iI of IJ such that

CTsc(H) n J = F n J. , G'ac(ii) n J = 0.

Under an ajditional assumption about H I give a method how to construet a self-adjoint_
extension H of H such that

aac(FI) n J = Snc n J.

All the mentioned assumptions are satisfied, e.g. by the minimal Laplacian on a non
empty bounded open dOInain in IR d

, d > 1, and by the Ininimal Laplacian on an infinite
disjoint union of non-empty intervals.
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Stocllastic Spectral Tlleory
Jan van Casteren
T'he following topics were discussed:
l. Notation, generalities, pinned Markov process
2. Feynrnan-Kac selnigroups: O-order regular perturbations
:3. Dirichlet senligroups: O-order singuar perturbations, harrnonic functions
4. Sets of finite capacity, wave operators, and related results
.1. SOllte (abstract) problems related to Neumann semigroups: first order perturbations
6. Operator valued Cauchy semigroups ,:..1':

A8 a sitlnple theorem we quote:
Let V, ~V be Kato--Feller potentials with respect to some Halniltonian I{~. If W - V belongs
LO [} (E, 171,), then lhe scaltering systClll (1\"0 + V, 1\"0 + W) is complete. Here 1(0 generales
a Feiler sernigroup in D2( R, 171.). A sirrlilar result is true for singular perturbations of order

O.

SOlne Mathelnatical Aspects of "Quantull1 Chaos"
Monique Combescure
'rltis is joint work with D. Robert. "Quan1urn chaos" is a field of research where one tries
lo see wh(~re, in quantulll rnecha.nics~ is hidden the "seed" of thc chaotic behavior which
seCIllS t.o bc sOlnehow t.lw rule in classical Incchanics. Here I preseilt one of the mathemat
ica.l aspccls of this field, nalncly t.hc aSylllpt.otics when li (Planck constant) goes to zero,
of variOliS f(lIantlllll qllantities~ in a. situatiot'l where the undcrlying cÜissical dynamics is
crgodic: (01' tnixing) 011 thc encrgy surfacc at energy E. Assuming that the spectrum of
our Schrödingcr opera.tor is pllrely discrclc in an inlerval containing the classical energy
E, with corresponding eigenstatcs <.pj(/i.), wc show tha1 under the mixing assumption, the
tllatrix elenlcnls of a suitablc observable A: (<pj(li), A<pk(li)) go to zero as /i ~ 0 for "almos1

cvery j a.nd k" (j ::j:. k) in a suitable sense.

Heat KerneIs alld LP Spectral Theory for Higher Order Elliptic
Operators
E.B. Davies
We c.onsider sclf--adjoint., dliptic operators act.ing on L2(IR N

) with the divergence form

fl.f(x) == L (_l)loIDQ {aoß(x)Dßf}
lol::;m
Iß1::;rn

under t.hc assurnption of conlplex, bounded, rnea:sllrable and uniformly elliptic coefficients.
[f ln == 1 the theory is welt dcvelopcd, hut for 111. > 1 it dcpends heavily upon whether

. ..~



N < 2711 or not. If N < 2,11, t.hen

for aB t > 0, where I\.~ may be complex but

, _E.. [ Ix - yI2~~I. .] .
1/\ (t, x, y·)1 :s; eIl 2m exp -C2 _1_ + C3 t

t2m-1

for eertain positive eonstants Ci. This bound may be used Lo prove that e- Ht defines a.
strongly eontinuous sernigroup on LP(IR N ) for all 1 :::; p < 00. lf lJp is it8 g.enerator t.hen
one obtains re~olvent bounds of the type

--~-uiz --iJ i-jTI-<~ (1 +lzY-)~-~ -
. p - 11m Zll+'o

for sonlC Q 2:: 01 and all ... f/. R. Thc final conclusion is that thc spectrulll of IIp is
independent of p. Thc above requires N < 21n, and for N > 2,n the situat.ion is entirely
different, unless thc coefficients have sorne loeal regularity properties.

Gaussian Decay of the Magnetic Eigenfullctiol1s
Laszl6 Erdös
We investigate whether the eigenfun~tionsof the two-dimen'sional nlagnctic Schrödinger
operator have a Gallssian decay of type exp( -Cx2

) at infinity (the n1agnetic field is ro
tationally symmetrie). \;Ve establish this decay if thc energy CE) of t.he cigenfunction is
below the bottorn of the essential spectrum (B), and if the angular Fourier componcnts
of the external potential decay exponentially (real analyticity in the angle variable). vVe
also demonstrate that almost the same decay is necessary to enSllre Gaussian decay. rrlH~ ....
behavior of C in the strong field limit and in the small gap (B - E) lirnitis .also studied. ~
The method is probabilistic and it re'lies on a generalized Feynman-Kac formula in thc a.n-
gular rllomentum seetor representation. This involves a Bessel process (duc to the radial
Laplacians aeting in the diagonals) and a Poisson jump process whieh is responsible for thc
transitions between the sectors (duc to thc nonzero offdiagonal elements of the potential).
The formula conlbines the usual Feynman-Kac formula and the well-known representatioll
of the exponential of a finite nlatrix using Poisson processes. Sinee our "rnatrix" is infinite,
the jump r'ates should be renormalized.

"-



Wanllier-Stark Systems with Singular Interactions
Pavel Exner
We consider a one--dimensional quantum systeln with an equidistant array of 8'-interactions
and a potential unbounded below satisfying certain regularity assumptions. A typical ex
alnple is the 8' Kronig-Penney model with an electric field, H== -dd

2

2 +ß L 8'(x-na)-Fx.
x nEZ

The absolutely continuous spectrum of this Hamiltonian is shown to be empty. We also
formltlate a conjecture concerning the essential spectrum and discuss various generaliza
tions. Alnong theIn are rectangular-graph-Iattice KP models with 8 and 8' coupling; we
show that their band spectra in absence of the external field depend on numb':'er-theoretic
properties of theparameters.

On tlle Regularity of the BOllndary Values of aResolvent Family
Vladimir Georgescu
Let lf, A be sclf-adjoint operators in a I-lilbert space Hand set R(z) == (H - Z)-l für
z E C+ (i.c. {In1 z > O}). We say that 11 is of dass CO(A) for some real a > .0 if the map
T ......-+ e-irAR(=)eirA E 8(1-0 is of Besov dass AO == B~oo. If a > 0 then one can define
t.be open real set /l( /1) as thc set of real A which have a compact neighbourhood T such
that. E(T)[IJ,iA]E(T) ~ aE(T) for some real a > 0 (E == spectral measure of H). We
set n == C+ U Il(H), H" == D(IAI.'» for ,'; > 0, and we identify 'Hs c H == 'H- c H: = 'H- s ;

in particlliar J3(H) C B(Hs ; H- s ). Let 0','" be realoumbers such that 0 < Q < S - ~ aod
aSSlllllC that 11 has a spectral gap aod 11 E C·'+1/2(A). Then the holomorphic function
R(·) : C+ -+ 13(Hs ; H- s ) extends to a function locally of dass As-I/2 on n:: Moreover,
if P_ is thc spcctral projcctioo of A associated to the set (-00,0], then P- R(·) : C+ -+

B('H.,; H s - J - o ) extends 1.0 a functioo locally' of dass AO on n. These results have been
obtained in collaboration with Anne Boutet de Monvel and J. Sahbani.

Isospectral Deformations
Fritz Gesztesy
A const.rllction of isospcctral potentia.ls for üne-dimensional Schrödinger operators H ==
- ::2 + V in I.} (IR. ) is presented. The reslliting isospectral deforma.tions iI = - d~2 + V
are llIlitarily equivalent to 1I and result by deforn1ing a giveo Dirichlet datum (J.l, a) of
I1 (e.g. corresponding to a Dirichlet bouodary condition at x == 0) to a new Dirichlet
datum (ji, ä) of jl. Here It, ji E (a, b), (a, b) c R\spec(H), er, ä E {+, -} and (p, +) (resp.
(/L, -)) denotes the fight (resp. left) Dirichlet eigenvalue of H 00 the half-line (0,00) (resp.
(-00,0)). 'The principal tools involved are factorizations of H ioto products of first-order
differential expressions and Weyl m-function tcchniques.



Molecular Propagation thraugll Electron Energy Level ~rossings

and A voided Crossings
George E. Hagedorn
This senlinar concerns the quantum rnechanical propagation of nl01ecular systellls. "Ve be-
gin by discussing the Time~DependentBorn-Oppenheimer Approximation that describes e
molecular dynamics and chemical reactions. This standard approxiluation breaks down if
electron energy levels cross one another 01' approach· elose to one another at an "avoidcd
crossing" . .We describe the quantum mechanical phenomena that occur when a lllo)ecular
system propagates through such a crossing or avoided crossing.

Atoms and Moleeules in Electric Fields 
Ira Herbst

- - ~ Joint--wor-kwith-Jacoh M011er_and_ EricS~i9~~~Ll~pres~~~~_on the usual rnodel of charged
non-relativistic part.icles interacting via Coulolnb potentials in-t1~Cl)~a(grolill(r()(ii--con--

stant externat etectric fielel. It is shown that there are 110 bounel states and that thc
Hamilto~ian has purely absolutely continuous spectrum. In fact the scattcring theory

of this system is aSYlnptotically complete. The Coulomb potential is just barely Kato-'
bOllnded in the sense that for any stronger singularity, Ho-houndedne,ss eioes not. hold.
This produces special difficulties over the smooth case in contrast to lnost problclns in
non-relativistic quantum nlcchanics. The Inethods used are based on an idea of finding
observables which at fixed energy are (approximately) increasing in the time (for large lxI).
For exanlple A = E']J 01' more generally E· p +ßlxl-1x· P (ß > 0) where E is tohe elecLrlc
field.

Localizatioll ill Spectral Gaps far Randonl Operators
P.D. Hislop
In joint work with J.M. Barharoux and J.M. Combes, we prove exponentiallocalization in
spectral gaps for various fanlilies of randorn, self-adjoint operators. These exanlples include
additive and'multiplicative perturbations of background operators llo. These unperturbed
operators are assumed to have a gap in their spectrum (B-, B+). The perturbed, randonl
farnilies (Hw(g)) are continuous in 9 and Hw(O) = Ho. The Anderson nlodc1 [/weq) ==
-6. + gVw provides a known exalnple with ]-{o = -ß. Taking lio = -Ll - Vpe.r, for Ci.

periodic potential Vpen we obtain an example, Hw(g) = Ho +gVw , of interest in solid stat.e
physics. We assume that for 9 smalJ, the almost sure spectrum E(g) of I-/w(g) has a. gap
satisfying B- :::; 8-(g) < 8+(g) ::; B+. Under some assumptions on /10 , we prove thc
existence of energies E±(g) satisfying B- :::; E-(g) < B-(g) < B+(g) < E+(g) :::; B+, so
that E(g) n [E-(g), E'+(g)) is pure point with exponentially decaying eigenfunctions anel
IB±(g) - E±(g)! ~ Cg2. In addition to the existence of a gap (B-, B+) for a( f/n), we



asSUll1C /10 (0:) = einllxll/foe-iollxll is analytic in a strip, that a(Ho) C [-I{o,oo) for sOlne
o < /\'0, a.nd that thc spectral project.ion for Ho and [-1<0' B-] has a kernel with good
off-diagonal decay propcrties.

e On Some Properties of Zero Sets and Critical Sets of Solutions of
Elliptic Equations
Maria Hoffmann-Ostenhof
This is joint work with T. Hoffmann-Ostenhof and N. Nadirashvili. Let u ~ const satisfy
an elliptic equation ~.~

Lou = L aijDiju + L bjDj'u = 0

with SI1100th coefficient.s in a domain in 1R3 . It is shown that the critical set IVul-1{O}
has locally finite l-dilnensional Hausdorff measure. This implies in particuJar that for a
solution u t= 0 of (Lo + c)lI. = 0 with cE coo, the critical zero set 1L-

1 {O} n IVul-1{O} has
loca.lly finite 1~dilne.nsionaJ I-Iausdorff Olcasure.

Ralldolll Schrödinger Operators, Asymptotics of the Integrated
Density of States for a Poisson Potential
Dirk Hundertnlark
This is joint work with Kurt ßroderix, Werner Kirsch and Hajo Leschke. Random Schrö
dinger opera.t.ors a.re supposed to rnodcl effects in solid state physics when the disorder
01' thc Inatter cannot bc neglectcd, e.g. arnorphous semiconductors. In these models thc.
so--called integratcd dCllsity of sta.tcs ([DOS) is of special interest, since it determines the
t.hCrIllostatic propertics of the Illodel. In thc rniddle 70's the leading asymptotic behaviour
of th~ [DOS for low cnergics was est.ahlished rigorously by Pastur and Donsker-Varadhan
for a randorn PoisSOIJ potent.ial with single-site potential decaying algebraically at infinity

_ with rat.e a. 'rhey fOtlud cornplctely different behaviour, depending on whether d < a <
d + 2 ("classical case") 01' 0' > d + 2 (t'quantum case"), respectively. Here d is the space
dilnension. Für cl = 2 we investigate the effect of a nonzero constant magnetic field on the
leading asymptotics of the IOOS. VVe show that there is no transition in the asymptotics
as soon as thc rnagnetic field is nonzero. rrhe asymptotic behaviour for low energies is
always governcd by the "classical result n for all a > 2. This result irnmediately generalizes
to even dinlensions when thc magnetic field tensor has fuH rank..

Stability of Matter in Magnetic Fields
Michael Loss
In thc prescnce of arbitrarily large nHt.gnetic fields, I1latter composed of electrons and nuclei
was known to be unstable if the fine strllcture constant a 01' the nuclear charge Z is too
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large. Joint work with Elliott Lieb anel Jan Philip Solovej is presented, in which it is
. shown thatmatter is stable if Q' < 0.06 and Za2 < 0.04. A Iiew technique, called running
energy seale, is introduced in whieh the estimates are performed on all energy scalcs. As
another application of this idea a new Lieb--:-Thirring inequality for the sums of the negative
eigenvalues of T - U is obtained. Here T is the Pauli operator and -U is a potential.

Dirichlet Forms and Spectral Theory
Ivor McGillivray
Let H be the non-negative definite self-adjoint operator associated t.o a regular irreduciblc
Dirichlet form on L2

( .J(, m). Assume that JI has. discrete spectrUITl. We study perturba
tions of theoperator which arise through t~e imposition of Diriehlet boundary conditions
on a compact subset of )(. The eigenvalues of the perturbed operator are of course shiftcd

---to~the-right~Under-an~'ultracontrac_tiyjJ}'~~~.9l!git.~o!),__\V~:.~~_ow ~t the Inagnitude of the
shift cau be estilnated by the capaeity. We also obtain a capacityl-;);-er-boundfor iEe
ground state shift under suitable conditions. An application ta the '~crushed ice problelll"
was descri bed.

Spectrum of Schrödinger Operators With Strang Magnetic Field
Shu N akamura
This is joint woi·k with Ira Herbst. We consider a magnetic Schrödinger operator

and consider the asymptotie behaviaf of a(H()")). Let B(x) = rot A(x) be t.hc corrc
sponding magnetic field, and M = {x E jRn I B(x) = 0). We show that the spectrurn
converges to ei~her a periodic 01' a quasi-periodic orbit in A, in thc spacc of the subsets of
<C. The behavior depends on the geometrie properties of M. In particular, if n= 2 anel
8M is smooth, a(H(A))converges to a fixed set if and only if M is simply connected. Ir '.
Hl(M; IR) = lR (the first homology group), then a(H(A)) converges to a periodic orbit. •

t

A Proof of the Strong Scott COlljecture
Heinz Siedentop
The Schrödinger operator of ~n atom is

N Z N 1

HN,z = ?;(-ßv - f;,:I) + "~1 Ix,. - xvi
~<II

self-adjointly realized in I\~=l (L 2 (IR. 3
) 0 ((;1). Here

N is the number of electrons,



Z is the nuclear charge and

q is the number of spin states per electron.

The strong Scott conjecture was proven by A. Iantchenko,. E. H. Lieb, and the speaker

in the following sense: Let JV = Z, U a bounded integrable function on §2, a > 0, pz a

sequence of grouod-states deosities of Hz,z, and pz{xJ = jJ(x/Z)/Z3. Then

( U{w)pz(aw)dw~ r U(w)dwpH(a)
1S2 JS2

~ ~

where pH(Jxl) = q L ItP~(x)12 and 1/;:: eigenfunctionsdefined by (-ß-rh)tP~= Ev 1/J:!.
v.Ev~O

.

On the Lieb-Thirring Estimates far the Pauli Operator

Alexander V. Sobolev
We establish Lieb-l'hirring type estimates für the sums Lk IAkj'>' of the negative eigenv.alues

Ak of the Pauli operator with a non-homogeneous magnetic field perturbed by a decreasing

electric potential.

ReSlllts and ProblenlS Related to Localization with -Periodie

Backgroulld Potelltials
Peter Stollmann .
In this talk" wc prescHt joint work with G. St.olz to the effect that far a model of the fornl

with a Zd-periodic VpP.T and a.n Anderson-type Vw the following holds: Near the lower band

edges of the spectrum of thc unperturbed operator

-~+Vper the operator exhibits point spcctrum with exponentially localized eigenfunctions

alnlost sllrely. \Ve show how thc necessary modifications to the Combes-Hislop praof of

localization at. the bottom of the spetrum is related to the shift of bands of a periodic

operator forced by an additional periodic Inultiplication operator.

Point Spectrum far a Wannier-Stark Hamiltonian

Günter Stolz
The Wannier-Stark Hamiltonian -~ - Fx + W with F =f 0 and W periodic has purely

absolutely continuous spectrum if W E C 2• Completely different spectral characteristics

are fOllOd for

d2

fl = --I'2 -Fx +L: A6'(x - na)
(.x n

F > 0, A f= 0, a > O.



Avron, Last and Exner have shown that U ae = 0. Here we show that H'll = E'll has
superexponentially decaying solutions at +00 for almost every E E IR, the sanle being true
at -00 for every E E IR. Spectral averaging techniques can then be used to study the
operators:HJJ = 1/ + jlW, where I" E IR, W 2:: 0, ~ 0, compactly supported anel integrable.
It follows that HJJ has pure point spectrum for almost every It. An interesting open .
problem is to decide on (nol1- )discreteness of the spectrum, which is expected to depend ..
sensitivelyon the parameters F, Aand a. Almost nothing is known for the \Vannier-Stark
Hamiltonian with periodic b-interactions (instead of 8').

Universal Estimates für Eigenvalues of Schrödinger Operators
Joachim Stubbe
We prove and exploit an identity for thc spectra of self-adjoint operators 11 modeled on

_ the-DirichleLLaplacian_-or_,_n}Qr~gefl~r~J!y,_ 9..!!_~~h!§_~~ng~F9.ee~~_~s__?f_ thc fornl

H = (p - A(x))2 + V(xf, .

We derive inequalities involving sums, differences and ratiosof eigenvalues which extend
and improve previous resltlts by Hile and Protter. For the Dirichlet Laplacian these in
equalities are sharp for high lying eigenvalues in the sense that they are saturated by \JVeyl's
asymptotie expression.

Optimal LP-Lq Estimates für Schrödinger Semigroups witll
Magnetic Fields in Two Dimensions
Bernd Thaller
For a Sehrödinger operator H with a magnetic field B in two dimensions, i.e.,

e ~
t..

f1,r
'4.

eur! A = B 2:: Bo > 0,H = ~(\7 + iA)2
2

IletHull q ,

sup -1-1-11-' ~ A(q,p,i,Bo)
uELP u p

with an optimal constant /(. For eertain eombinations of q, p, t, the estimate is optiolal
in the sense that equali ty holds in (*) for B( x) = Bo (constant field) and u a centered
Gaussian function. The techniques used involve logarithmic Sobolev-inequalities. The
results can be used to obtain pointwise bounds on the integral kernel of etH

•

we prove



Inverse N-Body Scattering
Ricardo Weder
In this talk I present recent results on the inverse N-body problem in quantum mechanics
that were obtained with a simple time-dependen~geometrie method. We prove that in
the short-range case the high velocity limit of the scattering operator determines uniquely
the potential. We also prove that for a given lang-range potential the high velocity limit
of the modified Dollard scattering operator determines uniquely the short-range potential.
Moreover we prove that any one of the Dollard scattering operators determines uniquely
the total potential.
The resuIts of this talk are contained in the following papers:
1) Enss, V. and Weder, R., "Inverse Potential Scattering: A Geometrical Approach" in
cluded in "Mathematical Quantum Theory 11: Schrödinger Operators", Proceedings of
the Summer School in Mathematical Quantum Theory, August 1993, Vancouver, B.C., J.
Feldn1an, R. Froese and L. Rosen editors, CRM Proceedings and Lecture Notes 8., AMS
Providence (1995)
2) Enss, V. and Weder, R., "Uniqueness and Reconstruction Formulae for Inverse N
Partide Scattering", to appear in: ~'Differential Equations and Mathematical Physics",
Proceedings of thc International Conference, Univ. of Alabama in Birmingham, March
1994, 1. Knowles editor, International Press Boston (ca. 1995)
3) Enss, V. and Weder, R., ~'The geometrical Approach to Multidimensional Inverse Scat
t.eringn

, .to appear in J. l\1ath. Phys. (1995)

On tlle Lieb-Thirring Canstants L'Y,l far ~2::. 1/2
Timo Weidl
Let {Eil denote the sequence of negative eigenvalues of the operator

(1) H = - d~2 - V(x), V(x) ~ 0 on L2(IR).

We prove, that 0 ::; V E LI (IR) implies

where the best constant on the r. h. s. can be estimated by 1/2 ~ L1/ 2 ,1 < 1.005. This
solves the "limit" case in the scale of Lieb-Thirring inequalities

We apply (2) to improve the upper bound on Lry,l for 1/2 < / < 3/2. In particular we
find LI,t < 0.854. l\1oreover (2) implies a new bound ~n the transmission coefficient of



L

the problem (1). Ir one considers (1) as a Neumann problem on L2 (IR+), then (2) holds as
weil. For the respective constant L~2.1 on the r. h. s. of (2) we find 1 ~ L~2.1 < 1.005.

New Channels of Scattering far Three-Body Quantum Sytems a
with Long-Range Potentials •
D. Yafaev
We consider a system of three one-dimensional particles with 'one of the pair potentials
VO(XO) decaying at infnity as Ixol-P, 0 < p < 1/2. It is sh~wn that such a system
can possess channels of scattering not included in the usual list of channels called the
asymptotic completeness.

Reported by Silke Arians, Arnd v.cl. Heyden
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Tagungsbericht 28/1995

DynaInische Systeme

16.-22.07.1995

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von H. Hofer, J. Moser und E. Zehnder (ETH
Zürich) statt.

S. ANGENENT

Curve shortening and c10sed geodesics on S2.

Let (1\1 2 , g) be a surface with closed geodesics "'(1, •.. , "'(no Define 0'("'(1, ... ; "Yn) =
{C l -immersed 9 C Mig transversal to /1, .. '; ""{n and 9 has no self tangeneies }.
By definition, two /, ""{' E n'(-)'I, ... , "'(n) have the same "knot-type" I if they lie
in the same component of 0'("'(1, .. " "'(n). To each such component B we asso
ciate a Conley-index h(B) (associated with the gradient ftow), which togethcr
wit.h information about the Jacobi- fields of the /1, ... , '1n determines how many
gcodesics ß l11ust (at least) contain. In particular, one ean show that. if c is a
simple: dosed geodcsic with rotation number 1" > 1, there are geodesics of t.ype
(p, (/) for any p/q E (I, r), (p, q) == 1.

V. BALADI

Gencralized Fredholm deternlinants and dynamical zeta functions.

\Vcight.~d dynamical zet.a fUllctions or suitably defined Fredholm-typ(~ det.er
rninant,s have beeil sllccessfully lIsed by many authors to discribe t.he discrcte
sp0cl.rllll1 of t.ransfer operators associatcd with expanding or hyperbolic maps
an<! sllIoot.h weights. Ry making use of a continuous version of thc Milllor and
Thurston kncading matrix, it is possiblc to prove similar results for transfer
0pf'rat.ors act.ing on [unctions of boundccl variation on the real fine wit.hollt any
hypcrboliticit.y assumption (joint with D. Ruelle, "Sharp determinants"; IHES
preprint ]994). We also discuss the corresponding one-dimensional complex
theory (joint with A. Kitaev, D. Ruelle, S. Semmes, "Sharp determinants and
kneading operators for holomorphic maps" l IHES preprint., 1995).

v. ßANGERT

Homoclinic orbits by variational Dlethods (Report on part of a forth
comillg thesis by D. Petroll, MFI Oberwolfach).

A simple dosed geodesie 10n an orientable surfaee M (with Riemannian mctric)
is called a I-sided proper loeal minimum if -y cannot bc approximated [rom
(at least.) one side by curves with lengths ::; length("'(). Suppose lhat. M is
homeomorphic to SI x [0, I] and that 51 x {O} and that 51 x {]} are dosed
geodcsics, 10,11,

Theorcnl. Assume thal '10 is a l-sided proper loeal minimum (Jnd length('1o) >
length(1d. lf lIIere is no non-coutmctible closed geodesie in interior (M) ==



.; \
..... :::Io-~_ ... -.: .~_ ~

.'i l X (0. I) wltich is (, /-sided proper lor.al minimum lhen the1't~ c:J:ist.'i (I qp.odesic
in 1'" Iwmodi71ic 10 10·

Thc homoclinic geodesie is obtaincd as Cl. limit of closed geodcsics of minimax
(sadcllc-point.) type. Examples of surfaces of revolution show thc ncccssity of thc
assumption lcngth (-10) > length('Yd. The same examplcs show t.hat Olle l1as to
asslllTIe that there does not exist a non-contractible simple closed geodesics g in
interior (M) with length (,) = length(/o). There is hope t.hat the assllmptiolls
of t.he theorem can be reduced to this weaker assumption.

M. BIALY

Hopf type rigidity for Newton equations.

In HJ.13 E. Hopf provcd that the only Riemannian metries on thc: two-torus
without conjugate points are flat ones. Recently this result was gcneralized by
8urago & lvanov for the n-dimensional case. It is a very interesting problem
Lo undersiand for which dass of convex Hamiltonian systems this Hüpf type
rigidity holds. The purpose of the talk is to establish the Hopf theotern for t.he

~- HanliltoniaIL_-_ -- ---- -- -- ----~- -- 1 - :) .-.---- - ._~- --
ll(p, y, t) = 21p1 - + U(q, t)

whcrc !/ is a. Ricmannian met.ric on the n-dimensional torus and lf is a time anel
spacc-periodic pontential. Dur main result states that if H has 00 conjugate
points t.hen !I is flat aod U does not depend on q. This is joint work with L.
Polt.crovich.

S. BOLOTIN

Variatiollal criterion for quasirandom behavior in a Halniltionian sys
telu with two degrees of freedom.

Wc considcr a dassical Hamiltonian system whose configuration spac:c in a 2
dimensional sphere. Variational methods yield the existence of a hornolinic orbit
r t.o thc maximum point of thc pontential energy. Even if r is transversal, t.his
does not. imply quasirandom bchavior (Devaney). We consider the casc wherc r
is t.angc'nt to thc strong stable and strong unstable dircctions of t.he cquilibrium.
If ind (r) = 0, then thc system has a quasirandom behavior. This result. is llsed
t.o prove t.he quasirandom behavior for a rigid body with a fixed point..

M.CHAPERON

Invariant manifolds, conjugacies and blow-up.

A di ffcomorph ism germ 'Y : Mo, Po ~ M1, Tl is a conj ugacy betwe~n "0; 1\40 , Pu, alldh 1 ; j\;J I . PI
if and only if graph (1) is invariant by ho x h 1 : (x, y) ~ (ho(x), hdy)). Wc
stated the invariant manifold theorems implying Sternberg's local conjugacy rc-
sults for hyperbolic diffeornorphism germs, and related them t.o t.hc stable and
pseudo-stable manifold theorems using a new blow-up techniqllc.

A. CHENCINER

Reduction of homothetics in the n-body problem.

2
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(Joint. work with A. Albouy) \Ve put the results of Sundman l i\'k Gchec. Saari,
ctc ." ou t.otal collision and completely parabolic motion in the simple COI1
ccpt.ual framework of the reduction of homothetics which is allowed by the
hOlTlogcneity of the Newton potential. The symmetry Row (already known to
E. Cartan) scales configurations by exp(t) and velocities by exp (- ~t). It is
lIot Hamiltonian, leaves the energy and angular Illomentum integrals~invariant
only when these are zero (a fact already exployted by Euler for 3 bodies) and
does not commute with Newton's flow, defining only with it a 2 dimensional
foliation in phase space. To restore commutation, one has to change the law of
timc, multiplying for example the Newton vector-field by I~ ,where I is thc mo
ment of inertia with respect to the center of mass. Singularities of the quotient
vector-field are zero energy homethetic motions, they belong to the "Mc Gehee
manifold" quotient of the zero energy and zero angular momentum manifold.
Their invariant manifolds correspond exactly to total collision (1 -7 0) or to
completely parabolic motion (/{ -7 0) where K is thc kinetic energy;('w.r. to
the center of mass and are respectively contained in zero momentum rhanifold
(Weierstrass) or zero energy manifold. The main tool is Sundman 'sfunction
which happens to be invariant under the symmetry plane.

L. CHIERCHIA

Instabilities in nearly-integrable Hamiltonian systems.

COllsider the phase space R4 x T 4 with coordinates I = (f l , ... l 14 ) E R4
l r.p =

(~l,' . ·,94) E T 4 and with the standard symplectic struct.urc dl A d~. Let.

1 4 3·

11-(/, <p; c) = :2 L I} + c cas <P4 + c lO L cos(<pj + ~4)
j==l j==l

ami dcnotc by ~t the Hamiltonian flow generated by /I. 'The followillg holds:

Theor(nu. Fix 0 < EI < E 21 then there exisl co, d > U such that /01' oll
I~' E [EIl F:2L /or all 0 < E < co one ean find (/0, <Po) E f/-l (E) such tJwl

SlIp I/(t) - 10 1> d
t>O

This is an example of a real-analytic one-parameter family (analytic also with
rcspect to the parameter) cxhibiting an unstable behaviour a la Arnold. The
above constructed unstable orbit ~t (JOllf'O) stays for long time near a double
rcsonance of tohe unperturbed system (/3 = 14 = 0) and moves "shadowing long
chains heteroclinic connections" which are obtained as transversal intersections
of lower dimensional "whiskered tori" (the transversality being not exponentially
small with cl.

1\. CIELIEßAI<

Symplcetic boundaries: ercating and destroying closed characteris
tics.

3
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Let (A1 2n
1 wLn ~ 2, be asymplectic manifold with boundary aM, anel L C iJM

bc an embp-dded loop. Modifying V. Ginzburg's symplectic plug wc construct. a
symplectic form w/ on M such that

• (81\4, w') has prccisely 2 new closed characteristicsL± I isotopic to =F L.

• All cltaracteristics of(8M,w) intersecting L are trapped by L~ in ((}lYf,w').

• (M,w') is symplectomorphic to (M,w).

Thus we obtain symplectic manifolds (M,w) and (M;w') with (M,w) == (lW,W')
.and such that c. g.

• (alvf,w) is of contact type and (ßM,w') is not.

• The action spectra of (8M,w) and (8M,~') are disjoint

• (oM,w) is an ellipsoid in R\ hence completely integrable, and (DM,w')
possesses no Cl - embedded invariant 2-torus.Moreover, we find

_~ _~ -oe __ ~ ~ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

• a vect.or field X on S3 satisfying ixd)" = 0 and )"(X) ~ 0 for some confo
liation I-form).. and having only knotted periodic orbits.

• compact hypersurfaces in IR 2n
, n ~ 2 ,with any prescribed number k ~ 2

of c10sed characteristics.

L. H. ELIASSON

Discrete one-dimensional quasiperiodic Schrödinger operator with
pure point spectrum.

\\fe discuss the following result and its proof: Let L" : [2(;p';) -+ l2(~) be defined
by

(LdU)n = -c(Un+l + un-d + E(iJ + nw)un .

\Vhcrc w is areal number and E : TR/ 2rrZ --+ IR. is a smooth function satisfying

IEIe" ~ C(v!)2 f{V(for allv ~ 0)

[J{v(v!)2]-1Ia~(x(E(iJ + x) - E(t?))1 ~ Q > 0

{[(V(v!)2]-1Ia~(x(E(t? + x) - E(iJ))1 ~ ollxlH für all {) and J:, 0 :::; v ~ s)

Assume also a Diophantine condition

süme T, ~ > O. Under these conditions the following theorem holds.

Theorem. 3 co = co(C, fi;, S, 0', T) > 0 such thatfor all Iel < co the operat01' L,?
has pure point spectrum for a. e. {). M01'€over, the eigenvectors decay exponen·
tially and the resolvent set 0/ L" goes to 0 with c.

4
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This theorem J?eneralizes results of Fröhlich-Spencer and of Sinai.

G. FORNf

Glohal Analysis for Area-Preserving Vector Fields on COlllpact Rie
nlaun Surfaces.

\Ve study the existence of smooth solutions for the cohomolgy equation X u = f,
where X is a smooth area-preserving vector field on a compact orientable surface
1\1 of genus 9 ~ 2. The singularities of X 1 whose existence is forced by the topol
ogy of the surface, are assumed to be of saddle-type (possibly degenerate). Our
results extend to higher genus the solvability properties which hold for constant
coefficients vector fields on the two-dimensional torus , whose rotation numbers
satisfy a Diophantine condition. In particular it is proved that, for " almost all"
vectorfields X on a compact surface M of genus 9 ~ 2, the linear differential
equation X. u = f has a finitely smooth solution u provided that thc coinplex
valucd function f is sufficiently smooth , is supported away from the singularities
of the vector field X and satisfies a finite number of compatibility conditions.
The compatibility conditions to be satisfied if one requires the solution u to be
infinitely differentiable are a countable number. This last result establishes a
significant difference with the case of the torus and shows that for "almost all"
vector fields the vector space of invariant distributions has countable dimension,
while the cone of invariant measures not supported at the singularities is just
I-dimensional, as it has been proved by several authors (Masur , Veech , Rees ,
BoshernitzC\Il, Kerckhoff) in the last decade. Thc results just described c.m
he applied, we believe, to prove KAM stabihty results with finite codimension
for such vcdor fields or, equivalcntly, for Thurston's measured foliations. In
fad.. l.IH' rC~IIIt.s are obt.ained via apriori est.imates in Sobolev spaces (which are
illlport.a.nt for thc Nac;h-Moser iteration to work) and the loss of derivat.ives in
solvillg t.lw cquation is finite (in fact it can be est.imat.ed hy 10).

V. GINZBlJRG

A Hanliltonian flow without closed trajectories on 52 '1+1, 2n + 1 ~ 7.

One of tJlP. old problems of Hamiltonian mechanics is whcther the Hamilton
('quat.ion for Cl given smooth proper function H : IR 2n -+ IR has a pcriodic
solution on a prcscribed level {H = const.}. For examplc , such a solution is
known to exist when the level has contact type (C. Viterho) or for almost aB
valuC's of JI (Hofer-Zehnder, Struwe).

In this t.alk we give an example of a function H : 1R 2n -+ IP.~, 2n ~ 8, proper and
smooth, slich that the level {H = I} is non-singular and contains no periodic
solutions. This result can be thought of as a counterexample to t.he higher
dimensional Hamiltonjan Seifert conjecture.

M.I·fERMAN

Examples of compact energy hypersllrfac~s in 1R 2p , 2p ~ 6, without
dosed characteristics.

Let (M 2
p; tU) be a CN Illetrisable, connect.ed symplectic manifold and No C

A-1 2
1'a C OO codiJncnsion 1, compact orientables submanifold (a hypersurfacc).

'Ne consider the characteristic foliation ker(jN
o
w).

• +..:._;~'



Theoreln. Wc supposc that on No there are only a finite number 0/ closed
eharactcl'isties. We .'iuppose that 2p ~ 8( resp. 2p::= 6). Then thcl'e e:rüt::; a hyper
.'iur/ace Nt diffeomorphic to No, 0/ dass Cco (resp. 0/ dass C3-€, /01' all E > 0)
with no dosed characleristies.

ExalnpJes.

HQ(z) = E Qil zi/ 2,

i
Gi > 0, the (al,' .. , Cl'p)

are independent ouer Q, NO =H;l (cl, c> 0, then there are only p char
actc1'istics on No.

, We stetched the proof of the above theorem. We also announced the existence
of Cco volume preserving plugs in dimension ~ 4, to destroy a finite number
of periodic orbits of a Cco volume preserving fiow on a compactmanifold. We
also announced that the above theorem applies under the more general condi
tion: the closed characteristics of No are included in a finite union of compact

~~fiYI)cr~~irfäC(;.~-c.f-No·4 ~ ~ ~----

H. HOFER

DyllaInics o~ Reeb vectorfields.

A contact form on a three-manifold M is al-form A such that A /\ d>" is a
vohllne form. Such a contact form determines the so-called Reeb verctorfield
X hy ixd>" = 0, i x >" = 1. We introduce the notion of dynamical convexit.y
requiring that the Conley-Zehnder index satisfies for every contractiblc periodic
orbit that IL ~ 3. In a joint work with Wyscocki and Zehnder we show that an
energy surfaccin jR4 has this property for a suitable contact form ..\ compatibJe
wit.h thc syrnplectic form. The main result is

Theorenl. (Ho/er - Wysocki - Zehnder). Let A be a dynamically convex contact
form on the compact three- manifold M. Assume there exists all embedded
disc 0 with the houndary being a periodic orbit for the Reef}-vectorfield X. lf
.sl(8D, D) = -1 then M is diffeomorphic to S3 and>' is a tight conluet form.

A.KATOK

Invariant Dleasures for commuting diffeomorphisms of the torus.

Consider a C2 action of &:2 on the 3- dimensional torus, let o. be the induced
action on }[ 1(11'3).

MaiD Theorem. Suppose 0'. is effective and not unipotent then 0' prc
serves an absolutely continuous measure p.. Furthermore Q' preserves a measur
able flat affine connection. There exists a measurable map H -+ G L(3,~) such
that for thc derivative action Do: : 1I'3 x ]R3 ~ y3 X IR.3

Do = Q. 0 H 00-
1

.
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The conditions on o. are equivalent to hyperbolicity: for (m, n) ::f:. (0,0), thc 1l13thrixQ.(1Il, 71.)
is hyperbolic with real eigenvalues.

This theorem follows by rather elementary considerations from the semi-eonjugacy
with the linear action 0'0 and the following rigidity result for invariant measures.

Rigidity Theorem for measures: Let 1\43 be a compact three-dimensional
manifold, 0' a C2 action by diffeomorphism, J.l- an ergodie o-invariant measure
such t.hat every non-zero element of the suspension action 0: has positive entropy
with respect to the lift jl of the measure jJ. Then .Ll is absolutely cOlltinuous and
preserves a measurable ftat affine eonnection.

The main ingredients in the proof are

• (i) A coeycle trivialization theorem for Hölder cocycles in the Lyapunov
metrie associated with the Lyapunov exponent strueture for a rneasure
satisfying the_ totally non-symplectie condition. This works in arbitrary
dimensions.

• (ii) construction ofinvariant affine structure on olle-dimensional Lyupanov
manifolds in the multiplicity-free case. This is a non uniform alld non
stationary version of the Sternberg linearization theorem.

• (iii) Rigidity of conditional measure along one-din1ensional stable foliation
gcncralizing an earlier joint result with Spatzier for the linear case.

A.KNAUF ".-

Number Thcory, Geodesie Motion and Statistical Mechanics.

LCllgth differences of scattci-ing geodesics in the modular dom "lin are interpreted
as f>.nergy vallIes of an infinite spin chain. That chain is ferromagnetic anel
has a pha.<;c t.ransition. The Riemann zeta. function can be weil numerically
approxinllttcd in the critical strip using this statistical mcchanics ansatz: That
behaviour can possibly I){' interpreted in terms of spectral properties of Markov
t.ransition 1l1at.rices.

S. B. I\ UKSIN

A phase-portrait of a non-linear Schrödinger equation.

We study c1assical Schrödinger equation with space-variable s in the n-cube,
11- = 1,2, a, under Dirchlet boundary conditions. Wc prove that the function
phase~space of the equation contains a non trivial recursion subset with a good
control for the recursion-time. This result is used to estimate oscillations of
solutions in terms of a quantity similar to the Reynolds number of the classical
hydro-dynamics.

K. M. }(UPERBERG

A flow on IFt 3 with no minimal set.

The following questions wa~ brought to my attention by P. A. Schwcitzer: Does
therc ex ist a flow on IR. 3 with no minimal set?

An affirmative answer to this question can be obtained as folIows:

:~ ."



I. Construct a noncompact plug (having the matched encls condition and a
t.rapped orbit) with 110 minimal set.

2. Modify thc plug to a content stopping plug P.

~t Insert a sequence of copies of P into a constant vector-field Oll IR 3 so

that all orbits are trapped.

M. LEVI

TopoJogy of stabi]ity zones of HiIls equations.

Topological analysis of stability zones in the (a, b)- plane of Hills eequations
x + (a + bp{t))x =0, p(t + 1) =p{t) is given in special case of p (t) being in a
sufficiently small neighborhood of sgn (sin 2rrt). It is shown that the boundaries
of the nth and the (n+ 1) stability zones meet in at least n points. This phenomen
isexpl'ained by a geometrical picture of a map from the (a, b) - plane into thc
symplectic group. An indication of why the above statement is expected to hold
for any periodic p{t) f. const i8 given. This will appear in Archive fo Rat. Mech.
Anal.-

M. LYUBICH

Complex rigidity and the Feigenbaum universality.

\Vc const.ruct the unstable manifold for the fixed point of a Feigenbaum renor
malization transformation of bounded type. The construetion is based on a
RigicJity Theorem for maps with apriori bounds and a small orbits Lamma for
local holomorphic maps of Banach spaces. As an applieatioIl , we prove Milnor's
Hairincss COlljecturc for the Mandelbrot set near infinitely renormalized point.s
of bounded type (subject of apriori bounds).

R. S. MACKAY

Self-Iocalised vibrations in Hamiltonian networks of oscil1ators.

Aubry and I proved that a wide dass of weakly coupled networks of osc.illators
possess time-periodic spatially localisedd solutions (Nonlinearity l{ 1994) 1623
43). I sketched this result and indieated directions for further work and open
problems.

.I. MATHER

Variational Construction of Connecting Orbits in Lagrangion Sys
teIns.

Let L : T N! x IR ~ IR be a Lagrangian on a compaet manifold M. Suppose
that L is time periodie and positive definite with super linear growth. Suppose
that the Euler-Lagrange flow of L is complete. To c E H 1(M, IR), there is
associated a set Lc C TM x IR, the support of the 'set of c-minimal measures.
In Annales de 1'Institut Fourier (1993), I gave a sufficient condition for finding
an orbit connecting Lc and Lei' In this talk, I proposed an application of my
Annales result to systems of the form T + U, where T is aRiemannion metrie

8
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anel U is a pp.riodic potential on the 2 torus, aS weil as an applieation t.o a small
pert.urbat.ion of an int.egrable system with positive definite normal torsion.

G.POPOV

Nckhoroshev estimate~ for billiard ball maps.

Let n be a strictly eonvex bounded domain in Rn I 7l ~ 2, with an analytie
boundary. The main result is that any billiard trajeetery with initial data whieh
are J-c1ose Lo the glaneing manifold remains d-close to the glancing manifold in
a time interval which is exponentially large with respect to I/J. The proof is
based on normal forms for the billiard ball map in Gevrey classes.

J. rÖSCHEL

Alnlost periodic solutions for a nonlinear Schrödinger equation.

\Ve consider the nonlinear Schrödinger equation

wit.h pcriodic boundary eonditions:

u(t, x + 2rr) =u(t, x), u(t, -x) = -u(t, x).

lIere, \/ is a pot.ential in D2 (0, 2rr) having positive Dirichlet. spectrum, f is real
analyt.ic of order one and \11 is a sl1100thing operator of order s > 1/2:

whCrl' \If is ('V~Il. \Ve show t.hat for almost. all such potentials \I (w.r. t. every
11I~aSllrc whose projection on any finite dimensional subspace is absolutely con
t.iIlIlOIiS. w.r.t.. Lehesguc) (*) anel and (**) possess real analytie almost periodic
solut.ions wit.h ce many independent. frcquencies on compaet. invariant tori of
maximal dimension, which , whcll project.cd ooto any finite dimensional sub
space are of dcnsity 1 at u == O. Thc proof consists in iterating a KAM theorem
abOllt finite dimensional invariant. tori for such equations due to Kuksin and
pöscllel.

P. IlABINOWITZ

MultibuDlp solutions of differential equations.

The notions of I-bump and multibumps solutions of differential cquations are
dcfined. Some detailed cxamples are presented and their proofs indicated. Fi
nally a sket.c.h is given of the basic idcas involved in multib"ump eonstructions.

E. SEitE

Aglobai cOlldition for quasi-randonl behavior in a dass of conserva
tive systenls.
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We present here a joint work with Boris Buffoni, frorn the University of HaLh
(same title as the talk, to appear in C.P.A.M). As shown by Devancy, an
autonomous Hamiltonian system dimension 4, with an orbit homoclinic to a
saddle-focus equilibrium, admits a chaotic behavior as SOG)) M the hOJlloclinic
orbit is transverse. We present here a variational mcthod which givcs such a
behavior, without checking transversality. Transversality is replaced by tbc as

sumption that thc stable an unstablc manifolds W U
I W" of the cC(uilibrium do

not coincide. We apply this method to gyroscopic systems and to a fourth-order
equation arising in water-wave theory. In both cases, the assumption Oll WU,
W" is easy to check, and quasi-random behavior is shown.

D. SZA'SZ

Ergodie properties of the Chernov-Sinai pencase.

Thc Chernov-Sinai pencase is a system of large hard" balls on a Tl-dimensional
torus (71 ~ 2) elongated in on"e spatial dimension, the cyclic order of the balls
remains invariant. This system is shown to have the l\-property if 71 ~ 1,
and havc open ergodie components if n ~ 3. The results are obtained by
strengthening those for hard ball systems with restrieted graphs on int.craction

--( ifl these· ö"rilypairs 6f halls ti; j}- intefact:-för-\vh idl fi~)r -E- J~wlicre -E-is -nie
set of edgcs of a graph whose vertices are the balls). Our theorems for t.hc:;e
systems say that if E' is a (spanning) trce and D denotes thc edge-degrcc of
E, then thc system is b.", if n ~ D + 2, and has open ergodie component.s if
n = D + I. The result are joint with Nander Silminyi.

LA. TAIMANOV

Periodic trajectories in magnetic fields.

\Ve talk about variational problenls related to existence of pcriodic trajt:ci,orics
of t.he rnotion of a "particle" in magnetic fields on Riemannian manifolds.

As it was shown by Novikov these problems give rise to Illultivalucd or lJOt.
bourtded from below functionals the on spaces of c10sed cllrvcs. For such fUllc
t.ionals Palais-Slnale condition does not hold.

In some cascs:

i) for strang rnagnetic fields on two-dimensional manifolds;

ii) for such systems with II positive Ricci curvature"

the existence" of periodic trajectories is proved by methods of calcullls of varia
t.ions in the large (but not of symplectic geometry). Some of these results wcre
obtained by myself and some in coHaboration with Novikov and Bahri.

A. VESELOV

Multivalued dYllamics ang nOlllinear representatiollS of 1l1ultivalucd
groups.

A group-theoretical approach in dynamics of multivalued mappings (or corrc
spondences) based on the theory of multivalued groups is disc\lssed" lt, is shown
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that in variolls cases the correspondences with intergrablc dynamics determine

t,he algchraic rcpresentations of c:ertain mult.ivaiued groups. The talk \8 based

on thc joint. paper witla V.M. ßuchstaber.

C.E. \VAYNE

Invariant Manifolds aod the aSYlnptotics of a dass ofparabolic PDE's.

Finit.e dimensional invariant manifolds for nOlllinear parabolic partial differential

cquations of the form:

~~ = ~u + F(u); u = u(x, t), x E }Rd, t ~ 1

are constructed. Such results are somewhat surprising because of the continuous

spectrum of the linearized equation. These manifolds can be used to construct

systernatic expansions of thc long-time asymptotics of u(x, t) in inverse pow~rs

of t. Thcy also give a new perspectivc on thc change in thc behavior of solutio_ns

of t.hc equation with nonlinear term F(u) = -lu/P-1u when p passes through

the critical value Pe = 1 + 2/d.

Z.J. XIA

Elliptic: periodic: points in symplectic diffcomorphisnls.

\Vc :-,Iww t.he following t.wo CI-gencric propcrtics for symplectic diffeomorph·isnls.

1. for any hyperbolic pcriodic point, its homoclinic points are dense in both its

st.ahle and unst.able rnanifold. 2. C1-generically, a symplectic diffeomorphism is

eit.hl'r part.ial1y hyperboJic or the elliptic periodic points are dense .

.1.(:. YOCCOZ

Iutersp.ction of regular Cantor sets.

TIIP subjed of tohe talk was joint work with Carlos Gustavo Moreira. Let 10'-/1

hc disjoint subintervals of I = [0,1) with 0 E 10 , 1 E 11 , and let g: 10 U 11 ~ 1

<LU ~xpanding lIlap such that g/lo IS a diffe01norphism onto I. The maximal

invariant. sd, 1\" =Un?o.tJ- I1 (Io/d is a rC.Qular Cantor .'jet.

Tile st.udy of homodinic hifurcations of surface diffeomorphisms sllggests to

invest.igatc llOw frequcntly two regular Cantor sets intersect. Define, for .q, 9' as

abovc
.J(g, g') = {(s, t) E IR:!, I{g n (e" Kgl + t) "# 0}.

t\ point, ( ....o,la) E J{go,!I~} is a position of stahle inte1'sectiol1 if (5,1) E Jg,9/1

whl'llcver S, t, g, 9' are dose t.o so, to, 90, !Ib. Our main rcsult is the following

Theorenl. Let 9, g' such that IJ D(l\g) + 11 D(l{~) ~ 1, and (5, t) E J(9,9')'

Then ane can find arbitmrily small pe1'lurbations (51, LI), (gl,g~) such that

(SI, LI) is a position o/stable intersection for (gi, g~).

Zürich, den 24. Juli 1996.
E. Zehnder
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Darstellungstheorie endlichdimensionaler Algebren

23. - 29.07.1995

The meeting was organized by I~ Reiten (Trondheim) and C.M. Ringel (Bielefeld).
Originally, Maurice Auslander .was one of the organizers, until his untimely death
on Nov. 18, 1994. Many of the lectures at the conference documented very weIl his
strang influence in representation theory.

The topics treated in the conference ranged fram discrete problems, concerning
algebras and matrix problems of finite representation type, to geometrical questions
on the variety of modules. Combining both discrete and geometri.cal aspects, tarne
algebras played a central role. Here, besides general results (e.g. on coverings), the

. dass of strongly simply connected algebras was the main object of interest.
Further important topics were the investigation of Auslander-Reiten components for
several classes of algebras (quasi-tilted, selfinjective or perpendicular categories of
hereditary algebras), as wen as the study of Koszul and quasihereditary algebras.
The spectrum of lectures was completed by contributions to the" theory of quantum
groups, mainly using the Hall algebra approach. Many open problems were posed
in the lectures, and there were discussions immediately following thema

The inspiring setting of Oberwolfach was very stimulating. The contacts which were
established "and fostered certainly will contribute to further progress in the field.
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Vortragsauszüge

R. BAUTISTA

Quadratic forms and algorithms in bocses

If A = (A, V, p., f) is a free triangular bocs, we call it of strongly unbounded represen
tation type if there is an infinite sequence of numbers d1 < d2 < ... < di < . .. such
that for each i E N there are infinitely many isoclasses of indecomposable modules
M in rep A such that

dimk M .~ = d
i

.

dimk End(M)/rad End(M)

We prove the following : If A is not of strongly unbounded representation type, the
number of isoclasses of indecomposable modules M in rep A with dimM = d. and
dimkEnd(M) = s is bounded by

(
JI41t ~ 1 + s _- q(4).).

s - q(fl)

where q is the quadratic form of the bocs and 11411-is the norm of 4.
The proof uses properties of the reduction algorithms in terms of the quadratic form.

K. BONGARTZ

Minimal singularities of Kronecker modules

There is an old quest ion by Kraft and Procesi whether orbit closures of finite
dimensional modules are always normal. They proved that statement in charac
teristic 0 for modules over the polynomial algebra k[X]. Furthermore they classified
the minimal singularities in that case using the normality. Here a minimal singu- ~
larity means the singularity of the pointed variety (O(m), n) where n is a minimal .,
degeneration of m, whence belongs to the orbit closure O(m).
In my talk I presented several general reduction techniques for the study of min
imal singularities. One of them gives an easy direct proof of the Kraft-Procesi
result mentioned before. Using all of them one can describe completely the mini
mal singularities occurring for Kronecker-modules. The most difficult case is "when
M = Pt €B Pn +1 ffi PÖ- 1 EB p~~~ degenerates to N = Pö EB P~+2' Here Pi is the
preprojective indecomposable with dimension vector (i, i + 1). Then the occurring
singularity is smooth equivalent to the singularity of 0 inside the closure of the orbit
of a highest weight vector in the 8L2 x GLp x GLq module k[X, Y]n ® kP ® (kq )*. In"
characteristic 0 all these singularities are normal by a result of Vinberg and Popov.
Many open questions connected with the set-theoretic and geometrie structure of
orbit elosures have been mentioned.
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S. BRENNER

Irreducible maps between decomposable modules

Let A be an artin R-algebra. A map f : X -t Y is said to be strongly irreducible

if and only if, for all split monomorphisms t : A ~ X and a11 split epimorphisms

tY : Y --+ B, with A and B indecomposable, tf(j is irreducible.

Theorem (Bautista) Let Abe an artin R-algebra. A map f in mod-A is irreducible

if and only if it is the direct surn of an isomorphism and a strongly irreducible map

between non-zero modules.

Let M and N be indecomposable modules such that there is an irreducible map from

M to N. We may suppose that R is,local. Suppose also that EndM/rad EndM ~

EndN/rad EndN ~ R/radR = k and that k is a field. We discuss conditions under

which there is an irreducible map 1 : Mm -t Nn. This depends on k as weH as on

dimk irr(M, N) = T. In the case where k = IR and T :::::: n, this is the same as the

condition for the existence of m - 1 independent vector fields on the (n - t~~~p~e~e.

TH. BRÜSTLE

On the growth function of a tarne algebra

If A is a tarne algebra, there is in each dimension da finite number of affine lines Li C

moddA which cover aB but finitely many isoclasses of indecomposable d-dimensional

A-modules. By setting PA (d) as the minimal number of those lines, we obtain the

growth function JlA of A.
The aim of this talk is to present the following bound for PA :

Proposition. Let A be a tarne algebra (over an algebraically closed field k), and r

the dimension 01 the radical 01 A. Then

for all dEN.

For a fixed algebra, this double exponential bound seems to be not yet minimal.

On the other hand, we obtain a linear growth condition if we fix the dimension:

For. al1 tarne algebr~, the number of I-parametric families of (isoclasses of) inde

composables in dimension d is bounded by c . r, where the constant C only depends

on d;

The proposition results from a detailed analysis of the prüof of the tarne-wild di

chotomy as it is given by Gabriel,Nazarova,Roiter,Sergeichuk and Vossieck.

M.C.R. BUTLER

Almost split sequences for modules of small support

This talk reported a new theorem, from the Ph.D. Thesis (1995) of D.Stewart, about

existence and construction of almost split sequences over an artin algebra A (with

more than one isomorphism type of simple modules). For any f.g. module X = X""

define
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.c(X) = { simple S such that Hom(S, X)# 0 or Extl(S, X) =I- O} and
'R(X) = { simple S such that Hom(X, S) =I- 0 or Extl(X, S) -# O}.

Also, for any non-zero idempotent e in A, define
&(X) = { simple S such that Se -# O}.

Stewart '5 Theorem gives the following construetion for the almost split sequenee
(ASS) starting at an indeeomposable non-injeetive module X :

Assume, L:(X) C &(X). There is an ASS

E' : 0 -+ Xe -+ Y' -+ Z' --+ 0

of eAe-modules, TÄ1(X) ~ Z' ~Ae eA, and the pushout of.the right exact sequenee
E' 0ehe eA along the natural map Xe 0eAe eA --+ X is an ASS of right A-modules. e,

// also n(X) c t:(X)~ then E' t8\:Ae eA is (isomorphie to) an ASS for X, and the
endomorphism ring of its middle term is isomorphie to EndeAe(Y'), so has the same
number of indecomposable (indeeomposable projeetive) summands 'as does Y'.

By ehoosing e so that L:(X) U 'R.(X) = &(e), the theorem allows eonstruction of
the ASS for X from that for Xe over the 'smaller' algebra eAe.

c. CIBILS

Representation type of half quantum groups

For eaeh symmetrie Cartan matrix C, Drinfeld and Jimbo have eonsidered Uq(C),
a Hopf algebra (quantum group) whieh admits a finite dimensional quotient Uq ( C)
in ease q is a root of unity.
We study the representation type of~ (C), the 'upper triangular' sub-Hopfalgebra

of 7Jq ( Cl. Aetually ~ (C) is basic, eonnected iff det C is invertible modulo the
order of q and its quiver and relations ean be eompletely described. Moreover, the
eoalgebra strueture is explicit in terms of the quiver and the monoidal strueture of
the preprojeetive modules over these 'half-quantum groups' ean be studied.

~ F. U. COELHO

The Auslander-Reiten quiver of a quasitilted algebra

Let A be a quasitilted algebra, that is, an (finite dimensional associative algebra
over an algeb,raieally closed field) algebra with global dimension at most two and
'such that eaeh indeeomposable A-module has either the projective dimension at
most one or the injective dimension at most one. Tilted, tubular and eanonical
algebras are examples of quasitilted algebras. Denote by rA the Auslander-Reiten
quiver of A. We are mainly interested in the structure of the connected eomponents
of r A. We have shown in a joint work with D. Happel that rA has a postprojeetive
and a preinjective component. Also, in a joint work with A. Skowronski we have
shown : (i) the components of r A with oriented cyeles are semiregular tubes; and
(ii) if A is not tilted, then all the components of r A are semiregular. Observe that
(ii) generalizes the following· result proven by Happel-Reiten-Smal~: representation
finite quasitilted algebras are tilted.
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W. CRAWLEy-BOEVEY

On homomorphisms from a fixed representation to a general representa
tion of a quiver

We study the dimension hom(X, ß) of the space of homomorphisms from a fixed
representation X of a quiver to a general representation of dimension vector ß· Our
basic result is a formula which relates this number, the general rank of homomor
phisms from X to representations of dimension ß, and the dimension of an open
subset of a Grassmannian of subrepresentations of X. The formula has two corol
laries which describe the asymptotic behaviour of hom(X, rß). These results are
closely related to work of A. Schofield on general representations of quivers and also
to another theorem of Schofield's, that the indecomposable modules for a path al
gebra which have no self-extensions and have finite length over their endomorphism
rings are in 1-1 correspondence with the Schur roots for the quiver.

P. DRÄXLER

Multiple one-point extensions by indecomposable modules of regular
length 2

Fix an algebraically closed field k. We want to report on the following joint result
with A. Skowronski:

Theorem. Let A be a connected tarne hereditary k-aJgebra 0/ type An or On. Sup
pose T is a tilting A-module, B = EndA (T) is the associated tilted algebra and
F = HomA (T, -) the corresponding /unctor.
1/ R1 , ••• , R r is a sequence 0/ pairwise orthogonal indecomposable T -torsion A
modules 0/ regular length 2 lying in the non-homogenous tubes in case An and
in one tube 0/ rank n - 2 in case Dn , then the multiple one-point exiension
B[F(Rd] ... [F(R r )] is 0/ tarne representation type.

This generalizes results of C.M. Ringel (Tarne algebras, SLNM 831, 137-287,
1980) where one-point extensions with modules of regular length 2 are in
vestigated by means of vector space categories. But in contrast to this
case the multiple one-point extension situation leads to the multiple vector
space category (B-mod,EB~=lHomB(F(~),-)).Since B-mod is ernbedded in
Db(A), it suffices to prove the tameness of the multiple vector space category
(Db(A), ffi~=l HomVb(A)(Ri , -)). The tameness of this is shown by proving that the

~orrespondingmultiple one-pöint extension of an algebra of the shape (D~A) ~)
IS tarne where possibly n has to be increased. This is possible because this alge
bra turns out to be a generalized one-point extension whose associated (ordinary)
vectorspace category is easily seen to be tarne.
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Yu. A. DROZD

Coverings of tarne algebras and boxes

( joint work with S. A. Ovsienko )
Let A be a locally bounded category, 1T : A -+ A its Galois covering with torsion
free Galois group G. Then:

1) A is tarne if and only if Ä is tarne.

2) If A is tarne, then :

a) rnod A = modo II modi, where modo = Im fI. (the direct image fUDctor)
and modi is a disjoint union of I-parameter families

b) the induced functor 11". : modÄ -+ modo is also a Galois covering with e;
the same group G.

The proof is based on the techniques of hoxes. Namely, the same result (indeed, its
technical generalization) is proved for representations of free triangular boxes using
the 'reduction algorithm'.

- K.-E-RDMAl'fN- ---

The stable category of a selfinjective algebra

This is areport on joint work with O. Kerner. Let A be a finite-dimensional self
injective algebra over an algebraically c10sed field k, and let C be a stable AR
component which is quasi-serial (of the form ZAoo or ZAoo/{rr)). We have studied
stahle homomorphisms hetween modules in C; some of our results are analogues of
properties of wild hereditary algebras. In particular :
Theorem 1 Assurne s E Z such that it is not the case that r,,-l ~ 0- 1 =1= id on C;
let \l1s(M)-= dirn Hom(M,r"M).Then \lI" isweakly increasing on C as a function
of the quasi-length. Moreover, if C is a tube then \11" is unbounded. (For group
algebras, this has refinements.)
We specialize to the case s = 0 and study modules such that End M == k which we
call stahle bricks ( although they need not be bricks). One of the results is
Theorem 2 Assume that it is not the case that r 6

-
1 ~ 0-1 i= id on C. Assume M ~:

in C is astahle brick of quasi-length r. Then all modules in C of quasi-Iength ::; rare _
stahle bricks. Moreover, if X is the quasi-socle of M then Hom(X, W(M / X)) == O.

We also have sufficient cooOditions which guarantee the existence of stahle bricks
of quasi-Iength T.

P. GABRIEL

Subspace problems of local dimension :$ 2

Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over k == k and M a finite-dimensional left
A-module. The loeal dimension of M is by definition

m;x dirn P ®A M ,

where P ranges over the indecomposable projective (right) A-modules.
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Problem. Classify up to isomorphism the tripl~ (V, /, X), where V is a finite
dimensional vector space, X a finite-dimensional projective (right) A-module and

f : V -+ X ®A M alinear map.
Results.

1) (trivial) The loeal dimension of M is ~ 3 if M is finitely spaeed, i.e. jf there
are only finitely many isoclasses of tripies (V, f, X).

2) (NazarovajRoiter) If M has loeal dimension ~ 2, M is finitely spaced iff some
assoeiated poset C(S) is representation-finite.

3) (GuidonjHasslerjNazarovajRoiter) If M has loeal dimension ~ 2 and is
finitely spaeed, the tripies (V, /, X) can be deseribed in terms of C(S).

E.L. GREEN

Periodic-like behaviour of resolutions of modules

In this talk, I describe recent results of my student, Mike Bardzell. If A= kr/ I is
a monomial algebra then it is shown that the maps in the Ae-resolution of A have
an alternating behaviour of period 2.
Thus, tensoring with A-modules gives resolutions with alternating map behaviours.
Finally, using the work of Anick and myself, we see that there are resolutions with
periodic-like map behaviour for many finite dimensional algebras and modules.

L. HILLE

Moduli of thin sincere representations of finite dimensional algebras

Representations of quivers and finite dimensional algebras play an important role
in many fields of mathematies. Aseries of papers show, that there is a closed rela
tion to algebraic geometry and problems of classifieation of vector bundles. So it is
an important question, how to provide the modules of fixed dimension vector with
the strueture of an algebraie variety.. The general eonstruction of modulispaees of
representations of finite dimensional algebras was published by A. King, using geo
metrie invariant theory. In this talk we consider thin sineere modules, the simplest
nontrivial ease, and eompute all modulispaces.

B. KELLER

Invariance and localization for cyclic homology of DG algebras

We show that two flat differential graded algebras whose derived categories are
equivalent by a derived fUDetor have isomorphie cyclic homology. In particular,
'ordinary' algebras over a field which are derived equivalent in the sense of J. Rickard
share their eyclic homology, and iterated tilting preserves cyclic homology. This
eompletes results of J. Rickard's and D. Happel's on the preservation of Hochschild
(co- )homology under derived equivalence.
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It also extends weH known results on preservationof cyclichomology under
Morita equivalence due to A. Connes, J.-L. Loday-D. Quillen, Chr. Kassel, and
R. McCarthy. In fact, we show that cyc1ic homology is even preserved under what
we call a K -theoretic equivalence. For example, a finite-dimensional algebra of fi
nite global dimension is K -theoretically equivalent to its largest semisimple quotients
(both finiteness hypotheses are essential). This yields for example the result, first
proved (in characteristic 0) by Th. Goodwillie, that the cyclic homology of such an
algebra only depends on the number of isoclasses of simple modules.
We go on to show that under suitable flatness hypotheses, an exact sequence of
derived categories of DG algebras yields a long exact sequence in cyclic homology. _.
This is to be viewed as a (eomparatively easy) analogue of Thomason-Trobaugh's •
and Yao's localization theorems in K -theory.

S. KÖNIG

Triangular decompositions of Schur algebras, and decomposition numbers
of GLn in defining characteristic

Computing decomposition numbers of general linear groups -(~~~~ inflni-te fiefds, iri
defining eharacteristic) is equivalent to computing decomposition numbers of (or
formal characters of simple modules over) Schur algebras (by results of I.Schur and
J.A.Green). Subproblemsare to determine the simple modules over finite GLn or
over symmetrie groups. An elementary algorithm is described which may serve a:.. a
low-Ievel substitute of a solution of this problem, since it computes the decomposi
tion numbers of any given Schur algebra.
The algorithm is based on a triangular decomposition A ~ C ®s cop of the Schur
algebra. The subalgebras C and cop are explicitely described, hence one gets a new
basis of the Schur algebra, consisting of elements of the form c (81 b. It follows that
one can explicitly compute the values of a bilinear form, which in turn determines
the simple modules (as modules over the basic semisimple subalgebra S, which gives
their formal characters).

H. KRAUSE

Generic modules over artin algebras

The talk is divided into three parts. In the first part I introduce the notion of a
(right) dualizing ring and sketch a proof of the following result.

Theorem For a ring A the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) A is 01 finite representation' type.
(2) A is right dualizing and every right A-module is a direct sum of (finitely pre
sented) indecomposable A-modules.
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The second topic is the relation between generic modules and one-parameter families.

Theorem Let A be an art;n algebra. I! r is a stable tube of the A R-quiver, then
the Ziegler closure r contains a generic module.

Call astahle homogenaus tube r /amiliar, if tbe generic module in r is unique.
Denote for any generic module G by ind a(A) the indecomposables which belong to
a familiar tube r witb G E f.

Theorem Let A he a tarne algebra and let n E N.
(1) inda(A) i= 0 for every G and indG(A) n indG,(A) = 0 for every pair G # G'.
(2) Almost all indecomposables o/length n belong to iod G(A) for some G.

The last part of my talk is devoted to certain criteria for tbe existence of generic
modules over dualiz~ng rings. These results are motivated by tbe Brauer-Thrall 11
conjecture.

H. LENZING

Why are the canonical algebras canonical ?

My talk will provide an answer to this question by exhibiting three differe'lt, related
reasons:

Theorem 1 (joint with de la Peiia). Let E be a connected artin algebra with a
sincere sepamting tubular family 0/ stable tubes. Then E is concealed-canonieal,
i.e. isomorphie to the endomorphism algebra 0/ a tilting module T over a canonical
algebra (sense 0/ Ringel and Crawley-Boevey), where T eonsists 0/ indeeomposable
summands 0/ strietly positive rank. -
Moreover, E can be realized as (the endomorphism ring of) a tifting object on a
hereditary noetherian category 1l without projectives.

Theorem 2 Let 1l be a eonnected hereditary noetherian k-eategory without non
zero projectives and admitting a tilting complex, where k is an algebraically closed
jield.
Then 1-1. is equivalent to a eategory 0/ eoherent sheaves on a weighted projeetive fine,
in particular derived-equivalent to the eategory 0/ finite dimensional modules over a
eanonieal algebra. .

Theorem 3 (5. Mari, D. Kussin). Let R be a commutative graded faetorial algebra
0/ Krull dimension two, which is affine over an algebraieally closed Jield, and which
is graded by an abelian group 0/ rank one.
Then R is isomorphie, as a graded algebra, to the coordinate algebra 0/ a weighted
projeetive line. In partieular, the homogeneous components 0/ R describe the mor
phism spaees betw~en rank one modules ouer the corresponding eanonical algebra.
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s. Llu

Strongly simply connected algebras

This is a joint work with Ibrahim Assem. We first show that an algebra A over an
algebraically closed field k is strongly simply connected in the sense of Skowronski 's
provided that there is a presentation A = kQ / I of A such that the fundamental
group of each connected fuH convex bound subquiver of (Q, I) is trivial. Then we
give a necessary and sufficient condition on a module M such that the one-point
extension A[M] (respectivly, the one-point c<rextension [M]A) of a. strongly simply
connected algebra A is again strongly simply connected. In particular this gives
rise to an algorithm to CODstruct all Schurian algebras which are strongly simply _
connected. •

N. MARMARIDIS

Grothendieck groups arising from contravariantly finite su.bcategories

( joint work with A. Beligiannis )
- --The- subject of thc-talk·isthestudyof-relative.homologicalproperti~sofa cont~avari

antly finite subcategory X of a given additive category C. It is introduced the notion 
of the Grothendieck group relative to X and also that of the Cartan map Cx relative
to X. It is proven that the cokernel of Cx is isomorphie to the. corresponding stable
Grothendieck group of the stable category CIIx . It is also showed that if the right
X-dimension of C is finite, then Cx is an isomorphism. If C is a finite dimensional
k-additive Krull-Schmidt eategory, it is introduced the notion of theX-dimension
vector of an object of C. There are given criteria for when an indecomposable object
is determined up. to isomorphism by its X-dimension vector.

R. MARTINEZ

Applications of Koszul algebras to selfinjective, preprojective and Aus
lander algebras

During tbe VII ICRA in Oaxtepec, Mor., 1994, Nagashima asked if certain quiver
algebras, appearing in Differential Geometry, were Koszul algebras. These quivers
are precisely the quivers corresponding to preprojective algebras. Some of them
appear as Yoneda algebras of selfinjective, radical cube zero algebras.
Using the theory of Koszul algebras developed in a previous paper, we prove that
·the preprojective algebras are Koszul if and only if they are not the preprojective
algebras coming from a Dynkin diagram. We obtain a non finite dimensional dass
of algebras of global dimension two generalizing the preprojective algebras and some
information on their modules is obtained. .
Another application is given to Auslander algebras obtaining new proofs of known
results by Igusa-Todorov.
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R. NÖRENBERG

Tarne minimal non-polynomial growth strongly simply connected alge
bras

(joint work with A. Skowronski)

As has been shown by Skworonski, a strongly simply connected tarne algebra is of
polynomial growth if and only if it does not contain a convex subalgebra which is pg
critical. There the pg-critical algebras are defined to be certain extensions of tarne
concealed algebras of type Dn by means of indecomposable modules of quasilength
one or two lying in the exceptional tubes of rank n - 2 of these algebras.
Starting from a description of the modules of Quasilength one in the exceptional.
tuhes of rank n - 2 of a tarne concealed algebra of type Dn in terms of projective
resolutions, it is possible to obtain an explicit description of the pg-critical algebras
in terms öf quivers and relations. In particular this yields a list of 16 'frarnes'
completely describing the strongly simply connected pg-cr:itical algebras in ~terms of
quivers and relations.

s. A. OVSIENKO

Coverings of vector space categories

Let k = TC be a field and A = (K, V) a finite dimensional vectorspace category over
k with K = ko x Land Vko = 0 = LV.
Proposition. If for every S c Ob L with ISI ~ 2 the restriction of A on S is of
finite type, then there exits a Galois covering 7T : A4' A such that

1) either the Tits form q,Ä of A is not weakly positive or q.x is weakly positive and

endomorphism rings of indecomposable representations of Aare trivial; in this
case, either A is locally representation finite and A is representation finite or
else A contains infinite1y many representations in dimension :5 2 dimkV + 2.

2) The fundamental group of the covering in the finite case is free .

3) There exist a, b > 0 such that for every indecomposable representation M of
A holds

L dimkM(i) < a dimkV +b;
ieObK

4) There exists a c > 0 such that for every indecomposable representation M of
A the following holds ;

IL dimkM(i) - 2 diffikM(O)1 ~ c .
ieObL .
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J .A. DE LA PENA

Geometrical aspects of polynomial growth algebras

Let A = kQ / I be a fini te di mensional connected algebra over an algebraically closed
field k. Assume that A is strongly simply connected. Then the first Hochschild
cohomology group BI (A) vanishes. If A is of polynomial growth, H 3

( A) = 0 and
we may calculate dimkH2(A).
·Let v E NQo be a vector and modA(v) the scheme of A-modules with dimension
vector v. We have, --
Theorem. The following are equivalent :

a) A is of polynomial growth,

b) dimk Extl(X,X) ~ dimk EndA(X) and ExtA{X,X) = 0 for every T ~ 2 and
every indecomposable A-module X.

c) For every v E NQo, and every indecomposable X E modA{v), tbe scheme is
smooth at X. Moreover, the Tits form qA is weakly non-negative.

M. REINEKE

On extensions by simple modules and Kashiwara's operators on quaritized
enveloping algebras.

We study the action of Kashiwara's operators on the canonical basis of a quantized
enveloping algebra of finite type.
This is done by using Ringel's Hall algebra approach which provides a .bijection
between elements of the canonical basis and isomorphism classes of representations
of quivers.
A sufficient criterion leads to the consideration of extension of modules by simple
ones which reduces for special choices of the quiver to combinatorics in certain
posets. _
This allows a verification of the criterion and thus an explicit description of the •
action of Kashiwara's operators in terms of representation theory in the cases An -

Dn .

A. SKOWRONSKI

On tarne algebras without higher selfextensions of indecomposable rnod-_
ules

We shall discuss the problem when Ext~(X, X) == 0 (resp. Ext:4(X, X) = 0 , r ~ 1 )
for aB indecomposable finite dimensional modules X over a tarne algebra A. We
plan to describe all tarne quasitilted algebras and tarne strongly simply ~onnected

algebras with the above property.
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S. O. SMAL0

Lengths of endomorphism rings of indeeomposable. modules

In the spirit of Mauriee Auslanders proof of the first Brauer-Thrall 'eonjeeture' we

present the following result :

Theorem : An artin algebra A is 01 infinite representation type if and only if the

length 01 the endomorphism rings of indecomposable modules is not bounded.

This result is obtained in some joint work with ~. Venäs.

0. SOLBERG

The representation-finite symmetrie algebras with liftable simple modules

(joint work with G. Michler) .

Janusz has showed that a ]rblock algebra A of a. finite group Gof finite representation

type over a splitting field F with charaeteristie p > 0 is uniserial if and· only··if every

simple A- module M ean uniquely be lifted to a simple Al&lR S- module, where R

is a eomplete diserete rank one valuation ring with maximal ideal 7r R, residue elass

field F = R/rr R, and quotient field S with eharacteristic zero, and where A is a RG

block such that A ~ A. @R F. If A has at least two simple modules it ean be shown

that this liftability eondition is equivalent to that Ext~(M,M) = (0) = Ext~(M, M)

for every simple A-module M.
These Ext-conditions also imply the unique liftability of the simple module' M of an

arbitrary finite dimensional symmetrie algebra A over a eommutative field K in the

sense of Auslander-Ding-S. For artin algebras it is known that Ext~(M,M) = (0)

implies that Ext~(M,M) == (0). So in order to generalize Janusz' theorem to the

theory. of finite dimensional symmetrie algebras A over an algebraically closed field

K, it therefore suffices to classify allsueh eonneeted algebra A of finite repr'esentation

type satisfying Ext~(M, M) = (0) for all simple A-modules M. In particular, we

have.

Theorem Let A be a eonnected representation finite, symmetrie algebra over an

algebraically closed field K with at least two non-isomorphie simple A-modules. The

the following are equivalent.

(1) Ext~(M, M) = (0) for every simple A-module M.

(2) Either A is uniserial, or A has multiplicity 1 and pP/ soc(P) is indeeomposable

for all indeeomposable projective A- modules P.

A key result in showing this is the following. Let A be an artin algebra and

suppose P is an indecomposable projectiveA-module with simple sode. Then,

ifExt~(P/pP,soc(P)= (0) and pP/soc(P} is nonzero, then pP/soc(P) is indecom

posable.

The algebras characterized in the Theorem are also given explieitly by quivers and

relations using work of Bretseher, Läser and Riedtmann, Roggon and Wasehbüseh.
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L. UNGER

Perpendicular categories of stoues over quiver algebras

This is areport on a joint work with Dieter Happel, Silke Hartlieb and Otto Kerner.
-+

Let H = k ß be a finite dimensional path algebra, k some field. A finite dimensional
module X E mod H is called a stone if X is indecomposable and if Extk(X, X) = O.
We call X a brick if End X is a division ring. The perpendicular category X J. of a
stone X is defined as

Xl. = {Y E mod HI Hom(X, Y) = 0 = Extk(X,X)}.
--+

It is known that Xl. is equivalent to mod A, A = k ß' a finite dimensional algebra,
and A has one simple module less than H. In general it is a difficult problem to
determine A for a given stone X. We outline the proof of the following results :

--+ -t
Theorem 1 : Let H = k 1l and A = k ß'. Up to a shijt by the A uslander-Reiten
translation 'T there are only Jinitely many stones X such that Xl. ~ rnod A.
An equivalent formulation is :

--+
Theorem 2 : Let H = k ß, N E No be Jixed. There are only finitely many
regular components in the Auslander-Reiten quiver rH 0/ H containing bricks Z 0/
quasilength2with. dirn E.xt! (Z, Z). =.!'! .:
Putting N = 0 in theorem 2 we get :

Corollary : There are only finitely many regular components in r H of H contain
ing stones Z of quasilength ~ 2.

T. WAKAMATSU

Construction of Frobenius algebras

Frobenius algebras appear in mathematics a.s group algebras or homological dual of
Artin-Schelter regular algebras. Same constructions of Frobenius algebras are shawn
first and then, by using them, same block ideals of group algebras and homological
duals of Artin-Schelter regular algebras are described.

C. C. Xl

Quasi-hereditary algebras which are twisted double incidence algebras of
posets

This is a joint work with Deng.
Given a finite poset X, we may associate it with a family M of matrices correspond
ing to the meshes in the Hasse diagram of X. Using the entries of the matrices one
may define the socalled M-twisted double incidence algebra A(X, M) obtained from
J(X) and its opposite algebra I(XtP by using the twisted relations, where I(X)
denotes the incidence algebra of X. Then we consider the following questions:
(1) When is A(X, M) quasi-hereditary ?
(2) If it is quasi-hereditary, what is its Ringel dual?
To the above questions we have the following answers.

14
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Theorem. (1) If X is a tree poset then A(X, M) is quasi-hereditary. .

(2) Ir x is a tree poset and eaeh matrix in M is invertible then the Ringel dual of

A(X, M) is isomorphie to A(XOP, M).

J. XIAO

Hall algebras in root categories

In order to 'realize the quantum group in aglobaI way, the Hall algebra of a root

eategory (which is an orbit category of the derived category of a. hereditary algebra)

is constructed. The PBW-basis, filtration structure and integral form are investi

gated. Their degeneration at v = 1 actually provides a realization of the universal

enveloping algebra of semisimple Lie algebras.

P. ZHANG

On composition algebras

Let A be a finite dimensional hereditary algebra over a finite field, 1-l(A) and C(A)

be respectively the Hall algebra and the composition algebra of A over Q. If A is

representation-finite, C.M.RingeJ has proved that C(A) = 1-l(A); otherwise, C(A)

is a proper subaJgebra. of 1l(A). In these cases we are interested in the following

question: Which kinds of isoclasses [M), or their Q-combinations, lie in C(A)?

Define Td to' be the element L[MJ E 1-l(A), where [MJ runs over the isoclasses of

the regular A-modules with dimension vector d.

Theorem (1) The preprojective and preinjective A-modules lie in C(A).

(2) For d ENö,rd E C(A).
(3) The indecomposables without self-extension alliie in C(A).

(4) Ir A is tarne and X is an indecomposable regular A-module with quasi-Iength

less than the rank of the tube in which X lies, then [Xl E C(A).

Let K be the Kronecker algebra, P (resp. I) the subalgebra of C(K:) generated by

the preprojective (resp. preinjective) K -modules, and T the subalgebra generated

by r(n,n) for n ~ 0, denote by P .T· I the set of elements in 1-l(K) which are Q-span

of [PJ . T . [I} with P (resp. I) preprojective (resp. preinjective) and T E T.

Theorem C(K) = P . T . I ~ P @ T ® I, where ® = ®Q.

15



B. ZIMMERMANN-HUISGEN

Aigebras of finite uniserial type and approximations by representations
with uniserial building blocks

We start with a brief review of our varieties Vs describing tbe uniserial modules
with sequence S = (So, ... , Sm) of consecutive composition factors, where the Si
are simple modules over a split finite dimensional algebra, as weil as of the associated
canonical maps <I>s assigning uniserial modules to the points of Vs. In particular, we
explain how these varieties differ qualitatively from the obvious open subvarieties of
the classical varieties of representations.
These varieties are used to obtain a firm hold on the algebras having only finitely
many uniserial modules, up to isomorphism. We will characterize these algebras in e
terms of quiver and relations and discuss their uniserial representation theory. It
turns out that, among the algebras satisfying a certain easily described necessary
condition, the algebras of finite uniserial type are cbaracterized by a condition of tbe
following ilk: Whenever the simple module sitting at the top of a uniserial module
U occurs with multiplicity larger than 1 in U, a major segment of the sequence
of composition factors of U must repeat. As a consequence, the intricacy of the
uniserial representation theory of an algebra A of finite uniserial type is determined

- by-tne-patterns of~äested--oriented-cyclesin-the quiver -of-1\. -~~

Berichterstatter:. TH. BRÜSTLE
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 30/1995

"Einhüllende Algebren und Darstellungstheorie"

30. Juli bis 5. August 1995

Dies war die achte Oberwolfacher Tagung über Einhüllende Algebren von Lie- Algebren
nach den vorangegangenen in den Jahren 1973, 1975, 1978, 1982, 1985, 1987 und 1990.-

Die Tagung fand unter.der Leitung von W. Borho (Wuppertal), M. n'ußo (Paris 7),
A. Joseph (Paris 6 und Rehovot) und R. Rentsch1er (Paris 6) statt.

Die Tagung ",Einhüllende Algebren und Darstellungstheorie" war dazu bestimmt, die
jüngsten Ergebnisse und la~ende Entwicklungen aufzuzeigen. Nicht wiedergegeben
wurden, da nunmehr bereits allgemein zugänglich, Ergebnisse wie die Bistetigkeit der
Dixmierabbildung (1991) oder die Quantisierung verzweigter Überlagerungen (co)
adjungierter Orbitabschlüsse.

Bis auf eine Ausnahme - Beweis einer Vermutung von Dixmier aus dem J~hre 1978
im aufiösb~ren F~l~ - 1?etrafen alle Vorträge die halbeinfache Situation.

Die Tagung war geprä.gt durch neue Fragestellungen und Resultate, durch den Aus
bau und die Verfeinerung bestehender Methoden, sowie durch das Auftreten neuer
Methoden. Die Tagung .stand insbesondere im Schnittpunkt "der folgenden Gebiete.
und Methoden, die ~folge ihrer Verbundenheit mit Unters.uebungen Einhüllender
Aigebren und ihrer Darstellungen in enger Wechselwirkung miteinander stehen :

. .

1) Differentialoperatoren (1)·Moduln) und K-Theorie

2) Quantendeformationen .Einhüllender Algebren

3) Die kanonische Basis

4) DarsteiIungen und Methoden in Charakteristik p

5) Hecke Aigebren sowie affine Hecke Algebren

6) Orbiten und geOmetrische Methoden im reellen Fall

7) Multipizitäten in verschiedenen Situationen

Der innere Zusammenhang lässt sich wie folgt skizzieren :

Ursprünglicher Ausgangspunkt waren primitive Ideale in Einhüllenden Aigebren,
Multiplizitä.ten in Moduln mit einem höchsten Gewicht, geometrische Fragen (co)~
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adjungierter Orbiten, sowie überraschende Zusammenhänge. Antworten führten ver
hältnismässig oft auf Informationen, die letzten Endes auf Daten der Weyl-Gruppen,
auf ihren Darstellungen und ihrer Kombinatorik beruhen.

Kazhdan-Lusztig Polynome (1978) und" ihr Zusammenhang mit Multiplizitäten un
terstrichen frühzeitig die Bedeutung von Hecke-Algebren (Deformationen von Grup
penalgebren der Weyl-Gruppen).

Seit der Bemstein-Beilinson Lokalisierung (1981) sind Differentialoperatoren auf Fah-
nenmannigfaltigkeiten von herausragender Bedeutung. e'
Ein neuer starker Impuls, der immer weiter trägt, kommt von den Quantendefor
mationen Einhüllender Algebren (Quantengruppen von Drinfeld-Jimbo, 1985). Hi-
erbei ist anzumerken, dass ein enger Zusammenhang besteht zwischen ihren Ein
heitswurzelspezialisierungen und den Darstellungen in positiver Charakteristik der
entprechenden algebraischen Gruppe. Besonders eindrucksvoll sind auch die Theorie
der kanonischen Basis im Plus-Teil einer Einhüllenden Algebra. bezw. einer Quanten
gruppe, die damit zusammenhängenden Modulba.Sen, verschiedene kombinatorische
-Beschreibungen, spwi~Ko~s_eq!1e~zen ~er A~!'C!lc!'!.n~e~~.

Fast alle Vorträge fügen sich unmittelbar ein in die geschilderten Zusammenhänge.
Zu erwähnen sind auch die klassischen Verbindungen zur Inva.riantentheorie und zur
Theorie der unitär~r Darstellungen.

Zu den Inhalten der Vorträge im Einzelnen sollen, soweit nicht bereits implizit ange
sprochen, hier nur einige kurze Hinweise in teilweiser Anlehnung an die obige Gliederung
gegeben werden.

1) Für die Quotienten Einhüllender Algebren nach einem minimalen primitiven Ideal
ist nunmehr die K-Theorie bestimmbar ; ausserdern, im regulären Fall, auch die
Hochschildcohomologie. In beiden Fällen kommt die Bemstein-Beilinson Lokalisierung
zur Anwendung.

2) Die über hundert Jahre altenCapelli-Identitäten erscheinen in neuem Licht in zwei
~~~: . ~

i) Mit Hilfe gewisser Q~antendeformationen Einhüllender Algebren (Yangians) lassenW'
sich in Einhüllenden Algebren gewisse maximale kommutative Unteralgebren kon
struieren, welche zu verallgemeinerten Capelli-Identitäten führen.

ii) Andere verallgemeinerte Capelli-Identitäten treten auf im Zusammenhang mit
Diiterentialoperatoren bei endlichdimensionalen Darstellungen algebraischer Grup
pen im Falle eines multiplizitätenfreien Koordinatenringes.

3) Die kanonische Basis ermöglicht den Beweis eines q-Analogons des Kempf'schen
Verschwindungssatzes.
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4) Für die Darstellung algebraischer Gruppen in positiver Charakteristik kommen 'die.
Bedeutung von Kippmodulnund konkrete Resultate über die Zelegung ihrer Tensor
produkte zum Tragen. Analoges gilt für Einheitswurzelspezialisierungen von Quan
tengruppen. Für Darstellungen der symmetrischen Gruppe in Charakteristikp gibt
es explizite Resultate.

5) VerSchiedene Vorträge präsentieren neue Resultate über Darstellungen von Hecke-.
Algebren bezw. affinen Hecke-Algebren.

6) Die Kostant-Sekeguchi Korresepondenz für nilpotente Orbiten lässt sich durch
die Konstruktion eines gewissen äquivarianten Diffeomorphismus erklären. Kirillov's
orbitbezogene Charakterformel lässt sich in bestimmten Fällen mit einem Feyn-,
man'sehen Wegeintegral in Beziehung setzen. .

7) Mehrere Vorträge waren der Bestimmung oder dem Z~enhang~·.von.Multi
·plizitäten gewidmet, 80 etwa der frappierende Vergleich (unter Bedingungen) von
g-Multiplizitäten in dem Koordinatenring von 9 ( 9 eine ~nfache Lie-Algebra) .mit
gewissen W-(Modul)-Multiziplitäten in dem Koordinatenring von ~ ( ~ =.Cartanal
gebra, W = Weyl~Gruppe) (für die triviale g-Darstellung erhält man den Harish
Chandra Isomorphismus) ,oder Kazhdan-Lusztig Theorie im Fall von Super-Lie-

. Algebren. In diesen Zusammenhang seien auch die Untersuchungen des Invarianten
rings einer Einhüllenden Algebra unter einer endlichen Untergruppe der adjungierten
Gruppe und seiner Darstellungen erwähnt.

Insgesamt spiegelten die Vorträge die reiche Entwicklung und die Lebendig~eit des
Themas sowie das Zusammenspiel des verschiedenen Methoden wieder. .

Vortragsauszüge

H. K. Andersen :

Tilting modules and fusion rules

Let G be a semi·simple algebraic group over a field of characterisiic p > O. The
Weyl module V(~) with highest weight ~ has simple quotient L(~) and sits in~ide

the indecomposahle tilting' module P(~) with higbest weight~. We proyed that
knowledge of the characters of the P(~)'s gives the irreducihle characters. It will also
give tbe irredueible characters of the symmetrie group (hy taking G of type A, see
Mathieu's talk). Now, knowing the tilting charaders ia equivalent to· knowing the
fusion rules



If ~ is in the bo~tom alcove C then P(~) = V(~)and we have ((Georgiev-Mathieu]
or [Andersen-Paradowski])

~,11, lJ E C =::} ~.II = E (_1)l(w) [V(;\) ® V(p) : V(II)]
wEW..,

UH" dOmiDUI'

All tbe above results have analogues for quantum groups at roots of 1.

M. Van Den Bergh :

Differential operators and invariant theory

Let R = k EB R1 EB ... be a. graded ring, char Je = p > O. We say that R has FFRT if
there exists a finite number of indecomposable modules M l1 •.• , Mn such that for any
l, FIR can be written as a dired sum of copies ofthese modules. There FIR is R,
twisted by the l'tb power of the Frobenius. FFRT is. preserved under takiiJ.g direct
summands. The main theorem is that if R haB FFRT, is F-split and D-simple then
D(R) "ia simple. D(R) is tbe ring of differential operators of R. This shows" that if R
is a direct summand of a polynomial ring then D(R) ia simple.

--- --- p.: CaIdeto.:---~ ~-, --..-- ~ - -- -- -~

Finite group action on the enveloping algebra of a semisimple Liealgebra
This is joint work with Gadi Perets. Let G be a simply connected semisimple group,
U tbe enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra of G, -&nd H a finite subgroup of G.

. Then, H acts on U by the adjoint action. The study of the skew group ring H * U
enables us, by a Morita context, to describe tbe finite dimensional "irreducible modules
of UR, as weIl as its finite codimensional primitive ideals. Another proof for the
KRAFT-SMALL decomposition theorem is given." We have an.interpretation of the
multiplicity of an irreducible representation of H· in an irreduciblerepresentation of
G, aB the dimension of an irreducible UR -module.

By a result of Howe, we prove that we can recover the structure of C[Hadl from. tbe
representation theory of UH. When G = 5L2 , we calcqlate, with help of a Molien
serie, the number of UH-modules ofgiven dimension.. A classification permits us to
recover the group H from the algebra UH in this case. "

J.Y. Charbonnel :
On the orbit method for solvable Lie algebras

Let 9 be a solvable Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic
zero. We denote by .4(9) tbe completion 5(g-) ~S(I.) A(g) of the Weyt algebra A(g)
on g..

There are natural maps LI and Rg from tbe enveloping algebra U(g) to A(g). These
maps are injective, LI is a h~momorphi8m and Ag .ia an antihomomorphism. If Q is
a g·invariant prime ideal in 8(0), there is an interesiingleft ideal LQ in A(g-). When
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k = C, LQ is the set of differential operators which annihilate invariant distributions
supported by orbits of maximal dimension in .the nullvariety V{Q) of Q.
Let ~, the iSomorphism A(g*) ..::. A(g) such that A,(v) =v and ~8(Vi) = -Vi for v
in 9 and Vi in g*.
Theorem. Let Ag{Q) be tbe left ideal in A(S), generated by ~g(LQ). Then there
exists ag-invariant, invertible element p in S{S*), ~uch that L;t [PA,(Q)p-t] =
R.(PA,(Q)p-t] is the image of Q by tbe Dixmier's map.

The element p comes from the tbeory of charaeters for solvable Lie. groups. This
. result was suggested by Dixmier in 1978.

I. Cberednik :

What YOUDg did not manage to complete o-to•

The resolutions of the "semi-simple" irreducible representatioDS of affin~"~Heckealge
bras for GLN in terms of induced representations will be constructed, whi~ also gives" °

tbe corresponding resolutions of finite dimensional representatioDS of Uq{g[N>' and p
adic representations of principal senes. If is direetly related to the Schur-Frobenius
character formula for irreducible representatioDs of the symmetrie group and Young's
approach to its proof.

G. Heckman :

Unipotent representations of reduetive p-adic groups

The Plancherel fonnula for the affine Hecke algebra 1t(W, q) for q > 1 is known from
tbe work of Macdonald and Matsumoto. The spectrum is purely continuous. For
o < q < 1, lower dimensional spectra have to be added whose Plancherel Iileasures
ean be eomputed using residue caleulation. Via tbe antilinear involution. q ...... q-t,
Ti -+ -q-1n this an be transfered to tbe computation of the Plancherel measures
of the antispherical part of the spectrum" of ?-leW, q) for q > 1. Using

O

this one can
verify a conjecture of Lusztig and Reeder how to fill up the L-paclrets of unipotent
representations (the missing ones in tbe Kazhdan-Lusztig classification) of G(Q,,)

M.P. Holland: .

K -theory of twisted differential operators on·Hag varieties

This talk represents joint work with Patrick Polo. Let 9 be a semisimple Lie algebra
over k, an algebraically cl08ed field of characteristic zero and let ~ c (, be a Cartan
subalgebra inside aBoreI subalgebra of g. Let U be the enveloping algebra of g. For
~ e ~·let M(p) denote the corresponding Verma module and let Ußj = UIAnnM(p).
Let W be the Weyl group and let w: = Stabw(p).

Then we prove" that Ko(U,,) is free of rank IW/W:I affirming a conjecture of Tim
Hodges.
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F. Knop:

Generalized Capelli identities
The classical Capelli identity is an equality of two differential operators on the space
of matrices, one coming from the enveloping algebra of GLn. the other defined by
invariant theoretic means. We describe how to obtain siInilar identities for any repre
sentation V oi a reductive group G such that the coordinate ring" C[V] iso multiplicity
free"as G·module. In particular, we define a basis of the ring of invariant differential
operators (Capelli operators) and characterize their ~ig"envalues in terms of certain .
polynomials P). (joint work with S. Sahi). In the most important ~' I am ahle to W·
charaeteriZe P" also as eigenvector of commuting difference operators.

s. König:
An algorithm for computing decomposition numbers of general linear groups
in defining characteristic

Computing decomposition numbers of general linear groUp8 (over infinite fields, in
defining characteristic) is equivalent to computing deeomposition numbers of (ar
formal charactersof-simple-modules·over)-Schar- algebras.An..algorithm" is "described __
which does this job for auy given Schur algebra, aay A. It is based on an explicit
triangular decomp,?sition

A~C0sCop

and on abilinear form (for each primitive idempotent ei E S)

mult 0 pro; (C 0 cop )e-COP x Ce- ---+ p-C IO\s C Pp~ ---+ e· e· = k.
, , ""I '01 ""I 'c ® radCop ,

B. Kostant :
Harmonics and an equality of generalized exponents'

Let 1)" be a cartan subalgebra of a complex simple Lie algebra g. Let H and G" be
corresponding Lie groups and let W be the Weyl group of (~, g). Let P(~) and P(g}
he the algehras .of polynomial functions on f} and 9 respective1y so that P( ~) is a
W-module and P(g) is aG-module. .

Let D ~ ". denote the monoid of dominant integral weights in the root lattice ande
for ea.ch Ae D let V~ be the corresponding irreducible G-module with highest weight
A. The.O-weight space V).H is a W·module.

Proposition. Restrietion defines an injective map

(.) Homa(V",1'(g» --+ Homw(V"H, P(~»

For any irreducible representation l' of W let d., be the dimension of T and let pr, ... ,
Pd.,. be the fake degrees of T' and for any ~ e D let ml(~)"." ml(~)(A) be the gener
alized exponents of V~.
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Theorem. H V).H is an irreducible W-module T and if twice a root ia not a weight ~f

V). then the fake degrees pr are the same as the generalized exponents mi('\). Also
(.) is an isomorphism.

G. Letzter:
Subalgebras which appear in quantum Iwasawa decompositions

The wel1-studied pairing of a semisimple complex Lie algebra and a subalgebra of
fixed elements under an involution is extended to quantized enveloping algebras.
The choice of subalgebra is already more delicate in the quantum case beca~se the
as80eiative fixed rings ofsuch.enveloping algebras under an arbitrary involutio~ tends
to be immanageably large. However, for an involution (J induced by the negative of a
diagram automorphism, one can find a subalgebra Bs which is "praetically" invariant
and "classical" after specialization. Moreover, such subalgebras Bs can~J)e used to
form an Iwasawa-type tensor produet decomposition. We also diseuss tneir role in a
theory of Harish Chandra modules. c_,

w. MeGovem:

Cells and blocks oI Harish-Chandra modules for real elassical groups
Let G be areal reductive Lie group with complexified Lie algebra 9 , maximal compact
subgroup K, and complex Weyl group W. It is weIl known that the Grothendieck
group Ko(S, K). of Harish-Chandra modules 01 finite length carries a natural W
module strueture andmoreover breaks up inta cella that are W-stable. We cornpute
tbe module structure of these cells for rnany groups G of classieal type.

o. Mathieu :

On modular representations of the symmetrie groups
For each p-regular Young diagram m, denote by Ep(m) the associated siinp~e repre
sentation of the symmetrie group EN over Fp (p : prime number, N : total number
of boxes in m). Set: Y, = {m: mt ~ ... ~ me , mt - me :5 p -tl.
Theorem. dirn Ep(m) == number of paths from 0 to m entirely contained in Y,.
Here, paths a.re well defined because Y, has a structure of oriented graph; e.g. there
is an arrow

M. Nazarov :

Twisted Yangians and Ca.pelli Identities
For every classical Lie algebra a· we construct a family of maximal commutative
subalgebras in the universal enveloping U(a).
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These. subalgebras correspond to tbe maximal involutive subalgebras in the Poisson
alge~ra Seal obtained by the shift of argument metbod (Kostant, 1979).

Our commutative subalgebras appear as the images of rna.xiplal commutative subalge
bras in the Yangian Y(Cl) with respect to the ev~uationbomomorphism Y(u) --+ U(Cl).
We apply our construction to the classical invariant theory: we obtain a general
ization of the Capelli identities (1887,1890) for· CI = glN to the- other classical Lie
algebras BON and BPN.

E.Opdani :

Symmetries for faIre degrees and rationality oI Hedre algebra characte~

If W ia a Weyl group and r e Wone defines tbe fab d~ree f.,.(T) of T by f.,.(T) =
Et~l TJ'~, where the pT are the embedding"degreea of ".-in the coinvanant algebr~ and
d.,. ia tbe degree of r.

By checking All the cases Beynon and L~ztig discovered (in 1978) that f"'~dec(T) =
TNr f.,.,(T), wberer' is tbe ronjugate representatioD of T (obiained byreplacing ~

- by ...:.-vq-in--the reJiresentation-corresponding-to-T-of·the Hecke-a1gebra--Hw (q».-- In .
this talk we present a conceptual proof of this theorem, and we exten~ tbe theorem
to formulas for f.,.fljc(T) (e arbitrary linear character) and for the case of a complex
reflection group..The proof is based on the' monodromy representation of equations
basedon Dunkl operators.

bsP. Polo:

Primitive factors of enveloping algebras of semisimple Lie aIgebras :
Morita equivalence and isomorphism results

Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, U·= U(g) its enveloping algebra, and Z
the centre of·U. For every central charader X, let U" =-U/(Kerx)U. Using the theory
of primitive ideals, we show tbat if X is regular .integral then the Dynkin diagram
~f 9 is uniquely determined by tbe algebra structure of U"" and ia ~ fact a Morita
invariant. From this we deduce tbat if- t~ t' are reductive complex Lie algebras such
t4at U(t) and U(t) are Morita equivalent, then t ~ r ..We also·prove that if-U" ~ Ux'
and X is regular integral then X and X are conjugate 'under the group of diagr~
automorphisms (we conjecture that the assumption on Xis unnecessary). A corollary
_of this is that every automorphism of U &ds on ·Z as a diagram automorphism.
Finally, we 'conjecture that in the first mentioned result the integrality assumption
can be relaxed. Using a reiult of Soergel, we niake a step towards this conjecture by
proving that for any regular X the Weyl group of 9 can be extracted from thealgebra
structure of Ux , and is in fact a Morita invariant. .

A. Pressley :

Quantum affine algebras and Dorey,'s condition
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Let 9 be a finite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebra, {al' ... ' an} = the· set of
simple roots, Sh ••• ,Sn = simple refiections, "'1 = 818,•••8 n , fJi = SnSn-l •.•Si+l(O'i),
Rt =7-orbit of t/>i. Following Patrick Dorey's work in affine Toda field theories, say
i 1 , i" ...i p satisfy (Dp ) (p ~ 2) iE 0 E Rt. +Hä2+··· + Rtp •

Let U.(o) be the quantum affine algebra (e E ~ not a root of 1). The 'finite-
dimensional irreducible representations of U.(g) are parametrized by n-tuples (P., P2,
... ,P,,), where Pi e C[u]; P(O) = 1.
Ha E C·, let V(~,a) be the representation corresponding to the n-tuple (1, ... ,1, 1 
a-1u, 1, ... , 1), with 1 - a-1u in the i'th place.

Theorem. (V. Chari.and A. Pressley). Let 9 be of type A or D. Then, i 1, i 2 , i3 satisfy
(Ds) üf ~oIDu.(i)(V(~iltOl)~ V(~2,a2)0 V(~J,a3)'C) ':F 0 for some 01'02'03 E C·.
H 8 ia of type B or C, there ia a aiInilar result involving twisted Coxeter,.elements. -

M. Reineke:

On the coloured graph structure of the ca.nonical basis

For a quantized enveloping algebra of finite type, we study the crystalgraph g of its
positive part and the crystal graphs Ql of its finite dimensional irreducible represen
tations. An explicit description is given

a) of the graph g for all typeS except Es,
b) of the embedding GI C g for al1 classical types..

This is done using Ringe!'s Hall algebra approach which provides a. parametrization
of Lusztig's canonical basis by isomorphism claageS of finite dimensional.representa
tions of quivers. The description is then given in terms of certain p08ets and functions
on them which are defined in terms of the category of representations o~_~~e quiver.

W. Rossmann :

Path integrals and representations of semisiIDple groups

Feynman'8 quantization procedure by hispath integral leads to an expression for- the
kerneis of the representation operators of the type

(I) K(expX,z",z') = Lexp[["{a(Ze) - Hx(Zt)}dt] IIw"(dz.)j

the "integral" is over All paths Z~ = {Zt} from r to z". This fonnula should be
compared to Kirillov's chara.cter formula

(11) . tr K(expX) = 1.exp[-Hx(z)] r 1/
2(X)w"(dz).
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The form a7 in (I) and (11) is a symplectic form on areal manifold, the phase space,
from which tbe reptesentation is constructed by a method of quantization,' possibly
in cohomology; tbe function Hx is the Hamiltoman for X, Q is a 1·form satisfying

.d~ = 0:7; and i is a universal function.

Physicists seem to believe that the fonnula (I); or BOUle version of it, holds very
generally. It ia known that aversion of formula (11) holds for all irreducible repr~

sentatioDS of semisimple ·Lie groups. Yet, as far &8" I"know, there is no satisfactory
explanation of tbe relation of (I) ud (11), and I 'cannat offer ODe in any generality..
In some examples, however, the relation can be worlced out, and this is what I want 
to disCU8s. ..

s. Ryom-Hansen :

A q-analogue of Kempf's vanishing theorem

The modular Kernpf's vanishing theorem is the statement that the sheaf cohomology
.of tbe line· bundles associated to dominant weights vanish.

'We coDaider the induction functor Hf! introdticed by Andersen, Wenand Polo in the
setup ofquantum groups and-s~ow that it also satisfiesa Kempf vanishing theorem..
A main ingredient ia the cryata! basis of Kashiwara.

Y. Sandersan :

Real characters ofDemazure modules for rank two affine Lie algebras

Using Littelmann's path model, we"obtain explicit, 'closed fonn, combinatorial ex
pressions for a certain specialization of the charaders of Demazure modules for rank
two affine Lie algebras (Ait ) and A~2). This specialization is obtained by collecting
together all weight spaces whose weight differs only by an imaginary root.

V. Serganova :.

Kazhdan-Lusztig theory for Lie super algebras

We study the category of finite dimensional representation. of. the Lie superalgebra
g[(m.1n) by cat.egory 0 methods. Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials in this case are de.~
fined and evaluated at q = -1. As a oorollary we obtain tbe character fonnula for_
any finite dimensional irreducible g[(mln) module and the multiplicities of irreducible
modules in Kac modules (super counterpart of Verma module).

w. Soergel:

Determination cf some Hochschild cohomology, and n-cohomology of limits of
'discrete .series

By the Hochschild cohomology ring HHe(A) of a k-algebra Almean the ring of
selfexteDsions of A. considered as an A 0. AG-module. Let 9 be a semisimple Lie
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algebra, U :> Z the enveloping algebra of 9 with its center, X C Z a regular maximal
ideal. In tbe first part of the talk, I prove
Theorem. Tbe Hochschild cohomology ring HH·(U/UX) is isomorphie to the coin
variant algebra of tbe Weyl group.
In the second part oI the talk I explain how to compute the n-cohomology of a limit
oI discrete series, when n ia the nilradical of a Borel containing a compact Cartan. I
show how this n-cohomology can be identified with the cohomology of a very explieit
"combinatorial" complex of finite dimensional vector spaces with bases indexed by
suitable subsets of tbe Weyl group, tbe differentials being given in these bases by
explicit matrices of zeroes, ones and minus ones.

T. Springer :

A description of B-orbits on sYmmetrie varieties ~~.

Let G be a connected reductive group over C, and let 9 be an invohitörialaut~

morphism oI G,with fixed point group K. The quotient X = G/K is ä'~symlnetric
variety. A Borel group B acts on X with ,finitely many orbits.. The set -V of these
orbits has several featw, for example it carries an action of the Wey} group W.
In the talk a, combinatorial deseription is given of the set of a1l possibl~ orbits, for
fixed G a.nd varying 8. For simplicity &Ssume G to be adjoint. Let R be the root
system, Q' the root lattice and pv its dual. The description involves pairs (6, e),
where 8 is an involutorial automorphism of R, and ee Ker{8 -1,PV )/Im{B+ 1, P V

).

It is shown bow to pick out the various sets V. The features of V (e.g. tbe Weyl
group action) can be described in terms of the parameters (8, e).
E. Vasserot :

Quantum grOUps and Langlands correspondence on an algebraic surface'
A Langlands-type correspondence on algebraic surfaees ia conjectured. In this' corre
spondence same toroidal extensions of affine quantum groups of type A(l), D(l), E(t),

sbould play the role of the affine Hecke algebra in tbe standard eorresponden~over
an algebraic curve. We show how these algebras act by elementary modifications on
functions on the set of isomorphism classes of vector bundles over a su~. The
particular case.of an elliptic surface suggests particular connections with physicists'
elliptic algebras. Moreover we show that the toroidal quantum group of type A is
the Weyl-Schur dual of Cherednik double affine Hecke algebras.

M. Vergne :
Kostant-Sekiguchi correspondence for nilpotent orbits

Let 9 be a compact Lie algebra~ with 2 commuting involutions. It gives rise to a
quaternionie decomposition of 9 :

9 = {Io EB 91 Ei) 92 EB 93·
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Let bj = (90 EI) iS j ) , ql = g2 EB i(b, etc... by circular permutatlons. The subgroup
Bi of Ge of Lie algebra bi acts on qä. Let 0 be a nilpotent orbit in Sc. Sekiguchi
showed. that there are natural maps 82,1, 83,2, 81,3

o n ql/H1~ 0 n q2/H2~ 0 n q3/H3 --+ .~.

We show here that' it follows from Kronheimer's description of 0 by instantons
that in fact there is a Go-invariant diffeomorphism of f) n Dl and () n D2 which carries
BI-orbits to H2-orbits.

In parlicular, if • = tED P is arealsemisimple Lie algebra, a real nilpotent orbit is •
diffeomorphic to tbe nilpotent orbit of Kc in Pe associated to 0 by Kostant corre
spondence.

A. Zelevinsky :

Parametrizing canonical bases and totally positive matrices

Let N be the maximal unipotent subgroup of a semisimple group of simply-Iaced
type; let m =dimN. Recently, Lusztig discovered aremarkable patallelism between

'(1rlaoellings- (hy m-tripIes of- non-negative integers) ofthe canonicalbasis -B 'ofthe
quantum group corresponding to N;
(2) parametrizatioDs of the vanety N>o of totally positive elements in N by m-triples
of positive real Dp.mbers.
In each case, there is a. natural family of parametrizations, one for each red:ucM word
of tbe longest element of the Weyl group.

In a joint work in progress with A. Berenstein and S. Fomin, the following problem
is solved for type Ar : for any two reduced words, find an explicit formula for the
transition map that retates corresponding parametrizations of B or N>o.

Berichterstatter: P. Polo, R. Rentschler
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Wavelets & Signalprocessing

06.08 - 12.08.1995

This years meeting was chaired by Ingrid Daubechies (Princeton) and Alfred. K. Louis
(Saarbrücken).

The purpose of this conference was to bring together researchers interes.ted ·in various

aspects of the theory and applications of wavelet analysis. The talks that were de

livered reflected weil the different facettes of this field: there have been talks on the

construction of wavelets (wavelets on bounded domains, multi-dimensional wavelets,

orthogonal wavelets in BI), on regularity estimates for wavelets, on non-linear approx

imation properties of wavelet expansions, on the application of wavelets to PDE- and

BEM- algorithms and on signal processing (image compression, fracta! data analysis).

The talks have been followed by lively discussions and a useful exchange of ideas.

Reporters: Volker Dicken and Georg Zimmermann.
Potsdam, Wien: September 7, 1995.
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1 Abstracts

Directional wavelets in image processing: Some new results
Jean-Pierre Antoine, Louvain-la-Neuve/B

The talk reviews a number of topics in the application of the Continuous Wavelet.

Transform (CWT) to image p,:ocessing, more precisely the exploitation of 2-D direc

tional wavelets in tne detection and analysis of oriented features. The talk is organized

as folIows:

(1) Generalities on the D-dimensional CWT and the different representations avail-e
able for visualization in the case D = 2.

(2) Directional and multidirectional wavelets. Example: the Cauchy wavelet.

(3) Scale-angle resolving power, application to the discretization problem.

(4) Application #1: directional filtering.

(5) Application#2: disentangling-of a wave train (with the Morlet and the Cauchy

wavelet).

(6) Application #3: character recognition.

(1) J-P. Antoine, P. Carrette, R. Murenzi and B. Piette, "Image analysis with

two-dimensional continuous wavelet trans/orm", Signal Proc., Vol. 31 (1993) 241

272
(2) J-P. Antoine and R. Murenzi, Two-dimen~ional directional wavelets and the scale

angle representation, preprint UCL-IPT-95-03 (May 1995) (submitted)

Wavelet-based fractal analysis of DNA sequences
Alain Arneodo, Pessac, Fmnce

The fracta! scaling properties of DNA sequences are analyzed using the wavelet trans

form. Mapping nucleotide sequences onto a "DNA walk" produces fractallandscapes
that can then be studied quantitatively by applying the sO-called wavelet transform

modulus maxima method. This method provides a na.tural generalization of the classi

cal box-counting techniques to fractal signals, the wavelets playing the role of "general

ized oscillating boxes" . From the scaling behavior of partition functions that are defined



from the wa.velet transform modulus maxima, this method a!lows us to determine the

singularity spectrum of the considered signa! and thereby to achieve a complete multi

fracta! analysis. Moreover, by considering analyzing wavelets that make the "wavelet

transform microscpoe" blind to "patches" of different nucleotide composition that are

ubiquitous to genomic sequences, we demonstrate and quantify the existence of long

range correlations in the noncoding regions. Although the Buctuations in the patchy

landscape of the DNA walks reconstructed from both noncoding and (protein) coding
regions are found homogeneous with Gaussian statistics, our wavelet-based analysis

allows us to discriminate unambiguously between the fluctuations of the former which

behave like fractional Brownian motions, from those of the latter which cannot be dis

tinguished from uncorrelated random Brownian walks. We discuss the robustness of

these results with respect to Var10US legitimate codings of the DNA sequences. Finally,

we comment about the possible understanding of the origin of the observed long-range

correlations in noncoding DNA sequences in terms of the nonequilibrium dynamical

processes that produce the "isochore structure of the genome". Keywords ~ wavelet

transform, fractal scaling, multifractal formalism, fractional Brownia.i:J. motions, DNA
sequences.

J.F. Muzy, E. Bacry and A. Ameodo, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67 (1991) 3515.

E. Bacry, J.F. Muzy and A. Arneodo, J. Stat. Phys. 70 (1999) 695.

J.F. Muzy, E. Bacry and A. Arneodo, Phys. Rev. E 47 (1999) 875.

J.F. Muzy, E. Bacry and A. Arneodo, Int. J. 0/ Bifurcation and Chaos 4 (1994) 245.

A. Arneodo, E. Bacry and J.F. Muzy, Phy~ica A 213 (1995) 292.

A. Arneodo, F. Argoul, E. Bacry, J. Elezgaray and J.F Muzy, Ondelettes, Multifrac
tales et Turbulences : de l'ADN aux Croissances Cristallines (Diderot Editeur, Arts et
Sciences, Paris, 1995).

A. Arneodo, F. Argoul, E. Bacry, J.F. Muzy and M. Tabard, Phys. Rev. Lett. 68

(1992) 3456.

A. Arneodo, F. Argoul, E. Bacry, J.F. Muzy and M. Tabard, Fractals 1 (1999) 629; J.
0/ Di/. Eq. and Appl. 1 (1995) 117.

A. Khun, F. ArgoulJ J.F. Muzy and A. Arneodo, Phys. Rev. Lett. 73 (1994) 2998.

A. Arneodo, E. Bacry, P. V Graves and J.F. Muzy, Phys. Rev. Lett. 74 (1995) 3293.
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Regular compactly supported wavelets in the Sobolev space H1 (IR)
Francoise Bastin, LiegelB

We study the construction of orthonormal bases of wavelets in BI (IR) for the usual

scalar product. We construct a family of functions cp(j)(j E Z) with a fixed compact
support and arbitrary high regularity such that the

(j,k E Z)

are an orthonormal basis for HI(IR). To achieve this, we use a family of trigonometrie

polynomials m~)(~)(j E Z) of fixed degree and the multiresolution analysis procedure. e
Spline-Wavelets with arbitrary knots on a bounded interval

Charles Chui, College Station, USA

This is a joint work with Johan M. De Villiere, hut although tbe construction algo-

_rithms in thepaper are very efficient, I choose a more intuitive way to present the
results at the sacrifiee of efficiency. Spline-~avel~ts ·of ·~bitr~iIY given order arid ar

hitrary knot sequence on a bounded interval are constructed and a general scheme for

orthogonal d~compositionand reconstruction of Hilbert spaces is formulated. Based on

this frame-work; dual wavelets are constructed, decomposition matrices are obtained,

and the duality principle is established. In addition, efficient algorithms for computing

both the deeomposition and reconstruction matrices are developed in this paper. As is

usually done in practice, the localness property and flexibility of spline functions enable

the user to construct spline curves to fit randomly generated data very efficiently and

accurately. With the option of moving the knots to adapt to the data set, it is feasible

to eonstruct spline-wavelets to adapt to the desirable waveforms, and to achieve eertain
desirable filter criteria, without depending on a "wavelet dictionary". Further research
is required to develop "real-time" (eflicient) algorithms for this purpose.

Multiscale Methods on bounded domaines
Albert Cohen, Paris

Multiresolution and Wavelets are weIl understood in the euclidean or periodic setting.
We present a construction that allows to deal with hounded domaines n c IRd •

The main features of MRA that are preserved in this construction are:

3



1. Regularity and Polynomial reproduction

2. Locality and stability of the basis

3. Fast and simple decomposition algorithms

This construction allows to characterize classical function spaces B;(LP(O») and yields

stahle extension operators

that are easy to complement numerically.

This work was made jointly with W. Dahmen (Aachen) and R. DeVore (Columbia, S.

Carolina)

Besov Regularity for Elliptic Boundary Value Problems M

Stephan Dahlke, Columbia/USA

We study the reguJarity of solutions to boundary value problems for Laplace's equation

on Lipschitz domains n in m,d and its relationship with adaptive methods for approxi
mate solutions. The smoothness space which determine the efficiency of such nonlinear

approximations in Lp(O) are the Besov spaces B~(LT(n», T = (~ + ~)-l. Thus, the
regularity of the solution in this scale of Besov spaces is investigated with the aim of

determining the largest 0' for which the solution is in B~(LT(n».

The regularity theorems given in this talk build upon recent results of Jerrison and

Kenig. The proo! of the regularity theorem uses characterisations of Besov spaces by

wavelet expansions.

Stahle completions and some applications
Wolfgang Dahmen, RWTH Aachen

Suppose that S is a sequence of closed nested subspaces Sj of some Hilbert space H
and that each Sj is spanned by a Riesz basis ~j. Given any Riesz basis Wj spanning

some complement Wj of Sj in 5;+1, it is indicated first how to parametrize then all

other Riesz bases spanning same complement of Sj in 5j+1 in terms of certain block

triangular matrices. For instance, this can be exploited to raise the order of moment

4



conditions of a given complement basis or to identify the complements induced by thedifferences ~f two successive linear projectors outo tbe spaces Sj. Several a.pplicationsof these facts are indicat~d. In particular, the results can be used to construct biorthogonal Riesz bases on parametrically defined two dimensional surfaces in R 3 in such away that the exactness oI tbe dual multiresolution and hence tbe order of moment CODditions of the primal wavelets becomes as large a.s one wishes. These bases sa.tisfy allrequirements that are needed to realize optimal convergence and matrix compressionrates in connection with the numerical treatment of a wide range of boundary integralequations including also operators of negative order.

Empirical Atomic Decomposition
David L. Donoho, Stan/am/USA

Recently the time-frequencyand time-seale eommunities have developed a large numberof dictionaries of "atoms" (cp-y )--yer which may be used to represent signals by superposition:
f = 2: a",cp-y . Examples include: wavelets, overcomplete wavelets, sinosoids, overCOffipiete sinosoids, wavelet paekets, eosine packets, chirplets, directional wavelets.Empirical atome decomposition is a method for decomposition of noisy data into asuperposition of atoms and residual:

rn

f= La-Yj +R.
j=1

Assuming data Yi == f(ti) + OZi, i = 1,. ~., n, Zi""" N(O, 1) i.i.d. it takes the formj* = argmin lIy - ~all;2 + .\11°"/0

where ~ is an n *p matrix with columns (c,o-Yj(t'))i=l' and..\ = const,·2Iog(p),u2
• Letn,O(f) = arg miIla 111 - ()alt:2 + ..\1101110 . Then Eil! - <ba"'I1~2 :5 const2RO(f) Vf, whereconst2 is a universal constant depending on const}. eThis inequality can be used to show that there a.re atomic devomposition estimatorsachieving rates of convergence on on classes of objects F which are faster than the~ates of convergenee in a wavelet basis or other orthogonal basis, a~d which achievethe optimal rate among all nonlinear estimates (modulo log-terms). Hence waveletbases and other fixed hases can be outperformed by atomic decompositions.Examples where this is true:

1. Horizons: F == {f; f{x,y) = l{y 2:: e(x)} where e E Hölder U(C).2. Starshaped sets~ F = {indicators of starshaped sets with radius function p(8) E

5



Hölder(1 (C)}. In both 1 & 2, we can use the triangle dictionary. Time~frequencyexam

pIes were also considered. Unfortunately j- is NP-hard to compute. We give examples

of a method for solving its convex relaxation argmiDo Ily-cI>QII~+Allcrlll'· It performs

weIl in examples.

Wavelet Analysis of Elastic Wave Nondestructive Evaluation and Newton
inverse Optics

Brian DeFacio, Univ. Missouri-Columbia

The Mallat multiresolution for orthonormal wavelets is applied to the analysis of ul

trasonic backscatter of Haurs in stainless steel and to the glandng angle scattering of

thermal neutrons from a metallic NiC-Ti sandwich and a cell membrane bilipid erys
tal. Real, noisy, destorted time domaine short transient pulses are denoised by 29
wavelet families and then inverted using an optimal Wiener-Tikhonov filter: In blind

tests sphere radius estimates whithin 5 % were obtained. The neutron inverse optics

project detects the edges from the large wavelet coefficients and determined the width
of the interdiffusion to be approximately 1 Jl = 10-6 m for Nie on Ti and 0.6 Jl fot

Ti on Nie. Hence the diffusion constant differ depending upon which material is being

sputtered onto the other. The wavelet multiresulution improves both reconstructions

by denoising.

Are wavelets, and related multiscale techniques, useful for turbulence?

Marie Farge, Paris/F

One of the main factor limiting our understanding of turbulent fiows ia that we have
not yet identified the structures responsible for its chaotic and therefore unpredictible
behaviour. Based on laboratory and numerical experiments, we think that vortices

(or coherent structures) are these elementary objects, from which we may be ask to
construct a new statisfical mechanics and define equations appropriate for computing

turbulent Hows.

The complementary simultaneous space and scale information provided by the wavelet

transform makes it an appropriate tool for identifying and analyzing coherent struc
tures in turbulence. We have and the wavelet transform to segment the vorticity field

ioto coherent and incoherent components as the first stage in a conditional sampling

6



algorithm. In particular we have shown, that the wavelet packet representation, asso

ciated with maximums entropy statistical method and nonlinear filtering, extracts the

coherent structures in a computationally efficient way. There is a non-separability of

turbulent motions in the Fourier representation,which a wavelet representation seems

ahle to provide such separability. We have experimental reasons to expect a gap in

wavelet coordinates between organized structures, that should be explicitly computed,

and random background ßow, that could be modulled by an appropriate stochastic .
process having similar statistics. The difficulty is that both components are multi
scale. This composition may be the basis· of a new way of numerically simulating

turbulent flows, and possibly other kind of intermittend phenomena. e
In conclusion, we think that the theory of fully developed turbulence, namely the limit

of large Reynolds numbers (nonlinear advection »linear dissipation), is in a prescien-

tific phase because we do not yet have an equation, or a set of equations, that could be

used to efficiently compute turbulent ßows. The Navier-Stokes equations are not the

right ones f~r turbulence because their computational complexity becomes intractable

for large Reynolds numbers. However, in this limit it should be possible to obtain

averaged quantities, or the modelof statistical mechanies, and find the corresponding

transport equations to comput the evolution of these new quantities, which would be

the appropriate variable to describe turbulence. But it is easier to define the ·appro

priate parameter, to go from Boltzmann or Navier-Stokes than from Navier-Stokes to
turbulence equations. In the first case only a linear avaraging, namely coarse pairing,

is needed while in the second case we have to find a nonlinear procedure. Wavelets are
good tool8 to explore this conditional averaging and to find an atomic decomposition

appropriate to describe the turbulent ßow dynamies.

Gabor analysis over lca. groups

Ha.ns Georg Feichtinger, Wien/A

It is explained, that the setting of locally compact groups is most appropriate for

a unified discussion of discrete/continuous, periodic/infinite, I'D or higher dimen~

sional Gabor analysis. Let G be a lca. group, Trf(z) = f(z - x), and X E

G : X(x + y) = X(x)X(y), such as X,,(x) = e211'ir" on G = (R,+). For a nice

function 9 on G and (an additive) subgroup H~GxG we consider Gabor families

{-1I'"(h)g lhEH, where 1r(x, X) = X . Txg. If it is a frame, there exists some , such

that {gh} = {1r(h),} defines the gual frame. There is Janssen's representation for

7
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the frame operator SI := 'E(!,gh)gh, stating that S = E (g,7r(h')g)1r(h'), where
h'EHo

HO = {h' : [1l'(h)7r(h')] == 0, Vh EH}. In tbe discrete case HO is small, therefore

tbe CG-method for solving 81 = 9 will solve for 1 after a small number iterations.

Feit Gröchenig showed (1994/95): If 9 E So(IR) generates aGabor frame {1r(h)gJhEH,
tben tbe frame operator is invertible on L2(IR), but also on SO(IR), or equivalently

1 = S'9 E So(Dl).

Sharply localized time-frequency/scale representations via "reassignment"
Patric Flandrin, Lyon/F

Quadratic signal energy representations hased on linear transforms such ~~~t~e spec
trogram or the scalogram, based respectively on the short-time fourier transf!Jrm and
the wavelet transform - are known to be poorly localized on the time-frequepcy/scale

plane. In tbe use of monocomponent frequency IIiodulated signals, better distributions

- such aB tbe Wigner-Ville distribution and its affine generalizations - are known to ex

ist, but their use is limited in the case of multicomponent signals, due to the ~ccurence

of spurious cross-terms. A key problem in time-frequencyanalysis is therefore to find

an approach conciling the high resolution properties of Wigner-type methods _with the

low level of cross-terms observed in spectrograms/ scalograms. A possible solution to

this problem is proposed, based on an idea oI "reassignment" which consists in moving

the computed value of a low resolution distribution to a different point of the plane

which is more representative oI the local energy distribution. The idea of reas~ignment

had been put forward Kodera, Gendin and de Villeday in the mid *70's, hut ,its revis

iting in the light of "modern" time-frequency analysis allows for many generalizations,

as weIl as for efficient algorithmus. The basic ingredient of time-frequency reassign

ment is the simulthaneous computation of 3 different transforms based on 3 related

windows/wavelets (or,· more generally, time-frequency- smoothing operators). In the

case of noisy signals, a further improvement can be obtained by averaging in a suitable

way representations obtained with different windows/wavelets since the coherent part

of tbe observation (signal) can be proved to he reassigned almost iQdedendent of the

length of the window, wheras the incoberent part (noise) is not.
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Regularity of Multivariate Scaling Equations
Karlheinz Grächenig, Wien/A

We give a characterization of the smoothness of compactly supported refinable functions f/J, <jJ(x) = EkEZd ckl det AI<p(Ax - k), where A is a d x d-dilatioD matrix. Theknown charactizations of regularity in dimension 1 are all based on the fact that polynomials can be factorized. As this is impossible for (trigonometrie) polynomia.ls inseveral variables, the regularity estimates in higher dimension seem to be difficult tocome by. The only results in d-D, due to A. Cohen and I. Daubechies, and to L.Ville~oes, deal with very special ca.ses only and do not allow to treat general dilationeequatIons.

In this talk we show to avoid the difficulties due to the absence of factorization in higherdimensions. We derive estimates for the Sobolev regularity of refinable functions. Ifone accounts for the inhomogenity of the dilation and uses anisotropie Sobolev spaces,a complete characterization of the regularity can be a.chieved.
This is joint work with Albert Cohen, Paris VI.

Singular Values Of Time-frequency Localization OperatorsChristopher Heil, Georgia Institute 01 Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0160

We will discuss the singular value decomposition of a class of time-frequency localiza-tion operators, defined in terms of a Cohen's class joint time-frequency distributionand a region in the time-frequency plane... Effectively, the singular vectors of theseoperators are ones for which the chosen time~frequency distribution is most concentrated in the given region of the plane. Signals that are extrema for such localizationoperators define a suitable subspace to project anto for purposes of time-frequencyfiltering. As noted by Flandrin, ea.ch such localization operator is represented under_.the Weyl correspondence by a symbol function. For the special case of the Wignerdistribution, the symbol is the characteristic function of the time-frequency region.The time-frequency localization operators of Daubechies correspond to using the spectrogram as the distribution and localizing on a. circular or elliptical disko We willpresent a general result which prescribes the asyptotic decay of the singular valuesof such time-frequency localization operators in terms of the decay of the symboland its Fourier transform. This result is applicable in principle to any of the Cohen's class of time-frequency distributions, and to any bounded region. We discuss
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the motivation and implications of this result, and the philosophy of proo!, which in
volves the construction of an approximating operator through the use of Gabor frames.

C. Heil, J. Ramanathan, and P. Topiwala, Asymptotic singular value decay of

time-frequency localization operators, in Wauelet Applications in Signal and Image

Processing 11, A.F. Laine and M.A. Unser, eds., SPIE Proceedings Series Vol. 2903,
Society 0/ Photo.Opiical Industrial Engineers, Bellingham, WA (1994), pp. 15-24.
Available by anonymous jtp: address jtp.math.gatech.edu

directory: /pub/users/heil/ilename: spie94.ps

Preprint in preparation: Singular ualues 0/ compact pseudodifferential operators,

C. Heil, J. Ramanathan, and P. Topiwala.

Should be finished soon, contact me at heil@math.gatech.edu. Those papers are in

connection with the main topic of my talk, which was on time-frequency lo~alization

operators. I also talked briefly about the Nyquist Phenomenon for Gabor,-Systems.

There is a survey paper available on that: -:

J. Benedetto, C. Heil, and D. Walnut, Differentiation and the Balian-Low th~rem, J.
Fourier Anal. Appl., Vol. 1, No. 4, to appear in 1995. .

This paper is auailable by anonymous ftp at the same site as above, under the filename
blt.ps

A functional calculus using wavelet transforms
Mathias Holschneider, Marseille

Let s E Sn, the class of Schwartz and suppon that supp s C [-00,0]. Let A be a
closed operator acting in some Bauach space B. Suppose that its resolvent satisfies the
following growth condtions in z > 0 (z = b+ ia) ,,~~

IIR(A.b + ia)11 ~ O(I)(a + l/a)M (1 + Ibl)M

for some M > O. Then the following expression exists in a Bochner sense:

1 /+00 da /+00
s(A) = Cg -;;- db Wgs(b, a) R(A. b+ ia)

o

if 9 E So, the class of Schwartz with all moments vanishing. Here Wgs( b, a) is the
wavelet transform of s with respect to g. That cau be shown that s(A) does not

depend on g. For A sel! adjoint this functional calculus coincides with the standard
functional calculus.
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Multifractal functions
Stephane Jaffard, Noisy Le Grand/F

A function I': IRn --t IR has an a-singularity at Xo if there exists a polynomial P suchthat

I!(x) - P{x - .1:0)1 IV Ix - xol d

Multifractal functions have a-singularities located on fracta.l sets Eo. (d E (-n, 00]).The spectrum of singularities is d(a) = Hausdorff dimension of Eo . One is interestedin determining spectra either of "elassical" functions of Mathematics (z.g. Riemann '8f t E ~ sin n 2X', a. Polya.'s "peano-type" function, .... ) or of determining spectra. eof signals (af particular interest is turbulence which ia believed to be multifractal).In both uses the wavelet transform is a. useful tool because Hölder singularities arecharacterized by decay conditions of the wavelet transform.The Multifra.ctal Formalism asserts that d(a) ean be obtained a.s the legendre transformof the structure funetion ",,(p).'1 is defined by :

JI/(x + h) - f(xWd~ '" h"(p)

This presupposes that the only singularities are "cusp-like" (i.e. something likeIx - xoIO).
In a joint work with Arneodo, Bacry and Muzy we extended the Multifractal Formalism in order to take into account oscil1~ting singularities like (a) ,~- xolo sin IX-~oIß'This yields a. "two - parameter" spectrum d(a, ß) which gives the dimension of pointswhere a behavior simular to (a) appears.

Multilevel Preconditioning - Appending Boundary Conditions by
Lagrange Multipliers

Angela. Kunoth, Weierstrass-Institute for Applied Analysis and Stochastics e,Berlin, Germany
E-mail: kunoth@isc.tamu.edu.kunoth@wias-berlin.de

Solving an elliptic partial differential equation by means of a. Galerkin method, a standard technique is to include essential boundary conditions into the solution and approximation spaces and take finite elements as basis functions. However, it may bevery difficult to adapt these or different basis functions like wavelets to the boundaryconditions. Thus, appending the conditions by means of Lagrange multipliers is a more
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promising method although this approach leads to saddle point problems where the
system matrix is no longer positive definite.

This talk is concerned with multilevel techniques for preconditioning linear systems

that arise from Galerkin methods for such saddle point problems to accelerate the

convergence of iterative methods. The construction of tbe preconditioners is based on

the cbaracterization of Sobolev spaces on the underlying domain and its boundary in

terms of weighted sequence norms related to corresponding multilevel expansions. The
results indicate how various ingredients of a typical multilevel framework affect the

growth rate of condition numbers and, in particular, how to realize condition numbers

that are uniformly bounded independent of the refinement level. The results are ap

plied to a general multivariate framework of refinable shift-invariant spaces inducing
various types of wavelets.

' ..";.;;
A. Kunoth, Multilevel Preconditioning - Appending Boundary Conditio~s by La-

grange Multipliers, Advances in Computational Mathematics, Vol. 4, No.I-II, Special
lssue on Multiscale Methods, 1995, 145-170.

Wavelet accelerated iteration schemes for inverse problems

Peter Maaß, Universität Potsdam

Discretizations of inverse problems Af = 9 typically lead to large linear sytems

with full matrices. These systems have to be solved by iteration methods, e.g.

fk+l = fk + ßA*(g - Alk), where most of the computational eIfort is needed to
evaluate A *Alk.

During the first iterations these schemes reconstruct the coarse details of f ,smaller de

tails are added during the later iterations. This can be complemented by iterating with

differently discretized operators Ak , where the discretization might change in each iter

ation step. This can be efficiently implemented using wavelet-compression techniques
leading to faster algorithms.

We prove optimal convergence rates for the compressed methods if the approximation

levels flAk - All are chosen according to an aposteriori criterion. Numerical simula
tions are shown for an application in hyperhtermia treatment.
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Wavelet approximation methods far solving the exterior Dirichlet problem
for the Helmholtz equation

Siegfried Proessdorf, Berlin

We start with reclusing the boundary value problem to an integral equation over the
(plane, smooth) boundary by applying the single-Iayer ansatz. The latter equation
is a periodic pseudodifferentia.l equation of order -1, where the principal part is tbe
logarithmic-kernel integral operator. For tbe numerical solution of this equation we
apply the knot collocation method where piecewize linear continuous functions and
biorthogonal wavelets with two vanishing moments as trial functions are used. We e
apply an a-priori compression criterion (see [DPSJ) to tbe wavelet representation of -
the collocation stiffness matrix to get sparse matrices. In order to get a fully discrete
method we use an adapted quadrature rule with graded quadrature points for inte
gration. This yields astahle method with convergence rate 2 in .the L2 - norm and
complexitly·O(~(logN)b),where N is the number of unknowns and b ~ 0 is same
real number. For improving the accuracy of the method an improved quadrature for
calculating the integrals on coarser scales is proposed. The results are confirmed by

. numerical experiments for different values of the wave numbers.- - --
Moreover, using this method, the radar cross section for several shapes has been cal
culated (this is a numerical scheme of order 3).
The talk is based on joint work with W. Dahmen, B. Kleemann and R. Schneider.

Dahmen, W., Prössdorf, S., Schneider, R.: Wavelet approximation methods fOT
pseudodifferential equations I: Stabi/ity and convergence. Math. Zeitschrift 215 (1994),
583-620.

Dahmen, W., Prössdorf, S., Schneider, R.: Wavelet approximation methods fOT
pseudodifferential equations //: Matrix compression and fast solution. Advances in
Computational Mathematics, 2nd Issue, 1 (1999), 259-335.

Dahmen, W., Prössdorf, S., Schneider, R.: Multiscale methods for pseudodifferential e,
equations. In: Recent Advances in Wavelet Analysis (eds. L.L. Schumaker and G.
Webb), Academic Press 1994, 191-235.

Dahmen, W., Kleemann, B., Prössdorf, S., Schneider, R.: A multiscale method fOT the
double layer potential equation on a polyhedron. Advances in Computational Mathemat
ics (eds. H.P. Dikshit and C.A. Micehelli) , World Scientific, Singapore, New Jersey,
London, Hong Kong 1994, pp. 15-57.
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These events are more singular than was previously supposed (their "regularity" is

eloser to 1,5 than 2, indicating that non integer powers of time should be used in rep

resenting the time series between the jerks). And finaly it exists a delay of 2 years

between the 2 hemispheres.

Multiscale- and Waveletapproximation for the numerical solution of
operator equations

Reinhold Schneider, Darmstadt

The Galerkin diseretization of nonloeal operators by a local single seale basis results

a dense system matrix. This is typically the case for boundary element methods. In

eontrast to the single scale bases, the Petrov-Galerkin using biorthogonal wavelet hases

discretization gives rise to numerically sparse matrices.

We characterize the properties of biorthogonal wavelet hases, whieh are required for

fast computations without compromizing the accuracy of the numerical scheme i.e. we

fit tbe convergence rate. It is shown that we need only O(N) non zero matrix coef
ficients. We have explicit construction of this hases and can compute tbe provided

matrix coeffizients with totally O(N 10gb N) function calls.

Applications of wavelets in image classification and data compression
Hans-Georg Stark, Kaiserslautem

e

In this talk we discuss two applications of wavelets to image processing and signal

compression.

1. Image elassification
Images are eonsidered to be multiscale processes, i.e. composed of struetures of verying _

sizeand orientation and exhibiting contours, the shape of which also shows character- _ :

ist,ie ruggedness properties depending on some resolution levels. We describe methods,

to measure these notions:
Multiresolution structure properties are qunatified, computing varianees of the detail

signals of a dyadic orthonormal tensor wavelet decomposition of the image. From

then also resolution dependent numbers characterizing texture anisotropy are derived.

These numers are collected in a pattern vector X w •

Multiresolution properties of object contours are measured by computing certain eir

cumscribing polygons p(T, I), depending on ascale parameter T, and measuring the
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On the H1-orthogonality of wavelet packets
Andreas Rieder, Saarbriicken

The H1.orthogonality of wavelet packet spaces can be measured by the smallest coo

stants in the strang Cauchy inequalities they satisfy with respect to the BI-ioner

product.
We discuss some properties of those constants, present two conjectures concerning their

decay behavior for which we have both, numerical and analytical evidence, and address

an open problem.
Also, we give the link between these strong Cauchy inequalities and the numerical so

lution of anisotropie elliptic PDEs.

Characterization of secular variation in geomagnetic field using wavelet
analysis

Ginette Saracco, Rennes/F

Wavelet analysis is applied to detect and characterize singular events such as jerks, in

the time series made of the last century monthly mean values of components of the

geomagnetic field from differents observatories though the world. After choosing a weIl

adapted wavelet function, the analysis is first performed on synthetic series including

the "intervaI", ormain contribution (signal made of smooth variation intervalssepa

rated by singular events with different "regularities"); a white Gaussian noise and an

"external" contribution (solar effects). This last one is built by the surn of a few hu

manies of a lang period variation (11 years for the fundamental). The signatures of the

main, noise and humanic components are studied and compared, and the conditions in

which the singular events can be clearly isolated in the composite signal are elucidated.

We have defined by the ridge function of the wavelet transform modulus some criteria

which define the ridge like a magnetic signature for the "Jerks" and harmonie compo

nent . We have applied this method to real geomagnetic series (first montly means of

just the Y component from European observatories) then on the X and Y component

for a vectorial study from world observatories. We show that only five remarkable

events are found in 1901, 1913, 1925, 1989 and 1978 for the northern hemisphere. The
characteristics of these singularities (in particular, homogenity of some derived func

tions of the wavelet transform over a large range timescales), demonstrate that these
events have a single source (of course internal).
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complexity of these polygons on successive resolution levels T. The resulting numbers

are collected in a pattern vector XC. We show results of classifying medical MR-images

with X w and/or XC. With a neural net classification rates of "J 90 % are reached. Since

geometrical analyses shows, that the pattern classes are weIl separated from each other,

neural nets may be omitted and with simple and cheap nearest distance elassifiers the

same classification rate may be obtained. As an applieation we finally show results

from a system, whieh allows to retrieve images from an image database, which are

"most similar" to a given one, "pre~ented to the system". The similarity measure is

based upon the methods presented above.

2. Signal compression
Recently signal coding with samplings from the wavelet transform, resulting from de

tecting Ioeal extrema, has been investigated. Let E = {(ai, bi),ei}i:l be a sampling

of the WT (<pco,O)' f) of a ODe dimensional signal f, where (<I'(0,,6i)' f) = ei:... Consider

for an arbitrary <p E L2(IR) the subspaces Mr.p = -{span CP(ai,6d}i::l. Then, g~neralizing

a classical result of Grossmann at al (1985), an explicit formula for recon~tructing a

signal fM~ E Mtp from the sampli.ng E is given.

Fast polynomial transforms
Gabriele Steidl, Dannstadt

Let {Pj } be a sequence of "classical" polynomials (on functioDs satisfying a three-term

recurrence relation) and let {Xk} be an arbitrary knot sequence. We ask for the fast
evaluation of

(1)

for given f E JRN+l. The above problem as weIl as its transposed version!!. := pTfand

the related inverse problems arise in connection with interpolation and quadrature, with

FFT on nonequis-paced data) FFT on S2 or distance transitive graphs. We propose

several ways for the solution of (1) using the fact that for the Chebyshev-Polynomials

Tk and their extrema (zeros) as knots Xj there exists an D(N log N) algorithm for (1).
We follow the line

DHA!

FMM
---+

FMM
---+
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The horizontal ways can be gone for example by fast multipole methods (DUHjRokhlin

'93) in O(N log ~) and the vertical ways by a modification of the .Q.iscroll-Healy
Algorithm ('94) in O(N log2 N).

On Multivariate Affine Frames
Joachim Stoeckler, Universität· GH - Duisburg

An affine frame (or wavelet frame) is, by definition, a frame of L2(IRd ) which consists

of matrix-dilated and translated copies of a finite set \11 C L2(Htd) of "generators".

The usual approach in order to develop properties of the frame is by analyzing the

frame operator T~T. which is a positive definite selfadjoint operator on L 2 (ffid ). Here,
the operator T'iJI is defined as folIows: it maps f E L 2 (IRd

) to the sequence of inner

products with all the frame elements. We take a different approach by using a second

affine frame generated by e c L2(ffi.d
) as a preconditioner of Tw. Several interesting

features can be observed by taking a closer look at the newly defined operator

S:= T'iJI 0 Te .

First of all, the dilation invariance of the frame operator is now expressed by the fact

that S is a Laurent operator in the sense of Gohberg; i.e. S commutes with the bilateral

shift on the space of biinfinite sequences l2(1l) where 1l is a properly chosen Hilbert

space. General results about such operators lead to a new sufficient condition for the

existence of an upper frame bound. Two further results hold true in a special setting
when 'I1 and e generate a biorthogonal ~avelet basis and when the sampling lattice for

\l1 contains Zd. Then, the operator S can be represented ~y a pyramidal scheme which

is similar to the well-known reconstruction algorithm. An explicit representation of

the selfadjoint Laurent operator S·S can be given, additionally. This is used for the

construction of simple preconditioners which lead to a substantial acceleration of the

associated frame algorithm.

Stöckler, J., Multivariate affine Frames, Habilitationsschrift, Universität Duisburg,

1995, 128 pp.
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Some remark on 'the distribution of zeros of the Daubechies filters and on

the 'wavelet crime'
Gilbert Strang, MIT

To study wavelets and filter banks of high order, we begin with the zeros of Bp(Y)· This

is the binomial series for (1 - y )-P, truncated cdter p terms. Its zeros give the p - 1

zeros of the Daubechies filter inside the unit circle, by z +Z-l = 2 - 4y. The filter has
p additional zeros at z = -1, and this construction makes it orthogonal and maximally

Hat. Then orthogonal wavelets with p vanishing moments come through the dilation

equation. Symmetrie biorthogonal wavelets (generally better in image compression)

come similarly from a subset of the zeros of Bp(Y)·

We study the asymptotic behavior of these zeros. Matlab shows aremarkable plot for

p = 70. The zeros approach a limiting curve 14y(l-y)1 = 1 in the complex plane, which
is Iz - z-ll = 2. All zeros have 12yl < 1 for p > 2, and the rightmost zero,s approach

Y = ~ with speed p-l. The curve 14y(1 - y)1 = (41Tp)~ll - 2YI; gives a v;~y accurate

approximation for finite p.

The wide dynamic range in the coefficients of Bp(Y) makes the zeros difficult to compute

for large p. Rescaling y by 4 allows us to reach p = 80 by standard codes. This is

"spectral factorization" of high order. The zeros at z = -1 stabilize the iteration of

the Daubechies filter in a multiresolution.

The 'wavelet crime',i.e. pretending the data sampIe values are wavelet coefficients on

the finest scale is brieHy discussed.

Time-scale frequency characterization of noisy chirps
Bruno Torresani, Marseille

Time-scale and/or time-frequency representations have been shown to be very useful for

the detection and the characterization of amplitude and frequency modulated signals

(the so-called "chirps") in the absence of noise (or in the presence of a weak noise), a

lot of methods are available to characterize the frequency modulations of the signal.

However, in the presence of strong noise, m~st of the algorithms become unstable.

We describe a couple of (Monte Carlo type) algorithms to address this problem. Both

rely on the exis~enceof curves in the time-frequency plane (the ridges) associated with
the chirps.

The first algorithm (the corona method) is based on the minimization of an appropriate

energy functional on the space of ridges. The minimization is achieved via a simulated
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annealing method, avoiding the Ioeal minima of the energy funetional.

The second algorithm (the crazy climbers ·method), adapted to situations in which

many ridges are present, is based on a randorn walk on the time-frequency plane. With

the randorn walk is ~sociated an occupation measure, which happens to "concentrate"

on the ridges.

Both algorithms achieve ridge deteetion for signals embedded in (white) noise, for

significantly low (negative) values of the signal to noise ratio.

With these two methods (and variants) is associated another aigorithm (a constrained

optirnization algorithm) for signal reconstruction from ridges.

Filter Danks and Wavelets
Martin Vetterli, Berkeley/USA (3 EPF Lausanne

As is well-known, a strong link exists between discrete-time linear expansions based on

convolutions or filter banks, and wavelet bases, as pioneered by Daubechies. In this

tälk, we discuss three cases:

1. Multiwavelets based on time-varying filter banks.

In this case, one is lead to the study of infinite products of rnatrices of trigono
metrie polynomials

2. Multidimensional filter banks

Several recent results generalizing the one-dimensional case (cornpletion, factori

gation of unimodular and paraunitary matrices of Laurent polynomials) are re

viewed. A counter example to paraunitary factorisation is shown

3. Binary friendly wavelet constructions. _

We discuss an application where filters with integer coeflicients, 2h scaling factor

and regularity are required, and show such constructions.
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Best Approximation with Walsh Atoms

Lars F. Villemoes, Stockholm

We consider the approximation in L2(IR) of a given function using finite linear combi

nations of Walsh atoms, which are Walsh functions localized to dyadic intervals, also

called Haar-Walsh wavelet packets.It is shown that up to a constant factor, a linear
combination of k atoms can be represented to relative, error f by a linear combination·

of (K2 10g(1/f) orthogonal atoms.
In finite dimension N, best approximation with K orthogonal atoms can be realized,

with an algorithm of order K N(l +10g(N/ K)). A faster algorithm of order N log N
solves the problem with indirect control over K. Therefore the above result connects

algorithmic and theoretical best approximation.

L. F. Villemoes: "Best Approximation with Walsh Atoms", TRITA-MA'T~1995-MA

19, Royal lnst. Technology, (June 1995)

C. M. Thiele and L. F. Villemoes: "A fast algorithm for adapted ti~:e~Jrequency
tilings", Appl. Comput. Harmonie Anal. (to appear) ...

Sampling on Non periodic sets with Applications
David ".f. Walnut, Fairfax/USA

In this talk, we describe a result on sarripling band limited functions on a certain class
m

of non uniform sets. These sets have the form .U {Z~i : n E Z} on the line and are
- ,=1

cross products of such sets in higher dimensions. The {ri} satisfy ri/r; is irrational if
i I- j. We apply ~hese results to two situations: -:;:-:

m

1. Solving the equation L: /Ji * ri = <p where P.i
i=l

supported and <p is a coo approximate delta.

2. An industrial tomography problem first described by Laurent Deshat in Inverse
Problems (1993).

Walnut, D., Sampling and the multisensor deconvolution problem in Fourier Analysis:
Analytie and Geometrie Aspeets, Bray, et al., eds., Mareel Dekker, Ine., New York
(1994).
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Casey, S., and Walnut, D., Systems of convolution equations, deconvolution, Shannon

sampling and the Gabor and wavelet transform,SIAM Review, Vol. 36, No. 4, 537-577

(1994)·

Walnut, D., Nonperiodic sampling of bandlimited functions on unions of rectangular

iattices, J. Fourier Anal. Appl., submitted.

Wavelet Compression for still Images

M. Victor Wickerhauser, St. Louis, USA

A genuine transform coder for image compression has 3 parts: transform T, quantiza- ~

tion Q, and reclundancy removal R. Schematically: •

[TI [§] rID
in ---+ invertible ---+ lossy ---+ invertible ---+ out

These are interrelated, though we may treat them separately.

images describe functions which are much simpler then a general input element, so that

this procedure gives (for images) an output description much shorter than the input.

We concider the problem -of choosing T so that Q, R is most efficient. Options are:

• decrrelate pixels over an expected class of images => use the Karhune~-Lovetrans

form for the class. This is computationally complex and requieres fore - knowledge

of tbe class.

• concentrate energy ioto a few transform coefficients => find the "theoretical di

mension" of the image and retain only that many degrees of freedorn. For certain

measures of concentration (i.e., additive information cost functions) this is a fast

computation.

Using tbe second principle, we judge several candidates for T:

• '" JPEG" ': 8 x 8 blocks, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) in 2-d, which approx

imate the K-L transform and is rapidly computable

• modifications of JPEG: 16x16 blocks, Malvas-Coifman-Meyer lapped transforms

• subband coding methods: iterated filters, orthogonal wavelets, custom subband

decompositions such as the FBI's "WSQ" choice for fingerpoint images scanned
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at 500 dpi and the "best basis algorithm" whicb chooses a decomposition to

maximize energy concentration.

We note that Nick Bennet has enlarged the class of subband decompositions to include

arbitrary rectangular things at dyadic points (thesis, 1995). It is not known whether

this will dramatically improve the efficiency of subsequent Q and R stages.

Efficiency of Q, R can be computed from tbe position of the rate- distortion curve for
the compression algorithm.

But the interrepts of the rate-distortion curve can be estimated by
M

d(X) = E log IXkl "theoretical dimension"
k=1

where x = {Xk : k 1, ... , M} is the sequence of coeflicients produced by T, if

the decreasing rearrangement X· of {IXkl} has sufficiently rapid decay (Aurelija Trgo

and MVW, 1995). This, since d is an additive information cost, it can be used in

the best basis algorithm to choose a decomposition making Q, R most efficient in the

rate-distortion sense.

Finally, we point out that there are political issues in choosing T, such';; patents on

certain T's, costs of implementing new T's when not-so-bad old ones ex"ist, and cus

tarner quality and robustness requirements.

Generalized Sampling and Quasiinterpolation

Georg Zimmermann, Wien/A

.~~

Both in wavelet hases and multiresolution analysis one needs to consider projection
operators of the form

P: / t-+ L~ f,Tn9 >, Tnh
nel j.i(n)

These can be splitup in the two parts

S : / ~ « /, Tng > )~el and R : (an)nel t-+ L anTnh =: a *' h.

To construct wavelet basis in Banach spaces, we therefore need to consider maps be

tween Ban~h spaces of function (or distribution) on IR and sequences on Z w~ich

compute with integer translates.

We denote S : X(IR) -+ Y(Z) with TnS = STn a generalized sampling operator

and IR : Y(Z) -+ X(IR) with TnR = R.rn a quasiinterpolation.
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The spaces of these operators are denoted .cTZ(X(IR), Y(Z» and .cTZ(Y(Z), X, (IR),
and we demonstrate some general properties of ~hese spaces.

The most interesting cases are those when Y(Z) is a discrete version of X(ffi).

We present isometricrepresentation for the cases .crz(L'(IR), ((Z» and .c
7

(L 2 (IR), 12(Z»,

and exhibit paralleis to well-known results on multipliers of L' (IR) and L 2(m.), respec
tively.
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Tagungsbericht 32/1995

Partielle Differentialgleichungen
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./

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn G. Huisken (Tübin
gen), ~errn L. Simon (Stanford) und Herrn M. Struwe (Zürich)
statt. Die Teilnehmer kamen aus der Bundesrepublik Deutschland,
den USA, Russland, Frankreich und anderen Ländern. Sie v~rtra

ten einen breiten Themenkreis aus dem Gebiet der partiellen Diffe
rentialgleichungen, und es wurde vor allem jungen Mathematikern
Gelegenheit geboten, ihre Forschungsergebnisse einem interessierten
Fachpublikum vorzustellen.

Ein nicht allzu dicht gedrängtes Programm und die angenehme
Atmosphäre des Instituts begünstigten den informellen Ideenaus
tausch unter den Teilnehmern.
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Nonuniqueness in geometrie evolution equations

by T. Ilmanen (Northwest University)

Geometrie heat equations, including the mean eurvature flow, the
harmonie map heat flow, and the equation Ut = ßu + uP share a
remarkable property: the initial value problem is "not weIl posed.
We give sorne examples and discuss the signifieance.

Minimization of eonformally invariant energies in
homotopy classes

by E. Kuwert (Bann)

This is a Ieport on joint work with F. Duzaar (Bann). We study
the problem of"minimizing a eonformally invariant integral F(u) ==
Isn f(du(~)) d~ among maps u from the standard sphere sn (n 2:: 2)

- into a eompactset Xc lRN belanging to -a fixed free homotopy
elass Cl E 1rn (X). It is well-known that minimizing sequenees are not
necessarily relatively eompaet in H1,n(sn, JRN) due to the possibility

-or "separation of spheres". For n == 2 and f(A) == IAI2 this. was
studied~·for example, by Sacks-Uhlenbeck, Struwe, and Jost.

Let Ml,n(sn, JRN) == Hl,n(sn, IRN)jConf(sn). We say that
(Ui)iEI is a weak limit set of (Uk)kEN in M1,n, iff

1. none of the Ui is constant;

2. 3Uk E Uk, ui E Ui
, hi E Conf(sn) such that Uk 0 hi ~ ui

weaklyand (hi)-lh{ diverges for i =F j.

Theorem Any rninimizing sequence (Uk)kElN has a subsequence •
(Uk)kEJt such that this subsequence has a weak limit set (Ui)iEI
with

• Any Ui minimizes F in its own homotopy class a i ;

• (o:i)iEI is a decomposition of the given class Q.

2
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Uniqueness far the harmonie map flow in two
dimensions

by A. Freire (Knoxville)

Let M be a compact two-dimensional manifold without boundary,
N C JRd a k-dimensional compact submanifold with second funda
mental form denoted by A(X, Y). We consider weak solutions in
H 1 (M x [0, Tl; N) of the harmonie map flow:

Ut - ßu = trM A(V'u, V'u)

u(·,O) = Uo: M --* N.

on M x [O,T]

Existenee of global weak solutions v: M x [0, 00) --* N (tor Uo E
Hl(M, N)) was obtained by M. Struwe (1984). v has finite si.ngular
set. Denoting by Tl < ... < TK the singular times, v is the unique
solution such that v. E Lfoc((Ti , Ti+1), H2(M; N)), i = 0, ... , k - 1,
Ta == O. Our main result is the uniqueness of solutions in 'energy
elass':
Theorem Let u E H1(M x [0, T]; N) be a weak solution of the
harmonie map flow, whose total energy Eu(t) is non-increasing in t.
Then U == valmost everywhere. Here v denotes M. Struwe's solution.
with the same initial data.

The main step in the proof is a lemma stating that a time T' E
(0, T) exists such that du E L 2 ((O, T'], L 4

). This is proved by ob
serving that in an appropriate 'gauge', the nonlinearity in the har
monie map flow has a 'determinant stru~ture', then appealing to
Helein's construction of a fundamental system of solutions to a linear
fj equation with small coeffieients in W1,1. The 'appropriate gauge'
is obtained by finding an 'optimal' connection I-form (modifying a
eonstruction of Helein), for eaeh fixed time t E (0, T').

Given the lemma, a perturbation argument (and linear parabolic
theory) may be used to show that U E L 4 ([O, T'], W 2,4/3), and hence
du E L4 ([0,T' ] X M). Then from the equation it follows that u E
L 2 ([0, T'], H 2 ).

Reference: Caleulus of variations (1995) - for N = Sk.
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Stability in hydrodynamics

by W. von Wahl (Bayreuth)

We consider viseous steady ineompressible fluid flows in an infinite
layer. This flow as weH as the perturbations of it are periodie with
respect to the plane directions. The perturbations u are assumed to
fulfill the boundary conditions u == 0 at the walls. We first study the
ease that monotonie energy stability is followed by instability. The
occurrence of this situation is characterized completely. Our result _
is applied to the Taylor-Couette-problem in the narrow gap ease. •
Finally we show that the basic How in this problem is unconditionally
stable against axisymmetric perturbations precisely as long as the
Reynolds-number stays below or is equal to the critical one. The
latter case is the marginal one, where asymptotic stability may not
hold, only a suitable functional does not increase with time.

Comparison principles for elliptic operators of arbitrary
order

by H.-C. Grunau (Bayreuth)

This talk concerns joint work with Guido Sweers from Delft.
The clamped plate equation

ß2U == f
8uu==-=oav

with n c lR2 may serve as a prototype for the kind of Dirichlet prob- e
lems treated here. We are interested in the positivity question: For
which shapes n of the plate does upwards pushing, i.e. f ~ 0, imply
upwards bending, i.e. u ~ O? Boggio proved this property in 1905
when n == B is a ball. He and Hadamard conjectur~d in 1901/1908
by physical intuition that positivity should hold in any "reasonable"
bounded convex domain. Coffman, Duffin, Garabedian, and many
others disproved this conjecture: even in an ellipse with ratio of
half-axes approximately 2 a solution u with f ~ 0 may change sign.
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We show that the positivity eonjecture aetually holds for domains
that are in "C4,"Y-sense" elose to the unit ball B, in partieular for
ellipses with ratio of half-axes elose to 1.

In general, we show positivity results for small perturbations of
the setting (( _ß)m, homogeneous Dirichlet boundary eonditions,
and n = B c IRn) allowing variations of

• the domain and leading terms of the differential operator if
n=2,

• lower order terms if n ~ 3.

Boundary singularities of quasilinear elliptic and
parabolic equations

by C. Handle (Basel)

Consider problems of the form Lu := f (u) in D c IRN, u(x) --t 00

as x ~ aD, where L is a uniformly elliptic operator of the seeond
order and f is a positive function.

It is well-known that such solutions exist in bounded domains
provided f satisfies a eertain growth condition at infinity. Under this
condition and if the boundary is smooth we have u(x)/4J(d(x)) --+ 1
as x ~ GD where <p solves 4J" == I(</» for t > 0 and 4J(t) -+ 00 as
t -+ o. The funetion d(x) is the distanee from x to aD measured in
the metric induced by the principal part of L.

In this talk we ask under what conditions u(x) - t/J(d(x)) -t 0
as x ~ aDe We have to impose additional assumptions on f to kill
the effect of the boundary eurvature. The results extend partly to
quasilinear operators Lu = div(g(fVuI)Vu).

Numerical solution of Bernoulli's free-boundary
problem

by M. Flucher (Basel)

Bernoulli's free-boundary problem arises in ideal fluid dynamies,
heat flow optimization, electro chemical drilling and galvanization.

5



Given the fixed boundary the problem is to find the free bound
ary for which the electrostatic field induced by a voltage applied to
the two boundaries is constant in magnitude along the free bound
ary. Typically the interior Bernoulli problem has two solutions, an
elliptic one close to the fixed boundary and a hyperbolic one far
from it. Precise definitions of elliptic and hyperbolic solutions are
given in terms of a variational formula for the free boundary sub
ject to variations of the Dirichlet and Neumann data. Previous res-
ults mainly deal with elliptic solutions exploiting their monoton- _
icity as discovered by A. Beurling. Hyperbolic solutions are more •
unstable and more delicate for analysis and numerical approxima-
tion.

Nevertheless we derive a second order trial free-boundary method,
the implicit Neumann scheme, with equally good performance for
both types of solutions. Superlinear 'convergence of a semi discrete
variant is proved under a natural non-degeneracy condition. _Numer
ical examples computed by this method confirm analytic predictions
ineluding questions of uniqueness, connectedness, elliptic and hyper
bolie limits. This gives a survey on the rieh qualitative theory of
Bernoulli's free boundary problem.

Reference: Flucher M., Rumpf M.: ßernoulli's free-boundary
problem, qualitative theory and the implieit Neumann method (Tc
appear).

Singular solutions for a semilinear elliptic equation
using asymptotic analysis

by F. Pacard (Noisy-Ie-Grand)

We prove existence cf weak solutions to the equation ßu + uP = 0
that are positive in a domain n c Dln and that are singular along
arbitrary smooth k-dimensional submanifolds in the interior of these
domains provided p lies in the interval (n~k~2' :=~!~). Applications
to the singular Yamabe problem are given.

6
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Removable singularities of Monge-Ampere equations in
dimensions n ? 2

by R. Beyerstedt (Aachen)

Denote by B the ball with center Xo E rn.n and radius R > 0 and
let u E C 2 (B \ {xo}) be a solution of the Monge-Ampere equation
det D 2u(x) = f(x, u(x), Du(x)) in B \ {xo}. If D2u > 0 in B \ {xo}
and f E C 2 (B x IR x IRn

) is positive, then the isolated singularity
at Xo is removable provided that some directional derivative, . Du,
where 1,1 = 1, has a continuous extension to the point Xo.

Curves and surfaces
of least total curvature .
and fourth-order ftows

by A. Polden (Tübingen)

The classical variational problems in geometry are described by sec
ond-order pde's whose analysis pivots on the maximum principle.
Functionals based on the total squared curvature (of an immersion
or a metric) lead instead to variational equations of fourth order. But
the maximum principle stops short with second-order equations.

We can't fall back on the standard Sobolev space theory, either.
In these geometrie problems, where the metric leads a life of its own,
the 'constants' in the standard integral inequalities depend on time.

In this talk, we present an approach- to such higher-order equa
tions, with reference to a number of geometrically natural modele problems.

Implicit time discretization for gradient ftows of
functionals involving the area

by S. Luckhaus (Bonn)

The mean curvature flow can be viewed as the gradient flow of the
area functional for hypersurfaces with respect to an L2 distance met
ric. If one looks at this as the invariant formulation of the normal

7



L2 metric and Dirichlet integral for functions, it becomes natural to
approximate this by an implicit time discretization

Jdist(o, 80(t - h))Ix - X(t - h)1 + h JI''ilXI -t min,

where X(t, x) is 1 if x E n(t) and Ootherwise. an(t) is the evolving
surface.

The main difference to the implicit discretization of the heat
equation is that the square root of the first term is not ametrie
far sets af finite perimeter. In order to compare it to ametrie,
and so to get compactness of the sequence in h, one has to show a
density estimate for (O(t)~!1(t - h)) U B{}(x), x E O(t)ö.!1(t - h),
e < dist(x, ön(t - h)). .

Still, in general, convergence to a set of finite perimeter, such
that öO(t) is a weak solut~op. for the ~ean curvature flow, is not
true, at least wit;h an additional forcing term. - --

There is a result of T. Sturzenhecker and the author that this
convergence is true under the additional assumption JJI\7Xh I -+
JJIV'xl as h -+ O.

The method can be extended to coupled systems where heat
and mass diffusion is combined with a kinetic undercooling-Gibbs
Thomson law at the free boundary an, as a model for phase changes.
This law can be viewed as the gradient fiow for an entropy that takes
the interface area ioto account. For this system the convergence res
ult is not yet proved. .

Free energy estimates for reaction-diffusion processes

by K. Gröger (Berlin)

This is areport on a joint work with A. Glitzky and R. Hünlich. We
consider reaction-diffusion processes of electrically charged species
Xl, .. ' X m in a bounded domain in IRN (N = 2 or N = 3). Let
u == (uo, UI, ... , um) be the vector the components of which are the
charge density Uo and the concentrations UI ... ,Um of the species
Xl,".' X m . We show that in the natural space of all u there is a
linear subspace U characterized by the stoichiometric structure of

8



the underlying reaction system which has the following property:

Für each possible initial value uD in the affine spaces U + uO there

exists a unique stationary solution u*, and this solution is in fact

a thermodynamic equilibrium. We introduce the free energy 7/J(u)

of astate u and formulate conditions under which 7j;(u) - 1jJ(u*),

u E U + uo, can be estimated frorn above by the corresponding

dissipation rate. If such an estimate holds, then, for solutions to the

instationary problem starting at a point of U + uo, one can show

that 1/J(u) - 'lj;(u*) decays exponentially as t ~ 00. From that decay

further global apriori estimates follow.

Partial differential equation of ergodie control ant:\:

application to Schödinger operators ~c~_

"by J. Frehse (Bann)

The above equation reads in simple cases

-ßu + H(x, \7u) + A = q(x) ,

which is treated in ]Rn. H is the Hamiltonian and has quadratic

growth and a coerciveness property. In a fox:mer paper, existence

and uniqueness has been studied by Bensoussan and the author un

der the condition q(00) == 00. A new contribution is the ccase that

q((0) is sufficiently large and that there are regions in lRn where

q(x} is sufficiently smalI. In the case H = IVul2 one obtains via

the transformation v == e- U the existence of bounded states for the

Schrödinger operator -D.u + qu.

Some remarks on Non-Newtonian fluids

by M. Fuchs (Saarbrücken)

We consider quasistatic flows of certain viscoplastic materials for

which the velocity field v: lRn :> n ---+ IRn, n 2: 2, can be dis

covered as a minimizer of the energy I(u) = In W(Eu) dx in classes

of functions u satisfying div u = 0 and also appropriate boundary

9



conditions. The density W is characteristic for the fluid under eon
sideration, and Eu denotes the symmetrie gradient.

In case of a Bingham fluid we have for example

W{Eu) == 1JIEuI 2 + glt:ul

with positive eonstants 1J, g. We also consider various perturbations
of the Bingham model whieh are not assumed to be convex so that
we have to study the relaxed variational problem. Our main result
states that in all these cases the strain velocity t:v of a minimizer v e
is a locally bounded funetion. Further results describe partial C 1_

regularity of the velocity field, in particular for the general Bingham
model Wm{Eu) == 7JIEulm + glEuJ, where m 2: 2.
Theorem Suppose that v is a minimizer of I(u) == In Wm(Eu) dx
with respect to the condition div u == o. Let D 1 == {x E n : x is a
Lebesgue point for Ev} and D2 == {x E D 1 : Ev(x) =f. O}. Then there
is- an'open set R C D 2 such that v E Cl,a~(R) for anyO < a < 1 and -
ID2 - RI == O.

References:
M. Fuchs, J. Grotowski, J. Reuling: On variational models for quasi
static Bingham fluids. Math. Meth. Appl. Sciences (in press)
M. Fuchs, G. Seregin: Nonconvex perturbations of the Bingham and
Powell-Eyring model for viscoplastic fluids. Preprint 1995

The regularity and some qualitative questions for
equations of the type of slow, normal, and fast diffusion

by A. V. Ivanov .(St. Petersburg)

We investigate a large dass of degenerate or singular nonlinear para- e
hoHc equations. The prototype of such equations is

m> 1, l> 1- m.

Similar equations have a variety of applications. In the case m #- 2,
l '# 0 such equations are known as doubly nonlinear parabolic equa
tions (DNPE). The latter equations arise in the study of turbulent fil
tration of a gas or a fluid through parOliS media and Nan-Newtonian
fluids.
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The first regularity results for DNPE were obtained by the author
in the end of the eighties for the case m > 2, l > O. To the moment
Hölder estimates far generalized solutions as weH as existence and
uniqueness of some regular solution of Cauchy-Dirichlet problem are
established in the general case of DNPE. Our proof of such regular
ity results depends of a type of DNPE. We say that a DNPE is an
equation of the type of slow, normal, or fast diffusion if respectively
m + l > 2, m + l = 2, or m + l < 2. The methods of the proof of
Hölder estimates are a basis for establishing some qualitative prop
erties of solutions of DNPE. In particular we establish results which
are concerned with the foHowing questions:

1. Large time behaviour, asymptotic profile, and time ~·~pansion

of positivity for non-negative weak solutions of homogeneous
DNPE of the type of slow or normal diffusion.

2. Extinction for a finite time T*, inner positivity in n x (0, T*)
of non-negative solutions of the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem with
zero boundary conditions on an, asymptotic behaviour of solu
tions near the extinction time T* and near the boundary an
for homogeneous DNPE of the type of fast diffusion.

3. Asymptotic behaviour of solutions and their derivatives far
equations of the type of slow diffusion in the case of blow up
on the parabolic boundary.

On Leray's possible counterexample

by M. Ruzicka (Bann)

We prove that the system of equations describing the (hypothetical)
self-similar singular solutions of the three dimensional Navier-Stokes
equation has 00 Dontrivial solutions belonging to L3 (ffi.3 ).

11



Existence and nonexistence results of the exterior
Dirichlet problem for the minimal surface equation in
the plane

by N. Kutev (Köln)

Exterior Dirichlet problem for the minimal surface equation M u :==

(1 + IDuI 2 )ßu - DiuDju . Diju == 0 in 0; u == f on an; u(x) ==
J-L loglxi + 0(1) when lxi -+ 00 is considered in a smooth, unbounded
domain n c IR2 with bounded complement. If the Lipschitz con
stant of the data f is strictly less than 1 on the concave part of the
boundary an and the oscillation of the data on the whole. boundary
an is small enough, existence of a classical solution of the exterior
Dirichlet problem is proved for some appropriate values of J-L. For
special smooth data with Lipschitz constant strictly greater than 1
in a neighbourhood of same boundary point where the boundary is
strictly concave (with respect to .the interior unit normal), nonexist
ence of a classical C2 (0) n C(O) solution of the Dirichletproblem is
proved independently of the asymptotic behaviour of the solution at
infinity. As a consequence same instability results for the Dirichlet
problem under small perturbation of the data are proved, tao. This
is a joint work with F. Tomi (Heidelherg).

The singular limit of a vector-valued reaction-diffusion
process

by B. Stoth (Bonn)

In this talk we present apriori estimates and rigorous asymptotics
for the singular limit € -+ 0 of a vector-valued Allen-Cahn equation e
for an order parameter cp ranging in lR2

1
eat'PE: - €ß<pg + - W,lp ('Pg) == O.

e

We study the case of a bistable potential W 2:. 0 that only depends
on the modulus of cp and that vanishes along two concentric spheres.
We decompose cp as uei / and show that only u develops a transition
layer as e -+ O. Consequently in the limit two phases are created,
according to the two stahle manifolds of the potential. In the radially

12



symmetrie ease we show that the interface separating them moves
by mean curvature, whereas the limit of the polar angle f satisfies
the heat equation in both bulk regions with a jump condition for the
derivative on the interface.

The results presented in this talk are joint work with L. Bronsard.

"Weak solutions for the curve shortening flowe by K. Deckelnick (Freiburg)

In theparametric approach to the curve shortening flow one looks
for a solution x: SI X (0, T) -+ lRn for n 2:: 2 of the following_Eystem
of equations ,.

xuu

Xt == Ix
u
l2

x(·,O) == Xo

in SI X (0, T)

in SI,

where Xo: SI -+ IRn is a given regular parametrisation of a ·closed
curve. In the case n = 2 Gage, Hamilton, and Grayson have proved
that if the initial curve is embedded then the solution x(', t) shrinks
to a point in finite time staying smooth during the evolution. Hut
if the initial curve has self-interseetions, singularities may develop
and a elassical solution no longer exists. Altschuler and Grayson, as
weIl as Angenent, have developed methods in order to continue the
solution past singularities which are of a geometrie nature and work
in the case n = 2. In order to obtain a global solution also in the
ease of higher codimension we introduce the following regularisation:
for c > 0 consider

x~uxf = ----
Ix~12 + c:

x€(·,O) = Xo

in SI X (0,00)

in SI.

It can be shown that this problem has aglobai smooth solution.
Using apriori estimates and a compaetness argument one further

13



obtains that

ck .xuu ~ x uu

in LOO(SI X (0,00))

i~ L2 (Sl X (0,00))

for some sequence Ck ~ o. The limit function x is a solution of the
original problem in a weak sense. This notion of a weak solution is
obtained by appropriately modifying ideas of Brakke.

p-harmonic flow into homogeneous spaces

by N. Hungerbühler (Freiburg)

For 2 < P < dirn M we establish existence of global weak solutions
of the p-harmonic flow between Riemannian manifolds M and N
for arbitrary initial data having finite p-energy in the case when
the target N is a homogeneous -space; In-. particular- weconstruct a
solution 1 : M x [0,00) --t N which satisfies the energy inequality

T

~ JJ!ötfl 2
dJLdt + ~ JIdf(T)lPdJL ::; ~ JIdf(O)IPdJL

DM M M

for all T > O. In the pro~f we combine a (time-) discrete scheme
with certain compactness properties of the p-harmonic flow into ho
mogeneous spaces. If 10 is weakly p-harmonic hut not stationary
p-harmonic then there exist infinitely many weak solutions of the
flow with 10 as initial function.

Miscellanea on radial solutions

by W. Walter (Karlsruhe)

For a nonlinear second order differential operator of the from Lu ==
('P(x, u'))' maximum principles (MP) and comparison principles (CP)
are deduced for the equation Lu = f(x, u), e.g.

(cp(x, u'))' - f(x, u) ~ O} ~ u ~ 0in [a, b]
u(a) ~ 0, u(b) ~ 0

14
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if cp{x, s)s > 0 and f{x, s)s ~ 0 for s 1= O. This is a theorem for weak
solutions, Le. u E C{[a, b]) and u, cp{x, u') E AC'oc{JO). Comparison
theorems for the corresponding initial value problem are derived,
too. Important examples for L are the radial Laplace operator ßu =
r-O (rOu')', where a = N - 1, the radial p-Laplace operator ßpu =
r-O{rOu'lu'IP-2)" and also Lu = (r{x)u'{1 +U'2)-1/2)'. The simple
proofs are different frorn the elassical proofs of (MP) aod (CP).

Two applications are considered: Dead eore problems for ßu =
f{x, u) and blow-up problems of the form ßpu = f{u) in [a, b) with
u(b) = 00. For the latter, it is proved that the difference of two

blow-up solutions is decreasing if lim infs-+oo s~iW > p - 1. In the
standard example /(s) = sq, this eondition is q > p-l, whic~;is the
condition for blow-up to occur. ~.~..

Remarks on the oumerical computation of the solution usi.ng the
"Lohner-Algorithm" which provides exact bounds are given, t~gether .
with numerical examples.

Harmonie measure on loeally Hat domains

by T. Toro (Chicago)

This is areport on a joint work with C. Kenig. We are concerned
with the relationship between the regularity of the boundary of a
domain aod the regularity up to the boundary of solutions of. same
elliptic PDE's.

For ~ > 0 and R > 0 we say that n ~ IRn +1 is a (~, R) Hat
domain if

IInll.(R) = sup IBr(Q) n an\-l { In - nr,Q\ dxn
:::; 82

Q Ean JBr(Q)nan
0< r~R

where n denotes the unit normal to an and

nr,Q=IBr(Q)nanl- 1
( ndxn

JBr(Q)nan

Theorem 1 There exists 8(n) > 0 such that if n ~ lRn +1 is a (8, R)
Bat domain with 0 ~ fJ :::; ~(n) then n is non-tangentially accessible
(NTA).
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In particular this implies, by a result of Jerison and Kenig (82),
that the Diriehlet problem for the Laplacian con be solved in n and
that the harmonie measure w is doubling. Moreover we prove that:
Theorem 2 V€ > 0 3d > 0 and 3, > 0 such that if n is (d, R) Hat,
Ll == Br(Q) n an, r ::; " and E C ß then

(
U(E))I/(2/-L) w(E) (a(E))21J.

(l-c:) 0"(.6) ~ w(.6) ~ (1+c:) 0"(.6) J.L E (0,1/2) .

Here adenotes the surface measure.
This theorem generalizes Dahlberg's result for Lipsehitz domains

as weIl as Jerison's and Kenig's (82) result for Cl domains. A co
rollary ofTheorem 2 is the following: Let.f2 C IRn +1 be a (tS,R) flat
domain and assume that IInll*(r) -t 0 as r.!- 0 then Illogkll.(s) -t 0
as s -t 0; i.e. n E VMO(a!l) implies log k E VMO(an).

Sobolev spaces and harmonie maps between singular
spaces

by G. Gregori (Salt Lake City)

We generalize the theory of Sobolev spaces for maps inta metric
spaces due to Korevaar-Schoen. While they require the domain to
be regular, i.e. C2

, we work with Lipschitz submanifolds of ntn. In
partieular this result can be used to obtain an existence theorem for
harmonie maps from domains in a Lipsehitz submanifold to complete
metric spaces of non-positive curvature.

"Weak compaetness of wave maps

by S. Müller (Freiburg)

A smooth map u: IR X nt2 -t N '--+ lRd from (1 + 2) dimensional
Minkowski space to a k dimensional Riemannian manifold is called
a wave map if

16



We show the following
Theorem (Fr~ire-M.-Struwe).Let un be a sequence of smooth wave
maps with uniformly bounded energy

and suppose un -+ u in Lfoc(IR3
). Then u is a weak solution of

equation (*).
The proof uses the underlying determinant structure of the equa

tion (after the choice of good frarnes) in connection with the 1/,1 es
timates for deterrninants of Coifman-Lions-Meyer-Semmes and the
1/,1_Bi\ID duality. To pass to the limit one can then apply th~;f~llow-
ing result in the spirit of concentration compactness: ..

Suppose In ~ I in BMO, gn ~ 9 in 1/,1 then Ingn ~ Ig_~+ v in
distributional sense, where v is aRadon measure supported on

S := {z : limsuplimsup[jn]BMQ(B(z,R)) > O}.
R-+O n-HX>

To finish the proof one exploits the fact that the singular set S has
capacity zero in view of the Iocal energy inequality.

Berichterstatter: L. Wilhelmy
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TAGUNGSBERICHT 33/1995

GANZZAHLIGE QUADRATISCHE FORMEN UND GITTER

20.8. - 26.8.95

Die Tagung wurde organisiert von Eva Bayer-Fluckiger (Besaneon), Helmut
Koch (Berlin) und Boris Venkov (St. Petersburg).

Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen

• neue Ergebnisse bei der starken Approximation quadratischer Fonnen,
• modulare Gitter,
• Verallgemeinerungen der Definition und Klassifikation eutaktischer und

perfekter Gitter,
• im Zusammenhang mit der Darstellungstheorie endlicher Gruppen, alge

braischer Geometrie und Codes konstruierte Gitter,
• weitere neue Klassifikationen und Konstruktionen von Gittern, insbeson

dere unimodularer,
• Thetareihen als Modulfonnen von Gittern.

Unter den vorzüglichen Arbeitsbedingungen von Oberwolfach fanden die Vor
träge ihre Fortsetzung in vielen Diskussionen. Trotz der Spannweite dieser Themen
zeigten die vielen Querbezüge in diesen Gesprächen den Zusammenhalt dieses
klassischen und lebendigen Gebiets.
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I J. s.HsfD;:!!ALMOST STRONG APPROXIMATION FOR DEFINITE QUADRATIC
..--..' -----~._..... _,._j SPACES

A fundamental theorem in the theory of integral quadratic forms is the strang
approximation theorem for the kernel O:n of the spinar nonn function where the
quadratic structure is indefinite and m ~ 3. This theorem was the result of works
by Eichler and Kneser in 1950s and has been a central point in the proofs of many
important results in the subject ever since. It is knawn that such a theorem cannot
possibly hold when the quadratic spaces are definite. Nevertheless, we present two
almost strong approximations theorems (ASAPs) for definite spaces, one for 0' and
ODe for 0+. We show that these results give significant applications in _

(1) the distributions ofclasses in certain graphs naturally constructed Z (M ;~
when q is a targe prime; in particular, when M is a positive definite even
unimodular lattices in any dimension, all the classes in the genus of M are
already "q-neighbors" when 9 » 0;

(2) asymptotic representations of one positive definite fonn by another.

This latter application, in particular, answers in a stronger manner an open problem
posed by Kitaoka in his recent book~ as weH as proving arithmetically a result of
representations of numbers by temary quadratic forms which previously had been
proved only via analytic methods (Siegel, Linnik-Malyshev or modular fonns of
weight 3/2) by Schulze-Pillot (and Duke and Schulze-PilIot), Earnest, and Peters.

J.S. Hsia (Columbus, Ohio); joint work with M. JÖchner.

Jacques Martinet: CLASSIFICATION OF EUTACTIC LATTICES

Let E be an Euclidean spaee and n = dirn E. For a (rank n) lattiee A in E, let
S be its set of minimal vectors, N its minimal nonn and ,(A) == N / det(A)l/n its
Hermite invariant. For x E E, x =1= 0, let Px E EndS(E) (= space of symmetrie
endomorphisms of E) be the orthogonal projection on the line IRx CE. We s~
that A is perfect (resp. eutactic) if the Px 's, x E S(A) span Ends (E) (resp. if th.
exists a representation Id == ExES PxPx with Px > 0).

Avner Ash proved in 1977 that there are only finitely many eutactic lattices (up
to similarity) in E and gave for the~ in 1980 a "mass fonnula with signs".

We introduce the notion of weak eutaxy by forgeuing the restrietion Px > 0
(thus, perfect ~ wealdy eutaetic) and proved the following results which improve
on Ash's work:

(1) We divide the set of lattices ioto finitely many minimal classes defined by
the configuration of minimal vectors.

(2) We prove that each class contains at most ODe weakly eutactic lattice.
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(3) We prove that this weakly eutaetie lattice, if any in the class c, realizes tbe
minimum of ,(A) for A E c.

(4) We prove that these lattiees are algebraie (up to similarity).
(5) We give the classifieation of weakly eutaetic lattiees for n = 2, 3 and 4,

and verify explieitely the mass fonnula for these dimensions.

Jaeques Martinet; joint work \\:'ith Anne-Marie Berge.

A.-M. Berge: LOCAL MAXIMA OF DENSITY FOR SYMPLECTIC LATTICES

To construct reasonable dense and "nice" lattices, we restriet the study of the Her
mite invariant (or equivalently the lattice sphere paeking density) to some families
eonnected with arithmetical or geometrieal questions. One of them arose recently
from Riemannian geometry, that of symplectie lattices, associated to principally
polarized abelian varieties (Buser and Seirak, Invent. 94): a lattiee A is sympleetie
if there is an isometry a such that a(A) is equal to the dual.of A, and a 2 = - Id~'.

Dropping the last eondition, we focus on the families of a-isoduallattiees. .. . ~_
~.............

We present results conceming more general families of lattices which are unions
of orbits under closed subgroups of the linear group SL(E). For such a family we"
define F-extreme lattices to be aehieving loeal maxima of the Hermite eonstant ih" ;~-"

the family F. ~ ....

(1) We characterize tbem by properties of perfeetness and eutaxy relativ~

to a subspace of the space EndS(E) of the symmetrie endomorphisms of
E = [RA whieh is associated by Lie group theory to the group 9 c GL(Er)
definig the family :F.

(2) We classify the F -extreme lattices by their minimal vectors, and we obtain' ".. ~~_'.

finiteness, algebr~icity theorems generalizing the elassical Voronoi one,
although some new phenomenons could appear, such as loeal maximum
being not strict.

We present applications of the classifieation and charaeterizationof extremality to
a-symplectic lattices, more precisely to lattiees associated to Jacobians of curves
of small genus.

A.-M. Berge (Bordeaux, France);joint work with J. Martinet.

Renaud Coulangeon: RANKIN INVARIANTS: A CRITERION FüR

EXTREMALITY

"Rankin invariants" were introdueed by Rankin in 1953 as a natural general
ization of the well-known Herrnite's number attached to a quadratie form q (or
equivalently to a lattiee L) in whieh the minimal vectors have to be replaced by
"minimal subseetions" ofany dimension: more precisely, for a given positive integer
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k < n = dirn L we define Sk (L) to be the minimal detenninant of k-dimensional
t · f L d (L) Sk(L)sec Ions 0 an set Ik :== (det L)k/n .

The aim of this talk is to give necessary' and sufficient conditions for a lattice to
realize a local maximum for the function 'k.

We prove that the celebrated Voronoi's theorem characterizing extremality (with
respect to the Hermite function) in terms of "perfection" and "eutaxy", still holds
in that context, with analogous nations of "k-perfection" and "k-eutaxy".

We also give some properties of "k-perfect" and "k-eutactic" lattices, such as
finiteness results, and point out the relation between Rankin invariants and the
exterior powers Ak L of a lattice.

Renaud Coulangeon (Bordeaux)

H.-G. Quebbemann: EVEN LATTICES SIMILAR TO THEIR DUALS

Given f. E [N we look at even lattices A on euclidean n-space such that

(*): A = aA* forsomea E GLn(lR), av·aw == fv·w,ormoregenerally
such that

(0): ViA* is also even and det A = zn/2.

Topics described in this talk (with l = 1 or a prime, so that condition (0) defines
ODe genus): the case n = 4; examples given by Mordell-Weillattices; the Fricke
eigenforms on r 0 (f) given by the theta senes of lattiees satisfying (*); extremal
lattiees for the seven levels l = 1,2,3,5,7,11,23 for which the algebra of relevant
eigenfonns is a polynomial ring (in two generators).

H.-G. Quebbemann (Oldenburg)

Rainer Schulze-Pillot: LINEAR INDEPENDENCE OF THETA SERIES

By a theorem of Kitaoka the theta series of degree m - 1 of an integral positi,.
definite lattice of rank m having the same discriminant are lineary independe.
The theory of representations by spinor genera shows that this is in general best
possible.

In this talk we show that Kitaoka's result can be generalized to theta series
with harmonie polynomials. This has applications in the theory of theta liftings.
Arithmetie consequences are a characterization ofcertain lattices by their theta series
of degree 2 with harmonie polynomials and °a description of the linear relations of
theta senes of eertain temary lattices (with hannonic polynomials) by cusp fonns
whose L-series is zero at the center of the critical strip.

Rainer Schulze-Pillot (Köln)
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T. Shioda: A UNIFORM CONSTRUCTioN OF E6,E7,ES AND RELATED

GEOMETRY

The root lattices Er (r = 6,7,8) and their duallattices E; are important lattices
in many sense which appear in various area of mathematics.

We give a simple construction of E; ,which is unifonn with respect to r = 6, 7, 8.
Indeed it is so simple that we can state it here. Let L r be the lattice generated by
the r elements (UI, ... ,ur) such that (Ui' Uj) = dij + ~, where d = 9 - T. Letting

Vo = ! 2:i Ui, consider the sublattice Lr of Lr ® Qgenerated by UI, ... ,Ur and
Vo. Then

Theorem: L r ~ E; for r = 6, 7, 8.

An advantage of this construction is that it allows a nice, concise description of
minimal vectors in Er and E; .

The construction is motivated by 1) theory of deI Pezzo surfaces (including that
of the 27lines on a cubic surface) and 2) Mordell-Weillattices.

We explain, for instance, that for r = 6, {UI' ... ,U6} and {u~, ... ,u~} (u~ =
Ui - va) correspond to a double six of 27 lines in Schläfti's sense. Similary for
r = 7,8.

Very explicit connections between MWL of type Er, dei Pezzo surfaces ofdegree
d = 9 - rand r points blow up of [p2 is to be given. With a new idea of "Weierstraß
transfonnation" (for which we had no time to give details), this connection implies
an important supplement to explicit generators of MWL as weIl as the description
of a cubic surface and the 27 lines, in terms of 6 points in general position of 1P2 .

As an illustration, we show some pictures of a cubic surface, the 27lines on it c(all
with Q-coefficients) and also of the 28 bitangents to some plane quartic curve.
T. Shioda (Tokyo)

Roland Bacher: 28-DIMENSIONAL LATTICES WITHOUT ROOTS

Let A be a 28-dimensional unimodular lattice without roots. A neighbour by a
Donn 4 vector v is of the form 7L + M where M is a 27-dimensional unimodular
lattice with root system of type Alk. Moreover, v can be chosen such that k ~ 4.
This reduces the classification of 28-dimensional unimodular lattices without roots
to the classification of 27-dimensional ones with root system 0, Al, Al 2

, Al 3 or
Al 4

. The first 2 cases reduce by the same kind of arguments to dimension 26 where
the classification can be done. If the root system is at least Al 2 the neighbour by
the sum of two orthogonal roots is of the form 71.. 2 + N where N is 25-dimensional
unimodular and has only components of small rank in its root system. Such lattices
have been classified by Boreherds. This strategy allows the classification o{ the
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28-dimensional unimodular lattices without roots. Computations are not yet fully
carried out but tbere are at least 35 such lattices.

Roland Bacher (Grenoble); joint work with Boris Venkov.

Pham Huu Tiep: GROUP REPRESENTATIONS AND INTEGRAL LATTICES

The notion of global irreducibility of rational representations of finite groups
is introduced by Benedict H. Gross in order to explain new lattices constructed
by N. Elkies and T. Shioda (by using Mordell-Weil groups of e11ipitc curves)
from the point of view of group theory. This notion generalizes some condition
first distinguished by J. G. Thompson in 1975. In this talk we classify globalJA..
irreducible representations related to sporadic groups and finite groups of Lie ty.
of rank 1,2. We also classify a11 globally irreducible representations coming from
1) Weil representations of finite classical groups; 2) basic spin representations of
altemating and symmetric groups. As a by-product, we get several new series of
unimodular and p-modular lattices.

The second part of the talk, which is a joint work with R. Scharlau, is concemed
with lattices of rank pn +1 w~ich are related to tbe symplecti<; groups SP2n.(P), P ==
3 (mod 4) a prime. Extending the results ofR. Gow and B. B. Venkov-R. Bacher
(for special values of (n, p), we classify and explicitly construct a11 these lattices.
There is an interesting interrelation between these lattices and self-dual codes over
Irp' In particular, using recent results of U. Dempwolff and L. Bader - W. M. Kantor
- G. Lanardon, we get three extremal self-dual temary codes of length 28.

Pham Huu Tiep (Essen)

Rudolf Scharlau: CLASSIFICATION OF INTEGRAL LATTICES

A survey was given on several construction techniques for integrallattices which
have been developed over the past few years by several people (one interest is the
sphere packing problem, that is the construction of lattices with large minimu~
We put some emphasis on the general point of view of constmction of a11 inte.
over-Iattices L of some given lattice M. These are given by certain subgroups of
the discriminant group T = T(M) := M#IM of M, subject to conditions on the
length function f : T ~ Q~o. Special cases include

• "gluing theory", where M comes along with a decomposition M 1-lM2

• "lattices from codes", where M = Mol- ... J...Mo, thus T = T~, and the
length function involves the usual Hamming weight

• the theory of "reflective" .Iattices, where M is a root lattice with arbitrarily
scaied components, and an appropriate "reduced" discriminant group can
be defined (Scharlau & Blaschke, to appear in Journal of Algebra).
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Complementing this theoretical part, some recent computational results, joint
with B. Hemkemeier, on the uniqueness, resp. non-existence of extremal modular
lattices in dimensions ~ 14 were mentioned; cf. Quebbemann's talk. Various genera
containing such lattices, of levell and dimension n, where completely enumerated
by computer, using Kneser's neighbour method. It turns out that extremal lattices
are unique for (l, n) = (3,14), (7,8), (11,6), (11,8), and do not exist for (7, 12).

Rudolf Scharlau (Dortmund)

L. Gerstein: ALMOST UNIMODULAR LATTICES

A nearly unimodular lattice over 7L is a lattice (free module of finite rank) with
a gram matrix of the fonn

al 1 0

1 a2 : ~:1"LI

A= = [al, ... , an].:'

an-l 1
0 1 an

M. Newrnann has shown thar every unimodular lattice bas a gram matrix

( ~ 1+) E Mn,nel ), with A E Mn-1,n-l(Z) nearly unimodular. My

talk described the classification of nearly unimodular lattices in the positive def
inite case. The main resuit included this statement: if A = [al,··· ,an] and
B == [bI,· .. ,bn ] are nearly unimodular lattices (with ai, bi ~ 2, which is no loss
of generality), then there is an isometry A ~ B if and only if ai = bi for 1 ~ i ~ n

orai == bn +1- i for 1 ~ i ~ n.

Larry Gerstein (Santa Barbara)

Ricardo Baeza: HERMITE-HuMBUT CONSTANT OF NUMBER FIELDS

K jQ a total real number field, m = [K : Q], dK = disc K, OK = ring of
integers. An n-rank Humbut fonn over K is an m-tupie S == (SI,··· ,Sm) of
n X n real symmetrie positive definite matrices. Let det S = TI~ det Si, min(S) =
min{TI:n Si [u(i)]1 0 f u E 0i<}, u(i) == i-th conjugate of u. These are invariant
with respect to the action of GL(n, 0 K) on the space of Humbut fonns given
by V U E GL(n, OK), S Humbut fonn, S[U] = (Sl[U(I)), ... ,Sm[u(m»)). Let
lK(S) = min(S)j(det S)Ijn and lK,n == sUPs lK(S). If K = Q, tben lQ,n = ln

is Hennite's constant. Then one has:
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(1) 'YK,n ~ 4ffl w;;:2m/nldK I (wn = vol. ofl-sphere)

(2) If h(K) = 1, then ~K,n ~ Wm[2'~~,:n)]2/nldKI1/2 «(K = Dedekind
Zetafunction of K/OK).

A vector u E VI< is minimal for S if S[u] := 0 Si [u(i)] = min(S).
In general u is not unimodular if h(K) > 1. We define N(u) =

INK/Q(OUi;CO ui)1 and N(S) = inf{N(u)IU unimodular veetor of S} resp.
N[S] := inf{N(T)IT ~ S}. Then one can show: Theorem: 3 constantC =
C(K, n) depending only on K, n sueh that N[S] ~ C for an Humbut fonns S. De
fine MK,n := sUPs N[S]. Then MK,n = 1 {:::} every S has at least one unimodular
~oc ~

Example: MQ(VlQp = 24. e
Using this constant one has the following version of Mordell's theorem: Theo- ~

n-2 ( ) 2(n-1) n-1 I

rem: \In ~ 2, ~K,n ~ MK,n n ~K,n-1·

Ricardo'Baeza (Santiago, Chile)

Dennis R. Estes: CONSTRUCTING UNIMODULAR LATTICES WITH

PRESCRIBED SELF ADJOINT· O~ERATORS (ANDOTHER APPLICATIONS OF

RANK 2 LATTICES)

(1) Let m(x) E l[x] be irreducible, manie of degree n. The necessary con
ditions that m(x) have distinct and real roots suffices to imply that m(x)
is the minimal polynomial of a self adjoint operator on an odd positive
definite unimodular quadratic lattice of rank 2n and an even positive uni
modular lattice of rank 8n. Such m(x) of degree at most 4 are therefore
minimal polynomials of symmetrie matrices over lL.

(2) Unimodular lattices over the ring H(f2) of holomorphic functions on an
open conneeted Riemann manifold n are classified. H(O) is Bezout,
primitive quadratic fonns over H(O) represent units and H(f!) satisfies a
very strang approximation theorem. _

(3) Examples are provided to show that stable range 1 for rings does not asce"
to an deseend from finite integral extensions.

Dennis R. Estes (Univ. of Southern Califomia)

Alexander Schiemann: TERNARY POSITIVE DEFINITE REAL QUADRATIC

FORMS ARE DETERMINED BY THE SERIES OF THEIR REPRESENTATION

NUMBERS

A modification of Eisenstein reduction yields a fundamental domain V which
contains a unique representant of every class of positive definite temary forms. This
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fundamental domain can be covered with finitely many polyhedral cones each of
which consists of fonns with same (finitely many) successive minimal vectors, i.e.
is of the fonn

We describe the set of pairs (f, g) E V x V with the same representation numbers
up to abound S as a finite union of polyhedral CODes (tbe partition depending on
S). Making this explicit (tbe calculations done by computer) we find bounds SC!)
linear in the coefficients of F with (*)f, 9 E V have the same representation
numbers up to 8(f) ==} f = g.

Let si(f) be the successive minima of f. Tben (*) holds with 8(/) = ~s3(f).

With the additional assumption det f = det 9 (*) holds with S (f) = 3S3(f)·

Alexander Schiemann (Köln)

Gabriele Nebe: FINITE RATIONAL MATRIX GROUPS AND THEIR

LATTICES

Finite rational matrix groups have now been classified up to degree n = 31
by giving representations for the conjugacy classes of irreducible maximal finite
subgroups of GLn(Q) for n ~ 31. These groups are full automorphism groups of
Euclidean lattices with high symmetry

A theorem gives a restriction on the set of prime divisors of tbe discriminant of
an invariant lattice in case that the commuting algebra of the group is commutative,
extending a result of W. Feit for absolutely irreducible groups and allowing to find
tbe maximal finite supergroups (e.g.) of irreducible cyclic groups.

There might be not too small groups fixing lattices of more than·:one maximal
finite group. This interrelation via common irreducible subgroups is encoded in a
simplicial complex which also mesures the complexi~y of the degree.

To get an other interrelation between the maximal finite groups one may fix the
lattice and change the Euclidean structure. This involves the inspection of the space
of invariant quadratic fonns of non unifonn groups and also provides interesting
lattices, of which the automorphism groups are not necessarily maximal finite.

Gabriele Nebe (Aachen)

Christine Bachoe: EXTREMAL CODES AND RELATED LATTICES

Let K be an imaginary quadratic field aver Qor a quaternion field ramified at
00 over Q. Let OK be a fixed maximal or~er of K. When the codifferent Vi<l of K
is principal, CJK-unimodular hermitian lattices give rise to Idk I-modular Z-lattices
for the reduced trace of the hermitian form.
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One way of computing such lattices is the following: Let p a prime number, let
A = OK/pOK, endowed with the induced form XiYi· From a code C of length
n over A one can define the lattice La = {(Xl,··· ,Xn ) E OK n

-I Xl,···X n

fiod P E C}, with the form ~ E~ XiYj. Tbeo Lc is OK-unimodular if-and only if
C is a self-dual code.

One defines the following weight function over A: wt(O) = 0; wt(a) == 1 if
a E A*;wt(a) = potherwise.

Let Wc(X, Y, Z) = EUEC XSO(U)ySl(U) Z S2{U), where so{u)", resp. SI (u),
S2(U) are the number of coordinates of U of weight resp. O,l,p; this weight
enumerator polynomial satisfies a MacWilliams type fonnula. Moreover, if C
is self-dual and A is ODe of the following: Irq, q = 2,3, 4; Irq E9 Ir~u, q_
2,3,4; 1F2 EB lF2; M 2 «(F2), an additional diagonal matrix leaves Wc invariaP
Then invariant theory shows that Wc belangs to a certain algebra which turns out
to be a polynomial algebra in many cases. This allows us to define an extremal code
to be the codes with tbe best possible weight with respect to this constraint.

In the case A = IF4 EB Ir4U, we can construct extremal codes up to length 12,
which can be used to construct lattices over the Hurwitz order which are 2-modular
and extremal.

Christine Bachoc (Bordeaux)

Britta Blaschke-Requate: EVEN UNIMODULAR LATTICES OF RANK 32
WITH NEIGHBOUR DEFECT 12

There are more than 80 millions even unimodular Iattices A of rank 32. If the
root system R(A) = {v E A I (v, v) = 2} is empty, only few lattices are explicitly
.}rnowß. For v E A, (v, v) = 8, we define the neighbour

v
L := A(v) = {x + c 2 1x E A, (x,v) == 0 (mod 2), c = 0, I}.

ThentherootsystemisofthefonnR(L) = kA1,k 2:: 1. ToeveryAoneassocia~
as an invariant its neighbour defect •

v(A) = min{32 - dimA(v) lv E A, (v,v) = 8}.

It can be shown that v{A) E {O, 8,12,14,15,16, ... ,31}. By the classification of
Koch, Venkov, Nebe there exist 5 lattices with v(A) = 8.

My talk is about the construction of even unimodular lattices A with neighbour
defect v(A) = 12. I start with a Iattice L with R(L) = 20A1 . It posseses an
up to isometry uniquely detennined neighbour A. It is investigated under which
conditions its neighbour defect is actually 12 (and not 0 or 8).

Britta Blaschke-Requate (Bielefeld)
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M. Peters: TERNARY AND QUATERNARY LATTICES WITH TRIVIAL

AUTOMORPHISM GROUP

The class number of temary (resp. quatemary) l-lattices with trivial automor
phism group is computed for discriminant 2p (resp. p) with p E !P. In the temary
case the analog for Irg[X]-lattices (q = pk ,p # 2) is investigated.

Meinhard Peters (Münster)

Berichterstatter: Boris Hemkemeier
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24 mathematicians from 10 different countries have participated in this conference, which
has been organized by

R. Meise (Düsseldorf)

B.A. Taylor (Ann Arbor)

D. Vogt (Wuppertal).

To the organizers as weIl as to tbe participants opinion this .conference has been extremely
successfull. The 20 talks in which excellent recent research results were exhibited have
been throughout of an unusual high scientific level and of a very good quality of presen
tation. Main topics were:

- Problems of surjectivity and existence of continuous right inverses for partial differ
ential operators, systems of partial differential equations and convolution opera.tors
with various regularity conditions.

- Linear and geometrical aspects of the theory of analytic functions .
./

- Classical structure theory of Frechet and (LF)-spaces and their operators.

Due to tbe restricted number of talks tbere was enough time for critical and frui tful dis
....cllssions, which was appreciated by the participants and led to further research progress.
Moreover, the pleasant atmosphere of the Oberwolfach institute contributed a lot to the
success of the conference.

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

A. AYTUNA:

Common (Extendible) bases for some pairs of analytic function spaces

Let M be aStein manifold and K C M a compact subset of M. A common basis for
{O(M); O(K)} is a basis {en } of the Frechet space O(M) such that the germs of these
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vectors {en } on K also forms a basis for O(K) with the usua! inductive limit topology.
In this talk we will discuss the cases

(i) M is a hyperconvex Stein manifold and K is a regular holomorphically convex
compact subset of M.

(ii) M is a hyperconvex Stein manifold and K is apolar compactum in M given by
a global maximal function (i.e. K = {z : ~(z) = -oo} where ~ < 0 is a proper
maximal plurisubharmonic (off K) function on M s. t. eWis continuous on M).

(iii) M is parabolic (Le. there exists a maximal off a compact set plurisuhharmonic
exhaustion function) and K is a regular compactum. e

In all these cases one has common bases and these hases are also hases for the spaces of
analytic functions defined on the sublevel sets of a plurisubharmonic function naturally
associated to the pair (Mj K).

J. BONET:

The range of non-surjective convolution operators on non-quasianalytic classes

The lecture is based on joint work with A. Galbis (Valencia).

Let J.L :f: 0 be an ultradistribution of Beurling type with compact support in the space
E~(IRN). We investigate the range of the convolution operator T~ on the space of nOD
quasianalytic functions of Beurling type Ew(ffiN) associated with a weight W; in the case
the operator is not surjective. It is proved that the range of T~ always contains the space
of real-analytic functions, and that it contains a smaller space of Beurling type E~ (IRN )

for a weight q ~ w if and only if the convolution opera.tor is surjective in the smaller dass.
A characterization of the pairs,of weights q ~ w such that every p, E E~(lR), IJ :/; 0, with
support equal to {O} satisfies Ecr(:lR) C TpEw(nt) ia also presented.

A. DEFANT:

Extension and splitting theorems for Frechet spaces with type and cotype

Maurey's extension theorem states that each (linear and continuous) operator T : G -+r_
defined on a subspace G of a Banach space E with values in a Banach space F extends
to the whole space E whenever E has type 2 and F has cotype 2. We discus's two differ
ent types of natural generalizations for operators on Frechet spaces, and apply them to
Grothendieck's problem of topologies and Vogt's theory of splitting short exact sequences.
Techniques from local Banach space theory and interpolation theory are combined with
some important topological invanants in Frechet spaces as the density condition and the
properties (DN) and (0) (joint work with P. Domanski, A. Peris, and' M. Mastylo).
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S. DIEROLF:

Quasiregular LF·spaces

(joint work with J.C. Diaz).
An inductive sequence (En)neN of lcs ia called quasiregular if the natural map Ep -+

proj E~,{J is topologieal, or - equivalently - if for every bounded set B in E := ind En

there is n E lN and a bounded set A in En such that B C AE
• Generalizing a result of

Vogt, we prove:
Given a weakly acyclic LF·space E:= indEn, then

i) for every bounded and separable subset B c E there ia n and A C En bounded

such that B C AE
;

ii) if for all n E lN, En is either distinguished cr weakly sequentially complete, then
ind En is quasiregular.

Furthermore we present an example of a weakly acyclic LF·space which is not quasiregular.

P. DOMANSKI:

There ia an exact complex over 0 00(0) which does not split at dimension 1

An exact complex (0 open subset of:m.m , Tn linear continuous operators)

(*) 0 -+ kerTo -+ COO(O) 24 COO(O) 24 COO(O) .I4 coo(O) -+ ....

is called graded exact if, roughly speaking, it is a "projective limit" of analogous exact
complexes for On instead of 0, where (On) is an increasing relatively compact exhaustion
of O. The complex (*) splits at dimension Je if Tk : Coo(O) --+ im Tk has a right linear and
continuous inverse.

Ta each linear differential operator To =Po(D) with constant coefficients one '~sociates a
complex (*) which is exact for suitable n (in fact, the complex is differential, i.e., TIt; are
all differential operators). It has been proved by D. Vogt and the author that differential
(convolution) exact complexes (*) are automatically gracled exact, moreover, graded exact
complexes (*) splits at dimension k = 2t3, ... while in the differential or convolution case
also at dimension Je =1.

The aim of this talk, based on a joint work with D. Vogt, is to show that the above result
is optimal, i.e., there exists a graded exact complex (*) non·splitting at dimension k = 1.

U. FRANKEN:

Extension of zero-solutions of linear partial differential operators defined on convex sets

(Joint work with R. Meise).

Let K c m.n be a compact, convex set with K# 0 and let P E <t[Zl'.'.' zn] be non·
constant. Hy ep(K) resp. V'p(K) denote the subspace of all zero-solutions of P(D) in
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the space of all COO-functions resp. distributions on K. Consider tbe restrietion maps
PK : Ep(IRn

) -+ Ep(K), f ~ flK and PK : 1Yp(m.n ) --t V'p(K), p. ~ piK. It is shown
that tbe surjectivity of PK and pI< can be characterized by Phragmen-Lindelöf principles
holding on the variety V(P) of P. From this we obtain equivalence of tbe surjectivity of
PK, Pk and loeal restriction maps PK,:s:, where x is a boundary point of K.

L. FRERICK:

A splitting theorem for nuclear Frechet spaees

For nuclear Frechet spaces E and F we characterize Ext1(E, F) = 0 by a "computable"
condition. More precisely: Let both spa.ces be written as reduced projective limits E e
proj_N(EN,1I IIN), F = proi_n(Fn, 11 IIn) of sequences of Banach spaces. Then every
short exact sequence

O--+F--+G--+E--+O

splits if and only if the pair (E, F) satisWfies Vogt's condition (Si), Le.

TIn 3m>n,N "Vk>m,M>N 3S>O,K>M TlxEEK,yEF:n

C. KISELMAN:

Lineal eonvexity, a kind of convexity in complex analysis between pseudoeonvexity
and usual convexity

In contrast to pseudoconvexity and usua! convexity, lineal convexity is not a loeal property:
it may happen that a set possesses the property in a neighborhood of every point but
not globally. The sets exhibiting this behaviour do not have a smooth boundary. In the
smooth case it is not known whether the property cau be cbaraeterized by differential
conditions. We shati prove that the answer is in tbe affirmative in tbe special case of
Hartogs domains with boundary of class C2 in two variables.

H. KOMATSU:

Solution of Differential Equations by Means of Laplace Hyperfunctions

Employing tbe tbeory of Laplace hypedunctions, we show how to compute the solutions to
tbe initial value problems of linear ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients
and Bessel's equation, and the fundamental solutions to Laplace's equation, Helmholtz's
equation, the wave equation and the heat equation.
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M. LANGENBRUCH:

Surjective partial differential operators on ultradifferentiable functions of Roumieu tyPe

For an open set n c lRn let E{w}(O) be the space of {w}-ultra-differentiable functions of
Roumieu type. Let P(D) be a partial differential operator with constant coefficients. It is
proved that P(D) is surjective in E{w} (0) if and only if (roughly) P(D) has (shifted) ele
mentary solutions on n with large holes in the G{w}-singular support. Using an appropriate
result on extension of E{~}-regularity this implies a strang relation of tbe surjectivity of
P(D) in G{w}(O) and {w}-hybrid type operators. As an easy consequence, for semielliptic
operators P(D) we can give an explicit characterization of the weights w and the open
sets 0 such that P(D) is surjective on E{w}(O).

S. MOMM:

Partial differential equations for analytic functions on locally closed convex subsets of <EN

Let Q =Q U w c <EH be convex, bounded with Q~ 0, where w C BQ is open. If Q is
strict1y convex at 8r w, all nonzero partial differential operators P(D) : A(Q) -+ A(Q),
P(D)f:= E aof(o) on the analytic functions A(Q) are surjective. IrQ is in addition

aEflf!
sufficiently smooth near 8rw, we characterize those Q for which each P(D) : A(Q) -+ A(Q)
admits a continuous linear right inverse R : A(Q) -+ A(Q) by means of the boundary

behaviour of two extremal plurisubharmonic functions associated to Qand "Q, respectively.
(This is joint work with S.N. Melikhow.)

M. NACINOVICH:

Generalized Cauchy problems for overdetermined systems

Let
,.-"
-'-

(.) 0 --+ COO(X,EO)~ COO(X,E1 ) Ä ...~ COO(X,En ) -+ ...

be a complex of l.p.d.o.'s acting on smooth vector bundles over a paracompact real dif
ferentiable manifold X. Given an "allowable" assignment F of closed subsets of X,
parametrized by eE Sd, we set F = rlFe, F = UFe. Then we obtain a generalized

e e
Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence for the Whitney cohomology:

The term' H;r(T(F») can be interpreted either as the total cohomology of the double
complex obtained from (.) and the coboundary operator associated to a proper convex
cell decomposition of Sd, or from (.) and de on Sd, on the closed subset X = {(x,e) E
X x Sd I x E Fe}.

This general framework is useful to investigate the Whitney cohomology of (d + 1)
codimensional closed submanifolds of X. In this way we reprove cr give complete proofs of
results about the validity and non-validity of the Poincare-Lemma,.wedge decomposition,
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wedge extendability, and edge of the wedge type theorems for CR cohomology classes,
functions and forms in the case of locally embeddable CR manifolds.

v. PALAMODOV:

Quaternionie Cauchy-Riemann system, removable singularities of solutions

An quaternionie analogue of the Cauchy-Riemann system of differential equations for
functions of several quaternionie variables is considered. Solutions of the homogeneous
QSD-system could be called "holomorphic" functions of quaternionie variables hut really
have quite different properties. Some facts and problems concerning a structure and :-'
Hartog's type property for the solutions of the QSD-system will be talked. . e
M. POPPENBERG:

The inverse function theorem in same classes of Frechet spaces

Classical inverse function theorems of so called Nash-Moser type' are proved for Frechet
spaces that admit a family of smoothing operators. In this lecture two inverse function
theorems of Nasb-Moser type are stated for more general classes of Frechet spaces; this
generalizes a result ofS.Lojasiewicz and E~ Zehnder.
As a first result an inverse function theorem is proved for Frechet spaces that admit certain
generalized smoothing operators; for instance, this applies to any Köthe sequence space
w~ich satisfies property (0) in standard form in the sense of D. Vogt and M.J. Wagner
and the topological condition (DN) of O. Vogt.
As a second result a smoothing property called (Sn), is introduced and an inverse function
theorem is proved for Frecbet spaces that have to satisfy properties (So), and (DN)j
for Frechet-Hilbert spaces property (n) in standard form is sufficient for (So),. This
inverse function theorem can be applied to the spaces 0 00 (Tl) provided the bounded open
set n c IRn satisfies a generalized cone condition in tbe sense of M. Tidten or if n is
subanalytic in the sense of E. Bierstone; different from the classical case singularities of
the boundary of n like cusps are allowed. In the latter case partial differential operators
on COO(IT) do in general not satisfy tbe required formal estimates of the classical inverse
function theorem. Therefore, the above result is proved under the assumption of more
general 'non-interpolated' estimates which are fulfilled by partial differential operators oe
0 00 (11) and their derivatives also if the boundary of n has singularities.

M.S. RAMANUJAN:

Semi-Fredholm, Mercerian and Tauberian operators in Frechet spaces

. (Joint work with J. Bonet).
We initiate, in the framework of Frecqet spaces, a study of class of operators (called
Mercerian operators) and in the Banach space set up these are equivalent to the semi·
Fredholm operators. For Frechet spaces E, F a map T E L(E, F) is said to be Mercerian
if for a bounded set B in E, T(B) relatively compact in F implies B is already relatively
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compact in E. Retaining the definition of semi-Fredholm operator T as one with R(T)
closed and dim N(T) < 00 we see that the implication T semi-Fredholm ~ T Merce
rian is non-reversible. We obtain several characterizations and properties of Mercerian
operators (including perturbation results). A linear partial differential operator with con
stant coefficients which is surjective between the local spaces of Hörmander is Mercerian
if and only if it is hypoelliptic. We als~ study characterizations and same properties of
Tauberian operators T E L(E, F) which are those such that for bounded set B, T(B) is
relatively (weakly) compact in F implies B is relatively weakly compact in E. Clearly
T is Mercerian => T is Tauberian (and the above example related to partial differential
operators gives the falcity of the reverse implication); however every Tauberian operator
defined on a Kötbe echelon space of order 1 it is also Mercerian. We provide also two
'Tauberian' theorems of the type: If 0 ~ T is Tauberian, (Zn) is a bounded basic sequence
in E and (T(zn» is a shrinking (resp. boundedly complete) basic sequence in F then (Zn)
is also shrinking (resp. boundedly complete).

J. SCHMETS:

The Borel theorem in real Banach spaces

Given a sequence (rm)mefolo of real numbers, the usua! Borel theorem states that the ex
istence of a function 1 E Coo(R) such that I(m)(o) = r m for every m E lNo..There is a
sharper form stating that f is also real-analytic on m. \ {O}.
The extension of the usua! statement to real Banach spaces is weIl known. An extension
of the sharper form will be presented.
Note: the material of the talk comes from a joint research with M. Valdivia (l). of Valen
cia/Spain).

K. SEIP:

A Hilbert space of Dirichlet series and systems of dilated functions in L2(0, 1)~:

(Joint work with Häkan Hedenmalm and Peter Lindquist).
We consider tbe space 11. := {f(s) = E:a=l a"n~' : E la,,12 < oo} endowed with tbe natural
inner product < I,g >:= E::l a,,7); if 1(8) = E::1 a"n-', g(8) = E:=l b"n-'. 11. is a
Hilbert space of analytic functions in Re(s) > i, and we seek to reveal its basic analytic
properties. Our study of 'H is partly motivated by tbe following problem of Beurling: For
which'(J E L2(O, 1) (ep considered as an odd periodic function of period 2) is the system
{'{J(nx)}~=l complete/a Riesz basis in L2(O, 1) ? The Riesz basis problem has a simple
solution: ep(x) = E~=l an sin1rnx generates a Riesz basis if and only if E::l a"n-' and its
reciprocal are multipliers on 'H. A main result is: The multipliers on 11. consist of those
bounded analytic functions in Re(s) > 0 which can be represented by Dirichlet series.
Several function theoretic results are proved. An illuminating and useful point is that 'H
can be regarded as H2(DOO), Doo the infinite dimensional polydisk.
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J. WENGENROTH:

Acyclic inductive spectra cf Frechet spaces

We recall Palamodov's definition of acyclic and weakly acyclic inductive spectra of Frechet
spaces and show the connection to the subspace problem in (LF)-spaces (Le. which
subspaces of an (LF)-space are again (LF)-spaces) which appears in a canonical way if
one is concerned with tbe problem whetber some (differential or convolution) operator on
aspace of distributions is surjective.
It is shown that sequentially retractive (LF)-spaces (i.e. (LF)-spaces where eacb null
sequence already converges to 0 in some step) are acyclic (and vice versa). .
Moreover, for the important special case where the steps are Frechet-Montel, we prove that
all regularity conditions for (LF)-spaces con8idered in tbe literature coincide; in particulara
Grothendieck's question wbether regular (LF)-spaces are complete has a positive solutio~
for this case of Montel steps.
Finally, we point out how Vogt's condition (wQ) which is easiest one for calculations
in concrete applications, enters the picture via Bierstedt'8 notion of houndedly stahle
spectra.

A. ZERIAHI:

Pluricomplex Green functi3ns with weighted multiple poles and applications to
approximation

Let D be a byperconvex manifold of dimension n, Le. D is a complex analytic manifold
which admits a bounded plurisubharmonic exhaustion p : D. -+ [-00, +00). Suppose
there isgiven a potential function cp : D -+ [-00, +(0) plurisubharmonic on D such
the set of poles of r.p is a compact set K and tbe set At,p := {a E D; lI(c,o; a) > O}
is a dense subset of K. Here the number lI(cp; a) can be defined by the formula :
v(cp; a) = lißlt._o IUPIi!>~rrfP(z) where z is some local holomorphic coordinate at the point
a. Then we can define a. weighted Green function associated to tbe potential function c,o
by the formula: GD(Z;r.p):= sup{u(z);u e Po(D,ep)} where Po(D,ep) denotes tbe class of
plurisubharmonic functions u on D such that U:5 0 on D and II(U;.) ~ lI(cp;.) on D. This
is a generalization of the Green function with logarithmic isolated singularities considered
earlier by Demailly (1987), Klimek (1985), Lempert (1983), Lelong (1989) and Zahariuta
(1985). Our Green function may have infinite number of singularities and poles. It.
in some cases a. multidimensional counterpart of the classical Evans potential. We fir~
prove that the weighted Green function solves uniquely a "Weighted Dirichlet problem"
for the complex Monge-Ampere equation on the hyperconvex manifold.
We then construct using this Green function an orthonormal basis in a suitable weighted
Bergman space and prove that this gives a common Schauder basis in all spaces O(Dp ),

where Dp := {z E D; GD(Zj rp) < logp}, 0 < p :5 l.
In some special cases we bave K = nO<p<t Dp and then we obtain a partial answer to
an open problem in the theory of spaces of analytic functions posed earlier by Zahariuta
and solved in one complex variable by Kadampata and Zahariuta (1980). Our theorem
contains the theorem of Kadampata and Zahariuta.
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V. ZAHARIUTA:

Linear topological invariants

(joint with P. Chalov and P. Djakov).

The comple.te isomorphie classifieatioD and quasiequivalence property (uniqueness of UD

conditional basis) are obtained for finite families of Co- or lt -weighted spaces by using

of same new geometrical invanants.

The eomplete isomorphie classification on the class of all cartesian products Eo{a) x Eoo{b)

is proved by a pure invariant way. Tbe previous our results (with Djakov, and Djakov

and Jurdakul) were performed only partially in an invariant way, because in the case

when both of Cartesian factors are not shift stahle we used an old result (Studia Math.

1973), based on Riesz theory. Two-reetangle invariants (look in the issue: Linear Topolog

ical Spaces and Complex Analysis 1 (1994), METU-TUBITAK, Ankara, pages 155-156)

proved to be suflieient to distinguish all non-isomorphie spaces of the above class consid

ered as a subelass of the class E of all power Köthe spaces of the first kind.

It is shown also that any m-reetangle invariant ia essentially weaker tban (n:!;r.l)-rectangle

invariant on the elass E.

Berichterstatter: L. Frerick
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. Complex Geometry: Vector Bundles in Geometry and Physics

27.8. - 2.9.1995

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von N. Hitchin (Cambridge) und K. Hulek

(Hannover) statt, die Vorbereitung und Organisation wurde zusätzlich von

R. Lazarsfeld (Los Angeles) mitgetragen. Die Teilnehmer kamen aus ins

gesamt zwölf Ländern. In den Vorträgen, bei denen insbesondere auch

jüngere Mathematikerinnen und Mathematiker die Möglichkeit erhielten,

über ihre Forschungsergebnisse zu berichten, und den anschließenden leb

haften Diskussionen stellten sich folgende Themenschwerpunkte heraus:

Hitchin Hamiltonsche Systeme, Modulräume .von VektorbÜDdeln, Hilbert

Schemata, Hitchin-Kobayashi Korrespondenz, Verlinde Räume,_ symplek

tische Strukturen, Instantonen.

Vortragsauszüge

s. Ramanan

Vector bundles and the Schottky configuration

·e Let C be a smooth projective curve of genus 9 ~ 3, and SUc(2) the moduli

space of vector bundles of rank 2 with trivial determinant. Then, for every

nontrivial element 1] of order 2, SUc(2) contains 2 copies of the ·Kummer

variety one can construct using the two-sheeted covering of C defined by 11.

It also contains the Kummer variety of the Jacobian of C. One can make

an easy study of these images and write down where they intersect. On

the other hand, SUc(2) is imbedded in the 28-linear system, at least for

generic curves C. Now the above configuration of Kummer varieties, which

we call Schottky configuration, is expected to give a sufficient condition for

an abelian variety to be a Jacobian. I proved two theorems concerning these,
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one which relates the Verlinde space of level 4 with 38's on the Pryms, and
another, which says SUc(2) is defined by quartics for generic C.

w. M. Oxbury

Verlinde spaces and theta functions

Let e ~ M be the theta line bundle associated to the standard orthogonal
representation of the group Spin(m, C), over the moduli space M of semi-~
stable Spin(m, C)-bundles on a smooth curve. We observe that by the Ver- ..
linde formula hO{M, 8) is equal to the number of theta functions of level m
on all the Pryms of the curve (tbe precise identity depends on wbether m is
odd or even) , and accordingly construct duality pairings between HO{M, 8)
and the )corresponding direct sums. These pairings are conjectured to be
nondegenerate; and examples in low rank are given where this is knowl1:.

Bert van Geemen

Hitchin's Hamiltonian system

Let M be the moduli space of semistable rank two bundles with triv
ial determinant on a curve C of genus g. Let E E M be stable, then
TEM = Homo{E, E ® K) (traceless homomorphisms, K is the canonical
bundle). The Hitchin map is:

H : T* M -+ HO{2K), <Jl ~ det <P,

and Hitchin proved that it is a completely integrable Hamiltonian system.
Associated to E is a divisor D E E 1281 with 8 ~ Picl1 -

1(C) the theta _
divisor. We construct rational maps 4>E,,,pE such that the following diagram
commutes:

4>E PTEM fI
DE ( ",. PHO(2K)

.pE PHO(K) ~

We prove that 'l/JE is the Gauss map. Applying our results to the case 9 = 2,
we can determine fI explicitly.
(joint work with Emma Previato)
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Fabrizio Catanese

New results on Dodal surfaces and surfaees with r.d.p.'s

X:J C pn+l is said to be nodal if its only singularities are formally ~

{Lx; = O}. Astillnotunderstoodfunetionisp,(n,d) = max (#(SingX)),
X:;nodal

though lower and upper bounds have been given by many authors in the
non trivial ease n ~ 2. After recalling several general results, I coneentrated
on the case n = 2 wbere p,(2, d) =: J.L(d) is known for d ~ 6 and for d ::; 5
the surfaces yielding tbe maximum are characterized (d = 3 Cayley-Clebsch
diagonal surface, d = 4 Kummer surfaee, d = 5 Togliatti-Beauville surface).
Reeently Barth produeed a 6-ic with 65 nodes, and Jaffe-Ruberm~nsh~wed,

by using coding theory, that /L(6) < 66. We presented also a simplification
of their proof. Coding theory enters tbe pieture in the following way. Let
S -+ X be a resolution of singularities, Al, ... ,A~ the exceptional (-2)
curves. Then tbe Cl (Ai){mod 2) span an isotropie subspace of H 2{S, Z/2),
therefore, if JL ~ b2 ~S), there is a kernel K (which I deseribed explicitly for
the max. surfaces)

K is a binary code, and vectors k E K correspond to even sets ß. of norles,
i.e., such that there is a 2:1 cover Y ~ X branched exactly on ß.. One
must generalize:

Def.: ~ is 1/2(8)-even (6 = 0,1) if L Ai + H == 0 (2), H being the class
01 a plane section.

In this situation one a~taches to ß. a sheaf F = P. (Oy )/0x, with. aperfeet
pairing :F x F -+ Ox(-8) (one ean define more generally such F's as
quadratic sheaves).

Main Theorem (Casnati, Catanese) Quadratic sheaves are exactly the
cokernel 0/ asymmetrie map of vector bundles on pn+l

o~ EV(-A) ~ E ~:F ~ 0 (i.e., a =t a).

In p3 thus X = {deta: = O},ß = {xlcoranka: = 2}.

The theorem (proved by the author in partieular cases, and eonjectured by
Barth, Catanese) allows a classification of even sets for small d.
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Motohico Mulase

Coverings of Riemann surfaces, vector bundles on them, and integrable
systems

Let Un,d be the moduli stack of arbitrary vector bundles of rank rand degree
d on an algebraic curve C of genus 9 ~ 0 (with a point p E C aod a formal
coordinate on Gp fixed). Let Grn be the Sato Grassmannian parametrizing
vector subspaces ofC{{z))EBn that are commensurable with C[z-l]EBn. Then
there is a natural embedding Un,d '---+ Grn / Gin (C[zn. Now let k be the e
diagonal subalgebra of gln{C{{z))),and let k_ = kngln{C[z]z). Then

Theorem1. There is a rational injective morphism i

T*Un,d

!
Un,d

i
--+ Grn / exp{k_)

'" !
'-+ Grn / Gln{C[z])

2. The Hitchin Hamiltonian system on T*Un,d are equivalent with 'the
n-component KP flows (i. e., the k-action on Grn / exp{k_)) via the
morphism i.

Emma Previato

Poncelet's theorem in space

Poncelet proved that a plane polygon P inscribed in a conic C and cir
cumscribed to a conic D can be continuously "rotated" , as it were. One
of the many proofs· consists in identifying the passage from each side of P
to the next with addition of a torsion point on an elliptic curve. In the e
n-space version, involving torsion points of hyperelliptic Jacobians, there
is a 9 = (n - 1) dimensional manifold of allowable rotations, where 9 is
the genus of the hyperelliptie eurve; the polygon is now inscribed in one
and circumscribed to (n - 1) quadrics. The polygon ean be viewed as
a periodic orbit of an integrable system (the billiard or geodesic flow on
an ellipsoid). H. Knörrer's work (linking Jacobi's coordinates with the
Desale-Ramanan/Newstead/Reid projective model for hyperelliptie Jaco-

.bians) gives Poncelet's configurations in (2g + 1) space, same of which were
classically known.
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Eyal Markman

Cubics and the Lagrangian relative Picard

We construct a symplectic structure on tbe relative Picard over the Hilbert
scheme of Lagrangian -subvarieties of an algebraically symplectic variety.
Equipped with the support map, it is a completely integrable system. This
specializes to

e 1. Moduli spaces of Riggs pairs.

2. Mukai's symplectic structure on tbe relative Picard over a linear sys
tem of curves on a K3 surface.

The symplectic structure is extended to tbe smooth stable locus of the com
pactification of the Lagrangian relative Picard by Simpsons's ~oduli space
of semi-stable sheaves. We discuss an example of Lagrangian subvarieties
of the Fano variety of lines on a cubic 4-fold. The stable locus is compact.
If smooth, it would be an irreducible symplectic projective variety with
h11 ~ 22.

Hiraku Nakajima

Instantons and affine Lie algebras

I talked about mysterious links between affine Lie algebras and~·4D gauge
theory.
Let X be a projective surface/C, and x[n] tbe Hilbert scheme of n points in
X. Let UB introduce two correspondences Ei(n) and Fi(n) in x[n-i] x x[n]
and x[n+i] X x[n] respectively given by·

Ei(n) = {{Zl,Z2) E x[n-i] x x[n]IJz t ::> JZ2 , SUPPJz./JZ2 =
{p} for some p E X}

Fi{n) = {{Zl,.Z2) E x[n+i] xx[n]IJzt C JZ2 , SUPPJZ2/:JZt = {po}}

where Po E X is a fixed point. The operators Ei (.), Fi (.) acting on
ffin H. (x[n]) satisfy the defining relation of the Heisenberg algebra.
Similarly, when X is an ALE space, that is the minimal resolution of simple
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singularities, we use the Hecke correspondences instead of the above corre
spondences, then get a representation of the affine Lie algebra. Here the
Hecke correspondence is the moduli space of parabolic bundles where the
parabolic structure is given on an irreducible component of the exceptional
set.

v. Balaji

Cycles on moduli spaces of vector bundles

Let C be a smooth projective curve of genus 9 ~ 2 over the complex num
bers C and let Me(2, L) be the moduli space of vector bundles of rank 2,
det E ~ L, deg L odd. One knows that Mc(2, L) is a smooth projective
variety of dirn 3g - 3. The aim of the talk was to give an idea of proof of
the following theorem which studies the cycles (algebraic) on Me from the

. standpoint of the .Hodge c~nje~ture and_t~e standar~ conj~ctures.

Theorem

1. (V. Balaji, A. King, P. Newstead) The algebraic cohomology ring
HA(Me) can be described as v(Q[a:,ß] ®HA(Jc )) ~ HA(Mc) where
v is the well-understood ring horn. v : Q[a, ß] <8> H* (Je). ~ H* (Me).
Further, the algebraic Poincare polynomial 01 Me is

2. (V. Balaji) Let GriffP(X) =~~;m(<:j be the Griffiths group 01
alg a

codim p cycles. Then one has: •

Griffk(M ) = { 0
C non-zero
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Hans U. Boden

Rationality of moduli spaces of vector bundles over aRiemann sudace

Let X be aRiemann surface of genus 9 ~ 1, LaHne bundle of degree d

over X, Mr,L thc moduli space of semistable bundles E of rank r with

determinant L.

Conjecture Mr,L is rational, i.e. it is bimtional to a projective space.

Despite some positive results (mainly due to Newstead), this is still an open

problem, even for (r, d) = 1.

In this talk we discuss Newstead's method of solving this conjecture, and

why it doesn't work in general. We use it to illustrate a way to study

a closely related problem, namely the birational classification --üf moduli

spaces of parabolic bundles over X. The result is that these moduli spaces

are rational whenever one of the multiplicities associated to the quasi

parabolic structure is equal to one. This implies that Mr,L is stably m

tional, which in turn can be used to prove tbe conjecture for (r, d) = 1 and

either (d,g) = 1 or (r - d,g) = 1.

Atsushi Moriwaki

Non-Archimedean Arakelov theory on algebraic surfaces

In this lecture, I introduced "Non-Archimedean Arakelov theory on alge

braic surfaces", which is an analogue of Arakelov theory on arithmetic

surfaces. This theory is obtained by considering Green functions on dual

graphs of singular fibres of a semistable curve over a smooth projective

curve. As application of this theory, I discussed the following Bogomolov

conjecture.

Let K be a function field of one variable; C a smooth projective curve over

K of genus 9 ~ 2 and J(C) the Jacobian of C. Let j : C(K) --. J(C}(f<)

be an embedding given by j(x) = (2g - 2)x - wc. Then the conjecture

claims that if C is non-isotrivial, j(C(K)) is discrete in terms ofthe Neron

Tate norm" . HNT on J(C)(k). I explained that this conjecture holds if i)

C has a global stahle model with only irreducible fihres or ii) 9 = 2 and

char(K) =I 2,3,5.
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Francesco Bottacin

Poisson structures on moduli spaces oi sheaves over certain surfaces

This work was inspired by a paper by Mukai (Invent. Math. 77, 1984,
101-116), where he proved that the moduli space of simple sheaves over an
abelian or K3 surface has a canonical symplectic structure. We consider
a more general case, namely the case of a surface S endowed with a Pois
son structure, i.e. with a Lie algebra structure {.,.} defined on the sheaf
of regular functions on S, that is a derivation in each entry. After giving
a characterization of these surfaces, which we shall call Poisson surfaces,
we prove that the choice of a Poisson structure on S determines a Pois
son structure on the moduli space M of stable vector bundles on S. In
the symplectic case, our approach gives a direct proof of the closure of the
2-form w introduced by Mukai. In the end we show how the dimension of
the symplectic leaf through a point E E M is related to the dimension of
the space of global sections of the sheaf End(E1D),where D is a divisor on 
S determined by the Poisson structure of S.

Steven Bradlow

A Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence for holomorphic extensions

In this talk I introduced equations for special metries and a nation of sta
bility for holomorphic extensions. The equations can be viewed as a defor
mation of the Hermitian-Einstein equations, and the notion of stability is
analogous to slope-stability. A Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence between
the two was discussed. I also discussed the relation between holomorphic _
extensions and various other types of augmented bundles. In particular, .
the relation with so-called holomorphic tripies (consisting of two bundles
and a map between them) was pointed out.

8



Rogier Brussee

The canonical class and tbe Seiberg-Witten classes of Kähler surfaces

Let X be a Kähler surface, of Kodaira dimension kod(X) ~ 0, X ~ X min

the contraction to the minimal model, and EI, ... )En the (-1)-curves.

Define K min := u* Cl (Xmin ) E H 2 (X, Z). A (-1 )-sphere is an oriented

smoothly embedded 2-sphere e with e2 = -1.

Theorem{Witten and Friends (pg > 0), F'riedman Morgan Brussee (Pg =

0»
1. K min is determined by the underlying smooth oriented manifold

2. fOT every (-l)-sphere e, there is a (-l)-curve E such that [eF= ±[E] E

H 2(X,Z)

This theorem implies the oriented differentiable invariance of the Kodaira

dimension kod (Van de Yen conjecture proved by Friedman Morgan, Fried

man Qin, and Pidstrigatch Tyurin) and the plurigenera Pn (generalized

Van de Yen conjecture).

Ziv Ran

Vector bundles and Fano manifolds

We discuss generic semipositivity properties for sheaves of differential op

erators on a manifold, and use these to show that for any Fano manifold

x n of Picard number 1, we have

(-Kx)ß ~ (n + l)n,

abound which is obviously sharp.

Andreas Steffens

Remarks on Seshadri constants

Let X be a smooth proj. variety and let L be an ample line bundle on X.

Fix a point x E X ° Demailly introduced a very interesting measure of the 10

ca} positivity at a point x of L, namely the real number e(L, x) = inf LopC)
C3xm~ ,

9



which is called the Seshadri constant of L at x. Here the infimum is taken
over all irreducible curves C passing through x and mx(C) is the multiplic
ity of C at x.
There has been recent interest in trying to give lower bounds for this
invariant at a very general point x EX. Ein and Lazarsfeld show for
n = 2 => e(L, x) ~ 1 far a very general point x E X. In higher dimension
n ~ 3 Ein, Küchle and Lazarsfeld proved that e(L, x) ~ ~ for a very general
point x E X.
In this talk we consider the question, are there conditions which guarantee e
the maxima of the Seshadri constant of L at x, Le. e(L, x) = W? We
give a partial answer far surfaces and find examples where the answer to
aur question is negative. If (X, 8) is a general principal polarized abelian
surface, then e(8, x) = ~ < .J2 = M für all x E ~.

Rosa M.. Mir6-Roig

On the smoothness of the moduli space of mathematical instanton bundles

Let Mlp 2n+l (k) be the moduli space of mathematical instanton bundles on
p2n+l with second ehern class k. Related to the smoothness of Mlp 2n+l (k)
we have two important conjectures:

Conjecture 1 The moduli spaces Mlp 3(k) are smooth 0/ dimension 8k-3.

It is weH known that the moduli spaces Mlp 3(k) are irreducible and smooth
of dimension 8k - 3 for any integer k ~ 4; and as far as I know conjecture 1
remains open for k > 4. Für n ~ 2 the situation is quite different and we
have:

Conjecture 2 For all integers n 2:: 2 and k 2: 3, the moduli spaces _
Mlp 2n+l(k) are singular. _

The first contribution to conjecture 2 is due to Ancona and Ottaviani. In
1994 they proved that MIp s(3) and MIp s(4) are singular. The goal of my
lecture is to show that conjecture 2 is indeed true.
(References: R. M. Mir6-Roig and J. Orus-Lacort: On the smoüthness of
the moduli space of mathematical instanton bundles. Preprint 1995)
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Daniel Huybrechts

Vector bundles on K3 surfaces and birational symplectic manifolds

Let X be a K3 surface. The Hilbert scheme~ of points on X provide higher
dimensional examples of irreducible symplectic manifolds (Beauville). Mod
uli spaces of rank two sheaves on X also admit a symplectic structure
(Mukai). As it turns out, most of them are indeed irreducible symplectic.
This is a by-product of the proof of a theorem Uoint work with L. Göttsche)
saying that Hilbert scheme and moduli space have the same Hodgenum
bers; some evidence is given, that they are in fact deformation equivalent:
Let P E X be a Pn-bundle of codimension n in a symplectic manifold. Tbe
elementary transformation of X along P gives a new symplectic<manifold
X'. Answering a question of Mukai we show that ODe can construct two
smooth proper families over the disc which are isomorphie over tbe punc
tured disc and have special fibres X andX', resp. More results concerning
projective manifolds are discussed.

Olivier Biquard

Logarithmic Higgs bundles and integrable connections

We extend the correspondence between Riggs bundles and integrable con
nections (Sirnpson, Corlette) to tbe case of X - D, where X is a..·compact
Kähler manifold' and D c X a smooth divisor (tbe case dirn X = 1 has
already been considered by Simpson).
We use a Poincare type .metric on X - D (complete with finite volume).
The holornorphic bundle has a parabolic structure over D and the Higgs
field may have logarithmie singularities (and similarly on tbe side of inte
grable connections). We get a complete correspondence between the two
objects, with precise asymptotics of the Hermite-Einstein or harmonie met
rie around D; and the correspondence has a nice speeialization over D.
We relate also natural hypercohomologies on both sides via L 2-cohomology.
The analysis is sufficiently preeise to get a connection construction of moduli
spaces. As an example of consequences the moduli space of representations
in Gln C of the fundamental group of a punctured Riemann surface has a
holomorphic Poisson structure; ODe gets the symplectic leaves by fixing the

11



conjugacy class of the monodromies around the punctures and each such
leaf has a hyperkähler structure.

Ines Quandt

Vector bundles on higher dimensional varieties and formal power series

Let X c:: pm be an algebraic variety of dimension n, where either n ~ 3 or _
X = p2, let Y ~ X be a reduced, irr. hyperplane section and p E Y be a
smooth k-rat. point.
Given a torsionfree sheaf 9 of rank r on Y which is free at p and "a
trivialization of gp one can associate to these objects a subspace V ~
k[XI, ... ,Xn_l]xEBr

n-l

Starting from this one can establish a one-to-one correspondenee between
extensions- of g to torsionfree sheaves on X heing- free at p and extensions of
the loeal trivialization at the one side and subspaces w ~ k[XI, . .. ,xnt~·:
s.t.

1. dimk w n k[XI, ... ,Xn]~: < 00

2. w has the structure of a module over a given ring A ~ k[Xl, . .. ,xnBxn

coming from the varieties X and Y.

3. V = pr((w) Xn-l n k[Xl, ... ,Xn]~:_l)
X n

at the other one.
This correspondence is used for the study of moduli of framed sheaves.

H. Kurke

Marked vector bundles on rational surfaces and framed Ioeal jumps

We consider surfaces X with abirational morphism X ~ p2 and a dis
tinguished point Po or (blown up) rational ruled surfaces X ~ pI with a
section, E c X.
We study rank 2 vector bundles V on X together with a marking V(Po) ~
k2 or VIE ~ O~ which are trivial on u-1 (l), l a generic line through u(Po),

12



r-

or on generic fibres of X -+ pI .
The first case is reduced to the second case by blowing up in Po- Then
det(R*1f.V( -E)-l has a distinguished section which defines tbe divisor
ß of jumping fibres and 'deg(ß) = n = C2(V). This gives a fibration of
the moduli space of these bundles over Divn (Pl) = P'\ and we give a de
scription of tbe fibres, which are called (after J. Hurtubise) "framed loeal
jumps".

e Günther Trautmann

Recent results on instantons

Let MIs(r, n) denote the moduli space of semi-stable bundles E.op projec
tive space Ps of rank T, ehern polynomial c(E) = (1- h2 )-n and-of trivial
splitting type. By results of Ancona/Ottaviani and Mir6-Roig the spaces
MIs(s - 1,n) are neither irreducible nor smooth for odd s ~ 5 and n ~ 4.
As a contribution to the problem, whether MI(n) = MI3 (2, n) is irreducible
and smooth, a proof of the irreducibility of MI(5) is sketched, based on
common work with A. Tikhomirov.

Berichterstatter: M. Lönne
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The conference was organized by J.D.S. Jones (Warwick), I. Madsen (Aarhus),
and E. Vogt (Berlin). 47 participants from Europe, the United States and
East Asia attended the conference. Among the 20 lectures there was aseries
of three lectures by John D.S: Jones on Floer homotopy theory, a homo
topy theoretical approach to infinite dimensional Morse theory. Other topics
of interest were moduli spaces, low dimensional topology, relations between
topology, geometry and group theory, stahle and unstable homotopy theory,
and !(-theory.
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J on Berrick:

LOCALIZATION OF NON-NILPOTENT GROUPS AND SPACES

I. Historical perspective

Inspired by localization of a ring R -+ RE, and thus R-modules, seen from
different points of view, there have been various considerations of localization
in mathematics. In particular, in the 1970's the localization of z-modules
was generalized via central extensions to provide a widely used construction
of localization of nilpotent groups. Similarly, localization of nilpotent spaces A)
was defined via Postnikov decompositions. However, it was by no means ..
clear how to extend these definitions beyond the nilpotent category.

Recently, originating with a viewpoint of Adams, one calls a localiza
tion functor an idempotent monad functor L (with natural transformation
l : I -+ L) s.t. V object X

commutes. Then cp : A -+ B is called an L-equivalence when Lcp is an
isomorphism, and X L-Iocal when LX ~ X, whereupon 'P. : Mor(B,X) -+

Mor(A, X) is an isomorphism.

11. Localization of non-nilpotent groups at a set P of primes

For any discrete group Gone now has thefollowing functors extending
localization of nllpotent groups (all of which, except CD, are localization
functors).

CD Ribenboim: tbe initiallocalization ®, ® Bousfield @ Tan*

® Berrick-Casacuberta-Frei-Tan*: the terminallocalization

2
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® Casacuberta-Frei-Tan*: idempotent approximation: Lp and ( ); have

the sa.me equivalences, vize G --+ H s.t. 't/i (G/riG)p ~ (H/riH)p

(!) Bousfield-Kan: P-completion.

The following fails without a finiteness condition on G.

Theorem [Berrick-Tan]*. (a) TFAE. (b) Suppose H1(G; 7l) is finitely
generated. TFAE.

(i) fcG = rc+1 (G}{:= [rcG,G)); (i) 3 c s.t. rcG = r c+1G;
(ii) 't/p EZPG is nilpotent of class < c; (ii) 't/p EZPG is nilpotent;
(iii) Yp LpG is nilpotent of class < c; (iii) 't/p LpG is nilpotent.

111. Localization with respect to a map

Dror-Farjoun has introduced the study of localization w.r.t. a map
I : A -+ B, where X is I-Ioeal iff 1* : map.(B,X) --+ map.(A,X) is
a weak homotopy equivalence. When B = pt., call this localization PA.

Theorem [Berrick-Casacuberta]*. (a) A is acyclic iff PA is Quillen's
X --+ XtJ for some perfeet N ~ 1rlX (depending on [A, .i]).

(b) 3 perfeet, locally free group F whose BF (a 2-complex) is the
minimal A giving PA as the plus-construction X --+ X+ (w.r.t. maximal
perfeet =:g 1rlX).

*: to appear

C.-F. Bödigheimer:

HOMOLOGICAL STABILITY OF MAPPING CLASS GROUPS

WITH RESPECT TO PUNCTURES

Let r;.r denote the mapping class group of an oriented surface of genus 9 ~

owith r ~ 1 boundary curves and s ~ 0 punctures; the diffeomorphisms are
orientation preserving, the identity on the boundary, and permute punctures.
There are inclusions

(1)

and (3)

p : r;,r -+ r;.r+l , (2)

3

q . r" --+ r",+l
• g,r g.r



by gluing to a chosen boundary curve a pair of pants (1), a cylinder with
an extra puncture (2), or a torus with two boundary curves (3), resp. In
the case (1) there is a left-inverse on the group level. In the case (2) and
(3) Harer proved that (J' and 'r induce isomorphisms in H.( ; z) for * ~ 9/3,
and 9 ~ 3. (This stability range was improved by Ivanov to * ~ 9/2, and
recently by Harer again to * :$; 2g/3 for H.( ; Q), 9 ~ 3 and r ~ 1.)

We show for the case (2):

Theorem 1. u. : H.(r;,.; Z) --+ H.(r;~I;Z) is the injection of a direct el
summand in a11 degrees, for any 9 ~ 0, s ~ 0 and r ~ 1. 0

This result follows from

Theorem 2. The map Bu : Br;,r -+ Br;~l stably splits, for 9 ~ 0,
s ~ 0, r ~ 1. 0

The proof uses a model for Br;.r which is a configuration space of "parallel
slit domains" in tbe complex plane. This space is accessible to techniques
from homotopy theory, developed to achieve stable splittings of loopspaces.
We remark that actually a finite number of suspensions suffice.

Michel Boileau:

GROMOV VOLUME AND CIRCLE FOLIATIONS

(joint work with S. Druck and E. Vogt)

The question of deciding which open 3-manifolds support a circle foliation
is still widely open. The work oI E. Vogt gave a method to build circle
foliations on a number of unexpected 3-manifolds, in particular IR3. The
Ioliations built by Vogt are the simplest after Seifert fibrationns in the sense
that tbe bad set (i.e. the set of leaves with infinite holonomy) is itself a
generalized topological Seifert fibration. Call this type of foliation an Epstein
length 1 circle foliation.

Dur main result with regard to this problem is e
Theorem. Let M be a compact orientable connected 3-manifold such

tbat the manifold M obtained by capping off the boundary spheres by 3-
balls is irreducible and 8-irreducible. If Int (M) supports a circle foliation of
Epstein length at most 1, then the Gromov volume IIM,8MII = o.
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In particular, if M is sufficiently large, then M is a graph manifold.

As a corollary we obtain the following characterization of graph manifolds:

Corollary. Let M be a compact irreducible 8-irreducible orientable 3
manifold. Then M is a 3-ball or a graph manifold iff there exists a link L in
M such that M " L supports a circle foliation of Epstein length :5 1.

Martin R. Bridson:
NON-POSITIVELY CURVED COMPLEXES AND KNOT GROUPS

We consider complete geodesic metric spaces which are non-positively
curved in the sense of A.D. Alexandrov. The universal cover of such aspace
is a CAT(O) space. .~-

If a finitely generated group r acts properly and cocompactly on a CAT(O)
space, by isometries, then:

Theorems.

1) r is finitely presented of type F Poo •

.2) r has finitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups. If the action
is free then r is torsion-free. There exist examples where r ia not
virtually torsion-free (Wise).

3) r has an efficient solution to the word problem (it has quadratic isoperi
metrie inequality).

4) r has a solvable conjugacy problem. ..~

5) Every solvable subgroup of r is finitely generated and virtually abelian.

6) The centralizer Cr ("Y) of each "y E r is finitely presented. If '1 has
infinite order then 3H $ Cr(")') of finite index such that H = K x ('1)
(some I().

Remark. (6) can be used to prove the non-existence of, for example, ac·
tions of mapping class groups on CAT(O) spaces (Mess, Kapovitch-Leeb) or
Aut(Fn ) (B-Vogtmann, Gersten).
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Examples. (i) Davis and Janusciewicz show that for n ~ 5 there exist
closed topological manifolds with no smooth structure which have geodesie
metrics of non-positive curvat~_re. In dirn 3:

Conjecture. If a closed 3-manifold has a geodesic metric of non-positive
curvature then it has a Riemannian metric of non-positive curvature.

Remark. Positive evidence comes from results of Bridson/Mosher and
Leeb.

(ii) (Moussong) Every Coxeter group acts properly and cocompactly on a
CAT(O) space.

(iii) If r 1 and f 2 admit such aetions, so does each f 1 *z f 2 •

(iv) Non-uniform lattices in SO(n, 1) admit such actions, non-uniform lat
tices in other rank 1 Lie groups do not (ef.5).

(v) One ean build many interestingexamples out of Euclideansquares.
(D. Wise constructs many.)

(vi) Theorem. If X is a non-positively curved 2-complex then every f.p.
subgroup of '7rlX is the fundamental group of a eompact non-positively
curved 2-eomplex.

Remark. This result is spectaeularly false in higher dimensions.

Knots. Theorem. If K ~ S3 is an alternating knot then 7t'1 (§3 " K) is
the fundamental group of a eompact non-positively curved 2-eomplex.

Remark (a)..Following this theorem one applies (vi) and (1)-(6).

Remark (b). (iii) applies to torus knot groups and (iv) takes care of
hyperbolic knots.

Octavian Cornea:
FUNCTIONS WITH FEW CRITICAL POINTS

For any finite, 2-eonneeted CW-complex X there is a smooth compact
manifold M ~ X that supports a smooth, self-indexed function maximal,
eonstant and regular on fJM with less than cat(X) + 2 critical points which
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are of a certain "reasonable" type. To such a critical point there corresponds,
homotopically, the attachement of a cone. Conversely to a cone attachrnent
we may associate, under certain dimensionality and conneetivity conditions,

a "reasonable" critieal point.

John Greenlees:
THE COMPLETION THEOREM, THE LOCAL COHOMOLOGY
THEOREM, AND THE MULTIPLICATIVE NORM MAP FOR
.EQUIVARIANT BORDISM

(joint work with J.P. May)

For finite groups and compact Lie groups with torus identity component
the completion theorem for tomDieck's equivariant bordism MUG(~) is true,
as made precise in the theorem below. By finding the correct algebraic
model for MU?(EG+), and first proving the loeal cohomology theorem for
calculating it, tbe structure of the proof becomes very simple. In fact, there
are only two main points:

(a) by working in the category of highly structured modules (in the sense of
Elmendorf, Kriz, Mandel & May) over MU it is easy to realise the alge
bra geometrically, provided the augmentation ideal J = ker(MUä -+

MV-) can be replaeed hy a finitely generated ideal J'.

(h) To find a suitable ideal J' we need the existence of Thom isomorphisms
(and hence of Euler classes) and the existenee of a multiplic~.t!ve norm.

Theorem 1. For any highly structured module m over the ~~ivariant
bordism spectrum MU (such as an equivariant form of K, ku, K(n), k(n), E(n),
etc.) there are spectral sequences

and
E~. = Hj(m~(X)) => m?(EG+ 1\ X) = m.(EG+ A X).

Here Hj is loeal cohomology in the sense of Grothendieck and H! is loeal
homology in a dual sense. Under finiteness hypotheses Bj calculates the
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right derived funetors of the J-power torsion funetor and H! calculates the
left derived funetors of J-adic completion.

Theorem 2. There is a multiplicative norm map

where H is of index n in G. This is transitive, the identity if H G,
multiplieative, and satisfies the restrietion formula

res~ norm~(x) = II norm~n"H res;g."HC9(X)
HgKeH\G/K

Theorem 2 is proved more generally for families of eohomology theories
represented by "global 3. funetors with smash produet". This ineludes MV
by virtue of the finite Thom spaee model of its representing pre-spectrum.

Jean-Claude Hausmann:

POLYGON SPACES AND GRASSMANNIANS

(joint work with Allen Knutson)

Let m pk be the space of rn-gons in lRk up to tra.nslation and positive
homotheties. This space comes with several struetures: an action of O(k),
an action of Sm permuting the edges, and a funetion l: m pk -+ IRm taking
a polygon to the lengths of its edges. The quotients of m pIe by SO" (or Ok)
are the moduli spaces m P~ (respectively, m pIe). Fixing arefleetion in O(k)
provides an involution on m pie and m p~ whose fixed point sets are m 1'''-1 and
m pk-I. The goal of this paper is to understand the topology of these various
spaees and the geometrie structures that they naturally carry when k = 2
or 3. They are elosely related to more familiar objeets (Grassmannians,
projective spaees, Hopf bundles, etc.). The spaces m pk(a) := l-l(a) of
polygons with given side-lengths a E ]R'" are of particular interest.

The great miracle occurs when k = 3, because ]i3 is isomorphie to the e
space JlHI of pure imaginary quaternions, and the 2-sphere in ]R3 is Kähler.
The tools of sympleetic geometry can then be used. Most prominent is a
sympleetic version of the Gel'fand-MacPherson correspondenee identifying
the spaees m p3(a) as symplectic quotients of the Grassmannian of 2-planes
in cm.

8



While this paper illustrates many phenomena in symplectic geometry, the
proofs are entirely polygon-theoretic and involve ooly classical differential
topology. Nonetheless, many of the examples are new, interesting in their
own right and· instructive for hoth fields.

Hans-Werner Renn:
COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRA OF UNSTABLE K -MODULES,
LANNES' T-FuNCTOR AND AN ApPLICATION TO H*(GL(u, zr!]); IF2)

Let p be a fixed prime and let K he an unstable algebra over the mod-p
Steenrod algebra A such that ]( is finitely generated as graded lFp-algebra.
Let Krg-lJ denote the abelian category of finitely generated K-mo.dules with
a compatible unstable A-module structure. We study various ooncepts of
commutative algebra in this setting. The röle of the prime ideai, spectrum
of a commutative ring is here taken by a category R(K) which, roughly
speaking, consists of the A-invariant prime ideals of K together with certain
"Galois information"; sheaves will correspond to functors on this category,
and the röle of the sheaf associated to a module will be taken by the compo
nents of Lannes' T -funetor. We diseuss the notions of support, of g-torsion
modules (for an invariant ideal Q of K) and of localization away from the
Serre subeategory Tors(a) of a-torsion modules in our setting. We show
that the category Krg-lJ has enough injeetives and use these il~.jectives to
study these localizations and their derived functors; they are closely related
to the derived funetors of the a-torsion funetor Fa. Dur results are formally
analogous to Grothendieek's results in the classical situation of modules over
a noetherian commutative ring R. ';~~

Important for applications is the case !( = H* BG, the mod -p coho
mology of a classifying space of a compact Lie group (or a suitable discrete
group), and M = HäX where X is a (suitable) G-CW-complex. In these
eases the eategory R( K) and the functor on R(K) associated to BäX can
be deseribed in terms of group theoretie and geometrie data, and our theory
yields a far-reaching generalization of a result of Jackowski and McClure
resp. of Dwyer and Wilkerson. As a conerete application of our theory
we describe the size of the kernel of the restrietion map from the unknown
mod-2 eohomology of the S-arithmetie group GL(n,Z[1/2]) to the known

eohomology of its subgroup Dn of diagonal matrices.
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Steven Hutt:

POINCARE SHEAVES ON TOPOLOGICAL SPACES

To anormal map (I, b) : Mn -+ Xn from a manifold to a Poincare space
Wall associated a quadratic signature q(j, b) E Ln (Z1I"1(X») whose triviality
is necessary (and for n ~ 5 sufficient) for (I, b) to be normal bordant to a
homotopy equivalence. The quadratic L groups were later interpreted by
Ranieki as cobordism groups Ln(R) of R-module chain eomplexes C with
an n-dimensional quadratic Poincare duality X : C n

-. ~ C. In particular
the quadratic signature u(j, b) of Wall may be interpreted as the eobordism
class of a certain n-dimensional algebraic quadratic Poincare complex (C, X)
associated to (/, b).

We extend these notions to define objects called Poincare sheaves on topo
logical spaces, (generalizing a previous simplicial version of Ranieki). A
Poincare sheaf (A, 1/J) on aspace X is a complex A of R-module sheaves
on X together with a quadratic Poincare duality X : A ~ EnDA where D
is the Verdier duality operator. Poincare sheaves carry surgery invariants in
a way that allows us to loealise to open subsets. Application of the section
functor returns us to tbe algebraic Poineare eomplexes above so that the clas
sieal theory is recovered. Furthermore, the effect of geometrie construetions
on surgery invariants cao be closely followed via. such sheaves.

Many classical surgery invariants may be sheafified, including the quadratic
invariant of anormal map, the eonstruetion of Quinn's invariant for a ho
mology manifold and Ranicki's total surgery obstruction of a Poincare space.
Applications include a new proof of Novikov's result on the topological in
varianee of the rational Pontrjagin classes of a. P L-manifold. This proof does
not require the Bass-Heller-Swan calculation.

Klaus Johannson:

THE EXCEPTIONAL NATURE OF THE FIGURE 8 KNOT

A Heegaard string (tunnel) in a 3-manifold M is an are t C M such that
(M - U(t») - is a handlebody. Tbe fundamental group of a 3-manifold ad
mitting Heegaard strings is a one-relator group. So the study of Heegaard
strings mayaiso be viewed as the study of geometrie presentations of those
one-relator groups. In this talk I discussed an approach towards tbe clas-
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sification of Heegaard strings in Haken 3-manifolds, with special attention

payed to surface bundles over 8 1• I also discussed the special importance

- of these special 3-manifolds in the general scheme. As a result I showed

that Heegaard strings in bundles over SI can be pushed into certain normal

positions and that this reduces tbe classification of Heega.a.rd strings in those

bundles to the algebraic problem of classifying "filling elements" in surface

groups with given automorphism. Applying this classification to torus bun·

dIes yjelds tbe result that only torus bundles with monodromy conjugate to

(d~l~) can have Heega.a.rd strings &t all, and only those with monodromy

conjugate to ± (~~) give (exact1y 2 resp. 4) different Heegaard strings. Tbe

matrix (~:) is the monodromy for the figure 8 knot (and hence the title of

the talk.)
_~_

John Jones:

GAUGE THEORY AND HOMOTOPY THEORY

I FLOW CATEGORIES AND MORSE THEORY

11 FLOER HOMOTOPY THEORY AND QUANTUM COHOMOLOGY

UI FURUTA'S WORK ON THE 11/8 CONJECTURE

The theme of these three lectures is the interaction between homology

theory and tha.t pa.rt of global analysis concerned with the study of the partial

differential equations which arise in that part of mathematical physics known

as gauge theory.

The first two lectures, which were on joint work with Ralph Cohen and

Graeme Segal, were concerned with the study of the homotopy theory UD

derlying Floer's infinite dimensionnal version of Morse theory. The first step

is to re-exarnine finite dimensional Morse theory. Let f : M -+ III be a

Morse-Smale function (i.e. a generic Morse function) on a compact Rieman

nian manifold. The flow category CI is the category whose objects are the

criticaJ points of fand the morphisms between two critical points are the

piecewise flow lines (in the obvious sense) of the gradient flow of f joining

these critical points. Associated to any category Cis its classifying space Be.

Theorem. Bel is homeomorphic to M.

This theorem gives a new method of processing the data provided by finite
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dimensional Morse theory. To use these flow categories in infinite dimensions
it is necessary to introduce the notion of a framing. In the present finite
dimensional situation, given a framing A of Cj it is possible to construct a
virtual vector bundle ( = ((A) over BCj ~ M. Furthermore, by following
the usual construction it is possible to construct a chain complex C(M, /, A)
- this is tbe Morse-Smale chain complex.

Theorem. H.(C(M,j,A» ~ H*(MC)
where M' js the Thom spare of the virtual bundle (. e

This theorem is a mild generalization of the fundamental result of finite
dimensional Morse theory.

In the infinite dimensional situations studied by Floer the flow category
still makes sense. The appropriate notion of a framing gives a system of
vector bundles (0 = (a(A) indexed by the critical points of the function. If
a and bare critical points and there is a flow from a to b then (0 is a sub
pundle cf (b. Th_is gives an inverse system of Thom spectra (BC! )-Co indexed
by the critical p~ints. There is a. chain complex C(X, /, A) which depends on
the function f : X -+ li (here X is infinite dimensional and f is a "suitable
function" which will be called a Floer function) and the framing A - this is
tbe Floer complex.

Theorem. Suppose tbe space of piecewise flows between any two critical
points is compact; then

H*(C(X, f, A» ~ colim H·(BC;CO)

This inverse system of Thom spectra BC/(o is the Floer homotopy type
associated to tbe Floer function fand the framing A.

The first example is as folIows. Let V be the vector space over IR with basis
eä, i E iZ, topologised as the direct limit of its finite dimensional subspaces.
The preceding theory can be applied to the function f : TP( V) -+ IR defined ~

by J[x] = ( E nx~)/( f x~). It yields the inverse system _
n=-oo n=-oo

1ipoo ~ (IiPOO)-'l +- (1ipOO)-2t1 +- ...

often known as IiP~oo. Here 17 is the real Hopf line bundle. Tbus the "Floer
homotopy groups" of this function are, by a deep theorem of W.H. Lin, given
by tbe 2-adic completion of the stahle homotopy groups of spheres.

12



•

The second example is tbe area function, or symplectic action on L(cPn
),

the universal cover of the ffee Ioop space of cFn
• After compactifying this

leads to tbe inverse system

Cpoo ~ (Cpoo)-(n+l)( +- (Cpoo)-2(n+l)( +- ...

Rather remarkably the Floer cohomology groups in this example are the same
as the quantum cohomology of Cpn. This qua.ntum cohomology QH*(V) is
defined for a class of Kähler manifolds. It depends on a parameter q and if q

is set to be zero the quantum cohomology reduces to ordinary cohomology.
This relation between quantum cohomology and Floer cohomology seems to
be a general phenomenon; but as yet there are no theorems to this effect.

';.:;.::.~'

The third lecture was areport on work of Furuta.

Theorem. Let M be a closed simply cODnected smooth 4-manifold
with intersection form QM given by

QM = 2kEs EB iH .

Then l ~ 2k + l.

Here Es is the usual quadratic form with rank 8 and signature 8 and H
is given by the matrix (~~)" .

The conjecture i ~ 3k is known as the 11/8 conjecture, and is a very
important unsolved problem in the theory of 4-manifolds.

Furuta uses the Seiberg-Witten equations to show that if M exists then
there is a G-equivariant map S(V) ~ S(W) where G is the subgr-bUp of
Sp( 1) generated by the unit complex numbers and the quaternion j and V
and Ware specific representations of Gwhich depend on k and i. Now
using equivariant K -theory ](a Furuta shows that if such a.n equivariant
map exists then necesssarily i ~ 2k + 1.

Stephan Klaus:

THE OCHANINE k-INVARIANT IS A
BROWN-KERVAIRE INVARIANT

For closed (Sm + 2)-dimensional spin manifolds one has on the one hand
the Brown-Kervaire invariants and on the other hand Ochanine k-invariant.
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The first ones have a hcmctopy theoretic interpretation as Arf invariants of
a certain quadratic refinement of the 7l/2 intersection form and they form for
each m a finite set. The second one has an expression by KO-characteristic
numbers and bas an analytic meaning. I proved in my dissertation that the
Ochanine k-invariant ia in fact a Brown-Kervaire invariant. This result is
an analogue of Hirzebruch'8 signature theorem.

The proof uses:

1. The integral elliptic homology cf Kreck and Stolz which characterizes
in particular multiplicative invariants in I8IP2-bundles.

2. Kristensen 's theory of cochain transformations and secondary cohomol
ogy operations which gives us a Cartan formula for such operations in
IHIP2-bundles.

Christine Lescop:

THE CASSON-WALKER INVARIANT AND THE MAPPING CLASS
GROUP

We study the following question: How does the easson-Walker invariant;\
of a rational homology 3-sphere obtained by gluing two pieces along a surface
depend on the two pieces ? Our partial answer may be stated as folIows.
For a compact oriented 3-manifold A with boundary BA, the kernel L,A cf
the map from Ht(BA; Q) to Ht(A; Q) induced by tbe inclusion is called the
Lagrangian of A. Let E be a closed oriented surface, and let A, A', Band B'
be four rational homology handlebodies such that DA, BA', -oB and -8B'
are identified via orientation-preserving homeomorphisms with E. Assume
that LA = LA' and LB = LB' inside B t (E; Q) and also assume that LA and
LB are transverse. Then we express

;\(A UE B) - A(A' UE B) - A(A UE B') + A(A' UE B')

in terms of the form induced on A3L,A by the algebraic intersection on
H2(A UE -A') paired to tbe analogous form on A3L,B via tbe intersection
form of E. The simple formula that we obtain naturally extends to tbe
extension of the Casson-Walker invariant of the author.
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This formula applies to generalize a result of Monta. which computes the
coboundary of some functions induced naturallyon the Torelli group by the
Casson invariant in terms of the Johnson homomorphism. Our proof leads
us to study a (tautologieal, hut interesting) extension of the Reidemeister
torsion to compact 3-manifolds with arbitrary boundary.

Wolfgang Lück:
L 2-INVARIANTS AND TOWERS OF COVERINGS

Let M be a closed Riemannian manifold with residually finite fundamental
group 1r, Le. 'Ir has a. tower 1r = r 0 ~ r 1 J r 2 :J ... consisting of normal
suhgroups r m of finite index such that nr m = {I}. Let M m --+ M. be the
covering of M associated to r m. Denote hy bp(Mm ) its p-th Betti tiüinber.
Let b~2)(M) be the p-th L2-Betti number of M which is defined as "-

b~~)(M) = dimx(1f) Hr~)(M) = l!..r~J e-i'&p(i,i)d vol
F

Here H(2)(M) is the space of harmonie L2-integrable p-forms on AI and

e- t6p(i, i) the heat kerne} of the universal covering. We discuss the proof
and applications of the following theorem which was conjectured by G~omov:

Theorem. lim bf,<.Mr j) = b(2)(M).
m-co w. m P

Mark Mahowald:

THE ELLIPTIC CURVE HOPF ALGEBROID

(joint work with M. Hopkins)

The Weierstrass form of an elliptic eurve is usually written y2 + alXY +
a3Y = x 3 + a2x2 + a4X + a6. Coordinate transformations do not change
anything, so x = x' +T, Y = y' + sx' + t give the same curve.

Let !( be a field. Then an elliptic curve over K is given by a ring ho
momorphism Z[a.,a2,a3,a4,a6] -+ K. The automorphisms are given by
Z[at, a2, aJ, a4, a6, S, T, t]. If we inc1ude the transformation in tbe coefficients
indueed by the coordinate transformation we get the strueture maps for a
Hopf algebroid (Ravenel, Complex Cobordism and Stahle Homotopy). For
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example
a~ = al + 2s

a~ = a2 - alS +3r - s2

Let nLaj = eai and nRai = 01, then these are the structure maps to give for
R = 7l[al' ... ' 04, a6] and A = R[s, r, t]. We then have aresolution

- This resolution is then calculated by observing that it is the same as the one
constructed by letting T be the Thom complex of the natural bundle over
nSU(4). Then take the standard T resolution

T"STATETATAT ........
and apply e02·. e02· (T) ~ Rand ea:a.(T A T) ~ A and the structure maps
agree.

John Rognes:

THE FIBER OF THE LINEARIZATION MAP A(*) ~ ]{(z)
(joint work with John Klein)

Waldhausen's algebraic K-theory of spaces satisfies A(*) ~ Q(SO) x
B 2P(*) when applied to a point. Here P(*) = hocolimNDIFF(DN+lreIDN)
is t~e stahle smooth pseudoisotopy space of a. point. A(.) can be viewed as

the algebraic K -theory of the ring up to homotopy represented hy the sphere
spectrum, with underlying space Q(SO). The linearization map to path com
ponents Q(SO) ~ z then induces a map on K-theory L : A(.) -+ K(71).

Theorem. Let p be an odd prime. After completion at p the homotopy
fiber F of the linearization map L : A(.) --+ K(z) has homotopy groups

F ~ { 7l/p if * = 2n with k(p - 1) :5 n < kp for some 1 :5 p < k,
1r• - 0 otherwise,

for * < 2p(p - 1) - 2.

This describes F in the initial range of degrees where the stahle homo
topy groups of spheres only consist of the image of the J-homomorphism.
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The proof is an application of the cyclotomic trace map from K -theory to
topological cyclic homology, and arecent theorem of Bjtt'rn Dundas.

Corollary. There are torsion classes of order p in

1r2n-2'P(.) ~ 1r'2n_2DIFF(DN+lrelDN)

fOT N ::> n, when k(p-l) < n < kp for some 1< k < p. These classes corne
from 1r2nA(.) and map to zero under linearization to 1r2nK(71) = K 2n(71).

Stephan Stolz:

A CONJECTURE CONCERNING POSITIVE RICCI CURVATURE

AND THE WITTEN GENUS

We discuss evidence for the following .:.._:

Conjecture. Let M be a 4k-dimensional spin manifold (smooth and
closed) with lt(M) = o. If M admits ametrie of positive Ricci curvature,
then the Witten genus tPw(M) vanishes.

Here Pt (M) is the first Pontrjagin class of M (which for spin manifolds is
canonically divisible by 2), and tPw(M) is a collection of cbaracteristic num
bers of M, including the ti-genus A(M). Tbe conjecture is true for complete
intersections, homogeneous spaces GIH for G compact, semi-simple, and
fiber bundles with fiber GIH (G as above) and structure group G. This
conjecture is analogous to the result of Lichnerowicz which says that the
A-genus of spin manifolds with positive scalar curvature vanishes: In fact,
the author hopes that applying Lichnerewicz' argument to a hypothetical
"Dirac" operator on tbe free Joop space of M might lead to a proof~of the
conjecture.

Peter Teichner:

NEW GOOD GROUPS FOR TOPOLOGICAL 4-MANIFOLDS

(joint work with Mike Freedman)

The classification of manifolds in dimension ~ 5 uses two main theorems,
the s-cobordism and the surgery theorems. They translate homotopy data
into actual homeomorpbism information.

In dimension 4, the basic tool in the proof of tbe above theorems (namely
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the Whitney trick) is apriori not available. In the smooth category this in
fact leads to the failure of both theorems hut the ohstructions can only be
constructed using Gauge-theory [Donaldson 81).

In the topological category, [Freedman 81] proved that the two theorems
do hold under certain restrietions on the fundamental group. ("Good groups"
are those for which the theorems hold). More preciselYt he showed that a11
elementary amenable groups are good.

Theorem. Groups of subexponential growth are good. [Freedman.-T. 94) e
It is known that an elementary amenable group has either polynomial or

exponential growth. Moreovert [Grigorchuk] constructed uncountably many
finitely generated groups of intermediate growth (Le. neither polynomial
nor exponential). Thereforet tbe ahove theorem constructs in fact new good
groups.

Reporting: ElmarVogt -(Berlin) .
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Knotentheorie
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The meeting has been organized by Joan Birman (New Vork) and Maxim Kontsevich (Berkt'
ley). Some of tbe subjects treated in tbe talks are following:

a) Vassilev invariants of knots and links

b) Finite type invariants of 3-manifolds

c) Groups of 3-manifolds

cl) Topological quantum fi.eId theory

e) Invariants of plane curves and Legendian knots

f) Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations and link invariants.

The interest of the audience showed up in lively discussions after the talks and in the evening:
after dinners. - --

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

P. CARTIER:

Infinitesimal deformations of categories
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The monodromy of Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations can be viewed as a way of makin
deformations of a tensor category. This method can be applied to produce deformations 0

representations of braid groups and a combinatorial description of the Vassiliev-Kontsevic
invariants of knots and links.

T. COCHRAN:

Stability of lower central series of compact 3-manifold groups

If G is a group, then its lower central series is defined by GI == G, Ga +1 == [~o] an
Ga = n Gß if Q is a limit ordinal. .1

ß<o
The length ofG is the least ordinal Q such that Ga =Ga +1 = GO +2 = .... Perfeet group

have length 1, abelian groups have length 2, non-abelian free groups and surface groups hav

length w (the first infinite ordinal Gw = nGn ). In fact, J. Levin only recently exhibited th
n=1

first example of a finitely presented group with length greater than w! His example was 0

length w + 1. We ask what lengths are possible for eompact 3-manifold groups. This seem
to be strongly related to the Parafree Conjecture and seems to have some relationship wit
4-dimensional topologieal surgery. In particular, the Parafree Conjecture, a long-standin
question of G. Baumslag, is equivalent to the statement that all groups of ribbon link exterior
have length w.

As our main results we show that, while Fuchsian groups and Seifert fibered 3-manifol
groups generally have length w, there do ezist closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds whose group
have extremely long length (at least 2w at present). It should be possible '(but we have not
clone it) to find a link exterior with these properties.

P. DELIGNE:

Vassiliev invariants for tangles in q -x [0,1], q is aRiemann surface

Let us co~sider tangles in Cx [0, 1], with n strands, ~ach g~ing from a point ~Si' O)~ x {O}
to(si,l) InC x {I}. Puts=(s", .. ,sn)EX=C \ {dIagonals}. ByArtln, .J

trl(X,S) = {colored braid group} Y T(X,s) ={set of such tangles, mod isotopy}.

Looking at Vassiliev invariants is akin to looking at the unipotent completion of trI. Mor
precisely, the vector space dual to that ofVassiliev invariants of order< n is akin to Q[1T'l]/In
I is the augmentation ideal. This quotient of the group algebra of trI is motivic - for instanc
earries a mixed Hodge structure. Philosophy:
(a) this "motivie" strueture formally extends to Vassiliev invariants
(b) exactness of the weight filtration explains why Vassiliev invariants of singular knots ca
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be "integrated" to Vassiliev invariants of knots
(c) C can be replaced by any non singular algebraic curve.

M. GOUSSAROV:

How to build &1 knotted graphs with the same invariants of degree ~ n

I will describe geometrie opera.tions preserving knotted graph invariants of degree ~ n. If a
knotted graph cannot be obtained from another one by these operations then there exists an
invariant of degree ~ n which takes different values on the graphs. In eases more complicated
than knots and string links, I include in the class of finite degree invariants partially defined
invariants like Milnor's invariants of links.

T. KOHNO:

Elliptic KZ system and associated invariants

We start with describing Vassiliev invariants for pure braids from de Rham homotopical
viewpoint. It is shown that Q-th cohomology of the bar complex of the logarithmic forms
on the configuration space is isomorphie to the space of Vassiliev invariants for pure braids.
using this teehnique, we show the converse to the statement due to Stanford that if '"Y E Pn

lies in the k-th stage of the lower eentral series, any order k Vassiliev invariant for '"Y - l' is
zero. In the seeond part, we study a generalization of the KZ equation, a system associated
with elliptie solution of the classieal Yang-Baxter equation. With the aid of a work due to
Etingof and others, we give an integral representation for a Vassiliev invariant for a link in
the torus times unit interval associated with a eertain weight system related to sI(n, C).

X.-S. LIN:

On Ohtsuki 's invariante of integral homology 3-spheres

An attempt ia made to eonceptualize the derivation as weIl as to facilitate the computation of
Ohtsuki 's rational invariants ~n of integralhomology 3-spheres extracted from Reshetikhin
Turaev. SU(2) quantum invariants. Many interesting consequences will follow from our
computation of ~2' One of them says that A2 is always an integer divisible by 3. It seems
interesting to compare this result with tbe fact shown by Murakami that Al is 6 times
the easson invariant. Other consequences inelude some general criteria for distinguishing
homology 3-spheres obtained from surgery on knots by using the Jones polynomial.
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W.LÜCK:

L2-torsion aod 3-manifolds

We introduce for a finite CW-complex whose L~-Betti numbers are all trivial and whose
Novikov-Shubin invariants are a.1l positive a positive real number called combinatorial L2_
torsion. It behaves like a "multiplicative Euler characteristic", namely, it behaves like an
Euler characteristic for push outs and fibrations of certain type and is a homotopy invariant.
Tools for the computations of L~-Betti numbers, Novikov-Shubin invariants and combina
torial L2-torsion are given. For example combinatorial L~-torsion can be computed for an
irreducible Haken 3-manifold from a presentation of the fundamental group without using
further topological information. Examples are knot complements. There is the ~ctun:;

that the difference of combinatorial L2-torsion and analytic. L2-torsion for comp"mani
folds is In(2)/2 . X(oM) which has been recently verified in the closed case. This implies for
a prime Haken 3-manifold whos~ boundary ia empty or a disjoint union of incompressibl
tori that the combinatorial L2-torsion ia up to a multiplicative non-zero constant Gromov's
simplicial volume and up to a non-zero multiplicative constant the surn of the volumes of the
hyperbolic pieces in the Jac<rShalen-Johannson-Tburston splitting by incompressible tori.

G. MASBAUM:

A simple proof of integrability of quantum invariants at roots of unity of prime order

In his recent work relating quantum invariants to the easson invariant, H. Murakami has
used the fact that the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariants of homology 3-spheres at roots of
unity of prime order are algebraic integers. Unfortunately, his proofof this fact is by a very
complicated computation. In this talk, I want to present a simple skein-theoretical argument
found in joint work with Justin Roberts (Berkeley). It shows rather easily that the Turaev
Viro invariant is integral; the same result for the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant follows as a
consequence. Dur argument also works for manifolds wich aren't homology spheres, aB weIl
as for the extension of the invariant for manifold-link pairs. .

M. POLYAK:

Inv~iants of plane curves and Legendrian knots

Recently V.Arnold introduced in axiomatic form three basic invariants J+, J- and St 0

plane curves and generalized later tbe invariants J% to tbe case of fronts of Legendrian knot
(i.e. roughly speaking, to cooriented curves with cusps).

We present an elementary combinatorial formulas for the invariants J±, St in terms of
Gauss diagram of a curve. Similar fonnulas for the invariants J± of Legendrian fronts ar
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provided and an invariant 8t' of Legendrian fronts extending the invariant St of plane curves
is introduced.

A relation of Vassiliev knot invariants to plane curve invariants of finite degrees is dis-
cussed.

L. ROZANSKY: .

Derivative of the Jones polynomial and finite type invariants of rational homology spheres

We derive a fonnula for the colored Jones polynomial of a link in the limit of large K. ThC'
Jones polynomial is presented as an itegral over the product of coadjoint orbits corresponding
to the representations attached to the link components. The integrand is a product of an
exponential whose exponent is proportional to K and a preexponential factor which is a
series in K-l. This presentation allows us to define an infinite seque_n~ of (perturbative)
invariants of rational homology apheres by formally substituting integrals instead of sums in
the Reshetikhin-Tura.ev surgery formula and calculating these integrals'- by stationary phase
approximation. The invariants can be expressed in terms of derivatives of the colored Jones
polynomial of a link on which the surgery is performed. .

The integral formula for the Jones polynomial implies certain bounds on the powers 01'
calors coming with particular powers of K- 1 in the expansion of teh Jones polynomial 01'
algebraically split links. By using the bounds we prove that perturbative invariants are 01'
finite type with respect to the definitions given by T. Ohtsuki and S. Garoufalidis. We relate
the weights of these invariants to closed trivalent graphs with edges corresponding to link
components and vertices corresponding to the tripie Milnor linking numbers.

We also use the bounds on the expansion of the Jones polynomial in order to provide a
simple rederivation of the results of H. Murakami and T. Ohtsuki about the properties of
the Reshetikhin-Tura.ev invariants of rational homology spheres at prime. values of K. We
derive an explicit surgery formula for Ohtsuki's invariants and show that it coincides with
our formula for perturbative invariants. Thus we establish a direct relation between both
types of invariants.

T. STANFORD:

Milnor invariants of singular knots

Milnor's J.l invariants may be defined for singular knots with much less indeterminacy than
in the case of links. I arn investigating the possibility that some of these p, invariants of
singular knots descend to Vassiliev invariants of (non singular) knots. The easy case is the
order 2 invariant (of knots). There is olso an order 4 invariant, and probably more. The hope
is that invariants can be obtained which are not in the Alexander polynomial, providing a.
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connection between quantum / Vassiliev invariants and the topology of the complement of
a singular knot.

V. TURAEV:

A Shadow viewpoint on Vassiliev invariants

Theorem. All Vassiliev invariants 0/ knots in 83 canonically extend to shadows on 8 2 .

The proof uses the Hopf fibration 83 -+ 82 and Goussarov theorem about Yassiliev
invariants. The result allows to relate the second order Vassiliev invariant of k_ with-
Arnold's strangeness of loops in R2. •

A.VAINTROB:

Aigebraic srtuctures related to Vassiliev invariants

We show that the theory of Vassiliev invariante of links is intrinsically- related with various
algebraic structures of Lie type, such a.s Lie superalgebras, Yang-Baxter Lie algel;>ras or
Leibniz algebras.

These structures can be used to produce new invariants or to explain relations between old
oDes. Lie superalgebras, in particular, explain coinsidence of weight systems corresponding to
Lie algebras of series 0 and 8p and the supersymetry of the Alexander-Conway polynomial.

O. VIRO:

Finite degree invariants of algebraic curves

Real algebraic curves in plane and 3-space have invariants similar to Vassiliev invariants of
knots and Arnold's invariants of immersions 8 1 -t R2. _)

I mean to discuss these invariants and their relations with their topological counllP'parts.

P. VOGEL:

Semi-simple Lie superalgebras &Te insufficient

There exists a graded Z-algebra A acting in a natural way on many modules of 3-valent
diagrams. Every simple Lie superalgebra with a non-trivial invariant bilinear form induces
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a character on A. Classical and exceptional Lie algebras and the Lie superalgebra D(2, 1,0)
produce eight distinct characters on A and eight distinct families of weight systems on chord
diagrams. As a consequence we prove tbat weight functions coming from semisimple Lie
superalgebras do not detect every element in tbe module A of chord diagrams.

S.-W. YANG:

Kontsevich integral and higher degree Vassiliev invariants

Could you believe that the finite type Vassiliev invariant theory is a cohomology tbeory on
a complicated space i.e. Vassiliev complex Vn , n = 1,2, ... (thus, the higher degree theory
exists automatically), and the generalized (higher degree) Kontsevich integral is just a special
de Rham theory on the terrible non-manifold space (Vassiliev complex). The Arnold relation
of closed I-forms on the configuration space of complex plane makes everything work weIL A
reduction property in the homology theory of Vn is established to prove the finite integration
of higher degree Kontsevich integral. This reduction is a generalization of "isolated chord
axiom" in the algebra of chord diagram.

Main porposes of my talk:
(1) Construct the principal part Pn of Vassiliev complex Vn (Pn is a 2n-dimensional manifold)
and give a cell decomposition of Pn • The cells correspond to diagrams..
(2) Describe the reduction theorems and chain complexes V(n) associated with Vn •

(3) For each knot K, there is a cannonical special 2n-form w(K) on Pn (with some loeal
coefficients). When the knots K n deform on a parameter space U, we get a 2n-forrn on
Pn X U. By slant operation, we have the Kontsevich integral.

Berichterstatter: S.V.Chmutov
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Tagungsbericht 38/95

"Geometrie and Logieal Aspeets of Descent
Theory"

17.-23. 09. 1995

An der Tagung über Deszenttheorie, die unter der Leitung von G. Janelidze (Tbilisi),
I. Moerdijk (Utrecht) und W. Tholen (Toronto) stand, nahmen 23 Mathematikerin
nen und Mathematiker aus Australien, Belgien, Dänemark, Deutschland, Frankreich,
Georgien, Großbritannien, Italien, Kanada, Niederlande, Pole~Portu"gal, Südafrika,
Ungarn und U.S.A. teil. Ziel der Tagung war es, die Anwendbarkeit von Deszent
techniken in verschiedenen Gebieten der Mathematik anfuzeigen und die besonders
von Grothendieck entwickelte Theorie weiter voranzutreiben. Im Mittelpunkt des
Tagungsprogramms standen zwei dreistündige Vortragsreihen von R. Street über
Höhere Deszenj,strrrkturen und von M. Makkai über Beziehungen zwischen Deszent
und Definierbarkeit und Dualität in der Logik. Das Programm enthielt 9 weitere
einstün9.jge Übersichtsvorträge und 8 kürzere Spezialvorträge, die sich u.a. mit
V~r:hindungenzwischen Deszenttheorie und Kategorientheorie, Topostheorie, Logik,
Kohomologietheorie, Topologie, Differentialgeometrie sowie Funktionalanalysis
befaßten. Darüberhinaus gab ein offener Diskussionsabend hinreichend Gelegenheit,
sich über zukunftsweisende Perspektiven der Deszenttheorie auszutauschen.
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Vortragsauszüge

M. HARR and M.C. PEDICCHIO

T opop is a Qausi-variety

We show that the opposite of the category of topological spaces is a quasi-variety,
that is a subobject and product closed subcategory of a varietal one. .

To prove the result, we apply tbe characterization theorem presenting quasi-varieties
as regular categories with projective, regular generator with coequalizers of equiva
lence relations and with a regular projective, regular generator with copowers.

Then, the fact that the three points space 3 = {O, 1, 2} with {1,2} as the only non
trivial open subset is a regular injective in Top, will suffice to get the result.

We also identify the varietal category corresponding to Topop (it is the eategory of
grids), as weIl as the Horn clause that determines Topop as subcategory.

J. BENABOU

Distributions and 2-descent

A distribution on a category I is a lax-functor TOP ~ Vist, where Vist is the bicat
egory of distributors. With the appropriate arrows and 2-cells, these distributions
define a 2-category V(I). Every category A over I determines a canonical distri
bution on I denoted by ~~ and this correspondence extends to a lqcally full and
faithful 2-functor 1t :CatfI -+ V(I), which has a left 2-adjoint Ir :V(Ir -+ CatfT
defined by a glueing construction generalizing Grothendieck's construction which
associates to each normalized lax-funetor IOP -+ Cat a prefibration.

As a category Ir d is the lax limit of d, but it is equipped with a canonical functor
with codomain I. This process of derivation-integration is very useful. It permits to _,
analyse complicated properties of a category over I in terms of simpler properties
of the derivation ~~. The glueing process associated with Ir has a geometri~ inter-
pretation of the following Van-/{ampen type namely. Every diagram of categories
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where F is an isomorphism of A with a sieve of X and G an isomorphism of A with
a cosieve of B, which is a pushout, is also a pullback. Moreover, F' is a sieve of B,
G' a cosieve of Band B is determined by the composition of distributors associated
with the sieve F and the cosieve G. Such a composition corresponds to the glueing
along A of mapping cylinders of the previous distributors.

Categories over 8 correspond to descent data of tbe following type. Three categories
X', Y', Z with X' over X, Y' over Y coinciding with A and a funetor X' Ux'ny' Y' -+

z.
.~f

One can define change 0/ variables which corresponds to pullbacks, i.e., fo~ eaeh
functor I' ~ I, we have a 2-functor <p* : V(I) ~ V(I') such that II' : <p*d = ~* Ir d.

F. BORCEUX

Descent Theory for Ultrametric Banach Modules

Banach algebras and Baoach modules are defined over a field [(, provided with an
ultran1etric norm and spherically complete for that norm. Thespherical complete
ness, stronger than usual completeness, is the fact that given balls

with (Cn)nEN strictly decreasing, the intersection is nonempty. The spherical com
pleteness of !( is equivalent to the validity of the Hahn-Baoach theorem for Baoach
spaccs over 1\".

If .r : R ~ S is a morphism of 8anach algebras, we consider the corresponding
category Des(f) of descent data and the. comparison functor r : ModR -+ Des(f)
applying A4 on M ®n S. We prove that r is fuH and faithful precisely when f is a
weak retract, meaning that the corresponding jl : SI -+ R' is an actual retraction.
Für r beiog an equivalence, that is, for f being an effective descent morphism, we
give two possible additional sufficient conditions: it suffices for j to be an actual
retract, hut it suffices also for S to be itself a weak retract ofsome space lt(I,k)
with I a set. .
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H.. BROWN

Towards Holonomy in Dimension 2

J. Pradines in 1966 announced a construction of a Lie groupoid from a locally Lie
groupoid called by hirn "un morceau de groupoide differentiables". The full details
of the construction, based on conversations of R.B. with Pradines, were published in
1992 (Top. Appl.) by Aof and Brown (developed from Aof's thesis). The separate
construction of a locally Lie groupoid from a formation on a paracompact manifold,
is to be published in C.T.G.D.C..by Brown and Mucuk. (Generally, according to
Pradines, locally Lie groupoids arise from the Lie algebroids.)

The construction of the Lie groupoid from a locally Lie groupoid (the holonomy
groupoid 0/ the locally Lie groupoid) is based on Ehresmann 's locally coadmissible
sections.

A 2-dimonsional version was indicated (part of the thesis of I. Ic;en) combining
Whitehead's theory of automorphisms of crossed modules and Ehresrnann's sections,
in terms of locally coadmissible homotopies, and the relation of crossed modules to
double groupoids.

A. CARBONI

Introduction to Extensive Categories

A. Dress, in mirneographed notes of Bielefeld University around 1970 on group
representations, observed that many calculations in the category of representations
in Sets, only depend on a a simple property that the category E of representation
has, namely that the coproducts in E have the following property: in a diagram

U-T-V

1 I I
X-y-Z

when the bot tom row is a coproduct diagram, then the top row i5 a coproduct
diagram if and only if the two squares are pullbacks. A. Dress also observed that
the above property could be taken as an axiom on a category with coproducts.
The axiom has an equivalent formulation, asking that for each pair of objects, the
canonical functor
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E/(X +Y) -+ E(X) +E(Y)

is an equivalence. In recent times, F. W. Lawvere and S. H. Schauuel rediscovered
this property, named it extensivity and proposed it as a basis for what they call
objective number theory (SLN 1488). Any kind of limits an extensive E can have,
behaves weIl with respect to sums. Other recent development of the subject induced
applicatins to computer science (R. F. C. Walters). Noting that one main example of
an extensive category with finite limits (lextensive category) is the dual category of
commutative rings, and that the full subcategory of decidable objects is the category
of separable rings, A. Carboni and J. Janelidze gave a quite general theory Galois
Theory in lextensive categories.

J. DUSKIN

Tripies and Descent

Let & be a base category and F ~ E a fibration over E (viewed as a pseudo-ftinctor
on E). For any truncated simplicial object in E,

one has canonically defined the category Des(X.;:F) of (lax)l-descent data over
.t., whose objects are pairs (x,O), x E ob(Fxo)' 0 = di(x) ~ d~(x) for which the
callonical triangle

lfido(%)

.,/
d~ d~(%)

/

d~d~(.%)

"\61

död~(z)

DO(r)_didl(r}~didO(r)_D2(z)
d~(9)

(where Di designates thc coromon val ue of the inverse image (didj )* = (dj-l dj )*
and the isomorphisms are provided by a chosen cleavage of the fibration and their
inverses) is commutative as defined in the usual fashion. We wish to consider what
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simplifications are possible in this context if we assurne that :F is a bi-fibration
which satisfies the Beck-Chevalley condition which requires that the inverse image
functors f* : :Fy ~ :FX have left-adjoints f! : :Fx ~ :Fy for which the natural
transformation 0' : (px )!py ===:} x*y! given canonically by the adjunction co-units,
units and c1eavage isomorphisms associated to any commutative square in [

Py (px)!

Fy--_Fp_Fx

Fy_FZ--_TX

!I! .r-

degenerate

oxo~_. XI _djXO

id~ ~id
Xo

is an isomorphism whenever the square is cartesian.

In this investigation, it is extrordinarily useful (a~d remarkable!) to observe that
the arrows associated with any simplicial object in E may be naturally displayed as
a barycentric subdivision 0/ the n-simplex as in the diagrams,

r:~
j:o~T~:l~

o ..ta XI 4\0 2
d l do

in which the squares and arrows which occur are numbered by jace-opposite anel are
all commutative.

Proposition 1: 10 : X. is a category object in & (wi th objects }(o, arrows 4\'1,
source dl : ..1[1 ~ 4l{o, target da : .X'I ~ X O, indentity assignment So : Xo ~ .1;1, and
composition d l : X 2 ~ Xl) if and only if the square VI above, and the squa.re
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in the barycentric 3-simplex are cartesian (X2 then becomes thc object of cOlnposable
pairs aod ~\3 then that of composable triplets. d1 : }[2 ~ "'\1 gives the composition
which the simplicial identities then force to be associative).

2°: ~\. is a g1'oupoid object in E if and only if, in addition, V o and V 2 are cartesian
as weil (then everything is cartesian).

3°; Ir we have an augmentation, X o ~ X_tl then

is the (gpd)equivalence relation associated with the augmentation if and only'--if', in
addition, A is cartesian. ....

Proposition 2: 1° If X. is a category object and F a Beck-Chevalley fibration
and we define T = (do)!(d.)· : Fxo ~ Fxo' then the co-units of the adjoint pairs
associated with d1 : X 2 --+ Xl and So : X o -+ Xl define natural transformations
It : ToT ~ T and z : id:Fo => T which give T the struture of a tri pie (monad) on
;:xo '

2° Ir :F is an essential bi-fibration as weil, so that the functors Fy. L F x have right
adjoints as weil (direct images) f* : Tx --+ Ty : f! -1 f* -i f., then T· = (do).di :
:Fxo --+ F xo is a cotriple T -I T*, right adjoint to T.

:3° : If .\P. is, Illoreover, augmented and the square A is eartesian, the tripie T =
(do)!d; is isomorphie to the tri pie defined by the adjoint pair (do)*(do)! = A . .. ,

No\\' let. 0 : dj(.r) --+ d~(x). The adjunctions f! -i f* -I f* define bijective pairings

TCr.) = (do)!di(x) ~ x

() : di (x) -+ d~

x ~ (d.).dü(x) = T*(x)

Theorem: () is adescent datum <==> iJ is an Eilenberg-Moore algebra for the
tripie T <==> iJ is a co-algebra for the cotriple T*, and we have equivalences of the
corresponding categories:

E-MAlg(T) ~ Ves(.\'.,F) ~ CoAlg(T*).
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Corollary (Benabou-Roubaud-Beck): Ir A is cartesian, so that .\'. is the uC'rve 0/
the cOliering defined by the augmentation do : ..Yo -t ~X'-I, then da is a morphism of
effective descent if and only if d~ : FX_ 1 -t Fxo is tripleable.

Note: The detailed proofs of these theorems are somewhat technical and are most
easily done by a yoga which transports the category of spans of &functorically ioto
C:AT:

They are presently part of a thesis project of my student M. Alsani.

Remark: Time did not permit details of my annoucement of arecent result (unrelated
to the above) which describes the identijication of the category objects in associative
unitary k-algebras which are braided when viewed as tensor categories with crossed
k-algebras M ~ A o supplied with a Poisson bracket: {-, -} : Ao® Ao -t M which
is abiderivation, i.e., a derivation in each variable separately. Details of this are
available as a preprint.

G. JANELIDZE

Comments on Descent

A. Grothendieck's Descent Theory can be considered from various eategorical view
points - which depends on the definition of the category Des(p) of descent data for
a nlorphism p : E -t E in a category C. In particular in the ~inlplest case of so
called Global Descent, it can be defined a.s: (i) a 2-categorieal equalizer of

(ii) the category of algebras over the monad on C1E corresponding to the pullback

funetor (C! B) ~ (C1E); (iii) the category of internal actions of the equivalence
relation

(ExBE) E

8
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corresponding to p. In each case there is a naturally defined comparison functor
!\'P : (C ! B) -+ Des(p), and p is said to be adescent morphism (an effective
descent morphism) if KP is full and faithful (resp. category equivalence). The list
of situations where descent morphisms and effective descent morphisms are known
(usually they are just regular epimorphisms) is discussed. Among of categories in
which we do not know necessary and sufficient conditions on p for being an effective
descent morphism are (a) categories dual to varieties of algebras, (b) quasivarieties
of universal algebras, (c) various geometrie categories, in particular Localesop and
Topoi.

A. JOYAL

Cohomologie non-abelienne et Homotopie des faiscaux 11

This is a second note on the subject. The first can be found in the procceding~~ofan
Oberwolfach meeting 1974 (Category Theory). Here we descrihe a. result obtained
in 1984 hut unpublished.

for any Grothendieck topos E, there is a Quillen model structure on E6 ° the category
of a simplicial sheaves:

(1) the fibrations are the monomorphisms;

(2) the weak equivalences are the maps f : ..X ~ Y inducing an isomorphism
on the loeal homotopy groups 1rn(..\') -4 fo1rn(Y), where 1rn(X) are group objects
in [/.}{o and 1rn (}") are group objects in &jYo (n 2:: 1), aod also a bijection on
1l'u(.\') -+ 1ro(}o');

(:1) t,he fibrations are the maps having the right lifting property with respect to the
tri vial cofi brations.

For any X E [6° , let ..\ -+ X be a weak equivalence ioto a fibrant object X. Given
a group G E f., the cohomology groups Hn(E, G) (n ~ 1) can be obtained as folIows.
If !\'(G, n) denotes any simplicial Eilenberg-MacLane space in [AO, then

where r denotes the global sections.

Similar model structures can be defined on Cat(E),. the category of internal cate
gories of E (joint work with M. Tinerney):

(l) the cofibrations f : A -+ l3 are the functors injective on objects;
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(2) the weak equivalences are the full and faithful functors, essentiailly surjective;

(3) the fihrations are defined as above.

An internal category is a (strong) stack if the map A -+ 1 is fibrant. For any

category A, let A ~ Ä a trivial cofibration, taking its values in a (strong) stack (we
call it the stack completion of A). If G is a group, then G is a gerbe and we have

Similar model structures can be defined on higher dimensional categories. They lead
naturally to the concepts of higher dimensional stacks and of higher dimenisional
stack completions. Higher dimensional cohomology groups can be obtained as the
connected components of global sections:

where K:( 'Ir, 2) is the 2-dimensional groupoid having 1r in dimension 2.

G. JANELIDZE and M. KELLY

The Reflectiveness of Covering Maps in Galois-theory

A fairly general formulation of Galois theory begins with a category C, a full reflective
catego1'Y X whose inclusion H : X -+ C has the left adjoint I : e -+ X and a dass
e of maps in C which contains the identities, is dosed under composition, and is
stable by pullback. Writing C!B for the full subcatego1'Y of elB given by the maps
in e, we impose the axiom that land H p1'ovide for each B E C an injection
I B -1 HB : X ! I B -+ C 1B, with each HB in fact fully faithful; where a Inap
f : C -+ B in C ! B is called trivial if it lies in the image of H B . Further, a
map / : C -+ B is said to be split by an effective descent map p : E -+ B if
the pullback p. (/) of f along p is trivial; and such maps fornl a full subcategory _
S'pl(E,p) of C1B. Finally, the map f : C -+ B is said to be covering if it is split _
by some effective descent nlap p : E -+ B; the coverings of B form another full
subcategory Covß = USpl(E,p) of C1B, which in certain given cases is itself of
the form Spl(E', p'). The results of Galois theory is the equivalence of categories
Spl( E, p) ~ X G , where the Ga/ois pregroupoind G is calculated as the image unde..
I of the equivalence relation constituted by the kernel of p.

The question arises whether Covß, 01' the various Spl(E, p), are reflective sllbcate
go1'ies of Cl B. While we have no universal answer to this, we have three different
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sufficient conditions which cover between them very many important examples; and
the talk was an exposition of them.

A.KOCK

Smooth Etendues Which Classify Differential Geometrie Strueture

The category of smooth etendues (as essentially defined in SGA 4) contains the cate
gory of smooth manifolds. Many notions of differential geometry can be extended to
smooth etendues; the talk given discussed particular aspects of this. In particular,
for any mani{old M, and for certain etendues Brn

, and B(r1
[X2 Fr('R)), we have

Theorem (Kock+Moerdijk): There is a bijective corresponding between

submersions M -+ Brn

foliations of codimension n on M

(and a similar result about M --+ B(r1 M Fr('R.)) and non-singular integrable
i-forms w on M).

Note that Brn
, unlike the classifying space of the topological (Haefliger-) groupoid

r n
, carries a smooth structure, making nokons like 'submersion' and 'differential

form' meaningful. In particular, B(f1 .M Fr('R.)) carries a universal (generic) inte
grable I-form. Same 2-dimensional (in the sense of category theory) aspects of the
category of smooth etendues were also discussed.

M. MAKKAI

Connections of Deseent to Definability (and Duality) in Logic

In aseries of three lectures, I gave an outline of the proof of the Descent Theorem
for Boolean Pretoposes. This says that the canonical factorization

I
S T

~~
Des(I)
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of a map of (smalI) Boolean pretoposes, I : S ~ T, where Des(I) is the Boolean
pretopos of descent data over I (or, the descent equalizer of the deseent eokernel
complex of I), eoineides with the quotient/eonservative factorization. This theorem
was orginally proved in a paper of mine, in the Memoirs of the American Mathemat
ieal Society in 1993, in a somewhat complicated manner. Recently, David Ballard
(unpublished) discovered a short-cut in the praof; the proaf presented in the lectures
incorporated Ballard 's arguments.

I. MOERDIJK

Sheaves on Boolean Pretoposes

A morphism f : T -+ E of toposes is 01 eJJective descent if f* induees an equivalenee
between E and the category of objects Y E T equipped with descent data 0 :
1r;(Y) ~ '1ri(Y) in T XE T. For example, open maps and proper maps are of effective
descent. We will prove that any faithful morphism of Boolean pretoposes F : A ~ B
induces an effective descent map f : Sh(B) ~ Sh(A) of the corresponding topases
of sheaves. In the course of the proof, we exhibit a dass of morphisms which are
of effective descent, hut are neither open nor proper. This work is related to the
general prohlenl of describing all the effective deseent morphisms between toposes,
as weIl as to Makkai 's work on definablity in first order logic.

C.J. MULVEY

A Constructive Proof of the Hahn-Banach Theorem

In this talk (on joint work with J.J.C. Vermeulen), I shall outline a constructive proof
of the Hahn-Banach theorem, extending to the constructive eontext that established
geometrieally by Mulvey and Pelletier (Advances in Math., 1991) which asserts that
for any subspace A of a seminormed spaee B, the eanonieal map

FnB ~ FnA

fronl the loeale of functionals of norm ~ 1 on the seminormed space B to that of
the subspace A is surjective. The work depends on the work of Vermeulen on the
stability of proper surjections of loeales, specifically that a projective limit of proper
surjections is a proper surjeetion. The proof consists of three parts: the construction
of the loeale FnB of a serninormed space, yielding a compaet, completely regular
loeale; the observation that any extension A ~ B of seminormed spaces is the

12
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filtered eolimit of a diagram of finitely free extensions A -+ A < b), b2 , ••• , bn > of A
determined by finite families b.,~, ... , bn E B of elements of B (and the eonsequenee
that FnB -+ FnA is the filtered limit of maps FnA < bl, ... , bn >~ FnA); and
finaJly, the inductive step that states that for any bEB, the map FnA < b > -+ FnA
determined by the free extension A -+ A < b > is a proper surjeetion of loeales;
The last part is proved directly by a localic analogue of the inductive step of the
elassical Hahn-Banach theorem, depending on the fact that the localic counterpart
of the existence of a canonical simple element extension may easily be established.
In eonsequence, the map FnA <' b), ... , bn >-+ FnA is a proper .surjection, from
which, applying filtered limits, it follows that FnB -+ FnA is a proper surjection,
yielding the Hahn-Banach theorem.

D. PAVLOVIC

Be vs DE (and DE w/o Be!)
.:.....

.. ":f--"~.

1. Interpreted logically,.the Beck-Chevalley (Be) condition over a square

1

y"'Z
J Q U

~,1
V

says that Q is a quasipullback: J·s! ~ g,t· means that (1) Q commutes and (2) Q
is quasipullback: (3x.w == f(x) 1\ t(x) == y) :::=;. (f(w) == s(y)

Theorem: A regular fibration P : P -+ S is function comprehensive (i.e., for every
top E P(A x B), such that r.p I- 'P. E P(B x A), there is unique f E ep(A, B), with
top(x,y) ~ (f(x) == y)) if and only if

(1) I- f(~l) == g(x) ~ f = 9 and

(2) the BC-condition is satisfied only over quasipullbacks.

2. The Benabou-Roubaud-Beck theorem can be extended to arbitrary fibrations,
i.e. the effective descent (DE) can be characterized in terms of triplealibity even
without the BC-condition.

Theorem: Let E : [ -+ 8 be arbitrary fibration; B has pullbacks. Then f E
8(A, B) is of effective descent if and only if f* : [lEB ~ EIEA reflects

• isomorphisms and
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• the coequalizers of ö~-contractible (reflexive) pairs of cartesian arrows over
ker(f) = (6o,6d·

T. PLEWE

Triquotiency and Effective Descent

Triquotient maps are a natural common generalization of open surjections and of
proper surjections (they also include all retractions). Triquotient maps are effective ..
for descent in the category Top of top spaces and Loc of loeales. After sketehing a •
proof of this, I will gjve an example of a map of separable metrizable spaces whieh
is effective for descent in Top, hut is neither triquotient nor effeetive for descent in
Loc.

M. SOBRAL

Descent Criteria

We deal with deseent for subflbrations t"(X) of the basie fihration CjX for a category
C with püllbacks and classes t" of C-morphisms stahle under pullhack. We recall
sorne facts about descent (effective descent) and present their E-versions for classes
t" satisfying suitahle conditions. These relative versions playa role in c1assifying
effective [-descent morphisms when t" is the dass of local homeomorphisms as weIl
as in relating their class with the oue of effective descent morphisms.

R. STREET

Higher Descent Structures (3 talks)

Higher descent, non-abelian cohomology, and higher-order category theory are facets
of a single subjeet which might be ealled post-modern algebra. Cohomology theory
involves space (whieh we take to be a functor R : 6,0P ~ E; that is, a sirnplicialobject
in some category &) and a coefficient object (which we take to be a weak n-category
A in E). From this we obtain a cosimplicial weak n·category t"(R, A). We wish
to define a weak n-category 1i{R, A), called the cohomology 0/ R with coefficients
in A. More generally, we shall define the deseent weak n-category DescX of any
eosimplicial weak n-eategory X. Then we shall put
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1i(R, A) = DescE(R, A).

Our approach to this is via parity complexes C, which are combinatorial analogues
of chain complexes, closed under formation of product - x and join -., and allowing
the construction of a free n-categories O(C) for each such C. Examples of parity
complexes are globs, simplexes and cubes.

/ ......... /' ..........

( \
1~1s>1;<1

.......... /'. u =:> U • Jse> ~

" ) / ...........

e .......... /' ......... /'

3-glob 3(; 3-.irnplez l e(n+l) 3-cube Ixn

The nerve N( A) of an w-category (meaning n-category for some n) A is the simplicial
set N(A)n = w-Cat(O(le(n+l»), A).

Let Vi denote the monoidal category w - Cat with cartesian product as tensor
product. The full subcategory Q of w-Cat, consisting of the free w-categories
O(Ixn) on the cubes, is dense. There is a monoidal structure on Q given by
o(]xm)@o(]xn) = o(]x(m+n»). This extends to a biclosed monoidal structure
on w-Cat; write lt2 for w-Cat with this tensor product. For a wide class of parity
complexes C, D, we have the precise definition

DescX = w-Cat~(O(nG x l··),X),

where the w-category structure is induced from the co-w-category structur~.:on
O(nG').

It seems that Q is also dense in V2-Cat so that the monoidal structure on Q can
be extended to \!2-Cat; let V3 = V2-Cat wi th this monoidal structure. And so on,
obtaining biclosed monoidal categories Vn for all n > o. Define an n-jile to be an
n-dimensional object of Vn in which certain structural cells are equivalences. For
example, i-file = category, 2-file = 2-category, 3-file = Gray-category (in the sense
of Gordan-Power-Street, Memoirs AMS appearing around now). Weak n-categories
have only been precisely defined for n ::; 4 (n = 4 recently done by Trimble-Verity).
I conjecture that every weak n-category is n-equivalent to an n-file (n = :] is the
main theorem of the Memoir article). I also conjecture that n-files in which all cells
(> 0) are invertible provide homotopy types.

There concepts were applied to obtain results about Brauer groups, Giraud 's H 2 and
the pursuit of stacks, and fusion operators and cocycloids in quantum mechanics.
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J. VERMEULEN

Lax Proper Descent

A map of loeales Y .L Xis: (i) lax proper if f.: 0 X -+ 0 X preserves directed joins
and (ii) proper if moreover f is elosed. We have the following: f is lax proper if and
only if in eaeh comma square of the form

k
L-Y

91 ~ 11
z-x

h

9 is proper; moreover, then h·f. = g.k·. It follows that lax proper maps are
preserved under pullback along fibrations and that lax proper surjections are lax
regular epi (coinserters) in the category of loeales. For coherent loeales and maps, the
localic BCC for (1) extends to sheaves; this is a special case of the descent theorem
for pretoposes, obtained by M. Zawadowski using model-theoretic arguments. There
is a formal (constructive, topos-theoretic) proof of the latter, adapting the proof of
the localic result above, using the formal properties of strongly proper maps of
toposes (as developed by Moderdijk-Vermeulen).

M. ZAWADOWSKI

Lax Descent Theorems in Finitary Logical Doctrines

In nlY talk, I have described lax descent and effective deseent morphisms in 2
categories of Pretoposes, Exact Catego.ries, Lextensive eategories and categories with
finite limits. In latter two cases, I have given a specific description of the descent
eategory in the style of J. Beck characterization of the category of Eilenberg-Moore
algebras for a monad.

Berichterstatter: Walter Tholen
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Tagungsbericht 39/1995

"FuDction Spaces"

17.-23.09.1995

The international conference on "Function Spaces" was held from Septenlber 17 to
September 23, 1995 in Oberwolfach. The organizing committee consisted of A. Frölicher
(Geneve), H. Herrlich (Bremen) and G. Preuß (Berlin). The meeting was opened by
G. Preuß who welcomed 23 participants from 10 countries and proposed oue minute of
silence for the late colleagues V. Koutnik (Czech Republic) and K. Morita (Japan).
Sinlultaneously, a conference on category theory took place in Oberwolfach. On account
of this reasoIl there was ample time for fruitful discussions between and after the
presented lectures. The special flavour of this n1eeting resulted from the fact that
scientists working in ITlany different areas of function spaces came together. Thus,
e.g. pure topologists joined workers in the field of applications in analysis.

Thc talks and discussions dealt nlainly with the theory of function spaces in the fol
lowing contexts:

Axionlatic Set Theory (Herrlich)

(ieneral Topology:
(a) topological spaccs (Hllsek, Schröder)
(b) generalizcd topological spaces [pretopological spaces; convergence
spaces; and convergence approach spaces] (Lowen-Colebunders, Richter;
C;iulit- Vainio; Kent) .

.:.fc) sequential span~s (Fric)
(cl) proximity spaces (Bentley)
(e) semiuniforrn convergence spaces (Preuß)

Category Theory (Gähler, Nguyen, Porst, Strecker)

Appl ication~:
(a) logic (Kleisli)
(h) topological algebra (Fric)
(c) analysis (Adanl, Frölichcr, Kriegl)
(cl) duality thcories (Erne)



Besides other ones thc following results are ve~y ren1arkable:

1. H. Herrlich has shöwn earlier that in ZF set theory compactlless splits into
various forms (A-, B-, C-, and D-compactness) that behave quite differelltly.
Here he demonstrated the surprising faet that the Ascoli rrheorem holds in Z F
(a) for A-compactness (same for B-eompactness resp. C-compac.tness) iff t.he.
Boolean prime ideal theorem holds,

(b) for D-compactness iff the axiom of choice holds.

2. M. Husek (jointly with S. Watson) solved Herrlieh's 1991-probleln whether lne
trizable spaces are almost coreflective in Top in the following surprising way: the _J
answer is 'no'; however it is 'yes' provided Top is replaced by the category of
To-spaces. [Equivalently (in the terminologyra- function spaces): a topological
spaee X is a To-space if and only if the function spaee fUBetor C (-, }[) frollI
the eategory of metrizable spaces to Top is a weak retract of the function spac.e
functor C( -, Mx) for same metrizable topological space Mx.]

3. E. Lowen-Colebunders has demonstrated earlier that (a) in the categroy Pr Top
of pretopologieal spaces the exponential objects are precisely the finitely gen
erated ones. Here she demonstrated that, moreover, (b) the finitely generated
spaccs form the largest cartesian closed coreßective subcategory of Pr Top - a
result that contrasts sharply with the situation in Top (though smaller than
Pr Top, Top has larger cartesian closed coreflective subeategories than the Ol1P.

consistin~ finitely generated topological spaces). Using different met.hods,
G. Richter den10nstrated that (e) the result (a) above extends to To-, T1--, an<!
T2-pretopological spaces.

4. H.L. Bentley (jointly with M. Husek) presented a Stone-Weierstraß theorenl in
the setting of proximity spaces.

5. G. Preuß introduced earlier seluiunifonn convergence spaces (s. u.c.sp.) as a COIl

venient setting for studying topological problems. Here he dcrnonstrated that thc
locally c~mpact s.u.c.sp. form a cartesian closed coreflective subcategory of thp.
category SV Conv of s.u.c.sp. whose exponential objects can be easily described . .a
Furthermore, thc concepts "locally compact" and "compactly gCllerated" coin- ~
eide in eontrast to the situation in Top. Note that the Hausdorffaxiolll is
not needed whereas in Top the (compact Hausdorff)-generated spaces fornl a
cartesian closed subcategory hut the (compact )-generated spaces do not form a
cartesian c10sed subcategory.

6. Using a suitable sYlnmetrie monoidal elosed category ~ and a sui\able cartcsian
closed category ~, H. Kleisli constructed an adjoi~t situation ß. +Q that call
serve as a model for linear logic.
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7. The uniform boundedness principle is usually fornlulated for locally convex spa
ces. A. Frölicher (joint work with Cl.-A. Fanre) demonstrated convincingly that
by replacing the space of linear continuous fUllctions by the one of linear bornolog
ical func.tions, i .e. by working in the category of bornological spaces (instead of
locally convex olles) olle obtains lnuch nicer results. Moreover, the classical the
orems can be recovered from the new results in an elegant manner.

8. A. Kriegl reported on joint work with P. Michor cODcerning infinite diulensiollal
Lie groups. The most spectacular result: every Lie algebra homomorphism inte
grates to a Lie group homomorphislll, provided that the source group is simply
connected and the image group is regular. This has many applications, since it
was shown also that the important function spaces of diffeoI.norphisms are regular
Lie groups. Among the many modern tools which are used one finds the calculus
for convenient vector spaces and latest results of E. Adam on the approximation
property.

9. M. Erne developed asymmetrie duality theory covering about a dozen familiar
dualities between certain categories of ordered sets on one hand and certain ca
tegories of topological algebras on the other hand as special cases. The duality
functors in botb directions are suitable function-space functors.

At the end of the conference several of the participants expressed the hope that a
silnilar conference could be held again in some years in the inspiring atmosphere of .the
MathelnaticaJ Research Institute of Oberwolfac.h.

A. Frölicher H. Herrlich G. Preuß



ABST'RACTS

E. Adam

Approximation properties

Cla..<;sically, a locally convex space E is said to have the approxinlation property jf the
space E,' @ E of operators on E of finite rank is dense in the space f,( E, E) of contiuuous
linear operators Oll E with respect to tbe trace of the topology of uniform convergenc.e
on relatively compact subsets of the completion E on L(E, E). In the setting of the
infinite dimensional calculus due to Frölicher and Kriegl, the objects of which are the e
socalIed convenient vector spaces forming a category that admits several isomorphie
dcsc.riptions, it turns out to be fruitful to consider other structures than locally convex
ones, in particular bornological ones. The question, whether the operational tangent
space in a point of a manifold modelIed on convenient vector spaces coincides with thc .
kinematic one, leads us to formulate approximation property in terms of eonvenient
vector space structure: which conditions ensure denseness of E' ® E in L(E, E) for E
a convenient vector space, with respect to several more or less natural topologies on
t.he space of morphisms? We give sonle stability properties for three different kinds
of approximation property and show that nlany of the naturally appearing spaces of
smooth fUllctions have the strongest among these.

H.L. Bentley (joint work with M. Husek)

A Stone-Wei~rstrass Theorem for Proximity Spaces

As a consequence of the version of such a theorenl which appears in the book L'Topo
logical Spaces" by E. Cech, we prove:
(*) Theorem: Let X be a proximity space, p. (X) the algebraover m of all proximally
continuous f : .Y ~ m, and A a subalgebra of P·(X) containing t.he real constants.
On P*(X), place the sup nornl topology. Then the following are equivalent for any
9 E P*(X):
(1) 9 E Cl A.
(2) grt converges for any filter rt such that 1ft converges for every f E A.
This theorem has fornled the basis for establishing a. Katetov dimension theory for
proximity spaces.

M. Erne

Asymmetrie generalization of Stone-type dualities

There are at least a dozen of more or less known dualities between certain categorics
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oe ordered sets, a1gebeas oe (selui)lattices and certain categories of topoLogical spaces
(algebeas, ordered sets ete.), for example, between

- spatial frarnes and sober spaces,

- bounded distributive (selni)lattices and Stoue spaces,

superalgebraic Jattices and A-discrete To-spaces,

- semilattices and compact totally disconnected topological selnilattices (alias al
gebraic lattices),

ete. SOlne other nlore algebraieally ßavored dualities, where a topological approach is
not so evident, turn out to be similarly structured.
We develop a general "synlnletric duality theory", eovering these and nlany otber dual
ities (also some new ones), based on so-called R-invariant subset selections, .~signing
to each ordered set a certain collection of subsets. Given two such selectio~:~' ~~, z..,
we establish a duality between the categories ZSX and XSZ, where the objects of
ZS)( are z..-sober spaces with an open base of X-compact sets, and morphis~s are
.K-proper maps between them (such that the inverse image nlaps preserve X -e9mpact
open sets). In many cases (but not always), the involved duality functors in hath di
rections are obtainable as spac.es of functions iuto thc components of a "schizophrenie
object" (S'~, .?~J, where 8~ is the Sierpinski space S or obtained fronl S by dropping
the enlpty closed set. More invoJved is the problem of determining products, function
spaces etc. in thp. general categories ZSX (ir such constructions exist at all).

R.. Fric

Sequentially continuous functions and sequential envelopes

Thc ring of all sequelltially contilluouS (real-valued) functions can be studied as an
OBJECT, but aC5 weil aI:i a TOOL to study the underlying space (carrying a seq. con
vergence).
1. OBJECT. It is known that the ring B(R) of all Baire functions carrying the pointwise
convergence yields a sequential cOlnpletion of the ring C(R) of aB continuous functions.
We investigate various sequential convergences related to the pointwise convergence and
t.he proce.ss of completion of (:( R). In particular, we prove that the pointwise conver
gellce fails to be strict (the proof is due to Jan Borsik) and prove the existence of
the categorical ring cOlupletion of C(R) which differs fronl B(R). (Renlelnber, 110t all
seq. eonv. rings do have a completion. In fact we prove that the subcategory of all
seq. COllV. complete rings is epireflective in the category of all seq. conv. rings having
a cOlnpletion.)
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2. l~OOL. The sequential envelope is thc s~quential analogue of the Cech~Stone C.Olll

pactification or the Hewitt real compactification. Wegive a short survcy of what is
known ahout the sequential envelopes (it is about the extension of sP-q. continuous
fUIlCtiollS)· and put forward some questions related to the preservation of sequential
convergence of a given type when passing from sequentially continuous functions to
their continuous extensions.

A. Fröhlicher (joint work with Cl.-A. Faure)

On the Uniform Boundedness Principle (U.B.P.)

Thc classical version of the U.B.P. uses locally convex spaces E, Fand states thai,
under certaill conditions (e.g. if E is barelIed or if E is locally conlplete) two bornologies
on the function space L( E, F) of linear continuous maps E ~ F are identical. The
two respective bornologies on L(E, F)are described by means of the bornologies on
E, F which are determined by thc locally convex topologies. This indicates that one
should consider bornological vector spaces E, F instead of locally convex ones and
sfudy tbe function st)ace L(E, F) formed by the linear bornological maps E ~ F.
One obtains in fact nicer results in this situation. We shall say: the U.B.P. holds for
L(E, F) if for B :::; L(E, F) ODe has B(a) ~ F bouncled for all a E E <=> B(A) ~ F
bounded for all bouilded A ~ E. In the following F is supposed to be a L~liIiear

bornological space", i.e. that oue has for A ~ F: A ~ F boullded <=> l(A) ~ III
bounded for all linear borllological i : F ~ m. This condition holds iff there exists a
locally convex topology on F inducing the bornology.

Theorcnl. For a bOl"nological vector space cancl. 1), 2), 3), 4) are equivalent aBO

implied by 5):
1) The lI.B.P. ltolds for L(E,Hl);
2) The U.B.P. holds for L( E, F) for any linear bornological space f';
3) For b : E x G~ F bilinear, G any bornological vector space, F as above, one has
b partially bornological ~ b bornological;
4) Every barrel of E is bornivorous (i.e. E is "barrelIed");
.1) ·E is Mackey-complete.

This leads to cOllsider the class of Mackey-complete linear bornological spaces. This
class has excellellt properties siuce both conditions cau be shown to carry over fonTI
F to L(E, F). By ilnposillg in addition aseparation condition oue obtains the so~~'

called convenient vector spaces which are the natural objects in general differenti"aiion
theory if one wants to get, together .with the smooth maps as marphisms, a cartesian
closed category. For this, the U.B.P. plays a fundamental Tale. This was pointed
out by A. Krieg) who proved in particular that 5) ==> 2). l'he cODsequence of the
V.B.P. for convenient vector spaces is the following: a map f : E ~ F is sOloath if
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e0 f : E --+ IR is sluooth for all f. E L(F, Ul).
For thc proofs one could use the classieal theorem. Hut it is shorter to begin from the
scratch by means of the foJIo\ving lemma.: Let A, B be sets, A x B~m a map noted
(a, b) .....-...... a * b. TC A * B ~ IR is unbounded, there exist sequences ai E A, bj E Band

00

,t E 1.1 S. t. for nEIN one has IL ti . ai *bn I ~ n.
i=1

W. Gähler

Monadic topologies and representation

The nation of monadic topology provides an interesting extension of the classical topo
logy and even of the fuzzy topology. This notion depends on a fi~ed partially ordered
monad (lf', 'S:, 1], p.) consistillg of a covariant funetor (<,0, 'S:) of SET to the category of
almost complete sup-semilattices (in which all non-empty ~uprema exist) "and two
natural transformation Tl and Jl such that (cp, TI, p.) is a monad over SET. Exam"ples are
the partially ordered filter monad, more general, the partial ordered fuzzy filter"monad,
and the partially ordered stack monad.
A Inonadic topology on a set X is a mapping p : X --+ <pX such tha.t TJx Cx) 'S:
p(x) holds for all x E X and p = nb 0 p, where nb : <pX ---+ epX is the associated
ne.ighbourhood operator !JX O'f'P of p. P is uniqueJy given by means of nb and, extending
<p)( by an "ilnproper'" object Ox to cpX, also by the related interior operator int :
[pX ~ cpX. Moreover, p is uniquely given by the set T of all open c.p-objects M,
which are defined by nb M = M or, equivalently, by int M = M. T also determines p
uniquely. We have that a subset T of r..pX consists of all open c.p-objects with respect
to a monadic topology if and only it it is closed with repect to all non-empty suprema
and with respect to all infima, so rar as they exist.
We obtain a more weU-known situation defining principal ep-objects Pa.e. with a E t/JX
and 0 E L by nleans of a contravariant functor (t/J, ~) of SET to the category of all
conlplete inf-semilattices and a special complete lattice L, called a valuation lattice.
Then under some assumptions the monadic topologies eao be characterized by the
relatcd opcnlj.l-objects a E 1{')(. In thc fuzzy filter case we have that a subset T of t/JX
consists of the open 'zP-ob jects wi th respect to a monadic topology if and only if T is
closed with respect to all suprema and all finite infima. Moreover, in the fuzzy stack
case we have that a subset T of t/JX cOllsists of the open 1/l-objects with respect to a
monadic topology if and only if T is closed with respect to all suprema.
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E. Giuli (Joint work with M.M. Clenlentino and W. Tholen)

Closure operators

To develop topology in an arbitrary category X, a subobject structure and a closure.
operator W.l'.t. this subobject strutcure are needed. A subobject structure is provided
by fixing an (ß.., M)-factorization structure for morphisms which extends to a factor
ization structure for sinks in K. The images f( m) are given by the second factot" or
the (l2, M)-factorization of f 0 m" and inverse images f-l(n)' are given by pullback.
Denoting by subX the complete lattice of aB subobjects of an object .X', a closure
operator of K w.r.t. M is defined as a family e

e = {ex: subX ---+ SUbX}XEK

satisfying the properties (m, n E subX) : 1. m ~ ex(rn); 2. rn ~ n =} ex(m) ~ e.x(n);
3. For f: X ---+ Y,f(ex{m» ~ ey(f(m».
Let X be a category with subobjects, with finite products and with a closure operator
e. An object X is called Hausdorff if the diagonal fJx : X ---io X X X is closed, and
it is called connected if 6x is dense. X is called compact if, for every object Y, thc
projection p : X x Y --+ Y satisfies p(ex (m» = ey (p( m» for every rne sub X.
Sy adding conditions on e (such as idempotency, (weak) hereditariness, etc.) and (ar)
on (f2, M) (such as Frobenius Reciprocity Law, the Beek-Chevalley Property, etc.)
lllany classical topological results related to separation axioms, compactness and to
connectedness can be obtained in the general context of a category with closure. .

H. Herrlich

Remarks on Ascoli's Theorem

Consider the followillg version of Ascoli 's Theorem:
(AT) Let ..\" be a locally conlpact T2-space, let Y' be ametrie space, and let f' c
C( ..X", Y). Then thc following are equivalent.

(1) F is conlpact in the compact-open topology,

(2) (a) F is closed in Y x w.r.t. the product topology,
(b) Vx E X 1rr [F] is closed in Y, and
(c) F is equicontinuous.

Does (AT) hold in ZF'? No. The precise status of (AT) in ZF depends Oll the definition
of compact~ess. Consider the following non-equivalent versions:

(1) X isA-compact provided X has the Heine-Borel property.

(2) X is B-coIllpact provided in X every ultrafilter converges.
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(3) X is C-colnpact provided X is eonlpletely regular aud in the ring C·CX) every
Inaxilnal ideal is fixed.

(4) X is D-conlpact provided every infinite subset of X has a conlp]ete acculllulation
point in X.

Theorem 1. Equivalent are:
(a) (AT) holds for A-colllpactness,
(h) (A~r) holds for B-compactness,
(c) (AT) holds for G"-compactness (in the completely regula.r version),
(cl) the Boolean prilne ideal theorenl (PIT) holds. .

Theorem 2. Equivalent are:
(a) (AT) holds for D-compactness,
(h) the axiom of choice (AC) holds.

M. Husek (joint work with S. Watson)

Function spaces on metrizable spaces

H. Herrlich asked a niee quest ion in 1991 that we refornlulate and modify as folIows:
Descrihe those topological spaces ..X for which there exists a metrizable spaee Mx such
thaL the fUBetion space functor G"( -, X) from metrizahle spaces is a weak retract of
the funetion spaee fUBetor C(-, Mx). (The original formulation is in terms of almost
coreflec.tions: Is the dass of metrizable spaces almost coreflective in Top'!)
We provcd, jointly with S. Watson,. that exactly To--spaces havp. the above property
(or all spaces have the property if oue considers pseudometrizable spaces instead of
mctrizablc ones - an answer to the question of L. Bentley).
The Inethod of the proof shows that if one restriets the functors C( -, X) to' nonar
chioledean oletrizable spaces, then oue may find Mx to have the same property. The
procedure generalizes to higher cardinals K in the sense that one can consider spaces
having h:-discrete open (ar clopen) hases or evel1 n:-disjoint open hases for the dOlllain
of function spac.es ancl for Mx.
It is still an open problenl (posed by Beutley and Husek, and being a subproblem
of anothcr Herrlich's question conceruing projectivity classes) whether olle may take
(perfectly) nOflual spaces, instead of Inetrizable oues, in answering the above questiol1.

D.C. Keilt (joint work with P. Brock)

Diagonal Axioms for Convergence Approach Space

Iu 1967, C.II. Cook and H.R. Fischer defined the following dual axionlS for a conver-
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g~llcespace (X, q).

F: Let J be a non-empty set, t/J : J ~ X, and let u : J ~ /F( X) have the properLy

a(y) ~ tj;(y), for aB y E J. Let F E IF'(J). Then: ~)(:F) ~ x => KuF ~ :C.

R: Let J be a non-empty set, t/J : J ~ X, and let u : J ~ IF'( X) have thc property

a(y) ~ tj;(y), for aB y E J. Let F E F(J). Then: Ka:F ~ x => t/J(}') ~ x.

In these axiorlls, KuF = UFE.1" nyEF u(y). It is known that a convergence space is
topological iff f' holdsand regular iff R holds. In thc category GAP of convergence
approach spaces (introduced by E. Lowen and R. Lowen in 1991), one may show that e
the above axioms translate to tbe following:

(F): Ir J is a non-enlpty set, t/J : J -+ X, u : J -+ F(X) and :F E F(J), then
>"(KaF) ~ >"(1j;:F) + sUPyEJ >"(u(y))(1/J(y));

(R): Ir J is a non-empty set, 'ljJ : J -+ X, (j : J -+. F(X) and :F E F(J), then
>"( 1/;:F) ::; >..( KUF) +SUPYEJ >"(cr(y))( t/J(y)).

Here (X, >") E \C API. The approach spaces (Lowen '89) are precisely those objects in
C Af:J satisfying (F); thc regular objects in C AP are those which satisfy (R). When we
consider pq$ - M et OO as a su bcategory of CAP (the former being function d : X x .Y -+

[0,00] satisfying oilly d(x, x) = 0), (F) is equivalent to thc triangle inequality, whil~

(il) is equivalent to d(x, y) ::; d(x, z) + d(y, z), 'Ix, y, z EX. Fronl this we deduce that.
an object in pq -' !vI et CO is regular in CAP iff it is pseudo-metrizable.

H. Kleisli

How to topologize the space of continuous morphisms between topological
Banach balls?

The following problem of linar logic is presented: Find models for the full ILL, e.g. pa.irs

oi functors Bdbc where i) (B,@,----<i,T) is a SMCC, ii) (G', x,[ ],1) i8 a CCC
F

and iii) F -l U is a nlonoidal adjunction. (See: G.M. Biernlan, Univ. Calubridge
Camp. Lab. TR No 333 (1994)). The same for the classical LL, where in additioll the
existence of a dualizing object 1.. is required.
A Inodel for c1assical LL is described in the hope that the presentation nlight convince
menlbers of the categorical topology community to produce further nl0dels. Let Barr
denote the foll'Jwing category introduced by M. Barr 20 years ago. The objects are
unit balls of ßanach spaces carrying a convenient kind of locally convex topology.
The InorphisiuS are contilluouS rnaps which are c01l1patible with the absolute convex

10
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struclure of the uuit balls. Let Brown bc thc category of llausdorff spaces and k
coutinuous Inaps which R. Brown showcd to bc cartesian dosed 30 ycars ago. Finally
let U : Barr ~ ßrown bc lhc forgelful functor. The problenl consists in nlodifying
thc topology of cOlIlpact convergencc on t.he space [8, Cl of nlorphisrns B --? C in
order ta obtaill an internal hom-objec:t B ---0 C satisfying property i) and such that
the. dualizing ohjecl is thc unit ball Oa: of ([;. That has been ac.hieved by M. BarT
in 1976 (CTGD, Vol. XVII-4). A prüof of property iii) has bCCIl prcsented last ycar
by Rosicky, Kiinzi and Kleisli at thc Workshop on Categorical T'opology in L'Aquila
(Sept. 199t1).

A. Kriegl (with P. Michor)

Regular Infinite Dimensional Lie Groups

rrhe notion of 'regular Frechet in group' has been introduced by Omori, Ma:eda and
Yoshioka in an attelllpt to find conditions which ensure thc existence of exponential
lllappillgs. Later it has been weakened by Milnor who required that smooth curves
in the Lie algebra integrate to snlooth curves in the group in a sluooth way. We use
this later ('oncept, but for general Lie groups modelIed on convenient vec.tor spaces.
Up to now llobody found a non-regular Lie group and in particular the inlportant
fUIlc.t,iolJ spacl'!" of diffeOl110rphisnls fornl regular Lie groups. \Ve were able to show
that regular Lic groups allow to push surprisingly for thc geometry of principal fibre
bundles: parallel transport cxists and ftat connection integrate to horizontal foliation
as in finite dilllcnslons. As consequences we obtain that Lie algebra homomorphisms
integrate t.o Lie group hOlllolllorphisnls, if t.he source group is sinlply connected and the
iTnagc grollp· is regular. Furthermore we gavc stability rcsults for short exact sequence
or Lic· groups and uscd this to give a new proof for the fonllula of the derivative of thc
cxponelltial nlapping.

E. Lowt'u Colebuuders (joint work with G. Sonck)

On the largest coreflective Cartesiall closed subconstruct of Prtop

\-Ve show lhat the sllhconstrllct Fing of Prtop, consisting of all finitely generated pre~

topologicaJ ~paces, is the largest Cartesian closcd coreflec.tive subconstruc.t of Prtop.
This ilnplies that in any coreftective. subconstruct of Prtop, exponential objects are
finitPly genpra.terl. Moreover, in any finit.f'ly productive, coreflective subconstruct, ex
pOHcntial ohjec.ts are preci~cly those objects of the subconstruct that are finitely gen~

cratcd. 111 particular for Prtop itself, this 111eans that the dass of exponential objects
coincidcs with Fing. We give. Cl coulltercxalnple showing that without finite produc
tivit.y tlw dass of cxponC'ntial ohject.s in a c.ore.Af'ctive suhconstruct C of Prtop can be
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strictly sn1aller than Cn Fing.

T. Nguyeu

Characterizations of S- and SH-classes

Given an E-c.o-wellpowered (f,M) -cat. C.
Theorelu: A fuH and iso-closed subcat. B of C is weakly multi-[--reflec.tive if alld only
if ß is closed in C under the formation of M -subobjects.

If there ex. a dass IP of C-objects such that C has enough lP'-projectives and for any
two C-objects Cl, C2 there exists a P E lP and [-lllorphisIns P .~ CI and P~ (~2,
then one has

Theoreln: B is c10sed under the formation of M-subobjects and f-quotiellts if a.no
only if ß = M -Inj for some M ~ M /PE, where M -Inj is the ruH subcat. of C
consisting of all M-injective objects and M IPE i5 the congloluerate of all snlall sources
(P ~ Ci)I with P E g:> and ei E E for each i E I.

H.-E. Porst

Motions and cartesian closedness

The conceptual necessity of using cartesian dosed categories in topology and analysis
in lllotivated through modelling the motion of a (non point-likc) body in space by
~'continuous" nlaps in different ways - ( 1) path (of a particle of the body) as a fu nc.tion
of partic.les, (2) position (of the body) as a func.tion of tinle, (:3) posit.ion (ar a particl~)

as a function of tinlc alld partide - which all ought to be equivalcllt.

G. Preuß

Local compactness in semiuniform convergence spaces

Recently sClniunifornl convergence spaces have been studied hy the author as a COllllll0n

gelleralization of (symlnetric) limit spaces (and thu5 of symlnetric topological spaces)
as weil as of uniform linlit spaces (and thus of uniform spaces) with many convenient
properties such as cartesian closedness, hereditariness and the fact that prod llctS of
quotients are quotients (published in Math. Japanica 41, 465--491). They fann t.hc
suitable framework for studying continuity, Cauchy continuity and uniforol continuity
as weIl as convergcnce structures in function spaces, namely sin1ple convergcnce, con
tinuous convergence and unifornl convergence.
In tltis talk the localization of cOlllpactness has been introduced in thc realnl of sClni-
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unifornl convergencc structurcs. It turned out that tbc categroy LC-SUConv of locally
cOlllpacl sellliunifonll convergence spaces (and uniformly continouous Inaps) is a bi
corcAective cartesian closed subcategory of the category SUConv of senliuniform COll

Vf'rgence spaces (and unifornlly continuous maps) containing all cOInpact selniuniform
convergellce spaces. Furthernlore, LC-SUConv is the bicoreflective hull of all compact
sCllliunifonll c.onvergence spaces (formed in SUConv), in other words: a sellliuniform
convergenc.e space is locally compact iff it is compactly generated. As is well-known
this statenlcnt. is not. trtte in the realm of topological spaces.
Though thc category ceHaus of compactly generatecl Hausdorff topological spaces
(= k-spaces) has beeil used by several authors as a nice fraInework for homotopy the
ory, topological algebra and duality theory because of its cartesian closedness, it has
thc disadvantage that its objects have not been described by means of suitable axioms
in constrast to the situation for semiuniforrn convergence spaces (or for limit spaces).
In our context thc kelleyfication (= compactly generated modification) kXof a Haus
dorff topological space X is obtained "by forming the underlying topologidl.(space of
the locally compac.t modification (= bicoreflective modification of X with respect to
LC--SUConv) of X (considcred as a semiuniforrn convergence space).

G. Richter

Exponentials in the category of Hausdorff pretopological spaces

In 1993 E. Lowcn· Colebunders and G. Sonk discovered that the exponential objects in
the catcgory of all prctopological spaces are just the finitely generated ones. This quite
UIWxp(~cted illt~rllal charactcri~ationrequires essentially the initially dense (noll Haus
dorfr) spac.c B anel t.he. respec.tivc externat description of exponentials by F.Schwarz,
198:1. This approach fails badly t.o apply to the Hausdorff case. Hut. theft~ is a com
plctely different, purcly pretopological, and very elementary rncthod which reproves
thc abovc Illcnt.ioneo rcsult and works for Hausdorff spaccs as weIl as for To- and T1

~paces. In any casc, t.hc exponclItials a.re just the finitely generated ones, hence discrete
for 1~1 allel Tl.

J. Sc.hrödcr

Survey on Urysohn Spaces

A topolop;ical spac.e is called 1] rysohn, if any two distinct points can be separated by
elisjoint dosed neighbourhoods. 'fhe difference betweell Hausdorff- (H) and Urysohn
spac.es (U), though smalI, has inlportant c.onscquences in many areas of General Topo
logy. Consider the following c.ardinal functions:



Hl) lXI ~ 2L(X h :(X), Archangelski 1969
UI) lXI ~ 2aL(X)x(X), Bella & Cammaroto 1988
H2) lXI ~ 2c(X)x(X), Hajnal & Juhasz 1967
U2) lXI ~ 2u c(X)x(X), Schröder 1992
H:3) 1..\'1 ~ 2s (X)r,!J(X), Hajnal & .Juhasz 1967, X Tl
(3) lXI ~ 2Us(X)1/Jd X ), Schröder 1992, X T2

The general question, whether the separation axiom can bc weakcned in Hland U1 is
unsolved. It can be weakened to Tl in Hl in the case of cOlnpact spaces [Gryzlow] anti
to T2 in VI in the case of absolutely closed spaces {Dow & Porter].
Regular A-compact spaces with large pseudocharacter t/;( x, X) ~ A for every x E ~\"

have at least 2>' points [Alas1992]. This is wrong for T2 spaces. Is it true for Urysohn .-
spaces? The answer is yes for countable compact spaces. Thc general case is unsolved. ..
Quasi hereditarily Lindelöf (QHL) T2 spaces may have arbitrary cardinality, QHL
Urysohn spaces have cardinality ~ 2No [Hajnal & Szentnliklossy 1982], see also
[Schröder 1992].

G.E. Strecker

Flows and Wolfs

In 1994 Herrlich alld ~1eyer introduced the concept of flow as a COnl1l10n gel1eralizatiull
. of thc concepts of sink and of set-indexed sourees, aud they investigated categories
that have (~, A4)-factorization structures for flows (i.e. (ß.., M}-categories für flows).
'fhey characterized several types of complcteness properties for categories in ternlS
of factorization structures for flows. We approach this topic frOlll the standpoint. of

a functor A. ~ [i, define F -flows and obtain results concerlling functors that have
(fi, i\J)-factorization structures for flows (i.e. CE.., M)-functors for nows). E.g., each
such functor is coadjoint. Sillce a category A. is an (E.., M)-category for flows iff id!1 i~

an (ß.., }\tl)-functor for flows, our results t.urn out to be extensions of those of Herrlirh
and rvleycr.

ThIU. Given functors A.~ 11~ !2 with one coadjoint and the other l:-colnplete für
same category L, then C; 0 F is I -complete as weIl.
Cor. Functors with flow factorization structure are c0111positivc.

Cor. lf A. ~ !l.. is coadjoint and either A 01' fl. has products, then F has a How-·
factorization structure.
We propose thc name ~~wolf' for the concept dual to that of "flow'~.
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R. Vainio

A different approach to connectedness and disconnectedness

This approach is applicable whenever function spaces satisfy the exponential laws. It
is presellted for litllit spaces and continuous tuaps. Classes of liluit spaces are always
assutllp.d to be hOtneonlorphisnl-closed. Let E> and E be such classes, and let ecCE, E»
denote the dass generated by all spaces Cc(S', T), SEE, T E 0. Finally asume E
contains all singleton spaces. We say e is a fix-dass for E, if (,,"c(E, 8) = 8. Every
E has asnlallest and a largest fix-dass, namely the class of singleton spaces and the
dass of alt litnit spaces. Intermediate fix-classes are given by, for instance, the totally
disconnected spaccs and the separation axioms To, Tl and T2•

Let cS denote the largest class, for which e is a fix-class, and deo I: the largest fix-class
for E contained in So. For a suitable choice of initial c1asses, tbe related classes ce
and deo E define natural concepts of connectedness and disconnectedness, respectively.
Operators c, deo defille a Galois connection between classes that are closed under for
nlation of subspaces and refinement of structure, and classes that are closed under
formation of finite products and continuous images. Hence, the operators reverse in
clusion, and thc c.omposed operators cdAo and deoc are closure operators.

Berichterstatter: G. Preuß
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Nonlinear and Stochastic Systems

24.09. - 30.99.1995

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung der Herren L. Arnold, Bremen, W. Schiehlen,
Stuttgart und W. Wedig, Karlsruhe statt. Von den 35 Teilnehmern kamen 15
aus Deutschland, die übrigen aus England, Frankreich, Italien, Kanada, de~ Nie
derlanden, Osterreich, Polen, den Russland und aus· USA. Wegen dieser starken
internationalen Beteiligung wurden alle Tagungsvorträge in englischer Sprache
gehalten. ..

Mit dem Thema "Nonlinear and Stochastic System~" wurden Vertreter der Ma
thematik und der Mechanik angesprochen. Von besonderem Interesse waren
dabei die nichtlinearen deterministischen S~hwingungen und die stochastischen,
häufig auch nichtlinearen Systeme. Einen wichtigen Aspekt bildeten die Verzwei~

gungen, welche in der Deterministik und der Stochastik nichtlinearer Systeme
auftreten sowie die Ljapunov-Exponenten. Dabei hat sich eine starke Verwandt~

schaft der mathematischen Methoden gezeigt.

Die einzelnen Vorträge können den folgenden Problemgruppen zugeordnet wer~

den:
• Nichtlineare Dynamik von Satelliten, Strukuren und Verbrennungsprozessen
• Nichtlineare Parameteridentifikation
• Invaria.yte -l~annigfaltigkeiten gestörter Dgln.
• Nichtlineare Deskriptorsysteme
• Nichtlineare Mehrkörpersysteme
• SeIbsterregte Reibungsschwingungen
• Stochastische Bifurkationen
• Stochastische Dgln. mit Totzeit
• Stochastische Navier·Stokes-Gleichungen
• Statistische Linearisierung
• Numerik stochastischer Dgln.
• Monte-Carlo Simulation
• Lokalisierung ungeordneter Strukturen
• Ljapunovspektrum
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• Globale stochastische Stabilität
• Dynamische Zuverlässigkeitstheorie
An jeden Vortrag schloss sich eine lebhafte Diskussion an. Alle Teilnehmer nutz
ten intensiv die einzigartige Gelegenheit zu einem Gedankenaustausch zwischen
verschiedenen Disziplinen.

Vortrags8uszüge:

S.T. Ariaratnam, Waterloo, Canada e
The Role of Moment Lyapunov Exponents in Stochastic Bifurcations

Consider the deterministic dynamical system described by the ordinary differen
tial equation x = /(x, a), x(O) = Xo E ~,/(O, a) = 0, where a is a parameter.
As er is varied, suppose that the trivial solution x(t) = 0 becomes unstable and
bifurcates to a new solution at some critical value o. Now suppose that 0 is per
turbed by a random process O"e(t) so that the new system satisfies the stochastic
differential equation x = f(x, 0 + O'e(t)), x(O) = Xo ERd.
The stability of the trivial solution is now examined by considering the linearized
system (about x(t) = 0): v = A(O,a +O'e(t»,v(O) = vo,A = [fJ/i/fJXj]z=o. The
solution x(t) = 0 becomes unstable with probability one at a value 0 = Oe for
which the maximum Lyapunov exponent of the linearized system, defined by
A(O) = maxlimt_ool/tlog Ilv(t,o,vo)ll, vanishes. At Cl = Oe the trivial solution
is said to undergo a dynamical or D~bifurcation. The new bifurcating solution
is said to undergo a further phenomenological or P-bifurcation at a value 0' =
o~ where the probability distribution changes from an unimodal to abi-modal
or multi-modal distribution. According to a result of Baxendale, this occurs
when the second zero ß = ß* of the ßth moment Lyapunov exponent, defined
by A(ß,o) = limt_oologEllv(t, 0, vo)IIß, ß ~ 0, is equal to (-d), where d is the
dimension of the system.
These concepts are illustrated through one- and two-dimensional examples of
systems exhibiting transcritical, pitchfork and Hopf bifurcations. '. e
L. Arnold, Bremen, Germany
Simplicity of Lyapunov Spectrum

We investigate whether simplicity of Lyapunov spectrum is a generic property of
products of random matrices (= cocycles) which satisfy the integrability condition
of the Multiplicative Ergodic theory. Here are our results:
1. "Simple spectrum" is LP~dense, 1 ~ p < 00, in the set of all cocycles. However
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"one-point spectrum" is also LP-dense, so that "simple spectrum" cannot contain
an open set.
2. For products of independent and identically distributed random matrices (with
distribution p), simplicity holds on a set of JJ's which contains an open and dense
set in both the topology of total variation and the topology of weak convergence,
hence is strongly generic in both topologies. (Joint work with N. D. Cong, Hanoi,
Vietnam).

P. Bemard, Clermont Ferrard, France
Stochastic Linearization and Large Deviations

Very little is known concerning the quantitative behavior of dynamical systems
with random excitation, unless the system is linear. Known techniques imply the
resolution of parabolic differential equations (Fokker-Planck Kolmogorov equa
tion), which are degenerated, and in high dimension, for which there is no effective
known method of resolution. Therefore, users (physicists, mechanician engin~~s)

concerned with such systems bad to design glohallinearization techniques; knowri
as equivalent linearization. Until now, there was no rigorous justification of these
techniques. In this contribution, using Large Deviation Principles, several li
nearization methods mathematically founded are proposed. These principles are
relative entropy and Monsku Vardhan entropy of a Gaussian measure relatively
to a Markov kerne!. The results are generally different from tbe numerous prac
tical techniques in the literature, the method of "true linearization" (Kozin) is
justified. (Joint work with A. Wu).

J. Brindly, Leeds, U.K.
Nonlinear Dynamics of Ignition and Burning Processes

Chemistry proyides us with a rich variety of nonlinear phenomena. All chemical
reactions take place at a characteristic rate, k, modelled by the highly nonlinear
Arrhenius law k(T) = Aexp(-f/(RT)), where T is temperature, which, since all
reactions either require energy input (endothermic), or reduce energy (exother
mie), leads to strong coupling with an energy equation of "reaction-diffusion"
charaeter. Additionally, other features of reactions, for example chain-branehing,
are also nonlinear.
Typieally a chemical reaction involves many, perhaps hundreds, of steps, and
depends on the creation, participation and suhsequent destruction of radicals.
Rational approximation of this finite hut hiyh-dimensional system by its essential
dynamics on a low-dimensional "slow" manifold is achalienging problem receiving
much present attention.
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Amongst the more striking and important chemical phenomeha are those of igni
tion and combustion. Ignition is recognizable in mathematical models by bifurca
tional event or by exitable behavior. Sustained burning, for example of polymers,
often depends on a highly nonlinear feedback process between exothermic "flame"
and endothermic plastic degraduations for its maintenance. Mathematical mo
delling of these phenomena has far to go and presents exciting challenges, 30t least
through the introduction of stochasticity.

D. van Campen, Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Nonlinear parametrie identiflcation using periodic equilibrium states
and chaotic data

The subject of the presentation is the development of a nonlinear parametric
identification method using chaotic data.. In former research, the main problem
in using chaotic data in the parameter estimation appeared to be the numerical
computation of chaotic trajectories. This computational problem is due to the
highly unstable character of the chaotic orbits. The method presented is based
on assumed physical models and has two important components.
Firstly, the chaotic time series is characterized by a "skeleton" of unst30ble periodic
orbits. Secondly, these unstable periodic orbits are used as the input information
for a nonlinear parametrie identification method using periodic data. As a con
sequence, problems concerning the numerical computation of chaotic trajectories
are avoided. Also, before starting the estimation process, a huge data reduction
has been accomplished by extracting the unstable periodic orbits from the long
chaotic time series. The method is validated by application to a parametrically
excited pendulum, which is an experimental nonlinear dynamical system in which
transient chaos occurs.

F.L. Chernousko, Moscow, Russia
On dynamics of retrieval for aspace tethered system

The dynamics of space tethered systems have attracted increasing attention in
recent years, in view of possible use of such systems in various applications. One of
the essential problems that arises here is to construct a rational retrieval process,
since the tether may oscillate at increasing amplitudes while" being retrieved. We
consider nonlinear equations governing the plane (in-orbit) motions of the tether,
one end of which is attached to a satellite (probe) of the mass m, while the other
is attached to aspaceship of the mass M, M » m. The spaceship moves along
a circular orbit, the tether is assumed to be flexible, massless, and inextensible.
We propose to control the retrieval process by changing the speed of the retrieval
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u, and consider two possibilities: a) u = 0; b) u = Uo = const < O. In the case a),
the equation is reduced to the nonlinear pendulum equation. In the case b), we
have obtained an unique solution that is boünded and vanishes as the length of
the tether tends to zero. By combining these regimes, we propose a motion such
that, for arbitrary initial conditions (in some region), the tether can be retrieved
in finite time, and the angle of deßection is bounded and evaluated. Thus, we
have shown that nonlinear retrieval process with bounded angle of the tether
deßection is available.

F. Colonius, Augsburg, Germany
Invariant Manifolds for Time Dependent Differential Equations

Families of ordinary differential equations with bounded time-dependent.· coeffi
eients can be viewed as skew product ßows on metric spaces. Using this 'for
mulation, one can apply results due to Bronstein / Chernii (1978) in the~'theory

of linear ßows on vector bundles in order to construct invariant manifolds from
exponenti~lly separated subbundles. If one combines tliis with the analysis of
Lyapunov exponents and Fenichel '8 uniformization lemma, one obtains stahle and
unstahle manifolds. The result has applications for stability r&dii of nonlinear
systems at a singular point and for time-dependent perturbations of attractors
with sensitive dependence on initial conditions. (Joint work with W. Kliemann,
lowa State University, USA.)

H. Crauel, Saarbrücken, Germany
Additive noise destroys a pitchfork bifurcation

We show that if the classical pitchfork bifurcation x = ox - x 3 , X, 0 E R is
subjected to additive white noise, then the dynamical hifurcation disappears.
That is to say: the nontrivial attractor A = [-Jä, val, which appears after the
bifurcation in 0 ~ 0 in the deterministic system, is replaced by a random attractor
A(w), which is a one-point set for any 0 E R. This even holds for arbitrarily small
intensity of the additive white noise, i.e., for dx = (ox - x3 )dt + fdWt , f > 0,
arbitrary. (Joint work with F. Flandoli, Pisa, Italy).
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P. Imkeller, Besaneon, France
On the smoothness of the laws of the Oseledets spaces of linear random
dynamical systems

We study smoothness properties of the laws of the Oseledets spaces belonging
to linear random dynamical systems that come from sde's driven by Wiener
processes, for example the existence and smoothness of (conditioned) densities
with respect to the Riemannian volume on the manifold on which they take their
values. Smoothness properties allow a treatment of many problems arising in the
study of the asymptotics of rds due to the non-adaptedness of the underlying
random invariant measures by the tools of stochastic analysis. The treatment of
smoothness properties we propose is based on Malhavin's calculus.

H. G. Davies, New Brunswick, Canada
Nonsta~ionary response of a coupled pitch-roll ship model under mo
dulated excitation

A two degree of freedom system with quadratic coupling is used to describe
coupled. pitch and roll motion of a ship. We consider periodic excitation with
a modulated amplitude. Stability of an exact solution with one mode zero is
studied. Loss of stability involves either a rapid transition to an alternate solution
brauch, or aperiod doubling. Local stability boundaries are obtained showing the
very large effect of modulating frequency. For a reduced approximate problem,
global stability can be deterrnined, and the relation between local and global
stability discussed.This does not appear possible in the general case, partly
hecause of the coexistence for some parameter values of both periodic and chaotic
attractors. A variety of modulated responses, bifurcations and chaotic responses
are found.

F. Flandoli, Pisa, Italy
Stochastic Naviar-Stokes equation

We consider a bounded domain D C R.d, cl = 2,3, and a fluid filling D and sa
tisfying the momentum and mass conservation equations au/at + uV'u + 'Yp =
vßu +f +ag/at, divu = 0, UlaD = 0 where u = velocity field, p = pressure field,
f and ag/at are body forces, hut g is not differentiahle (fast varying impulsive
force); for example, ag/at is white noise in space-time. Classical energy inequa
lity is meaningless if g =F 0 both mathematically, and physically (g introduces
-maybe rarely - large amounts of energy at certain times, so that the kinetic
energy 0.5 fD Iwl2 does not dissipate to some equilibrium value, hut has arbi-
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trary large ßuctuations). However, the difference between u(t, u~) and u(t, u~)
for different initial velocity fields w~ and w~ dissipates; to capture this behavior
we introduce a reference trajectory, the solution of the auxiliary Stokes equation
(Ornstein-Uhlenbeck equation) 8z/8t+ Vq = IIßZ+ f +8g/Ot, divz = 0, ZlaD = 0
and consider the difference v = u - z. This dissipates. By this technique (energy
inequality for v) one can prove existence of solutions, uniqueness in d = 2, some
Hausdorff-dimension estimates of the set of possjble singularities in d = 3, exi
stence of random attractors and invariant measures in d =2, random attractors
in the sense of Sebl in d = 3, and uniqueness of invariant measure and ergodie
theorem in d = 2 where the noise is suffieiently uncorrelated. Interesting often
problems are the strueture of this invariant measure and the zero noise limit.

c. Glocker, München, Germany
Dynarnics of Rigid Body Systems with Friction and Impacts

The dynamies of rigid multibody systems with dry friction and impacts is deseri
bed by different sets of ordinary differential equations with varying dimensions.
The conditions of transition between these sets result from contact, impact, and
frietion laws whieh are expressed by using multivalued and non-smooth functions.
Veloeity and acceleration jumps are contained in this formulation. In the pla
nar case the evaluation of the eontact laws leads to a Linear Complementarity
Problem which can be solved by applying a modified Simplex Algorithm. The
known prineiples of classieal dynamies are generalized about these problems and
result in variational inequalities and eonvex programs. As a consequence, eertain
existence and uniqueness conditions for the dry friction problem are available.

R. Heuer, Wien, Austria
Nonlinear dynamic analysis of shallow shells

Geometrically nonlinear vibrations of shallow shells are treated by applying Ber
ger's approximation to the generalized von Karmans-type plate equations COD
sidering hard hinged supports. Shear deformation is eonsidered by means of
Mindlin's kinematic hypothesis. Applications of a multimode ~xpansioD in the
Galerkin proeedure to the governing differential equation, where tbe eigenfunc
tions of the corresponding linear plate problem are used aB spaee variables, renders
a coupled set of ODEs for tbe generalized coordinates with (mixed) cubic and
quadratic nonlinearities. The nonlinear steady-state response of shallow shells
subjected to a time-harmonie lateral excitation is investigated and the pheno
mena of primary, superharmonie, and subharmonie resonances are studied by
means of the Perturbation Method of Multiple Scales. Unifying results with re-
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spect to the planform of tbe shell are evaluated. Within the scope of random
vibrations, the F.P.K.-equation for the transition probability density of the ge
neralized coordinates and velocities is derived. Its stationary solution gives the
probability of eventual snapping after a long time has elapsed. However, the
probability of first occurence follows from the (approximate) integration of the
nonstationary F.P.K.-equation. The probability of first dynamic snap-through as
weIl as the probability distribution of the asymme.tric snap-buckling is derived.

W. Kliemann, Ames, USA
Same Remarks on Dynamic Reliability

We consider a. nonlinear dynamical system with random excitation x= Xo(:r;) +
E~l {i(t)Xi(X) on a. smooth manifold M. Here Xo, ... , Xm are sufficiently smooth
vector fields, and ei(t) is a function of a background Markov diffusion process on
a compact manifold. We assume sufficient mixing of (e.)i=J. ..m and (Xo, ... , X m ).
In this context we analyze two concepts of reliability theory: collapse (or sudden
failure) described by exiting from some compact set L C M, and damage ac
cumulation (or aging) described by J~ fexes, Xo, w))ds, where x(s, Xo, w) denotes
the trajectory with initial value Xo E M, f : M -+ Rt is a damage function. Alt
hough the concepts of reliability (failure probabilities, life time, failure Iocation)
are related to the transient behavior, quite some insight can be gained from the
global qualitative theory of Markov diffusion processes, together with characteri
zations via nonlinear control theory and global dynamics of skew product fiows.
We present some results in this direction and analyze the Takens-Bogdanov oscil
lator as weIl as a model for ship capsizing in random seas in some details. (Joint
work with F. Colonius and G. Häckl, Universität Augsburg).

W. Szemplin'ska-Stupnicka, Warszaw, Poland
On serni-stochastic model of deterministic chaos in a non-linear oscil
lator

It is observed that the chaotic process (solution of Duffing equation) can be appro
ximated by some single harmonie function with random-like modulated amplitude
and amplitude-dependent frequency. This derivation gives size to a hypothesis
that the type of chaotie motion can be approximated by a semi-stochastic pro
cess. In the paper we propose a model of stochastic approximation of the chaotic
process and try to verify it numerically. (Joint work with Z. Kotulski, J. Trebicki.)
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E. Kreuzer, Hamburg, ·Germany

Nonlinear Dynamies in Marine Technology

The evolution of gravity driven water waves interacting with fixed or freely floa

ting objects is an important field of research in manne technology. Many pro

blems are encountered in this field which are nonlinear by nature. Analytical

solutions of the fuUy nonlinear equcrtion have, however, not been {ound so far.

Therefore, it seems that the development of numerical methods is a more promi

sing way towards the solution of these problems.

The international recommendations for tbe safety against capsiring of seagoing

merchant vessels in waves are presented first. These criteria descrihe static sta

bility requirements only and are baSed on tbe assumption that avesseI that is

sufficiently stahle in calm water will be stahle in waves. Obviously tbe stability

parameters at the limit between safe and unsafe depend on the sea state.":In the

eighties it was tried to take into account the sea state and huH forms by -:means

of a. so-called hull from factor. But the real dynamic problem is still not conside

red. In this presentation the governing equations for tbe (nonlinear) water-wave

.problem, including the interaction with fixed objects and floating bodies, and

methods for solution are considered.

As an example the model of a crane ship with linear hydrodynamics is considered.

A set of 20 differential equations of motion describe the dynamies of the system.

Bifurcation analysis and simulations show the full range of nonlinear phenomena

from periodic motion to chaotic behavior. (Joint work with R. Kral.)

P.c. Müller, Wuppertal, Germany

Optimal Contral of Nonlinear Descriptor Systems

In recent years the modeling of dynamical systems by differential-algebraic equa

tions, i.e. in form of descriptor systems has become more and more important.

Although a lot of results has been found still many problems in the analysis and

control design of descriptor systems are open. In this contribution some first

steps for the optimal control design are presented. Here the notion of "causality"

is essential, i.e. it is necessary to distinguish between descriptor systems which

solutions depend on the control input only or additionallyon its higher order

time derivatives. For causal descriptor systems the optimization runs as usual,

hut far non-causal systems surprising results a.ppear. Then the optimization has

to be based on the underlying ODE on a manifold and Pontryagin's Maximum

Principle has to be applied to an extended state space system. The results are

illustrated by some examples.
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N. S. Namachchivaya, Urbana-Champaign, USA
Global and Stochastic Dynamics in Mechanical Systems

In the first part of the paper, we study the discrete nonlinear gyroscopic systems.
The aim of our work is to examine the effects of small dissipation, symmetry
breaking perturbations and periodic parametrie excitations on the bifurcations
of gyroscopic systems, when the unperturbed Hamiltonian system with symme
try exhibits double zero resonance instability. It was shown the perturbed au
tonomous system exhibits a pitchfork-bomoclinic bifureation. These calculations
were made using Melnikov functions. Using an interactive algorithm based on ~

Lie transforms, tbe normal forms for non-autonomous Hamiltonian were derived. •
Under smatl perturbations arising from parametrie exeitations, two mechanisms
were identified in sueh systems that may lead to chaotie dynamies.
In the second part, an approximation for moment Lyapunov exponent, the asyrn
ptotie growth rate of the moments of the response of 2-degree of freedorn gyrosco
pie systems driven by real noise was constructed. A perturbation approach was
used to obtain explicit expressions for these exponents in the presence of small
intensity noise. The usefulness of moment Lyapunov exponent in predicting pa
rameter values at which qualitative changes in probability density funetion occur
was also illustrated. (Joint work with R. McDonald, W. Nagata, H. van Roessel.)

K. Popp, Hannover, Germany
Dynamical behavior of a friction oscillator with simultaneous self and
external excitation

Friction induced vibration, also known as stick-slip vibration, occurs in mechani
ca! systems as wen as in everyday life. In engineering applications these vibrations
are undesired aod should be avoided. The robust limit cycle of stick-slip motions
can be disturbed by periodically aeting forces. As a simple mechanical model of
this mechanism a simple-degree-of-freedom friction oscillator with external har
monie excitation is investigated. The resulting system equation is non-smooth
due to tbe non-srnooth friction characteristic. Investigating the system behavior,
rieh bifurcation behavior and different rautes to chaos have been observed. In this
case, the system dynamics in the three-dirnensional state space can be analyzed
by a one-dimensional map. Sirnilar to the logistie map, bifurcation and stabi
lity analysis can be carried out and Lyapunov exponents can be calculated. The
frict~on characteristic has a significant influence on the dynamical behavior. For
example, stick-slip limit cycles require a decreasing friction force characteristic.
Experiments show that tbe friction characteristics found in literature give only
a rough approximation. The random components in the measurements due to
surface roughness deserves more attention.
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H.J. Pradlwarter, Innsbruck, Austria
Advanced Simulation Procedures in Non...linear" Stochastic Systems

Experience has shown, that analytical models, while most instrumental and ac
curate to analyse smaller types of problems, are not necessarily applicable to the
class of problems defined in higher dimensions. However, numerical procedures,
such as Monte Carlo simulation are free of those restrietions. Though, if they
are applied direct1y, it is almost impossible to describe the struetural response
in tbe region of interest, i.e. the tails of tbe distributions. This information, of
course, is a necessary prerequisite for solving exceedance, reliability and other
related response problems. For this reason - particularly during the last decade
. considerable efforts have been made to adopt variance reduction techniques to
problems of stochastic structural dynamics. In this context procedures such a.s
importance, adaptive and directional sampling, etc., were shown to be ~.seful.

Other procedures which proved to be must instrumental for analysing stocbastic
nonlinear problems are tbe so.called Response Surface Method.
Recently, other types of advanced simulation procedures such aB n Double and
Clump" and "Russian Roulette and Splitting" have been introduced. These me
thods are applicable for the case of loading by a random process consisting of a
large number of random variables. The method allows to direet Monte Carlo si
mulation toward the tails of tbe distribution. These concepts have been discussed
in the presentation. Joint work with G.I. Schueller.)

G. Rega, L'Aguila, Italy
Nonlinear dynamies of theoretical and experimental cable models

The elastic suspended eable can be considered a rieh model system for nonlinear
and chaotic pbenomena in struetural dynamies. They range from the regular and
nonregular responses exhibited by a SDOF model for 2D finite forced dynamics,
to the whole complexity of interactions and bifurcations in MDOF models for
3D oscillations. Attractor-basis-manifold phase portraits and global bifurcations
mechanisms in SDOF model are highlighted through computational and geome
trica! techniques. The requirments for arieher mathematical model for actual
3D dynamies are suggested by the results of experimental investigations. Se
veral competing classes of regular response occur for a cable undergoing verticale
in-plane support motions under various external and simultaneous internal res<r
nance conditions. First practicable chara.cterization of quasiperiodic and chaotic
responses is made by means of reconstructions of the attractors from time series
and calculations of dimension in pseudo-phase spa.ces. A theoretical four d.oJ.
model able to match the experimental behavior in different regions of the control
parameter space is presented, and asymptotic steady ask amplitude modulated
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motions are obtained at various resonance conditions.

K.R. Schenk-Heppe, Bremen, Germany
Deterministic and stochastic Duffing-van der Poloscillators are 000

explosive

Do solutions of the D-vdP equation x = az + ßx - x3 - x2x+ O'tX~l(t) + C12~2(t)

explode when time passes?
We prove under the assumptions that (read noise case) el(t)4, 6(t)2 locally inte- e
grable, p(let (t)1 + le2(t)1 5 et, Vt :5] - C2, C2[) > 0 for some Ch C2 > 0 the fiow
<;?t(w) : Dt{w) ~ Rt(w), t E R is global to the forward and loca.l to the backward,
i.e. Dt(w) = n 2 ,Vt ~ O,R,(w) =F n2,Vt > O.
In the" white noise case the above result· is true without any assumptions. In'
particular the deterministic equation (O't = 0'2 = 0) is non-explosive forward in
time and possesses initial values for which the. backward eq. explodes.

M. Scheutzow, Berlin, Germany
Exponential stability of stochastic delay equations

Consider the stochastic delay equation dX(t) = O'X(t - l)dW(t), where W is
onedimensional Brownian motion and 0' ~ 0 is a parameter. We are interested .
in stability properties of this equation aB a function of 0'. We show that for small
q ~ 0 the exponential growth rate is strict1y negative wheras it is strict1y positive
for large values of 0'. More precisely the following is true.
Theorem 1 (stability for small 0'): There exists 0'0 > 0 and a continuous function
X: (0,0'0) -+ (-00,0) such that for all fEe = C([-1,O],R) and all 0' E (0,0'0)
we have P(limsup1/tlog IXl(t)1 :5 ~(O'» = 1. Here Xl denotes the solution with
initial condition X(s) = /(8),8 E [-1,0]. Furthermore X(O')""" (72/2 as q -+ 0.
Theorem 2 (instability for large 0'): There exists a constant K, ERsuch that for
all fEe {O}. We have P = I. Here IIX{lloo := suplXJ(t +s)l· In particular e
the exponential growth rate is positive for sufficiently large 0'.

We prove both results via specially constructed Lyapunov functionals. We also
indicate a generalization of Theorem 1 to more general (also certain nonlinear)
equations. Further we point out the limitations of classical methods in dealing
with stability properties of the equation. (Joint work with S. Mohammed, Car
bondale, USA.)
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w. Schiehlen, Stuttgart, Germany
Amplitude Bounds of Stochastic Nonlinear Multibody Systems

Dynamical equations describing nonlinear multibody systems are represented in
the state spare as :i = /(x, eh p), x(to) = Xo where x is the state vector, Xo
a random initial state vector, e, a stochastic vector process including random
parameters and p a deterministic parameter vector. It is assumed /(0, {t, p) = o.
An amplitude bound witb respect to tbe initial conditions for a sampie trajectory
is defined as B(~t, p, xo) := "if:~'I'to on an infinite time interval. For the statistical
analysis its inverse I Bte"p, %0) is preferable. It yields B E [1,00] and I B E [0,1].
The amplitude bound has to be computed numerically for multibody systems
using Monte-Carlo simulations. Coinputation results are presented for the Duf
fing oscillator with positive and negative cubic nonlinearities and excitation by
wide-band and narrow band s'tochastic processes. (Joint work with B. Hu ~d s.
Schaub.) ~.

B. Schmalfuss, Bremen, Germany
Attractors and Random Bifurcations of Stochastic Differential Equa-
tions .

Let (Co, Beo , P) be a canonical Wiener process and 8 L ; Co ~ Go be a family
of shift operators such that 8LW = w(. +L) - w(L), L E R The solution of the
Stratonovich equation dx = (ox - x3 + g(x))dL + xodw, x(O) = %0 generates a
cocycle <p(L,w, xo). We assume 9(0) = 0 and some other conditions. X 6 (O) = 0
is a. stationary solution of this equation. We are looking for other stationary
solutions if d > o. In a first step we ar~ ahle to prove the existence of a random
attractor that does not contain O. In a second step we try to prove that the
attractor only contains one element. In particular, we can use a random fixed
point theorem based on uniform Lyapunov exponents. So we can find a stochastic
analogy of pitchfork bifurcations in the sense that new stationary solutions ap
pear. 'fhese stationary solutions are given by a random variable xj(w) such that
L -+ xj(8L (w), d > 0 solves the above equation. (joint work with L. Arnold.)

K. Sobczyk, Warsaw, Poland
Stochastic Nonlinear Systems and Maximum Entropy Principle

In stochastic dynamics of physical and engineering systems the probability dis
tributions of the response process are seldorn achievable. Most often, all what
we are ahle to obtain ({rom the governing stochastic nonlinear equations) are
the moments of the response, or the equations for moments. We use this partial
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information about the system response to construct the approximate probabilty
distribution; this is made via maximum entropy principle.
If the system of interest is governed by the Ito equation for the vector process
Y(t) = [}}(t), ... ,Yn(t)] , i E r, (r, F, P), dY(t) = F[Y(t)]dt + u[Y(t)]dW(t, I),
where W(t, i) = [W1(t, I)' ... , Wm(t, ")')] rn-dimensional Wiener process, then - un
der known assumptions - the solution is a Markov diffusion process with drift A(y)
and diffusion B(y) = q(y)uT(y). According to the spirit of the maximum entropy
principle the approximate probability density p(y, t) of y(t) is determined as a
result of maximization of the entropy functional H(P) = - f P(y, t)lup(y, t)dy
under the constraints 1) normalization condition: f P(y, t)dy - 1 = 0, 2) gi
yen moment equations: dm~(t) =< GK{YIr:) >I" Ikl = 1,2, ...,K where GK(Y) =
~ / ~ ..Ei Fi(y) 8J1i +1 2E, Ei,; UttO'ji 8J1i8 Yj • The method IS lIlustrated by the examp-

les. (Joint work with J. TrebickL)

H. Trager, Wien, Austria
Center Manifold Approach to the Contral of a Tethered Satellite Sy
stem

In station keeping often undesired oscillations of a system of two satellites connec
ted· by a thin cable (up to 100 km length) occur. These oscillations should be
extinguished by tension control, that is, only by changing the tension in the tether
connecting the satellites. However, if the equations of motion are linearized about
the radial relative equilibrium the out of plane oscillation decouples from the in
plane oscillation and cannot be effected by tension control. Therefore a nonlinear
control problem is formulated on tbe center manifold which is two-dimensional
and· results from a Hopf bifurcation. By means of computer algebraic programs
the whole ca.lculation can be performed analytically. It is shown that the non
linear analysis results in further restrietions on the control parameters. (Joint
work with W. Steiner, A. Stendl.)

W. Szemplin'ska, Warsaw, Poland
Homoclinic bifurcation versus boundary crisis

In the study of global bifurcations in the two-well Duffing oscillator we consider
the region of the system parameters when a codimension-two bifurcation part
exists: the point where there is an intersection of the local saddle-mode bifur
cation of the single-weIl attractor and the global homoclinic bifurcation of the
P-periodic large orbit (cross-weIl) saddle DL. Effects of the bifurcations are in
vestigated by numerical calculations and are illustrated by basin of attraction
and manifold structure of the saddle DL, which lies outside the cross-weIl chaotic
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attractor. A particular attention is paid to two different effects of the homoclinie
bifurcation g of the saddle DL:
1) If it oecurs in the system parameter region then there exist a cross-weH chaotic
eharacter attractor, the homoclinic bifurcation destroys its loeal stability and so
destroys its basin of attraction. Therefore it corresponds to the phenomena known
as "boundary crisis".
2) Often the homoclinic bifurcation occurs in the region, when two types of
periodic attractor exist, it does not affect tbeir stability but destroys their basin
boundary. Thus it results in creating a fracta! basin boundary and an explosion
of the basin of at~raction of the large orbit T-periodie cross-weH attractor. Joint
work with K. JanickL)
A great contrast between simplicity of the attractor period existing in tbe region
and complexity of the related transient state is also underlined.

W. Wedig, Karlsruhe, Germany
Stability and invariant measures of perturbed dynamical systems .

For stability investigations of linear dynamieal systems with parametrie perturba
tions we are interested to calculate the top Lyapunov exponents by the invariant
measures of the systems appling the Furstenberg-Khasminskii formula. For this
purpose we set up the Fokker-Planck equations of the projection angles and solve
them by introdueing special iterative solution schemes which reduce the p~~bo

lic partial differential equations to multi-dimensional limit cyeles problems with
respeet to one rotating phase angle of the linear systems.
The integration into the negative angle direetion is performed by Euler forward
differenees leading to simple explieit,sehemes in regular cases. Drifts due to .I}~me

rieal dampings are eliminated by global eorreetions utilizing stationary eond1tions
according to marginal densities in every iteration step.
For oscillators perturbed by bounded Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes or by harmo
nie or almost periodic excitations with noise perturbations the iterative schemes
are illustrated by demonstration programs realized by a PC-notebook and visua
lized by an overhead panel on the sereen.

v. Wihstutz, North Carolina, USA
Numerics for the Lyapunov exponents of real noise driven linear sy
stems

The results given by Talay and Ground and Talay concerning Lyapunov ex
ponents of stoehastie systems with elliptie generator are generalized to linear
systems with weaker non-degeneracy properties. An algorithm is represented
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and the order oI convergence is calculated for white or real noise driven linear
stochastic differential systems which satisfy Hörmander's hypoellipticity condi
tion.

W.C. Xie, Waterloo, Canada
Mode Localization in Disordered Structures

This presentation extends the classical theory of localization in disordered one
dimensional periodie systems in two different directions: 1) Buckling mode 10- e'
calization in nonhomogeneous beams on elastic foundatioD; 2) Vibration mode
localization in weakly-coupled two-dimensional mass-spring arrays.
In the first part, localization in nonhomogeneous continuous systems is studied.
Buckling mode localization in nonhomogeneous beams on elastic foundation ia
studied. Localization fa.ctors, which characterize the average exponential rates
of growth or decay of deformation of the beam, are determined using botb the
method of transfer matrix and the method of Green's function.
In tbe second part, the method of perturbation is applied to determine the
localization factors of disordered weakly-coupled mass-spring array. For one
dimensional disordered mass-spring chain, the first exact analytical results of tbe
loocalization factors are obtained in terms of the system parameters. For two
dimensional disordered mass-spring array, the localization factors are determined
in terms oI tbe angle of direction ranging from 0 to 21l".

Berichterstatter: P. Eberhard, Stuttgart, Germany
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Mathematische Methoden der Geodäsie

1. - 7.10.1995

The meeting has been organized by Willi Freeden (Geomathematics Group, Kaiserslau
tern) and Erik W. Grafarend (Geodetic Department, Stuttgart). It brought together
researchers from mathematics and geodesy. The main purpose was' to find appropriate
means of assimilating, assessing and redudng to comprehensible form the readily increas
ing flow of data from terrestrial and satellite sources .and providing an objective basis for
scientific interpretation, classification, testing of concepts, and solution of geoproblems.
The talks that were delivered reflected weH the multiple interest in the audience. There
have been lectures on geodetic boundary value problems, inverse problems, differential ge
ometry, statistics, multivariate approximation theory. The themes addressed were given
as a block. series of talks (indicated below by seperating lines). The taiks have been
followed by lively discussions and a usefnl exchange of ideas has taken place.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

G. Anger:

The Efficiency of a Mathematical Model in Natural Sciences and Medicine

Most mathematical problems in science, technology and medicine are inverse problems.
In order to solve an inverse problem the following points have to be studied:

• Mastery of the special process both experimentally and theoretically

• Possibility of mathema.tical modeling of the process

• Mastery of the direct problem both theoretically and numerically

• Studying of the information content of the inverse problem, i. e. , to find out which
interna! parameters of a system inaccessihle to measurement can he determined in
astahle and unique manner

• Development of algorithms for the numerical solution of an inverse problem

In general, the solution of the direct can be represented by using integrals (compact op
erator). If AI = 9, R(A) infinite dimensional, is a one-to-one mapping, then A-l is
discontinuous (F. Riesz 1918). In order to study the efficiency of a mathematical model.
We have to include its measurements. In this talk we presented basic principles of inverse
theory using different models, especially those which are of interest in geodesy.

M. Bertero:

Linear and Nonlinear Methods for Linear Inverse Problems

Linear inverse problems are, in general, ill-posed and, as a consequence, the corresponding
discretized problems are ill-conditioned and affected by numerical instability. Since the
solutions (or generalized solutions) of the discretized problems are deprived of physica~~
meaning, one roust look for approximate solutions satisfying some apriori conditions."
This explains the variety of the methods which have been developed for solving this kind
of problems. We review linear regularization and filtering methods, linear and non linear
iterative methods, constrained iterative methods and probabilistic methods such as max
imum likelihood and Wiener filtering. These methods are illustrated with applications to
image restoration, seismology and tomography with few data.
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c. Jekeli:

Methods to Reduee Aliasing in Spherieal Harmonie Analysis
ol Gravity Anomalies

Despite the sophistieation in the eonstruetion of todays detailed models of the Earth 's
gravity field using high-degree spherieal harmonie expansions, they generally still process
a global set of mean gravity anomalies available (or estimated) on a regular grid of lati
tude and longitude lines. This transform of diserete data into harmoni~ eoeffieients (tbe
speetrum) is a numerical approximation of an integral; and, even if the data themselves
have no error, it usually introduces a discretization error, or in the parlance of speetral
analysis, an aliasing error - the estimated eoeflieients are aliased by higher degree gravity
field components that cannot be seperated because of the granularity of the data.
The methods of analysis using simple quadratures, least-squares eollocation, ()ther mod
ified quadratures, least-squares adjustment, and the newer proposals using;·planar 2D
discrete Fourier transforms all share the same basic structure. For example, for efficient
computation, most place considerable restrietions on the allowable statistical error dis
tribution of the data. However, there is significant variation in the aliasing errors of the
methods. This paper derives a rigorous formula for the aliasing error in each ease, thus
yielding a lucid· model comparison and indieating ways to ameliorate the error through
data smoothing.
Typically, data smoothing is the result of uniformly weighted averaging of gravity anoma
lies over blocks defined by latitude and longitude lines. The aliasing error formulas
clearly show how this proeedure fails to attenuate apart of the high-degree ·spectrum
that then aliases the estimated spectrum. Averages over constant spherical caps, though
spoiled at higher latitudes by the increasing correlation between neighbours on the lat
itude/longitude grid, are more definitive in filtering out the high-degree components.
Special weighting functions (such as the Gaussian function) Can further reduce the alias
ing that remains due to the ringing of the uniformly weighted average.

L. E. Sjöberg:

On the Error of Downward Continuation in Physical Geodesy

Analytical continuation of free-air gravity anomalies combined with Stokes's formula is
compared with the classical method for geoid determination by Helmert 's seeond conden
sation method. Assuming that the density distribution of the terrain is correctly known
Helmert's method can be regarded as correct, while we show· that the analytical contin
uatio~ method yields an error in geoidal heights that may reach several metres in high
mountains. In a similar way we show that a spherical harmonie determination of the geoid
based on external gravity data is an error which again, may reach metres over continental
areas.
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N. Sneeuw:

Speetral Analysis of Single Component Gradiometry

The technieal implementation of gravity gradiometry in the form of differential aceelerom
etry over a fixed baseline results inherently in measuring (one or more) single components
of the gravity gradient tensor. .It is therefore interesting to investigate how the gravity
field can be determined from single gradiometry components, and to deseribe the er-
ror characteristics of the field obtained. As has been demonstra.ted by simula.tions foe
the STEP-mission (cross-track in-line component), tbe resulting spherical harmonie error
spectra may be inhomogeneous.
Here tbe spectral characteristics of single components of tbe gradient tensor, expressed
in a loeal frame, will be analyzed. The type of representation of error simulation results
will be discussed. Moreover optimal gradiometry configurations are proposed in order to
obtain homogeneous and isotropie error characteristics.

F. Schneider:

The Solution of Linear Problems in Satellite Geodesy by Means of
Spherical Spline Approximation

We consider a certain class of geodetic linear inverse problems AF = G, F: gravita
tionalpotential at the surface of the earth and G for example the first radial derivative
of the gravitational potential at satellite altitude (linearized satellite-to-satellite tracking)
or the second radial derivative of the gravitational potential at satellite altitude (satellite
gradiometry). The regularization is done by a refinement of the topologies by considering
the inverse problem in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space setting in order to obtain a
bounded generalized inverse operator At. For a numerical realization we assurne G to be
given at a finite number of discrete points to which we employ a spherical spline inter
polation method adapted to the Hilbert spaces. By applying At to the obtained spli~ >

interpolant we get an approximation of the solution F at the surface of the earth. F~
0&11y, some eonvergence results are formulated if the measurements at satellite altitude
inerease, where it is irnportant that neither the earth figure nor the shape of the orbit
underly severe geometrical restrietions.
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P. Maaß:

Wavelet Transforms on Spheres

The aim of this talk is to describe some recent results concerning wavelet transforms
on spheres. These transforms are constructed in order to analyze local structures and to
efliciently represent functions on spheres.
Motivated by the well established wavelet transform for functions f E .c2(lR) one seeks a
transform of the type

L",f{",a) =< f,t/J",o. >, '1 E 52, a E (0,00),

where'1 denotes a translation parameter and a refers to scaling tbe wavelet t/J. Different
approaches are discussed:

• the discrete method by W. Sweldens, based on hierarchically subdividini~the·sphere
inta triangles, ..-

• the analytic approach by B. Rubin, which starts from analytic continuation method
for approximate convolution identities and

• an algebraic approach (S. Dahlke, P. Maaß) based on group representations acting
on functions on the tangent bundle of 5 n - 1 .

U. Windheuser:

Spherical Wavelet Transform and Its Discretization

A continuous version of spherical multiresolution is described, starting from continuous
wavelet transform on the sphere. Scale discretization enables us to construct spherical
counterparts of wavelet packets and scale discrete Daubechies' wavelets. It is shown that
singular integral operators forming a semigroup of contraction operators of class (Co)
(like Abel-Poisson or Gauß-Weierstraß operators) lead in canonical way to pyramidal al
gorithms. Fully discretized (scale and space discrete) wavelet transforms are obtained via
approximate integration mIes. Shannon's sampling theorem on the sphere is mentioned
and exact space discrete wavelet transforms are discussed for band-limited wavelets. Fi
nally applications to geodetic reality are given in more detail.
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M. D. Buhmann:

Old and New Results on Radial Functions with Compact Support

In this work, radial basis functions that have compact support and give rise to posi
tive definite interpolation matrices {cf>(IIXj - xkIl2)}j,k are considered. Here, cf> is the radial
basis function, 11 . 112 is the Euclidean norm on Rn and Xj E Rn are prescribed, distinct
centres. The aim of the interpolation method is to approximate given data {f(xj)}j by

where the Aj are to be defined through the interpolation conditions s(Xj) = f(xj).for all
j. If the number of data is very large, it can be advantageous to have a t/> of compact
support. Several earlier approaches are reviewed in this talk and a new class of radial
function is introduced and analyzed. Moreover, the differences to the well-established
globally supported ones are discussed, including their approximational behaviour.

M. Schreiner:

Radial Basis Functions on the Sphere

Radial basis functions on the sphere are an appropriate tool for many approximation
methods on the sphere (splines, finite elements, wavelets) and play an important role also
for non-spherical approximation. Besides their structural simplicity the main advantage
in the use of these functions is that they are strongly related to invariant pseudodiffer
ential operators on the sphere. Thus, they are likely to play an essential role in future
geodetic applications. .
After a general introduction in radial basis functions on the sphere the talk concentrates
on new results concerning locally supported spherieal radial basis functions. By using
these funetions, the numerical eifort of any of the mentioned approximation techniques
ean be significantly reduced. e-----------------------
w. R. Madyeh:

Recovery of Band Limited Functions via Generalized Splines

It is known that univariate band limited functions can be recovered from their values
on certain discrete subsets, {xn}, as the limits of piecewise polynomial spline interpolants
wben the order of tbe splines goes to infinity. See (1) Scboenberg, J. Analyse Math. ,
XXVII (1974), 205-229 for the ease when {Xn} is tbe integer lattice and (2) Lyubarskii
and Madych, Jour. Funet. Anal. , Vol. 125, No. 1, Oct 1994, 201-222 for the significantly
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more general case when {xn} is such that the collection of functions in e{e-izn(} is a
Riesz basis for .c2([-1l', 1T)), among other examples this includes the integer lattice and
any sufficiently sroall perturbation. The goal of this talk is to indicate that the methods
introduced in (2) can be modified to obtain meaningful extensions:

• Replace piecewise polynomial splines by more general families of interpolators of
the form Exn Cn"Pk( x - zn) and still have the same recovery result as k -+ 00. For
example, our results include the cases "Pk(Z) = 1/(k2 + x 2) and "Pk =Daubechies
scaling function with scaling filter of length 2k and maximum sampling moments
convolved with its symmetry.

• Recovery results for multivariate band limited functions from their values of irregu
larIy distributed sampling sets using polyharmonic splines and selected interpolation
methods.

Q. Kouncbev:

Splines which are Piecewise Solutions of Elliptic Equations on Manifolds

It is our purpose to establish a new paradigm in the area of smoothing of multivariate
scattered data, which provides a natural generalization of the univariate spline theory.
So far the results obtained for multivariate polynomial splines and in the theQry of radial
basis functions have not succeeded to establish a satisfactory paradigm in the multivariate
world, in the sense of natural extension of the beautiful spline theory in one dimension.

K. -R. Koch:

Bayesian Statistics with Applications

Starting from Bayes' theorem the essence of the Bayesian approach is outlined. The
choices of prior probability density functions are discussed starting from noninformative
prior densities. Prior densities based on maximum entropy are introduced. It leads to the
normal distribution in case of a given expected value and a vanance. Conjugate priors
are mentioned which are used in linear models. The posterior density of the unknown pa~

rameters resulting from Bayes' theorem contains all the information needed for statistical
inference. For the point estimation the expected value or the value for which tbe posterior
density becomes maximal are taken. Confidence regions are obtained by highest posterior
(HPD) regions. Hypothesis tests are solved by confidence regions or simply by computing
posterior odds. The results of the parameter estimation in linear models using noninfor
mative or informative density functions are given. Finally a.s an extension of Bayesian
statistics Bayes nets for reasoning under uncertainty are presented. The computation of
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the joint and the marginal density funetions and the propagation of probabilities in these
nets are outlined.
As examples for the application of Bayesian statistics two procedures of ~n automatie
interpretation of digital images are presented. Both methods introduce labels for the ob
jeets to be identified. In the first procedure tbe labels are defined as randorn variables of
a Markov random field atid in the second one as random variables of the nodes of a Bayes
net. The labels are estimated by maximizing their density functions.

W.-D. Schuh:

Computational Geodesy as a Tool for Solving Problems within
Satellite Gravity Field Missions

In spite of new developments in computer design, the standard least squares procedure
for the estimation of spherical harmonie coefficients of the gravitational potential from
orbit and satellite gravity gradiometer data for high degree gravitational fields exeeeds
present capabilities. Therefore, special techniques have to be developed to accomplish
this task. With simulated satellite gravity gradiometry (SGG) and satellite-to-satellite
tracking (SST) data sets the numerical behaviour of the normal equiations Me analyzed.
A white noise stochastic model but also band-limited and coloured noise models are em
ployed. With the help of orthogonality considerations and special numbering sehemes
tailored iterative procedures are developed. Special investigations allow to use parallel
resources and also robust statistical methods within these iterative procedures. Tailored
pre-conditioning strategies improve the convergence rate and decrease the number of it
erations drastically.

w. Pachelski:

Barycentrie Coordinates: an Introduction to Geodetie Applications

Apart from global reference frarnes geodesy requires also local reference frarnes to locally
deseribe detailed structure of the Earth surface, monitor local geodynamic phenomena,
fulfill functions of a Land Information System, a.s weIl as to perforin corresponding geode
tic operations. Presumably, such frarnes should be as much as possible autonomous, i.
e. onee they are properly defined they should refer as little as possible to any external
reference frame.
As a possible tool for such frarnes there are considered Moebiu8 barycentric coordinates,
which can be defined through any simplex in an n-dimensional space, e. g. by means of
triangular or tetrahedral bases in 2-D or 3-D, respeetively. Their theoretical background
is reviewed, as well a.s their relation to oblique coordinates and use in sorne geodetic
applications such a.s the Ansermet '8 resection problem, a photogrammetric positioning
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problem, and shape functions in the method of finite elements.
Main properties of barycentric coordinates consist in their invariance with respect to lin
ear transformations, as weIl as in a seperation of nonmetric and metric relations between
geometrie constructs.

L. Meister:

Estimation of Rotating Body Attitude by Quaternion Filter

A problem of optimal estimation of a rotating body attitude with both differential equa
tion of motion and observation of stars is considered. The problem is formulated as a
conditional extremum problem and using the language of quaternions an analytic solu
tion to the problem is obtained. It is shown that the mutual position of the observed stars
influences on the number of possiblesolutions, and the optimal estimation ofthe attitude
has to be selected from the different classes of functions. The case of only one observed
star serves to illustrate the feasibility of the presented method.

U. C. Herzfeld:

Geostatistical Methods for Interpolation and Classification
of Remote-Sensing Data

Along three examples, geostatistical methods for interpolation and classification of remote
sensing data are developed and demonstrated.
Tbe first method is kriging, a family of interpolation and extrapolation techniques math
ematically related to least-squares prediction. Applieation of ordinary kriging to satellite
radar altimeter data from Lambert Glacier/ Amery Ice Shelf, Antarctiea, yields maps/grids
with a 3km resolution. Construetion of a time series of such grids from altimeter data
of SEASAT (1978), GEOSAT GM (1985-1986), GEOSAT ERM (1987-1989), and ERS-l

. (sinee 1992) facilitates analyses of changes in the Antarctic ice stream/ice shelf system,
such aB elevation changes and changes in the position of tbe grounding line.
While interpolation utilizes the primary information in the data, a newly developed geo
statistical elassification method is geared at deriving secondary information from elevation
data or baekscatter data. Based on statistieal properties, elements of surface structures
are used for automated geologie/geomorphologie mapping. This is applied in a geologie
segmentation of the western Mid-Atlantic Ridge flank near 26 deg North.
A combination of high-resolution and low-resolution teehniques is attempted in a study
of the 1993-1995 surge of Bering Glacier, Chugaeh Mountains, Alaska. GPS-Iocated video
data eolleeted from small aireraft are used in combination with ERS-1 SAR images to (a)
help understand the relationships between iee velocity, surface stress patterns, crevassing
and iceberg ealving during the surge, and (b) provide a technique for surface classification
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based on SAR data in general.

L. Svensson:

Quality of Methods in Physical Geodesy

Different aspects of the problems of physical geodesyare obtained from the point of..
view of functional analysis and from the point of view of the corresponding discretized.
problems, i. e. regarding tbe problems of determining, e. g. by least squares methods, a
finite number of coefficients from a finite number of observations. Tbe first point of the
present talJe is that functional analysis results are the asymptotic versions of results for
corresponding discretized problems when the net of observations is successively refined ad
infinitum. .
The second point is that it is essential, in dealing with the discretized problems, to make
a proper discussion of the errors, seperating systematic errors, which also include the
approximation errors, from random errors and their propagation from observations to
results (gross errors being neglected here).
The third point is the derivation of asymptotic formulae for propagated errors in some
important cases, including problems of heterogeneous sets of data such as the altimetry
gravimetry problem. Methods of integral formulae, collocation, least squares and Galerkin
type solutions are discussed. Explicit formulae are given in some idealized cases, still suf
ficiently general to be useful a.s rules of thumb.

J.Otero:

The Simple Problem of Molodensky

The simple problem of Molodensky is the following: given a function 9 dejined in w,
find a function u such that. e

ßu = 0 in 0, < Vu, x > +2u = 9 on w, u(x) ~ 0 as x -+ 00 (1)

where w is a closed surface in JR3, and n is the domain exterior to w. This boundary
problem appears several times in Geodesy with u being the dirturbing potential, w being
a telluroid and 9 being related to observed quantities like the gravity. By inversion relative
to a sphere and Kelvin transform, this problem is equivalent to

~v = 0 in 0', <Vv,x>-v=g'onw'. (2)

Thls boundary problem (2) also arises in the gravity space approach to the vectorial Molo
densky problem.
In the first part of this talk, we shall present some open problems about the uniqueness
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and existence of solutions of tbe general linear (vectorial and scalar) Molodensky prob
lems. We shall also take advantage of this atmosphere to present a uniqueness theorem
for a Robin boundary value problem arising in the elassical gravimetrie determination of
tbe Geoid.
In the seeond part, we shall show how the solution of the linearized veetorial Molodensky
problem may be redueed to a sequenee of simple problems of Molodensky. At this point it
will be neeessary to give some uniqueness, existenee and regularity of solutions theorems
for the simple problem of Molodensky.
Summing up, we sbatl try to make elear the important role that boundary problems like
(1) and (2) play in Physieal Geodesy.

E. Groten:

Quasigeoid Heights and Defleetions of the Vertieal for Germany:
A New Solution at IPGD

Utilizing new gravity material for Europe and mainly for East part of Germany it was
possible to evaluate a new quasigeoid model for Germany, based on a remote zone model,
using Rapp's OSU 91A and IGM-3, and a superimposed terrestrial (point values) set of
6g whieh is extremely dense in Eastern Germany, enabling to model the geoid in steps of
3'. The terrestrial set is supplemented by a reasonable (5 by 5 km) terrain model in order
to get the various refining eorreetions to eonventional spherieal approximations. Belikov's
weH known "sealing" approach (non-harmonie supplement) gives way to a representation
whieh basieally eorresponds, in weIl surveyed areas such as East Germany, to a spheri
eal harmonics expansion of truneation degree n = 3600. Even though a more detailed
terrain model of 20 by 20 meters will soon be available a substantial improvement for
geoid heights eannat be expeeted. The defteetion of the vertical given by us may take
more profit out of such more detailed terrain models but the use of preeise defleetions is
decreasing in modern geodesy so our approximation appear~ adequate. The aceuracy of
the geoid was found to be of the order of a few centimeter.

M. Belikov:

Loeal Geoid Determination with Very High Resolution

The loeal gravity field modelling is considered in the framework of Cauehy-Kowalevskaya
problem. The iterative regional harmonie analysis is applied in order to stabilize the so
lution. The high resolution of tbe solution is provided by the implementation of pseudo
harmonies associated with solid spherieal funetions and sealed harmonie analysis teeh
nique. In the elaborated method the original data distribution is used without need to
transform data to a regular grid. This method has been applied for determination of
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gravimetrie geoid for Germany. The resolution of the regional geoid is shown to be 5km
with the aeeuraey of several em over some hundred km, in comparison with GPS and
levelling.

W. Light:

Variational Approaches to Approximation on Spheres

Radial Basis Functions on IRd can be viewed as coming from a variational theory. Ite
is now well-known that such a theory is possible on spheres 8d- 1 • Such a theory leads to
approximations of the form

m

v(x) =E Aä4J(XOä) +n(x)
i=l

where at, ... , am are fixed points in Sd-l, ..\i E fit. and n is a spherieal harmonie poly
nomial (for practical purposes having low degree). Tbe aim is to solve the interpolation
problem v(ai) = ci, j = 1, ... ,m. Again, this theory (and its applications to geodesy) is
weIl understood. We will elaborate on the known results and in particular provide error
estimates.

R. Haagmans:

Accurate Radon Domain Based Interpolation for Satellite Tracks (ARTIST):
A Solution for interpolation of Traee and Missing Trace Data?

ARTIST has been developed for interpolation of densely measured data along more or
less parallel, but widely spaced traces. One can think of satellite altimeter data, ma-
rine gravity data, aero-magnetie or aero-gravity data, and seismie data. Now, if a small
scale lineament is supported by several neighbouring traces, most "standard" interpola-e
tion techniques used within geodesy fail to interpolate this structure. The Radon domain, e

being the mapping of the integral along a line onto one point, allows us to detect signifi
cant line-like structures, and subsequently to interpolate one-dimensionally the structure
along the corresponding lines in space domain. These interpolated "control" points are
merged with the original set, and are finally two-dimensionally interpolated with min
imum curvature splines. The procedure is applied to a synthetic gravity data set and
real-life a.ero-magnetic data. The interpolated results are superior to the "classical" re
sults, sbowing a redueed bias and a 32% improvement in the rms of tbe differenee in
case of ~he synthetic set. Next, the procedure is applied to a synthetic seismie data set
for interpolation of missing traces. Also here a significant improvement over elassieal
procedures is obtained. The goal is to extend the procedure for more general data like
from satellite altimetry. Therefore, the detection procedure is to be improved by means
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of nonstationary filtering with wavelets, and an iterative search in the Radon domain.

J. D. Ward:

Nonstationary Wa.velets on thc m-Sphere, Localization and Uncertainty

We discuss classes of nonstationary wavelets generated by spherical basis functions, which
comprise a subclass of Schoenberg's positive definite functions on the rn-sphere. The
wavelets are intrinsically defined on the m-sphere, are independent of the choice of co
ordinate system and may be easily orthogonalized. Decomposition, reconstruction and
localization for these wavelets will be discussed. In the special case of the 2-sphere, we
derive an uncertainty principle that expresses the trade-off between localization and tbe
presence of high harmonics - or high frequencies - in expansions in spherical harmonics.
We discuss the application of this prineiple to the wa.velets that we construct.

F. N. Narcovich;

Spherical Basis Functions, Hermite Interpolation, and Intrinsic Wavelets on thc Sphere

We discussed interpolating data generated via integrating a distribution against a Coo
function on a closed, compact Riemannian manifold IMlm via Coo strictly po~itive def
inite kerneis on IMlm. We gave a number of examples of such kerneis for the rn-sphere
and the rn-torus. Spherical basis functions (n spherical splines) are special cases of such
kerneis on sm; they have the form

G(jj . q),

where Pt{m + 1; t) is the [th degree Legendre polynomial in m + 1 dimensions.
Define the convolution as "star" product via

00 W
m

__

G *H = La,b,d-P,(m + 1; P . q),
1=0 m.1

where G is as above, and H has a similar expansion with the coeflicients in tbe expansion
than being the b,'s. We construct sampling spaces of the form

V = span{G(p . ~),G(P . ~), ... ,G(p. ~;)},

and show that the inner product

< f, 9 >= I f(P)g(P) dw(P),1sm
where f == L fjG(p . ~),g =L9/cG(P . {;);has the form

< f, 9 >= g* A.[,
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T - -where L = (/1 /2 ... IN) and 9...T = (9192··· 9N); the matrix A. has entries G *G(~j . ~k).
This matrix is always strictly positive definite, and may be explicitly computed in many
cases. Similar results apply for the case of IMlm.

A. De Santis:

New Regional Models for Geodesy

In the last ten years, same new techniques have been introduced and developed for mod
elling the magnetic field in restricted regions (the so-called regional magnetic fields). This
note will deseribe the basis of the spherieal eap models as: Spherieal Cap Harmonie Analy
sis (SCHA), Translated Origin Spherical Cap Analysis (TOSCA), ~d Adjusted Spherical
Harmonie Analysis (ASHA).
Above methods are exact (except ASHA which is an approximation of SCHAl solutions
of Laplace's equation in a cap-like region.
After showing the main charaeteristies of the spherieal eap methods in the frame of geo
magnetism, it is given also an example of applieation for Ioeal gravity field representation.
The expressions of: disturbing field potential, anomaly gravity, geoid undulations and de
fleetion of the vertical are shown.

B. Heck:

Integral Equation Methods in Physieal Geodesy

Starting from one and the same geodetie boundary value problem several forms of integral
equations can be constructed, based on various representations of the potential function.
We applied single and double layer as weIl as Brovar's generalized single layer and volume
potentials to construct integral equations with strongly different types of singularities; as
an example the "simple" Molodensky problem is chosen. The properties of the bound
ary integral operators can easily be studied in the case of the corresponding spherical
integral equations, which are expanded in series with respect to a shrinking parameter €.

Finally the numerical properties of the integrals related to Boundary Element Methods
are studied. It is shown that the strong singular integrals ean be transformed into weak
singular and regular ones; the numerical effort for evaluating these integrals is estimated.
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R. Klees:

A Wavelet Galerkin Approach to Gravity Field Determination

We treat equivalent integral equation formulations of Geodetic Boundary Value Prob
lems which aim at recovering the Earth's gravitational field from functionals given on the
Earth 's surface. The corresponding integral operators are linear bounded operators from
Hr -+ Hr-T with integer orders T E {-1, 0, I}. Galerkin methods and finite elements on
the boundary lead to dense linear spectras of algebraic equations with ,..." 105 unknowns.
We show how compactly supported wavelets can be used to approximate the dense matrix
by a sparse one. We discuss how the compression rate depends on the order of the integral
operator and the number of vanishing moments of the wavelet basis functions. Finally we
point out some numerical problems which still have to be solved befote the method can
successfully applied to global gravity field determination.

P. Holota:

Coerciveness of the Linear Gravimetrie Boundary-Value Problem
and a Geometrical Interpretation

In this paper the linear gravimetrie boundary-value problem is discussed inthe sense of
the so--called weak solution. For this purpose a Sobolev-weight space was constructed for
an unbounded domain representing the exterior of the Earth and quantitative estimates
were deduced for the trace theorem and equivalent norms. In the generalized formulation
of the problem a special d~eomposition of the Laplace operator was used to express the
oblique derivative in the boundary condition which has to be met by the solution. The
relation to the classical formulation was also shown. The main result concerns the coer
civeness (ellipticity) of a bÜinear form associated with the problem under consideration.
The Lax-Milgram theorem was used to decide about the existence, uniqueness and sta
bility of the weak solution of the problem. Finally, a clear geometrical interpretation was
found for a constant in tbe coerciveness inequality and the convergence of approximation
solutions constructed by means of the Galerkin method was proved.

F. Saeerdote:

Stochastic BVP in Physical Geodesy

Many fundamental problems of physieal geodesy are form~lated as BVP's; the input data
however are measurements affected by observational noise. Therefore the problem arises
on how this noise propagates to the solutions; this calls first of all for an understanding of
wbat is a solution witb noise at the boundary, i. e. what is a solut~on of a stochastic BVP.
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In literature such problems have been studied by a number of mathematicians, among
which we mention Rozanov and its Russian school. Yet their theoretical results do not
cover the simplest but most important case; namely when the boundary noise is a white
noise. This case has been recently attached and some new significant results are obtained.

w. Keller:

Applications of Overdetermined Problems

The problem of overdetermined problems in function-spaces was considered. In order
to estimate a solution the weIl known BLUE-estimation principle was generalized.
The generalized BLUE principle was applied to satellite gradiometry leading to inversion
free solution algorithms.

P. J. G. Teunissen:

Integer Least Squares Processing of GPS Phase Observations; Theory and Results

One of the major problems in processing GPS phase observations is estimating the double
difference (DD) ambiguities as integers. Based on carrier phase data only, short observa
tional time spans result in strongly correlated ambiguities and in veryelongated ambiguity
confidence ellipsoids. As a result the estimation of the integer least·squares ambiguities
becomes an extremely time consuming task, when traditional search-methods are applied.
In this contribution, it will be shown both analytically as weIl a.s numerically, that this can
be explained by the distinctive discontinuity that is present in the spectrum of conditional
variances of tbe DD-ambiguities. The least-squares Ambiguity Decorrelation Adjustment _
method allows an efficient estimation of the integer ambiguities over short observational ,.
time spans. This method removes the discontinuity from the spectrum, thereby returning
transformed ambiguities that are rouch less correlated and that show a dramatic improve-
ment in·precision. In this contribution the theory en performance of the method will be
discussed.

H. van Gysen:

Estimability Analysis of Satellite Altimetry

An estimability analysis is undertaken for the standard estimation problems of satel-
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lite altimetry, i. e. for the collinear, and local and global crossover adjustment problems.
For each problem we consider the estimability of mean sea surfa.ce heights, residual ra
dial orbit error and residual tidal signals, and present explicit characterisations of the
nullspace of the estimation problem and develop a variety of partial minimum-norm scr

lutions. Analytical solutions are given (on the assumption that the data are in the form
exact repeats of the altimeter measurement cycle, with no missing data). We look also at
the mixed-mission crossover adjustment problem involving two (or more) altimeter satel
lites, and at various augmentations of the basic estimation problem (e. g. , a.llowing for
the simultaneous evaluation of empirical sea state bias parameters). The analysis makes
use of generalised inverses of partitioned matrices, and of Kronecker matrix products.
Finally, we point to ways in which the analysis procedure we do here can be applied to
other geodetic estimation problems.

A. Dermanis:

The non-linear and space-time geodetic problem:

An attempt is made to generalize the geometrie theory of generalized inverses of linear
operators to the non-linear finite dimensional case by replacing quotient spaces gener
ated by linear subspaces with fiberings. The geodetic datum problem arising from the
use of coordinates as unknowns while observations are invariant under rigid or similai"ity
transformations (injectivity defect) is investigated without resorting to linearization. The
non-linear Baarda transformation is derived which maps a given solution into the one of
the same solution subspace (fiber) closest to a fixed element. The differential geometry
of the solution fibers is investigated. <sr

The space-time geodetic datum problem, where continuous (adjusted) observations are
available for a time interval, is investigated by studying the geometry of the space-time
solution manifold. Several solutions (called motions) are presented in the form of a trans
formation from a given reference motion into one with prescribed optimality or selection
criteria. In particular motions which are everywhere orthogonal to the local single epoch
fiber are introduced as generalizations of Meissl 's inner solution and the differential equa
tions of inner constrains are derived. It is proved that in the case where the observations
are invariant under rigid transformations the orthogonal motions are geodesics and fur
thermore the ones of shortest length among all those joining the two boundary fibers
corresponding to the initial and final observation epoches.

D. Lelgemann:

On the Generation of the Geodetic Datum of Terrestrial Land Surveying Systems

The concepts of geodetic analysis techniques are governed by the problem to investi-
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 42/95

AG: Seiberg-Witten-Theorie

8.-14.10.1995

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Stefan Bauer (Bielefeld) und Tho
mas Friedrich (Berlin) statt. Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standeJ Fragen
der Konstruktion und Anwendung der Seiberg-Witten-Invarianten, sowie der
Zusammenhang der Seiberg-Witten- und der Gromov-Invarianten. An An
wendungen sind insbesondere zu nennen:

1. Sätze aus der Donaldson Theorie.

2. Die Thom-Vermutung.

3. Der 1018-Satz von Furuta.

4. Die Van de Ven-Vermutung.

Die Tagung endete mit einem informellen Vortrag von Stefan Bauer, der
lebhaft diskutiert wurde.

Vortragsauszüge

I. KATH:

Clifford algebras, Spine-structures and 4-ma~ifolds

8Pinc (n):= Spinen) X~:l SI C Cliff(n)
Let (P,1r ,X;SO(n» be a principal SO(n)-bundle over a manifold X. Then
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a Spine-structure of P is a Spinc (n)-reduction of the SO(n)-bundle P.
(P,1r ,X;SO(n») admits a Spinc-structure iff the second Stiefel-Whitney dass
W2( P) of P is the zt2-reduction of an integral class in H2(X,7Z). A Spinc 
structure of an oriented Riemannian manifold Mn is a Spinc -structure of
the bundle of SO(n)-frames of Mn. Any 4-dimensional compact Riemannian
manifold admits a SpinC-structure (Hirzebruch and Hopf, 1958).

J. FRICKE:

Abelian Gauge Theory and Dirac-Operatars rar Spine-structures e
For a principal bundle P(M,G)~ M we define the Gauge Group g as '\.
g := {f : P ~ P I f covers idM, f(u· a) = f(u) . a 'I UfP, afG}. Then
for a fixed connection Ao the set C of all connections looks like Ao +!ll(Qp).
The configuration space is C / Q. If Q is a Spine(4)-structure over a manifold
M 4 we define PU(l) := Q/Spin(4) and L:= Pu(l)XU(l)C. 11" : Q~ P x PU(l)

is a twofold covering, so we can lift a connection A E Cp and the Levi-Civita
connection on PU(t) to a connection \JA on Q. We define the assoziated Dirac
Operator DA: (DA<P)(x) := 'Eei· \Je/P' Then the Weitzenböck formula reads:
D~c/J = (\JA)*\JA tP +~<P - ~!lAtP, and tbe index is given by ind DA+ = A(X)
indcDA + = ~(C2 - 0').
The Seiberg-Witten equations(SW) are:

J. EICHHORN:

The Seiberg-Witten Functional

The Seiberg-Witten equations(SW) define the SW-functional

SW(A,tP) =J(DA tP)2 + (n~ - ~wl/»2

and the zeros of SW(·,·) coincide with the solutions of (SW). As in gauge
theory, one can consider more general the Euler-Lagrange equations of
SW(·,·) and define them as SW equations of second order. These are:

+ 1 <f> •
d*(!lA - 4w ) + Im((DAt/>, ei . <p)e') = 0

D~DA + ~n~tP + ~ltPl2tP = 0

2
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There is an analogy between the SW equatioDs and tbe Landau-Ginsberg
equations.

x.-w. PENG:

Regularity of Weak Solutions of the Seiberg-Witten Equations and Compact
ness cf Moduli Spaces

In tbis lecture we present tbe following theorems:
1). Tbe spare of weak (L1,2) solutions of the first-order Seiberg-Witten equa
tion modulo gauge group is compact in the Ck-topology, for any k~O.

2). The space of weak (Ll.2 ) solutions of the second-order Seiberg-Witten
equation with bounded energy modulo gauge group is also compact in the
CA:-topology, for any k~ O. '-:;;:.'':
3). The Seiberg-Witten functional SW satisfies the Palais-Smale condition.
2) and 3) are joined work with J. Jost and G. Wang.

F. CONNOLLY:

Tbe Deformation Complex and the Tangent Space of the Seiberg-Witten Mo
duli Space

In this expositori lecture we introduce an elliptic complex {A. for each solu
tion (A,~) to the Seiberg-Witten equations. We the introduce an open set
M;eg in the moduli space M, of all solutions to SW. Tbeses are the points
[A,~]=[4>], such that:
(*): The isotropy group of 9 at (A,~) = l/J is trivial.
(reg): The linearisation of the Seiberg-Witten function atl/J, DF4», is an epi
morphism.
We then prove that (*) and (reg) are equivalent to asserting that HO({A. )=0
and H2({A~)=0. For (A,()E M;eg we prove tbat Hl(eA,.) = TpM;eg and that
M;eg is a Coo finite-dimensional manifold. If c denotes the ehern class of the
line bundle of the Spine-structure being considered, we prove that
dirn M* c2-(3"ign(X)+2x(X))

reg 4

M. LÖNNE:

Smoothing the Moduli Space

In this lecture we present the methods to prove smoothness of t\le moduli
spaee for generic choices of metrics and/or pertubations. These are exampli-
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fied by proving:
For a generic choice of pertubation for a fixed metric the moduli space of ir
reducible solutions to the (perturbed) Seiberg-Witten equations is a smooth
manifold of dirn = ~(c~ - 2X - 30-).
A similar result holds for the unperturbed equation by choosing a generic
metric.
Finally bordisms between such smooth moduli spaces are constructed in the
same spirit.

K. ZAO:

Orientability of the Moduli Space and the Seiberg-Witten Invariant

In this lect~re we show that the Seiberg-Witten moduli space is orienta
ble, and a choice of orienta.tion for the line det HO(X,lR)® detHl (X,lR)®
detH2'+(X,lR) serves to orient the moduli space. Using this orientation we
define the Seiberg-Witten invariant for the case b~ ~2:

SW: {Spinc-structures on X} -+ ~ x O·

where O· is the oriented Cobordism ring. Finally we show that there are
only finitely many Spine-structures L, on X, so that SW(.c) # o.

W. LÜCK:

The Seiberg-Witten Equations on a Tube

We present the proof of the following result, which is a key ingredient in
the proof of the Thom Conjecture:

Consider the following situation (~'" .

€--_.~---- ...H ••-'-=--:::--;~~//
"------~~~.-,R_]_-------/

)('<
XR is an oriented closed Riemannian 4-manifold with Spinc-structure, Y an
embedded 3-ma.nifold with collar Yx[-R,R] where everything is a product.
Theorem[Kronheimer-Morowka): Suppose that the moduli space of XR is
nonempty for large R. Then there is a solution of the Seiberg-Witten equa-

4
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tion on YxR which is a temporal gauge, i.e. is given by a path (At, ,pt) in
the configuration spare of Y, and is constant in t.

P. TEICHNER, A. DESSAI:

The Thom conjecture

The Seiberg-Witten equations are used to prove the
Thom conjecture[Kronheimer-Mrowka): Let E --+ fCp2 be a smoothly em
bedded surface representing the homology class of d·[fCpl) E H2(fCp2) , then

(d-l)(d-2)
genus(E) ~ 2 .

The lower bound is obtained by a complex curve of degree cl in <cp2. In
general, if C is a complex curve in a complex surface S, the adjunction 'formula
gives

2g(C) - 2 = < -Ct(S), [Cl > + [Cl . [Cl·

Theorem[Kronheimer-Mrowka]: Let E -+X be an embedded surface with
bt(X) ~ 2, SW(X, SpinC-structure)tf 0 and [E] . [E] ~ 0, then

2g(E) - 2 ~ I< cl(L), [E] > 1+ [E]· [E]

with L being the determinant-linebundle for the given Spine-structure.

S. BAUER:

Der Fall zerlegbarer Mannigfaltigkeiten

Als eine erste Anwendung der Seiberg-Witten Modulräume wurde ein Be
weis eines auf Donaldson zurückgehenden Satzes gegeben:
Die Schnittform einer Mannigfaltigkeit mit definiter Schnittforrn ist diago
nal.
Falls eine Mannigfaltigkeit X sich darstellen läßt als zusammenhängende
Summe zweier Mannigfaltigkeiten Xl und X2 mit jewils positivem bt, so
verschwindet die Seiberg-Witten-Invariante bezüglich jeder Spine-Struktur
auf X als Element der orientierten Bordismengruppe O.(Config* jQ).
Ist genau einer der beiden Faktoren in X=X1ÜX2 negativ definit, sagen wir
mal Xl, so lassen sich die numerischen Seiberg-Witten-Invarianten von X in
denen von )(2 ausdrücken.
Der Beweis dieser heiden Aussagen wurde auf einen Verklebungssatz für
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Lösungen der Seiberg-Witten-Gleichungen zurückgeführt.

M. LEHN:

Die 11/8-Vermutung und der Satz von Furuta

Die Schnittforrn einer (geschlossenen, glatten, 4-dim.) Spinmannigfaltigkeit
ist unimodular, gerade und definit (letzteres nach dem Satz von DonaIdson,
s.o.). Sie hat daher die Form

Q{X) = 2k· Es EB I· (~ ~)

Die II/8-Vermutung sagt: ~(X)/lsign(X)1 ~ 11/8 (oder<=> I ~ 3k).
Furutas Satz sagt: I ~ 2k+1. Beweisid~: Die Kompaktheit des Mo
dulraumes der Lösungen der SW-Gleichungen erlaubt eine globale(!) Be
schränkung derselben mit Hilfe einer Kuranishi-Beschreibung durch eine
Abbildung zwischen endlich-dimensionalen Vektorräumen. Die Halbspin
darstellungen von Spin(4) tragen eine zusätzliche Sruktur über den Qua
terionen. Dadurch erhalten die Seiberg-Witten-Gleichungen und die Kura
nishiabbildung eine zusätzliche G-Symmetrie, G = Normalisator von T C
SU(2). Die Einschränkung der Kuranishiabbildung auf Sphären hinreichend
großen Durchmessers definiert eine stabile äquivariante Homotopieklasse
fE COliIlla,b_oo [S«a + k)Dl + bJR_), S(aDl + (b + l)lR_)]G. KG-theoretische
Argumente zeigen: e(k,l) ':F 0 => I ~ 2k.

A. TRALLE:

Overview of the Classification of Compact Complex Surfaces

In the talk it was given an overview on basics of symplectic and Kählerian •
geometry. We discussed basic examples of symplectic manifolds - homogeneos
symplectic manifolds, coadjont orbits. Then we discussed first properties of
Kähler manifolds via Hodge-de Rham theory, showing in particular that odd
dimensional Betti numbers of any compact Kähler manifold are even. This
observation leads us to the strong result of R. Gompf: Gompf's theorem:
Any finitly presentable group G can be realised as a fundamental group of a
symplectic manifold. This theorem shows that there are symplectic, compact
non-Kähler manjfolds~

To provide some basics for the next lectures we give a short overwiew of Ko
daira's classificatioD of compact complex surfaces (up to Kodaira's dimension
and up to deformation equivalence). Some particular examples (Hopf surfa
ces, Koclaira's surfaces) were discussed.

6



c. BÄR:

Seiberg-Witten-Invarianten und die Skalarkrümmung komplexer Flächen

Seiberg-Witten-Invarianten werden benutzt, um die folgenden Resultate von
C. Lebrun herzuleiten.
Satzl: Sei (M\go) = (r \ leH2,can) ein kompakter Quotient der komplex
hyperbolischen Ebene. Dann ist (bis auf Reskalierung und Diffeomorphis
men) 90 die einzige Einstein-Metrik auf M 4

•

Satz2: Sei (M,J) eine minimale komplexe Fläche vom Kähler-Typ. Dann
sind ä.quivalent:
a) M besitzt eine Riemannsche Metrik mit positiver Skalarkrümmung
b) (M,J) besitzt eine Kähler-Metrik mit positiver Skalarkrümmung
c) (M,J) ist lep2 oder eine Regelfiä.che. i ~

Satz3: Sei (M,J) eine RegeIßä.che, M --+ E, mit Kähler-Metrik g von kon
stanter negativer Skalarkrümmung. Dann ist die universelle Überlagerung
(M, g) = (B2,'\) . can) x (H2, '\2· can). ' '-

B. KRUGGEL, W. SINGHOF:

Die Seiberg-Witten-Invarianten auf Kähler-Mannigfaltigkeiten

Auf Kähler-Mannigfaltigkeiten spaltet das Bündel der positiven Spinoren auf
in die Summe von zwei Geradenbündeln. Dies führt zu einer starken Verein
fachung der Seiberg-Witten-Gleichungen.
Als Anwendung erhält man die folgenden Resultate:
Satzl: Sei X eine Kähler-Fläche mit Kod(X) ~ o.
a) Die Kohomologieklasse Kmin ist bis auf das Vorzeichen invariant unter
orientierungserhaltenden Diffeomorphismen.
b) Jede glatt eingebettete 52 mit Selbstschnittzahl -1 ist homolog zu einer
(-1)-Kurve (bis auf das Vorzeichen).
Folgerungl(Van de Yen-Vermutung): Die Kodaira-Dimension einer Kähler
Fläche hängt nur vom orientierten Diffeomorphietyp ab.
Satz2: Sei X elliptisch mit Kod(X) ~O. Dann hängen die Multiplizitäten der
Ausnahmefasern nur vom orientierten Diffeomorphietyp von X ab..
Folgerung2: Die Plurigeschlechter einer Kählerßäche hängen nur vom orien
tierten Diffeomorphietyp ab.
Die fundamentalen Überlegungen stammen von Witten; die obigen Resultate
wurden von Friedman-Morgan, Brusse und anderen abgeleitet.
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G. HESS, W. POSCH und M. SCHOTTENLOHE:

Seiberg-Witten for symplectic 4-manifolds

The canonical Spinc-structure of a symplectic manifold (X,w) is described.
In particular, the determinant bundle of the canonical Spinc-structure r
is the anticanonical line bundle K-l of an almost complex structure on X
compatible with w.
Structure Theorem(Taubes '94): Let (X,w) be a compact symplectic 4
manifold with bi ~ 2 ,and let X be oriented by w 1\ w. Then
a) Tbe Seiberg-Witten invariant SW(X,r) bas the value 1 or -1.
b) 1f fE is another SpinC-structure on X given by a complex line bundle E e
on X with determinant K-l ® E2 then

As an application of this theorem two results of Taubes, Kotschick and Kron
heimer, Mrowka are discribed. The first gives examples of 4-manifolds witb
nontrivial Seiberg-Witten invariants but no symplectic structure. The se
cond result states that there exists an irreducible 4-manifold with negativ
definite intersection form and without any almost complex structure. The
proof of hoth results uses - besides the symplectic structure theorem - tbe
gluing formula for the Seiberg-Witten invariants of connected sums.

R. YE:

Gromov Invariants

In tbis talk we present basic backgrounds, formulation and application of
Gromov invariants. This invariants are defined in terms of J-holomorphic
curves with respect to generic almost complex structures J associated with
a given symplectic form. There are various versions of these invariants, in
particular we have tbe Dumerical invariants which count the (signed) number
of J-holomorphic curves in a given homology class, which satisfy some addi
tional constraints. The requirement of genericity of J is used to garantee that
the moduli spaces of J-holomorphic curves are smooth manifolds of expected
dimensions. The foundation of these invariants is the Gromov compactness
theorem or tbe Gromov compactification (proved in 1991 by tbe speaker).
Taubes has establisbed the equivalence of Gromov invariants with Seiberg
Witten invariants for symplectic 4-manifolds.
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J. JOST:

The Seiberg-Witten and the Gromov Invariants

Taubes showed through a suitable asymptotic analysis that solutions of the
Seiberg-Witten equations on a symplectic manifold with a pertubation be
having like : ~ w, w= the symplectic form, have their zero sets converging
to pseudoholomorphic curves and that vice versa, it is possible to construct
a solution of such equations for a pseudoholomorphic curve. An important
role, both technically and conceptually is played by the Ginzburg-Landau
equations on a Riemannian surface. This relationship is described, and the
main steps of the asymptotic analysis were indicated and motivated.

Berichterstatter: V. Eisermann
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The chairmen of this conference were V. Bangert (Freiburg) and U. Pin
kall (TU Berlin). Besides the western European countries and the USA also
the countries of eastern Europe were weIl represented.

The talks covered a wide field of differential geometry - the main em
phasis was on the theory of surfaces and submanifolds in Riemannian resp.
Euclidean geometry. The subjects included also topics from Riemannian as
weH as affine differential geometry.

Besides the talks the exchange of ideas in conservations and informal
discussions was an important part of the success of this conference.
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Abstracts:

The trapping property of totally geodesie hyperplanes in
Hadamard manifolds

U. Lang

Let (X, 90) be an n-dim. Hadamard manifold containing a totally geodesie
hyperplane G. Given a riem. metric 91 on X which is Lischitz equivalent
to 90, we are interested in the question whether there exists a complete
hypersurface S in X minimizing area w. r. t. 91 and lying within finite
distance from G. .

So far, most of the results relevant to this problem deal with the cases
where the sectional curvature of (X,90) is constant or strictly negative. We
focus on varying, somewhere vanishing curvature and answer theabove que
stion in the affirmative for totally geodesie hyperplanes G ~ 1HI'=-1 X Rn-li:

in X = IHIk X IR n .k. Further we present a partial result for all Hadamard
manifolds splitting off a hyperbolic factor and discuss a new phenomenon in
Iff x JHI2.

Discrete groups of isometries of Riemannian manifolds

i •• P. Ghanaat

Consider a discrete group A of isometries of a complete Riemannian mani-
fold Mn with bounded seetional curvature IKI ~ 1. Fix p E M and some or- re
thogonal frame u at p. For b ~ const(11,), we give a fairly detailed description
of the action of A6 = (,\ E AIdist( .Au, u) $ S) near p in terms of standard ac-
tions on nil-and infra-nil-manifolds, extending the classical Margulis-Lemma
as weB as the theorem on almost Hat manifolds. When lifted to the bundle
P of orthonormal frames, Apreserves an O(n )-equivalent fibration of P\u
by nilmanifolds, for some A-invariant neighborhood U of p. The subgroup
A6 preserves each fiber N and acts cocompactly and by left translations on
N. The fibration induces a decomposition of U into infra-nilmanifolds that
interpolate the orbits of A6. We give an application to discrete parabolic
groups acting on Hadamard manifolds with negatively pinched"sectional cur-
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vature, using a finiteness result of Bowditeh and extending the description
of parabolic cusps for manifolds of finite volume.

Metries of nonpositive curvature on infinite graph-manifolds

S. Buyalo

This is a joint work with V. Kobelskii.
We consider a class 9J1 of connected orientable graph-manifolds whose

maximal blocks Mv are homeomorphic to Fv x 51, where Fv is a eompaet
orientable surfaee with boundary and different from D 2 • A eriterion for.<in-..~_
finite M E 9Jt (i. e., M with infinite graphs) to earry a eomplete metric~"of

bounded nonpositive curvature (= to have a geometrization) with finite vo
lurne is given. Such a criterion is similar to the eriterion for elosed M E rot
to earry a non positively curved metric given in a previous work. Howe
ver, on eontrast to the ease of closed graph-manifolds there are several new
geornetrical effects for infinite" M E mt.

First, every infinite M E 9J1 admits a complete metric of bounded non
positive curvature. Seeondly, there is an effect of the volume collapse for
infinite M E 9J1 carrying a geometrization of finite volume. This means the
existence of a geometrization whose fiber length function .c decreases with
an arbitrary given speed at infinity. Thirdly, for infinite lvf E 9J1 without
geometrization of finite volume the fiber length function .c is never square
summable on the vertex set V of the graph r ~f M for any geometrization of
M. Several results relating the existence and behaviour of geometrizations
of M with Laplace operator on its graph rare given.

Geometrie Relativization

I. Sterling

We study Martin's nonlinear model for electrodynarnies. Martin's model
is formally similar to the Born-Infeld type models and has its origins in the
formulation of classical electrodynamics described by Souriau. Recently it
has been shown that this model predicts quark-like structures.

In this model the cotangent bundle of space-time is replaced with an
eight- dimensional M endowed with a neutral metric g. The metric ginduces
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a bundle isomorphism h : TM 1---+ T* M. The dynamical structure determines
non.degenerate 2-vector fields A on M that satisfy C(A, h(A)) = -1 where
C denotes the contraction of the the last index of A with the last index
of h(A). These equations linearize to the classical Maxwell equations along
Lagrangian submanifolds.

Onee an Artinian ambient metrie is chosen the generalized Maxwell PDE
determines a pair of totally null distributions that can be parameterized hy
four three--: component vector fields which can be identified as eleetricand
magnetic fields.

Using equivariant geometry (and computers) we find solutions to these
PDE's and study their behavior. Integrals of these solutions would in theory
eorrespond to particles.

Constant mean curvature foliations and 2 + 1 +.l:-dynamics in
General Relativity .

G. HUlsken

This is a joint work with S. T. Yau.
The classical (3 + 1)-space-time decomposition of Lorentzian manifolds

is refined in the asymptotically Hat case by constructing a unique radial
constant mean curvature foliation by 2-spheres in each 3-dimensional time
slice. It is studied how this foliation moves from one time slice to the next
inside the 4·manifold, and it is shown that the construction yields a consistent
geometrie description for the physical concepts "center of roass" and "linear
momentum" for isolated systems·

Harmonie Spinors and Topology

C. Bär

Klassische Hodge-deRham·Theorie liefert einen bemerkenswerten Zusam
menhang zwischen Analysis und Topologie einer geschlossen Mannigfaltig
keit: die Dimension des Kernes des Laplace·Qperators (auf p-Formen) ist
eine topologische Invariante, die p-te Bettizahl. Es stellt sich die Frage,
ob ähnliches auch für andere natürliche Operatoren richtig ist, wie etwa
den Dirac-Operator. Der Atiyah-Singer-Indexsatz liefert erste Beziehun-
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gen zwischen harmonischen Spinoren und Topologie, ferner g~bt es spezielle
Phänomäne in Dimension 2. Andererseits zeigen wir:

Satz. In Dimension n == 3 mod 4 sind harmonische Spinoren nicht topo
logisch obstruiert, d. h. auf jeder geschlossen Spin-Mannigfaltigkeit ezistiert
eine Riem. Metrik mit nichttrivialen harmonischen. Spinoren.

Ähnliche Aussagen lassen sich auch für Spine, Spinh , und ähnliche Man
nigfaltigkeiten machen. Im Spin-Fall hat Hitchin das entsprechende Resultat
für Dimension n == 0, ±1 mod 8 bewiesen.

Isoperimetrie inequalities for lattices in Lie groups

E. Leuzinger

This is a joint work with C. Pittet
Let r =< 5, R > be a finitely presented group. Let w E F(s) be a word

in the free group generated by S which is trivial in r, i. e. w = n::l niTin;l

with Ti E Rand ni E F(S).
Let A(w) be the minimum value of N in such expression"s. Let Iwl be the

number of letters of w. The Dehn-function of r =< S, R > is defined as

aren) = maxA(w)
1~I~n

and is a quasi-isometry invariant of r.

Theorem. Let G be a semi-simple non-compact Lie group with finite center.
Let r be an irreducible lattice in G. If the real rank 0 f G is 2, then the Dehn
function 0f r is exponential.

(This was proved for the special case of quadratic Hilbert·modular groups
by Gromov and for SL3 (Z) by Thurston-Epstein.)
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Uniqueness of horospheres and geodesie cylinders in hyperbolic
space

P. Kohlmann

The following theore~ is proved:

Theorem. Let M be a complete} properly embedded hypersurface in the a
hyperbolic space lHr+1 (n ~ 2) with nonnegative sectional curvature and •
Er == const. fOT 1 :::; r :::; n. Then M is a horosphere,or a geodesie cylinder.

The proof uses arguments based on the comparison with certain spindie
surfaces inside Mand the. behaviour of M at infinity. The case Er == (;)
is easily settled. In case .Er > (;) it is proved indirectly that M cannot
be diffeomorphic to Rn having only one infinity point. Eigenvalue estimates
for a certain eigenvalue problem for caps cut off by suitable horospheres are
considered for a Voss operator, which is associated to Er.

On the other hand we obtain an inequality for the Rayleigh quotient
by volume estimates for the caps, which contradict the eigenvahie estima
tes. Then the geodesie cylinder is the only possible choice for M. Many
algebraical problems are solved by a frequent use of the Newton inequalities
H; 2:: HtI-1HtI+1 •

On characterizations of spheres and ellipsoids and a problem of
Firey

K. Leichtweiß

1967 U. Simon proved some characterizations of a hypersphere in RR as :A.
an ovaloid fulfilling the condition Hk = G(h) or ~ =_ G(h) for a special •

C1-function G with ~ :::; 0 (1 ~ I < k :::; n - 1) where Hk is the k-th
normalized elementary symmetrie function of the principal curvatures and h
is the support function. It is the aim of the lecture to present some results
for such equations with ~ > 0, especially for tbe case k = n - 1 and
G = identity, closely related to a problem of W. Firey about worn stones. A
known characterization of an ellipsoid also fits into this context. The method
of proofs consists in the application of the theory of evolutions of ovaloids
with respect·to the time t as solutions of the heat equation !f/f = -F(Hk ) or
qJf = -F(~) with the inverse function F of G.
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On G2-Structures

Thomas Friedrich

This is a joint work with I. Kath, A. MOfoianu, U. Semmelmann.
A (nearly) parallel G~-structufeon a 7-dimensional Riemannian manifold

is equivalent to a spin structure with Killing spinors. Ouring the last 10 years
these special Einstein manifolds appeared as Einstein spaces where the Dirac
opera.tor has the smallest possible eigenvalue and many compact examples
are known since this time. We

• construct new with nea.rly parallel G2~structures.

• investigate the automorphisrri group of a compact nearly parallel f]2
structure.

• elassify all these manifolds with a "large» automorphism group (di~

·hut ~ 9)

• in particular, all homoge~eous compaet nearly parallel G2 -manifolds
are described.

Harmonie maps and Morse theory on the loop group

Francis E. Burstall

This is joint work with Martin Guest.
Harmonie maps of a 2-sphere in a compact Lie group Gare projections

of certain holomorphic curves into the based loop group OG called e:dended
solutions. Each extended solution takes its values in polynomial loops of
a fixed degree and this degree is called the uniton number of the extended
solution. The minimal uniton number of a harmonie map 4> : 52 -t G is
the minimum among the uniton numbers of all the extended solutions which
cover <p.

When G = U(n), Uhlenbeck proved that the minimal uniton number cf
any harmonie map <p : 52 -t G does not exceed n - 1.

We consider the case when G is a compact simple group (of adjoint type)
and prove that the minimal uniton number does not exceed nG given by the
following table:
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G

Sl!(n)
SO(2n + 1)

Sp(n)
SO(2n)

G2

F4

E6

E7

Es

nc
n-l
2n -1
2n -1
2n - 3

5
11
11
17
28

Moreover, these estimates are sharp.
Dur method uses the Morse theory of the energy function on the loop

group: the algehraic loop group decomposes into unstahle manifolds for the
energy flow and, off a divisor, any extended solution has image in a single un
stahle manifold. Further, the uniton number is controlled by easily computed
algebraic invarian~sof the corresponding critic<:.l manifold. Finally, one shows
that the extended solution can be chosen so that this critical suhmanifold
has low index and the result follows.

On the moduli space of constant ~ean curvature surfaces with
three or four embedded ends

K. Grosse-Brauckmann

In previous works I constructed constant mean curvature surfaces with
n ~ 3 embedded ends in dihedral symmetry. Their ends are asymptotic to
Delaunay undoloids, and their minimal radius cannot exceed l/n. Kapouleas
had constructed similar surfaces before, hut without any symmetry assump- ~

tion. For technical reasons he obtained those surfaces only with small necks, ..
and it can be asked: what is the maximal neck size for the extension of this
families?

In my talk, I want to report on" work in progress, joint with R. Kusner
(Amherst), which gives the answer for two families of surfaceswith some

b

symmetry: surfaces with four ends, which look like +a, and surfaces

with 3 ~nds looking as \('0 < Cl! < 90°).
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Compact Constant Mean Curvature Surfaces

K. Polthier

This is a joint work with K. Grosse~Braukmann.

In the talk we present new examples of compact constant mean curvature
(eme) surfaees. The surfaces are highly symmetrie and have low genus. They

e are based on a graph of the the form*. where bubblesare placed at

the vertices and connected with Delaunay necks along the edges. Ip. contrast
to the results of Kapouleas the Delaunay necks do not have to eontain further

- bubbles. " ~.;._~

The construction involves a two-parameter period problem which was-;ol
ved numerically. The algorithm of Oberknapp/Polthier to compute discrete
cme-surfaces was used and will be explained in the talk. The surfaces ,arise
in families with varying genus but are isolated otherwise. Their genus ranges
from 3" to 11.

Invariants for Weyl Geometries

U. Simon

e'

From a Weyl geometry we construct a "canonical" projective class (which,
in general, is not Ricci-symmetric) and show that the projective invariants
are gauge invariants of the Weyl geometry. We extend this procedure inclu
ding the conforma} class. Finally, we study a class of second order differential
operators and gauge invariants within the asymptotic spectrum of these ope
rators.

Homogeneous submanifolds oE affine 4-space

R. Walter

Continuing the lecture on the preceding Geometrie-Tagung, we determine
all 2·dimensional subgroups of the special affine group in 1R 4. Similarly all
3·dimensional subgroups in Lie's ·list of abstract Lie groups are determined
in tbe cases I,!' (semi-simple groups) and V,VI,VII, where for example VII
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is the totally commutative case. In order to reduce the number of sub-cases,
suitable regularity assumptions on the orbits are made. But the method
applies as weH more generally. Also, the full affine group can be handled.
The 'middle cases lI-IV are in current preparation.

Flat equiaffine homogeneous surfaces in IR4

C. Wang

We give a complete classification of flat equiaffine homog~neous surfaces
in IR4

•

If the· Burstin-Mayer metric iso definite and Hat, then there are only three
types of. homogeneous surfaces. They are orbits of commutative equiaffine
subgroups. If the Burstin-Mayer mctric is indefinite and Hat, then there are
32 types of homogeneous surfaces. We determine all.of themand their corre
sponding· equiaffine subgroups. Some of these groups are non-commutative,
and may have three types of orbits which are not affinelyequivalent.

A method is presented to determine the corresponding equiaffine sub
groups from a given homogeneous space.

Affine Gauss-Kronecker curvature

A..-M. Li

Classification of complete hyersurfaces with constant affine Gauss-Kron
ecker curvature.

Let M be a euclidean complete hypersurface represented by the convex
function X n+1 = f(Xl,'" ,xn ). Denote by U and n the Legendre trans
·formation function and the Legendre domain of f ·respectively. If the affine
Gauss-Kronecker curvature is constant and the Weingarten form B is nega
tive definite and - B is complete, then {'2 is a bounded convex domain, and
U satisfies the PDE:

det(Ui;) = (_u·)-n-2,

where U· is the solution of the PDE:

{
det(Ut;) == (_u·)-n-2 in 11

U· = 0 on an.
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Conversely, given a coo eonvex domain n and p E COO(an), one ean solve
the above PDE with Ulan ::= p. From U we ean eonstruet a hypersurfaee
M with eonstant affine Gauss-Kroneeker eurvature, and M is both euelidean
and affine eomplete and -B is also eomplete. "

Introducing projective billiards

S. Tabachnikov

Given a elosed smooth eonvex plane eurve 1 equipped with a smooth
traverse line field. 71 one defines a transformation T of he set L2 of rays in the
the plane thai inters~ct 1: the ineoming ray, the outgoing _ray, the tangent
line and the transversal neonstitute a harmonie quadruple. One also defines
a transformation F of the set M 3 of inward vectors with the footpoints on
"I: a: vector moves freely until it hits 1; there tbe veetor is deeomposed into
the tangential and the transverse components, änd the latter instantaneously
changes its sign. We have a commutative diagram:

M~M

L ~ L

Theorem. There, exists aT-invariant area form w on L if and only if there
exits a section i :" L t-+ M 'such ·that F 0 i ::= i 0 T. The form is then given by
w ::= li(a, p)1 3dp A da} where (a,p)" a,,:e" the natural coor~inates inL.

Theorem. If w is smooth in a vicinity of8L then there exists a paramete
rization 1'(t) such that n(t) is generated by 1'''(t) for all t ,;,

Theorem. If'Y is a circle· and aT-invariant form w exists then T is integ
rable.

11



Cohomogeneity one Einstein metries

C. Böhm

We consider a compact Riem. manifold (M, g) and a compact Lie group
G acting on (NI, g) by isometries. We assurne that one orbit is a hypersurface
P = G/K and one orbit Q is a singular one. elose to Q one can show the exi
stence of cohomogeneity one Einstein metries, if the isotropy representation
of K is not to difficult (J.-H. Eschenburg, McKenzie, Y. Wang, 95 to ap
pear). We put a tubular neighbourhood M of Q and get a compact manifold
MÜ M. For special examples - there is an expli~it cone solution which is an

BM
attractor - one can find a solution of the Einstein equations (an ODE), such
that NI uM becomes a COO-Einstein manifold. For instance, on JH[p2 #1HIP2

BM
there is an inhomogeneous Einstein metric, on 52 X 53,52 X 54, ... ,53 X 56,
CP2 X 53, ... , CCP3 X 53 there exists infinitely many inhomogeneous Einstein
metrics.

On smoothness and singularities of convex hypersurfaces

Y. Burago

This is a joint work with my student B. Kalinin.
Con~ex hypersurfaces wi th bounded densities of one of the curvature mea

sures are studied. It turns out that if (low) densities are not separated from
zero the hypersurface can even have point-wise singularities. Dependence
between curvature restrietions and possible types of singularities is establis
hed. The following theorem is proved:

Theorem. Let F be a convex hypersur/ace in IRn+l and let (upper) densities
0/ its p-th curvature measure be uni/ormly bounded. Let at a point x E F the
tangent cone be l-splitted. Then either 1 > n - pJ2 or n - p/2 ~ 1 ~ s ~

n - p + 1} where s is the dimension 0/ the maximal face A c F sJ.tch that
x E relintA} and if a/ace B C relbdA when aB c aF. Examples show that
all these inequalities are sharp.

Also a gap in Pogorelov's proof on smoothness of convex hypersurfaces
with smooth metries of positive curvature is filled up.

12



Asymptotic geometry of rank one manifolds

G.I<nieper

The aim of this talk is to extend certain asymptotic properties of ne
gatively curved manifolds (which were obtained by Marjulis and Bawen) to
rank one spaces of non.positive curvature.

Definition. A manifold (M, g) of. non-positive curvature is called a rank
one manifold if there exists one hyperbolic geodesic, i. e. a geodesic with no

perpendicular parallel Jacobi fields.

Let (M~g) be a compact manifold of non-positive curvature, then -~:~>;

h = lim log val B(p, r)
. r

(where B(p, r) is a geodesic ball of radius r > 0 on the universal cover) is
.called the volume entropy.

D~note by

.~(t).= # {primitive free homotopy classes i~ M containing a closed geodesic
of period :::; t}

Then we obtain

Theorem. Let M = x/r be a compact rank one manifoldl X the universat
cover. Then there exists a > 1 such that -

• there exists b > 1 such that e
b

h

t

t

:::; Ph';'( t) ~ P(t) ~ beh
t where Phw

contains only hyperbolic closed orbits.

The result follows from an investigation of the Bussemann densities (conf. den
sities) at infinity.

13



Flows on surfaces and related topics

D. V. Anosov

"Surfaee" means a closed 2-dimensional manifold M. "Flow" means a
eontinuous I-parameter transformation group {Cf't} (praetieally such a group
is usually generated by a vector field V, but for the problems considered
below no "regularity" of {'Pt} is needed and one need not to assurne that
{CPt} is generated by V).

For M = 8 2 or M = IR p2 there exists a Poincare-Bendixon theory de
scribing possible types of limiting behaviour of the trajectories. This talk
is devoted to other M. The general idea (due to Weil) is to "lift" a (semi
)trajectory to the universal covering of M. Under rather general assump
tions (although not always) a lifted semi-trajectory {<pt( x)}, t ~ 0 is either
bounded or "goes' to infinity". In the latter case there exists an "asympto
tie ray at infinity" I whieh is a limit of rays ä<pt(x) with a fixed ä. One
can ask whether <Pt (x) remains (for all t) a bounded distance from l. Re
lated geometrie quest~ons arise when we start from the (semi )infinite curve
{z( t); 0 ~ t < oo} c M having no self~intersections and "lift" it to M. One
can also consider the intermediate' case when instead of the flow on M one
starts with aI-parameter foliation with singularities on M. Finally, if the
covering semi-trajectory (curve; semi-Ieaf) "oscillates", i. e. is unbounded
but returns from time to time to some eompact set, one can ask about the
n set of its asymptotic directions at infinity" (defined in a natural way).

Berichterstatter: Matthias Heil
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Empirical Processes: Theory and Applications
22.10. - 28.10.1995

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von P.L. Davies (Essen), P. Gaenssler (München) und
w. Stute (Ciessen) statt.

Eine Grundidee vieler statistischer Verfahren besteht darin, durch zufällige Fehler eut
standene Streuungen durch Mittelung der Daten zu reduzieren. Durch. Einführen des
zugehörigen Zählprozesses ---- des Empirischen Prozesses _._- ist man in der Lage, die. Alla
Iysc unt.erschiedlichster Fragestellungen auf ein Studium der zugrundeliegenden Pro7-csse
zurückzuführeIl. In den letzten beiden Jahrzehnten ist ein umfangreiches Arsenal an Meth
oden ent.wickelt. worden, welches heute erfolgreich in so verschiedenen Gebieten wie der
Zeit.rcihenanalysc, der Survival Analysis oder bei Kurvenschätzungen Anwendung findet.

Ziel der Tagung war es,. auf unterschiedlichen Teilgebieten arbeitende Experten zu einern
gerneinsamen Gedankenaustausch ~usammenzuführen. Schwerpunkte des Tagungspro
graJIlnlS und der Diskussion waren:

• Allgenwillc EJllpirische Prozesse

• Ernpirische Pro~esse in der Zeitreihenanalyse

• Kurvellschätzproblerrle

• ChaIlgcpoint.problernatik

• Multivariate Verfahren

• Goodness-of-fit Probleme

• Semi- und Nichtparametrische Verfahren

• Bootstrap

• Analyse unvollständiger Daten

/

Die 'J'agung wurde VOll 49 'reilnehmern besucht. Es wurden insgesamt 36 Vorträge gehal
ten, davon 7 H,..,aupt:- bzw. Übersichtsvorträge. Die fruchtbaren und intensiven Diskussio
nen haben den Teilnehmern neue wertvolle Impulse für ihre zukünftige Forschung vernlit
telH können.



VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE - AnSTRACTS

M. Arcones

Weak convergence of triangular arrays of elnpirical processes

\h/e st.udy t.he weak convergence of a general triangular array of ernpirical processes havillg
CL general iTlfinit.ely divisible distribution. Let {Xnj : 1 ~ j ::; ](n} be Snj-valucd indepeTl
d(-~Ilt randorn variables, and let fnj( 0, t) : Snj ---+ IR be real-valued functl0Ils. Für SOllte

fUlIctiofls (;n(t) wc t.hCll consider the processes Zn(t) = (2:~1 fnj(Xnj,t)) -cn(t). First. wc
study necessary and sufficicnt finite-dimensional approximation conditions for thc wcak

eOIl ve,rgellce o~ {Zn (l) : t E 1'}. T.h~n we investi~atecon~e.rgence.i n spc~ifi~: :-a.ses: CO 11V'_i

ity, V-C (rnaxllnal entropy) condJtJons, bracketlng condltIons wIth maJoflzlllg IJieasures.

P. K. Bhattacharya

Rank-cusum charts for sequential detection of change in distribution

The problenl of sequential deteetion is considered in three modes, viz., Ioeation change
in a syrnmetric distribution, and Ioeation change or seale change in an arbitrary dist.ribu
tion. Nonpararnetric ::ounterparts of the Page-cuf"um chart based on ranks and siglls are

constructed in these models. The resulting rank eusum charts are describcd oy dOllbly
indexed procr:sscs of lillear rank statistics whose weak limits are the sanle as the w(~ak

lirnits of the proc.csses which describe the eorresponding paralnetric cusurn ·charts.

rv1. V. Boldin

On residual en1pirical processes and rank estimates in an autoregressive n10del
with infinite variance

Consider the a~ltoregressivemodel

i E 7l,

101 < 1.

wherc ß is an unknown parameter, IßI < 1, and {cd are i.i.d. random variables wiA,
unknown d.f. G(n) and possibly infinite variance. _

Let Uo, . .. , Un be observations, Ek(8) == Uk - ()Uk-l, and let Pk(O) denote the rank of ck(O).
PuL

InUl) = I: ot-I t ,pI (Pk-t(O)) 1/;2 (Pk(O)) ,
t= 1 k=t+ 1 n + 1 n + 1

The rank estilnate ß~p of ß is the solution of the equation ln(tJ) = O. It is proved t.hat
ß~p is y'n-asyrrlptotically normal and has some other attractive properties. rl'he rnet.lJud
is based on an analysis of the residual empirical process.
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Jt. Cao Abad

Applications of almost sure representations for censored/truncated data to
the bandwidth selection problem

'I'hc strong representation of the survival function estimator for truncated and cCllsored
data given by Gijbels and Wang (1993) is used to derive an aSYlnptotic representation ur
the rnean integrated squared error (MISE) for the problem of density estirnation under
trullcation and censoring. An asymptotic expression for the bootstrap MISE is derived
by tohe sarne ITlethod. Rates of convergence to the minimizer of MISE as weH as the lirnit
distribution can be obtained for the bandwidth selector that results fraITl minimiziug tJl(~

aS)'ln pt.olie bootstrap MISE.

e s. Csörgö

Principles of curve estimation under long-range dependence

Three basic problems of large-sample non-parametric curve estimation theory will be dis
cussed. One is estirnating the marginal density function, or its derivatives, ofa stationary
long-rauge dependent sequence under instantaneous Gaussian subordination.- The sec
ond is estirnating a function in a fixed-design regression model when thc er.r0rs fornl a

IUlIg-ra.nge depeudcnt s~quence under instantaneous Gaussian subordination. The third
is est.iIllating a regression function with a ran90m design and long-range dependent er
rors. In all three cases, the asymptotic distributions of the usual kernel estimators are
:;tudied. 'l'he phcIlomena disclosed are unconventional; they are surprising in themselves
and relative t.o cach other.

V. de Ja Pt~üa

Wald 's equations: Decoupling inequalities

In this talk we give a. survey of decoupling inequalities. The theory is mot-i.vated by a

rc-forrnula.tion of Wald's equation for randomly stopped sums of independent randonl
variables. This re-fonnulation allows for the viewing of the stopping time as independent
frOIlI t.hc sequcIlCC. Wc continue by introducing a decoupling inequality for the tail proba
bilit.ies of U-statistics conlparing it to that of a surn of conditionally independent randorn
variables. A unification of the above examples is proved by a presentation of thc theory
or decoupling inequalitics which works in general for making comparisons betwecn thc
SUII1S or depcndcnt randorn variables and sums of conditionally independent (decoupled)
randorn variables. We also show how decoupling inequalities can be used to improve on
thc approximations provided by thc use of square function inequalities for martingales.
We finish by developing new decoupling inequalities which are used to settle the 49 year
01<1 prohlenl of extcnding Wald's equation to the case of U-statistics.

R.M. Dudley

Consistency of M-estimators and l-sided bracketing

Let (.\, A, P) be a probability space and (8, d) a lnetric space. Let p : 4X' x 8 ~ [-00,00],
wllere \:10 E 0, p(., 0) is Ineasurable on .\. Let Xl, . .. , J\n,' .. he strictly i.i.d. (P). 'rhell
äll a.)"(~ appfoxinlal.c iH-estimators if Pnp(·~iJn('\l"" ~ 'X"n)) - infoEH PJ1P(',O) ~ 0 ill

:3



Oll LeI' probabi Ii t.y (i .0. p.) as Tl, ---+ 00. Let 00 be such t.hat für Horlle rllcasu ra.blc a(·)
Oll .\", and h(x,O) := p(x, B) - a(x), +00 > infoE8 Ph(-, 0) = Ph(·, 00 ) > -00. ThclI
cOllsisLellcy rneans On ----+ Ba i.o.p. We seek to infer it from Gliveriko-Cantelli conditiOJls
l1Pn - PllF ~ 0 für suitable:F. Heginning with;:l := {p(',O) :0 E 8}, irnprovcrnent.s
due Lo Huber (1967) are: :F2 = {f - a(-) : f E :F1 },:F3 = {f jb(O) : f E :F2 }, b(O) > 0,
an<! :F4 : VJ E :F.13g E :F4 b 2:: 9 (one-sided bracketing). Beyond Huber, one drops loeal
corn pactness of e and following van de Geer (Ann. Stat. '93) takes :F~ := {g 0 f : f E .Fd
for suit.able g alld applies VC '81, GZ '84, Talagrand '87 Glivenko-Cantclli work.

L. Duernbgcn

Modulation estimators: Selection plus shrinkage

It is shown that a nonparametrie extension of the c1assical James-Stein estimator re
a rnultivariate normal mean has many desirable properties such as asymptotic Bayes
optimality uniformly over large classes of priors. The estimators are of the fonn

wherc
X rv N(~, (72 In)

is the obscrved ranOOln vector, and j(.) E :F belongs to a dass :F C [0, I]7l of weigbt
functiolls. ExaIllplcs includc the dass F of nonincreasing functions f : {I, 2, ... ,} ---;
[O~ I] or t.he dass of J with total variation not greater than sonle constant M. Thc allalysis
rests Oll erllpirical process methodology.

.J .H.J. Einrnahl

The two-sample problem in IRm and measure-valued martingales

Thc two-sarnple problem is one of the classical problems in mathcmatical statist.ics. It is
wcll-known that in dimension one the two-sample Smirnov test possesses two basic prop
erties: it is distribution free under the null hypothesis and it is sensitive to all alternatives.
In thc Inultidirnensional case, i.c., when the observations in thc two sampies are randorn
vectors in IRm

, n~ ~ 2, the Snlirnov test loses its first basic property.
In correspondence with thc above, we define a solution of the two-sample probleIll 1.0 hea
stochastic process, based on thc two-samples, which is (a) asymptotically distributioll [nP

under the null hypothesis, and which is, intuitively speaking, (b) as sensitive as possible 1,0

all alternatives. Dcspite the fact that the two-sample problem has a long and very diverse
history, starting with some famotis papers in the thirties, the problem i5 essentially still
open for sarrlples in IRm

, m 2:: 2.
In this paper we present an approach based on measure-valued martingales and we will
show that thc stochastic process obtained with this approach is a solution to thc t.wo
sarnple problem, i.c., it has both the properties (a) and (b), for any m E 1l'J'.
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lvi. Falk

On MAD and comedians

A papular robust measure of dispersion of a randorn variable (rv) X is the median absolute
deviation from the median med(IX - med(X)I), MAD for short, which is based on thc
rnedian med(X) of X. By choosing Y = X, the MAD turns out to be a special casc of
the cornedian nled((X - Ined(X))(Y - med(Y))), which is a robust ITIcaSUre of correlatioll
bet.weell rvs X and Y.
\"fe investigate the comcdian in detail, in particular in thc IlorInal case, and establish
strang c.onsist,ency and asymptotic normality of empiricaJ counterparts.

I). Fcrger

The two-sample problem in general measurable spaces

"vVe propose a test for the two-sample problem in the case of S-valued observations, where
oS' is an arbitrary measurable space. The test is shown to be an exact level-alpha test, which
is consistent against general alternatives. Moreover, we determine the loeal power of the
test under several types of contiguous alternatives. In the special case of location or scale
alternatives a comparison with rank-tests and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests is made. Weight
fuoct.ions are used to improve the loeal power, if the two sample-sizes are unbaJanced.

U. Gather

Estimation in censoring models

A so-called hospital rnodel of cornbining informative and noninfornlative censoring is COll

sidcn~d, wbere .- . different from a sirnple proportional hazards model of randorn censoring
t.lw ohs(~rved survival t.irnes anel t.he indicator variables are not independent. In such

1110dcls we discuss the estinlation of the survival tinle distribution and show connectiolls
to otlwr (Hudels uscd in such situations.

1. Gijbels

Local likelihood in hazard regression

'vVe consider a proportional hazards regression model with nonparametrie risk factor. We
discuss estinlation of thc risk ractor function and its derivatives in two cases: when thc
basdillc hazard function is rnodeled parametrically and when it is modeled non para
1l1etrically. We establish the asymptotic normality of the estimators, and compare their
asyrnptotic efficiencies.

ILD. Gill

Nonparametrie estimation under censoring and passive registration

'('he classical censorship model assurnes that we follow an individual continuously up to
thc tirne of faiJure Of censoring, so observing this time as weil as the indicator of its
type. Under passive registration we only get information on the state of the individual
at randolll observation tirnes. In this papel' we assurne that these observation tinles are

·5



thc t.iJtlCS or events in an independent POiSSOIl process, stoppc.d at failurc or cCJlsorillg;

Ul(~ tinte of failurc is also observcd if not censorcd. The n:1odcl is sl;owll io bc rclat.t~d

1.0 t.hc probleIn ofest,imating a density known to _be monotone. rrhis leads to an cxplici1.

d(~scri ptioll uf t.hc (lon paraIlH~t.ric Inaximurn likelihood cstirnator of thc survival fUllct.ioll
. (bas(~d Oll i. i.<1. observations [raIn this rnodel) and to an analysis of i is large saIn pie

1)f(?I)(~rtics.

E. Cine

On the LIL for degenerate U-statistics and U-processes

'l'lic LIL for lJ-statistics is not yet totally solved. A result possible froln the view poillt.

of surficienL integrabiliLy conditions is: e
Eh 2 < 00 => 1 ""' h(X X)(n log log n)m/2 LJ i J ,· •• , im

ii#··4im~n

----+ {Eh(X., ... , Xm ) . g(X1 ) . •• g(Xm ) : Eg2(Xt} ::; l}

(h sYln~etric, P-dcgcnerate, Xi i.i.d. (P)), recently proved by M. Arcones and E. Gine.
SÜfne sharp rH·~CCssary conditions (obtained by Zhang and Gine) will also he prcsent.ed.

W. Gonzalez Mantciga

Goo.dness of fit test based on the bootstrap of the empiric~l regression process

In th1S work t.hrcc bootstrap procedures for the so-called empirical regression process are

studied: the wild, naive and smooth bootstrap. The first one 15 proved to be COJlsist.cJlt.

while thc others are not. Applications to goodness of fit tests are developed, ano 50Illf:
silllulatioJls show t.hc good behaviour of the wild bootstrap with respect 1,0 thc oiller

COITl p(~t.itors.

P. Groeneboorn

Nonparametrie estimation of a convex density

Thc behavior of a sicved nonparametrie maximum likelihood estirnator of a decreasiIA

convex density on [0,(0) is discussed. It is shown how this estimat.or can bc defiIlc~
irnplicitly as a functional of the empirical quantile process by using the Fenchel dual-

ity theorem. The local limiting behavior of the corresponding "Fenchel process" is also

discussed and the \imiting behavior of the sieved NPM LE is characterized as an (agai n)

ilnplicitly defined functional of integrated Brownian motion +t4
.

.J. Hoffrrlann-J,.)rgcnsen

The asymptotic behavior of maximum estimators

In the study of the asymptotic behavior of M-estimators and similar estirnators (e.g., Z
estimators) one is naturally presented with the problem of convergence in law of set valued

random elements. However, it turns out that the natural topology for the problem 15 thc

llpper Fell topology wh ich has the unpleasant property that all real valued continuolls

6
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fUllctiolls are cOllslant. l'his means that the usual nation of convergellce in law trivializes
(anything converges in law to anything). rrhis calls for a revised definition of convergenc(~
in law which is done by replacing continuous functions by upper semicontinuous functions.
'vVith this llew concept all the usual rules of convergence in Iaw prevail (under appropriale
topological conditions). Applying the calculus of the revised notion of convergence in law
Lo estilTlators we obtain extensions and a unification of a large number of asymptotics for
M or Z-estimators including the classical asymptotic normality, stochastic differentiability
and t.hc cube root. asymptotics.

A. Jansscn

A permutation test for the generalized Behrens-Fisher problem

Thc classical Behrens-Fisher problem is a two sampie testing problem for the hypothesis
or equality or mean~ under normally distributed errors with unequal variances.
In practice the assumption of normally distributed error variables is not always realistic.
What can be done in that case? In the nonparametrie setting we propose an ~xtension of
Pitrnan's permutation test. Actually we show that the permutation version "o(the Welch
test works weIl. It is an asymptotic level Q' test for the extended nullhypothe~is.

Thc result is a special case of a general theorem about permutation statist!cs. It also
gives us the asymptotic power function under local or fixed alternatives. The coo"sistency
and efficiency of the underlying tests can be discussecl.

E. KhlIlaladze

"Chimeric" alternatives and related goodness of fit theory

Illtuitivcly, "chirneric" alternatives form the subclass of contiguous alternatives that re
Jllain distant (rom the hypothesis, but which are impossible to detect with any of the
classical goodness of fit tests. In other words, the classical ernpirical process

v" = {v,,(J) = Viif f(dIP" - dIP),f E C}

has, under chimeric alternatives, the same distribution as under the null distribution IP,
für any compact subset C of L2 (IP).e It is .suggested to replace v" by processes W"N of the form

. WnN::= {vn(/<Nf), f E C}

where {!{N}~ is a sequence of norm preserving operators converging weakly to O. It
is shown that for the subfamily of chimeric alternatives corresponding to the choice of
{}{N }~, WnN plays the same role for goodness of fit theory as V n does for compact con·
tiguous al ternati ves.
Examples of chimeric alternatives are discussed.
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C. Kliippdbcrg

Gaussian Hmit fields for the integrated periodogram

FUHc1.ionals of thc two-pararneter process

" 1 In. 1
2

Kn(x,A) = i ;- ~Xte-·yt f(y)dy, o~ X:::; 1,

(für a sInooth fünction J) of a sampie Xl,"" X n from a linear process (XdtE71 bave

beeIl used to dct.ect a changepoint of the spectral distribution. These results are based
Oll FCLT's for f\n(x,..\) with a Gaussian limit field. We prove FCL1"s for J(n(x,..\) Ull

der the optirnal nlornent condition of a fourth finite moment. Gur approach is via an

approxiInation of the integrated periodogram by a finite linear combination of SaH)pa

autocovariances. This yields a representation of the Gaussian limit field as a (rescale.
Kiefer process.

R.Y. Liu

Multivar:iate ordering based on data depth: concept and applications

For a multivariate random sampie, a data depth can be used to measure the depth (or
the centrality) of a given sampie point with respect to the whole sampIe. Consequcntly,
it provides a center outward ordering of the sampie points, and a new notion of loeatioll
and scale pararncters for the underlying distribution. We will discuss sorne applicatiolls
of such an ordcring ta nonparametrie multivariate inference in the areas of rank tests, t.be

cOIlst.ruction of confidence regions, and the finding of P-values in testing hypothe~:(~s. Iu
t.he context of quality control, we will also present some contral charts for multivariate
proc~sses which ean be visualized and interpreted easjly.

J). NI. Mason

The fractal nature of empirical increments

JJ± (A) = {t E [0, 1) : ]im sup ± (W (t + h) - W (t )) ~ A}.
. h!O J2hlog(1/h)

D±(A) is a randorn fracta] with Hausdorff dimension

dimD±(1\) = 1 - 1\2 a.s.

Let W be a standard Brownian motion 'on [0,1). Orey and Taylor (1974) proved t.he

following version of the Levy moduJus of continuity theorem for W: Far any 0 :S' A ~ 1,
set

We establish a functional analogue of this result für a general class of processes wh ich
incJudes the unifonn empirical process, Brownian motion and the superposition of ccr

tain stationary independent increment processes. One such functional result is thc [01

lowing: Für any absolutely continuous function f on [O,lJ with f(O) = 0 such that.
..\2 := fd J2(u)du :::; 1, let

8(f) == {t E [0,1) : lim inf sup IW(t + sh) - W(t) - /(s)\ = o} .
h!O O~s~l J2h log( 1/h)
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()ne has dirn S(f) == 1 - ,\'1 a.s.

l. \V. l\1cKeague

Outperfurming the Gibbs sampier empirical estimator for nearest neighbor
random fields

Given a Markov ehain sampling seheme, does the standard empirieal estimator ITlake best.
use of the data? We show that this is not so and eonstruet better estimators. We restrict
att.ention to nearest neighbor randorn fields and to Gibbs sampIers with deterministic
sweep. The structure of the transition distribution of the sampier is exploited to construet
further cmpirical estirnators which are eombined with the standard empirical estimator
to reduce asymptotic varianee. The extra computational cost is negligible. When the
randOITl ficld IS spatially homogeneous, symmetrizations of our estimator lead to further
variauce reduction. The performance of the estimators is evaluated in a simulation study
of thc Ising rnodel.

~I.-G. Müller

Discontinuous versus smooth regression

In regression applications, for instance in human growth studies, sornetimes die questioll
arises whether the underlying regression function is smooth or, alternatively, has jurnp
discontilluities. rro address this problem, we look at squared differences of the observations
with varying spans between 1 and L == L(n). It is shown that these statist ics follow an
aSYlllptotic linear rnodel with the error variance and the surn of squared jump sizes as
weil a..o.; a quantity depending on the ~mooth part of the regression function as para~eters.

We cxploit this ta derive consistency mean squared error and asymptotic normality für
thc cstirnate of the surn of the squared jump sizes, whieh then provides an asymptotic
t.est. für the presence of discontinuities.

/\. Nikabadze

Empirical martingales - censored observations

Let {Xi}~ be i.i.d. randorn variables with unknown dJ. F'. Let F = {Fo,(JE R k } be
a pararnetric family of d.f. 's depending on a finite-dimensional parameter (J. Consider
test.ing the hypothesis that F E:F. Assume that instead of {Xi}~ one is only able 1.0

observe Zi == Xi 1\ Yi and tJi == I {Xi ~ Yi}, where Y1, ... , Yn are i.i.d. randorn variables
with dJ. G', also independent from {Xi}~' Let Fn be the Kaplan-Meier estimator of the
unkllowIl dJ. f'. Let On = y'n(Fn - FOn), where (Jn is a Vii consistent estimator of o.
We construct a transformation of an: TÖn, which under thc hypothesis weakly converges
tö the Brownian Motion. Then, as a goodness of fit statistic, we may use any proper
coutiIlUOUS functional of TÖn, rather than an, to obtain distribution freeness.



Y. Njkitin

Asymptotic efficiency of nonparametrie statistics based on transformations of
empirical process

In order to find new goodness-of-fit statistics with simple limit distributions and high
efficicncy we considcr functionals like 1l.1Ip( 1 :::; p ~ 00) of transformed errlpirica] processes.
rrransformation may mean centering (Watson and Darling), extracting the martingale part
(Khmaladzc and Aki), special weighting (Cabana), ete. We find large deviation result.s of
new statistics and their exact (loeal) Bahadur effieiency. We investigate also when these
st.at.istics attain maximal efficiency in the case of IDeation and Lehmann alternatives:

D. Nolan

The infinite-order U-process

l'he infinite-order U-statistic i8 a U-statistic where the degree of the kernel increase8 to
infinity with the sampie size. Frees (1986 Annals of Statistics; 1989 Scandinavian Journal
of Statistics) first considered this kind of U-statistic.
He showed that the Nelson-Aalen estimator of the cumulative hazard in sUfvival anaJysis
and a nonparametrie renewal function estimator are examples of infinite-order U-statistics.
We considcr thc statistic indexed by a eollection of kerne] funetions, the infinite-order U
process. Through tbe Hoeffding decomposition and thc U-process rates of convergeuce
developed by Arcones and Gine, conditions eau be found on the order of thc kernel an<!
the rnetric entropy of thc index functions to yield a functionallimit theory for thc infitlite

order U-process .

.J. Praestgaard

Survival analysis under order restrietions

Thc talk will consider problems in estimating survival curves from right eensored data
wheIJ order restrietions are present. These may, for instance, be of the ronn .Pt (t) 2:: PA I)
if cohorts of males and females are under study, and it is known that feInale survival is
rl10re likely than male. Asymptotic distributions under such restrietions will be presellt(~d.

They are related to concave majorants of Brownian Motion.

M. Talagrand

An inequality for the supremum of the empirical process
The supremum of the empirical process over a bounded dass of functions satisfies a
Bennet.t-type deviation inequality.

S. van de Geer

Quasi-likelihood estimation

Consider a response variable Y, with conditional expectation IE(YIT = t) = /-lo(l), where
T = (X, Z) is a 2-dimensional covariate. Suppose that

JO



with F a given link rllnct.ion~ 00 E III an unknown pararnetcr, and rnu an unkllowll
functioll ill thc Sobole\' dass {rn: f(rn(k)(z))2dz < co}. Given a variallce functioll V(JI.),
t.hc quasi-(log- )likelihood is

J
I1 Y - s

Q(y; J.l) = v(s) ds.
y

'I.'he penalized quasi-likelihood estimator (On, mn), based on i.i.d. copies (Y., J'a), ... , (y~, 'l~l)

.of (y', 7'), is obtained by rnaximizing

t Q(Y;; F(OXi + m(Zi))) - ~~ !(m(k)(z)))2dZ.
1==1

I f F is thc idcnt.ity link, and V == 1, this estimator is known as a partial smoothing spline.
VVe prave asyrIlpt.otic nonnality of 8n ". Our main assumption i5 that a conditional expec
t.at.ioll given Z = z is smooth enough, as a function of z. For example, in the partial
srTIoothing spline casc, we assume that f(h(k)(z))2dz < co, with h(z) = E(XIZ = z).
'l'he srnoothness assunlption ensures that (On, mn) i5 an interior point of the hardest 1
dirllcllsional subrnodel. Therefore, the derivative in the worst possible s'ubdirection, of
t.lte peIla]i~cd quasi-likelihood, is zero.. We use asymptotic equicontinuitY·of empirical
processes, to show that remainder terms appearing in this derivative are negligible.

A. va.n der Vaart

Semi-paralnetric likelihood theory

Uy \Vay of cxarnplcs we 'aetine' thc notion of a semi-parametric likelihood, which is a
stochastic process illdexcd by thc pararneter(s) of a statistical·model. We study three ob
jcet,s ddilled relative to the likelihood process: the rTlaxinl.unl likelihood estimator (point.
of IllaxiIllllln), the likelihood ratio statistic for testing .tEuc1idean hypotheses' and the
observed infol'lllation (the second derivat.ive of thc profile likelihood). 1'he desired results
a.re: asyrnptot.ic norrnality: asyrnptotic chi-squaredity and consistency for th.e efficient in
fortllation. Wc discuss a nlcthod of proof and the cases in which this rnethod i5 successful.
Elllpirical processes are a necessary, hut not sufficient loo1.

e .LL. Wang

Dimension reduction methods for censored regression data

\Vithout pararrletric assumptions, high-dimensional regression analysis is already conlplex.
This is Illadc evcn rTIOre complex when data are subject to the presence of censoring.
'['he approach laken in this article is to seek ways of reducing the dimensionality of the
r~grcssor berore applying nonpa.rarnetric smoothing techniques. In particular, we show
how to cxtend the methodology of Sliced Inverse Regression (SIR) to incorporate thc
cellsoring indicator in addition to the observed response variable. A double-slicing scherne
is proposcd and a two-stage procedurc is described to incorporate randomly censored
response variables.
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.LA. Wcllncr

Empirical processes: Progress and problems

Ernpirical process theory hasdeveloped rapidly- ovcr the last 20 - 25 ycars, with key idcas
cOIlling frOIIl developrnents in weak cOllvergence theory, thc tlteory or- Gaussia(l pr()C(~sses,

probabilit.y in Banach spaces, and the recent deve10pmcnt or isoperilnet.ric incqualitics and
Inethods. Thc rcsulting set Or tools and Inethods have provcu tu be vcry useftll für a widc
range of probleuls in statistics. In Tny talk, I briefty surveyed SOHle of t.hese develop'llcnt.s
with exarnples of thc gains in empirical process theory, and applicatiolls of t.he t.hcory 1,0

stat.istics: bootstrap rnethods, rates of convergcnce of nonparalnet.ric estirllators, st.udy
of Tlonlinear functionals of the empirical measure IPn, and recent progress ill M - and
Z-estiITlation theorems for semiparametric rnodels. Several probleIlls for future research

were also discussed briefty.

J. Yukich

Approxi'mation of functions using probabilistic methods

Wc consider the problem of approximating a smooth target functioll aud its derivatives
by superpositioJls and translations of a fixed activation functioJl. The approach involves
probabilistic methods based on central limit theorems for empirical processes index{~d by

cIasses of fUIlC1.ioIlS.

L.-X. Zhu

A stopping time concerning sphere data with applications

Denote by A(x) == {a : laT x I ~ h} a circle zone on a sphere surface, for each gi ven h > O.
For a givcn integer rn, we investigate how many zones chosen randomly at least. are necdcd
for containing one point on the surface m times. As an application, the life of a sphen>
roller IS invcstigated. We present the empirical forrnulas for mean, standard deviat.ion
aud distribution of thc life or a sphere roller. Moreover, the lirnit behaviour of the above

stopping time is obtained.

Berichterstatter: Winfried Stute
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Differential-Algebraic Equations, Related Fields of ';I'heory and Applications
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The conference was organized by Roswitha März (Berlin) and Linda R. Petzold (Min
neapolis).
Seventeen comprehensive and eleven shorter lectures as weIl as intensive topical afternoon
discussions, which were continued untillate at night sometimes, revealed the impressive
variety of the problems investigated and of the results obtained. Furthermore, important
and interesting relations were shown and still open resp. not sufficiently solved problems
became 0 bvious.
The increasing importance of differential-algebraic equations as adequate, natural models
in various fields of application (cireuit simulation, 1nultibody system dynamics and ecology
ete.) was pointed out onee again.
In particular, a considerable gain in knowledge became obvious in the understanding and
treatnlent of index-2 systems as weIl as with respect to applications e.g. in circuit simu-
lation. ,
On the other side, it turned out that practicable notions of stability arid stability analyses
for exact solutions and their numerical counterparts were still an open problem and, thus,
at the agenda with top priority.

The 'meeting brought together researchers {rom 14 countries, many of them just start
ing their careers.
What was rellJarkable about this meeting was the strong presence and great activity of
female mathematicians, nämely, there were 24 female and 21 male participants. The pro
gram of lectures, too, was slightly dominated by the female mathematicians.
The high scientific level and the outstanding working atmosphere Oberwolfach is know
for was emphasized, characterized and complemented by female intelligence, beauty and
kindness.



Submitted Abstracts

Global error estimators for·the n~merical"treatmentof

diff~rential-algebraicequations

s. ADAM

Technische Universität Dresden

To estimate the error of the produced numerical solution one mostly investigates the
loeal discretization error using embedding techniques. However, from a more praetical
point of view it would be desirable to estimate the global error with an acceptable amount
of work, tao.

In my talk I will present estimators for the global error of special methods "for the
numerical treatment of semi-explieit differential-algebraic equations of index 1. Runge
Kutta Inethods, Rosenblock method~ and BDF methods are analyzed. The basis of the
error estimators are asymptotic expansions of the global error of the considered methods.
Thc functions, contained in the main error term, satisfy a linear, semi-explicit differential
algebraie equation of index 1, denoted as error DAE.

Using a eondition on the principal error function (with respect to the differential part
of the solution of the original problem),one can solve this error-DAE exactly. By means
of these functions and the above mentioned asymptotic expansions we derive our error
estimators.

Furthermore we explain in detail how to use these estiinators in practice in an efficient
way. Finally we present numerical results underlining the quality of our special estimators.

Optimized ß-blocking for nonlinear semiexplicit index 2 DAEs e
c. AREVALO

Universidad Simon Bolivar

( in collaboration with C. Führer and G. Söderlind

ß-blocking may be used to stabilize non-stift: implicit linear multistep methods for
DAEs of index greater than 1. This technique was developed for Euler-Lagrange equations
of index 2, in which the algebraic variable appears linearly. The technique can be extended
to general semiexplicit index 2 DAEs by introducing the ß-blocking operator in a "one-Ieg"
fashion, in order to apply the stabilization only to the algebraic va~iable.
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rrhe Adams-Moulton methods up to order 3 can be stabilized in this way. Other
methods of higher order are studied. In partieular we foeus on differenee-corrected meth
ods based on the BOF p polynomials. Adams-Moulton methods fall in this eategory too
provided that higher order difference corrections are used.

The stabilizing difference operator is chosen optimally to get the smallest possible root
for the characteristie polynomial which determines the stability of the resulting methode
The dass of higher order difference-corrected BDF methods is searched for maximal sta
bility and minimal error constants. Practical aspects of solving the implieit differenee
equations are discussed. Numerieal experiments corroborate these results.

Uniform perturbation estimates - two case studies

M. ARNOLD

Universität Rostoek

For a given differential-algebraic equation (DAE) the perturbation index gives a mea
sure for the sensitivity of a solution w.r.t. small perturbations. If we consider, however,
classes of DAEs (e.g. all DAEs that arise as semi-diseretizations of a given partial DAE
by the method of lines) then these error" bounds might be too optimistie. W.; illustrate
this fact by 2 examples and define as alternative the uniform perturbation index that
gives simultancously error bounds for all DAEs of a given dass. We prove that in one ex
anlple eaeh individual DAE has perturbation index 1 hut the uniform perturbation index
is 2. Another example illustrates that the dass of aB finite differenee semi-discretizations
Inay even have no uniform perturbation index if the given partial DAE has perturbation
index 2.

Forward dynamies, elimination methods and formulation

stiffness in robot simulation

D.M. ASCHER

The University of British Columbia - Vaneouver

( in collaboration with !(. Pai and B.P. Cloutier)

rrhe numerical simulation problem of tree-structured multibody systems, such as robot
manipulators, is usually treated as two separate problems:

(i) the forward dynamics problem for eomputing system aecelerations, and
(ii) the numerieal integration problem for advancing the state in time.
l'he interaction of these two problems can be important and has led to new conclusions

about the overall effieiency of multibody simulation algorithms. In partieular, the fastest
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forward dynamics methods are not necessarily the most numcricallystable, and in ill
conditioned cases may slow down popular adaptive ·step-size integration methods. This
phenomenon is called "formulation stiffness."

In this talk, we first unify the derivation of both the composite rigid body method and
. thc articulated-body method as two elimination methods ta solve the same linear SystCIU,

wit.h the articulated body method taking advantage of sparsity. l.~hen thc numerical
instability phenomenon for the composite rigid body method is explained as a canccllation
error that can be avoided, or at least minimized, when using the articulated body method.
Specifically, we show that the articulated-body method is better suited to deal with certain
types of ill-conditioning than the composite rigid body method.

Steady state and periodic solutions in

parameter-dependent D~Es

YIN BAI

Philipps-Universität Marburg

We discuss singularity and periodic solution in parameter dependent semi-explicit
DAEs. We will apply classical bifurcation theory to algebraic part to detect solut.ion
brauches bifurcating from bifurcation point, and Hopf bifurcation theory to differential
part to study existence of periodic solution, as weIl as their intersection.

On linear .subspaces of solutions to linear DAEs of index 1.

An approach to boundary value problems

K. BALLA

Hungarian Academy of Sciences - Budapest

Shooting methods for solution of linear boundary value problems use a fixed basis in
the solution space that may vary very fast while the specific subspace in question varies
slowly. For the index-l tractable DAEs we show that, in contrary, the solutions of the
adjoint equation" are related to the complementary subspace and give to rise Lagrangian
transfer of linear relations prescribed at a given (arbitrary) point. We derive this result in
two different ways, directly and by means of a reduction theorem. Backdraws concerning
(in)stability of Lagrangian transfer are eliminated if oue applies the ideas of Abramov's
transfer exactly as it takes places at ODEs.

4
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A direct transcription tool for trajectory
optimal control problems

K. BRENAN

The Aerospace Corperation - Los Angeles

In this talk, the current status of the "large-scale" Bight optimization and sizing code
FONSIZE, will be described. FONSIZE utilizes the direct transcription method to solve
trajectory optimal control problems with path constraints. In the direct transcription ap
proach, the optimal control problem is discretized by a collo~ation formula into a sparse,
large-scale parameter optimization problem. Then a nonlinear programming algorithm is
used to determine the optimal discretized solution which included numerical approxima
tions for the state, the contral and the adjoint variables at a set of mesh points. Recently,
the FONSIZE program has been interfaced with a generalized reduced gradient~algorithm

specifically designed to exploit the sparsity structure of the Hermite-Simpson ~ollocation
equations. A summary of numerical tests performed to examine the efficiency of the
new algorithm will be presented for a set of trajectory optimal control problems. The
importance of understanding the theory and numerical solution of differential-algebraic
equations during the problem formulation and subsequent solution process will be dis
cussed. Finally, current strategies used in direct transcription software for controlling the
accurace of the direct transcription numerical solution will be summarized.

Numerical methods for the Toda Lattice Equations

M.P. CALVO

Universidad de Valladolid

Numerical one-step methods are considered for the integration of the Toda Lattice
Equations. A comparison between symplectic and isospectral integrators will be presentede and the experimental findings will be backed by theoretical analysis.

Jacobian Reuse in explicit integrators for higher index DAEs

ST.L. CAMPBELL

North Carolina State University - Raleigh

Systems F(y', y, t) = 0 with Fy' identically singular are known as differential algebraic
equations (DAEs) and occur in a variety of applications. Most numerical methods for
DAEs either require special structure or low index. Two alternative approaches (explicit
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integration (EIYand implicit coordinate-partitioning (ICP))have been proposed for -ou

merically integrating more general higher index DAEs. This paper examines some of the

mathematical issu.o-es involved in the efficient implementation of the EI method especially.

in regards to the Newton iteration where most of the computational effort occurs. It is

seen that Jacobian reuse with EI integrators will often lead to discontinuous vector fields.

It is shown analytically. how these vector fields cau still be integrated. Numerical tests

are given which support the theory.

Stabilization of numerical solutions of boundary value e
problems exploiting invariants

E.EICH

Fachhochschule München

Solving boundary value problems (BVPs) uumerically 1S an important task when deal

ing with problems of ortimal control and parameter identification of multibody systems.

In this paper the numerical solution of BVPs for differential algebraic equations (DAEs)

is discussed. The method of choice is multiple shooting.

Multibody systems are described by index 3 DAEs. Optimal control problems are

higher index DAEsin the case of singular controls or state constraints. The common

procedure of solving higher index DAEs is to reduce the index by differentiating the

algebraic equations until index 1 DAEs ~r ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are

obtained which cau be treated directly.Uofortunately, the numerical solution of the

index reduced problems often suffers from instabilities introducing a drift from the original

algebraic conditions. We interprete the higher index coostraints as invariants of the ODE

and exploit these invariants in order to improve accuracy, stability' and efficiency by a oew

projection technique. Obviously, conservation properties e.g. for energy or momentum

cau be used in this sense, but the symplectic structure of Pontryagin's Maximum principle

allows for deri ving further invariants.

Solving the shooting equations by Newton's method requires the computation of sensi-...

tivity matrices. This i8 performed by 80lving the initial value problems for the variational"

ODEs together with their invariants or by differentiation of the discretization scheme.

The effort of this step can be significantly reduced due to the invariants.

The techniques are demonstrated on the example of a flight path optimization problem.

6
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Index reduction

E. GRIEPENTROG

Fachhochschule für Wirtschaft und Technik - BerIin

The reduction concept developed by Y. Boyarincev for linear DAEs with constant coef
ficients has been extended to quasilinear problems by E.-M. Reich. The reduction process
ends in any case after a finite number k of steps; then a criterion decides whether an un
derlying ODE exists or not. If an underlying ODE exists the quasilinear problem is called
k-reducible. By the author it was proved that k-reducibility in the linear (time-variable)
case is equivalent to the index-k-property, where k means the differentiation index. The
proof is based on the fact that each reduction step really reduces the differentiation index
by 1.

A ROW type approach far integral form DAEs arising in

charge oriented network equations

M. GÜNTHER

Technische Hochschule Darrnstadt

Considering integrated digital circuits based on MOS-technology, capacitance-oriented
rcciprocal models are inappropriate for time domain analysis. Only a charge-oriented
approach succeeds in correctly reflecting the effects in the transistor according to intrinsic
charge flows. ' .

Using modified nodal analysis, this ansatz yields differential-algebraic equations in
integral form of the type

d
A . di(q(X(i))) - f{x) - s(t) = O.

The direct approach ~sed in most simulation packages is based on the integration of the
charge flow q by backward differentiation formulas. However, the physical quantities the
user is really interested in - x, the node potentials and branch currents through voltage
sources - appear only in algebraic form .

.We introduce a ROW type scheme that offers a step size prediction and error control
directly based on node potentials and currents. This ansatz exploits the integral form
structure of the network equations and solves t.he most important systems arising in
digital circuit simulation up to index 2. Hs construction is carefully discussed, as weil as
convergence analysis, derivation of order conditions, impact of ipconsistent initial values
and implementation aspects. The numerical simulation of industry relevant test circuits
confirmed the theoretical results.

7



Asymptotic properties of solutions of differential-algebraic
equations and asymptotic stability of numerical integration

methods

M. HANKE

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

A number of stability notions for numerical integration methods for ODEs is based~
on a simple scalar test equation (e.g. A-stability, L-stability etc.). The justification of .,
this approach is given by LVAPUNOV's theory: The linearization of an autonomous ODE
at a statinary point gives criteria for the asymptotic stability of that point. A number
of similar results for index-I, -2, and -3 DAEs is discussed in the talk. Following the
approach of th ODE case we are led to linear constant coefficient DAEs. It is shown that
properties like, e.g., A-stability are preserved if integration methods are applied to such
systems. Then, contractivity for index-l and (linear) index-2 DAEs is defined. Criteria
are given which ensure that numerical methods which are B-stable for ODEs remain B
stahle for DAEs, too. In doing so, the importance of certain geometrie properties of DAEs
is demonstrated.

Asymptotic expansions of RK methods far
regularized index 2 DAEs

1. HIGUERAS-SANZ

Universidad Publica de Navarra - Pamplona

Regularized index 2 differential algebraic equations

u'

o
f(u,v)
g(u + EU') tE [O,T]

are considered. The solution of these systems has an asymptotic c:-expansion with two
kind of terms; one of them is only significant near the boundary layer.

For this index 1 system Runge-Kutta methods can be used. We are interested on the
error between the solution of the original index-2 system (uo(t), vo(t)) and the numerical
solution (u~, v~), thus the dependence of the numerical solution on the parameter E is
studied.

8
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Differential-algebraic equations of the
optimal synthesis problem

F.M. KIRILLOVA

Academy of Sciences of Belarus - Minsk

The paper deals with the classical optimal feedback control problem for linear systems
under perturbations. A new statement of the problem is given to construct positional
solutions corrresponding to real motions. The method under consideration is based on
introducing and solving defining (algebraic) equations with changing number of variables'
and inhomogeneous differential equations. As application, the problem of stabilization by
bounded controls is considered.

Singular Cauchy problems for systems of "

nonlinear functional-differential equations

N .B. KONYUKHOVA

Russian Academy of Sciences - Moscow

The system of n nonlinear functional-differential equations (FDE) is considered on a
semi-infinite interval T :s: t < 00. The operator in the right side does not need to be
of the Volterra type. As t ---+ 00 either the limit value of the desired function or the
boundedness condition of a solution is given (the case that a condition is imposed at a
finite singular point can be reduced to the above ones by a change of the variable t).
The local and nonlocal theorems on existence and uniqueness of solution of such singular
Cauchy problems are stated. The sufficient conditions of nonuniqueness of a solution
are formulated, i.e., the existence of n-parameter (or k-parameter, 0 < k < n) family
of solutions satisfying given conditions at infinity. As particular cases of the considering
systems we refer to systems of ordinary differential equations (ODE) with nonsummable
singularities at a finite or infinite initial points (including differential-delay equations),
systems of integro-differential equations and so on. The direction developed has been
stimulated, in particular, by the problems arising in a study of stable manifolds of solutions
as a whole for degenerating systems of ODE and FDE. It is important to specify these
Inanifolds when setting and investigating singular boundary value problems for these
systems, and also in order to verify the methods of boundary value transfer for numerical
solution of them. Singular Cauchy problems themselves are of special interest.

9



On the numerical treatment qf linear and nonlinear
differential-algebraic equations

P. KUNKEL

Universität Olde:nburg

Starting with the definition of loeal and global eharacteristic values for linear time
varying differential-algebraic equations we ·first develop a normal form and an existence
and uniqueness result for salut ions on which we ean base a numerieal procedure. These .
characteristic yalues are then related to the differentiation ind~x and the perturbation .,""
index. Finally we extend these results to the treatment of nonlinear differential-algebraic
equations.

Embedded Runge-Kutta methods for the solution of
stiff ODEs and DAEs

A. KVJERN0

University ofTrondheim

Fi.rst sorne arguments will be given for why there might still be a need for more Runge
Kutta methods. When this need is justified, a set 'of embedded Runge-Kutta methods of
order 3(2),4(3) and 5(4) will be presented. These methods are all of DIRK type and are
constructed for solving stiff ODEs and DAEs of index 1. Emphasis has been put on thc
construction of the errar estimating methods.. Testing indicates that these methods are
hoth robust and effective, in particular for the :iiolution of index 1 DAEs.

10



Two-point-boundary value problems in DAEs and

nonlinear oscillation phenomena

R. LAMOUR

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

rrhe generalization of ODE results to the world of DAEs is considered from the an
alytical point of view. For boundary value problems in ODEs the nonsinguJarity oE the
so-ealled shooting matrix is responsible for the (Ioeal) uniqueness of a solution. In the
DAE ease under natural assumptions the determination oE consistent initial values eom
bined with the shooting equation forms an operator with a nonsingular Jacobian matrix,
which means also locally uniqueness of the solution. In the special case of periodic 501u
tions the generalization to the index 1 case of the Theorems of Floquet, Lyapunov and
Andronow- Witt is given.

Numerical results of the shooting code MSHDAE (Multiple SHooting for DAEs) based
on the described generalization are presented.

On numerical solution of several multi-parameter spectraI

problems for ODE systems by the modified
phase-function method

T.V. LEVITINA

Russian Academy of Seiences - Moseow

If a Diriehlet or Neumann eondition is imposed on the surface of the ellipsoid, the
variables are separated in the scalar wave equation in ellipsoidal coordinates, and the
problem in hand is reduced to a system of three identicaJ ordinary differential equations,
each being defined on aseparate interval and subject to its own boundary conditions.
Thus, the three-parameter self-adjoint Sturrn-LiouviHe problem arises: the equations are
coupled by two separation constants and the eigen frequeney of the ellipsoid, i.e., the
spectral parameters, which must be so chosen that all the equations of the system have
simultaneously nontrivial solutions, each satisfying the eorresponding boundary condi
tions. The problem obtained is right definite, therefore the existenee of the eigenvalue
of a given multi-index is known. The effective globally converging numerical algorithm is
proposed for calculating eigen frequencies and separation constants. It exploits the ideas
stated by Abramov et al. ,and is based on the modified Prüfer angle concept. The merit
of the method is illustrated on the example of 5everal calculations of the sound field and
caustic surfaces.in an ellipsoid.
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The life-span of backward· error analysis far

numerical integ~ators

eH. LUBICH

Universität Tübingen

( in collaboration with E. Hairer)

, Backward error analysis is a useful tooI für the study of numericaI approximations
to ordinary differential equations and differential-algebraic equations. The numerical so- e\
lution is formally interpreted as the exact solution of a perturbed .differential equation,
given as a formal series in powers of the step size (usually divergent). For a rigorous
analysis, this series has to be truncated.

In this talk. we study the influence of this truncation to the difference between the
numerical solution and theexact solution of the perturbed differential equation. Results
on the long-time behaviour of numerical solutions are obtained in this way. We present
applications to the approximation of periodic orbits and Hopf bifurcation, and to energy
conservation and approximation of invariant tori in Hamiltonian systems.

On ill-conditioning for index-l DAE

R.M.M. ·MATTHEIJ

Eindhoven University of Technology

As 'is well-known, solutions of DAE depend in ~ rather complex way on their parame
ters. Für linear problems this means that the algebraic variable may depend on (higher)
derivatives of the source term.

We investigate ill conditioning of inde~-one problems, i.e. DAE which are in same sense
close tü higher index probl~ms and indicate a suitable conditioning constant concept.

Control problems far linear differential-algebraic equations

V. MEHRMANN

Technisch Universität Chemnitz-Zwickau

We discuss control problems

tJ
Min f(xTQ(t)x + u(tt Ru(t))dt subject to E(t)x = A(t)x + B(t)u, x(to) = xo.

ta
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An optimal solution is obtained via the solution of a differential-algebraic Riccati equa
tion, which does not have a unique solution. If this equation is solved in a least squares
sense, then this turns out to be again an optimal control problem of the same type but
for

x = Ä(t)x + B(t)u + f.

Regularization of time-varying differential-algebraic
control systems by output feedback

N.K. NICHOLS

University of Reading

Smooth singular value decompositions are used to reduce a time-varying descriptor
system, governed by the equations

E(t) dx/dt = A(t)x + B(t)u, y == C(t)x,

to a condensed form that reveals controllability and observabjlity properties. The matrix
E may be singular for aB t, and may lose rank for isolated values of t. Derivative and
proportional output feedback controls of the form

u = Fy - Gdy/dt

are constructed to ensure that the system is index one and pointwise regular. Resul~~.show

that under certain conditions the feedback can be selected to ensure that the closed loop
matrix E + EGC has constant rank over the interval of interest and is 'near optimally'
conditioned. This property ensures that a Iower bound on the pointwise 'distance to
instability' of the closed Ioop system is maximised and that the differential and algebraic
parts of the system are well-defined and can be decoupled in a numerically stahle way.

The smooth singul~r value decompositions are determined from the solutions to a
system of ordinary differential matrix equations. A novel 'orthogonality - preserving'
numerical integration scheme is used to compute the right and left singular factors. A
form of deferred correction leads to results of unusually high accuracy.

13
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The inverted n-bar model

P. RENTROP

Technische Hochschule Darmstadt

The planar inverted n-bar model and its multibody formulation .are presented. The
descriptor formulation, which is based on a set of redundant coordinates, results in a
differeritial-algebraic (DAE) system of index 3. A minimum set of coordinates character·
izes the state space formulation, which corresponds to an ordinary differential equation
(ODE) system. The regular structure of the descriptor form allows a complete formulation ej
of the equations of motion. On this base, by induction arguments the state space form
can be derived analytically. We present these equations, since the inverted n-bar model
serves as an instructive example for the drift phenomena in numerical simulation, for the
design of a controller and for the balancing problem in the context of neural networks.

Cheap enhancement of symplectic integrators

I.M. SANZ-SERNA

Universidad de Valladolid

( in collaboration with M.A. L6pez-Marcos, R.D. Skeel )

We show how to increase the accuracy of symplectic integrators by postprocessing the
numerical solution Yn to obtain an improved approximation 1i"(Yn) ==: Yn. The nlapping 7r

can be inexpensively approximated by forming differences of the sequence {Yn}'

Oscillating integrated circuits
Numerical stability analysis for ODEs and DAEs

P. SELTING

Technische Universität München

A special topic in circuit simulation is the computation of stahle limit cycles of oscillat
ing electric circuits. Self-excited oscillating circuits transfer a constant input signal into
an oscillating periodic output signal. The frequency is determined by the basic electronic
elements, which are affected by production tolerances. In stability analysis the effects of
these production tolerances are investigated, because they can cause a loss of stability,
i. e. a hifurcation behaviour. Bifurcation is one of the main reasons for the birth of an
irregular behaviour of a system.
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Acharge oriented approach for the investigation of loeal stability of systems of ordinary
differential equations is presented. For that purpose the monodromy matrix is computed.
Its dominant eigenvaJues help to characterize the reliability of the electronic eircuit.

For the investigation of industrial"relevant circuits with a eommercial simulator it is
necessa.ry to adapt that approach to differential algebraic equations.

Mixed DAEs and PDEs in flexible multibody systems

B. SIMEON

Technische Hochschule Darmstadt

The multibody system approach provides a basic methodology in modelling various
mechanical systems like vehicles, robots, air- and spacecrafts. In case of rigid bodies,
the mathematical modelling leads either to second order ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) in minimum coordinates, the state space form, or, more generally, to differential
algebraic equations (DAEs) of index 3 in redundant coordinates, the descriptor form. Due
t.o the research activity of the .last decade, both approaches and their relation are now
well understood. Advanced modelling .and simulation software is available.

On a more dctailed modelling level, however, not all bodies can be assuI:led to remain
rigid and elasticity effects need to be taken into account in terms of the partial differen
tial equations (PDEs) of elastomechanics. Important applications in this field are, e.g.,
vehiclcs with elastic chassis Jor optimal ride quality or aircrafts with elastic body-wing
strllcture and landing gears described as multibody systems.

The talk is concetned with the modelling and numerical treatment of such flexible
m1l11ibody systems composed of rigid and elastic bodies. Using the instructive example
of a flexible slider crank mechanism, the presentation concentrates on a desctiptor form
approach which consists essentially of a mixed system of DAEs and PDEs. A partitioning
into rigid motion entries and additional flexible motion entries is applied which allows an
interpretation of the equations as a singularly perturbed system. Numerical results both
in the case of linear and nonlinear elasticity behavior illustrate the problems encountered
in thc simulation of flexible multibody systems.

Stability and dissipativlty far differential-algebraic equations

G. SÖDERLIND

Royal Institute of Technology

Stability for DAEs is largely an open problem. So far, attempts have been made to
adapt the usual stability notions for ODEs, such as Lyapunov stability and monotonicity
conditions, to the DAE case. These standard stability notions roust be applied to an ODE
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on a rnanifold, the constraint mainfold M. When the DAE is discretized the numerical
solution will normally not stay on this manifold. It is therefore of interest to study also
the stability of solutions outside M. We show by simple examples that stability on M
does not imply the stability 01 M in the nonlinear case. In other words, it is generally
not sufficient to consider the conventional approach of perturbing initial values as no
solutions to the DAE exist outside M. Rather than perturbing initial values, we consider
the effects of perturbing the equations, while the initial values are kept the "same" and
consistent. Thus, given a DAE

F(t,x,x) == 0, x(O) == Xo consistent,

we consider thc perturbed problem

F(t,x +bx,x +bx) == T; 8x(O) == 0,

an"d ask that 8x remain uniformly bounded for t ~ 0 for certain classes of perturbations,
e.g. r E LP. More precisely, we say that the system is stable- if

where the norms are defined in the usual way. This stability concept is directly related
to the notion of perturbation index. We also discuss dissipativity by considering special
classes of perturbations, viz. impulse and step responses. This leads to a modificatiol1
(depending on the constraint) of the usual logarithmic norm.

The numerical solution of differential algebraic-integral
equations arising in the modelling of catalytic combustion

with radiation

A. SPENCE

Bath University

Modelling catalytic combustion in monolith reactors produces systems of differential
algebraic equations (DAE's) coupled with Fredholm Integral Equations. This coupling of _;
an initial value problem with a boundary value problem presents numerical difficulties.
The talk is concerned with the efficient solution of these syst.ems. Specifically, the talk is
as follows:

• The physical problem is described and equations are derived.

• The numerical solution of the DAEs is discussed with specific attention paid to the
equations arising in catalytic combustion.

• An algorith~ for DAE-integral equations is outlined.

• Numerical results on a model problem and some comparison with actual experiment
are given.
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Solving index-2 differential algebraic equations

In circuit simulation

c. TISCHENDORF

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

Thc talk deals with index~2 differential algebraic equations anslng from ~ modern
modelling technique in circuit simulation, the modified nodal analysis (MNA). The ap
proaches, the classical one and the charge oriented Olle, are analyzed. We present a class
of circuits, for which bath approaches lead to the same index in the lower index case
(:s; 2). Further, a careful numerical"analysis provides sharp estimations for solutions of
perturbed index-2 initial value prob~ems. The BOF method is shown to be feasible under
natural assumptions to the errors in the initial values and to the defects arisi~gJrom solv
ing the nonlinear equations in each step. The sensitive defects can be kept small using a
defect correction what is a generalization of the projection idea of Asc.her and Petzold for
Runge-Kutta methods. Finally, we present our numerical results for two examples, the
NAND-gate model and the model of a rin~ modulator.

Boundary function method far singularly perturbed problems

A.B. VASILIEVA

Moscow State Un"iversity

We consider the ODEs containing small parameters at the highest derivatives - so
called singularly perturbed differential equations (SPDE).

Thc solution of some boundary value problem for SPDE has in generally two boundary
layc1's (in the neighbourhood of houndary points). The asymptotic expansion for such
solutions can be constructed by using the so-called boundary function method (BFM). The
houndary value problem might have also the solutions with interior layers. Such solutions
are called contrast structures (CS). We can apply the BFM to investigate different CSs

and their stability.
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Issues In the numer~cal.~o.lution of vehicle models

R. VON SCHWERIN

UTI iversität Heidelberg

Vehicle system dynamics is achallenging area of application of DAEs in techllical
simulation. The governing equations are derived from hydraulics, electronics, control
theory, mechanics and other· fields that each have their own approach to modelling and
solving the arising equations. The interaction of various components in a car, however,
necessitiate a combined interdisciplinary solution of the dynamical systen1 represented by •
the vehicle.

Special topics relevant to an efficient treatment of such mechatronical systems will be
addressed and exemplified in this talk.

Asymptotic error expansions far singular BVPs

E. WEINMÜllER

Technische Universität Wien

We discuss the existence of an asymptotic expansion for the global error of a si rn pie
finite difference scheme for the numerical solution of boundary value problems for on :::s
with a singularity of the first kind. Such problems occur when certain classes of DAEs
are transformed into a system of ODEs and a system of algebraic equations and there is
a rank change of the leading coefficient matrix. An effective technique for the numcrical
solution of ODEs is the Iterated Defect Correction Method, IDee, originally used as a
method for the estimation of the global error. We use IDee to solve the problem

I
i
I
J

"(t) = f(t y(t) yl(t))
Y , t 2 ' t ' o< t :::; 1; y(O) = Q, y(i) = ß

and investigate the structure of the global error of the scheme for certain classes of linear ~l

singular problems. It turns out that the error expansion is no longer as perfeet as in the .-
classical situation. This is caused by unbounded inhomogeneities in variational equations
due to singularity. We discuss typical situations and explain how the features of the
problem and its solution influence the form of the asymptotic error expansions and their
final length.
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Partitioned W-methods für multibody systems

in ,descriptor form

J. WENSCH

Martin-Luther-Universi tät Halle-Wittenberg

W -methods as a special formulation of linear implicit methods have' heeh used to

integrate stiff ODEs. They avoid the solution of nonlinear systems ;tnd allow 'a partition

of the system in stiff and noristiff components.

We use W -methods to integrate the equations of motion of a multibody system for

the same reasons. The partitioned Jacobian includes onIy these blocks that are necessary

for the solution of the constraint equations. Further, the coefficients of th~se methods are

partitioned .. A convergence theorem is presented. Methods of order 2, 3, 4 with 3, 5, 11

stages have been constructed.

DAE's with impasse points and relaxation oscillations

R. WINKLER

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

First, we deal with sin1ple irnpasse points of quasilinear DAEs of differential index 1.

V\fe are able to handle them by transforming thc independent variable t. This way we

obtain an auglnented system wh Ich remains a regular DA E even in the impasse point. We

compute the solution together with t which depends on the new variable sand determine

the impasse point by solving the scalar equation t/(s) = O.

For semiexplicit DAEs originating as degenerate equations of singularly perturbed sys

tems we show how to continue the solution by jumps. Finally, the algorithm is illustrated

by results of an ilnplementation based on' a BDF-Code.

Bifurcations of spiral w~ves in reaction-diffusion-systems

C. WULFF

Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum für Informationstechnik - Berlin

We consider a reaction-diffusioo system 00 the whole plane

1tl = 6.u + f(1L, v), VI = Dßv + g(u, v), u, v : R2
-+ R, fJ ~ O.
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An example- is theOregonatormodelof the Belousov-Zhabotinski-reaetion. This system
is equivariant under the Euclidean sYll).metry. We: exaIuine the transition [roIn rigidly
rotating spiral waves to meandering spiral waves. Th'is is a Hopf-bifurcation in the coro
tating frame. Thereby the infinitely extended domain causes difficulties sinee there thc
angle derivative -h is not bounded w.r.t. the Laplacian. In the resonanee case when thc
rotation frequeney is a multiple of the Hopf frequency we prove thc bifureation of drifting
spiral waves. Analogous phenomena oeeur in the ease of periodic forcing of rigidly rotat
ing spiral waves. Our results give a rigorous n1athematieal explanation of experiments on
spiral wave dynamies frorn ehemistry.

Berichterstatter: R. Lamour, Berlin
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Tagungsbericht 46/1995

Algebraic K-Theory and Homotopy Theory

5.-11.11.1995

Tbe meeting was organized by THOMAS G. GOODWILLIE (Providence) and

FRIEDHELM WALDHAUSEN (Bielefeld). There were 20 talks altogether, which

left ample time for discussions, both after tbe talks and otherwise.

Summaries of the talks

The summaries are listed in the order of the talks at the meeting.

Spaces over a category, assembly maps and isomorphism
conjectures in algebraic K- and L-theory

Let G be a discrete group, I a family of subgroups and E..= Or(G) -4 (spectra)

a covariant functor. Let *(I) be the contravariant functor Or(G) -+ (spaces)

sending GIH to {pt} if HEl and to 0 if H ~ I. Let * be *(all subgroups).

The inclusion *(I) ~ * defines a map called assembly ~p

or, equivalently,

1rp(hocoli~) -+ 1rp(hocoli~)= E..(GIG).

The isomorphism conjecture for algebraic K -theory resp. L-theory resp. the

BAUM-CONNEs-conjecture says that this map is an isomorphism if E.(G/ H) is
K(ZH) resp. ~(ZH) resp. K(C;(H» and I is {virtually cyclic} resp. {virtu

ally cyclic} resp. {finite}. We give a summary of cases where the isomorphism
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conjecture is known and relate it to the NOVIKOV conjecture, BOREL con
jecture, IDEMPOTENT conjecture, GROMOV-LAWSON-RoSENBERG conjecture,
ATIYAH's conjecture and KAPLANSKI's conjecture. We explain tools for the
computation of its source and discuss the example 0 -+ Zn ~ C ~ Z/f. -+ 0,

f odd prime, where the tools yield to the following new results quite easily:
If {(H1 ), .•. ,(Hr )} denotes the conjugacy classes of subgroups of order f, we

get for E.(H) = K(ZH), l!(ZH) and K(Cr(H)) an exact sequence

r r

••• --+ EB 1rq(BNH; A ~(1)) -+ EB 1TqE(ZNHi ) ffi 1rq (BC+ 1\ E(l)) -+

i=1 i=l

r

-+ 1rq(E(G) -+ EB 1rq-l(BNHt A ~(1)) -+ ...

i=l

In particular, we get

r

EBWhq(NHi ) ~ Whq(G)
i=l

r

EBKo(ZHd EB Wh(H) -+ Wh(G)
i=O

r

EB Ko(ZHi ) ~ Ko(ZG)
i=O

K_ 1 =0

(1-3)/2

Wh(Hi) = EB Z
j=1

Ko(ZHi) = Cl(Z[exp(21rijl»))

WOLFGANG LÜCK, Universität Mainz
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Geometrie foundations for equivariant stahle homotopy

In joint work with KRIz, MANDELL, and MAY, we give new foundations

for ordinary stable homotopy by defining an H-spectrum (over a universe U)
to be a speetrum M (in the sense of LEWIS-MAY) together with an action

by the monoid .c(U, U) of linear isometries U -+ U, given by an action map

€: C(U, U)tI<M -+ M, where the source is an instanee ofthe twisted half-smash

product. The resulting category, S[H], admits a commutative and associative

smash product, defined as the balanced product

M Ac. N =: C(U2,U)fJ(~{U,U)2(MAN),

where MAN is the external smash product resulting in a spectrum indexed

on U2 = U ffi U. The twisted half-smash product then "pushes this down" to a

spectrum indexed on U. All H-spectra M admit a unit map A: S Ac. M -+ M,
and we define Ms, the category of S-modules, ~ the full subcategory of S[H]
generated by those M for which A is an isomorphism. Since S Ac S ~ S, all
H-spectra S "c M are S-modules, and conversely. The functor

S Ac. -: S[H] -+ Ms

has a right adjoint Fc.(S,·), and the funetor

MSF~')S[H]f~ts

creates the weak equivalences and fibrations for model category structures on.

both M sand S[H). Inverting the weak equivalences results in the classical

stable category for a11 three.
Given a homomorphism a: G -+ .c(U, U), where G is a compact LIE group,

LEWIS-MAY style G-spectra can be described as an action map Ga rx E -+

E, and the resulting category has a model structure determined by spheres

E~ (G/ H) +. A theorem of LEWIS (1995) gives a complete description of
how the resulting stable category depends on the homomorphism a. We can

define a category G-S[H] of equivariant H-spectra, with minor adjustments
for equivariant S-modules, as G-actions on H-spectra, or equivalently, an
action

[G x .c(U,U)]~M -+ M.

Given 0: G -+ .c(U, U), we can consider the homomorphism over J:,(U, U),

(id, a): G -+ G x [.(U, U).
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Pulling back along tbis map produces a functor

with target tbe G-spectra produced by o. This creates the weak equiva
lences and fibrations for a model structure on G-S[H], and inverting the weak
equivalences produces the same stable category as on Go-S. G-S[H] therefore
supports many different model category structures, and the standard "change
of universe" functors of LEWIS and MAY are all induced by the identity on
G-S[HJ. These all therefore preserve higher multiplicative structure, which

was previously unknown. e,
ANTHONY ELMENDORF, Pumue University

THH of A oo ring spectra

I summarized joint/independent work with GUNNARSON, SCHWÄNZL, and

VOGT, comparing the THHof Aoo ring spectra of ELMENDORF, KRIZ, MAN

DELL and MAY with the T H H of FSPs of BÖKSTEDT.

I went on to advertise certain nice properties of the construction of ELMEN

DORF-KRIZ-MANDELL-MAY, in particular the relative THH construction
over a "ground" Eoo ring spectrum, and the EILENBERG-MoORE spectral

sequence
HH!-(E.A,E.M) => E. THH(A;M),

where E. is represented by an Eoo ring spectrum and E.A is E.-fiat.

MICHAEL MANDELL, Chicago University

Blakers-Massey theorem and cellular inequalities

I applied cellular inequalities to give a generalization of GOODWILLIE's e
results about BLAKERS-MASSEY type statements for cubical diagrams.

If A is a connected space, by C(A) I denote the smallest class of spaces

such that

• A E C(A)
• X E C(A), X ~ y => Y E C(A)
• Xi E C(A) =* hocolim (Xo +- Xl --+ X 2 ) E C(A)

• Xi E C(A) =* VXi E C(A)
• Xi E C(A) =* hocolim (Xo --+ Xl --+ X 2 -+ ...) E C(A)
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One can think about the class C(A) as generated by A using simple oper
ations: homotopy push-outs, arbitrary wedges, and telescopes. U X E C(A),
then I will write X » A, and call X to be A-cellular. By the relation X » A

I mean that there is a recipe that teIls us how to build X from A using the

above operations.
I prove the following" result: let the following be a homotopy push-out

resp. a homotopy pull-back square:

A -+ B
! .!
C -+ D

There is a natural map A -+ P. Then

P -+ B
!. !
C -+ D

fibre (EA -+ EP) » fibre (A -+ C) 1\ fibre (A -+ B).

So if A -+ B is n-connected and A ~ C is m-connected, then we get
that EA -+ EB is (m + n)-connected. This recovers the BLAKERS-MASSEY

theorem.
Similar statements cau be proven for higher dimensional cubical diagrams.

WOJCIECH CHACHOLSKI, Fields Institut

Fixed points of THH of the integers at 2, and K-theory
of the two-adic integers

The trace map K(Zp)~~THH(Z)~ = T(Z)~ admits lifts trpn : K(Zp) -+

T(Z)~pn compatible with the restrietion R: T(z)Cpn -+ T(Z)Cpn-l and FRO

BENIUS map F: T(z)Cpn -+ T(z)Cpn-l, which conspire to the cyclotomic

trace map

By work of MCCARTHY, HESSELHOLT and MADSEN, this is a ]radic equiv
alence of connective covers, and BÖKSTEDT-MADSEN compute TC(Z)p ~

Im J x BIm J x SU for p > 2. The argument uses a comparison r n: T(z)Cpn-+
T(z)hCpn and spectral sequence calculations of Z/p-homotopy groups. For
p = 2 there is no natural algebra structure on Z/2-homotopy groups, so a
new argument combining Z/4-homotopy and its action on Z/2-homotopy is
needed to check that r n induces a two-adic homotopy equivalence on the
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connective covers as weH as to push through an inductive argument to COID

pute 1r.(T(Z)Cpn.; Z/2), hased on an idea of TSALIDIS. The argument is still

incomplete, hut:
Conjecture: The spectral sequence

is an algebra spectrnl sequence when the E 2 -term is given the formal algebra

structure E;,. = Z/2[t, t- I , Un , ea, e4]/(u~ = 0; e~ = 0) with Itl = (-2,0),
IUII = (-1,0), leal = (0,3) and le41 = (0,4). The differentials are given by

and

and ea and te4 are permanent cycles.
This leads to a calculation of 1r.(K(Z2); Z/2), which places K(Z2) into

fihre sequences

BIm Je
!

Kred(Z2) -+ K(Z2)
!

SU

which are nontrivial, hut split on 1r., so

red
--+ Im (Je)

after two-adic completion.

JOHN ROGNES, University 01 Oslo _
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Goodwillie calculus, Dold-Puppe stabilization, and the
Q-construction of MacLane

For a homotopy funetor of spaces, GOODWILLIE caleulus establishes that

there is a tower of functors,

in which each PnF serves as a sort of TAYLOR polynomial approximation

to F. In this talk, I deseribed several construetions tbat are equivalent to

the funetors in this tower in the case where F is a funetor between additive"

categories. The first example presented was D F, the stahle derived funetor

of F, defined by DOLD and PUPPE. When F is redueed (F(O) = 0), DF
is equivalent to P1F. Tbe seeond construction discussed was MACLANE's

Q-construction, QF. When F = S(·], QF(A), for an abelian group A, is a
chain complex whose homology is the stable homology of tbe corresponding

EILENBERG-MACLANE space. A prcof that QF is equivalent to DF (and
consequently to PI F) was sketched. I coneluded by refining MACLANE'S

Q-eonstruetion to produee a chain eomplex that is equivalent to PnF and

indicating why this ehai~ eomplex satisfies the properties necessary to be
PnF.-This is joint work with RANDY MCCARTHY.

BRENDA JOHNSON, Union College

Iterated loop spaces, operads and categories

This work is joint witb CORNEL BALTANO, ROLAND SCHWÄNZL, and
RAINER VOGT.-It has been known sinee QUILLEN's work that symmetrie
monoidal categories give rise to infinite loop spaees in a natural way. THOMA

SON has shown that all infinite loop spaees arise in this way. Reeent work

in mathematical physics has given rise to a variant of this notion, that of a
braided monoidal eategory. We show that a similar relation holds between

braided monoidal categories and double loop spaces. By carefully iterating

the notion of a monoidal eategory, we arrive at a notion of an n-fold monoidal
category whieh we believe eorresponds in the same way to n-fold loop spaces

for 3 ~ n < 00. It is shown that this notion gives rise to a eompact polybe

dral operad which is related to the little n-eubes operad (whicb aets on n-fold

loop spaees) by a map of operads which we conjeeture is an equivalence. This
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shows that n-fold monoidal categories give rise to n-fold loop spaces. If our
conjecture is true, a11 iterated loop spaces arise in this way.

ZBIGNIEW FIEDOROWICZ, Ohio State University

Stable K-theory and free products of rings

The talk was areport on joint work with R. SCHWÄNZL and F. WALD

HAUSEN, leading to a proof that the BÖKSTEDT trace induces a homotopy
equivalence

KS(R;M)~THH(R;M)

for any connective Aoo-ring Rand any connective Aoo-R-bimodule M.
I described the reduction to the problem of showing

where C = Sv R is the ring obtained by forgetting R has a unit and adding

the unit S back on. I then noted that, if we define B'(m) = S A (G(m)),
where G(m) is the realization of a loop group for sm+l, and

D(m) = Sv R V B'(m) V RAB'(m) V B'(m)AR V RAB'(m)I\R V ...
S S S S

then the relative K-theory K(D(m), C) = fibre (K(D(m» --+ K(C» is a
good approximation to KS(C; C A COP).

The diagram
S --+ B(m) = S A G(m)+
! !
C -+ D(m)

is an example of a "homotopy-theoretic" generalized free product. In the
rest of the talk I discussed how we set up to analyze the K-theory of D(m)

in terms of MV, a category of MAYER-VIETORIS presentations, which has e
cofibrations and two notionS of weak equivalences.

Ross E. STAFFELDT, Las Cruces NM, USA

-.-
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K a of "Witt vectors of length two over finite fields

For W2 (Fp /) the WITT vectors of length two over the field with pi ele

ments, I prove the following result:

Theorem:
K3(W2 (Fp l »p = (Z/p2)/ for p ~ 5

K 3(W2 (F{»3 = (Z/9)/-l ffi (Z/2)2

This shows in particular that Z/3 = 7r3{Im J)3' which is a summand of
K3(Z) and of K 3(Z3, Z3), is already a summand of K3(Z/9). It furthermore

generalizes the result K 3 {Z/p2)p = Z/p2 for p ~ 5 in two directions.

Tbe proof uses the identity K3(W2 (Fpl» = H3(SL(W2 (Fp l »), and it
calculates the RH S with a HOCHSCHILD-SERRE spectral sequence to 0 ~
V Co-..+ SL(W2 (Fpl» ~ SL(Fpl) --+ o. Some E 2-terms are dete~mined by

calculation of the outer automorphism of S L on the homology gi-OUPS and
comparison with SL(Fpl [t]/t2 ), which admits a spectral sequence with the

same ~2-terDnS.

This suffices for p ~ 5. For p = 3 oue has to explicitely calculate one

differential in the sequence and use descent arguments.

THOMAS GEISSER, MPI Bann

A parametrized index theorem for the algebraic
K-theory Euler class -

The talk was about joint work with W. DWYER and B. WILLIAMS.

Suppose that p: E ~ B is a smooth fibre bundle with compact fihres. (Thus,

if B is connected, p is a bundle with structure group Diff (F), where F is a

smooth compact manifold.) Let V be a bundle of finitely generated projective

R-modules on E, where R is a ring. This determines a map [V): E --+ K(R).
If each Hi(p-l(b), V), bEB, is projective as an R-module, then the bundle

Vi on B with fibre Hi(P-l(b), V) determines [Vi]: B -+ K(R).
Theorem (BISMUT, LOTT, DWYER, WEISS, WILLIAMS):

tr*[V] = E(-l)i[Vi] E [B,K(R)],

where tr: Eoo B+ ~ ~ooE+ is the BECKER-GOTTLIEB transfer determined by
p: E --+ B.
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BISMUT and LOTT proved this for R the complex numbers, after applying
certain characteristic classes to both sides. The theorem is a consequence of
an index theorem, essentially the HOPF index theorem suitably generalized.
This involves on one side EULER classes with values in cohomology with
coefficients A(*), for bundles with fibre Rn, and on the other side EULER

characteristics X(Y) E A(Y), defined for certain spaces Y.

MICHAEL WEISS, Notre Dame

On the tangent space cf the algebraic K-theory of the
integers e

Given a ring R we use R(f) = R[x]/(x2
) to denote tbe ring of dual numbers

over R. Tbe tangent space of tbe K -theory of R is defined to be the kernel

of the map 8. induced by 8: R(f) ~ R, f...-+ o. Similarly, define

the tangent space of the topological cyclic homology of R. The groups
K~an(z) are finitely generated and their ranks were computed by SOULE. In

this talk we give reeursive formulas for the calculation of the mod-p tangent
groups K~an(z; Z/p). By a result of MCCARTHY these groups are isomorphie
to the groups Tc:an(z; Z/p), and a result of HESSELHOLT aud MADSEN com
putes these last groups in terms of mod-p homotopy groups of the spectra
(TH H(Z) A sW)Cpn for certain Cpn representations W. We give explieit re

cursive formulas which calculate the mod-p homotopy groups of the spectrum
(TH H(Z) A sW)Cpn for each Cpn representation and eaeh n ~ 1.

STAVROS TSALIDIS, Purdue University
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On the homotopy of the stahle mapping class group

Let E (~9,n) be a compact oriented smooth surface (connected of genus

9 and with n boundary components). Define feE) := 1roDur+(~;8) to be

the mapping elass group (f9.n := f(E9 •n », and f 00 = limg _ oo f g,1 to be the
stabilized mapping class group. By a theorem of P OWELL, r 00 is perfect and

one can apply the QUILLEN plus eonstruetian to its classifying space Bf00·

Theorem: Bf00 is an infinite loop space.

This irnproves a theorem of MILLER and BÖDIGHEIMER who showed that

Br~ is a twofold loap space.
The idea of the praof is to construct a category S from aD surfaces E and

their associated Br(E) in which composition is defined by glueing cobordisms.

S can be given asymmetrie monoidal structure using disjoint union. Thus

its classifying space BS is an infinite loop space by MAY and SEGAL. Using

a theorem of HARER, one identifies ftBS with Z x Br~.

ULRIKE TILLMANN, University olOxford

Astability theorem fot concordance imbeddings

Let N be a compact, connected, smooth manifold with corners, n =

dirn N ~ 3, * E N be an interior point of N, J = [-1,1]. Denote by CE(*, N)
the space of concordance imbeddings of * into N, by CE(J, JxN) the space of

concordance imbeddings of Jx * iuto J x N. Let <1>: CE(*, N) --+ CE(J, JxN)
be the stabilization map, and denote by F~ the hornotopy fibre of <I>. In the

talk, we identify F4J with a simple O(2)-space in I'V 3n range, which in par

ticular implies that ~ is (2n-5)-connected in general and (2n-4)-connected

when 1rl (N) is trivial. We also point out the answer has to do with triangles,

and modular group comes into the answer. This is the speaker's PhD thesis

under the guidance of THOMAS GOODWILLIE.

Guowu MENG, Hong Kong University 01 Science and Technology

_____________________________________-----.J
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Cyclic polytopes and the K-theory of truncated polyno
mial algebras

Tbe work presented here is joint with Ia MADSEN. The aim is to de

scribe the relative algebraic K-tbeory of a truncated polynomial algebra,

K(A[x]/{xn ), (x)). We derive a formula, valid for any ring A, which exhibits

this in terms of fixed sets of BÖKSTEDT'S topological HOCHSCHILD homology.

In the process we rely heavily on the combinatorial structure of the so-called
cyclic polytopes first studied by CARATHEODORY in 1911 and rediscovered by

DAVID GALE in 1963. In the case of aperfect field k ofpositive characteristic,

we calculate

the even-dimensional groups being zero. Here Wi(k) denotes the big WITT

vectors of length i in k. The result extends previous calculations by STIEN

STRA and AIsaETH of K3 .-We would like to express our thanks to THOMAS

GEISSER who suggested that the formula above might be valid.

LARS HESSELHOLT, MIT, Cambridge

On the K-theory of endomorphisms over a scheme

Let X be ascheme, quasi-compact and with an ample family of line bundles

(for example, X is quasi-projective). Let A be the category of (I, J), where I
is a vector bundle on X and f: I --+ I is an endomorphism. Denote End(X) =
K(A), and End(X) = fibre(End(X) -+ K(X)). Let X be the scheme defined

from X by glueing up. Locally, let U c X be an affine open subscherne, U =
spec A, then Ü = spec «1 + T Au[T])-1 A[T]), where Au = Im (r(Ox, X) -+

f(Ox, U) = A). We have a map X~X. Let EK(X) = fibre (K(X) -+

K(X)). Then we have the following result: e
Theorem: o'EK(X) ~ End (X).

This generalizes GRAYSON'S result when X is affine. The key ingredient

in the proof is the THOMASON-TROBAUGH localization theorem.
Using the description given by the theorem, "!'e showed that jf-theory

of endomorphisms over a scheme does not have exact MAYER-VIETORIS se

quences by checking tbe case where X = pl = Xl U X2 , Xl = spec k[x],
X2 = spec k[y]. This implies that the K-theory of endomorphisms over a
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scheme is a global theory rather than a loeal one: loeal data do not totally

determine the global theory.

DONGYUAN YAO, Washington University in St. Louis

K-theory· is determined by its value on simplicial rings

At the ICM in Kyota 1990 THOMAS GOODWILLIE eonjectured that for

maps of rings up to homotopy A -+ B such that 1roA -t 'TroB is surjective

with nilpotent kernei, the diagram

KA -+ TC A
! !

KB -+ TC B
.s:::r..

is homotopy cartesian. Using MCCARTHY's theorem showing that t~ is true
for simplicial rings, we show that the conjecture is correct. The theorem (ar

alternatively its proof) give that KS ~ T H H is true in this generality (~sing

only the statement for simplieial rings).

BJ0RN IAN DUNDAS, Aarhus university

Motivic complexes and the K-theory of automorphisms

GOODWILLIE and LICHTENBAUM proposed a filtration on K(R), R a reg

ular ring, given by ... --+ W 2 -+ W 1 -t WO = K(R), where

Here, Rt1d denotes the coordinate ring of the standard d-simplex, Rt1d =
R[XO,Xl, ... ,Xd]/(L X i -1), and, for any ring A, K(Rad,p~t) denotes the
K -theory space associated to the category of finitely generated projective

A-modules equipped with t commuting automorphisms. (The "wedge" 1\

denotes modding out by degeneracies when one of the automorphisms is the
identity.) It was also conjectured that the cofibre space W t /Wt+l might be

n-tld ...... Ko(Rßd, P~)I·

GRAYSON established that W t /W t+1 = n-tld ...... K~(Rad, p~t)1 .
This provides a spectral sequence from the homology groups of the com
plex K~(R~d, p~) converging to K-theory. I study these complexes with

the hope of showing they represent "motivic complexes". It turns out the
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complexes K~ (Rßd , P~) are easier to study. In particular I show these lat
ter complexes provide the same definition of motivic cohomology as that
given by SUSLIN and VOEVODSKY. It is therefore hoped that the maps
Kr(R6.·, p~t) --. Ko(Rß·, p~t) induce quasi-isomorphisms. I show this
holds in the etale topology, over an algebraically closed ground field k, with

coefficients in Z/n if char kAn.

MARK WALKER, University 01 Illinois

Smash products and gamma-spaces

There is asymmetrie monoidal smash produet of r -spaces that eorresponds e
to the smash product of spectra under tbe BOUSFIELD-FRIEDLANDER iden
tification of r -spaces and connective spectra. There are also EOO and neo
functors, as weH as function spectra. All these constructions are compatible
with the BOUSFIELD-FRIEDLANDER closed simplicial model. category struc-
ture on r-spaces. Finally,-the generalized rings under this smash product are
precisely those FSPs whose underlying functor comes from a r -space.

MANOS LYDAKIS, Universität Bielefeld

Stabilized model categories are categories of modules

We consider certain QUILLEN model categories that can be described as
algebras aver a tripie on the category of simplicial sets. Examples include
simplicial sets, simplicial sets with an action of a simplicial group, simplicial
modules, and simplicial rings. Elaborating on a construction of BOUSFIELD
FRIEDLANDER ~e define the notion of a spectrum in such a model category
and thereby arrive at the stable homotopy theory of that category. We show
that such a stabilized model category can be identified with the category
of modules over a certain FSP arising from the tripIe one started out with.
As a byproduct, we show that the homotopy theory of simplicial rings is
equivalent to that of FSPs which are algebras aver the FSP representing the
integral EILENB~RG-MACLANEspectrum.

STEFAN SCHWEDE, Universität Bielefeld
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Motives and motivic complexes

15

We wish to give a new definition of tbe category of mixed motives, and pick

out an object in this category as being the homologieal motive of a variety.

Let k be an algebraic closed field, and ß k be the eosimplieial scheme over

k given by Ai: = spec k[to, t}, ... , tn]/(E ti - 1). We consider sheaves F- for

the proper topology on ß k. Fix n, and let Rn(F-) be the following complex:

Inside each (di).Fn-l, let Gi be the image of FW and let Rn(F-) be tbe
complex

Fn
-+ IlGi --+ IlGi,; --+ •••

Let Hi,n(F-) be the sheaf HAR,.(F-)) on .c1.n and invert ~~~s ~hich
induee isomorphisms on all ll.i,n' The resulting "derived eategor9-' is our
category of mixed motives. We define the homological motive Mv of a variety

V to be the sheaf SP~ assoeiated with the presheaf Sp~ (U) = cycles on U x

V finite surjective over U. This is isomorphie to tbe sheaf associated with

the subpresheaf Zv(U) = Z[Map(U, V)]. We see immediately that Mvxw ~

Mv ® Mw. We expect to complete soon the computation of the motive of a
curve in terms ofDELIGNE I-motives. If we let l(I) be the (reduced) motive

of pI, the motivic complexes on k should be given by Rp.(Z(I)0r:), wbere
p: ße -+ k-.

STEPHEN LICHTENBAUM, Brown V!1j~ersity

The homotopy end

Un/ortunately, ROBERT W. THOMASON died the day be/ore the con/erence

began, so he was not able to give the talk he had planned. The text below is
the abstract he submitted be/ore the con/erence. [DANIEL GRAYSON]

The homotopy end is a functor Cat (Kap x K,C) -+ C which exists for

K a small category and C a complete simplicial closed model category. A
special case of the construction gives homotopy limits in any such C. There

is a spectral sequence for computing homotopy classes of maps into a homo
topy end, whose E 2-term is given in terms of BAUES-WIRSCHING cohornol

ogy. MACLANE homology is ano~her special case of the construction. Tbe
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construction also solves the problem of lifting model structures to functor
categories.

ROBERT W. THOMASON, Universite Paris VII

report: THOMAS HÜTTEMANN
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ALLGEMEINE UNGLEICHUNGEN

12.11. bis 18.11.1995

Tbe seventh Int~rnationa1Cooference 00 General Inequalties was held from
12 to 18 November 1995, at· tbe Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Ober
wolfach (Black Forest, Germany). Tbe organizing committee was comp08ed
of C. Bandie (Basel)~ W.N. Everitt (Birmingham), L. Losonczi (Debrecen
and Kuwait) &Dd W. Walter (Karlsruhe). Wollgang Reichel (Karlsruhe) ser
ved cheerfully and efficiently as secretary of the meeting. The meeting was
attended by 50 participants from 19 countries.

The opening remarks were made by W. Walter who gave a. brief history of
the General Inequalties meetings held a.t Oberwolfach. He remarked that
six members of the first meeting held in 1969 were a.lso at this, the seventh
meeting.

This was the first General Inequalties meeting held at the Institute since the
appointment of tbe new pirector..,. Professor Matthias Kreck. Professor Kreck
had written, in December 1994, to an members of organizing committees for
meetings held at the Institute. In that letter he reported that his overall im~
pression of the meetings is very positive but he considers tbat most meetings
are overloaded with too many talks; he makes the pertinent and significant
point that Oberwolfach is not a conference centre hut a research institute.

The organizing committee for General Inequalties 7 took due note of these
remarks of Professor Kreck and responded by a sensible and structured re
duction in tbe number of programmed lectures, hut at the same time invited



'_t.··

all the participants to consider organizing informal discussion groups outside
the formal programme. This led to a very successful overall programme for
the meeting and the organizing committee takes this opportuoity to thank
all the participants for their help and cooperation in making arrangements
for the lectures, and for the excellence of their contributions.

The organizing committee thanks Professor Kreck for the opportunity to
meet with hirn during the meeting. The committee pointed out that by the
diverse nature of ioequalities in mathematics the subject lent itself to reports
from a wide basis of areas and applications, and this by itself suggested that
a targer than usual number of lectures js required.

At the end of the week the organizing committee considered that the meeting
had met with the ideas of the Director, and that it had been successful in
arranging for the report of new results in inequalties and in stimulating new
developments in this wide and diverse field of mathematics.

After discussion with Professor Kreck, responsibility for the continuation of
the General· Inequalties meetings at the Institute now passes to a new orga
nizing committee with membership C. Handle (Chairperson, Basel), L. Lo
sonczi (Debrecen and .Kuwait) and M. Plum (Karlsruhe).

A reception was held on the Thursday evening in honour of Wollgang Walter,
who bad attended all seven of the General Inequalties meetings and served
as chairman for all but the first meeting. A special mention was made of
his distinguished contribution to the subject of mathematical inequalities in
carrying editorial responsibility for the published proceedings of all seven of
the meetings. \

Catherine Bandie offered closing comments on the last day of the meeting;
she paid tribute to the high standards set and maintained, firstly by all tbe
participants in contributing to the programme of the meeting, and then to
tbe staff of the Institute for their help and cooperation.

C. BandIe W.N. Everitt

2

L. Losonczi W. Walter



Vortragsauszüge

J. ACZEL:

Role of inequalities in characterizing selection probabilities with
aggregation (Joint work with G. Maksa)

We suppose that selection probabilities are functions of scale values of the
options from which we select. On oue hand the aggregated probabilities of
each option should be functions of the individual.scale values. We deal with
ratio scales (which are transformed componentwise by linear transformati
ons). These premisses yield a system of functional equations and inequalities.
For disproving a conjecture of A.A.J. Marley about the uniqueness of ~ ~
quently used solution, surprisingly the inequalities keeping the aggregaj~
probabilities between 0 and 1 proved to be most diflicult to satisfy. When
we got a handle of it, we soon got not only a counter-example but also the
general solution. Monotonicity (increasing in one variable, decreasing in the
others), which ia a natural requirement, leads to Curther inequalities.

R.P. AGARWAL and P.Y.H. PANG:

Opial-type inequalities involving higher order partial derivatives 01
two functions

In this paper we offer very general Opial-type inequalities involving higher
order partial derivatives of two functions of two independent variables. From
these inequalities we then deduce extended and improved versions of several
recent results.

C.D. AHLBRANDT:

Connections between discrete variational inequalities, continued
fractioDs, and discrete Riccati equations

Results relating convergence of continued fractions to convergence of an as
sociated series go back to Euler's work in 1762. Relationships between con
vergence of continued Cractions and existence of recessive solutions of linear
recurrences were given by Pincherle in 1894. In 1956 W.T. Reid provided
what has been termed a "Roundabout Theorem" for the continuous case
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which related a number of topics including Jacobi Conditions of the Cal
culus of Variations, existence of solutions of matrix Riccati equations, and
positive definiteness of quadratic functionals. Because of the work of KaI
man, matrix lliccati equations are important to filtering and contro!. In
KaIman's original work, which was developed for control problems arising in
tbe design of tbe space shuttle, tbe Riccati equations are discrete. Discrete
problems are important because of their" role in computer solution of filtering
and contral problems with discrete measurements of variables. A discrete
version of Reid's Roundabout Theorem was given in joint work of Ahlbrandt
and Hooker. A~t deal of research conti'nues to be done on tbe questions of
existence and construction of stabilizing solutions of discrete matrix Riccati
equations. In discrete variational theory, quadratic inequalities are related to
"disconjugacy" in a sense of absense of generalized zeros. Thepurpose of this
paper ia to show in increasing generality that disconjugacy, (in the discrete
case) is a suflicient condition for existence of recessive and dominant soluti
ons and hence provides information about convergence of matrix continued
fractions and about the solution space of discrete matrix· Riccati equations.

M.S. ASHBAUGH:

Inequalities for the first eigenvalue of the clamped plate and buck
Hng problems

in 1877 Rayleigh conjectured that the lowest frequency of vibration of a clam
ped plate of given ~ea occurs when the plate is circular. This conjecture was
finally proved by Nadirashvili in 1992 (with important earlier contributions
due to Szegö and Talenti). An analogous conjecture concerning the critical
buckling load of a clamped plate was made by P6lya and Szegö around 1950.
This conjecture remains open. The talk surveys the state of our knowledge of
these and related problems, ineluding their n-dimensional generalizations. In
particular, we diseuss our recent work with R. Benguria proving Rayleigh's
clamped plate conjecture for dimension 3 (and 2) and with R. Laugesen
proving inequalities for the clamped plate problem (for n ~ 4) and for the
buckling problem. In the latter cases, the inequalities have the form of the
conjectured lower bounds hut contain an unwanted factor slightly less than 1.
Our bounds for the clamped plate problem follow from detailed analysis in
volving Bessel functions, and compare favorahly to earlier bounds of a similar
form due to Talenti. Dur bounds for the buekling problem follow from earlier
bounds due to Payne and Krahn, as first noted by Bramble and Payne.
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M.S. ASHBAUGH and R. BENGURlA:

Proof of the Payne-P6Iya-Weinberger conjecture in 8paces of COD

stant sectional curvature

We consider tbe Dirichlet problem for tbe Laplaee-Beltrami operator defined
on a domain n of sn. Denote by ~l(n) and ~2(n) the two lowest eigenvalues.
Let BI be a geodesie ball in sn baving the same lowest eigenvalue as n, i.e.,
;\1(B1) = ~l(n). If the domain n is containe4 in a hemisphere of sn we
prove that ~2(n) ::5 ~2(Bl) with equality if and only if n ia a geodesie ball.
We also prove that the ratio of the lowest two eigenvalues of a geodesie
ball ia an increasing function of tbe ~adius of tbe ball. These two results
imply tbe PPW conjecture for domains contained in a hemisphere of sn, i.e.,
~2(n)/~1 (0)' :5 ~2(n-)/ ~l (0-), where n- is a geodesie ball having the same
volume as o. Again, equality is attained if and only if n ia a geodesie balt,

R: BADORA:

On the stability and separation theorems for n-additive functions

A function from a product SI x 8 2 X ••• x Sn of semigroups Si, i = 1,2, ... ,n,
into a linear lattice Y is called n-additive [n.subadditive} {n·superadditive} if
and only if it is additive (subadditive) {superadditive} with respect to each
variable.

At first we generalize Albert-Baker's theorem on Hyers-Ulam stability for n
additive functions to the class of amenable semigroups. Using this result we
prove that a pair of functions n-subadditive P and n-superadditive Q defined
on a product SI x 52 X ..• X Sn of amenable semigroups Si, i = 1,2, ... , n,
with values in a complete Archimedean linear lattice Y satisfies

(2) sup {P(Xl, ... ,zn) - Q(XIJ .. ~, zn) : (Xb ... ' Zn) E SI X ... X Sn} E Y

is separated by an n-additive function A : SI x S2 X ••• Sn -+ Y, i.e.,

(3) Q(ZIJ Z2, •.. , Zn) :5 A(ZI' %2, .•. , Zn) :5 P(Z}, %2, ..• , Zn),

for all (XI, Z2, ... , Zn) E SI X 82 X •.. X Sn.

Next we show that, in Abelian case, hypothesis (2) can be replaced by a
wea.ker one.
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C. BENNEWITZ:

On a general version of the HELP inequality

The inequality {fooo lu'12
}2 ~ 4 fo

oo lul2 10
00 lu"12 was·given by Hardy and Litt

lewood in 1932. In 1971 Everitt cODsidered the following generalization:

Is there a finite constant K such that

for functions that malte the right hand side finite, under some technicaJ aB

sumptioos on the coeflieients p and q? Tbe inequality is now kooWn as tbe
HELP inequality. Everitt was ahle to show that the value of K is completely
determined. by the behaviour of the so-ca.lled Neumann m-funetion for the
equation -(pu')' +qu = ;\u on [0,(0). This was tater used by Everitt and
several collaborators to detennine the constant K in all those cases where
the m-function can be explicitly determined. Everitt also showed that the
existence of a finite K (as distinguished from the best value of K) depends
ooly on the behaviour of the m-funetion in a neighbourhood of 0 and 00.

The author considered, in 1984, the following generalization of the HELP
inequality. Let Sand T be ordinary, formally symmetrie differential ex
pressions on areal intervaI I, and let (', ·)5, (', ·)T > 0 be corresponding
Hermitean symmetrie Diriehlet integrals. Consider thepossible existenee of
a finite constant K such that

for all u, v satisfying Su = Tv for whieh the right hand side is finite. A
eharaeterization was given of the constant K which reduees to that of Eve
ritt in his ease, although the m-function was not explicitly mentioned. Here
we show that in cases when an rn-funetion (now matrix-valued) exists, tbe
condition given is of the same form as that of Everitt. A class of examp
les where a finite constant exists is given. We also show that using reeent
asymptotie results for the rn-matrix by Bennewitz and Wood one can give
conditions that guarantee the existence or non-existence of a finite eonstant,
in terms of tbe behaviour of the leading coefficients of Sand T, and of the
spectral eharacter of the origin with respect to a natural boundary condition
assoeiated with the {orms (" ')5, (0, ·)T.
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M. BOHNER:

On positive definiteness of discrete quadratic functionals

We consider a linear Hamiltonian difference system for the so-called singular
case so that discrete Sturm-Liouville equations are included in our theory.
Hy introdueing foeal points of matrix-valued and generalized zeros of vector
valued solutions we define disconjugaey of the system and show tbat tbe sy
stem being disconjugate, Le., the discrete version of the strengthened Jacobi
condition, is equivalent to positive definiteness of a certain d.iscrete qua.dra
tie functional. This Reid Roundabout Theorem gives same more conditions
equivalent to the strengthened Jacobi condition; among them solvability of
a certain Riccati matrix difference equation. As an application of our theo
ry, we treat Stunn-Liouville equatioDS as special Hamiltonian systems '~d
achieve a Reid Roundabout Theorem for those important functionals alSO.

A. BRILLARD:

SubdifFerential inequalities and asymptotic analysis of elliptic par
tial differential equations

It is known that the solution U of an elliptic partial differential equation, writ
ten in divergence form, is also in many cases the solution of a minimization
problem: F(u) = min"eK F(v), where K is a closed subset of- a functional
space (generally a Sobolev space).

Many situations have been stu~ied in the last years, where the solution de
pends on a small parameter e: flows of viscous fluids in periodic porous
media [3], adhesive thin films bonding elastic materials (5), elliptic equations
involving critical Sobolev exponents [2],...

In order to describe the mathematical behavior of (uc)c, when c. goes to 0,
it can be useful to prove the convergence of the associated functionals (F,:)c,
in a sense which implies the convergence of the minimizers: the so-called
epi-convergence [1] or r-convergence [4J.

This epi-convergence is established using subdifferential inequalities and ap
propriate test-functions, in order to pass to the limit in these inequalities.

Various examples will illustrate this method.
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F. BROCK:

An approach to rearrangement via polarization
(Joint work with A.Yu. Solynin)

Many known symmetrizations - including sorne kind of continuous (k, n)
Steiner symmetrization - can be approximated in LP by a consecutive se
quenee of polarizations. A lot of important functional inequalities (including
integral inequalities of Dirichlet-type and for convolutions, and also compa
rison theorems for partial differential equations) can be proved veryeasily, if
the symmetrization in them is replaced by a polarization. The interaction of
these two principles yields new elementary proofs of the inequalities for the
symmetrization.

B.M. BROWN:

HELP inequalities for 2n-tb order differential equations

This talk diseusses the possibility of a HELP-type inequality for real even
order symmetrie differential expressions. It will be shown that Everitt's con
di tion for the existence of the classical HELP inequality has a matrix ana
logue for inequalities associated with higher order differential expressions.
A number of examples using both analytic and numerical methods wil be

presented.
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R. BROWN, D. EDMUNDS, and J. RAKOSNiK:

Some remarks on higher-order Poincare inequalities

Let n be a (bounded or unbounded) domain in IRn and let W == W(X, Y)
be an abstract m-th order Sobolev space determined by the Danach function
spaces X, Y defined on O. Let F be functional on W with the properties:

(F!) F is continuous;

(F2) F(~u)= AF(u) for all A > 0;

(F3) F(u) =0 ===> u = 0 if u belongs to 1'm-t n W, where 1'm-l ia the class
of polynomials in m.N of degree at most m - 1.

Edmunds, Opic, and RakosDl'k using an approach pioneered by Amide in
1978 have shown that tbe Poincare inequality

(1)

holds if and ooly if A E [0, 1), where A is the ball measure of noncompactness
of the embedding W ~ X. (1) or equivalent inequalities have applicationB
in tbe spectral theory of partial differential equations. However, A is difficult
to calculate, and in most known examples of (1) with n > 1 the embedding
is compact; i.e., A = O. Here we develop an approach which is independent
of A and prove:

THEOREM. Assume that F satisfies (Fl), (F2), and (F3). Suppose also #aat
there exists a Banach function space Z such that W C--+L...+ Z and a (possibly
nonlinear) functional G defined on W, continuous at 0 with respect to the
norm

lIullz,y := lIullz + IIVm ully
such that G(O) == O. Then a sufficient condition for the Poincare inequality
(1) to hold is that the inequality

lIullx $ K. {llullz,y + IG(u)1}

holtIs for all U E W.

This theorem gives new examples of (1) for which 0 < A < 1; as a byproduct
(1) also yields new types of weighted embeddings of the form W '-+ X as
weH as weighted Friedrichs inequalities.

9



w. EICHHORN:

Inequalities in the theory of the price index

We introduce and compare several axiomatic approaches for the definition of
price indices with emphasis on inequalities.

M. ESSEN, D.F. SHEA, and C.S. STANTON:

Same best CODstant inequalities of L(log L la-type

Let F = f +ij be analytic in the unit disc with i(O) = O. M. Riesz proved
in 1924 that there is a constant C, such that

(1) 11111, :5 C,lIfll" 1 < p < 00.

The best constant was found by Pichorides in 1972. We consider also Zyg~

mund's inequality from 1929:

(2) lIillt $; A ['" I/llog+ III ~ +B.

Also in 1979, Pichorides proved that for every A> 2/1r, there is a constant
B such that (2) holds.

We give a general method based on Cole's theorem which can be used to
deduce these and other inequalities of this type with best constants. In the
case of (2), we prove that there Are constants A and B such that

(3)

Here 2/-rr is best possible.

This is a special case of the following inequality which holds for 0 < er < 00,

['" lil(log(l + lino-t
$; :a[" IfI(log+ 1/1)"

+A[" 1/1(log+ 1/1)1l1og+log+ \/1 + B.

Here 2/1ra ist best possible; ß = (er - 1)+, and A and B are constants.
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J. FLECKINGER:

Antimaximum principle for some "demilinear" equation
(Joint work with J.P.Gossez, P.Takac, and F. de Thelin)

1- RECALLS

Let n be a regular and bounded domain in IR"; we consider the following
classical equation

(1) -~u = au +f in 0; u =0 on an.
Here I E L2(O) is given; a is a real parameter. Denote by "\1 the principal
eigenvalue of the Dirichlet Laplacian and by VJ the associated eigenfunction
such that: .~::"--

-ßep = .,\t'P in 0; r.p =0 on an.
If we impose 11<pIIL2 = 1 and ep > 0, then <p ia unique.

It is weIl known that:

If a < "\1, then there exists a unique solution u; moreover "if f ~ 0, I ~ 0,
then u ~ o. We say that (1) satisfies tbe maximum principle if for I ~ 0,
f ~ 0, any solution u is also nonnegative. The maximum principle holds for.
(1) if and ooly if a < "\1.

If a = .,\1J the Fredholm alternative holds; (1) has a solution if and ooly if
f cp/ =O. This implies immediately that if a = ~1 and if f ~ 0, f ~ 0, theD
(1) has DO solution.

(
It has beeo proved by Clement-Peletier in 1979 that

Proposition: (Antimaximum Principle). If f E L1(fl), and f ;:: 0,
f ~ 0, then there ezists 6(f) > 0 such that if..\1 < a < '\1 + 6(f), any
solution to (1) satifies (*):

u < 0 in 0; 8u/8nltJn > 0

where a/an denotes the ezterior normal derivative.

11- THE p-LAPLACIAN

We give a new proof of the antimaximum pnDciple which can be adapted to
the "p-Laplacian" :

(2)

If f E Loo and smooth, we show that:

11



- Maximum principle holds for (2) je and onIy if a < At, where At denotes in
that case the principal eigenvalue of the Dirichlet p-Laplacian.

- If f 2:: 0, f ~ 0, and if a = Al, then (2) has DO solution in W~·p.

- There exists 6(f) > 0 such that if At < a < Al +6(f) then the antimaximum
principle holds for (2), i.e. u statisfies (*).

111- THE "DEMILINEAR" EQUATION:

CODsider now

(3) -~u = au+ - 00- +f in 0; u =0 on an,
where as above f E Loo; here u+ = maz(u, 0) and u = u+ - u-.

Theorem 1. The mazimum principle holds for (3) if and only ij b < Al _

Theorem 2. Assume that J ~ 0j f ~ 0, and let B :5 o. Then there erists
6(/, B) > 0, such that for At < a < Al +6(f, B}, for B < b < Al + 6(/, B),
the antimazimum principle holda, i.e., an!! solution u satisfies (*).

Corollary 1. Let / be as in Theorem 2 and let B :c5 o. Then there ezists
6(f, B) > 0 such that (3) has RO solution when At < a < '\1 +6(/, B) and
B < b< At-

Corollary 2. Let f be as above. There exists 6(/) > 0 such that (3) has at
least f solutions when a < Al and Al < b < Al +6(f)·

M. FLUCHER:

Sobolev inequality for general functionals and low energy limits

In collaboration with S. Müller [1] we study variational problems of the form

with small E. The corresponding Euler equation is the semilinear Dirichlet
problem

A!!'(UI!) in 0,

o on an

with large Ae •
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Our goal is to obtain qualitative information on the extremals Ue as E: ~ o.
First we derive a generalized Sobolev inequality. It covers Sobolev's and Poin
car«Ps inequality for capacity as special cases. Then we show that maximizers
concentrate at a single point in the sense of the concentration-compactness
alternative of P.L. Lions. In a second. paper we identify the concentration
point. It turns out to be a harmonie center of {} [2]. Finally we show that the
extremals suitably rescaled in x tend ta an entire solution of the variational
problem. The nonlinearity f is allowed to be discontinuous. Thus the results
apply to certain' free-boundary problems as weil [3].
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T. FURUTA:

A ~ B 2: 0 ensures (Br AI'B")l /q 2: (Bf' BI'Br)l lq ror r 2: 0, p ~ 0,
q ~ 1 with (1+2r)q ~ p+2p and its applications

In what folIows, a capitalletter means a bounded linear operator on a com
plex Hilbert 9pace H. An operator T ia said to be positive (in symbol: T ~ 0)
if (Tx, x) ~ 0 for all zEH. As an extension of the Löwner-Heinz theorem,
we establish the following "order preserving operator inequalities".

Theorem A (1987). lf A ~ B ~ 0, then for each r ~ 0

(i)

and

(ii)

hold for p and q such that p ;?: 0 and q ~ 1 with (1 +2r)q ;?: p +2r.
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Theorem A yields the following famous Löwner-Heinz inequality when we
put r = 0 in (i) or (H) of Theorem A: A ~ B ~ 0 ensures AQ ~ BQ for any
Q E [0,1].
Several applications of Theorem A are discussed.

R.GER:

De"lta-exponential mappings in Banach algebras

An intriguing interplay hetween the theory of delta-convex mappings (in
the sense of ·VeselY and Zajieek) and the Hyers-Ulam stability problems ia
developed by studying a functional inequality

IIF(x + y) - F(x)F(y)1I :5 f(x)/(y) - f(x +y).

This is an "exponential version" of the inequality

IIF(x + y) - F(x) - F(y)1I $ IIxll + lIylI -lIx +ylf,

proposed first by D. Vost and then generalized to

IIF(x + y) - F(x) - F(y)1I ~ fex) - f(y) - fex +y).

Superstability phenomenon in connection with (*) is examined and reported

on.

M. GOLDBERG:

Homotonic mappings

Let V be a complex linear space of bounded complex-valued functions defined
on an arbitrary set T. A functional tp : V ~ C will be called homotonic if

I/I ~ 9 implies Icp(/)I $ rp(g), I, 9 E V.

The same will hold for a mapping ~ : V ~ V from V ioto itself.

In the first part we obtain bounds for homotonic functionals, by means of
the usual sup norms,

11/1100 == BUp If(t)l, f E V.
tET
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We provide several examples regarding weIl known functionals on matrices,

such as the spectral radius, the. numerical radius, and two families of I" norms.

The second part is devote<! to homotonic ma.ppings and to bounds obtained

by weighted sup norms of tbe form

IIfllw,oo == sup Iw{t)f{t)l, f E V,
'eT

where w ia a positive member of V, bounded away from zero. Much of the

discussion addresses the case where V is. an a9sociative algebra, and x, the

multiplica.tion in V, is homotonic, i.e.,

We give simple conditions on the weight function w that aBaure power boun

dedness for 11· "tu,oo. Our main result proves that (or U. fltu,oo, multiplicati

vity, strong stability, and quadrativity, are each equivalent to tbe condition

Iw-21:S w-1 •

W.K. HAYMAN:

A uniqueness theorem for the Nevanlinna class N

Suppose that J(z) E N, i.e., f( z) is meromorphic of bounded characteristic

in D: Izl < 1 (so that f(z) = /1(Z)//2(Z), where If,(z)J < 1 in D).

Let Zn be a sequence in D such that, as n -+ 00,

We define
Tln =nIZk - znl,

k

where the product is taken over all /c, such that 0 < IZfc - znl < ~(l - IZnD.

Then if, as n --+ 00,

(1 - 'znD log <I/(zn)/'1nl) --+ -00, we conclude j(z) == o.

This result refines a theorem of Danikas (1994) and also generalises a theorem

oe Khavinson (1963). A proof of the theorem will be sketched and some

consequences and examples discussed.
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D. HINTON:

Some extremal properties of eigenvalue problems
(Joint work with· R.C. Brown and S. Schwabik)

We derive upper and lower bounds for the eigenvalues of second order eigen
value problems by applying a one-dimensional Sobolev inequality and Prüfer
transformations. The bounds Are in terms of integrals of the coeflicients.
Applications are given to counting eigenvalues in intervals '( -00, ~], estima
ting eigenvalue gaps, Liapunov inequalities, and de La Va.lee.-Poussin type
inequalities. For the operator L(1I) = _y" +q(%)y with Dirichlet boundary
conditions, a new p~f is given for maximizing eigenvalueS subject to an LI
norm constra.int on q.

B. KAWOHL:

On the minimal deformation of a membrane under rearrangement
of a given load

Let n c Rn be a bounded domain and let 0 :5 10 E L9(n) with q > n/2 be
given. Consider the Poisson problem -ßu = /0 in 0, u = 0 on an. Clearly
u depends on /0. Now vary the right hand side in the differential equation
over the set K(Jo) := {I E L9(fl)1 / is equimeasurable to Ja}.

Under which rearrangement of /0 .does the Lp-norm of u become minimal?
Does the answer depend on p?

Intuitively one will redistribute /0 in such a way that the maximal load is close
to thc boundary an. In the lecture this heuristic reasoning is replaced by a
proof, in the course of which the class of admissible loads 1 is first enlarged
to the convex huH C(fo) of K(fo). Then it is shown that minimizing loads
are actually located in the extremal points of C(/a), i.e., in K(/o).

The problem was discovered by my daughter Anne while we were hanging
up laundry. However, the proofs were faund in cooperation with V. Ferone,
A. Alvino, and G. Trombetti from Naples.

K. KARTAK:

Generalized integrations and inqualities

Solutions of ordinary differential equations x' = f(t, x) with Caratheodory 1
are considered, using an axiomatized integration. Special paradoxical results
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will be 'mentioned (nonexistence or nonuniqueness of solutions in the linear
case).

Some questions concerning multipliers of / E P (= Perron integrable) are
discussed. An estimate for

is given.

H. KÖNIG:

ConstructioD of measures, and a general inequality ror non-additive
set functioDS

For some time the author works on the aim to restructure those parts of
measure theory which deal witb tbe construction of measures from more
primitive data, as circumscribed by the extension theorem of Caratheodory
and the representation theorems of Daniell-Stone and Riesz. The basie idea
is to replace the traditional outer measure due to Caratheodory by sorne
new outer and inner envelopes for set functions. This idea led to substantial
extensions of the above theorems and to a unifieation of the entire discipline.
At the same time the new formations turned out to be usefu) in the domain
of the so-called non-additive set functions. The lecture presents a general
inequality on isotone set funetiona which ia a far extension and simplification
of the famous capacitability theorem due to Choquet 1959.

Q. KONG and A. ZETTL:

Inequalities for eigenvalues of Sturm-Liouville problems

The prevailing method for studying the dependence of the eigenvalues on
the problem data is based on tbe variational charaeterization, in particular
the min-max theorem. Here we present an entirely different approach. This
consists simply of eomputing tbe derivatives and is earried out for: the end
points, the boundary eonditions, the coeflicients and tbe weight funetion. In
the latter cases the derivative is in the sense of Frechet in the Banach spare
LI which, we believe, i5 the natural space in which to study tbe regular
Sturm-Liouville problems.
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A. KUFNER:

Interpolation inequalities in sum and product form in weighted
spaces

We deal with inequalities of the type

and
IIVjulix :5 c(IIVm ulix + lIullz),

with non-negative integers j, m, 0 ~ j :5 m. Here, Vi ia the gradient of
order i and X, Y, Z are weighted Lebesgue or Hölder spaces. Conditions
on the weights will be given which guarantee the validity of the inequalities
mentioned. Also fractional order derivatives will be considered.

L. LOSONCZI:

Minkowski's inequality Car two variable homogeneous mean values
(Joint work with Zs. Pales)

We study Minkowski's inequality

(1)

and its reverse

where M is either the "SUffi mean"

(
G+ G) 1/(a-b)

80 ,6(%, y) = :6 +:6

or the "difference mean"

(x, y > 0, (l # 0)

(

XO_ yO b ) 1/(a-b)

Datb(X,y) = -----6--b
a x-y

(x, y > 0, x # y, abCa - b) ~ 0),

a, b being (real) parameters.

In both cases we determine the exact domain of the parameters (a, b) such
that (1) or (2) holds.

18



E.R. LOVE:

A conjectured inequality of T.J. Lyons

Tbe conjectured inequality is

(an) (on)!
where . = ( .)'( ( _ '»" 0 :5 Q :5 1 and 0 :5 z :5 1.QJ OJ . a n J .

We have proofs of this for a(n +1) :5 1 and a little more. We are fairly
confident that for fixed n the left aide is concave in z, and is an increasing
function of a; but this confidence ia b~ partlyon numerical calculatio~!~:::'

of particular caseB. Some weaker inequalities have been proved, but this one~

still awaits proof or disproof.

M. MARCUS:

An inequality in Sobolev spaces

Consider the energy integral,

wbere n is a domain in lRn satisfying tbe cone condition, 1 S q < p, n < mq.
To simplify same expressions we assume also that f! has unit volume. We
are interested in determining the rate of increase of In(u) as lIullLoo --+ 00

while iJutlL1 remains bounded or at least satisfies the inequality

(2)

where k is "Iarge" . This question comes up in the investigation of a varia
tional problem with small parameters. To answer this question we establish
the following result:

There exist positive constants c, k such that

(3)
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for all u satisfying (2). We note that p - nß > q. The exponent (p - n(3) ia
optimal, i.e., the inequality does not hold (in general) for larger exponents.

Inequality (3) can be reformulated in homogeneous form,

(4) lIulJLoo :5 c'lul~,qlul;(l-C7),

where lulm" = (Ia EI..I=m IlJOul't', [ul; = (Ja [uiP- (Ja lul)P) IIp and
(T = n/[m(p - n,8)]. This inequality is similar to tbe corresponding case of
the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality:

(5) JlullLGD :5 c"lIullwna"lIulli;C7.
Clearly (4) implies (5) for those ~ction8 U E Wm,q(fl) which satisfy (2). It
can be shown that (5) does not imply (4), DO matter how large is /c.

G.V. MILANOVIC:

Integral inequalities ror algebraic polynomials

Let Pn be the class of all algebraic polynomials P(x) Eakx" of de-
"=0

gree at most n and UPllda = (fR IP(x)l2du(x)) 1/2, where du(x) ia a non-
negative measure on IR. 'We determine the best constant in the inequality
lakl :5 Cn ,k(dO')IJPllcUr' for k = 0,1, ... , n, when P E 1'" and such that
P(~k) = 0, k = 1, ... ,m. The cases C".,,(da) and C".,,-t (dO") were studied by
Milanovic and Guessab [1], and on1y for tbe Legendre measure by Tariq [3].
In particular, we consider tbe cases when the measure du(x) corresponds to
some classes of orthogonal polynomials on the realline. For many details in
this subject we refer to our monograph [2].

Let mEIN, a 3 > 0, s = 0, 1, ... , 2m - 1 and co"E:t, •.• ,E::;Zm-l be (2m)-th ~

roots of unity, Le., E. = exp (iTrs/m), s = 0,1, ... , 2m - 1. We introduce ..
orthogonal polynomials relative to the inner product

2m-t 1
(/,g) = L E:;l f(z)g(z)lw(z)1 dz,

.lI=0 I.

where I. are the radial rays in the complex plane which connect t4e origin
z =°and the points a.llC., S = 0,1, ... , 2m - 1, and z .-. w(z) is a suitable
complex (weight) function, and then we investigate sorne inequalities and
extremal problems in L2-norm for polynomials P E 'P.

20
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R.N. MOHAPATRA:

Bernstein t pye inequalities for rational functions

Bernstein type inequalities for polynomials provide estimates for the deriva
tives of a polYJlomial in terms of the norm of tbe· polynomial. The extremaJ
results show connection between the Ioeation of zeros of the polynomial and
these estimates are k09wn. We consider several recent extensions to rational
functions when we have information about zeros of the rational function and .
when we know about information on the poles. We shall also indicate new 
directions of research associated with it.

R.J: NESSEL:

A resonance principle with rates in connection with pointwise esti
mates for the approximation by interpolation processese (Joint work with L. Imhof)

Recently there have been established va.rious results concemed with rates of
convergence for a number of important interpolation processes. It is the pur
pose of this paper to discuss some of the relevant poin"twise estimates in the
light of our previous general resonance principle with rates. This principle
indeed delivers a condensation of singularities on the limes superior of ar
bitrary, not necessarily countable index sets. More specifica1ly, with the aid
of the Borel-Cantelli lemma it is shown that a direct theorem of P. Vertesi
(1971) and J. Szabados (1986) for a trigonometrie (0, M)-interpolation pro
cess (M odd) is sharp on a set of full measure. The same holds true in
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connection with an equivalence assertion obtained by X.L. Zhou (1993) for
the approximation by the classical Fejer-Hermite polynomials, the existence
of a counterexample is established, simultaneously delivering the sharpness
of the Jackson as weIl as of the Bernstein estimate on sets of full measure.
Based on the resonance principle mentioned and on a. convergent interpola
tory process constructed by Szabados-Vertesi it is even possible to show that
tbe Jackson estimate of Zhou is sharp for all points.

Zs. pALES:

Separation with bilinear and quadratic functioDS and inequalities
for second order derivatives of nonsmooth functions

Assume that X is a locally conyex linear 8pace and that P : X x X --+' m.
and R : X x X -+ [-oo,oo[ are positively bihomogeneous functions

P(>.x, y) = P(x, >.y) = >'P(z, y)

R(>'x, y) = R(x, >.y) = >'R(x, y)

Consider the following three problems:

far >. > 0, X, Y E X.

I. Find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of abilinear
function Q : X x X --+ IR such that

R ~ Q ~ P on X x X.

11. Find necessary and sufficient conditions {or the existence of abilinear
funetion Q : X x X --+ m. such that Q $ P on X x X.

111. Characterize those functions P which are pointwise suprema of families
of bilinear functions, i.e.,

P(x, y) =sup {Q(x, y) : Q is bilinear and Q ~ P}.

These questions are motivated by searching for first and second order deri
vatives for nonsmooth funetions.

All the above three problems are solved, .and also analogous problems with
symmetrie bilinea.r functions and positive semidefinite symmetrie bilinear
functions are discussed.
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J. PECARIC:

Aritbmetic mean - geometrie mean and related matrix inequalities

Arithmetic mean - geometrie mean ineq'uality for two positive definite Her
mitian matrices is a weil known result. Recently, M. Sagae and K. Tanabe
(Lin. Multilin. Alg. 37 (1994), 279-282) proved a weighted generealization
of this result in" a case of n positive definite Hermitian matrices. These and
other recent results Are explained.

C.E.M. PEARCE:

Inequalities of Gauß type

Gauß' inequality
:I 5

v:I ~ 9" V4

connecting the second and fourth absolute moments of a distribution with
nonnegative support and nonincreasing density function has been refined
and extended in a number of ways. We review a rieh body of recent work,
much not yet published or still in progress, which has developed frorn two
extensions by P61ya. Versions now exist incorporating a number of functions,.,
discrete distributions and derivatives of first and higher order.

M. PLUM:

Numerical existence proofs for weak solutions of nonlinear elliptic
boundary value problems

Consider tbe nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem

(1) UEm'(O), LrVuoVr.p+F(x,u)r.p)dx=O (r.pE~(O),

where n C lRn is some bounded Lipschitz domain, and F : n x lR. -+ IR
is a C1·smooth nonlinearity with subcritical growth at 00. In the lecture, a
computer-assisted method for proving the existence of a solution of problem
(.1) within an explicit ffll(O).neigborhood of some approximate solution w E
H~(n), will be presented. It is based on the computation of abound tor tbe
defect -Llw+F(·,w) in the norm of the dual space H_1(O),.of a (H_ 1 -+ J1fl)
norm hound for the inverse of the linear operator L : m(n) -+ H_t (0)
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obtained by linearization of problem (1) at W, and of the constants in some
Sobolev inequalities. 'Numerical examples will illustrate the method.

Th.M. RASSIAS:

On a problem of S.M. Ulam and the asymptotic stability of the
Cauchy functional equatioD with applications

In 1940 S.M. Ulani proposed the following problem. Given a group Gt., a
metric group G2 with metric d(o,:) and a positive number E, does there exist
a 6 > 0 such that if I : GI -+ G2 satisfies

d(f(xll),f(z)f(y» < 6 for ~ %,Y E GI,

then a homomorphism h : GI -+ G2 exists with

d(f(z), h(x)) '5 e for all z E Gt ?

Some new results for Ulam'8 problem are proved. It is also explained how the
Hyers-Ulam stability theory can be used to study tbe asymptotic derivative
of some nonlinear operators especially in fixed point theory.

J. RÄTZ:

Convexity of power funetions with respect to symmetrie homoge
neous means

If M : IR.~ x IR~ -+ IR~ is an lR.~-homogeneous symmetrie mea.n, briefly M E
m, then a function t.p : m.~ -+ lR~ is ealled

strictly M-eonvex if cp[M(x,y)] < M[cp(x),cp(y)],

M-affine if cp[M(x,y)] = M[«p(x),cp(y)],

strictly M-concave if cp[M(x, y)] ~ M[cp(x),cp(y)]

(far all x, y E IR~, x 'F y).

It is elear that the funetion C(Jp : x ~ xP (p E IR) is u-affine (0' the geometrie
mean) for every p E IR and

strictly Mc-convex if c(p2 - p) > 0,

strictly Mc-concave if C(p2 - p) < 0,
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(

c + C) l/c
where Mc(x,y):= T (e ~ 0).

This last result is extended to two 2-parameter families (Er,,)r,.eR (Stolarski
means) and (M",)r,.ell (Gini means) containing all power means Me and u,
Instead of c(y - p) >, = or < 0 we may have there (r +s)(y - p) >, =or
<0.

Cases of M E m are shown where tbe situation for the power functions is
completely different.

J. RÄTZ:

Convex functions with respect to the logarithmic mean
(Joint work with J. Matkowski)

If L : (0, (0) X (0, (0) -+ (0,00) denotes the logarithmic mean and I an open
subinterval of (0, (0), then a function cp : I ~ (0,00) is called convex with,
respect to L (briefly L-convex) if

fP[L(z,y)] ~ L[r.p(z),r.p(y)] for all z,y E I.

Strict L-convexity aB weil as (strict) L-concavity are defined analogously.

The power functions x 1-+ xl' (x E (0,00), pER) are classified with re
spect to L-convexity and L-concavity, and the inequality between L and the
arithmetic and the geometrie means is obtained as a corollary.

The method of proof leads to more general considerations and to a charac
terization of the weighted geometrie mean.

W. REICHEL:

A strong comparison principle for the radial p-Laplacian

For the p--Laplacian operator ~pu =div(lV'ulp-2Vu), P > 1, the strang com
parison principle (SCP) states, that rar two functions v, w with

~pw+f(x,w) ~ ßpv+f(x,v) inadomain n
w ~ v on an

the alternative w =v or w > v in n holds. Here f(x, u) is a locally lipschitz
and decreasing funetion of u.
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(SCP) holds under the requirements v, w E C2(n)nc(n) and Vv, Vw =1= 0 in
fl. By an example of Walter, it is known that (SCP) can fail if V'v, Vw i- ·0
is violated.

The operator ß p , acting on functions u depending only on r = lxi, can be
viewed as an ordinary differential operator of second order

L:-1u = rl-N(rN-llu'IP-2u').

We give smoothness conditions on f(r, u), such that (SCP) holds under the
modified assumption

o~'L:-IW + f(r, w) ~. L:-1tJ + f(r, v) in [0, b] .
W ~ v at r =.0, b.

The main tool to prove (SCP) in the radial case is the study of the initial
value problem for the operator L:;-I.

s. SAITOH:

Natural norm inequalities in nonlinear transforms

Let E be an arbitrary nonvoid abstract set and let HK(E) be a Hilbert
(possibly finite-dimensional) space admitting a reproducing kernel K(p, q) on
E. Then, the Hilbert space HK(E) is composed of complex-valued functions
f (p) on E such that

(1) K(·, q) E HK(E) for any fixed q E E

and, for any member f of HK(E) and Cor any fixed point q of E,

(2) (f(·),K(o,q»HK = f(q).

In general, a reproducing kernel K(p, q) on E satisfying (1) and (2) is uni
quely determined by the Hilbert space HK(E) and ia a positive matrix in the
sense that for any points {Pi}j of E and {ar any camplex numbers {Cj};

(3) L CjCj,K(Pi"P;) ~ O.
i.j'

Conversely, a positive matrix K(p, q) on E satisfying (3) determines unique
Iy a functional Hilbert space (reproducing kernel Hilbert space == RKHS)
HK(E) satisfying (1) and (2). '
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We shall consider RKHS HK(E) as an input function space of the following
nonlinear transform

(4)
00

f(J: f E HK(E) -+ Ldn{p)f(p)n,
n=O

where {ein(p)} are nonvanishing functions on E. We shall see that the non
vanishing &Ssumption on the functions {dn(p)} is not essential, in our argu
ments.

In this nonlinear transform 'P, we shall show that the im.ages V'(!), ! E
HK(E), belong to a Hilbert 8pare H which is naturally determined by the
nonlinear transform t,p, and there exists a natural norm inequality between
the two norms 1I~(J)IIH and IIJIIHK.
Some general theorems lor these facts and their miscellaneous applications
with ooncrete norm inequalities are givene ..~

G. TALENTI:

An inequality by L.E. Fraenkel

We present an approach to the following inequality:

1+00 1+00 {j+oo 1+00
dy }P/2dx cp"y-2-p/2dy :5 const. dx (e,o; + cp~)--00 0 -00 0 y

considered by L. E. Fraenkel. Such an approach is based on the isoperimetrie
inequality for the hyperbolic plane.

P. VOLKMANN:

Die Funktionalgleichung fez) + max{f(y), f( -V)} == max{f(z + 11),
fez -v)}
(Gemeinsame Arbeit mit R.M. Redheffer)

Es sei G eine abelsche Gruppe. Eine Funktion f : G -+ Rlöst die Funktional
gleichung genau dann, wenn sie additiv ist oder wenn sie folgende Form
besitzt: fex) = la(x) + pi - p mit P ~ 0 und erner additiven Funktion
a:G-=.1R..
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w. WALTER:

A new method in the theory of differential inequalities

A method based on monotonicity arguments is presented, which turns out
to be simple and effective' when dealing with comparison theorems and ma
ximum principles for ordinary differential equations. The following problems
are dis~ussed.

1. A generalization oI M. Hirsch's theorem on strictly monotone 8.ows ge- e
nerated by a system y'(t) = f(t, y), where f satisfies only Caratheooory
hypotheses and ia locally Lipschitz continuous and quasimonotone in-
creasing in 11.

2. Minimum and colQparison theorems for" second order differential equa
tions of the for~ (f,O(z,u'»' +g(z,u) = 0, where cp(z,s) is-defined in
J x lR, J = [a, b], and increasing in s. In particular, the 'radial L\
a.nd ~JI operator in m.ft and tbe Monge-Ampere operator det (D3U ) for
radial solutions are covered.

3. Comparison theorems for initial value problems (cp(z, u'»' = g(x, u),
u(xo) = uo, u'(xo) = "t, and applications to existence and uniqueness
for radial solutions of blow-up problems for the equation d"u = g(r, u)
are treated.

Berichterstatter: M. Plum
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsberidht48/1995

New Trends in the Teaching and Learning of Mathematics

26.11.-2.12.1995

The conference was organized by David Bressoud (St. Paul, USA), Urs
Kirchgraber (Zurich, Switzerland), and Ed Packel (Lake Forest, USA).

In view of
• the recent progress in our understanding of the processes connected

with the leaming of mathematics,
• the enormous curricular changes (in particular in the US), and
• the growing awareness of the importance of high quality

mathematics teaching on all levels,
it seemed appropriate to organize an Oberwolfach meeting in_ order to
exchange results, new ideas, and discuss some of the more c6ntroversial
issues.

One of the key goals of the conference was to enhance the interaction
between experts frorn various countries. Of the 24 participants 9 came
from the US, 8 f;om Germany, 3 from Switzerland and 1 from each of
the following countries: Australia, Austria, France and the UK.

Subsequently, we give an overview of the talks presented at the
meeting. It goes without saying that the informal conversations and
discussions were at least as important as the talks themselves.

Various presentations dealt with - roughly speaking - curricular
questions with the main emphasis on real-world applications of
mathematics: be it that new contents are taught within genuine rather
than superficial problem situations (e.g. dynamical systems, cf. Barker,
Hughes-Hallet, Kirchgraber, Reiche}), or be it that traditionaI topics
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such as changes of rate are effectively used to provide orientation in
complex aspects of reatity (Henn, Schmidt). Stillweil, tao, deals with
curricular questions but stays inside pure mathematics where his
approach to tying together fundamental ideas of algebra and geometry
is solely based on linear and quadratie equations.

New approaches to known pieces of knowledge, made possible
through technology, showed up in the presentations by Hartmann,
Packel and Smith. For one thing, the computer is used to (dynamicaIly)
visualize ideas of Calculus, for another, technology allows a moree
'natural' inductive approach to mathematical concepts and problems.
The influence of the computer on the teaching of geometry was dealt
with only by Europeans (Hölzl, Klemenz, Laborde) - apparently because
of a strang Euclidean tradition that is still prevalent in same European
countries.

Schwank, Tall and Wollring's eognitive-oriented research contexts
provided a counter-balance, as it were, to pure curricular questions.
However, as could be seen in Dubinsky's talk, both branehes need not
necessarily exclude each other. In their respective talks achanging
paradigm of work and methodology is discernible which is reflected in
the broader mathematics educators community: a shift from
experiments identifying children's errors and their possible remediation
to case studies within a more holistic framework (taking into account
the social settings while incorporating a more conscious problematising
of the nature of mathematics itself). -

Jahnke and Rickey showed that the historie dimension of mathematic~
is weIl received by students provided the teacher ·who. uses history in his
or her classes has an authentie relationship to it. Mere interludes
providing dates and facts are certainly not enough. The question of
authentie teaehing styles is central to Hefendehl-Hebeker: her various
aspects of explaining mathematics are informed by the maxime that the
talk in the classroom should be as ludd as possible. Finally, a survey of
the progress and problems of American school mathematics re/orms
were given by Kennedy and Solow.
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The conference started with a talk by Bressoud and ended with the
one by Kramer, both of which dealt with aspects 0/ proofs in highly
advanced mathematics.

In response to the participant's presentations, of which the abstracts
are listed below, some questions arose relating to research, curriculum
and technology issues. David Bressoud recorded and edited a list of
those questions and made it available on bis World Wide Web page
(http://www.math.macalstr.edu/öressoud/). I include bis list after the
abstracts.

Reinhard Hölzl

ABSTRACTS

W.BARKER:

The Case for Radical Reform of Calculus

Two of the major problems with students who complete the
traditional American Calculus sequence are their (1) Jack of
understanding of the basic concepts of the course and (2) lack of
knowledge and appreciation of the important applications of the
subject. This talk describes and illustrates same steps that can be taken
to address these problems. A logistic model for Maine lobsters will
provide a "provocative" conclusion for the presentation.

D. BRESSOUD:

ASearch for Praof

Before we decide how and when to teach proofs, we must understand
what we mean by proof and how we use it. It is often viewed as a means
of convincing someone of the veracity of a mathematical statement, but
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in fact is more often a tool for t~sting our own understanding and
refining our concepts.

This talk looks at yet another aspect of proof, as exploration of
mathematics with its own surprises and insights and unexpected
revelations. This exploration is illustrated by the search for a proof that
the nurnber of Alternating Sign Matrices of size n x n is given by
rr;::(3j +1%+ j)!. In seeking this proof, Mills, Robbins and Rumsey were

100 instead to a proof of a seemingly unrelated result: Macdonald's
conjectured generating function for the number of cyclically symrnetrice
plane partitions.

E. DUBINSKY:

Using Theoretical and Empirical Research into Learning as a Basis for
the Design and Implementation of Instruction in College Level
Mathematics Courses

My talk describes and situates a general theory of learning
mathematics. This theory focuses on whatOmight be happening (or not
happening) in the minds of coUege students as they struggle to
understand mathematical concepts. In particular it proposes mental
constructions that students might make in order to succeed in these
struggles.

The design and implementation of instruction is based on an attempt
to help studenfs make the constructions proposed by the theory. The
instruction is evaluated on the basis of students' apparent success~
making the desired mental constructions. The theoretical analysis i~
evaluated by how weIl the students appear to be learning mathematics.

This approach has been used for tapics in Discrete Mathematics,
Precalculus, Calculus and Abstract Algebra. Examples and results are
provided.
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w. HARTMANN:

ANew, Old Approach to Calculus

The impact of new technology resulting in the "Rule of Three", which
emphasizes the graphical, numerical and analytical aspects of calculus,
is generally aecepted today as an important concept in the teaching of
precalculus and calculus. Many new textbooks have added exercises
and new material, which assume that students have graphing
calculators. But these additions tend to be loeal and fragmentary. Dnlya
few reform projects haveresulted in more global changes which call for
a complete redesign of undergraduate mathematics edueation.

The chance for new methodological approaehes, made possible by
today's technology, is outlined and illustrated by the min-max-problem
for one variable functions. Some traditional (sehool-) methods are
outmoded. Current and future teaehers will have to be introduced to
methods which are new to them. Central topies in the math curriculum
may have to be moved into another context. Beginners courses would
have to adopt a functional approach rather than continuing within the
traditional axiomatic and struetural format. A functional approach
should start with everyday problems. This also takes into account the
way human beings think, leam and create. Thus the new approaches
needed in mathematics teaching turn out to be nothing but th~ obvious
way people deal with a problem the first time they are confronted with
it.

L. HEFENDEHL-HEBEKER:

Aspects of Explaining Mathematics

Mathematics is not self-explanatory nor is there a guarantee that a
neat explanation automatically causes understanding. Nevertheless
guidelines for explaining mathematics and for a ludd teaching
behaviour can be fonnulated. Among these are: to reveal the point of
view, to establish central ideas as a foeus of attention, to become and
make aware of the employed strategies, to mark out translations
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between levels of representation, to give orientations by looking
forward and looking back. On the basis of our own teaching experience
we put together some aspects of this kind.

W.HENN:

Mathematics as an Orientation in a Complex World

Besides the acquisition of elementary cultural techniques, the mos_
important goal of education in mathematics is to make students value
mathematical methods for handling future problems from various parts
of life..My talk gives abrief survey' of the present situation in Germany
(especially the state of Baden-Württemberg) as to the teaching of
modelling and real-world applications at the secondary level. Same
units I have worked out are intended to illustrate how mathematics can
improve orientation in a complex world: The notion of "convexity"
explains why a married couple possibly has to pay more tax in Germany
than an unmarried one. Insight into how to analyze data is helpful in
many fields: An example is a simple model for the consumption of fue!.
Other examples concern the Dow-Jones-Index and the reconstruction
of distorted data. The Riemann integral is needed to define the HIC
(Head Injury Criterion) which quantifies the results of crash tests. Those
who understand what loeal rates of change are will understand why a
rainbow appears, etc.

R.HÖLZL:

The Role of Computers in the Teaching and Leaming of Geometry

We report and reflect on the outeomes of interpretative case studies
that were conducted to investigate the role of computers in the teaching
and learning of geometry. In doing so I focus on student's individual
problem solving strategies without teacher intervention as weIl as
teacher-eentred whole-class settings. Either way, Dynamical Geometry
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Environments are an integral part of the teaching and .leaming
arrangements.

D. HUGHES-HALLE1T:

Harnessing Student/s Interests

This talk starts with a survey of the changes that are taking place in
school and university mathematics education in the US and around the
world. The reasons for these changes - cancern over equity and access,
student performance, and advances in technology - 100 to the
observation that the students themselves are changing. ··The new
students are demanding more in the way of understanding and
visualization, and more of a sense of the powerful ways in which
mathematics is used.

To teach these students, we must hamess their interests and harness
the technology. Doing so requires changing the attitudes of some
students (one of whom, for example, believed that using trial and error
to solve a problem is "cheating"). The Calculus Consortium Based at
Harvard uses "The Rule of Three" (representing ideas graphically,
numerically, and symbolically wherever possible) as weIl as practical
problems to get students actively involved in leaming mathemat.ics, and
in thinking about the practical"meaning of what they leam. ..'

The examples given are largely from differential equations - a topic
which deserves a much larger place than it had in the traditional
curriculum - and induded examples of the probing questions asked by
students in such a course.

H. N. JAHNKE:

The Historical Dimension of Mathematical Understanding. A Teaching
Experience with Iohann Bernoulli's Textbook on Differential Calculus

J. Bemoulli wrote bis textbook on the Differential Calculus in 1691/2
when teaching the new infinitesimal methods to the Marquis de
I'Hospital. The manuscript was lost for a long time until in 1922 a copy
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of it was found at the university library of Basel. In summer 1994, same
parts of this book were read with students (grade 11) of a Gymnasium
near Bielefeld. This teaching experience showed how students,
confronted with the ideas of an important mathematician, are
motivated to think about their own ideas on Calculus.

D. KENNEDY:

Changing the Rules in American Schools: Fast Food and Slow Reforms e
Despite much lively conversation among a few basic coteries of

educational theorists over the past century, the instructional model in
the American secondary school system has remained remarkably
unchanged. One powerful reason for this is that the system has grown
so quickly, while the individual schools have adapted to remain faithful
to a primitive tribai model, wherein a few tribai sages are entrusted
with passing on the lore of the tribe to future generations. Viewed in tbis
anthropological context, the success of the current mathematical reform
movement seems to be more than unprecedented; it actually seems to be
unreasonable.

A comparison to the - success of McDonalds' restaurants
(unreasonable for similar anthropological reasons) suggests that the
current mathematics reforms are succeeding because they have
appeared at a singularly opportune moment in the evolution of our
tribai culture. By implication, the changes we see happening now could
actually redefine education just as McDonald's has redefined lunch.

u. KIRCHGRABER:

Teaching Dynamical Systems at the Gymnasium

A short overview is given of the Swiss school system and the
Mathematics curriculum of the upper Gymnasium of which a relatively
broad introduction to Calculus is an essential section. In spite of the new
technology that has moved into classroom, curve sketching is still the
clue and predominant topic there. In the talk I propose a modest but
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(hopefully) balanced syllabus on differential equations instead. Some of
the issues are;
- Modelling with differential equations based on first prindples
(conserved quantities, the theory of motion: how to introduce Newton's
fundamentallaws of Mechanies?)
- The philosophical nature of differential equations
- The geometrical picture
- Solution formula, the .value of nurnerical methods, what is a
qualitative result?
- The genuine Swiss contribution: Control of a chain of River Power
Plants
- Putting into perspective: understanding the prindple of Weather
Forecasting, the Moon and the origin of Mankind.

H. KLEMENZ:

Computer Aided 3D-Geometry at the Gymnasium

Mathematics teaching has been enriched for the last few years
through use of interactive software tools. However, the tools available
are mostly directed at plane geometry and offer little if any help for
construction in space. Unlike 20-tools "3D-Geometer" was developed
for spatial constructions, that is, spatial objects can be created by the
user without forcing him to da preparatory constructions in the plane
first. Display of objects in 3D-Geometer is either graphical or symbolic;
solutions are automatically recorded.

My talk first illustrates the interaclive user interface of 3D-Geometer
by means of simple examples. Choosing same tasks from everyday
lessons, I then give a survey of the possibilities of such a software tool.
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J. KRAMER:

Spectacular Results in Mathematics - Teaching of Mathematics

In recent years proofs of long-standing problems such as the Mordeil
Conjecture or Fermat's Last Theorem have been provided. We are
concerned to present such interesting new mathematical deveiopments
to students on all levels by showing them the ideas and - as far as
possible - the methods used to salve these problems. On the one hand _
this increases the motivation of the students, on the other hand this .,
illustrates the power of modern mathematics. By discussing one or two
examples we show in aur talk how such courses could be modelled.

C. LABORDE:

Teaching and Leamillg Geometry in Computer Based Environments

The dynamical graphical possibilities of computers may deeply change.
the kind of geometry which is taught and learned. The talk presents new
kinds of geometrie problems which can be given to learners and
discusses the rale of the computers in the solving process of the students.
The talk is mainly illustrated by examples with the software Cabri
geometre (now available on a pocket calculator).

E.PACKEL:

Mathematica as a Tool for Student Exploration and Discover:
Examples and Issues

A variety of examples, mostly from calculus and differential
equations, are presented to show how a computer algebra system (in
this case.Mathematica) can be used to engage and challenge students
working in a laboratory environment. The presentation is accompanied
by a discussion of some of the pedagogical issues raised by the use of
such techn01ogy.
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H.-eh. REICHEL:

New Trends and Concepts for the Teaching oE Mathematics in Austria

The new trends referred to in the title cancern two items: (1)

Organization and (2) Contents.

Ad 1: parallel to the common math-lectures, and during the final three

years, Austria 's gymnasia offer free-choice cOUJSes (2 hours per week)

on various topics (Wahlpflichtfächer). We present a list of 26 topics and

discuss the main aims and features of our suggestions for these mini.

courses which, in most cases, end with a modest "research" paper that is

done by the students and is part of the final exam, "Matura" ("Abitur",

in Germany.) - More details in (Reichet et a1.: Fachbereichsarbeiten Wld

Projekte im Mathematikunterricht, Verlag Hölder-Pichler-Tempsky,

Wien).
Ad 2: Discussion oE concrete examples: (1) a mini course on' problem

solving that involves empirical studies concerning student's attitudes.

(2) A new chapter recently included in vol. 7 of Reichel-Müller-Hanisch:

Mathematisches Arbeitsbuch, Verlag Hölder-Pichler-Ternpsky, Wien,

(the most frequently used school-book in Austria) conceming Discrete

Dynamical Systems, i. e. Difference-Equations. We discuss the new

material and give a didactic reflection on why tbis subject should be

taught. (3) New trends in using computers at school: we present a

simple discrete model for medical scanning and image processing in the

context of computer tomography together with a technique for solving

larger systems of linear equations

v. F. RICKEY:

The Importance of Using History in Teaching Mathematics

Mathematics has a rich and interesting history that teachers must

utilize to improve student motivation and understanding. This position

could be argued in the abstract, but examples of what has worked for

me will be more interesting than philosophy. Here are same examples

that could be presented: What to say on the first day of calculus class.
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What to say on November 27. Gregory of Saint Vincent and the
logarithm. Eul~r and the trigonometrie functions. Perrault and the
tractrix. Participants and the meeting are able to seleet examples for
presentation form a longer list.

w. SCHMIDT:

Efficient Teaehing of Mathematics: Experience from a lO-Year-Project
on a German Gymnasium __

Leaming mathemat:ics is only possible if pupils pay attention and are
motivated. One way to ensure this may be to let pupils apply what they
are leaming. This kind of "applied mathematics" differs from the usual
sense.

Ta understand why that works, some recent results of the theory of
neuronal processes, especially the function of the hippo campus with
respect to "explicit learning", are helpfuL

I. SCHWANK:

Predicative vs. Functional Modes of Cognitive Organization

In cognitive science different theories conceming the construction of
mental models and the representation of knowledge in memory have
been established. In. mathematics education the interplay between
extemal representations and the construction of mental models is an_
important matter of research conceming the process of understanding
mathematical eoncepts. In the process of learning and understanding
mathematical concepts suitable microworlds play the role of an
operating system by which new concepts are embedded into the so far
represented knowledge and the use of them is managed. Understanding
oceurs when an new idea can be fitted fito a larger framework of
previously-assembled ideas, which have been viable during the past
acting in the microworld.
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Since 15 years we are doing research on the mathematical thinking of
12-14 years old students of different intellectual level in different
countries (Gennany, China, Indonesia). Constructive teaching
experiments have been done with single students constructing and
analyzing algorithms in special microworlds. The qualitative analysis of
the videotapes enables to reconstruct the process of mathematical
concept formation. It can be shown that great individual differences in
the students methods of mental analysis do exist. We distinguish

. between predicative and functional cognitive structures. Predicative
thinking emphasizes the preference for thinking in terms of relations
and judgements; functional thinking emphasizes the preference fo~
thinking in terms of courses and modes of action..There is a resonance
effect between external representation in the microworld"1-<,and the
construction of the mental model.

D. A. SMITH

Calculus: Concepts, Computation, Composition, Cooperation

A general survey of the award-winning reform calculus course
developed at Duke University by Project CALC: Calculus As a
Laboratory Course. The key features of the course are real-world
problems, hands-on activities, discovery learning, writing and revision
of writing, teamwork, intelligent use of available tools, and high
expectations of students.

A.E.SOLOW:

The ART of Combining Assessment, Reform, and Technology

In this talk, we first review the current literature on assessment in
mathematics, inc1uding the assessment framework developed by Judith
Garfield. Then we look at the relationship between assessment and
reform and the difficulty of assessing what we value in a time when the
definitions of what we value is changing. To this mix, we then add
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technology and consider several examples that deal with the
interconnectedness of these three ideas.

J. STILLWELL:

Building mathematics on the foundations of number theory and
geometry

Many students arriving at university today have forgotten the ideas _
from algebra and geometry that are essential for an understanding of
calculus (and ather advanced branches of mathematics). 1 believe that
these ideas fall into disuse because' the school curriculum is
mathematically disorganised - it does not have a clear idea of
foundations, how to build on them, and how to reinforce the
superstructure by links between its different parts.

It is argued in tbis talk that number theory and geometry are the most
suitable foundations, and that a very large superstructure can be tied
together by the ideas of linear and quadratic equations. This claim will
be illustrated by examples linking the number concept to geometry,
trigonometry and calculus.

D. TALL:

Mathematical Growth

This presentation discusses research that has studied the growth of _
knowledge in the individual and the roles of visualisation and
symbotisation. Building from enaction with the environment, two
modes of development occur, one is visual (or figural) in whieh objects
such as geometrie figures are given meaning through construction,
discussion and definition leading on to Euclidean proof, the other uses
symbolism in arithmetic, algebra, calculus ete. whieh has the power to
represent both processes tt? do mathernatics and concepts to think about.
The student developing the latter cognitive strueture has a more
powerful and simpler way of solving complex problems than the student
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•

•

who capes with separate procedures for each task. The difficulties
encountered in different types of symbolism and the curriculum
implications for different students are discussed.

B. WOLLRING:

Qualitative empirical analyses on the conceptions of probability of
preparatory- and elementary-school children

In a research project we analyze preparatory- and elementary-school
children's conceptions within stochastic situations, making use of the
procedure c;>f interpretative interaction analysis. The disp~sition is
competence-oriented and not deficit-oriented. On the :'~asis of
documented results on children's and adult's stochastic conceptions,
espedally the analysis of heuristics (KAHNEMAN and TYERSKY),
intuitive conceptions (FISCHBEIN), control illusions (LANGER) and
animistic conceptions (WOLLRING), as weIl as classical field-studies
with standardised problem-settings (FISCHBEIN, FALK),_ we use
video-documented laboratory interviews, namely "game-interViews" as
experiment design, in which children have to make decisions and
comment on those within familiar risk situations. The stochastic
situations are represented in various ways, based on the assumption
that stochastic conceptions are being buHt up within "subjective domains
of experience lt (BAUERSFELD). As far as the evaluation is concerned,
the Video-tapes and specially developed types of transcripts - of varying
documenta! density - are used. The interviews are being evaluated with
the help of consentaneous interpretative validation of suitable
transcripts by the team, focused by didactic, psychological and
sociological categories, which themselves influence the organisation of
the documents. The following results were found: Preparatory- and
elementary-school children's stochastic conceptions are, when provoked
within risk situations, strongly determined by subjective experiences and
they are interspersed with contral illusions and animistic conceptions.
As a rule, apriori-problems, due to the lack of a repertoire of arithmetic
strategies, are dealt with by making use of compensational strategies;
this confirms known results. Remarkable competendes can be found in
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the frequentative field: Within their own limited range of articulation
children show seeds of argumentation in order to estimate parameter
and in order to put hypotheses to a test.

LIST OF QUESTIONS

The following research, curricular, and pedagogical questions arose
in response to the presentations given at this conference. They represent
same of the important issues and problems that the participants jointly •
agree should be studied. The list is far from complete and should not be
interpreted as an attempt to put forth a research program or agenda.
Neither is it claimed that these questions are original or of equal
importance. We only hope that they will serve to stimulate workers in
the field to obtain new results and to improve the learning of
mathematics by students throughout the world.

1. What are appropriate methodologies for answering curricular and
pedagogical questions?

2. Are leaming theories transferable across cultural and subject
matter boundaries? Can th~y be applied to different topics and different
groups of students in different countries?

3. What are the different learning styles for mathematics that are
prevalent among post-secondary students? How da these learning
styles relate to various theories oE learning? How immutable is the
learning style of an individual student? •

4. What are the differences between how mathematics is leamed by
experts and by novices of different kinds?

5. What do faculty and students mean by the word '!understanding"?
What is meant by "clarity"? What is the relationship between clarity and
precision in the minds of students and faculty?

6. Do the tools of technology change students' understanding of
mathematics, and if so how? For example: same people argue that
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learning geometry with a software package does not promote the same
understanding of geometry as leaming in a paper and pencil
environment. How can we transfonn this claim into a research question
and what methodology can be developed to investigate this question?

7. What are the" student conceptions of the different notions of equality
and approximate equality? How are these conceptions affected by
technology?

8. What are the difficulties that students have with formal
mathematicallanguage such as the use of "for a11," nthere exists," two
level quantifiers, and negation, and with the relationship.~.of formal
mathernaticallanguage to everyday language? .~~..

9. Why is the concept of a solution to a differential equation difficult?
What is the nature of that difficulty? In particular, do students find it
difficult to understand-symbolically, graphically, and visually-what it
means to be a solution to a differential equation or initial value
problem?

10. What pedagogical strategies can be effective in helping students
understand the systematic development of mathematical theories?

11. How can we most effectively teach students to use definitions as a
mathematician does, and in particular to turn a definition into "an
operative form"?

12.. What is the relationship between time spent on mathematics
outside of class and the level of student understanding? What
pedagogical strategies are most effective in improving the quantity and
quality of the time students spend on mathematics?

13. What course designs and pedagogical strategies are most effective
in taking into account the wide range of abilities and backgrounds of the
students?
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14. What are the pedagogical advantages and disadvantages of the
different ways in which technology can be used? Among these are
visualization, the use of built-in mathematical tools, and programming.

15. How does class size affect learning? How is this affected by
technology and cooperative learning? What group sizes in cooperative
learning best support learning?

16. What are the advantages and disadvantages of using applications •
from bath inside and outside mathematics and of using history? 00 they
improve the students' retention of the mathematics and/or the retention
of the students in mathematics? What is their effect on understanding,
and the appreciation of mathematics both for its internaI beauty and its
usefulness?

17. What form or forms of proof are appropriate in different contexts
for student learning and how should they be dealt with pedagogically?

18. What algebra is appropriate as preparation for post-secondary
work? How is the answer affected by subject? How is it affected by
technology?
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 49/1995

Topologische Methoden in der Gruppentheorie
3. bis 9. Dezember 1995

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herbert Abels (Bielfeid) und Peter H. Kropholler
(Queen Mary and Westfield College, London) statt. 45 Teilnehmer aus Deutschland,
Frankreich, Griechenland, Großbritannien, Israel, Rußland, Schweden, der Schweitz und
den USA waren der Einladung gefolgt; es wurden insgesamt 31 Vorträge gehalten. ·Die
f~~genden Schlagworte geben einen Überblick über die Vielfalt der Themen.

Automorphismen von freien Gruppen
Coxetergruppen und Artingruppen
Endliche Gruppen
Endlichkeitsbedingungen

.Geometrische und" asymptotische Invari'anten
Gruppenoperationen auf topologischen und metrischen Räumen
Kombinatotische Gruppentheorie
Negative und nicht positive Krümmung
Theorie, Berechnungen und Anwendungen von Gruppenkohomologie, z.B.

- Vollständige Kohomologie
- Beschränkte und f2-Kohomologie

Trennungseigenschaften
Zwillingsgebäude

Die Tagungsleiter bemühten sich, neben den vielen Vorträgen auch Zeit zum freien Ge
dankenaustausch zu schaffen. Dadurch konnten leider nicht alle Teilnehmer über ihre
Arbeit referieren; deshalb sind in diesem Bericht auch Vorträge aufgeführt, die nicht ge
halten werden konnten. Für die freundliche und großzügige Atmosphäre des Hauses sei
allen Mitarbeitern herzlich gedankt.
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Abstracts

Peter Abramenko: Twin buildings and filliteness properties of certain S-arithm~tic

groups.

Definition. The finiteness length <p(f) of a group r is defined by tp(f) := sup {I E No I
r is of type F1}.

Question. Given a reductive group 9 over aglobai function field K and an S-arithmetic
subgroup r of Q(K), e.g. f = 9(05), what is cp(r)?

This turns out to be a hard problem in general. The following is known:

• a complete c1assification of all finitely presented f's (H. Behr 91), e
• <p(SL 2(05) = #S - 1, (U. Stuhler 80)

• cp(SL n+l (IFq[t]) = n - 1 if q ~ ([~;:]) (Abels/A. 87)

• cp(Q(IFq [t])) = n - 1 and cp(Q (IFq [t, t- I ])) ~ n - 1, provided that 9 is an almost simple
classical lFq-group of lFq-rank n ~ 1 and q ~ 22n

-
1 (A. 92/95)

The geometrie background (action of r = Q(lFq[t]) on the corresponding Bruhat-Tits
building ~+) in this last situation is significantly better understood if one considers the
action of G = Q(IFq[t, i-I]) on the associated twin building ~. = (ß+, ß_). Observing
that r = StabG (O_) for a vertex 0_ E ß_, finiteness properties can be deduced from
the following general

Theorem. Let G be a group acting "nicely'~ on a twin building ß = (ß+, ß_). Suppose
that ß+, 6_ are thick locally finite, n-dimensional buildings and that the (spherical) links
occurring in ß+, ~_ are "sufficiently large" and not of exceptional type. Then cp(G) ~ 1
and <p(f) = n - 1 for any r = Staba (a_), 0 =F a_ E ß_. .

The following (very recent) example shows that the condition "sufficiently large"· can not
be dropped in general:

Counterexample. Let 9 be a (minimal, split) Kac-Moody group of rank 3, such that
the corresponding Coxeter numbers are (4,4,4). If r is a proper parabolic subgroup of
G = Q(IF2 ), then cp(f) = O. \

Alejandro Adern: Automorphisms and cohomology of discrete groups.

Let r denote a discrete group of finite cohomological dinlension. We outline a method
for producing cohomology classes using finite automorphism groups. If P Ccp Aut(f) is a
finite p-group, let t = r Xcp P. Let P denote a finite subgroup of f mapping onto P via
standard projection. Then we have (using total dimensions)

Theorem. dirn H*(f, IF,,) ~ 2: dirn H*(Zr(P), IFp ).
Hl(P.f)

Applications to congruence subgroups illustrate the ·usefulness of this formula.
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Juan Alonso: Homological hyperbolicity.

In joint work with W. Bogley, R. Burton, S. Pride and X. Wang, we have defined, for a
group G of type Fm+l (m 2 1), homotopicaJ Dehn fUDctions ob (1 $ t ~ m) (where ob
is the "classical" Dehn function used by Gromov to define hyperbolic groups) and proved
that these are invariant under quasi-isometry and, more generally, under quasi-retractioDs.

For a group G of type FPm+l (m ~ 1) I have developed a corresponding theory of
homological Dehn functions ßh (1 ::; t ~ G) which enjoy similar invariance l~nder quasi
isometries and -retractions as the oh da. The relationship between these Dehn functions
is:

Proposition. Suppose that G is a group of type Fm+l' Thene (i) Llh j hb. (the "subnegative c1osure" of 6b)
(ii) ob ~ ßb,

(iii) oh = ßh for all t ~ 3.

Definition. A group G of type FP2 is called hornologically hyperbolic if ßh i~i~inear.

Theorem. A group is hyperbolic iff it is homologically hyperbolic.

Johathan Alperin: Varia~ions on a theme of Mislin.

Guido Mislin has given a remarkable connection between group structure and cohomology
isomorphisms: Let k be a field of prime ch;..racteristic p and let H be a subgroup of the
finite group G; the restrietion map of H*(G, k) to 8·(H, k) is an isornorphisrn if, and
only if, H contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G and whenever Q is a p-subgroup of H then
Nc(Q)jCc(Q) ;::: NH(G)jCH(G).

The talk is concerned with anaJogous resuJts motivated by this theorem and, in particular,
establishes necessary and sufficient conditiolls for the principal blocks of G and H to be
stably equivalent via restrietion and truncation to the principal block.

Dave Benson: Finite group actions on products of spheres.
(Joint work with A. Adern)

Theorem. Let G be an elementary abelian p group of rank r acting freely on a finite
dimensional CW complex X ~ (,S'U)t, in such a way that tbe basis UJ, .•• , Ut of Hn(x; IFp )

corresponding to the t spheres is permuted by G. Then the number of orbits of G on
{u., ... , Ut} is at least r. Moreover, the rnod p cellular chains on X are chain homotopy
equivalent to a tensor product of complexes corresponding to the orbits. The complex
corresponding to an orbit is tensor induced from a cornplex for the stabilizer, with the
homology of a single ·n-sphere.
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Robert Bieri: On the finiteness length in direct products.

By the finiteness length fl G of a group G I mean the smallest integer m (oroo) with G
not of type Fm. I have reported on recent progress by H. Meinert and R. Gehrke in the
problem of computing fl N of anormal subgroup N <J G with G/ N Abelian, when G is a
direct product of 3-manifold groups or one-relator groups.

The method is based on computing the BNSR-geometrical invariant Em(G). Define a map
(I :Ho~(G,IR) -+ No U {co} by putting fI(O) = 0 and fl(X) = inf{m I X fi Em(G)}. The
result is then obtained by a surprising additivity result for {I in a direct product (which
is not available for fl!) and the formula fl(N) = inf{fl(x) I X : G ~ IR, X(N) = O}.

Martin Bridson: 2-complexes, towers and subgroups of F x F.

One can say considerably more about 2-complexes of non-positive curvature than about
arbitrary spaces of non-positive curvature. Moreover, there are many examples of such
2-eomplexes that are interesting from the point of view of group theory. In this talk I shall
discuss some of these examples and then describe a construetion peeuliar to dimep.sion 2
and use it to give a geometrie proof of the Baumslag-Roseblade eharaeterisation of finitely
presented subgroups of F x F, where F is a free group of finite rank.

Mike Davis: Bestvina's and Brady's examples of groups of type FP which are not finitely
presented.

These examples are of the following form: G is a right angled Artin group and H is the
kernel of a homomorphism from G to Z. For appropriate choices of G, H will be of type
FP hut not finitely presented.

Mike Davis: The cohomology of a Coxeter group with group ring eoeffieients.

Let (W, S) be a Coxeter systenl and let L(W, 8) be the geometrie realization of the poset of
those subsets T of S which generate a finite subgroup. There is a formula for H-(W; ZW)
in terms of the cohomology of L(W, S) and certain of its subcomplexes. It foJlows fro_
this that W is a virtual Poincare duality group i( and only if W splits as W = Wo X W I ,·

where Wt is finite and L(Wo, So) is a hOlnology (n - 1)-manifold with the same homology
as sn-I.

Thomas Delzant: The isomorphism problem for hyperbolic groups.

Let P := (al,' .. ,ar; RI, ... , Rs ) and Q := (bI, ... , bn ; SI, ... , St) be two abstract presen
tations. Suppose one already knows a solution to the word problem for these presentations.
It is obvious how to decide whether the two defined groups are isomorphie or not, if one
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has apriori knowledge of a constant C, such that for some isomorphism t.p : P -+ Q the
folJowing holds:

le,o(adlB ~ C and Icp-l(bj )IA ~ C for all i and j,

where IIA is the word metric in the alphabet ai, and vice versa.

The aim of the talk is to explain how hyperbolic geometry can provide such an estimate.
We will discuss in detail tbe case of a free group. One should also mention that Sela
already gave a solution to tbis problem, at least for hyperbolic groups with finite outer
automorphism group; however, tbe presented solution is stronger, because it provides an

effective solution rather than a Turing machine.

e Beno Eckmann: Groups of type FP and Euler characteristics.

Let·G be a group of type FP, i.e. admitting aresolution P. over ZG of finite length n
and with all Pi finitely generated projective ZG modules. Question: can one express the
(homological) Euler characteristic X(G) = ~(-l)ip;(G), where ßi(G) = dimRH;(G; JR)
is the i-tb Betti number of G, by i 2-Betti numbers Pi like in the cas~ where therresolution
is free over ZG? The answer is "yes" ifG has the property

(*) G fulfills the strong Bass conjecture, or G is residually finite. .;,:

Our procedure actually applies, more generally, to any FP-complex P. over ZG (and
therefore to aspace dominated by a finite cell·complex). It is baseq on the

Th U) rem. For a finitely generated projective ZG·madule P, the Hilbert-G-module
f 2G @G Pis, under the candition (*), isometrically G-isomorphic to l2Grk P, where rk P
is the "naive" rank dirn IR(IR Q9c P) of P.

"Thus, under condition (*), l2G&Je P is a complex of free Hilbert-G-modules of ranks rk Pi.
If ßi is the von Neumann dimension dirn GfJ;, reduced (co-)homology ofthat complex, then
the standard Euler- Poincare argument yields

n n n

E(-I)ißi = E(-l)irkPi = E(-I)ißi = X·
000

Ross Geoghegan: Kerneis of actions on CAT(O) spaces.
(Joint work with R. Bieri)

We look at exact sequences of groups

1 -+" N -+ G -!. Isom(M),

where A! is a CAT(O) space whose geodesic segments can be prolonged to geodesic lines.
We give geometrical conditions, in terms of the action of G on M, necessary and sufficient
for N to have the finiteness property Fn, assuming that G has it too. Among other
things we show that N = N(p) having type Fn is an open condition on the space of
representations p. This generalizes the work of Bieri, Neumann, Strebel and Renz.
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il*(Out F1'- 1 ; Z)(1') ~ iI*(E1' ; Z)(1')

il*(Out Fp; JE)(p) ~ 2iJ*(Ep; tE)(p)

iJ*(Out F1'+1; Z)(1') ~ 3iJ*(Ep ; Z)(p) EB H

Henry Glover: The p-rank one cohomology of Out(Fn }.

We compute the first few casesof the p-rank one Farrell cohomology of Out(Fn }. In
particular we show

where H is a surn of iI*(D21' ; Z)(1') and iI*(M4P ; Z)(1'h depending on cases mod 20. Here
M41' denotes an extension of D2p by Z/2, and ( )(1') denotes the p-primary cornponent.

Rostislav I. Grigorchuk: Bounded cohomology of discrete groups.

In the first pa.rt of the talk we give a survey of results on the bounded cohomology
of discrete groups. In particular we explain the role of amenable groups and pseudo
characters in the theory. We give a description of the second fl-homology group Hf (C)
and the second bounded cohomology group Hl(G) in terms of spaces of 2-chains and
2-cochains. This leads to the following

Theorem. If r.p : G -+ H is an epimorphism of groups, then <j; : H?(H) ~ H;(G) ,is
injective and Hf (G) -+ Hf (C) is surjective.

Conditions for the nonvanishing of Hl(G) are given for groups Gwhich are free products
with amalgamation, HNN extensions or one relator groups. We also establish a connection
between the vanishing of the averaged width and the vanishing of Hl(C)

Jens Harlander: Embedding into efficient groups.

A group C is called efficient if it admits a finite presentation (Xl,' .. X n I Tl, ... r m ) with

n - m = r(H1(G)) - d(H2(G)),

where r denotes the torsion f~ee rank and d is the minimal number of generators. We
study embedding quest~ons in connection with efficiency. Our main result is the following:

Theorem. Every finitely generated group G can be embedded into some effici'ent grouA
H. If G is finite, then H can be taken to be finite. lf the eohomological dimension of~
is 2, one ean find H with virtual cohomological dimension 2, otherwise one can arrange
cdH = edG.

Hans-Werner Renn: The mod 2 c.ohomology of SL(3, Z[~]) ..

We outline a proof of the following result.

Theorem. H*(SL(3, Z[~]); 1F2 ) ~ 1F2[W2, W3] l8> E(e3, es).

(E denotes the exterior algebra, indices give the degrees of the corresponding classes.)
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The method of praaf is to study Er Xr (Xoo x X 2 ). Here r = SL(3, Z[~]), X oo is the sym
metrie space SO(3)\ SL(3, IR) and X 2 is the Bruhat-Tits huilding associated to SL(3, lth)·
The "standard approach" of studying the spectral sequence of the map Er x r(Xoo x X 2 ) -+

(Xoo x X2 )/r is tao complicated to be carried out. Instead, we use a spectral se
quence canverging to H;'(Xoo x X 2 )s; 1F2 ), where ( )8 is the "2-singular part", which
has H*(GL(2, Z[~]); IF2 ) and H*(Z[~]X x Z[~]; IF2 ) as input.

Then we analyze

H*(Xoo x X 2 , (Xoo x X 2 )s; 1F2 ) ~ H*((Xoo x X 2 )/f, (~oo x X 2 )s/r; 1F2 )

and the lang exact sequence for the pair (Xoo x X 2 , (Xoo x X 2 )s).

Peter H. Kropholler: Groups with Eilenberg-MacLane complexes of finite type.

Let HF be the smallest class of groups containing all finite groups with tbe property that
if G acts on a finite dimensional cantractible CW-complex with stabilizers in HF then G
itself belangs to HF. In joint work with Guido Mislin, we have shown that an ;,H.r-group
G with an Eilenberg-MacLane space of finite type possesses a finite dimensional model for
the c1assifying space ß..G; that is, there is a G-CW-complex X with finite isotiopy such
tha~ XH. is contractible for all finite H ~ G.
The construction begins with the poset of non-trivial finite subgroups and depends in a
crucial way on homological results proved earlier in joint work with Jonathan Cornick.

laI) Leary: On the cohomology of Coxeter groups.

Using techniques of M. Davis, M. Bestvina. was ahle to exhibit a group r such that
cdz r = Cd'2 r = 3 and cdQ r = 2, as a finite-index subgroup of a finitely generated
Coxeter group. Warren Dicks and I have considered the non-finitely generated case. We
characterise the Coxeter groups that have finite virtual cohomological dimension, and
give some information about cohomology of these groups. Examples outlined in"this way
include

1) A group r 1 acting with stabilizers of orders i, 2 and 4 on a contractible 2-complex,
but having 00 finite-index torsion-free subgroups.

2) A group r 2 such that cdz r2 = 3 but cd lF r 2 = 2 for all fields lF.

The groups r 1 and r 2 may be taken to be 2-generator groups by applying the HNN embed
ding theorem to the nOll-finitely generated exalnples occurring as finite-index subgroups
of Coxeter groups.

Martin Lustig: The index of a free group automorphism and the 5cott conjecture.
(Joint work with D. Gaboriau, A. Jäger, G. Levitt)

Let Fn be a free group of finite rank 11 ~ 2, let a E Aut( Fu ) and let 80: be the induced
homeomorphism on the Gromov boundary 8Fn- Let· Fix(n) := {w E Fn I a(w) = w} and
Fix(ßa) := {X E 8Fn I8a(X) = X}.
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Corollary. lf Fix{0) = {I}, then # Fix(80) ~ 4n.

Let Fix _(80) denote the set of all 8o-attractors in Fix(8a). One can show

Fix(8a) = Fix _(8a)U Fix_(80'-I)Ü Fix(8aIFix(o)'

Notice that Fix(a) acts canonically on Fix(8a), preserving the above partition.

Definition. ind(a) :~ rk(Fix(a» + i#(Fix_(8a)j Fix(a)) - 1.

Theorem 1. All a E Aut(Fn ) satisfy ind(O') ::; n - 1.

Notice that this reproves the Scott conjecture rk(Fix( Q» ::; n, due to Bestvina and Handel.

Definition. Denote by ä E Out(Fn ) the canonical image of 0' E Aut(Fn ).

ind(6:) := max {~ind(O.) I o-i = 0, 0i -:I I;/ojlw Vw E Fn } ,
,eI

where Iw : v t--+ w-Ivw Vv E Fn .

Theorem 1 '. ind(6:) ::; n - 1 for all 0- E Out(Fn ).

The proof crucially uses (a) the existence of a "good" a-fixed point in the closure of outer
space, (b) Gaboriau-Levitt's analysis of the index for free group actions on trees, and a
new concept for such actions, called Bounded Back Tracking.

Wolfgang Lück: L2-invariants and applications to group theory.

We gi~e the basic defi~ition and properties of L2-Betti numbers of spaces and groups. We
use them to prove the following results.

Theorem. Let 1 -+ Ll ---+ r ---+ n -+ 1 be an extension of groups, such that ~ is finitely
generated and infinite, r is finitely presented and n contains an element of infinite order.
Then

a) b~2)(r) = o.
b) def(r) := max {g - r I r ~ (SI,'" ,Sg I RI ,· •• , R,.)} ::; 1.

c) If M is an oriented closed 4-manifold group with 11"1 (M) ~ r then
Isignature (M)I ~ X(M).

Let F be the Thompson group of orientation pre~ervingPL-automorphisms of [0, 1] whose
slopes are powers of 2 and whose breaks are contained in Z[~]. This group is not elemen
tary amenable, does not contain Z x Z as subgroup and BF is of finite type. Hence it ie
an interesting quest ion whether F is anlenable. A necessary, hut not suflicient condition
is b~2)( F) = 0 for all p. We show

Theorem. b~2)(F) = 0 for all p ~ O.

Shahar Mozes: Word metric and Riemannian metric on lattices in semisimple groups.
(Joint work with A. Lubotzky, M.S. Raghunathan)

Let G be a semisimple Lie group and r < G an irreducible lattice. There are two natural
classes of metrics on r:
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dw - the word metric with respect to some finite set of generators,

dR - the restrietion to r of a left invariant metric on G induced from the Riemannian
metrie on the symmetrie space G/ K, where K < Gis a maximal eompaet subgroup.

We prove the following theorem eonjeetured by V. Kazhdan:

Theorem 1. If rank G ~ 2 then the two metries are equivalent, i.e. there exists a C > 0
such that for every ",' E r

C-1 dR("I') ~ dw (",') ~ CdR{;,").

Definition. Let r be a finitely generated group. An elem~nt , E r is ealled a V-element
if it is of infinite order and dw{;n, e) = Q(log n).

The proof of Theorem 1 is based on

Theorem 2. When G has rank ~ 2 and r < G is an irredueible lattice, then an element
'1 E r is a V-element if and only if it is virtually unipotent, i.e. ,n is unipotent for some
n~l.

Note that Theorem 2 provides group a theoretic criterion for recogniz"ing (virtually) unipo
tent elements in irreducible lattices in a semisimple Lie group of higher ranlf.!;

~_:~

Gena Noskov: Non-combability of Hilbert modular groups.

The 'talk is concerned with the problem of describing all S-arithmetic groups which admit
a combing in the sense of the book "Word processing and group theory" by Epstein et
aL The result of Epstein-Thurston is that SL n(Z) is non combable when n ~ 3. This
is based on the reduction theory for SL n(Z) and the higher isoperimetric inequalities for
combable groups acting properly and cocompactly on Riemannian manifolds. We show
how one can transfer the Epstein-Thurston method to the case of Hilbert modular groups
PSL 2(0), where 0 is the ring of integers of a totally real field K of odd degree.

Steve Pride: Seeond order Dehn functions on groups (and monoids).

Let G be a finitely presented group of type FP3' Let P be a finite presentation of G and
let A be a finite generating set of 1r2(P). An element { of 1f2(P) can be represented by
a spherical diagram over P, and we let Area({) be the number of regions in a minimal
diagram representing ~. Now ~ has an expression

n

e= LEigi~i
i=l

We let Vol A (e) be the minimal volume of n over the expressions (*) for ~. Then 6~ ,A(n) =
max {Vol A({) I Area(e) $ n}. Up to equivalence this is independent of the choice of finite
representation P for G and finite generation set A· of 1T2(P). We may therefore refer .10

ob - the second order Dehn function for G. This is a quasi-isometry invariant.

In my talk I will describe some results concerning the calculation of this function. Some
of this work is contained in a joint paper with J. Alonso, W. Bogley, R. Burton and
x. Wang, and some is recent work of my own.
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Mark Ronan: Twin trees.

This talk discussed some recent progress by the speaker and J. Tits in the study of twin
trees. These objects, which were introduced by Tits and Ronan, arose originally from
Kac-Moody grotips of rank 2, hut it has since become clear that examples arise from
other sourees.

The talk outlined some of the results in Twin Trees I (Inventiones 1994) by Ronan and
Tits, and went on to describe the fortheoming paper Twin Trees 11 by the same authors. In
particular, for any tree T, a graph TO was introduced. The vertices are "virtual vertiees"
in trees twinned with T.

Results showing that any semi-homogeneous tree T admits 2° non-isomorphie twinnings
(0< being the cardinality of the vertex set of T) were discussed, and it was described howe
trees twinned with T eould be eonstrueted as subgraphs of TO (above).

Jim Roseblade: Finite presentability and wedge products.

Two el~sely related theorems (proved in collaboration with C.J.B. Brookes and J.S. Wil
san) were discussed. The first asserted that a finitely presented Abelian by polycyclic
group must have a metanilpotent subgroup of finite index. Sinee not every finitely gener
ated Abelian by polycyclic group is like this, it follows that the Baumslag-Remeslennikov
theorem on embedding finitely generated metabelian groups in finitely presented ones does
not extend to Abelian by polycyclic groups. The second theorem eoncerned a finitely gen
erated kH-module V, where k is a finite field and H is a polycyelic group: If, for same
r ~ 2, AT V is finitely generated, then H/CH(V) must be virtually nilpotent. The meth
ods, unfortunately perhaps, were neither topological nor geometrical.

Hamish Short: Brady's example of non-hyperbolic subgroup of a word hyperbolic group.

Gromov's word hyperbolic groups are finitely presented groups, generalizing fundamen
tal groups of compact hyperbolic manifolds. Rips showed that they may have finitely
generated subgroups which are not finitely presented (so not word hyperbolic).

Noel Brady has recently constructed an example of a finitely presented subgroup H 0_
a word hyperbolic group G such that H is not word hyperbolic. His construction uses .
Brady's and Bestvina's recent work on Morse theory for complexes, CAT(Q) spaces, cu
bical complexes, and branched coverillgs.

[ will attempt to describe the principal steps in Brady's construction. If there is enough
time, I shall show that any subgroup constructed in this way satisfies a polynoITJ..jal isoperi
metrie inequality (a group is word hyperbolic if and only if it satisfies a linear isoperiinetric
inequality).
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Michael StoB: Rational al1d transcendental growth series of the higher Heisenberg
groups.

It is shown that for any discrete higher Heisenberg group Hn (of length 2n + 1), there is
a finite geoerating set, such that the associated growth series is a rational power series.
00 the other hand, we prove that for n ~ 2, Hn also admits a finite generating set such
that the associated power series is transcendental. Specifically, H2 has a transcendental
growth series with respect to its standard (minimal) generating set. 80th results hold
generally for 2-step nilpotent groups G with [C, G] ~ Z.

Karen Vogtman: The degree of graphs and rational homology of Aut(Fn ).

(Joint work with A. Hateher)

Inside the space An of basepointed marked graphs with fundamental group Fn , we consider
the subspace An,k of graphs of degree at most k, where the degree of a grapQ)s defined to
be 2n nlinus the valence of the basepoint. We show that An,k is (k - 1)-connected. Since
Aut(Fn ) acts with finite stabilizers, the quotient An,kl Aut(Fn ) can be used to study the
rational homology of Aut(Fn ). This leads to a proof that Hi(Aut(Fn ); tQ) is independent
of n, for n > ~i, and to computations of Hi(Aut(Fn ); Q) for i .~ 5.

Peter Webb: Mackey functors and highest weight categories.

Over a field of characteristic zero, certain gerlf~ralized Mackey functors form a highest
weight category, and in generalover a field of characteristic p the projective functors have
a filtration by certain precisely described functors which in characteristic zero are the
Weyl objects in the highest weight category. The importance of this lies in the fact that
there are significant examples of these functors - such as group cohomology~with trivial
coefficients. The theory also gives infonnation about stable maps [BG, BH], showing that
certain algebras constructed froll} these Inaps are quasihereditary.

e John Wilson: Conjugacy separability of certain Bianchi groups and HNN extensions.

A group G is conjugacy separable if whenever a, bare non-conjugate elements there is a
normal subgroup N of finite index such that Na, Nb are non-conjugate in GIN. Some
sufficient cOl1ditiol1s for amalgarnated free products of virtually free groups and HNN
extensions of virtually free or virtually polycyclic groups to be conjugacy separable were
described, and the significance in the proofs of properties of associated profinite groups
and profinite trees were discussed briefty.
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Pavel Zalesskii: Conjugacy separability of free products with cyclic amalgamation.

A group is conjugacy separable if for any non-conjugate elements x and y of G there exists
some finite quotient of G in which the images of x and y are non-conjugate.

Theorem. (L. Ribes, D. Segal, P. Zalesskii) Let Xl be the dass of all groups that are
either free-by-finite or polycyclic-by-finite. For i > 1 define recursively the class Xi to
consist of aB groups that are free products G = GI *H G2 of groups GI, G2 in Xi - 1 with
cyclic amalgamated subgroup H. Then any group in the class X' = U~l Xi is conjugacy
separable.

This theorem answers a quest ion of C.Y. Tang (Problem 8.70 of the Kourova Notebook),
whether a free product of polycyclic-by-finite groups with cyclic amalgamation is conju
gacy separable.

Further Abstracts

Herbert Abels: Compactness properties of locally compact groups.
(Joint work with A. Tiemeyer)

We introduce aseries of compactness properties Cn and C Pn for locally compact groups,
which generalize the finiteness properties Fn and F Pn . Here Cl is compaet generation, C2

is eompact presentability. The main result, due to A. Tiemeyer, is that for S-arithmetic
groups r = G(os), G an arbitrary algebraic group defined over a number field k, the group
r is of type Fn (F Pn ) iff G(kp ) is of type Cn (C Pn ) for every loeal field kp, p E 8. The
problem now is to gain a better understanding of the properties Cn and CPn and to see
which (solvable) G have these properties.

Kai-Uwe Bux: Finiteness properties of nice soluble S-arithmetic groups over function
fields.

Let Os be an S-arithmetic ring in aglobai function field I<. Then there is the following

Example. The group r := Bn +1 (Os) of upper triangular Inatrices in SLn+1 (K) for (n 2:: 1)
is of type FPlsl-l hut not of type FPlsl' e
The number field case is completely different. Here the group r is of type F Poo • This
is implicitly contained in the thesis of A. Tiemeyer; another proof was communicated by
P. Abramenko.

Note that in the funetion field case the finiteness properties do not depend on the rank
of Bn +l . This is a bit surprising, sinee in the context of reductive groups Olle is used to
expect that the number of primes as well as the rank of the group are positively related
to the finiteness properties of S-arithmetic groups.

To compute the finiteness properties one studies the action of r on the product )( =
OPES X(p) of Euclidean buildings associated to SLn +1(I<p). One uses the fact that Bn + 1 (/{p)
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fixes achamber at infinity to construct a projection X(p) ~ ~~) to tbe standard apart-
- - (p)

ment. Put these maps together to obtain a Bn +1(K)-map p : X ~ Eo = npES Eo where
the group acts on the right hand side via projection to the torus. Take H to be a minimal
r-invariant subspace of Eo.

The group r acts cocompactly on the preimage X o = p-l(H) and tbe cell stabilizers are
finite. It turns out that X0 is (ISI - 2)~connected. Hence r is of type F fjSI-l. At tbe
moment this part of the proof makes use of the fact that the buildings X(p) are Moufang.
Hence it does not lead to a treatment of the number field case yet.

The fact that r is not of type F PIS1 is checked for n = 2 first. ODe can do this using
Bieri-Strebel invariants. Establishing the same finiteness length for the group 8 2(05 ) of
all invertible upper triangular matrices over Os allows one to reduce the general case to
this ODe by observing that there is a group retract

Bn+1(Os)~ 8 2 (Os).

In such a situation the retract is F Pm whenever tbe left band group iso

A last remark on using the ward "nice" in the title. The proof seems to work in a slightly
more general setting. Just start with a Chevalley group over aglobai func.tjon field and
tben take a Borel subgroup. Their S~arithmeticsubgroups are of type F l'Isl-l but not of
type FPISj •

Olympia Talelli: On cohomological periodicity is~morphisnls

A group G is said to have aperiod q after one step if the functors H i (G, - ) and Hi+q (G, - )
are naturally equivalent for all i > 1. For example free groups, countable locally fi~ite

cyclic p-groups have this property. Using the Almost Stability Theorem of Dicks and
Dunwoody we show

Theorem. If G has period q after one step then G acts without inversions on a tree T
with finite vertex stabilizers. '.:."';:-'

Corollary. Let G have period q after one step.

0') Ir G is torsion free, then G is {ree.

ß) If G is torsion then G is a countable locally finite group.

1') If G is finitely generated then G is free-by-finite.

Moreover, there is an element 9 E Hq( G, Z) such 'that the natural equivalence is induced
by the cup product with 9, i.e. for any ZG-module A, cup product witb 9

Ug: Hi(G,A) -+ Hi+q(G,A)

is an isomorphism for i > 1 and an epilllOrphisJll for i = l.

Note that 9 E Hg( GI, Z) = Ext~G (Z, Z) is represented by a q-extension

o~ z ~ A -+ Pq- 2 ~ •.• -+ Po -+ Z -+ 0

with Pi projective ZG-modules and pdZG A :::; 1.

Berichterstatter: Martin A. Roller.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHlTNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 50/1995

Kinematik und Robotik

10. - 16. 12. 1995

The conference has been organized by Hans Georg Bock (Heide~berg), Manfred
Hiller (Duisburg), Josef Hoschek (Darmstadt) and Friedrich Pfeiffer (München).

A total of 41 researchers (mathematicians and engineers) from 13 countries partic
ipated, and 37 papers were presented. Some of the fields treated are the following:

.2:". Theoretical kinematics

2. Screw theory

3. Spatial motions

4. Parallel manipulators

5. Symbolic processing

6. Nonholonomic systems

7. Spatial contact kinematics

8. Robot and manipulator design

9. Workspace analysis

10. Motion control of robots, manipulators and platforms
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11. Task and path planning for robots

The conference has been organized in this form for the first time, combining a
preceding series of kinematics and robotics conferences, respectively. The aim
was to bring together the researchers working in the theoretical field with those
working in practical applications. Lively discussions after the talks, during the
breaks and meals as wen as in the evening in tbe pleasant environment of Ober
wolfachshowed that this concept went down very weIl. -Everybody agreed that
this conference should be repeated soon in the future.

ABSTRACTS

J. ANGELES:

Kinematics of Manipulators with Parallelism, Modularity and Redundancy

Most of industrial robots are supplied with aserial architecture, which brings
about serious drawbacks, such as low load-carrying capacity, narrow bandwidth,
and high joint and link flexibility. To cope with these drawbacks, parallel ma~
nipulators have beeil proposed, hut these solve the foregoing problems only at
the expense of workspace volume and dexterity. As a means to overcome tbe
foregoing shortcomings of parallel manipulators, we propose here the use of mod
uiar architectures· supplied with redundancy. In this way, manipulator dexterity
and workspace volume are enhanced, while the structural robustness of"parallel
manipulators is preserved.

S. ARIMOTO:

Nonlinear Position-Dependent Circuits Expressing Robotic Motions Under
Constraints

A class of nonlinear position dependent circuits is introduced, which express
dynamics of mechanical systems such as robot arms and mechanical hands under
geometrical constraints. Such a circuit consists of subcircuits which are linked
to each other through a Jacobian matrix between one position coordinate and
another position coordinate. It is shown that the linking condition can be derived
naturally from the principle of virtual work or Hamilton's principle. Due to the
passivity property of such nonlinear circuits it is possible to design a simple
feedback control scheme for setpoint position control and show its asymptotic
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stability of positioning under geometrie constraints. FUrther, it is shown that a
deep insight into physical interactions between robots and their task environments
can be gained via the analysis of such nonlinear position-dependent circuits, which
may give rise to physical understanding of dexterous robot motions.

F.L. CHERNOUSKO:

Simulation and Optimization of Regular Gaits of the Thbe-Crawling Rohot

The tube-crawling robot designed by Prof. F. Pfeiffer in Munich Technical Uni
versity has eight two-linked legs attached to the central body and can walk inside
tubes using a wide variety of possible gaits. We confine ourselves to the regular
gaits for which the speed of the central body in tbe cylindrical tube is constant,
and all legs move in a similar way. To determine the torques created by the
motors in tbe robot joints, we calculate the reaction forees (normal and friction
forces) aeting on the feet of the robot. After that, the regular gaits of the robot
are simulated. The results of computer simulation show that the robot walking
characteristics (speed and driving force) are rather sensitive to the variation of
the gait and structural parameters. Hence, optimization of the robot character
istics with respect to these parameters seems reasonable. Some results of the.
optimization are presented and diseussed. The paper is based on the joint work
with N.N. Bolot.nik and G.V. Kostin.

D. CHEVALLIER:

Coordinate Free Criteria for Testing the Linear Dependence of Sets of Screws

The verification of the linear dependence and the calculation of the ranlt'rbf a set
of screws are very important tasks in kinematics in the search for singular posi
tions of open chains as weIl as in the search for movability conditions of closed
loop chains. This mathematical problem is generally solved by standard teeh
niques of linear algebra using determinants of coordinates of the screws relative
to more or less arbitrary bases. However, such methods make no use at a11 of the
specific algebraic structure which can be defined on the set of screws and, as for

. any coordinate method, the geometrical meaning of the result may be unclear.
It is weIl known that the cbecking of the linear dependence of a set of ordinary vec
tors in three dimensional space can be completely performed by use of coordinate
free criteria relying on the properties of tbe vector product and the tripie vector
product. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, no similar coordinate free criterion has
been exposed in screw theory. In this paper we expose a list of mathematical
properties leading to an algorithm for testing the linear dependence or comput
ing the rank of any set of screws. In some sense, this list generalizes to the Lie
algebra D of the displacement group the two classical criteria valid in ordinary
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vector algebra (the Lie algebra of the rotation group). Due to the higher dimen
sion of the vector space, many particular cases must be studied for the design of
a complete algorithm. They are the concern of specific criteria and so the finite
sets of screws are divided into three classes including respectively three, four and
eight non trivial subcases.
Several remarks seem to be noteworthy. First, the expressions for these criteria
require a11 the algebraic operations defined in an earlier paper by Chevallier, in
particular the Lie bracket and tbe module structure of D derived from opera
tion V, except operation III. In other words tbe classical form of screw theory
using only tbe vector space structure and the Klein form sbould not contain all _
tbe necessary tools for this. This echos a statement of Herve: the mathematical •
properties of the displacement group and its Lie algebra are a key to the under-
standing of kinematics.
Second, the form of the general criteria seems to be closely related to properties
met in the kinematics of overconstrained mechanisms, such as· the existence of
transversals; the fo11owing results contain a purely algebraic technique for point
ing out such "transversal screws" in various cases. The eight criteria exposed
for the third correspond to simpler applications and one can find corresponding
mechanisms with finite or infinitely small mobility.
Third, the elassification of vector subspaces of D (serew systems), has been re
cently studied by Rieo Martinez and Duffy and by Gibson and Hunt. Here we
eonsider a given set of generators, in practiee the data defining a linkage in same
configuration, and we solve a rather different problem.

E.A. DIJKSMAN:

Four-Bar Branch Cognates of Eccentric Inverted Slider-Cranks:
"Is it Possible to Elude Roberts' Law?"

Recently, the degeneration of Roberts' Law was amended for inverted slider
cranks producing symmetrieal curves. Then, a very good approximation was
obtained based on stretch-rotation and symmetrization. However, for the eccen-
tric type, symmetrization is not applicable and has to be replaced by a more e
general procedure, based on three accuracy positions of a (transformed) bar in
terconnecting points of a new crank-circle with the corresponding accuracy points
of the initial curve that is produced by an arbitrary coupler point of the eccentric
inverted slider-crank.
For the two Grashof-types, each coupler-branch of the inverted slider-crank, will
be reproduced by a slightly different four-bar. For each of the two Non-Grashof
types, only a singular curve appears of which each time not more than half the
curve is reproduced. Then, both, the eccentric inverted slider-crank as weIl as its
corresponding 4-bar curve cognate are Non-Grashof simultaneousIy.
The way to derive these approximated 4-bar branch cognates will be explained
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in more detail.

J. GRILL:

Calculation and Optimization of Grinding Wheels for Manufacturing Grounded
Gear Robs

A new method has been developed which allows to calculate the grinding wheels
profile for manufacturing grounded hobs. High accurate gear hobs, for hobbing
spur and helical gears, cylindrical worms and worm wheels, will be manufactured
on cutter grinding machines. Thus, the manufacturers of hobs have to determine
the grinding wheels profile out of the profile of the hob and further data like tbe
lead angle, the relief and the rakeangle or the diameter of the grinding wheels.
There are no explicit functions for calculating the grinding wheel's profile and
thus an iterative method has been developed. The cutting edge o[;:.a·· hob is
the intersection of a grounded fiute and arelief grounded flank. The 6ute and
the flank are conjugated surfaces of grinding wheels. The coordinates, the first
derivatives and the first and second fundamental forms of conjugated surfaces
can be calculatedby using a general method, which allows to determine tbe
fundamental forms of a generated surface out of the fundamental forms of a
generating surface.
By using this method and the formula of Meusnier, the cutting edge profile with
its first derivative and its curvatures, tbe fundamental forms of the enveloped
helicoid and the standard basic rack tooth profile with its first derivative and its
curvatures cao be calculated. Finally, by a variance comparison of the actual and
the desired standard rack tootb profile of the grounded hob, the profile of the
grinding wheel can be optimized.
The results of the iteration are the profiles of tbe grinding wheels, tbe·cutting
edges, the faces of the cutting teeth, the relief grounded flanks with their first
derivatives and their curvatures and an optimized regrind-table for minimizing
the deviations of regrinded bobs.

J. HERVE:

A Family of Overconstrained Linkages via the Displacement Sub-Group of
Dimension 4

The set of a11 possible Schoenflies motions makes up the dimension 4 sub-group
{X(u)} of tbe Euclidean displacement group. Two in parallel X mechanical
connections between two rigid bodies realize a single loop kinematic cbain.
The total number of freedom is 4 + 4 = 8.
The Tcbebycbev mobility criterion predicts a degree of freedom 2 for the resulting
chain.
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In fact, the intersection set of two X sub-groups (with distinct direction unit
vectors u = u) is the 3 dimensional sub-group of spatial translations {T} and
the kinematic chain has the rnobility 3. Such a type of exceptional mobility
is useful for the design of new manipulator robots (Delta, Star, H, Prisrn ... ).
Locking one degree of freedorn in each X generator generates a closed loop with
the degree of rnobility 1. One may recognize the Koenig homokinetic joint and
new mechanisms with one degree of freedorn.

T. HORSCH:

Spline Interpolation for Industrial Robots and its Applications

At the time being, mainly two elementary Cartesian interpolation rnethods are
existing for commercial industrial robots: linear and circular interpolation.
Each robot movement is composed of these elernentary movernents with possible
speed discontinuities. In the near future, total movernents more and more will
be available as CAD data, generally, however, without orientation information.
Right now, Reis examine methods for interpolation with NURBS. Doing so, on
the one hand great importance is attached to suitable interfaces for integration of
CAD data (as far as possible) and for facilitated programrning of complex parts
in teach-in method on the other hand. This may considerably reduce costs.
The presentation is composed of two parts. The first part explains the problems
and gives proposals for solution. The second part shows existing applications and
those possible with this new technique in the future.

M. HUSTY:

Parallel Manipulators: Direct Kinematics and Singularities

Singularities of parallel manipulators have been studied in detail by several au
thors. A special kind of these singularities are the continuous ones. A parallel
manipulator which is in such a singularity gains one or more degrees of freedorn
while al1 actuators are 1ocked. In this paper we introduce apart of the first e
systematic study of self-motions of parallel manipulators of the Stewart-Gough
platform type. Tbe study representation of the group of Euclidean congruences
is used and additionally the image space representation of the condition that a
point of the moving· system is constrained to move on a sphere. We believe that
a case study like this has to precede any direct kinematic analysis of parallel
manipulators.
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B. JÜTTLER:

Spatial Rational Motions

Using spatial rational motions it is possible to apply the powerful methods of
Computer Aided Geometrie Design (espeeially the Bezier- and B-spline teeh
niques) to problems from kinematies, roboties and animation. These motions are
defined by the property that the trajeetories of a11 points of the moving object
are rational curves.
We present a construction for rational motions of fixed degree and outline some
algorithms for interpolation and approximation of a sequence of positions of a
moving object. Moreover we diseuss several control structions for rational mo
tions w hieh are analogous to the control polygons of B-spline curves~ Based on
the dual representation of a motion we are able to compute an exact represen
tation of the boundary surface of the region whieh is traced out by _a moving
polyhedron. Finally we discuss rational sweeping surfaces. ;.J

This talk is based on a joint work with Michael Wagner (University of California,
Davis).

A.KARGER

Singularity Analysis of Sedal Robot Manipulators

This lecture is devoted to the description of the singular set of serial robot manip
ulators. For 6 degrees of freedom robot manipulators we have developed a theory
which allows to discuss higher order singularities of serial robot manipulators.
By using Lie algebra properties of the screw space we give an algorithm, which
determines the degree of a singularity from tbe knowledge of the actual configu
ration ofaxes of the robot manipulator only. The local shape of tbe singular set
in a neighborhood of a singular configuration can be determined as weIl. We also
solve the problem of escapement from a singular configuration.
For serial robot manipulators with the number of degrees of freedom different
from six we show that up to certain exceptions singular configurations are re
movable. It means that they can be avoided by a small change of the motion of
the end-effector.
We also give an algorithm which allows to determine equations of the singular
set for any serial robot manipulator. We discuss same special cases and give
examples of the singular set including PUMA 560.
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M. KAUSCHKE:

Using Closed Form Inverse Kinematics Solutions for Redundant Robot
Configuration Planning

It has turned out that the closed form solution for the inverse kinematics prob
lem (IKP) efficiently can exploit computational simplifications resulting. from
specialized kinematic structures of nonredundant seriallink robots. In this talk a
method for expanding the use of such solutions to redundant robots by combin
ing symbolic and numeric means will be presented. The resulting method is weIl
suited for low degrees of redundancy and not necessarily describable tasks. Some _
examples in the area of collision avoidance for a 8 DOF robotwill be given. ..

A. KECSKEMETHY:

Automated Symbolic Processing of the Kinematics of Multiple-Loop
Mechanisms

Described in this paper is an approach for the automatie generation of optimized
symbolic expressions for the kinematics of multiple-Ioop mechanisms at position,
velocity and acceleration level. The theoretical foundations of the approach are
based on the concept of the kinematical transformers introduced in previous
publications. The partieular features of.the implementation are: (i) reeognition
of closed-form solutions for deeomposable subsystems; (2) automatie tracking
of input-output dependencies; (3) automatie selection of seeondary joints for
"efficient iterative solution of subsystems for which no closed-form solutions are
found; (4) optimized selection of vector decomposition frarnes on a loop-by-Ioop
basis for efficient veloeity and acceleration analysis. The practieal usefulness
of the approach is illustrated by the applieation of our current Mathematica
implementation to diverse robotic and automotive systems.

D.R. KERR:

A Finite Twist Representation and its Application to Workspace Analysis and e
Manipulator Design

A eompaet characterization is derived from the general screw transformation
matrix, representing rigid body displacem'ents. This representation of relative
finite motion is applied to examples of manipulators and to examples of tasks.
A means is described of characterizing the kinematic workspaee of planar serial
and planar parallel manipulators, and of extensions that offer the possibility of
designing manipulators for preseribed families of tasks.
A indication is given of the means of applying the above also to spatial tasks and
manipulators.
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J. KIENER:

Dynamic Modelling of an Underwater Robotic System

Underwater Robotic Systems (URS) consist of a free-floating platform and at
least one manipulator, which is mounted on this platform. Usually, these sys
tems have twelve or more degrees of freedom. The derivation of the dynamic
model of such a system poses the diflicult problem of dynamic coupling between
platform and manipulator. Moreover, planning trajectories and deriving a con
trol scheme requires solving a redundancy problem.
In this lecture, first, the system dynamics of an URS are presented, including the
most important hydrodynamic effects (Added Mass, drag) as weIl as the hydro
static influences (buoyancy, fluid acceleration). Then, the O(n)-algorithm, which
is used for forward dynamics simulation, is introduced. Due to the mobile base
and to the hydrodynamic effects, the standard formulation of this algori~hm has
to be modified when used for URS. Simulation results obtained with a simulation
program which uses the modified O(n)-algorith are shown. As far as-control
of an URS is concerned, the basic concepts for designing a control system are
presented. Some results from PID-control of the platform aloue are also added.

P. KOVACS:

New Algebraic Strategies for Open Problems in Kinematics Analysis

The lecture gives a survey of a chain of interconnected new concepts in algebraic
elimination and their application to kinematics analysis. The methods are illus
trated by two previously unsolved problems.
First, a parametrized symbolic solution of the VW R30 manipulator, which is an
8th degree open kinematic chain, is derived. In practice, this solution canofieither
be obtained with the advanced Lee-LiangjRaghavan Roth Algorithm nor with
elaborate ideal-theoretic inethods like the Buchberger Algorithm or multivariate
resultants. The new methods show that theoretically, the above algorithms would
provide a standard representation of some optimal univariate characteristic equa
tion of the VW R30 which consists of 3580 complex terms. If it were obtainable,
it would be practically impossible to simplify this representation. The presented
methods are ahle to provide a parametrized symbolic solution aod yield a rep
resentation of the crucial univariate equation as a sum of three simple products,
requiring 41 multiplications for its evaluation instead oI the thousands of multi
plications required in standard form.
As a second example, a simple, parametrized symholic solution of the kinematic
structure of the cycloheptane molecule is derived. This was a long open problem
in theoretical chemistry (conformational analysis). All six univariate equations
are of degree 16 in this case and have very complex coeflicients which are high de
gree polynomials in the parameters (one input joint and one structural constant).
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We prove that none of the six permits some essential standard simplification like
factorization, functional decomposition or bivariate homogeneous decomposition.
In contrast, the presented symbolic solution of cycloheptane consists of a sequence
of some very compact eight degree polynomial and a simple quadratic polyno
mial that yield a11 sixteen solutions for one of the variables. The equations for
the remaining variables are linear.
The approach is based on a new concept in algebraic elimination which is called
functional ideal decomposition and on a generalization thereof. If applicable, the
methods simplify the elimination process of arbitrary polynomial systems signif-
icantly. The relationship between functional ideal decomposition and functional _
decomposition of single polynomials is similar to the relationship between ideal •
factorization (primary decomposition) and factorization of single polynomials.
From a certain perspective, th.e approach can be seen as an attempt to generalize
invariant theory.

H. LI:

Video: Development and Application of the TELBOT System

This paper presents an overview of the TELBOT system - a new tele robotic
system, including the development, design, kinematics, calibration, path plan
ning, control, simulation and applications. The TELBOT system consists of a
6 DOF manipulator with 6 revolution joints, a control system and a simulation
system. All the motors, measuring system and the transmission gear box of the
manipulator are located in the rohot base. There are no cables from the base to
the end-effector. The transmission of the motion from motors to the end-effector
is realized via concentric tubes and bevel gears. All the revolution joints can
be rotated 'over 360 degrees. Because of the off-set at the 5th joint, there is no
closed-forrn solution of the inverse kinematics. The method to solve the inverse
kinematics problem of series-chain manipulators with general geometry proposed
in the earlier papers of the author is used to find all the 16 possible configurations.
It greatly facilitates selecting the optimal configuration for a given workspace and
avoiding obstacles. The end-effector can reach any position in any orientation in e
its workspace. The control system is designed as an open system, the hardware
is the VME bus system and the software is based on the VxWorks real-time op-
erating system. A 3-D simulation system is connected to the control system for
real-time visualization and off-line simulation. The complete robotic system has
been applied for nuclear steam generator maintenance, and exhibited many times
in Germany, France and Japan.
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R.W. LONGMAN:

Recent Progress in Learning Control for Precision Robot Tracking

The output of typical control systems is a convolution of the command, and not
equal to the command given to the system. In many applications, such as robots
operating on an assembly line, control systems are given the same command re-'
peatedly, and in such cases tbe control system repeatedly makes the same errors.
Learning control is a relatively new field that develops controllers that learn from
previous experience performing a specific command in order to improve future
performance with that command. The simplest form of learning control is based
on using integral control concepts applied at each time step and "integrating" in
repetitions. This controllaw is guaranteed to produce zero tracking error under
very general conditions, wbich are nearly independent of the dynamics of the
system. However, in practice, it is common to encounter error transients during
the learning process tbat are unacceptably large. Hence, there is a need for learn
ing algorithms that learn with good transients. Two versions are diseussed here:
ones producing monotonie convergence of the error norm with repetition, and
ones that have monotonie convergence of the steady state frequeney response
components. The range of leaming contral laws that have been developed is
discussed, togethcr with methods of obtaining robustness of the good transient
behavior to uncertainties in the system model. Experimental results are shown
for many learning control laws applied on a seven degree-of-freedom Robotics
Research Corporation robot. The best of these algorithms decreases the rms
tracking error of the robot by a factor of 1000 in 6 repetitions of the task. Other
experimental results are shown using such algorithms to eliminate velocity errors
in aprecision timing belt drive system, where the errors are repeating due to
geometrie inaceuracies in machining of parts and in tooth meshing. The. demon
strated ability to greatly improve the tracking accuracy of mechanical~systems,

means that learning control has many important industrial applications.

K. MARTI:

Stochastic Path Planning for Robots

In order to reduce large on-line measurement and correction expenses, the apriori
information (given by certain moments or parameters of a probability distribu
tion) on the random variations p = p(w) of the vector p of model parameters
are taken into account already in the planning phase. Thus, instead of solving a
deterministic path planning problem with fixed estimated data, here, the optimal
velocity profile ß(s) = 82(S) along tbe given trajectory :fe = ~(s), 0 ~ s ~ Se,
is determined by using a stochastic programming approach. Consequently, the
Polygon V(s, p) of Constrained Motion is replaced by a more general Set V(s) of
Admissible Motion, determined by change constraints or more general expected
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cost constraints. The properties of V(s) are considered for several probabili~y

distributions of p(w). Moreover, the solution of the stochastic minimum-time
path planning problem is compared with the solution of the standard optimal
deterministic trajectory planning problem.

T. MEITINGER:

Spatial Contact Kinematics of Assembly Processes

The basic example for robotic manipulation is the peg-in-hole problem, where
the dynamics of tbe robot are coupled with the contact mechanics between the
mating parts. Up to now investigations in this area concentrate on planar models
with a simple shape of tbe parts.
In the talk a spatial model of assembly processes will be presented. The manipu
lator is described by ordinary differential equations. Taking every contact point
between the workpieces ioto account as an additional geometrical constraint, we
obtain a system of differential algebraic equations (DAE). .
For mating parts, which can consist of cylinders, cones, spheres and toruses, it
will be shown how to describe the contact kinematics and the geometrical COll

straints. The later are formulated on acceleration level in order to incIude them
into numerical simulation. Thus we can investigate the robots dynamic behaviour
during the insertion task as weIl as the strains on the mating parts.

K.-H. MODLER:

Bagger als Roboter (in German)

Roboter üblicher Bauweise werden elektromechanisch angetrieben. Wegen ihrer
geringen Leistungsfähigkeit (Kraft) sind sie für den Einsatz in der Bauindus-
trie nicht geeignet. Die neuesten Entwicklungen insbesondere aus Japan zeigen,
daß in der Bauindustrie zukünftig hochflexible Handhabungssysteme eingesetzt
werden müssen. Diese Robotersysteme können wegen der notwendigen hohen
Leistungsfähigkeit sinnvoll nur mit hydraulischen Antrieben ausgeführt werden. e
Im Vortrag wird ein elektrohydraulischer Stellantrieb vorgestellt; der gekoppelt
mit einem Mikroprozessorsystem (MPS) das Führen offener Mechanismenketten
auf vorgegebenen Bewegungsbahnen ermöglicht. Bei der Programmieru;ng des
MPS kann auf das Prinzip der direkten Auslegerwinkelzuordnung zurückgegriffen
werden.
Mit dem Ziel, den elektrohydraulischen Stellantrieb zu realisieren, ist nicht nur
die Suche nach praktischen Resultaten verbunden. Vielmehr stehen auch die
theoretischen Zusammenhänge, besonders bei der Auslegung des hydraulischen
Lageregelkreises, im Vordergrund. Dabei soll auch die enge Verknüpfung zwi
schen Hydraulik und Elektronik transparent gemacht werden.
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Entsprechend dieser Zielsetzung werden zunächst die Grundlagen für das
Verständnis des elektrohydraulischen Regelkreises mit seinen einzelnen Kompo
nenten dargelegt. Anschließend sollen die allgemeinen mathematischen Zusam
menhänge einer der insgesamt drei eingesetzten Regelkreise beschrieben werden.

A. MORECKI:

Modelling and Design of Elastic Manipulators, Walking Machine and
Microwalking Robot

The talk is divided into three parts. The first part presents the latest results
obtained during modelling (structure and kinematics) and design of two different
kinds of elastic manipulators, namely an Elephant Trunk Type and a Spine.Type
Manipulator. .~:;-/

The second part presents a method of gait modelling-creation of the model· (tem
plate) of motion - for a quadruped walking machine with the construction of its
legs imitating the legs of digitigrade mammals (horse, rabbit). Some kinematical
problems of old Chinese walking machine are presented.
The third part presents the class of walking microrobots. Fourlegged microwalk
ing machine driven by Electromagnetic Force design. and tested by the team of
Robotics and Biomechanics of Engineering headed by A. Moreeki will be pre
sented.

P.C. MÜLLER:

Robot Contral: Interaction 01 Modelling and Control Design

For the design of very aecurate control of robots, complex models have been de
rived considering varying moments of inertia, couplings hetween the rohot axes,
effects of Coulomb friction within the joints, etc. Is this really necessary? In
this contribution it is shown tbat tbe required quality of the ·mathematieal model
depends essentially on the method of control design. While tbe "method of non
linear decoupling and exact linearization by state feedback" needs the knowledge
of very accurate models, other methods such as the "method of nonlinearity esti
mation and compensation" does not require the same high quality of the model.
Nevertheless i t shows the same or even better accuraey of the control in praetieal
applications. Presenting this second method a robust, very accurate, independent
joint contral of robots is developed based on a low level model. It is an example
where tbe control design method essentially determines the required quality of
the model.
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B. RAVANI:

Computational Design of Smooth Spline Motions

This lecture deals with computational design of spline motions satisfying certain
degree of smoothness. First, a generalization of Bezier curves to Riemannian
manifolds is presented. Then, since a motion is a continuos path on a smooth
manifold defined by its underlying Lie group structure, an algorithm is presented
for design of motion splines. The algorithm is based on a de Castljau's type
construction using the minimal geodesics derived by a special exponential map.
The resulting algorithm is shown to be coordinate independent for interpolating
rotations.
The rotation interpolation scheme is also extended to design of C2 curves on
80(3) satisfying a smoothness functional. On 80(3), tbe smoothness functional
with respect to the bi-invariant metric is chosen to be the integral of the squared
Euclidean norm of the angular acceleration. It is shown using an appropriate
approximation, that this results in a cubic spline motion as the solution of the
two point variational boundary value problem. Examples illustrating the results
are presented.

W. RISSE:

Sensor-Based Control of a Redundant SCARA-Robot

A redundant SCARA robot for operation in unstructured work spaces is pre
sented that is equipped with distance sensors for both obstacle detection and
end-effector guidance. Sensor-based Cartesian .motion is generated to perform
tracking of unknown surfaces with respect to distance and orientation. The in
verse kinematics is based on resolved motion ratecontrol utilizing the null-space
of the robot's Jacobian for joint limit avoidance, repeatable motion in joint space
and collision avoidance as secondary goals. The behaviour of the sensor-guided
system is investigated within an integrated simulation environment and some
typical results are presented.

O. RÖSCHEL:

New Results on Moveable Polyhedra

It is shown how to construct overconstrained mechanisms witb systems linked by
spherical 2R-links. Given a tetrahedron with faces tangent to a common sphere
we cut the vertices of this polyhedron with planes tangent to that sphere. In the
faces of this new polyhedron we define plane equiform Euclidean motions with
global fixed points, straight line paths, common parametrization and common
scaUng factor f (t). The motions in different faces are linked by spherical links.
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"Blowing up" the tetrahedron with factor 1/ f(t) then gives an overconstrained
kinematic chain consisting of 8 systems linked by 12 spherical 2R-links. It has
to be remarked that this procedure may be used to gain a very great variety of
overconstrained mechanisms: The given algorithm just has to be applied to other
polyhedra with faces tangent to a sphere. Some examples are discussed.

H. SACHS:

A Numerical Approach to Fouf-Bar Linkages in Minkowski-Plane

A Minkowski-plane M2 is a real affine plane with an underlying vector space
provided with tbe Lorentzian inner product < x, Y >= Xl Yl - X2Y2 for x =
(Xl, X2), Y = (Yb Y2). At first we show, that in M2 exist exact1y 72 different
types of four-bar linkages with regard to tbe fundamental group B3 in M 2, then
we give a numerical metbod for calculating the. four-bar linkage of type ':Ii(main
type), considering properties of first and second order (limit points, velocities,
accelerations, asymptotes of the centrodes, rotation pole M, acceleration-pole G,
inBexion circle, inBexion pole W, etc.) Aboveall we deduce some remarkable
metric properties for the poles M, G and W.

J.C. SAMIN:

Full Symbolic Formulation of the Dynamics ofMultibody Systems with Elastic
Beams

The modelling of flexible elements in mechanical systems has been investigated
through several methods issued from botb tbe field of multibody dynamics ~nd the .
area of structural mechanics .and vibrations theories. As regards the murt,ibody
approach, recursive formulations in relative coordinates have been widely claimed
to be really suitable and efficient for a large variety of applications. Such a
fonnalism is developed here for a general multibody system containing flexible
beams and in such a way that its full symbolic generation is possible within the
ROBOTRAN program. Several validation examples are presented to illustrate
tbe metbod.

D.J. SANGER:

Task Planning for Redundant Manipulators

The talk will outline a project which has employed an elastic model to resolve
the redundancy in kinematically redundant manipulators. This has allowed the
development of inverse position and inverse stiffness analyses, together with an
extended inverse rate analysis. The consistency of tbe results of these analyses
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has provided the basis of a task planning method for redundant manipulators,
which makes it possible for the manipulator to fulfill secondary tasks, such as
obstacle and singularity avoidance, in addition to its primary task of positioning
the end-e:ffe~tor in a defined manner.

W. SCHIEHLEN:

Synthesis of Multibody Systems by a Control Engineering Approach

The synthesis of multibody systems results in chain and/ar loop topology. It is _
shown that the assembling ofmultibody systems may be represented as a transfer •
of flexible constraints into rigid constraints by a limiting procedure. It turns out
that the controllability of multibody systems is not restricted to motions but it
includes reactions, tao. The number of input and output variables is not changed
during the assembling. An example from robotics results in a combined motion
and force control that is useful in many manufacturing processes.

M. SCHNEIDER:

Nonlinear Motion Control of Hydraulically Driven Large Redundant
Manipulators

Hydraulically driven large-scale manipulators are complex mechatronic systems
with highly nonlinear dynamic behaviour. For an easier understanding of this
behaviour and as a basis of a nonlinear position contral concept a nonlinear dy
namic simulation model is required. It takes into account all relevant coupling
effects between hydraulic drives and arm elements. The control tasks for the
investigated manipulators are tracking prescribed trajectoriesand avoiding col
lisions with obstacles in the three-dimensional workspace. The most important
problems ane has to deal with are the complexity of the system, the nonlinear
frictian and elasticity of the hydraulic drives and the redundant structure of the
arm package. Two different concepts for controlling the hydraulic actuators will _
be presented, both using the method of exact input-output-linearization. ..

J. SCHÖNHERR:

Krfterien der Ubertragungsgüte für die Auslegung von Mechanismen, speziell
von Parallelmanipulatoren (in German)

Der aus der Getriebesynthese bekannte Übertragungswinkel kann als einfaches
geometrisches Kriterium für die Bestimmung der Abmessungen eines Mecha
nismus mit guten Übertragungseigenschaften genutzt werden. Daneben lassen
sich mit Hilfe der Elemente der Jacobimatrix eines Mechanismus mit mehreren
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Antrieben Ungleichungen zur Eingrenzung des Antriebsraumes eines Manipu
lators, ausgehend von maximal erreichbaren Antriebsgeschwindigkeiten oder 
kräften angeben.
Umgekehrt dienen entsprechende Zielfunktionen, die auf die Minimierung der
Antriebskräfte oder -geschwindigkeiten gerichtet sind, dem Auffinden optimaler
Abmessungen des Mechanismus.
Die entwickelten Auslegungskriterien werden für die Bestimmung geeigneter
Abmessungen ebener und räumlicher symmetrischer Parallelmanipulatoren mit 3
Antrieben verwendet. Dazu werden der Übertragungswinkel sowie aus geeigneten
Gleichungen für die Rückwärtskinematik die Elemente der Jacobimatrix berech
net.Die Ergebnisse sind in Kurventafeln zusammengefaßt, aus denen sich die
Kennwerte der Übertragungsgüte bzw. die für die Optimierung dieser Kennwerte
notwendigen Abmessungen ablesen lassen.

H. STACHEL:

Instantaneous Spatial Kinematics and the Invariants of the Axodes

Aremark in the Book BOTTEMA, ROTH: Theoretical Kinematics (page 161)
says: "The relationships between the Ioeal properties 01 the axodes and the higher
order instantaneous invariants do not seem to have been developed." This paper
is intended to elose this gap as weIl as to demonstrate again the eleganee and the
effeetiveness that the use of dual line coordinates and dual quaternions brings
about in spatial kinematics.
At the beginning tbe motion of the FRENET frame of a rul~d surface is studied.
Then we define the spatial motion E1/Eo by the FRENET motions E2/Eo and
E2/E1 along its axodes. This gives new formulas for the instantaneous invariants
of the spatial motion. (Some of these formulas have also been found 1973· at a
seminar of H. VOGLER at TU Graz.) The paper ends with a short prüof of
DISTELI's formula and with the spatial analogon of the center-point curve.

M. STEINBACH:

Dynamic Robot Modeling and Trajectory Optimization

The lecture reports on a project aiming at the development of mathematical
software for off-line programming and trajectory optimization in a CAD envi
ronment. Two typieal application problems are presented, and consequences of
problem strueture and practical requirements on dynamic robot models and nu
merical solution methods are diseussed.
The main part of the talk proposes a robust and efficient direct SQP approach
for off-line trajectory optimization which is based on a structured interior point
QP solver. First computational results for the new QP solver demonstrate its
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efficiency, especially for fine discretizations.

H. VOGLER:

Affined Darboux-Motions

About 1880 G. Darboux and A. Mannheim discovered motions in Euclidean
three-space E3 that move a11 points in planes which are not parallel. This lecture
deals with motions in n-dimensional real affine space An with the property that
all points have planar orbits. In 1985 A. Karger studied these Darboux-motions _
and gave a complete classification. He mostly was interested in the motion as •
submanifold of the corresponding LIE-group.
My approach is concentrated on the trajectories and an explicit representation
of tbe motion. The investigations. are based on the affine version of a theorem of
A. ScboenHies and A. Maonbeim - firstly diseovered in the seventies of the last
eentury and dealing with Euelidean motions that move every point of a straight
line 9 C E 3 in a plane. The affine ease which is in fact a projective ooe, was
solved by the author. He found out that there are three eases as to tbe fact
whether a11 planes of the trajectories are parallel to each other or only to one
direction or have general position. The last type leads to trajectories that are
affine equivalent with respect to the parameters of the motion.
This is the fundament for a total survey for Darboux-motions in An. The planes
of the trajectories are parallel to eaeh other (1st ease) or parallel to ooly one di
rection (2nd case) or the trajeetories are mutually affine equivalent with respeet
to the parameters of the motion (3rd case) or all planes intersect a certain plane
at infinity (4th case). Explicit parameter representation in a11 cases are given.

C. WOERNLE:

Nonlinear Motion Control of a Nonholonomic Mobile Platform by Exact
Linearization

For a nonholonomic mobile platform with two independently driven wheels and a e
passive third wheel, a path following control problem is formulated. The distance
of a platform-fixed reference point located on the wheel axis in combination with
the forward velocity of the vehicle are made to follow prescribed time functions.
The reference point tracks a path given as an algebraic curve with desired speed.
The wheel axis is always orthogonal to the path. The controllaw is obtained by
exact input-output-linearization via dynamic state feedback, whereby differential
geometrie characteristics of the path up to the third order are used.

Berichterstatter: J. Kiener
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Branrhing Processes

17.-23.12.1995

Tbe conference was organized by P. Ney (Madison) and A. Wakolbinger
(Frankfurt); it was the first OberWolfach meeting on Branching Processes in
almost 30 years. Peter Ney and four of the present participants bad already
contributed to its only predecessor, the illustrious conference of 1967, which was
attended by such pioneers in the field like Kolmogorov, Yaglom, Kingman, Harris
and Sewastjanov.

Tbe vigorous development of the field in recent years was evident at tbe
conference. Topics of the 50-minute talks which opened each daycs session were

- random fields on branching structures

- exeursion representation of random trees

- branching particle systems

- random walks on trees
'-

- branching process approach to non-linear equations.

One goal of the conference was to promote communication between variOUB

schools . Recently, e.g., there has been much interest in branching populations
of partieles moving in space, snd their scaling limits known 88 superprocesses.
As Anatol Jotte put it, after chairing the Wednesday moming session on spa
tial models: uThe conference has succeeded in brea!dng down a wall between
branching processes and superprocesses."

Tbe increasingly prominent role of random trees in the theory of branching
processes showed up clearly at the conference. Originally an offsboot of the
theory, random trees, through their combinatorial analysis and representation
through excursion, are now having important implications for the theory itself.



Another goal of the conference was a survey of tbe applications of 'branching
proresses outside mathematics. Although late cancellations made it necessary to
curtail the planned program somewhat, nevertheless there were interesting talks
on applications in population genetics, cell kinetics, on polymerase chain reaction,
and image ooding.

Once more Oberwolfach has proved its efficacy in attracting first-class mathe
maticians from the whole world, sometimes even in the fsee of considerable incon
venience (sorne of the participants were unable to get flights horne before Christ
mas). The prospects for a third Oberwolfadl ronference on branching processes
appear bright, hopefully this time without the lapse of another 30 years.

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

K. ATHREYA:

Branching Markov chains, change of measures
and the LlogL theorem for branching processes.

For branching Markov chains where the branching ia supercritica1 with DO

extinction and the Markov motion is ergodie the random probability distribution
of tbe position in the nth generation is shown to converge in probability to the
stationary measure of the Markov chain. Under some moment conditions on the
offspring distribution and uniform ergodicity on the Markov chain almost sure
convergence and large deviation rates are established. Next, following the recent
work of Lyons et al, an LiogL theorem is proved for Galton Watson process with
arbitrary type spare after discussing change of measures for a Markov chain via a
nonnegative eigenfunction. As special cases the Bellman Harris and CMJ process
are treated.

J. BENNIES:

Some relations between urn models and GaJton-Watson trees
A GW-tree with a marked individual can be represented by a randorn walk

bridge and in some cases by an occupancy of reHs with balls. Then we identify
numbers of children and numbers of balls in cells. To represent a tree with a
marked individual we rotste the sequence of occupancy numbers. For the random
walk this means that the excursions which represent the tree berome bridges.
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These relations are for example useful for tbe following problem:
What ia the probability that a uniformly chosen individual bas k clilldren,

conditioned on the total population..size of the tree?
In the case of the geometrie offspring distribution this is equal to the proba

bility of finding k balls in tbe flrst cell by distributing N - 1 balls over N cells
according to Bose-Einstein statistics. For the Poisson ofl'spring distribution one
bas to use the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics and in the binary case tbe Fermi
Dirac statistics.

(joint work with G. Kersting)

J. BIGGINS:

Seneta-Heyde norming in the branching random walk
In tbe supercritical branching random walk the Laplace transfonn of the nth

generation point process evaluated at iJ normalized by its expected value farms
a martingale, Wn(iJ). For iJ 'in a eertain interval, ({J., {J2) , it is known that the
martingale converges in L. if and oo1y if EW.({J) log W.(t9) ia finite, and its limit ia
zero otberwise. When {J = 0 tbe martingale becomes the classicaJ Galton-Watson
martingale Zn/mn(= Wn(O». In tbat case it ia known that there is a sequence
of ronstants (in) such that {lnWn(O)} converges almost surely to a finite limit
that ia not identically zero. This sequence is called a Seneta-Heyde norming after
tbe result 's originators. Similar results have been obtained for other branching
models, including for the general (C-M...J) branching process.

For {J in (Ut, {J2) a Senata-Heyde norming for the martingale Wn({J) ia ob
tained, so that a sequence {In} is found such that 'n Wn ('I9) converges in probs
bility to a finite limit that is non-zero when the proress survives. Though the
result is only uconvergence in probability" the method used in the proof gives an
almost sure Senata-Heyde norming for the general (C-M-J) branching process,
which is the Unearest" already known result.

(based on joint work with Andrew Kyprianou)
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K. BOROVKOV:

On distribution taUs and expectations of maxima
in critical branching processes

Let {Zn}n2:0 be a critical Galton-WatsoD process, Zo = 1, with offspring
generating function /(8). Put Mn = max Zk, M = max Mn = max Zn (the

O<I:<n n>O n>O
latter ia < 00 a.s., for the process dies oiit ;".p. 1). We address the following two
problems:

(i) What is the asymptotic behaviour of P(M > x) 88 X -+ 001

(ii) What is the asymptotic behaviour of E(Mn) as n -+ oo?

For the finite-variance case, the answers were known:

1
P(M> x) f"oJ - (Lindvall, 1976),

X

E(Mn ) f"oJ logn (Athreya,1988).

We consider the case when
(.)/(8) == 8 + (1- s)OL(l- 8),0 E .(1,2],L ia slowly varying at O.
To salve (i), we embed our process in an appropriate random walk and es

tablish a universal inequality (valid for any critical GW-process) connecting the
distribution of M with that of the maximum of the stopped random walke The
answer is P(M > x) f"oJ 0;1, if (.) holds.

Then we establish a direct connection between problems (i) and (ii) allowing
one to salve (ii) as soon as (i) ia solved. Tbe answer to (ii) ia: E(Mn ) f"oJ logn, if (*)
holds. In conclusion, we discuss another embedding - that of a general branching
process into a skip-free random walke Our results lead then to an asymptotic
expression for the non-extinction probabilities of this branching process.

(joint work with V.A. Vatutin, Steklov Math. Inst, Moscow)

H. COHN:

On tbe asymptotic patterns of branching processes
in varying environment

Let {Zn} be a branching process in varying environment and define Mn =
max P(Zn = i). A necessary and sufficient condition in terms of the offspring
\>0

variables {Xn } is given for lim Mn > o. It is also shown that if Wn = ~, where
n-oo -n

{en} are some norming constants tending to 00 converges a.s. to a limit W with
P(O< W < 00) > 0, then lim Mn = 0 makes W have a continuous distribution

n-oo
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nmction on (0, (0). If lim Mn > 0 there exists, up to an equivalence, ooly ODe
n-oo

sequenre {en} with a discrete limit distribution for {Wn }. However, if other
growth rates exist in such a case for {Zn} the limits W corresponding to them
must have a continuoUB distribution on (0, (0).

M. DEKKING:

Mandelbrot percolation and other sets'
generated by branching processes

We are motivated by the following observation: binaryimages are in one-to
one correspondence with quad trees. Tbus random sets (binary images) corre
spond to random quad trees. There are many ways to randomize quad trees.
We discuss two: tree indexed inhomogeneous Markov chains (with an example
of empirica1 transition probabilities obtained from lung slice data), and fraetal
percolation with neighbour interaction, which has a structme that we show to be
very different from Mandelbrot percolation.

A. ETHERIDGE:

A probabilistic approach
to some explosive non-linear beat equations

We are interested in positive solutionB to semilinear heat equations of the
form ~ == du +uP (*) for p > 1 and u(O,x) = 8t/J(x) (with 8 a ~nstant).
For p an integer this equation ca.n be transformed into one whose solution is
expressed in terms of a (time inhomogeneous) branching Brownian motion. By
conditioning on the population size we develop apower series in (J. This leads to
a new approach to the study of blowup of solutions to the equation (.).

In the special case p = 2 we reinterpret the representation in terms of a
path-valued (discrete time) Markov process and this leads to a conjecture for the
possible forms of the set on whieb the solution to (*) first becomes unbounded.

S. N. ETHIER:

A measure-valued branching diffusion in population genetics
Tbe usual diffusion approximation of the (measure-valued) Wright-Fisher

model by a Fleming-Viot process assumes weak selection. However, a differ
ent scaling is possible that permits a diffusion approximation in tbe presence of
strong selection. Tbe limit process is a Girsanov transformation of a very simple
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measure-valued branching diffusion with immigration. As a reault, its sampie
path properties and unique invariant measure can be detennined.

K. FLEISCHMANN:

A continuous super-Brownian motion in a super-Brownian medium
A oontinuous super-Brownian motion is constructed in which branching occurs

only in tbe presence of some catalysts which evolve themselve as a continuons
super-Brownian motion. More precisely, the collision local time, in the sense of _
Barlow, Evans & Perkins (1991), of a tagged Brownian patb with the catalytic .1
m88S process govems the branching, in tbe sense of Dynkin's additive functional
approach to superprocesses.

In tbe one-dimensional case, 8 new type of limit behavior ia encountered: Tbe
totall1lMS process converges a.s. to a limit without I08S of expected mass (per
sistence) and with a positive, finite limiting vananre given by the expected total
Brownian collision loeal time. On tbe other hand, starling with a Lebesgue mea
sure, stochastic convergence to that Lebesgue measure holds by same additional
law of large number effect.

(joint work with Don Dawson, Carleton Univ. Ottawa)

J. GEIGER:

Decornpositions of randorn trees along distinguished lines of descent
Tbe contour process of a random planar tree is the distance-from-the-root

process of the depth-first search. We study a family of random trees including
the binary continuous time GW-tree, wbose contour processes are strong Markov
proresses. Expressed in tenns of the tree this property states that the subtrees
which grow to either side of a fixed path are independent. This allows to give
probabilistic constructions of the trees by decomposing them along same distin
guisbed line of desrent. To construct trees with stationary contour processes this
line of descent ia specified by picking a random point uniformly on the tree. If
the tree is conditioned on nonextinction up to same time x, then the path to the
"left-most" individual alive at x ia a suggested candidate to deoompose the tree
along.

A. GREVEN:

Multiple space-time scale analysis for branching systems
We oonsider a class of coun~ably many interacting Feller's branching diffu

sions. Tbe components are labelled by a hierarchical group. The longtime be
haviour of this system is analysed by considering space-time renormalized systems
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in a rombination of slow and fast time scales and in tbe limit of an interaction
parameter going to jnfinity. This leads to a new perspective on tbe large scale
behaviour (in space and time) of critical branching systems in botb tbe persistent
and non-persistent cases and including that of tbe associated historicaJ process.
Furthermore we obtain an example for a rigoIOus renonnalization analysis.

In particular we study the family structure of branching systems in equi
librium. Tbe number of distinct families per volume (88 the volume tends to
infinitiy) is detennined as weIl as the asymptotics of tbe intensity of a tagged
family in large volwnes. In addition we reIate branching systems and tbeir family
structure (i.e. historicaJ process) to tbe genealogical strncture arising in Fleming
Viot systems and being described by means of tbe PoissoD-Dirichlet distribution.
Tbe Palm-measure ansing by picking "a particle" at eandom is "explicitly" ron
structed.

B. GRIFFITHS:

Probability distributions on genealogical trees
in population genetics

A genealogical tree describes the ancestry of a sampIe of n genes in a stochastic
model of a population. A gene is tbought of as an infinitely long sequence of DNA
bases, with mutations determining the type of tbe bases in 8 ~toch88tic way.

Under trus model where mutations can only occur at a base site onre, knowl
edge of the hase types in.s sampie of DNA sequences is equivalent to knowing
the genealogical tree. &cent work with Simon Tava.re has been to try and
answer ancestral inference quest~ons such as tbe time to the most recent common
ancestor of the sequences, conditional on the DNA observed. Tbe workinvolves
Markov Chain Monte Carlo type techniques simulsting back &long trees.

e A. V. HAESELER:

Modelling the Polymerase Chain Reaction (peR)
A mathematical model to treat the PCR is introduced. Tbe a.ccumulation of

new molecules during 8 PCR-cycle is regarded 88 a randomly bifurcating tree.
While it is an easy exercise to oompute the expected number of molecules it
is much harder to obtain the distribution of tbe number of replications that
have occured between a pair of molecu1es. We develop an approximate fonnula
to do this. Tbe parameters are the efficiency A of the reaetion, tbe number
of initial template molecules and the number of peR cycles. The goodness of
the approximation is tested via simulation. Finally, to model tbe effect of the
intrinsie errar rate p, of the polymerase a substitution process ia superimposed on
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the tree. Tbe resulting elosed formula for the distribution of pairwise differenees
of sequences 88 a function of JJ and ,\ is used to estimate one of them.

(based on joined work with Gunter Weiss)

K. J. HOCHBERG:

On the lang-time behavior of multilevel branching systems
We consider the long-time limiting behaviof of the. high-density, small mass,

short-lifetime diffusion limit of multilevel branching systems with 'and without
spatiaJ motion. Such a two-Ievel system consists of an infinite collection of indi
viduals that are affected by branching at random times, in which groups (families)
of "related" individuals undergo a separate, independent branching process. This
''upper-Ievel'' (family) branching results in a lass of the usual independence 88

sumption for the particle behavior and increases the dependencies in tbe system.
We find tbe lang-term probability of non-extinction of tbe resulting measure

valued process and present analogues of Vaglom's conditionallimit law for the
process conditioned on non-extinetion up to a fixed time t and eonditioned on
non-extinction forever.

If the individual particles also undergo asymmetrie stable diffusion, then we
show that the resulting "super-2" process (with values on tbe spare of measures
on measures on JRd) suffers loeal extinetion in low dimensions and is persistent,
in tbe sense that the initial intensity ia preserved in the long run, in high dimen
sions. This in done by tracing back the genealogy of individuals and studying
the resulting evolutionary trees.

(Based on joint work with D.A. Dawson and A. Wakolbinger)

F. DEN HOLLANDER:

Branching random walk in random environment
At time t = 0 place one partiele at every site of Zd. Particles migrate _

according to independent simple random walks jumping at rate 1. Particles •
branch independently at a rate depending on their loeation, namely, when a
particle is at x it: (1) spUts into two 8t rate e(x) if e(x) ~ 0, (2) dies at rate
-{(x) if e(x) < O. Here e = {e(x) : X E Zd} is an i.i.d. IR-valued random field,
which is kept flxed during the evolution.

Let u(x, t) denote the average number of particles at site x at time t. This
quantity satisfies the PDE

{

-ltu(x, t) = 6u(x, t) +e(x)u(x, t)

u(x,O) == 1,

8



where ß is the discrete Laplacian. For the special case where the law of e(O) is (in
the vicinity of) the double exponential p(e(O) > s) = exp[-e·/P] (s E IR), with
p E (0, (0) a parameter, we find the asymptotic behavior 8S t -+ 00 of h,(x, y),
the correlation coefficient of u(x, t) and U(lI, t), SB random variables in e. Tbe
result is

tim hc(x, y) = -111
112

L ~p(x + Z)Wp(y + z),
t-oo . W p .Iezd

where 11 . 11 is the 12-nonn and wp = (Vp )0d with vp ground state of the 1
dimensional nonlinear differenre equation

{
6.11 + 2pv log V = 0

11: Z -+ lR+.

Tbe above result is proved under the condition that the ground state of(.) (Le.,
the solution with minimal 12 norm). is unique modulo translations. We·are able
to verify this only for p sufficiently large. A numerical study of (.) with MAPLE
suggests that uniqueness persists for small p all the way down to O.

(joint work with J. Gärtner, TU Berlin, Gennany)

P. JAGERS:

Coupling and dependence in branching
What happens to a branching population where individual reproduction can

be influenced by the population size at the birth of the individual?
Consider such a, population-history dependent, general branching popula

tion. Assume reproduction point processes stochastically minorized by those of
individuals of tbe same type but belonging to an imaginary infinite population.
Assume that the latter define an a.s. Malthusian (expontially growing etc.) gen..
eral branching population. Write m(s) for the expected number of children of
an s-type individual in the latter, and m(n, s) for tbe expected offspring size
of an s-individual born into an n-size population in tbe fonner, population-size
dependent case. Then m(n,s) ~ m(s) and if

00

Lsup{m(n,s) - m(s)} < 00,

n=l •

tben the population-size dependent population is also a.s. Malthusian witb tbe
same Malthusion growtb rate and asymptotic composition as the imaginary limit
population.

9



LI convergence may require a little more,
00

LnPsup{m(n,s) - m(s)} < 00

n=l '

for some p > 2, is my condition right now.
Tbe method is coupling of individual reproductions, the real reproduction

with "what would have been the case if the population were already infinite".

1. KAJ: e
Limit processes for age-dependent branching particle systems

We consider systems of spatially distributed branching particles in lRd • Tbe
particle lifelengths are ofgeneral fonn, hence the time propagation of the system is
typically not Markov. A natural time-space-mass scaling is applied to a sequence
of particle systems and we derive limit results for the corresponding sequence
of mea.sure-valued processes. Tbe limit is identified 8S the projection on ]Rd of a
superprocess in lR+ x ]Rd. Tbe additive functional characterizing the superprocess
is the scaling limit of certain point processes, which OOtUlt generations along a
line of descent for the branching particles.

(joint work with S. Sagitov, Almaty, Kazachstan)

G. KERSTING:

Surveying tbe symmetrics of a binary branching tree
A binary branching tree is a rooted tree in the plane, whose edges either end

or split into two (both with probability ~) and have i.i.d. exponentiallengths.
Thm: If a binary branching tree is cut iota pieres at a purely randomly

chosen branching point, and if the part without the root is attached to the other
part at a leaf, chosen at random, then the resulting tree is again abranching tree.

• =cutting point 0= gIuing point
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The proof uses a representation of the tree via bridges resp. excursions of an
exponential random waJk (in the spirit of Le Gall).

A similar result holeIs for subtrees of T, spanned by its root and randomly
chosen leaves.

H. KESTEN:

Branching random walk with a critical branching part
We consider limit theorems for the maximal displaoemant of a branclling

random walk when the underlying branclring process in critical. In order to get
a nontiviallimit we have to condition the family tree to have a long lifetime or
a large total progeny. Let (' be the lifetime of a critical Galton-WatsQJl:,. process
{Zn}n~O (with Zo = 1) and 11 its total progeny. In addition, let {XCv) : v:a vertex
in the family tree of the branching process } be an LLd. family.. Denote the root
of the family tree by (0) and let S(v) = EX(u), with the suro nmning over
all u on the path frorn (0) to v in the family tree. Finally, Mn = max{S(v) : v
avertex in first n generations of the family tree } and Moo = max{S(v) : v
any vertex in the family tree}. We discuss same limit theorems for Moo when
we condition on {II = n} and when EX(v) I- 0 SB weIl 8S for Mn when we
condition on {( > pn} and when EX(v) = O. In particular, when EX(v) = 0,
EIX(v)14+€ < 00, EZ1 = 1, EZ~ < 00, then ~, conditioned on {( > ßn}, has
a limit distribution.

A. KLENKE:

Multiple scale analysis of clusters of spatial branching models

Cousider (Wt)t~O (critical binary) branching Brownian motion or super-Brownian
motion in ]R2. It is known that Wt goes to loeal extinction for initial configuration
H(p) with intensity p ~ O. On the other hand there are relatively small regions
(clusters) where the surviving mass piles up. These are known to be "of height
,....., logt".

We investigate the profile of clusters more elosely. Tbe main concepts are

• Blow-up: q,t := ':t '1I t ; .c(q,o) = 1l(t) = log7-l (~)

• Spatial Rescaling: q,r := So,t~ha E [0,1], where So,tp(,) := t-Op(fO/2).

We obtain that .cii(t)(q,r) => .c(Zl-O . A), t ~ 00, where (Z.) is Feller's diffu-
sion and A 2-dim. Lebesgue-measure. In order to get a more refined description
we introduce a multiple space scale A : T ~ [0,1], which is a decreasing map
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from a given finite tree T to [0,1]. We observe points (x:,t 2:: O,e E T) which are
scaled according to A:

IIx: - xl 11 - tA (eI\/>l2 , e1\ j = greatest common anrestor

Let (Z:,e E T),~ be FeUer's diffusion on T, i.e. Z: = Z! for t < 1-A(e/\j)
and evolution independent for t > 1 - A(e 1\ J). Denote by TzJl(') = }J(z +.) the
shift by Z E ]R2. We obtain the following result for ('11,) looked at in the multiple
scale A

J. F. LE GALL:

Random trees and Levy processes
The genealogical structure ofa discrete time Galton-Watson branching process

is described by a tree, tbe genealogical tree of the population. Similarly, we in
troduce the tree structure associated with a general oontinuous-state branching
process. This tree structure ia characterized by the SO-:called exploration process,
which represents the motion of a particle that visits &11 vertices of the tree by
moving up and down along its branches. We show that for a general continuous
state branching proress, the exploration process is a simple functional of a Levy
proress with no negative jump. Tbe knowledge of the exploration process then
yields a path-valued process construction of superproresses with a general branch
ing mechanism.

(joint work with Yves Le Jan)

R. LYONS:

Some results and open questions on random walks on trees
I. We consider simple random walk (SRW) on a Galton-Watson (GW) tree

with mean m > 1. As first shown by Grimmett &. Kesten, this is transient a.s.
on nonextinction. This is equivalent to positivity of the effective conductance. If
C := the effective conductance and 'Y:= 1~' then the c.dJ. of "y satisfies

Is the solution absolutely continuous? It appears so from oomputer calculations.
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By using ergodie theory, we show that the speed, or rate of escape, is a strictly
positive constant &.s. on nonextinction and give a formula, showing tbat it isless
than ::;~. We cannot salve tbe general multitype C88e.

II. Now let tbere be a bias of weight l towards tbe mot. We still have
transience for 0 < A < m. When Al = 0, tbe ~eed is agam a positive B.S.

constant, but we have no formula. for it. Is it S ~~A~1 Tbe method ofproofuses
regeneration points and two estimates valid for any tree on which this biased
walk ia transient, including linear growth of tbe expected range. However, if
Al > 0, tbe walk can spend too much time in tbe busbes, so tbe speed is positive
iff f'(q) < A < m. H Al > 0, is speed monotonie decreasing in ;\1 How smootb a
function of A is tbe speed?

We give a couple of explicit calculations for detenninistic trees.

(joint work with Robin Pemantle (3 Yuval Peres)

J. A. L6PEZ-MIMBELA:

A branching processes approach
to some systems of nonlinear P.D.E.

Some asymptotics and critical dimensions of systems of nonlinear P.D.E. are
investigated by means of a population of individuals undergoing spatial migration
and multitype brancbing. Under mild assumptions on tbe population model it is
shown tbat tbe motion parameter of the most mobile type, and tbe fertility pa.- .
rameter of tbe most clumping type are responsible for the extinction/persistence
of tbe population in tbe large time limit. This is used to detennine the limit be
havior (88 t -+ 00) of tbe Li-norms of the solution components of tbe LogLaplace
evolution system.

In addition, by ronsidering a supercritica1 multitype branching population,
a critica1 dimension, above wbicb certain systems of semilinear equations (with
positive mixed nonlinearities) allow global solutions, is found.

L. OVERBECK:

Weakly interacting and non-linear superprocesses
We sbow that a weak solution to the quasilinear pde with mass creation

can be found by nonlinear superprocesses. In order to show uniqueness of a solu
tion of tbe above equation, we give a construction of an arbitrary superdiffusion
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based on the Historical process over an independent product of the Brownian
motion and a Poisson process. A nonlinear 8uperprocess can be approximated by
a sequence of N -type weakly interacting superproresses 88 N tends to infinity.
This is a "propagation of chaos" result. We remark on large deviations of this
approximation result and give a second type of nonlinear partial differential equa
tion which is solved by the Log-Laplace-FUnctional of a nonlinear superprocess.
An example concerning branching proeesses cooditioned on nonextinction is also
given.

A.- G. PAKES:

Killing and resurrection of population processes
Questions about island biogeography, and conservation management raise

mathematica1 questions about Markov population processes which allow for ex
terrial inftuences, immigration, catastrophe and emigration.

With no immigration, eHect of initial population size i on the law of the zero
hitting time T is of interest. H ~(T < (0) = 1 and a limiting conditional law
(LCD) exists, then E,(e>'T) < 00 for some A > 0 (*). Conversely, if T -+ 00 as
A~ 00 ("AR-property"), then (*) is sufficient for the LCI> to exist.

Examples are mentioned which have an LCD, but lack the AR property. Most
comprise same population growth process to a knockout catastropbe.

Recent work of others models "fast" immigration from zero using intensities
qOj making zero instantanoous. These models admit infinitely many Q-processes,
exactly one being honest. An alternative more natural approach is described.

Analysis with "fast" immigration is by lengthy computation with resolvents.
Tbe general method has been illustrated for tbe usual "slow" immigration from
zero and with Poisson uknockouf' catastrophes. It was shown how exploiting a.
regeneration at these killing times leads to more genera.l results with a minimum
of computation.
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Y. PERES:

2-type branching, Ising model and electrical conductance
At the root of a tree network T there is a random (unifonn) unknown "spin" E

{±l}.
(+ or-)

+ + +

Along each edge tbe spin is flipped with probability E, retained with ·proba
hility 1 - E. When can the root spin be reoonstructed from the nth levef"spins
witb probability boWlded away from l? (This is equivaJent to non-trivial tail for
the Markovian Gibbs state in the Ising Model).

We show reconstruction possible for 1- 2E > hr (T).-! and not for 1- 2E <
br. (T) -1. (Here br (T) is the branching number defined by R. Lyons. br (T)-1

is the critica.l percolation probability).
This extends a rerent result of Bleher, Ruiz and Zagrebnov (1995) who treated

regular trees.

(based on joint work with W. Evans, C. Kenyon, and L. Schulman)

A. ROUAULT:

Branching processes and KPP equatioDS
Tbe distribution function of the rightmost particle in a binary I-dirn branch

ing Brownian motion, as a function of time and spare, satisfies the Kolmogorov
Petrowski-Piscounov equation Ut = !u%% + u{1 - u). RescaJing in tbe large de
viation regime (t .-. E-2t, x ....... E-2X) the solution has a 0 - 1 limit (0 ahead of
thc front and 1 behind). In tbe 0 region, u is exponentially going down (Freidlin
1985) and its sharp behaviour is shown (Chauvin-Rouault 1988). Tbe number
ZE(t, x) of particles living at E-2t ahead of E-2X satisfies

E-1exp (_ V~;x») EZ'(t,x) -+ CI > 0

p{ze(t, x) # 0) -. C > 0
EZE{t,x) 2
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where V(t, x) plays the role of a "Ioeal reproduetion rate", 88 in the subcritieal
regime of a branching process. This model can be extended to discrete-time (R
1990) and to inhomogeneous branching diffusion (Ben Arous-R 1993, Rouques
1995).

A. SCHIED:

Geometrie aspects of some variational problems
associated with superprocesses .

Let p(lI,p} ~ SUp{V(II} - v(p}lr(v,v) S I} denote the intrinsie distance.of
two finite measmes 11, p, that ia associated with the ca.rre du cllampa operator r
of a continuous superprocess. It ia shown that p coincicdes with twice the usual
Kakutani-Hellinger distance. We also give integral representations with the ror
responding energy and arelength functionals. Tbe curves minimizing length and
energy given its endpoints can be charaeterized using Radon-Nikodym deriva
tives. Also we discuss applications in large deviations.

R. SIEGMUND-SCHULTZE:

SpatiaI branching processes -
some results on equilibria and genealogy

In constrast to the classical Galton-Wat80n model, spatial branching processes
may have non-trivial steady states. Under tbe assumption of finite intensity,
the structure of translation invaiiant equlibria of critical branching processes
in IRd is weIl understood (Kallenberg's backward tree method). In the general
situation, only partial results are available at this time. Some of them are contra
intuitive, 8J3 the fact, that in IR1 there are subcritical branching laws admitting
equilibria (of infinite intensity). We give an exampIe: Asswne that a mother
particle generates 328.3" particles with probability 3-82.3", placing all of them at
the same random position, which has a distance { to the mother particle's Ioeation
being exponentially distibuted with parameter 3-2.3"+1, n = 1,2,3, ... With the
remaining probability the partiele has no desrendants.

As an example, two results are presented for the esse of a general branching
model in an arbitrary romplete separable spare A. These results indicate that also
in this general situation the structure of equlibria is closely related to reeurrence
properties of ancestral lines in the genealogica1 tree generated by the branching
evolution, similar to the situation for finite intensity steady states in IRd •

(joint work with K. Matthes, A. Wakolbinger, K. Nawrotzki)
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Y. SUNG:

Random mappings and conditional Galton-Watson forests
A mapping j : {I, ... n} -+ {I, .. , n} can be represented hy tbe directed graph

with vertires 1, ... ,n and edges (i, j(i».
14

17 11

15

8

16

o
6

..~~.

Erasing the eyeUe edges generates a foreat where the mots of the trees'~ the
cyelic vertices. H the mapping ia chosen uniformly at random then the farest is
a randomly labelied conditional Galton-Watson forest where the number of trees
has geometrie distribution and the individuals have Poisson offspring. Hy using
BW"tin's lemma we derive quasi-binomial distributions for certain quantities of
conditional Galton-Watson (orests.

z. TAIB:

Branching processes and cell kinetics
A multitype branching proeess version of the Bell-Anderson cell population

model is presented. For this model, we diseuss the existence of a stahle ~ll size
distribution. We also show that since our process has an explicit genealog)r, it ia
indeed a quite natural setting for st1.idying certain facts known empirically from
experimental data and simUlation studies. Examples of such facts are the shapes
of the so called Q-curve and ß-curve, 88 weIl 88 certsin oorrelations between close
relatives. Tbe case of linear growth is used as an applieation.

v. VATUTIN:

Branching processes in randorn environment:
the probability of extinction at a given moment

Let Z(n) be the number of particles in a critical branching procesa in random
environment and T = min{n : Z(n) = O}. We show that

P{T=n},...."c.n-J asn--+oo.
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V. VINGORADOV:

On weak convergence of branching particle systems
undergoing spatial motion

We give natural suffieient conditions (in terms of the motion and branching
mechanisms) for branching particle systems to belong to domains of attraction
of certain superproresses. Tbe cases of nonhierarchical as weIl 88 of hierarchieal
branching are considered.

(joint with D.A. Dawson, Carleton Universit1l, Ottawa and K.J. Hochberg, Bar· a
[lan Universitll, Ramat-Gan) •

E. WAYMIRE:

Random cascades and positive T-martingales
Random cascades a.re diseussed as a prototypical example within the more

general framework of J-P Kahane's notation of a positive T-martingale. For
this one has a (loe.) compact metric space T and a probability space (n,:F, P)
with a filtration {Fn} on which are defined positive random functions Qn(t), t E

T, n = 1,2, ... sum that for each fixed t e T, {Qn(t)}:::l is a martingale w.r.
to {Fn }. In the csse of a cascade one has T = {O, 1, , b - l}N with the usual
ultrametrie and Qn(t) = Wtll ..... Wtln, for tli = (tl ti), t = (tI, t2,' ..) E T,
subject to E(Wtln+11:Fn) = Wein, Fn = O'(WT : Irl ~ n); an important ease
being Li.d. WT 's with EWT = 1. Other examples include coverage proCesses,
smoothing interacting partiele systems, spin-glass and polymer models. Given a
positive Radon measure (1 on T let QnlT(B) = JB Qn(t)O'(dt) , B E 8(T). Theo
with probability 1, QnO' =* (100 (essentially by martingale conv. thm).

(w)

Write QoolT = lToo . Then Kahane has shown QnlT = Q'nlT + Q'~(1, where (i)
(living part) EQ'ocC1(B) = E~(1(B), (ii) (dying part) EQ"oolT(B) = O. We say
survival occurs if there is a non-trivial living part. Tbe basic problems con
cern criteria for survival and oomputation of fine scale strueture of the surviving
part. We will show a way to compute survival eriteria by SIZE-BIASING and a
way to compute fine scale structure from the survival criterion (PERCOLATION
METHOD). We then illustrate these methods with an application to eascades on
a Galton-Watson tree whose of[spring satisfy ELlogL < 00, therebyanswering
a conjecture from the IMA ('94) branching process conference and extending the
results of Peyriere (1977, Duke Math J) to this general setting. The answer is
survival if and only if EWlogW < 10gEL for Li.d. generations W, provided
P(L ~ 1) = 1 and EL log L < 00.

(based on joint work with Stan Williams)
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N. YANEV:

Regeneration and branching
Limit theorems are obtained for a class of two-stage non-negative regenera

tive processes with infinite means of regenerative cycles. These results are ap
plied to investigate tbe asymptotic behaviour of critical Bellman-Harris branching
proresses in the case of finite or infinite oflspring varianoe and finite cr infinite
immigration mean.

Berichterstatter: A. Wakolbinger
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